INTRODUCTION
The proceeding publishes the abstracts and full papers of the 25th conference of the International
Sustainable Development Research Society (ISDRS) held by Nanjing University in Nanjing, China
in June 2019.
The abstracts and papers were peer-reviewed by the track chairs and board members of the ISDRS
carefully. They advance the interdisciplinary field of sustainable development research in concepts,
theories, methods, models, and cases presented in the 24 tracks designed for the conference.
The conference offers a great communication platform for academic scholars, governors, and stakeholders in sustainable development, which is an important contribution to the knowledge of sustainable development. Therefore, the reader will find different visions, theoretical orientations, and methodologies from quantitative to qualitative, in exploring the solutions of sustainable development. The
topics of the proceeding range from the investigation of resource utilization patterns in the continued
developing world and its impacts on the Earth natural and socioeconomic systems to creative solutions to the problems induced by resource utilization of the growing global population.
Within the theme “sustaining resources for the future”, this conference explores the fundamental
question of how to sustain current development without stripping the resources that the future needs,
including biological resources, mineral resources, environmental resources, as well as a well-functioning ecosystem. How could the academic progress in sustainable development be translated into a
workable plan is a critical question in the multidisciplinary of sustainable. This proceeding includes
the contributions to the challenges and opportunities and solutions to reduce, reuse and recycle the
resources to realize a sustainable present and future, as well as the possible mechanisms through
which global society could work together to realize sustainable development.
Sincerely,
Zengwei Yuan
Chair of the 25th ISDRS Conference
Nanjing, P. R. China
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Abstract
The observed and huge improvements in the living standard in the past decades have not come
without a cost. Production, distribution and consumption of goods and services with view to make
them available to consumers have continued unabated. Economic activities have led to
improvement in living standards, resulted in investment in technology and infrastructure. It has
also resulted in a number of challenges of which environmental problems is major. As Nigeria
continues its drives toward diversification of its economy, one may begin to fear if the
environment would be safe to live again. Question such as how the nation would sustain its
economic growth indefinitely without running into resource constraints or despoiling the
environment beyond repair will be at the forefront as increase in economic activities is assumed to
increase the proportion of environmental damage. The aim of this review is therefore to contribute
to current knowledge on decoupling economic growth from environmental degradation using
Nigeria as a case study. The paper explores theoretically the interrelationship between economic
activities and the resulting environmental challenges. It offers recommendation on how balance
can be reached as well as answering if economic growth can be witnessed without deterioration in
the quality of environment, if increase in income improves or worsens environmental performance,
and whether economic growth still remain attractive considering the unfavourable consequences it
put on environmental quality. The paper posited that investment in infrastructure can reduce future
environmental risks to economic growth, both by reducing the level of environmental risk faced by
the economy and by increasing the resilience of the economy to these risks.
Keywords: Economic Activities, Environmental Challenges, Diversification, Deterioration
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1. Introduction
Will the world be able to sustain it economic activities indefinitely without running into resource
constraints or despoiling the environment beyond repair? Can economic growth be witnessed
without deterioration in the quality of the environment? Would economic growth still remain
attractive considering the unfavourable consequences it poses on environmental quality? These are
basically issues encountered when observing the relationship between economic activities and
environment.
Economic growth has been the primary and permanent goal of government and society, increase in
economic activities is related to an increase in the production and consumption of goods and
services. While economic activities has produced many benefits such as raising standards of living
and improving quality of life across the world, it has also resulted in the depletion of natural
resources and the degradation of ecosystems. There has been much debate over whether or not it is
possible to achieve economic growth without unsustainably degrading the environment. There is a
growing realisation that economic growth at the present rate of depletion and degradation of
environmental assets cannot continue indefinitely (Antweiler et al., 2001).
The natural environment plays an important role in supporting economic activity. It contributes
directly by providing resources and raw materials such as water, timber and minerals that are
required as inputs for the production of goods and services; and contribute indirectly, through
services provided by ecosystems including carbon sequestration, water purification, managing
flood risks, and nutrient cycling. According to Antweiler et al., (2001), growing economic activity
(production and consumption) requires larger inputs of energy and materials, and generates larger
quantities of waste by-products. Increased extraction of natural resources, accumulation of waste
and concentration of pollutants will therefore overwhelm the carrying capacity of the biosphere
and result in the degradation of environmental quality and a decline in human welfare, despite
rising incomes.
Cole, (2004) posited that increase in economic activities results in negative impacts on the
environment through many aspects, such as environmental pollution, overexploitation of natural
resources, degradation and loss of wildlife habitat, municipal waste problems, loss of forest areas,
habitat destruction, threats to biodiversity, resource depletion, global green-house problem, soil
erosion, deforestation and climate change. An instance is the case of Nigeria with the advent of
crude oil. The nation witnessed exploitative oil induced growth which accentuated the level of
environmental degradation most particularly in the oil producing areas and further acerbated by
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weak institutions, weak rule of law, absence of accountability, and high level corruption (Alege
and Ogundipe, 2013).
As the process of growth continues, a critical collapse of the world economy due to environmental
problems becomes evident. This constitutes a situation in which the success of growth leads to its
own demise and generates adverse effects on an economy, most especially in an economy with
weak institutional quality. Therefore, the aim of this review is to contribute to current knowledge
on decoupling economic growth from environmental degradation using Nigeria as a case study.
The study further enumerated line of actions to be taken and the need for responsible attitudes
from all stakeholders.
2. Methods
The aim of this review is to contribute to knowledge on decoupling economic growth from
environmental degradation using Nigeria as a case study. The paper explores theoretically the
interrelationship between economic activities and the resulting environmental challenges using
resources from all relevant literatures. It offers recommendation on how balance can be reached as
well as answering if economic growth can be witnessed without deterioration in environment
quality.
3. Economic Activity
Economic activity refers to production, distribution, exchange and consumption of goods and
services. The primary aim of the economic activity is the production of goods and services with a
view to make them available to consumer. Gross domestic product (GDP) is one way of assessing
economic activity. Traditionally, an economy is segregated into three sectors:


The primary sector: This is the sector of the economy that makes direct use of natural
resources which includes: Agriculture, Forestry and fishing, Mining, and Extraction of oil
and gas etc.



The secondary sector: This aspect of economy includes those economic sectors that create
a finished tangible product (production and construction). The function of this sector is to
generally take the output of the primary sector and manufactures finished goods. These
products are then exported or sold to domestic consumers and to places where they can be
use by other businesses. This sector consume large quantities of energy and needs factories
and machinery to convert the raw materials into goods and products. This sector is divided
into light industry and heavy industry
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The tertiary sector: is also known as the service sector or the service industry. The service
sector is made up of “soft” parts of the economy, i.e. activities where people offer their
knowledge and time to improve productivity and sustainability. The basic components of
this sector are services (intangible goods) rather than end products. The services include:
attention, access, experience, advice and discussion

These sectors are essential to the establishment, growth and lifespan of any economy. Increase in
economic activity has significant impact on the society in general, as well as the various units that
make up the society. Some of the positive impacts include an increase in wealth, reduction in
poverty, improved standards of living, health, education and infrastructure as well as technology
(Wall Street Journal, 2011; Stern, 2004).
3.1 Environmental Challenges
According to the World Bank (1991), environment is defined as natural and social conditions
surrounding all mankind including future generations. Environment includes all layers in the
atmosphere, inorganic and organic matters, socio-economic components and processes of human
endeavours. The environment can justifiably be said to be the natural habitat of man with several
components within which various kinds of activities and processes occur.

The Federal

Environmental Protection Agency Act (1992) defined environment to include water, air, land, and
all plants and human beings, or animals living there and the interrelationships which exists among
these or any of them.
The terms challenge, problem, hazard, disaster and calamity sometimes are used interchangeably
in environmental literature. Challenges refer to the existence of crises in the environment in such a
way that it can cause damage to man or his environment. In essence, they are occurrences that are
dangerous or potentially harmful to man and his environment (Wright and Boorse, 2011). For
instance, Mary (1995) described an environmental challenge as any crisis event that surpasses the
ability of an individual, community, or society to control or survive its consequences.
Environmental problems can also be said to be an unexpected accident resulting from natural or
man-made factors (or a combination of both) that has a negative impact on the daily lives and
living conditions of humans, flora and fauna.
Notable consequences of environmental challenges include loss of lives, loss of properties, loss of
genetic resources, environmental degradation, and loss of habitats, climate change and global
warming, biodiversity loss, as well as epidemiological threat. Others are disturbance of human
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activities, reduction in ecosystem adaptability and impoverishment of communities that rely on
environmental resources as their means of livelihood (Rao, 2006).
An environmental problem arises whenever there is a change in the quality or quantity of any
environmental factor which directly or indirectly affects the health and well-being of man in an
adverse manner. It’s driven by many factors including economic growth, population growth,
urbanization, intensification of agriculture, rising energy use and transportation. It occurs when
there is deterioration of the environment through human activities resulting in the depletion of
resources, contamination of air, water, and soil, the destruction of the ecosystems and the
extinction of flora and fauna (wildlife) (Enger and Smith, 2010).
Dilys et al., (2011) also stated that environmental challenges result from imbalances, corruption
and inequality. Santra, 2011 submitted that the rapid growth in world population is a major cause
of many environmental challenges. He noted that population size and rate of growth have led to
the increase in the demand for food, clean water and energy increase. Consequently, the ability of
the environment to meet some of these needs have become threatened. Moreover, poor people’s
reliance on natural resources, and the lack of alternatives to which to turn in times of stress have
led to a high level of use which degrades the very asset on which their survival depends (Jonathan,
2006).
3.2 Economy - Environment Relationship
The natural environment plays a key role in our economy, as a direct input into production and
through the many services it provides. Environmental resources such as minerals and fossil fuels
directly facilitate the production of goods and services. The environment provides other services
that enable economic activity, such as sequestering carbon, filtering air and water pollution,
protecting against flood risk, and soil formation. It is also vital for our wellbeing, providing us
with recreational opportunities, improving our health, and much more (Grossman and Krueger,
1995). Increase in economic activities, in turn, is important for the prosperity and wellbeing of the
economy and its citizens - in both advanced economies and in the developing world. It stimulates
advances in technology, such as those that will be needed to continue decoupling consumption and
production from their environmental impacts. It is also an important factor in enabling other
drivers of wellbeing, such as improvements in health, education, and overall quality of life
(Antweiler et al., 2001).
Similarly, the growth of economic activities, in terms of production and consumption, requires
larger inputs of energy and materials that generate a greater quantity of waste by-products. This is
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confirmed by Grossman and Krueger (1995), who state that to achieve a high level of growth a
country needs more inputs to enlarge its outputs, leading to an increase in the waste and emissions
generated through the production of economic activities. The increased allocation of natural
resources, accumulation of waste, and concentration of pollutants directly impacts on the
degradation of environmental quality, leading to a decrease in the human living quality, despite the
rising income (Daly, 1991).

The effects of economic development on the environment have been widely discussed in economic
literature. They have mostly been examined within the framework of Environmental Kuznets
Curve (EKC), which postulates an inverted U-shaped relationship between environmental
degradation and increase in economic activities (Dasgupta et al., 2005). Generally, at low levels of
development, both the quantity and the intensity of environmental degradation are limited to the
impacts of subsistence economic activity on the resource base and to limited quantities of
biodegradable wastes (Kyophilavong, 2011).

Figure 1: EKC showing an economic development-environment relationship
Source: Kuznets, 1966
The shape of the curve shows that, at low income, pollution abatement is undesirable as
individuals are better off using their limited income to meet their basic consumption needs; once a
certain level of income is achieved, individuals begin considering the trade-off between
environmental quality and consumption, and environmental damage increases at a lower rate; and
a certain point, spending on abatement dominates as individuals prefer improvements in
environmental quality over further consumption (Dasgupta et al., 2005).
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There are other alternate theories describing the relationship between economic growth and
environmental quality. They are:


The Limits Theory considers the possibility of breaching environmental thresholds before
the economy reaches the EKC turning point. The limits theory defines the economyenvironment relationship in terms of environmental damage hitting a threshold beyond
which production is so badly affected that the economy shrinks (Stevenson et al., 2008).



The New Toxic Theory questions the existence of turning points, and considers the
possibility that environmental damage continues to increase as economies grow. Also here,
emissions of existing pollutants are decreasing with further economic growth, but the new
pollutants substituting for them increase (Stiglitz et al., 2009).



Stern (2004) discusses a further possible relationship between economic growth and the
environment in the context of international competition. International competition initially
leads to increasing environmental damage, up to the point when developed countries start
reducing their environmental impact but also outsource polluting activities to poorer
countries. The net effect is, in the best case scenario, a non-improving situation. This
model was referred to as “race to the bottom”.

Source: Stern, 2004; Stiglitz et al., 2009; Stevenson et al., 2008
3.3

Unsustainable Practices in Nigeria

What these various theories demonstrate is that the relationship between economic growth and the
environment is complex and multi-dimensional. While there may be no conclusive evidence on the
shape of the economy-environment relationship, these theories provide a useful starting point for
thinking about the factors that drive this relationship.
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Nigeria is involved in a number of economic activities such as oil exploration, agriculture and food
processing, trading etc. which results in interaction among people. The interaction of these
millions of people has left indelible mark on the landscape (Jimoh, 2000). The agricultural
activities of farmers in Nigeria have far reaching effects on the environment and human health.
The farmers do this by altering the lithospheric and atmospheric pathways of the hydrologic cycle,
thus impacting negatively the air, soil and water substances mostly used by man. Primitive farmers
use fire to clear parcels of farm land, modify the soil by ploughing, alter drainage by irrigation and
introduce or breed new animals and crops. These activities no doubt alter the natural vegetation of
the environment (Ayia, 2009).
Environmental issues did not gain official prominence in Nigeria until the 1988 Koko toxic waste
dumping saga which also brought to the fore the exigent need to establish the Nigeria Federal
Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA), Federal Ministry of Environment and other relevant
agencies to tackle environmental related issues. These include issues such as environmental
pollution, sanitation, depletion of ozone layer, desertification, flooding, erosion, bush burning,
deforestation, soil conservation etc. (Kelvin and Levis, 1994).
Livestock farming which is commonly practiced throughout Nigeria also has shown to have a
major polluting impact on land surface. Heavy grazing of cattle has led to trampling and
compaction of the soil, thus reducing its capacity to hold water and alters its structure at the same
time. This has led to soil erosion by wind and water. Although, grazing have positive effects on the
land because the animals provides faeces, a natural fertilizer rich in nitrates and several other
nutrients but faeces are sometimes washed into the streams and rivers during rainy seasons which
serve as source of drinking water for most farmers in the rural areas and thus, constitute health
hazards-outbreaks of cholera, typhoid etc. (Siyanbade, 2006; Ahmed, 2011).
Similarly, the rate at which our forests resources are depleting is alarming. The deliberate removal
of forest to create new agricultural land and/or for other purposes deprive the nation of the wealth
of biodiversity and the potential use of many of their unique biological compounds often of great
medical value. Deforestation increase water flow over the land’s surface, as rain fall directly to the
ground, no longer being impeded by the vegetational cover. This practice lead to an increase in the
magnitude and frequency of flooding, soil erosion increased sediment loads in rivers, slopes
instability, and degradation of adjacent lands (Evelyn and Tyav 2012).
Hunting is also one of the human activities that often lead to bush burning and the use of
chemicals in streams, rivers and seas in search of game. Plants, animals, including fish and birds
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are hunted for by man. The methods employed create a lot of negative impacts on the
environment. Smokes from the fire (bush burning) contaminate the air, land and water. Fish
hunting has made the water-streams, rivers and sea environments to be heavily polluted, due to the
use of dangerous chemicals (Gbehe, 2004).
In Nigerian cities such as Lagos, Enugu, Ibadan, Kano, Port Harcourt, Benin, Warri, Kaduna,
industries inject into the air pollutants that deplete the ozone layer. In the Niger Delta area, most
oil spills come from vessels or involves pipelines, oil terminal and bulk storage facilities which are
sometimes caused by accidental or deliberate sabotage. The blow out of offshore oil and gas wells,
the dumping of drilling muds and oil soaked waste, the destruction of drilling rigs are major
sources of water pollution in these areas. Water pollution kills fishes and other aquatic
animals/organisms (Evelyn and Tyav 2012). Also, corporate firms’ fumes, such as carbondioxide,
sulphur oxide, hydrocarbon, nitrogen oxide etc. are emitted as a result of incomplete combustion
of fuel and other carbon containing substances in exhausts pipes and plants.
4.

Conclusions

The paper examined the effects of economic activities and the associated environmental threats it
poses to sustainable economic development of Nigeria as the nation continues its diversification
agenda. It noted that economic growth cannot be separated from its environmental impact. The
paper adopted the theoretical approach in studying the relationship between environment and
economic activities as it relate to Nigeria.
The paper noted that high numbers of cases of diseases such as cancer, tuberculosis, viral diseases
etc. are consequences of series of economic activities which have depleted the natural
environment. Cases of floods, erosions and drastic drop in agricultural output are as a result of
increasing demand to meet human needs. The strategy for responding to the challenge posed by
increase in economic activities and associated environmental problems takes us to the issue of
sustainable development. Efforts need to be made to ensure production trajectory is in tandem with
the nation environmental policy. Industries also need to be given emission reduction targets based
on their emission rate and should develop a line of action approved by federal ministry of
environment. The nation should also be cautious in its importation activities so as to prevent
importation of emissions.
Looking at Nigeria’s Economic Recovery and Growth Plan (ERGP), an initiative which was
expected to lead to the growth of the nation’s economy by 2.19% in 2017 and 7% by the end of the
plan period in 2020 (Nigeria ERGP 2017-2020, 2017), this paper suggest the need to encourage
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the production and consumption of technologies which don’t damage the environment as the
nation move through this trajectory. For example, we could increase tax on industries causing
pollution and then use this tax revenue to subsidise renewable energy or supply organic fertilizers
which doesn’t pollute. This will ensure that our society seeks to reduce the consumption of goods
which are damaging to the environment. At the moment we rely on technology which is often
damaging to the environment. We need to develop technologies that enhance efficient use of
resources such resource re-use technologies while enabling higher output without pollution.
Developing country like Nigeria may feel a strong economic need to cut down forests or mine
precious metals. However, it should be done in the interest of protecting the environment. Also,
the citizens need to be educated about long-term sustainable practices by instilling changes in
consumer behaviour. A willingness to shift consumption patterns and be willing to pay higher
prices and/or avoid consumption of certain products will protect the environment in the long run.
If one small industry reduces pollution, it will make little difference unless the biggest polluters
make a commitment to change.
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Absrtact
The grid-connected situation of large-scale electric vehicles (EVs) with user-side participation is coming. The
intermittent and random fluctuations of EVs caused by disorderly charging have a huge impact on the power grid.
However, the policy of orderly charging and discharging of EVs and the construction of facilities still have
practical difficulties. In order to meet the current status of power generation and consumption, a large-scale EVs
charging and discharging concept based on virtual power plant (VPP) is proposed, which is "user disorder, control
orderly". With EVs user agreement, users transfer EVs charging and discharging control to VPP control center to
obtain lower charging price and discharging compensation. The VPP control center establishes grid charging and
discharging mode according to the current conventional load in the area, delineates the power center line, takes the
minimum mean square deviation of total power and power center line as the objective function, uses genetic
algorithm to search charging and discharging time for each EV, and generates grid matrices of charging and
discharging respectively. The Monte Carlo method is used to simulate and analyze the VPP control strategy. The
results show that the algorithm can keep the fluctuation of power load stable, facilitate users and effectively
improve economic benefits.
Key words: virtual power plant,electric vehicle, user protocol,grid charging and discharging mode
1.

Introduction

With the support of government policies and the further improvement of residents'requirements for living
environment, the number of pure electric vehicles (EV) keeps rising rapidly. The disorderly charging of regional
EV makes the peak of electric load peak, which brings great impact on the stability of power grid. Therefore, the
research on orderly access of electric vehicles with random mobile energy storage characteristics has become a
current research hotspot. The main research directions are centralized and distributed control mode, transformer
power limitation, peak and valley time-sharing price, customer satisfaction, and benefit analysis of access to
microgrid. Reference [1] establishes a collaborative scheduling model combining distributed and centralized
control methods(see, for example,Liu J,et al.,2015). In [2] Based on power limitation, an ordered charging control
method combining on-line control with off-line optimization is proposed(Xianjun Q,et al.,2016). Reference [3]
combs the existing real-time electricity price, and establishes the evaluation index system of power grid benefit
and social benefit(Shouwen W,et al.,2017). In [4] Considering factors such as power grid operation security and
user's personalized demand, a multi-objective charging optimization model based on time-sharing price is
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proposed, and the validity of the model and method is verified(Jindong C,et al.,2018). Reference [5] Based on user
travel convenience and charging and discharging economy, a charging and discharging optimization strategy for
EV is constructed to maximize users'comprehensive satisfaction(Yang A,et al.2019). In [6] Integrates EV as
distributed energy into the energy optimization management system of household microgrid, proposes a method
based on MCMC, and establishes a global online optimization algorithm based on model predictive control
technology(Han S,et al.,2019). Reference [7] From the perspective of regulators, this paper studies the mechanism
and method of electric vehicles conveying electricity to the power grid in the form of aggregation(KAMBOG and
SKEMPTON,et al.,2011). In [8] The charging and discharging control strategy of electric vehicle is formulated by
setting the hysteresis interval of battery charging state and the threshold range of bus voltage fluctuation in DC
microgrid(Shanshan W,et al.,2018). Reference [9] Considering the formation of virtual power plants by combined
wind power generation and electric vehicles to participate in the electricity market, the overall benefit has been
significantly improved(Wei C.,2016). The above literature is based on theory to study the optimization scheme of
orderly charging load for electric vehicles, but it does not take into account the current situation of regional
charging facilities, power supply limitations of regional transformers, convenience of EV charging for residents
and other details.
Based on the concept of Virtual Power Plant (VPP) and the random mobile energy storage characteristics of
electric vehicles, this paper proposes the concept of "user side disorder, power grid side orderly" charging and
discharging of EVs. That is to say, the user signed an agreement with the VPP control center to transfer the control
of EVs charging and discharging time to the VPP control center. The user only needs to connect the electric
vehicle to the charging pile when he returns to the cell. According to the current residents'routine load information,
the regional VPP control center establishes a two-dimensional coordinate system based on time-power, determines
the power center line according to the regional total load, and flexibly divides the charging and discharging grid of
electric vehicles. In order to minimize the fluctuation of total power, genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal
charging and discharging arrangement for each electric vehicle. Monte Carlo method is used to simulate and
validate the strategy. The results show that the control strategy can not only suppress the peak and valley of power
consumption, but also keep the total power consumption above and below the power center line continuously. This
not only reduces the impact of regional electric vehicles on the power grid, but also improves the capacity to
accept large-scale EVs without increasing the capacity of distribution facilities. At the same time, it also considers
the economic benefits of user area agents.
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2.

Construction of System Simulation Module

2.1 EVs Ordered Charge-Discharge Layer Design
There are still practical difficulties in policy support and supporting facilities construction of electric vehicles. For
example, peak and valley time-of-use tariffs have been implemented in various places, but the current situation of
China's economic development determines that people's sensitivity to electricity prices is gradually declining. In
addition, the limitation of price range in three periods of peak and valley, the limitation of user's charging
flexibility, and the uncertainty of actual power consumption, all lead to the fact that peak and valley time-of-use
tariff does not have a great impact on electricity consumption behavior [10-11]. In addition, at this stage, regional
property and enterprises are facing the embarrassment of high construction costs of charging piles and low
charging service costs. For this reason, this paper puts forward the concept of charging and discharging EVs with
"user side disorder, power grid side orderly". The specific level design is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Management Level Design of EVs Ordered Charge and Discharge Control.
2.2 Architecture of Ordered Charging and Discharging System
2.2.1 System Hierarchy Analysis
1. User Agreement (User Voluntary) Confirmation: User Agreement takes the convenience of charging into
account. In the designated area, the VPP control center and the users who own the electric vehicle sign a control
agreement to transfer the charging and discharging time of the electric vehicle. The VPP control center controls the
specific charging and discharging time and charging power of each EVs according to the basic charging
requirements of users. At the same time, users can enjoy the agreement price lower than the current general price
for EV charging, and EV discharging can be subsidized to a certain extent. Users only need to connect the electric
vehicle to the charging pile to indicate their charging intention. When they interact with the charging pile, they
choose whether to accept the protocol or not. If they accept the protocol, they will hand over the control of
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charging and discharging to the distribution network control center. If they do not accept the protocol, they will
charge the electric vehicle immediately until the charging pile is full or the user disconnects the connection with
the charging pile.
2. Analysis of regional conventional load characteristics: According to the historical daily load data of "protocol
electric vehicle" not included in the designated area, the regional conventional load data on the same day are
forecasted and the conventional load curve is generated.
3. EVs Characteristic Analysis: The relevant information of EV with charging piles in the protocol includes access
time, battery capacity, charging power and initial charging status.
4. Optimizing charging arrangement by genetic algorithm: According to the relevant data acquired in the first layer
and charging requirement of feedback in the third layer, based on the optimal charging arrangement aiming at
minimizing the fluctuation of electric load, the charging and discharging grid can be flexibly divided, and the grid
matrix can be formed for the scheduling management of VPP control center.
5. Charging pile control: Feedback users'EVs departure time and expected power consumption to the second tier
immediately, and the distribution network control center will arrange the start and stop of each electric vehicle
participating in the protocol according to the optimization results, and update the optimal charging arrangement in
time at the initial time of each grid.
2.2.2 Constraints
1. Comply with the user agreement to meet the user's charging requirements;
2. Search and set up the regional transformer load center line, make charge and discharge plan by using EVs
random mobile energy storage characteristics and the latest electricity demand, in order to suppress the load
fluctuation in the current period.
3. In order to maintain the service life of existing batteries, the charging and discharging plan for each vehicle
connection is limited. It is assumed that the user's charging expectation is 100%. Therefore, it follows the rule of
discharging before charging, and the minimum discharging capacity is not less than 20% of the battery capacity.
Once charging or discharging is started, the vehicle can be regarded as a fixed load or power supply during the
planned charging and discharging period.
4. Constant power charge and discharge.
3.

Ordered Charging and Discharging Strategy for Unordered Access of Charging Load
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3.1 Control Strategy of Virtual Power Plant
Virtual Power Plant (VPP) is an organic combination of the generation side in a specific area, including traditional
power plants, distributed power sources and user side controllable load, energy storage system and demand
response technology. It is managed and dispatched by the control center and participates in the operation and
dispatch of power grid as a whole[12]. In this paper, the control strategy of virtual power plant is proposed to study
the basic process of orderly charging and discharging of large-scale electric vehicles.

1. Access to information. The regional conventional load values and EVs characteristics of 48 time periods
obtained from the first layer of system information acquisition layer, and the charging demand information of EV
users obtained from the third layer.
2. Constructing coordinate system. A two-dimensional dynamic coordinate system is established with time-power
as the horizontal and vertical coordinates.
3. Mesh generation[13]. VPP control center flexibly divides EVS charging and discharging grid by using the load
difference between transformer load center line and regional conventional load ( Figure 2.) . The height of each
grid represents the charging power of the electric vehicle, and the width represents the charging time per unit. The
height and width of the grid can be flexibly divided according to the vehicle type and the accuracy of the error.

Figure 2. EVs meshing controlled by VPP grid.
4. Optimizing. The system will refresh the data at the initial time of 48 periods, including the number of newly
accessed vehicles, the residence time, the initial charging state and the latest charging state of the accessed vehicles
in the previous period. Aiming at the minimum mean square deviation between the total load and the load midline,
the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the number of EVs grid in each period, and the grid matrix is generated at
the same time.
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A two-dimensional dynamic grid selection matrix is constructed for charging and discharging states of all EVs in
48 time periods, and 0-1 encoding is performed as follows:
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3.2 Object Function Construction
The optimization goal of regional power consumption is to balance the fluctuation of 24-hour power load in the
region, so as to reduce the impact of large-scale electric vehicles on power grid stability. At the same time, the user
protocol also takes into account the maximum economic benefits of the user when charging and discharging, and
improves the user's charging convenience. The specific objective functions are as follows:
n

m

m

( 2)

Pc  Ps  Pd  

(3)

i 0 j 0

In the formula,

n

P  Pr   Ci , j Pi   Di , j Pi
i 1 j 1

P is the current total power of electricity, KW ; Pr is the regional conventional load (excluding

EVs), KW ; Pi is the charging power for the i EVs participating in the protocol; Pc is the transformer load
center line in the designated area; Ps is the base power of the transformer uninterrupted power supply in the
designated area within 24 hours; Pd is the second power of the transformer starting and stopping times less than
or equal to 2 times in the designated area within 24 hours.
4.

Analysis of three examples

4.1 Parameter Settings
Taking a typical regional virtual power plant composed of residential daily load and electric vehicle parameters as
an example, the grid control strategy of the virtual power plant is used to optimize the day-ahead. The main
technical parameters of the system model are given below. Characteristic parameters of electric vehicle: battery
capacity is 43 Kw  h , power consumption is 20 kW  h , charging power is 7 KW , charging and discharging
efficiency is 0.95; daily load curve of residents in 24-hour area (Figure 3.). GA algorithm parameters: the
maximum number of iterations is 500, the number of population is 200.
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Figure 3. Residents'Daily Regular Load Curve.
4.2 EVs Characteristic Analysis
Based on the results of the Department of Transportation's survey on the travel of domestic vehicles in the United
States

[14]

, it is concluded that the final return time and the first travel time of vehicles satisfy the normal

distribution, as follows (4), (5). The daily travel mileage obeys the lognormal distribution, as follows (6).
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In formula,  D  1.14,  D  2.98
.
According to d i , the initial charging state and charging time of EV are calculated as follows:
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d i E100
)  100%
100 Bi
B
ti  (1  S i , soc ) i
Pi
S i , soc  (1 

(7 )
(8)

In the formula, S i , soc are the initial state of charge for the final return time; ti is the charging time( h ); d i is the
mileage per day ( km ); E100 is the power consumption of 100 km (KWh); Bi is the battery capacity ( kW  h ).
4.3 Simulation Solution Process
The 48 average periods of typical 24 hours a day are simulated, and the model is solved by using MATLAB
software. The solving process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.Optimizing the EVs grid process for charging and discharging in each period.
5.

Conclusions

Monte Carlo algorithm randomly generates the parameters of electric vehicle, and GA algorithm is used to find the
minimum load mean square error. Assuming that the number of EVs involved in orderly charging and discharging
of VPP is 200 and the power center line is 750 KW, the convergence is obtained after 500 iterations as shown in
Figure 5. The load curve is drawn by comparing the total load value of each time optimized by GA algorithm, the
total load value of EVs disorderly charging (no charge mode: user plug-and-play charging), the resident
conventional load value with the transformer power center line as shown in Figure 6.
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curves in three modes.

According to the iteration convergence in Figure 5, the minimum mean square deviation of EVs controlled by VPP
is 53.9 KW 2 .Compared with 152.8 KW 2 under the conventional mode and 182.4 KW 2

under the disordered

charging mode, the VPP control strategy can not only cut the peak and fill the valley, but also keep the total power
consumption up and down the power center line continuously, so as to make the load curve gentle as a whole,
avoid the emergence of new peaks and valleys, and reduce them. The impact of regional electric vehicles on power
grid. From Figure 6, it can be seen that the disorderly charging of EVs increases the peak load and increases the
fluctuation of power grid. The VPP control strategy can solve the optimal grid selection matrix and divide the
charging and discharging periods of each EV. It can adjust the quantity of EVs charging and discharging in time
according to the fluctuation of load in each period, so as to improve the utilization of transformer.
The number of electric vehicles involved in VPP orderly control strategy is 150, 200, 250 and 300, respectively.
The regional load curve and the technical indicators after iteration convergence are obtained as shown in Figure 7
and Table 1, respectively.
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Figure 7. Optimal Charge and Discharge Load Curves of Different Quantities of EVs after Access.
Table 1. Comparison of Peak-Valley Difference and Variance of Electric Vehicle Load in Different Scales.
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Number of Electric Vehicles

Peak-Valley Difference/ kW

Mean square deviation/ kW

200(confusion)

549.98

182.40

150(rderly)

337.55

80.85

200(rderly)

334.55

76.42

250(rderly)

294.33

78.09

300(rderly)

381.75

83.47

2

From the load curve in Figure 7, it can be seen that the fluctuation of load curve is smaller when the scale of
electric vehicles participating in the dispatch increases to 250. This also proves that the control of VPP grid control
strategy can improve the ability to accept EVs without increasing the capacity of distribution facilities. According
to the data of peak-valley difference and mean-variance of load in table 1, when the number of EVs reaches 250,
the peak-valley difference of load is smaller than that of 150 and 200 vehicles, and the difference of mean-variance
of load is not significant with that of 200 vehicles. But when the number of electric vehicles in this region reaches
300, the peak-valley difference of load is 381.75, and the difference of load entering room is 83.47. This means
that the number of electric vehicles can be accommodated in the region is not the more the better, but there is an
optimal value, which is determined by the level of regional economic development, residents'conventional load,
transformer power limitation and other factors.Therefore, we can consider dividing a region into several regions to
realize information sharing and energy interaction between multiple VPP control centers.
6.

Conclusion

Relying solely on the government's compensatory measures for residents'purchasing electric vehicles and the
control of peak and valley time-of-use tariffs on residents' EVs charging behavior will gradually disappear with the
improvement of residents'consumption level. Based on the idea that virtual power plants can co-ordinate
generation side and user side, this paper proposes an EVs grid control strategy of "user side disorder, power grid
side orderly". Among them, the user's right to transfer the charging and discharging period of electric vehicles
stipulated in the user agreement is given to the VPP control center. The control center flexibly divides the charging
and discharging period of each electric vehicle according to the current conventional electricity situation, and
forms the charging and discharging grid. It can not only suppress the fluctuation of the power grid continuously,
but also improve the ability to accept EVs without increasing the capacity of the distribution facilities. At the same
time, under the condition of guaranteeing the user's requirement for vehicle charging, it can also improve the
charging and discharging economic benefits of users and regional agents. Finally, the simulation results of a
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certain area prove the feasibility of the strategy. The specific feasibility of the user agreement has not yet been
investigated and tested. Therefore, follow-up research can be carried out from the user agreement, so as to further
improve the feasibility of the strategy.
In this paper, the control strategy of electric vehicle based on VPP enlarges the dispatching range from one area to
one area, which is an improvement of the power grid's acceptance ability to electric vehicle. In the future, the
flexibility of EV participating in virtual power plant scheduling will be further improved with the improvement of
battery materials and performance of EV, and the charging and discharging management scheme of EV will be
more reasonable and feasible.
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Abstract
Circular economy (CE) is seen as one key strategy to a more sustainable paradigm and to achieve the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030. Given their size and influence, public sector organizations are expected to
lead the transition to sustainability by ensuring that CE informs organizational strategic decision-making processes and
operations. Worldwide, academics, industrialists and politicians share the understanding that performance assessment can ease
this transition through simplified information exchange and understanding. Thus, since the paradigm shift to New Public
Management (NPM) in the 90s, performance assessment has been increasingly implemented in public sector organizations
and a growing number of indicators to assess organizational sustainability have been developed. These indicators broadly
focus on the achievement of sustainability and more recently on the adoption of the SDGs and pay less attention to assess the
effectiveness of strategies to get there, like CE approaches and initiatives. As a response to the need of monitoring the CE
transition, an increasing number of attempts to analyse and develop CE indicators have been developed, covering more or less
the facets of CE. Despite this background, there is still a gap in the literature regarding critical analyses of the existing
indicators to assess CE performance in public sector organizations. Dealing with the multitude of available indicators, it is
increasingly important to understand what and how they are assessing. Therefore, the main aim of this research is to provide
a systematic overview and analyses of existing indicators that assess the CE performance of public sector organizations. The
research method was a systematic and extended literature review involving English academic contributions on organizational
sustainability and CE indicators found through international scientific databases, in particular Scopus and Web of Science
published between 1994 and 2019. A qualitative content analysis was conducted to examine the selected documents. The
assessment approaches were analysed according to their general approach (e.g. use of existing standard, modification of
standards), proposed assessment categories (e.g. energy usage, water usage), methods (e.g. LCA) as well as the use of concrete
indicators (e.g. carbon footprint (CF) or water footprint (WF)). The main finding is that there is a gap of indicators for CE
performance assessment in public sector organizations and practitioners only have little guidance. The low degree of indicator
development can explain the low implementation degree in organizational practices. Existing assessment approaches focus on
specific management areas such as public procurement or organization types like higher education within the public sector.
Despite the lack of a common definition or conceptualisation of CE performance in organizations some frequently used
patterns could be identified. Nevertheless, the analysed assessment methods varied extensively in their approaches, proposed
assessment categories, methods and indicators. Furthermore, CE performance assessment in public sector organizations often
uses similar concepts as sustainability performance assessment but research on the interlinks is still underdeveloped. This
critical review contributes to a deeper understanding and development of the CE concept in the public sector, in particular
regarding organizational performance assessment. By identifying and classifying existing CE assessment approaches it can
serve as a basis for further research on the definition of organizational CE performance.
Keywords: Literature review, Circular economy, Performance assessment, Organizational circularity, Public sector
organization

1.

Introduction

Circular Economy (CE) is seen as one key strategy to a more sustainable paradigm and to achieve the SDGs by 2030 (Schroeder
et al. 2018). CE is an umbrella concept by blending the ideas of multiple disciplines and combining traditional recycling with
a policy and business advocacy (Blomsma, 2017; BSI, 2017; EMF, 2013; Pauliuk, 2018). So far there is no commonly agreed
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concept of CE (Ghisellini et al. 2016; Kirchherr et al., 2017a). Kirchherr et al. (2017b) outlined in a review of 114 CE
definitions, CE is frequently depicted as “an economic system that replaces the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing,
alternatively reusing, recycling and recovering materials in production/distribution and consumption processes. The ultimate
aim is to accomplish sustainable development, thus simultaneously creating environmental quality, economic prosperity and
social equity, to the benefit of current and future generations” (Kirchherr 2017b).
Policy makers across the globe are taking first initiatives to boost CE. Since the 1970s the European Union and other countries
integrated CE aspects in their policies focussing on resource efficiency (EC, 2011) or waste regulations. Nevertheless, China
was the first country to launch a concrete Circular Economy Promotion Law in 2009 (Geng et al., 2012). Thus, a large part of
CE related literature refers to this country (Ghisellini et al., 2016; Homrich et al., 2017; Moraga et al., 2019). Also, Germany
and Japan were pioneers to promote CE in concrete policies (Geng et al., 2012). The European Union approved an action plan
to implement CE across the union and member states in 2015 (EC, 2015).
Due to their influence and size public sector organizations are expected to lead the transition to sustainability by ensuring that
CE informs organizational decision-making processes and operations. The public sector represents 40% of international
economic activity (Ball & Grubnic, 2007), has a significant number of employees, provides various services that contribute to
the functioning of the society, and is a major consumer of resources (GRI, 2005). Organizational sustainability lies at the heart
of the overall sustainable development as it was the institutionalization and organizational growth that brought wealth and
prosperity in the past centuries (Nawaz & Koç, 2018). Authors such as Guthrie et al., (2010), argue that integration of
sustainable development principles and practices into government processes, including policy formulation and operations is
crucial for the achievement of sustainable development. There is no single robust method for managing sustainability in
organizations. However, performance assessment is said to support each one (Nawaz & Koç, 2018) and thus, can drive
comprehensive organizational change towards sustainability.
Since the paradigm shift to New Public Management (NPM) in the 90s, performance assessment has been increasingly
implemented in public sector organizations and a growing number of indicators to assess organizational sustainability have
been developed. These indicators broadly focus on the achievement of sustainability and pay less attention to assess the
effectiveness of strategies to get there like CE. As a response to the need of monitoring the CE transition, an increasing number
of attempts to analyse and develop CE indicators have been developed, covering more or less the facets of CE (Saidani et al.,
2018). Despite this background, there is still a gap in the literature regarding critical analyses of the existing indicators to
assess CE performance in public sector organizations. Dealing with the enormous number of available indicators, (Bell &
Morse, 2008) point out that “now we have developed so many [sustainability] indicators that we are having to ask ourselves,
what exactly are we measuring” (Saidani et al., 2018). It is becoming more and more difficult for decision- and policy-makers
to grab their meaning and relevance for organizational CE performance improvement (Saidani et al., 2018).
Therefore, the main aim of this research is to provide a systematic overview and analyses of existing indicators that assess the
CE performance of public sector organizations. Thus, the article is structured as follows: The abovementioned problem
introduction is followed by the description of the research method. The conducted method is twofold. The research started
with a brief literature review based on a non-structured snowballing approach to give a brief introduction to the topic and the
status of the broader field of sustainability assessment. The analysis of the background is followed by a six-step systematic
literature review, adapted from Tranfield et al. (2003) to conduct a deep dive analysis of CE performance assessment in public
sector organizations. Section three presents the results of the systematic literature review, first illustrating the identified
approaches and frameworks for CE performance assessment, then focussing on literature on practical implications. The paper
concludes with final remarks and interesting fields for further research.
2.

Method

The review started with a brief literature review based on a non-structured snowballing approach, (i.e., referring to references),
suggested by Morioka & de Carvalho, (2016) that allows a comprehensive overview of the relation of CE- to sustainability
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performance assessment and an overview of sustainability performance assessment in public sector organizations by presenting
the widest spread assessment standards and guidelines.
This analysis was followed by a systematic literature review based on a method proposed by Tranfield et al. (2003) and
modified by Nawaz & Koç (2018) to analyse CE performance assessment in public sector organizations. The systematic way
of conducting the literature review not only helps in structuring the research but also provides the most efficient and highquality method for identifying and evaluating extensive literature (Tranfield et al., 2003). It makes the results reproducible and
each step transparent and understandable (Nawaz & Koç, 2018; Tranfield et al., 2003). It further allows a cross-disciplinary
perspective (Tranfield et al., 2003) that is particularly important in the transdisciplinary field of sustainability research.
This systematic literature review has been executed in six steps (see Table 1). The first step identifies the key words based on
a combination of three groups of words. The CE concept takes insights from different schools of thought (EMF, 2015) which
have been included in the key words to comprehensively cover the topic. Furthermore, the most commonly used terms related
to “performance assessment” have been included as well as key words that cover the subject of analysis being “public sector
organizations”. In a second and third step the selection criteria and search engines were determined. The criteria excluded
every publication that was not specifically on CE performance assessment in public sector organizations (e.g. literature on CE
performance assessment of policies or assessment of business models). Furthermore, mostly academic, English contributions
from the emergence of the concepts in 19941 until the beginning of 2019 found in the databases Scopus and Web of Science
as they are the most widespread databases on different scientific fields were included (Guz and Rushchitsky, 2009). The fifth
step of the initial screening was limited to the review of title and abstract. Out of ~750 articles reviewed 47 articles were
chosen in the initial screening according to the selection criteria. The sixth step of the final screening involved the review of
full articles. Table 2 explains the steps of the literature review in further detail.
Table 1. Six steps of the systematic literature review
Steps

Outcome

Step 1. – Identification of A combination of (1), (2) and (3):
key words
(1) CE and related concepts (EMF, 2015)
Circular Economy
Natural capitalism
Industrial ecology
Regenerative design
Biomimicry
Cradle to cradle
(2)
Assessment
Measurement
Indicator
Index
(3)
Organization
Public Organization
Public sector
Step 2. – Development of Language: English
screening criteria
Timeline: 1994-2019 (emergence of the related concept “regenerative design”
(Lynn, 1994) until today)
Subject: Peer reviewed articles

1

The concept of regenerative design was the first concept to emerge in 1994 (Lyle, 1994)
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Included:
•

Literature on CE performance assessment across all levels of public sector
organizations

Excluded:
•
•
•

Literature focusing on sustainability assessment
Literature on CE performance assessment in other sectors (e.g. industry)
Literature on CE performance assessment of products, materials, policies
since the target was the organization

Step 3. – Identification of Web of Science and Scopus
search engines
Step 4. – Execution of
search (no. of articles)

~750 (articles may be counted more than once)

Step 5. Execution of initial 47
screening (no. of articles)
Step 6. – Execution of
final screening (no. of
articles)

18

The articles which passed all steps are discussed in the literature review section (Nawaz & Koc, 2017). Applying the selection
criteria, a total of 18 articles were chosen for the detailed review. It is the aim of this review to find out how CE performance
assessment in public sector organizations is currently analysed and executed.
3.

Contextualisation: CE performance assessment in the context of existing sustainability efforts

The CE paradigm grounds its roots in the concepts of environmental science and sustainable development (Sauvé et al., 2015).
Learnings from sustainability management can be taken into account to facilitate an integrated and systemic CE
implementation (Mendoza et al., 2017). Leading international organizations have issued statements on the need for
governments to disclose their commitments to sustainability (Breibarth et al., 2009). In the EU, the directive 2014/95/EU of
the European Parliament (EP) and of the Council requires all “public interest entities” to start disclosing “non-financial and
diversity information” (Niemann & Hoppe, 2018; European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2014). Starting
in 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development of the UN (Brundtland Commission) called for the
development of new ways to measure and assess progress toward sustainable development (Pintér et al. 2018). In November
1996, an international group of measurement practitioners and researchers from five continents came together in Bellagio,
Italy to review progress on sustainability assessment and to synthesize insights from practical ongoing efforts. They developed
the “Bellagio Principles” which have been later revised and renamed to Bellagio Sustainability Assessment and Measurement
Principles (BellagioSTAMP) (Pintér et al. 2018). The principles do not directly lead to the development of indicators but
provide a common approach of developing and using measurement systems. Both efforts have become reference points for
assessing and reporting the key socio-economic and environmental concerns of sustainable development (Pintér et al. 2018).
There is no universal approach to assessing sustainability, managing the performance depends on the culture, structure and
stakeholder interests (Mader, 2013). However, it is necessary to secure good quality of organizational performance assessment
(Mimba et al., 2007). Therefore, international organizations, experts, companies and academics developed standards and tools
to assess sustainability performance in the past years.
3.1. Sustainability assessment in public sector organizations
The burgeoning interest in sustainability reporting, has led to the publication of international guidelines and individual efforts
for the assessment and disclosure of sustainability commitments by public sector organizations (Dumay et al., 2010; Niemann
& Hoppe, 2018). Some of these guidelines and standards receive particular attention in literature as well as in practice.
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In the context of NPM many governments implemented a general performance assessment system in their organizations, where
they then included sustainability dimensions. One system widely spread in public sector organizations is the balanced
scorecard (BSC) introduced by R.S. Kaplan and D. P. Norton. They designed a management system that communicates the
strategic intent of the company as well as motivates and monitors its achievements in relation to the designated strategic
objectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). As a reaction to the emerging debate about the inclusion of environmental and social
scarcities in management systems, the sustainable balanced scorecard (SBSC) has been developed (Figge et al., 2002). Figge
et al. (2002), argue that the integration of the sustainable aspects in BSC is an opportunity to incorporate non-monetary factors
that affect economic performance into the general management system. Though it was originally for the private sector a
modified version, focusing even more on the citizen perspective has been proven a useful framework for central and local
governments around the world, e.g. in Italian or Australian local government (Farneti & Guthrie, 2009; Sharma & Gadenne,
2011). Another management system to assess sustainability within an organization is the ISO 26000:2010 Social
Responsibility standard which is often combined with the ISO 9000:2015 Quality Management standard, Environmental
Management System standard (EMS) ISO 14001:2011 and Environmental Performance Evaluation Standard (EPE) according
to ISO 14031:2013, as well as Life-Cycle Assessment standard (LCA) 14040:2006. ISO standards are an integral part of public
organizations management systems and are, for instance, used in public procurement processes and applied to stimulate
effective sustainability governance in international trade (Moratis, 2018). The GRI published a pilot guide for the specific use
of public sector organizations, the supplement for public agencies (GRI, 2005). In Feburary 2019 the GRI database had 759
registered reports from 231 public agencies (GRI, 2019b). Notwithstanding various types of criticism around this initiative
(e.g. Dumay et al., 2010; Marimon et al., 2012), it presents a broad, flexible and integrated system to assess and report
organizational sustainability performance and related management in the public sector (Bell and Morse, 2008). At European
level, the European Regulation Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) (European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, 2009) has been developed which is for example used by the German Ministry of the Environment for
organizational sustainability assessment (BMU, 2018).
There is an ongoing debate in the literature on which of the assessment standards, guidelines and approaches are the most
appropriate. An important number of articles on sustainability assessment focus on analysing the use of the existing standards
and guidelines to assess sustainability in public sector organizations for instance (Dumay et al., 2010; Figueira et al., 2018;
Guthrie & Farneti, 2008; Lodhia et al., 2012; Ramos et al., 2007). Various authors have concluded that the triple bottom line
assessment approach of the GRI (GRI, 2000, 2002, 2006) currently enjoys greatest international acceptance regarding
sustainability reporting by public sector organizations (Navarro Galera et al., 2014). Whereas some authors argue in favour of
stronger harmonization of sustainability indicators, others call for increased flexibility emphasizing the need for tailor-made
approaches (Ramos, 2019). Therefore, some researchers developed and/or analysed modifications of existing standards and
guidelines to adapt them to the context of particular organizations. Most of this literature focusses on sub-areas of the public
sector like higher education institutions or local level government for example (Ceulemans et al., 2015; Ceulemans, 2015b;
Niemann & Hoppe, 2018). A third group of authors and especially grey literature develop entirely new sustainability standards
and guidelines for public sector organizations (Adams et al., 2014; Lynch, 2010; Marcuccio & Steccolini, 2005).
The development and application of an assessment tool requires a clear vision of the sustainability concept, which has to be
transformed into context specific sustainability criteria (Ramos & Caeiro, 2010). This commonly agreed conceptualization of
sustainability performance does not exist (Ramos, 2019). Thus, authors argue that there is not only a significant diversity of
methods and tools to assess and report sustainable performance in public sector organizations (Ramos, 2019) but within the
use of existing standards and guidelines there is a lack of specification. The degree of execution and the use of indicators varies
significantly between organizations (Guthrie & Farneti, 2008; Lodhia et al., 2012). Pintér et al. (2005) speak of a real “indicator
zoo” (Waas et al., 2014)
3.2. Performance assessment across different aspects of CE
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The transition to a CE happens in parallel to already ongoing efforts under the umbrella of sustainable development (Pauliuk,
2018) but the existing sustainability frameworks do not necessarily reflect the CE goals and principles well (Geng, Sarkis, &
Ulgiati, 2013). As a response to the need of monitoring the CE transition, an increasing number of attempts to analyse and
develop CE indicators have been developed, covering more or less the facets of CE (Saidani et al., 2018).
Some authors tried to systemize these efforts in taxonomies categorise the indicators according to their focus area.
Parchomenko et al. (2018) identified key CE elements based on a literature review with the aim to categorise existing CE
metrics. They followed an iterative process which consisted of metric description, identification of core characteristics
assessed, and the noting down of the core element that is being measured. They analysed 64 existing metrics and allocated
them to 24 identified CE elements, like waste disposal, primary vs. secondary materials, parts and products, recycling
efficiency or system stability that are measured by the identified metrics (Parchomenko et al., 2019). Elia et al. (2017) adopted
a more concrete index method and propose a reference framework for the monitoring phase of a CE strategy based on an
extensive analysis of the existing methodologies used in the industrial and service sector and outlined in the literature on CE
assessment. The proposed taxonomy suggests four parameters material flow, energy flow, land use & consumption as well as
other life-cycle-based parameters and proposes single as well as multiple indicators for each parameter. They further provide
guidance on the critical steps regarding the execution of a CE assessment (Elia et al., 2017). Similarly, Saidani et al. (2018)
did an analysis of the existing sets of indicators and taxonomies to design a need-based taxonomy. They found 55 sets of CEindicators through a systematic and comprehensive literature review considering both academic and grey literature
encompassing different purposes, scopes, and potential usages (Saidani et al., 2018). Based on this, they suggested ten
categories to differentiate existing CE-indicators and developed an Excel-tool to facilitate the selection. Moraga et al. (2019)
also proposed a classification framework to categorise existing CE indicators. The framework classifies indicators by common
CE strategies (what) and measurement scopes (how) according to life-cycle thinking (LCT) approach. They categorize CE
strategies according to their attempt to define the CE. They identify five preservation groups of CE strategies: preserve
functions, products, components, materials, or embodied energy; additionally, indicators can measure the linear economy as a
reference scenario. They then allocate the measurement scopes to the identified strategies (Moraga et al., 2019).
As observed in the literature on sustainability assessment there is no commonly acknowledged conceptualization of the CE
(Kirchherr et al., 2017b).This leads to the absence of a share monitoring framework and thus a large variety of measurement
approaches that aim to assess CE progress. The different assessment methodologies cover different aspects of the CE transition
and are seemingly unrelated to each other (Parchomenko et al., 2019). However, systems thinking is a core CE principle (BSI,
2017) and when looking at organizations, these system linkages are important for choosing a sufficiently broad set of
performance indicators (Momtaz & Kabir, 2013). Therefore, an organization may measure CE performance across different
aspects of CE. The following chapter provides a deep dive into existing approaches to assess CE performance public sector
organizations.
4.

Systematic literature review: status of CE performance assessment in public sector organizations

The analysis of the selected 18 articles shows the current status of CE performance assessment in public sector organizations.
There are two different streams of CE performance assessment in public sector organizations predominant among the selected
literature: (1) holistic approaches for CE performance assessment in public sector organizations focussing on the entire
organizations that are often derived from the private sector as well as (2) specific approaches for CE performance assessment
in public sector organizations that focus either on important themes within the public sector or distinct types of organizations.
4.1. Approaches for CE performance assessment in public sector organizations
The importance of linking a strategic plan to implementation tools in the context of CE has been recognized by some authors
who developed CE assessment guidelines and frameworks. An increasing number of attempts to analyse and develop CE
indicators have been developed, covering more or less the facets of CE (Saidani et al., 2018).
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a.

Development of approaches for CE performance assessment in organizations

Only few frameworks address the implementation of CE at the organization-level (Niero & Rivera, 2018). Most of the existing
ones do not explicitly address the public sector but they can be implemented in any organization.
Marimba et al. (2010) point out the vast number of assessment standards and emphasise the lack of an integrated methodology
to support an organization to integrate quality, safety, environment, energy and maintenance management. They do not refer
to CE directly but to related concepts like ecology and industrial management. They suggest a new method combining existing
sustainability standards like quality management systems standard (QMS) ISO 9001:2015 with safety requirements of OHSA
18001/BS 8800, EMS standard of ISO 14001:2011, energy standard EN 16001 and maintenance standard of EN 13000 series
as well as social accountability based on the SA 8000 standard (Marimba et al., 2010). They identify seven categories like
maintenance, energy, social accountability, logistics, safety, environment and QMS and propose potential sub categories for
indicators (Marimba et al., 2010).
Mendoza et al. (2017) developed the participatory BECE (Backcasting and Eco-design for the Circular Economy) framework
to help organizations in developing a holistic CE approach. In a second study they test and develop their approach in the higher
education sector to show how organizations can use an action-led approach to build a business case and implement CE thinking
in practice (Mendoza, Gallego-schmid, & Azapagic, 2019). Their aim is to embed a 10-step-process into organizational
decision making by bringing operational and systems thinking together, thus increasing the likelihood of successful
implementation. They suggest the integration of CE in the organization emphasizing the use of indicators. However, they do
not give specific guidance on the selection of these indicators besides some casual recommendations of eco-design indicators
like material reuse, resource duration, or material circularity indicators, they advocate a flexible approach. Within the BECE
framework they used the Circular and Sustainable Business Model Canvas; ReSOLVE checklist (EMF, 2015) and the
Opportunity Prioritisation Matrix to develop first ideas for CE measures in a selected university (Mendoza et al., 2019, 2017).
The most common CE standard for organizations has only been developed in 2017. The British Standard Institution (BSI)
published the “BS 8001:2017 – Framework for implementing the principles of the CE in organizations − Guide” (BSI, 2017).
The BSI started their initial research, in 2013, identifying “more than 200 standards related to specific areas of waste prevention
and resource management but no formal standards that defined or focused entirely on the circular economy” (BSI, 2017).
Based on these findings the standard includes a comprehensive list of CE terms and definitions, a set of general CE principles,
a flexible management framework for implementing CE strategies in organizations, and a detailed description of economic,
environmental, design, marketing, and legal issues related to the CE (Pauliuk, 2018). It does contain some casual references
to assessment methods used in the sustainability context like social life-cycle assessment (S-LCA). However, there are no
guidelines for comprehensive performance assessment as according to the standard organizations bear the full responsibility
of choosing CE performance indicators, both internally and for communication with stakeholders (Pauliuk, 2018). To fill this
gap, Pauliuk (2018) proposed a dashboard of indicators to be used with the standard BS 8001:2017. Based on existing literature
he proposed dashboard suggesting possible indicators mainly referring to the existing methods of Material Flow Analysis
(MFA) and LCA to assess the five CE goals promoted by the BSI standard: restore, regenerate, maintain utility, maintain
financial value, and maintain nonfinancial value and the focus areas resource efficiency, climate, energy, and sufficiency
(Pauliuk, 2018). Niero and Rivera (2018) address the missing assessment guidelines in the BSI 8001:2017 by discussing how
the implementation of the BSI can benefit from the integration of life-cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA). The LCSA
framework, developed by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) provides guidelines to help with the
integration of the three dimensions of sustainability environmental, economic and social - to avoid shifting impacts from one
dimension to another. Niero and Riveira (2018) use the guiding principles of the BSI as well as the operational guideline for
implementation and include the approaches of the LCSA. The newly developed BS8001:2017-LCSA framework provides a
flexible tool to prioritize the selection of CE activities in an organization by suggesting the use of indicators and performance
assessment. However, the concrete indicators are not provided by the authors (Niero & Rivera, 2018).
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Figge et al. (2018) take a different approach and instead of proposing a set of indicators or a framework for organizations they
develop a new indicator that combines the existing circularity and longevity indicators. They address the problem that most of
the existing indicators aim to capture the circularity of resource flows yet fail to simultaneously consider the length of time for
which a resource is in use. They highlight that especially in the context of organizational CE performance it is important to
include the amount of time the organization is using the resource in the assessment. The development of CE indicators plays
an important role for developing a deeper understanding of the CE concept (Blomsma, 2017).
b.

Analyses of CE performance assessment methods for public sector organizations in use

In practice many public sector organizations introduced the ISO series 14000, most commonly the EMS standard ISO
14001:2011. Fonseca et al. (2018) analysed the level of CE adoption in Portuguese mostly private organizations and found
that the introduction of the EMS certification and the strategic choice to improve the environmental performance are related
with higher levels of CE intensity.
In the context of CE and industrial ecology the LCA standard ISO 14040:2006 gained particular popularity. Finkbeiner et al.,
(2010) published two articles on the relation between the commonly used EMS standard ISO 14001:2004 and the LCA
standard ISO 14040:2006. Concluding that the focus of ISO 14001:2004 are organizations, while ISO 14040:2006 deals with
products or processes. According to the authors, LCA can assist in prioritising and achieving the objectives of an EMS. Their
combination should be adjusted due to the context (Finkbeiner et al., 2008, 2010). There is a debate in literature about the
relevance for LCA in the service sector, but in practice many of the major service companies have started to pay attention to
environmental issues, although the environmental activity of service sector is typically lower than that of the manufacturing
industry (Junnila, 2006; Kolk et al., 2001; Line et al., 2002). Thus, many authors focused on the improvement of the
implementation of this standard in organizations of the service sector. Junnila (2006) analyses the service sector and argues
that performance management according to EMS standard ISO 14001:2004, typically involves activities that have a significant
impact on the environment. He does not directly refer to CE, but to industrial ecology. According to him it is relevant for
decision makers to discover activities where a small change can have large consequences on the product/process design. Based
on case studies he analyses scenarios that simulate feasible options for environmental management measures in service sector
companies and modelled their relevance in terms of the total environmental impact of the company based on the LCA ISO
14040:2004 method. He assessed selected activities of the organization that have been defined based on the organizations’
bookkeeping records and included tangible expenses of the organization like material or energy costs as well as commuting
and identified the drivers of environmental performance (Junnila, 2006). Langfitt & Haselbach (2017) also developed an
approach to improve decision making by combining ISO 14040:2004 with an approach of entity normalization. They analyse
public sector organizations and also refer to industrial ecology rather than CE directly. They related the environmental impact
measures of a public agency by the LCA of a product or process to a reference product or process. This additional information
and opportunity of comparing the assessment results helps decision makers in interpreting magnitudes of environmental
impacts (Langfitt and Haselbach, 2017).
4.2. Specific approaches for CE performance assessment in public sector organizations
A significant part of the literature on CE performance assessment in public sector organizations focusses on public
procurement and the higher education sector.
a.

Analyses of CE performance assessment methods in selected activity areas of public sector organizations

EU27 public procurement accounted for more than 19% of the EUs gross domestic product (Ghisellini et al., 2016) and DEFRA
(2006) has estimated that more than 50% of the environmental impact of the public sector comes from the supply chains of
products (Cerutti et al., 2015). Public procurement has high potential for the dissemination of best practices by providing an
example of sustainable consumption practices to broader society and stimulating eco-innovation (Brammer & Walker, 2011).
Therefore, many researchers started to develop CE performance indicators in this field.
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Most studies in public procurement focus on LCA approaches. Cruz et al., (2016) for example assessed the environmental
impacts of road markings considering the whole life-cycle from manufacturing to disposal. They conduct the assessment By
using the LCA Methodology based on ISO 14040:2006 and 14044:2006 and for the correctness of the study, an external expert
panel reviewed the assessment (Cruz et al., 2016). Pelton & Smith (2015) criticize the conventional LCAs for being
complicated and time consuming so they develop a “hotspot” approach using an economic in- and output analysis (EEIO) to
identify the the “hotspots” in which to conduct a parameterized processed-based LCA to assess and compare the change in
environmental performance per modelled hotspot attribute (Pelton & Smith, 2015). Within the field of public procurement
there is a lot of research on the food procurement. Authors argue that careful menu planning and procurement choices can
considerably reduce the overall environmental impact of the service provided without compromising quality or variety.
Laurentiis et al., (2018) analysed the potential offered by the public food sector for a transformative reduction in the
environmental impact of urban food consumption. They design an assessment tool using CF and WF. It provides the evidence
base to support decision-makers responsible for providing school meals in the delivery of an environmentally sustainable
service (Laurentiis et al., 2018).
b.

Analyses of CE performance assessment methods in selected sub-sectors of public sector organizations

As engines for skills and knowledge, higher education institutions play a central role in driving CE approaches into practice
and, as such, hold the potential for raising the bar on sustainable performance (Nunes et al., 2018). A higher education
organizations’ direct sustainability impact can include making the local area more dynamic and diverse by increasing
employment and creating income and expenditure flows. It also indirectly impacts local areas by upgrading human resources
and attracting businesses (Nunes et al., 2018). Thus, research on CE assessment in higher education institutions is a focus area.
Nunes et al. (2018) examine the role of universities in CE practice and creation. they conducted a rapid evidence assessment
(REA) based on a literature review as well as a review of two internationally known university rankings to investigate how
universities are embedding CE approaches. They further reviewed the sustainability reports of the highest ranked universities.
They assessed universities’ material cycles, human resources development outside of the curriculum, and the university’s role
as a catalyst for CE approaches in industry (Nunes et al., 2018). Lang & Kennedy, (2016) use two environmentally extended
global multiregional input-output models (EE GMRIO) to assess the global operational footprint of higher education
institutions as part of the service sector. They refer to industrial ecology rather than CE. They chose the WIOD and the
EXIOBASE as they are well suited for their aim of analysing the key contributing stressors/impact categories being: energy,
water, material, land use and carbon dioxide emissions. Based on reference values from the WIOD environmental stressor
matrix, and the EXIOBASE normalized gross environmental stressor values for each industry by its output they calculated the
educational and research driven impacts for each impact category (Lang and Kennedy, 2016). Shueb & Mir (2014) analyse
the knowledge sector where higher education sector is part of. They focus on the CO2 emissions. They do not develop
indicators themselves, however, they highlight the effects of paper production to the CO2 emissions and suggest that more
research needs to focus on exact carbon emission of knowledge distribution systems like magazines, journals among other as
the existing carbon emission figures are not readily available for these systems (Shueb and Mir, 2014). Among others Malik,
Lenzen, McAlister, & McGain, (2018) focus on CO2 emissions but in the health care sector. They analyse the CF of Australias
health care system by doing an observational economic input–output LCA. They calculated the CO2 emissions per AUS$
spent on health care (Malik et al., 2018).
5.

Conclusions

Despite existing efforts of CE performance assessment in public sector organizations a gap of indicators at the organizational
level remains (Pauliuk, 2018). Especially for CE performance in public sector organizations there is a lack of literature and
practical implementation. Within organizations so far, only a little guidance on CE assessment is given. Implementation cases
of dedicated CE indicators were only found in very specific areas of public sector organizations such as public procurement,
higher education or health care. The analysed assessment methods varied extensively in their approach, proposed assessment
categories, methods as well as indicators. However, some frequently used patterns could be identified, e.g. the usage of the
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LCA method in the area of public procurement or the use of CO2 indicators in higher education institutions. The low degree
of indicator development can explain the low implementation degree in organizational practices (Saidani et al., 2018).
Due to the lack of a commonly accepted definition of CE the fragmentation and degree of genericity found in sustainability
assessment is also found in the knowledge base of CE indicators. Furthermore, there are strong parallels between the content
of CE and sustainability assessment. However, there is still a knowledge gap on the interlinks between the two assessment
areas. Sustainability assessment literature in public sector organizations is further developed then literature on CE assessment
in public sector organizations. Nevertheless, the undefined relationship between the two concepts aggravate learning effects.
Missing information exchange is actually mentioned as a constrain to the success of CE practices (Pauliuk, 2018) and without
transparency and support from organizations, CE initiatives are not sustained. A better analysis of CE performance assessment
and its interlinks with the sustainability research in public sector organizations will make the concept operable, which is needed
as a complement to national policy and legislation to drive the transition.
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Abstract
Achieving the solution for environmental issues in litigation usually may lead to long period of time. Furthermore, no definite
law on the environmental damages existing yet in Malaysia. Uncertainty of the laws to be referred to and the clients don’t have
time, cost & energy to go litigation. The purpose of the study is to assess the extent of technological developments (in court)
in solving the problems of civil court cases. Secondly, to determine the effectiveness usage of video conferencing technologies
in adopting into the context of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) over Environmental issues. A qualitative research method
was implemented in preparing this paper. It is based on content analysis method and observation method. Observation method
was done to prove that ADR process too can apply video conferencing technology (VC) in resolving the environmental issues.
Result will also provide a simulation for adopting the ADR by the use of VC. When technology elements are adopted in
alternative dispute resolution methods, it can launch more interactive dispute settlement procedures in various locations. In
addition, it can be more efficient in solving the problems with the Environmental issues. Environmental practitioners should
use ADR approaches in making any environmental damages claim. Many advantages if the environmental issues are settled
by way of ADR and when also involves the usage of VC. These cases will be settled without any improper delay and reduce
the total number of environmental cases.
Keywords: Alternative Dispute Resolution, Video Conferencing Technology
1.

Introduction

Malaysian environmental law began with creation of the Environmental Quality Act 1974 (EQA). However, any matters in
law regarding to environmental issues have been existed before EQA being gazetted. Among the Acts concerned were Waters
Act 1920, Drainage Irrigation Areas Act 1953, Works Act 1954 and the Town and Country Planning Act 1972.
There were also the regulations involved which are the Environmental Quality (Clean Air) Regulation 1978, Environmental
Quality (Prescribed Premises) (Raw Natural Rubber) Regulations 1978, Environmental Quality (Motor Vehicle Noise)
Regulations 1987 and Environmental Quality (Control of Emission from Diesel Engines) Regulations 1996. Environmental
Quality (Refrigerant Management) Regulations 1999.
Nonetheless, Malaysian only started to realize its importance in the year 2000’s, on 14 January 2012, the Chief Justice Tun
Ariffin Zakaria announced the setting up the environmental courts. The environmental courts start operation on 10 September
2012. However, the jurisdiction of an environmental court in Malaysia only covers specific environmental offences within the
purview of 38 Acts and 17 Regulations. The specialised Environment Court is effectively implemented in Malaysia on 10
September 2012. Between the usual Acts concerned or being trial in the court are the International Trade in Endangered
Species Act 2008, Atomic Energy Licensing Act 1984, Sewerage Services Act 1993, Fisheries Act 1985 and Wild
Conservation Act 2010.
1.2

Problem Statement

The civil legal system is a reference to resolving disputes with regard to Environmental disputes. Consequently, a civil court
has full jurisdiction in the dispute arising out of Environmental law and there is no specific written law of the environmental
law in it. This has led to the uncertainty of the laws / provisions to be referred to. This problem becomes more complicated
when the parties in dispute do not have time, cost and energy to pursue in litigation (Mohd Bakri Ishak 2006).
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Besides that, the start of the first and specialized Environmental Court in Jalan Duta was an example of environmental courts
for civil cases. Even though, this such court had been established, not all environmental issues/matters can be trial in that
specific court. All other environmental law cases were also being trial in both the High Courts and the Subordinate Courts.
In Malaysia, the courts are reluctant to permit anyone to pursue further unless he was able to show violations of some personal
rights. In other words, only a person who has suffered legal injury can maintain an action and no third party can be permitted
to have access to the court on behalf of the person injured to seek compensation. As such, environmentalists or non-profitable
organisations could not petition in court on behalf of the public in the event of a violation of environmental rights. Later,
administrators of environmental agencies or even local councils can be seen also to adopt environmental ADR in settlement
of disputes brought by environmentalists or non-profitable organisations (Nuraisyah Chua Abdullah 2015).
The application of ADR in the environmental issues can assist to disprove the severe criticisms on the misuse of the public
interest litigation concept. Definitely, administrative ADR which allows the public to bring up environmental issues with aims
to lessen the judiciary’s discretionary powers in accepting those actions the courts of a heavy burden of public interest cases,
henceforth making environmental justice more reachable to the public.
Sadly, it seems that this practice is not applicable for the environmental courts. This is because the jurisdiction of environmental
courts is only narrowed to specifically environmental offences under the specified 38 Acts and 17 Regulations. Furthermore,
the practice of ADR is only applicable for civil disputes. The Practice Direction No 5 of 2010, Practice Direction on Mediation
by the Chief Registrar of the Federal Court of Malaysia which came into effect on 16 August 2010, should be extended to
cover mediation in areas of breach of environmental statutes.
The Practice Direction in Malaysia is used in the event settlement of civil disputes via ADR between victims of environmental
violators and the environmental violators in normal courts. In summary, the Practice Direction allows for two choices of
mediation; the judge-led mediation or the mediation to be conducted by the Malaysian Mediation Centre (MMC) under the
auspices of the Malaysian Bar Council. In the judge-led mediation, if mediation is successful, the Judge mediating shall record
a consent judgment on the terms agreed by parties. In the mediation by MMC, a successful mediation will be reduced into
writing in a Settlement Agreement signed by parties and similar to the judge-led mediation, parties are then mandated to record
the terms of the settlement as a consent judgment. However, in the case where parties fail to reach a settlement in the judgeled mediation, the case will revert to the original judge to hear and complete the case (Malaysian Mediation Centre 2018).
1.3

Research Questions

How effective is the use of ADR and video conferencing technology to be adopted in the solution to resolve disputes relating
to environmental issues? In Malaysia, the environmental experts are needed to assist the court in giving their opinions in the
process of examination and cross-examination. Yet, the scientific technical experts are not the decision makers of the
environmental courts, this is different in India (Bakshi & Yadav 2011). The courts in Malaysia also have embarked on the
practice of mediation as a one of the forms of ADR through the issuance of a Practice Direction No 5 of 2010, Practice
Direction on Mediation on all civil litigation. Henceforth, ADR can better be conducted by scientific-technical experts
especially when the method of ADR used is facilitative mediator or evaluative mediation.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness in using video conferencing technologies in the context of ADR over Environmental
issues, this paper intending to analyse and examine the Law Commission of Indian Report as one of the references. The Law
Commission of Indian Report includes the access to environmental justice via ADR, specifically powers of mediation. As for
New Zealand, the right of appeal to the environmental court, commonly referred to adjudicator in which it involves to any
person who makes a submission on resource-consent decisions (i.e. to third parties) and to applicants. Next, the New Zealand’s
Court may also ask one or more of its Environment Commissioners to conduct mediation or reconciliation to resolve the
dispute. (Amirante 2012).
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1.4

Purpose of the Study

1.4.1

to assess the extent of technological developments (in court) in solving the problems of civil court cases.

1.4.2.

to discover the strengths and weaknesses of the technological effect of the technology in the courts throughout the

trial procedure.
1.4.3.

to determine the extent to which the effective use of video conferencing technologies is to be adopted in the context

of ADR over Environmental issues.
Generally, the cause of action involves in environmental litigation (including waste or industrial waste management) usually
does not depend on showing fault even though it does require a degree of knowledge on the part of the defendant of the
consequences or likely consequences of his actions. Burnett-Hall (1990) mentioned that it should also be required that an
occupier is responsible for the actions of persons on his property with his consent, whether or not he knows what they are
doing.
2.

Methods

A qualitative research method was implemented in preparing this paper. It is based on content analysis method. Observation
method was also done to prove that alternative dispute resolution process too can apply video conferencing technology in
resolving the environmental issues in Malaysia. The results of this study will also provide a simulation method for the purpose
of applying the positive or negative scenarios that may occur when adopting the alternative dispute resolution by the use of
video conferencing technology.
The content analysis method will focus on civil court documents and cases (in particular environmental law cases & civil case
courts applying video conferencing technology during case trials). The cases solved by alternative dispute Resolution method
were also analysed using document analysis method. This is to show that alternative dispute resolution cases can successfully
resolved in a short period and compared to the length of the case settlement through trial in court (a long period of time).
As for the observation methods, this research will emphasize the aspect of data collection and analysis of data relating to court
procedures and the effect of video conferencing technology in civil courts. The observation of this method is based on video
conferencing technology practices in civil courts.
3.

Results and Discussion

Purpose of this study is to assess the extent of technological developments (in court) in solving the problems of civil court
cases. Secondly, to determine the effectiveness usage of video conferencing technologies in adopting into the context of ADR
over Environmental issues.
When technology elements are adopted in alternative dispute resolution methods, it can launch more interactive dispute
settlement procedures in various locations. For example, to show the seriousness impact on the environment. The destructive
nature can be address with the aid of video conferencing technology. The visual image towards the location’s environmental
issue may influence the parties involved (the judges and the lawyers) to assess the capacity of worth for compensation such as
the cost of maintain the environment for the future.
In addition, video conferencing is widely perceived as a “rich” communication medium that allows for win-win bargaining
and mutual gain, because it allows people to learn from each other’s visual and oral signs. Through facial expression and hand
gestures, negotiators can build rapport and understanding. In addition to allowing parties to communicate both verbally and
non-verbally, video conferencing enables them to jointly view and discuss documents, slide shows, and videos.
By evaluation, e-mail has been called an “impoverished” medium because negotiators must grasp one another’s meaning
through written words alone. Hence, misunderstandings are common. Similarly, phone calls lack the visual signs that can tell
us, for example, when someone is listening closely or angry in reaction to what she’s just heard.
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Nevertheless, there are limitation of negotiation thru video conferencing. When video conferencing, we see less of the other
person and his environment than we do when negotiating in person. Individuals typically appear as “talking heads,” with only
their heads and upper torsos showing on the screen. In addition, a weak Internet connection or poor technology can result in a
blurry image that makes it difficult to read a counterpart’s facial expressions. Background noise or a “busy” background may
also cause distractions.
Besides, it’s typically impossible for negotiators to truly make eye contact during a video conference (Ebner, 2017). Because
computer cameras tend to be located at the top of the screen, when we stare at our screen, we appear to be looking downward
rather than into our counterpart’s eyes. This lack of eye contact might impair negotiators from building trust and rapport.
Anyone who video conferences regularly know that technical difficulties are par for the course. It’s not unusual to have trouble
linking up or to suddenly lose audio and/or video in the middle of a meeting. Such glitches may interrupt the flow of a
negotiation or leave us feeling irritated. Practice using new video conferencing apps before important meetings, but keep in
mind that technical difficulties may still crop up.
Overall, video conferencing offers unparalleled convenience as compared to face-to-face negotiations, but we need to weigh
these advantages against the potential costs to ensure that it’s a win-win negotiation strategy. One smart solution would be to
meet periodically in person and negotiate via video, email, and phone in between the face-to-face meetings.
4.

Conclusions

ADR can assist the developer and the public to uncover potential environmental disputes at an earlier stage, in order to resolve
in a friendlier manner and to create a positive contribution in environmental disputes. Environmental practitioners should use
ADR approaches in making any environmental damages claim. Many advantages if the environmental issues are settled by
way of ADR and when also involves the usage of VC. These cases will be settled without any improper delay and reduce the
total number of environmental cases.
It is also vital to suggest that Malaysian ADR practitioners should have at least a fundamental understanding of environmental
law and issues and in this context, we must take note that environmental matters are commonly classified according to the
relative size of its geographical input as local, regional and global.
In conclusion, it is very interesting to suggest that environmental practioners should use alternative dispute resolution
approaches in making any claim on damages related to environmental damage. In fact, it can lead to many advantages if the
environmental issues are settled by way of ADR in which it also involves the usage of video conferencing technology. These
cases may be settled without any improper delay and it may reduce the total number of environmental cases. Due to that, this
ongoing research is intending to explore such field in order to examine whether alternative dispute resolution with the aid of
video conference technology can achieve justice for all. As mentioned by Sri Ram J in a forum on the judiciary and
environmental law, that:
‘Lawyer should keep banging the door. There are no guarantees (of success) but we should start somewhere’.
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Abstract
After the 2010s, Chinese central and local authorities have made increasingly vigorous efforts in curbing industrial pollution.
One approach has been the eco-transformation policies for industrial areas. This paper defines the Eco-transformation of
Industrial Areas (ET of IAs) as the transformation lead by state-led policies/strategies by multi-scale (central/local
government) and multi-department (Environment Protection Bureau/ Development and Reform Commission/ Urban and Rural
Planning Bureau/ Science and Technology Bureau, etc.) for greening development in industrial areas. The policy included
various designations by different state agencies, e.g. the ‘new type of industrialisation’, ‘industrial transformation and
upgrading’ or ‘transformation of development mode’. Those policies have a resemblance to the Ecological Modernisation
approach that has been applied in the European context. They have included a series of transformation strategies, not only with
improved environment qualities but also with the potential for the economic growth of industrial areas coping with rapid
urbanisation. This paper contributes to debate as to the nature of Ecological Modernisation in the Chinese context and the
extent to which the concept has evolved alongside the geographic transfer from the European origins of the concept. To address
this, this paper focused the shifting in governance perspective and spatial perspective impacted by eco-transformation policies
of industrial areas, in order to understand the political modernisation process developed for the implementation of Ecological
Modernisation in China and to consider the spatial changes relevant to the win-win of environment and economy as a
supplement to Ecological Modernisation Theory. Semi-structured interviews of 18 peoples from six different organisations
(i.e. government sectors, governmental companies, NGOs, industrial associations, private companies, planning agencies) in
Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan (CZT) City Megalopolis were undertaken. From interviewing and analysing, during the political
modernisation for ecological modernisation, the environmental governance of industrial districts in China has elements of
restyling and rescaling in three features: policy content, institutional and actor features. The environmental governance of
industrial clusters in China has changed from centralised to decentralised as in most other capitalist countries when they are
applying Ecological Modernisation. However, environmental decentralisation in China did not achieve expected performance
like it in western countries, therefore, a round of ‘Soft Re-centralisation’ was generated. China is undertaking a different way
to western countries for Ecological Modernisation given Chinese political-economic regime and development pathway.
Furthermore, the geographical shifting among places and spatial structural changes during eco-transformation of industrial
areas also illustrated. It provided a new perspective and way (i.e. spatial change) to understand the synergetic development of
environment and economy. This paper not only gives Ecological Modernisation Theory broader application confines and
diversified scales but also provides references for the policy-makers.
Keywords: Ecological Modernisation, Political Modernisation, Rescaling, China, Eco-transformation of Industrial Areas
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Abstract
The circular economy (CE) has recently become a popular discourse especially in the public and private sectors. The
proponents of this concept are advocating many social, economic and environmental benefits from the application of CE
practices. Given the current challenges of the Anthropocene to overcome resource scarcity, climate change, biodiversity loss
and maintain the integrity of the biosphere, all while providing for the needs of a rising human population, the CE could indeed
provide with key solutions for the transition to a sustainable, just and resilient future. However, the actual definition, objectives
and forms of implementation of the CE are still contested, inconsistent and unclear. The discourse on the CE has been
dominated by some sectors (mostly corporate and public policy) as well as some field (mostly engineering, management and
economics) which have promoted a certain vision of circularity. So far, the CE literature has thus not sufficiently examined
the ecological, social, political and cultural implications of circularity. This research identifies and critically reviews the core
research gaps on the CE and proposes the transdisciplinary research perspective of political ecology as one of the most relevant
fields from which to further examine those underling issues. This paper also presents a new typology of CE discourses, which
classifies CE visions according to their position on fundamental socio-environmental issues.
Keywords: Circular Economy, Political Ecology, Sustainability, Transdisciplinary Research, Environmental Discourses

1.

Introduction

The Circular Economy (CE) has become a “go to concept” that has caught the attention of all sectors of society in the recent
years, including academia, businesses, NGOs and governments (Lazarevic, Valve and Kauto, 2016). Searching on google for
the “circular economy” in 2008 would only show 13.500 results, the same search now leads to over 11 million. By comparing
search results, CE has even surpassed the popularity of the many ideas that originated it such as industrial ecology (1.4 million
results), industrial symbiosis (159.000), and cleaner production (2.3 million) as well as those that are directly related to it like
cradle to cradle (3.3 million), biomimicry (2.3 million), performance economy (232.000), and regenerative design (164.000)1.
All in all, the CE is a promising idea and ideal that has much to bring towards addressing challenges of the Anthropocene. In
fact, by proposing a production and consumption system with no material waste through the slowing, narrowing and closing
of resource loops, it would solve the problems of material resource scarcity in our finite planet (Korhonen, Honkasalo and
Seppälä, 2018). By establishing a renewable energy production system with zero pollution and a regenerative agricultural
system, the CE would solve the problem of climate change and food scarcity (ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION, 2015).
By creating industrial and social systems that produces only positive environmental externalities it would solve the problems
of biodiversity loss, biochemical flow disruption, and water scarcity (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; D’Amato et al., 2019). By
developing innovative “glocal” systems of collaborative design, production and consumption, the CE could inspire the
sustainable revitalization of local and regional economies, leading towards a reduction of inequalities, unemployment and
poverty in the global north and south alike (Arnsperger and Bourg, 2017).
While those ideals are very appealing, the CE concept is still under construction and debate and it still faces many challenges
and research gaps in order to fulfil its promises. First and foremost, it is a new concept, that is just recently catching academic

1

Search conducted in www.google.com on the 21st of February 2019, using the advanced search option to search for results up to the 31st
of December 2008
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attention. While there were only 116 academic articles published from 2001 to 2008 on the topic, this number has grown
exponentially and there are now over 3400 articles published and 1000 of those were from 2018 2.
Nevertheless, most of the CE discourse has actually been developed through grey literature such as public-sector policy
documents and private-sector corporate strategies, which have specific political and economic agendas (Kirchherr, Reike and
Hekkert, 2017; Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018).
Public policy actually predates most academic research especially in China where the CE promotion came into force in 2009
(McDowall et al., 2017). In the EU, the CE package was passed in 2015 and member-states followed with specific CE
programs from 2016 onwards (Antikainen, Lazarevic and Seppälä, 2018). However, in many countries, closely related
initiatives existed as early as the 1980’s such as in the Netherlands and in Germany, which had integrated waste management
strategies that resulted in high material recovery rates (Reike, Vermeulen and Witjes, 2018).
The circular economy discourse has mainly been dominated by private and public sectors, which are espousing many economic
and environmental benefits from circular policies and business models (EUC, 2015; The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).
However, these sectors fail to build a systemic and holistic understanding of the social and sustainability implications of the
CE as well as a clear analysis of the actual impacts of circular products and solutions and of how they can be governed and
implemented (Hobson, 2016). Moreover, there is little discussion regarding the complex and controversial relationships
between the CE, energy, resources, biodiversity, entropy and economic growth. While no evidence of absolute decoupling
exists under current socio-technical conditions, proponents of the CE are nonetheless promoting it as an avenue for “green
growth” (Gregson et al., 2015; Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018; Giampietro, 2019; Hickel and Kallis, 2019).
2.

Methods

This conceptual research paper first presents a review of the gaps of knowledge in the academic literature on the circular
economy. The review does not focus on what has been written on CE so far, as many recent papers have already covered this
topic3, but rather assesses what is missing from the literature and why those gaps are important to address. This is done through
a critical review of current literature, based on recent CE publications and related concepts including “degrowth”, “ecological
economics”, “industrial ecology”, “sustainability”, “environmental governance” etc. It is followed by a classification of
discourses on the CE and the proposal for a new typology of CE discourses. Finally, this paper presents an analysis of what
research field would be best suited to investigate the research gaps found in the review. The discussion then examines the
results and proposes a way forward to future research in the area.
2. Literature review: the limitations and opportunities of the circular economy
2.1. A contested, deliberately vague and inconsistent umbrella paradigm
The circular economy can described as an umbrella concept (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; Homrich et al., 2018) and even a
change in paradigm (Prieto-Sandoval, Jaca and Ormazabal, 2018) that is still in construction and evolution (Winans, Kendall
and Deng, 2017). Figure 1 presents a world cloud constructed with key definitions of the CE, and it illustrates the diversity in
its use and understanding4. However, this diversity has brought a lot of confusion, such as an inconsistent use of Rs’ in the
literature; in total 38 Rs’ were found in a literature review by Reike, Vermeulen and Witjes (2018). The world cloud also

2
3

Based on SCOPUS search for “circular economy” (abstract, keyword, title) search conducted on the 21st of February 2019.

Many academic reviews have been published on the current understanding and conception of the CE (Ghisellini, Cialani and Ulgiati,
2016; Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Homrich et al., 2018; Kalmykova, Sadagopan and Rosado, 2018; Korhonen et
al., 2018; Merli, Preziosi and Acampora, 2018; Reike, Vermeulen and Witjes, 2018).
4
The larger the word in the cloud, the more often it appears in the definitions. In total 50 definitions were collected by examination of
previous reviews of the CE from a number of academic papers (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; Kirchherr, Reike and Hekkert, 2017; Murray,
Skene and Haynes, 2017; Homrich et al., 2018; Korhonen et al., 2018; Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018; Prieto-Sandoval, Jaca and
Ormazabal, 2018). The cloud was generated with the following web-based tool: www.wordle.net
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shows that there is an important focus on business and industrial aspects with words such as development, management,
efficiency, consumption, strategy, design, resources, and production, a lesser focus on environmental aspects with words such
as sustainable, environment, regenerative, renewable and natural, and no occurrence of social aspects such as justice, fairness,
governance, democracy and equity.
The mix of widespread support and enthusiasm for the CE with the lack of conceptual clarity and consistency have led
Korhonen et al. to call it an “essentially contested concept” (a term coined by Gallie, that also applies to other constructs such
as sustainability, development and social justice) (Korhonen et al., 2018). As with other essentially contested concepts, various
actors compete to influence the discourse on the CE and promote an interpretation the CE, which fits with their political or
economic agendas. It has also been argued that many of these actors have chosen to use a “deliberately vague, but
uncontroversial” discourse on the CE as a strategy to gain widespread support in the short term (Lazarevic, Valve and Kauto,
2016).

Figure 1. World cloud of circular economy definitions.
This lack of conceptual clarity is not the only problem facing the CE. Major research gaps and challenges remain unresolved
and will be examined in order to establish the best entry point to study and contribute to the constructive development of this
concept.
2.2.1. Systemic thinking on growth, entropy and decoupling
First of all, there is no general economic or social theory underlying the CE. It is a useful concept for organizing regenerative
and restorative production and consumption systems, but it is not based on any economic model or philosophical vision (Velis,
2018). While this makes the concept simpler and easier to promote and adopt, it also means that it faces key challenges,
inconsistencies and limitations in its understanding, application and its actual systemic validity.
For instance, there is little clarity regarding entropy and the laws of thermodynamics as applied to a CE (Rammelt and Crisp,
2014). Since materials degrade in quantity and quality each time they are cycled, they cannot be circulated indefinitely in the
economy, meaning that there must be a general reduction in material demand from the economy to sustain a perfectly circular
system (Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018; Giampietro, 2019). This is a critical and complex question that deserves
thorough investigation and analysis. There is no consensus on whether a fully circular economy is even physically possible,
or if it is just as illusory as trying to build a “perpetual motion machine” (Cullen, 2017). Moreover, even if perfect circularity
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of materials flows was possible, this would mean “capping” global resource use at a certain sustainable level. Yet considering
the large unmet needs of over 40% of the global population which remains in poverty worldwide5 (WB, 2018), capping
material resource use has critical geopolitical dimensions and necessitates an essential reconsideration of normative questions
regarding global justice, inequality, materialism, basic human needs and human wellbeing.
Furthermore, there is insufficient investigation on whether and how the CE could lead to an absolute decoupling of economic
growth from environmental degradation (Antikainen, Lazarevic and Seppälä, 2018). The question of growth is perhaps the
largest “elephant in the room” for the CE. While many proponents argue that a CE would lead to 600 billion euros in yearly
economic gains for Europe alone, this relationship is rather unclear (Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018). Due to the
inevitability of entropy and the inexistent evidence of absolute decoupling, there is no reason to think that a CE can operate in
a context of continued economic growth (Charonis, 2013; Hobson and Lynch, 2016; Jackson, 2016; Schandl et al., 2016; Ward
et al., 2016; von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017; Hickel and Kallis, 2019)6. If capitalism itself cannot operate in a context of
degrowth (or at least a steady-state), this would mean that a CE is also inherently incompatible with the current economic
system (Latouche, 2009; D’Alisa, Demaria and Kallis, 2014).
2.1.2 The energy-resources-biodiversity nexus
The relationship between the energy and circularity transitions is also an area that needs further research. Tackling climate
change and resource scarcity indeed involves many complex trade-offs and synergies.
Energy plays a critical role in the cycling of material flows, a CE can thus lead to substantial increase in energy demand,
questioning the possibility of switching towards a fully renewable grid (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; Lehmann, 2018).
Moreover, for high-temperature heat for industrial processes and hydrocarbon feed-stocks, renewable energies face large
unresolved technical obstacles, which limit the potential for a zero-carbon economy (Cullen, 2017). Furthermore, transitioning
to a low or zero carbon system will require a large amount of material resources to build the new infrastructure such as wind
turbines, solar panels, smart grids etc. This will inevitably increase resource demand and it remains unclear how this can
effectively be compensated by using circular economic structures in order to prevent material shortages (Bihouix, 2014;
Monsaingeon, 2017; Suh et al., 2017).
On the other hand, many secondary materials (mainly metals) can be obtained at much lower energy costs compared to virgin
ones, making circularity an avenue for energy saving for some resource flows (OECD, 2018; Stoknes and Rockström, 2018).
Moreover, improving waste management and eliminating landfilling can lead to lower methane emissions, thus contributing
to climate change mitigation (Liu et al., 2017).
The interactions between energy, climate change and resources are complex and need further research in order to build
sustainable pathways towards zero-carbon circular economies (Schandl et al., 2016; Andrew McCarthy, Dellink and Bibas,
2017; Randers et al., 2018; Steffen et al., 2018).
There is a third dimension to the abovementioned nexus between resources and energy, which is biodiversity. A zero-carbon
CE can lead to increased demand for natural resources such as wood, bio-fuels, bio-polymers, natural fibers, space for wind,
solar and tidal energy etc. (Heck et al., 2018). It is essential to balance this increased demand for resources and energy with
biodiversity conservation and restoration in order to maintain the biophysical health of the planet and the ecosystem services
on which life depends (von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017). There is a generally recognized planetary boundary that identifies
5
6

Figure for 2015 considering a World Bank global aggregation measure that uses 2011 PPP and $5,00/day poverty line (WB, 2018).

Some governments in Northern Europe claim that they have managed to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation,
however a thorough analysis of their material flows shows that their claims are unsubstantiated and that their environmental footprints
have actually increased (Wiedmann et al., 2015).
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the need to conserve at least 75% of the earth’s natural ecosystems (Raworth, 2017). Currently only 62% of natural ecosystems
remain and the transition to a circular and zero-carbon economy could further worsen this situation, if the complex interactions
between energy, biodiversity and resources are not adequately dealt with (Bihouix, 2014; von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017;
Heck et al., 2018; Lehmann, 2018; Randers et al., 2018).
Moreover, biodiversity provides with key solutions to global problems by reducing soil erosion, improving human fiscal and
mental health, contributing to climate change adaptation (through eco-DRR and EbA) and to climate change mitigation
(through carbon sequestration) improving water quality and quantity (through watershed conservation and restoration),
reducing air pollution, improving waste-water treatment and inspiring human creativity and innovation (Benyus, 1998; Walker
and Salt, 2006; von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017). Yet all of those nature based solutions and ecosystem-based approaches
are rarely mentioned by the current debate on the CE (D’Amato et al., 2017; Winans, Kendall and Deng, 2017; Prieto-Sandoval,
Jaca and Ormazabal, 2018). When discussing the CE it is thus vital to always have the biodiversity-energy-resources nexus in
mind as there are key compromises, synergies and interlinkages between those three elements.
This biodiversity-resources-energy nexus is evident when assessing the interlinkages between SDGs. In fact, it has been shown
that SDG 12 (sustainable consumption and production) is a central SDG linked to all other goals and thus the place where
trade-offs, compromises and synergies between all SDGs will have to be negotiated; including trade-offs between SGD 15
(life on earth), SDG14 (life below water), SDG 7 (clean energy), SDG 8 (jobs and growth), SDG 9 (industry, innovation and
infrastructure) and SDG 13 (climate action) (Le Blanc, 2015; Pradhan et al., 2017; Heck et al., 2018).
However, the key role of SDG 12 also shows that in order to achieve all other SDGs, and ensure human wellbeing within the
ecological means of the planet, some major changes in consumption and productions patterns will be needed. These changes
will most likely necessitate a drastic reduction and redistribution of material consumption patterns and a reconfiguration of
human goals, aspirations and imaginaries. In a recent report, even the European Commission recognized that in order to achieve
the SDGs, a major shift in EU consumption and production practices will be needed (EUC, 2019).
2.1.3. Evaluating and assessing the circular economy
Holistically assessing and evaluating the sustainability impacts of circular systems is another large challenge. Literature has
found that many production systems that define themselves as circular can in fact lead to greater environmental impacts than
their linear counterparts (such as biopolymers and biofuels) (Cullen, 2017; Hausknost et al., 2017; Ingrao et al., 2018; Vainio,
Ovaska and Varho, 2018; Velis, 2018). Moreover, a CE approach that focuses on eco-efficiency can lead to a rebound effect
where the reduced costs lead to increased demand, and create saving that incentivize consumption in other areas, so more
resources are consumed overall (Junnila, Ottelin and Leinikka, 2018). This is known as the Jevon’s paradox and it has key
implications in the realization of a CE that does not end up causing more negative than positive impacts (D’Alisa, Demaria
and Kallis, 2014; Zink and Geyer, 2017). Even innovations such as product service systems (PSS), that promote leasing instead
of ownership of products, have been found to have limited environmental benefits due to the abovementioned rebound effect
(Junnila, Ottelin and Leinikka, 2018).
The development of clear indicators and assessment mechanisms to scientifically measure circularity in a comprehensive
manner and that account for this rebound effect, is thus a complex issue that needs to be resolved in order to ensure that
circularity claims actually lead to ecological benefits (Vermeulen, 2017; Antikainen, Lazarevic and Seppälä, 2018; Blomsma,
2018; Manninen et al., 2018). Moreover, while some CE measurement studies exist in China and Norther Europe, they are
limited to topics of industrial symbiosis so more research is needed on investigating the actual impacts and outcomes of circular
projects and solutions in other areas (Ghisellini, Cialani and Ulgiati, 2016; Winans, Kendall and Deng, 2017; Homrich et al.,
2018; Kalmykova, Sadagopan and Rosado, 2018).
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2.1.4. Democratic governance, social justice, and cultural change
A Scopus search finds 3434 articles on the CE, of which only 526 are in social sciences or humanities (and many of those are
in management) 7 . By neglecting social considerations, the current CE discourse is proposing a technological path to
sustainability that many have criticized for being overly optimistic regarding the speed of scientific innovation and sociotechnical transitions, and the capacity of society to integrate new technologies and ideas that challenge vested interests
(Bihouix, 2014; Fressoz and Bonneuil, 2016; von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017; Servigne, Stevens and Chapelle, 2018).
This approach also fails to recognize the massive socio-cultural change that a circular economy entails by transforming
consumption and production structures based on materialism, convenience, and ownership to ones based on collaborative
consumption, sharing economies and use-value (Lazarevic, Valve and Kauto, 2016; Homrich et al., 2018). When some of
those social and cultural topics are addressed in the literature, it is dominantly done through commercial approaches, such as
new business models for corporations rather than the collaborative perspectives of a social and solidarity economy (Bocken et
al., 2016; Hobson, 2016; Frenken, 2017; Allwood, 2018; Camilleri, 2018; de Pádua Pieroni et al., 2018).
Moreover, there is a general lack of discussion regarding social and environmental justice aspects related to the circular
economy. In a review of 114 definitions Kirchherr, Reike and Hekkert have found that only 18-20% include social equity
considerations (2017). Critical questions regarding, who controls circular economy technologies and patents, and how the
economic benefits should be distributed both within and between countries, have thus received very little attention. Those are
nonetheless vitally important questions that will determine whether the circular economy will lead to more meaningful jobs,
closer communities, greater social equity, improved health, and global solidarity or rather to increased precarity, inequality,
and neo-colonialism (Bihouix, 2014; Monsaingeon, 2017). All in all, the CE could become a profitable industry owned by a
few corporation in a handful of countries rather than a transformative movement that benefits all of humankind.
The governance considerations of a CE is another field that needs greater attention and study. It is key to establish a democratic
and deliberative governance system for the CE in order to ensure that everyone is involved in its construction and that its
benefits reach the most vulnerable (Lazarevic and Valve, 2017; Lehmann, 2018).
The problems with a view of CE that does not include social justice, governance and equity considerations can be seen with
the recent Gilets Jaune protests in France due to the unilateral state decision to rise carbon taxes. It is clear that the transition
to a circular and zero-carbon economy has to be fair and democratic, so the economic burden falls on those that can pay the
most.
2.1.5. Circularity and discourse analysis
There is surprisingly little analysis regarding CE policies and discourses in the corporate, social and government sectors (Merli,
Preziosi and Acampora, 2018). Academic reviews of the CE have mostly focused on scientific literature instead of public
policy or private strategies. This is a key area of research especially considering how the CE was created and shaped primarily
by actors outside of academia. Now that the academic literature has conducted various reviews of the scientific literature
(Ghisellini, Cialani and Ulgiati, 2016; Blomsma and Brennan, 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Homrich et al., 2018;
Kalmykova, Sadagopan and Rosado, 2018; Korhonen et al., 2018; Merli, Preziosi and Acampora, 2018; Reike, Vermeulen
and Witjes, 2018) it is important to contrast the core principles and ideas established in the academic literature with those in
the public and private sectors. This will allow a clearer understanding of power dynamics in the formation and expansion of
the CE discourse.

7
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2.1.6. Alternative visions of circularity
There are limited amounts of research on alternative approaches to circularity such as degrowth and simple living concepts,
which have a rich academic literature and share the same objective regarding the necessity to transform towards sustainable
socio-economic structures that are compatible within the earth’s system boundaries (Charonis, 2013; Hobson, 2016). Moreover,
there is little work on indigenous discourses on circularity and on alternative concepts from the global south such as ubuntu,
buen vivir, and suma qamaña, which also share the goal of building regenerative systems that respect, sustain and restore the
natural cycles of the earth (Kothari, Demaria and Acosta, 2014; Calisto Friant and Langmore, 2015). After all, circularity, in
traditional hunter gatherer, agricultural and pastoral societies, has existed for much of humankind's presence on planet earth,
and still exists in many parts of the world. This has yet to be recognized by the literature, which is hence missing the opportunity
to build key synergies and learn from radically different epistemological, teleological and ontological frameworks.
Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism also have strong ecological components, which have been not been sufficiently related
to the CE (Marcel, 2017). Confucianism and Taoism played a key role in the early adoption of the CE in China as part of the
creation of an “harmonious society” and an “ecological civilization” (Naustdalslid, 2014). Yet more remains to be written on
the philosophical components of a CE and how they can relate to Asian worldviews.
The Buddhist inspired gross national happiness index of Bhutan also deserves greater attention as it shows how new metrics
that go beyond GDP can be developed and adapted to include key circularity criteria (Rinzin, Vermeulen and Glasbergen,
2007; Verma, 2017). The Japanese Zen Buddhist concept of Mottainai, with its gratitude and respect for resources and its
aversion for waste can also bring novel ways of conceiving circularity (Marcel, 2017). Moreover, the Japanese government is
implementing its own version of circularity called “regional circular and ecological sphere”, which builds on the concept of
CE to address key territorial considerations and socio-ecological synergies (Liu, 2018).
Overall, the research on degrowth and non-western visions of sustainability could bring key insights in the first and most
important “loops” in the CE value cascade: refuse, reduce, reuse and repair.
2.2. Building synergies for a holistic and holistic understanding of circularity
Considering the implications of the above issues, it is easy to understand why public and private discourses on CE have been
reluctant to address them. Yet, as long as these problems are not dealt with, CE will lack conceptual coherence and validity
and it will run the risk of simply turning into a refurbished version of hegemonic visions of sustainable development, ecological
modernization and green growth. Moreover, having such a limited discussion on key social, political and system level
considerations, CE can easily become co-opted and used as a new form of “green-washing” that only benefits established
interests. The CE could thus rapidly loose transformative appeal and potential, especially in a context marked by the mounting
problems caused by rising inequality and unchecked climate change impacts (von Weizsäcker and Wijkman, 2017).
For academia to answer those core challenges, it will have to create synergies between various bodies of academic research
that share similar goals to the CE and that can provide with key insights on many of the controversial questions of the CE.
Table 1 reviews CE concepts as well as the precursors, and the current approaches to the CE, based on an adapted version of
the categorization proposed by Reike, Vermeulen and Witjes (2018)). CE 3.1 and 3.2 are subdivisions of CE 3.0; where CE3.1
represents mainstream reformist visions of the CE and CE 3.2 represents transformational views seeking an absolute reduction
of resource inputs and a transformation to the economic order (capitalism) (Reike, Vermeulen and Witjes, 2018).
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Table 1: List of CE concepts and concepts related to CE
CE 1.0 and CE 2.0

CE 3.0 (2000-Now): Maximizing Value Retention in the Age of Resource Depletion

CE 1.0
(1970–
1990s):
Dealing with
Waste

CE 2.0
CE 2.0 (1990s–2000s):
Connecting Input and
Output in Strategies for
Eco-Efficiency

CE3.1 Reformist views on the CE

CE3.2 Transformational views of the CE

First integrated CE
frameworks

New reformist
frameworks on the CE

Transformational views of
the CE

Integrated
Solid Waste
management
Waste-water
treatment

Industrial Ecology (Frosch
and Gallopoulos, 1989)

Circular Economy (Pearce
and Turner, 1989)

Blue economy (Pauli,
2010)

Reverse logistics

Regenerative design (Lyle, Third industrial revolution
1994, 1999)
(Rifkin, 2011)

Degrowth (Latouche, 2009;
D’Alisa, Demaria and Kallis,
2014)
Post-growth (Jackson, 2016)

Tragedy of the Commons
(Hardin, 1968)

Bio-digestion

Product life-cycle
management

Theory U (Scharmer, 2016)

Steady state economy (Daly,
1996)

Permaculture (Mollison and
Holmgren, 1978)

Incineration/
Energy
recovery

Closed loop supply chain

Cradle to cradle
(McDonough and
Braungart, 2002)
Natural Capitalism
(Hawken, Lovins and
Lovins, 1999)
Biomimicry - (Benyus,
1998)

Transition design (Irwin,
2015)

Voluntary Simplicity
(Alexander, 2015)

Regenerative capitalism
(Fullerton, 2015)

Permacircular Economy
(Bourg, 2018)

Precursors to the CE

Systems theory (Bertalanffy,
1968)
Social ecology (Bookchin,
1982)

Limits to Growth (Meadows et
al., 1974)

Cleaner production

The Closing Circle (Commoner,
1971)

Industrial Symbiosis/ Ecoindustrial parks and
networks
Design for environment/
sustainability/Eco-design

Cyclical economy (Young
et al., 2001),

Sharing Economy
(Frenken, 2017)

Symbiotic Economy
(Delannoy, 2017)

Cyclic economy (Tibbs,
1992),

Resilience thinking
(Walker and Salt, 2006)

Transition Movement
(Hopkins, 2008)

Design thinking (Fuller, 1969;
Papanek, 1972)

Lean Production/
Management

Materials Matter (Geiser,
2001)

Doughnut Economics
(Raworth, 2017)

Convivalism (Caillé, 2015)

Bioeconomics (GeorgescuRoegen, 1971)

Bioeconomy/ Biobased
economy

Ecological Civilization
(Wei, Hulin and Xuebing,
2011)
Functional Service
Economy / Performance
Economy (Stahel, 2006)

Material Efficiency
(Allwood et al., 2011)

Deep Ecology (Næss, 1989)

Small is Beautiful (Schumacher,
1973)
Economics of the coming
spaceship earth (Boulding, 1966)
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Ontologies of the Global
South and non-western
visions
Radical Pluralism
(Escobar, 2014, 2018)
Buddhist, Confucian and
Taoist ecology (Marcel,
2017)
Buen Vivir/ Sumark
Kawsay (Gudynas and
Acosta, 2011)
Suma Qamaña / Vivir
Bien (Albó, 2009)
Ubuntu (Kothari,
Demaria and Acosta,
2014)
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3. Towards a classification of discourses on the CE
While other classifications of environmental discourses have been developed previously, none has been applied to the CE.
Other environmental discourse typologies include Dryzek’s (2016), who divides reformist versus radical positions with prosaic
versus imaginative positions (Dryzek, 2013). Audet distinguishes between local and technocentric transition discourses (Audet,
2016). Schwarz and Thompson build on cultural theory and add a vision of the fragility or resilience of nature to the classical
divide between fatalist, individualist, egalitarian and hierarchist cultural rationalities (Schwarz and Thompson, 1990). Michael
Mann distinguishes sustainability discourses between “prophets” who seek a systemic socio-cultural transformation and
“wizards” who propose technological solutions (Mann, 2018).
The typology of CE discourses presented in figure 2 builds on the division of environmental discourses developed by the above
authors and adapts it to the CE. It first divides whether they have a holistic or a uniform vision. Holistic here means a
perspective that comprehensively integrates the social, environmental and governance considerations of circularity. Uniform
visions, on the other hand, have a homogeneous perspectives and a segmented focus on certain components of circularity. The
second typological axis differentiates whether discourses are optimist or skeptical about the capacity of technology and
innovation to overcome the major ecological challenges of the Anthropocene before an irreversible ecological collapse occurs.
Figure 2 shows how discourses from different academic concepts (presented in table 1) and social sectors would fit within
each typology. Most academic and public debates on the CE currently propose a uniform vision of social, economic,
environmental and governance considerations and an optimist position regarding technological innovation (CE1.0 and CE2.0).
Only recent frameworks, within CE 3.0, have a holistic vision, and only discourses of CE 3.2 are skeptical regarding the
capacity of technology for transformative change.

Approach to social, economic, environmental and governance considerations

Optimist
Skeptical

Technological innovation and ecological
collapse

Holistic

Uniform

•

CE3.1

•

CE1.0 and CE2.0

•

Some civil society discourses
(such as regenerative
development)

•

Most corporate and state
discourses (such as green growth
and ecological modernization)

•

•
CE3.2

Some precursors (such as
tragedy of the commons)

•

Some civil society discourses
(such as voluntary simplicity)

•

Some think tank and corporate
discourses (such as disaster
capitalism).

Figure 2. Circular Economy discourse types
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4. What academic field to fill these research gaps?
The above analysis clearly demonstrates that, despite the burgeoning literature that was developed on the CE in the last decade,
many social, political and systemic considerations still require thorough research and investigation. The multiplicity of
research gaps requires a diversity of research fields and epistemologies. Nevertheless, some interdisciplinary academic fields
can have a unique perspective from which many of these issues can be effectively tackled. Moreover, as academic literature
has focused on some fields, there is a necessity to balance the debate on the CE by adding new perspectives and academic
communities. Some have already proposed the academic discipline of industrial ecology as the best avenue to study the CE
(Blomsma and Brennan, 2017), others proposed ecological economics (Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä, 2018). Both have
unique strengths and limitations for the study of the CE. Table 2 assesses various interdisciplinary fields based on their ability
to address the knowledge gaps identified in the review.
Table 2: Circular Economy research gaps and appropriate interdisciplinary academic research community to respond to
them.
Appropriate interdisciplinary academic research community to investigate the topic8
Research and knowledge gap

Political
ecology

Ecological Industrial
economics ecology

Systemic issues regarding
decoupling, resources, energy
and biodiversity.

X

X

Assessment tools and methods
for the circular economy

X

X

Social and environmental justice

X

X

Democratic and deliberative
governance of the CE

Political
economy

Cultural
studies

Science
and
Technology
Studies

Sustainability
science

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Discourse analysis of the circular
X
economy

X

X

X

Alternative visions of circularity
(degrowth, simplicity, nonwestern ontologies)

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2 shows, that political ecology is an academic research field which is fit to answer all of the identified knowledge gaps.
In fact, political ecology is particularly well suited to critically examine the manifold socio-political implications of the CE
concept and critically evaluate its claims regarding sustainability, development, and social justice (Forsyth, 2003). By
politicizing the CE, political ecology can also help uncovering the key power dynamics at play in the construction of this
discourse (Peet, Robbins and Watts, 2011). This lens thus enables a complex analysis beyond simple assumptions and
normalized ideas regarding economics, technology, growth, sustainability, and environmental change (Valdivia, 2015).
Moreover, political ecology is particularly well suited for the co-creation of knowledge through participatory approaches such
as participatory action research in order to build a more democratic view of circularity and propose alternatives imaginaries of

8

Note that only inherently interdisciplinary academic fields were chosen as each of those research gaps represent complex issues that
require insights from various domains of knowledge at once.
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society and nature (Escobar, 1984, 1996; Rocheleau, 2008). This perspective can thus reinforce the typologically holistic and
skeptical discourses of CE3.2, which have received comparatively less public and academic attention than other approaches.
Moreover, while some research on the CE has already been carried out from the perspective of all the other abovementioned
fields, there is currently no research on the CE from a political ecology perspective9. This field has thus the potential to provide
innovative and refreshing approaches to circularity.

5. Conclusions
We have examined the key challenges and research gaps that the CE is currently facing. The typology of CE discourses
presented in this paper poses a framework to classify current ideas and perspectives on the CE and shows how it has been
limited by a certain vision of circularity. A cross-pollination of ideas is hence needed to investigate many of the core research
gaps presented in this article; and further research on holistic and skeptical discourses of circularity is particularly lacking.
Furthermore, this paper has shown that the academic field of political ecology provides with a promising avenue to undertake
further research on CE. While it is paramount to research the CE through a diversity of epistemologies and ontologies, political
ecology has a unique transdisciplinary lens that has yet to be applied to the manifold research challenges of the CE.
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A SCOPUS search for “circular economy” AND “political ecology” (abstract, keyword, title) search conducted on the 21st of March 2019
leads to 0 results yet it is worth mentioning a paper from (Deutz et al., 2017), which uses a similar political-industrial ecology perspective.
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Abstract
Over the past years, the concept of transitioning from a linear to a circular economy (CE) has become a popular topic among
academia, policy makers and firms. While various interpretations of CE exist, the evaluation of the impacts of – or the progress
towards – a CE is at the centre of many questions recently raised by researchers. Methods and tools for evaluating or measuring
CE are developed to map CE progress at macro, meso or micro level. Currently, no comprehensive review that focuses
specifically on CE evaluation approaches at micro level is available. This paper aims to bridge this knowledge gap by
structurally exploring the existing body of academic and grey literature from 2007 onwards concerned with this topic. The
overarching goal of this paper is to summarize and gather the available tools and methods to evaluate CE at micro level, and
to zoom in on the differences in inventoried approaches. In addition, a brief qualitative literature review of key concepts to CE
is provided. In the inventory, 65 CE evaluation approaches are collected, of which 57 originate from academic publications
and 8 from grey literature. ~25% of the approaches is designed for sector-specific CE evaluation, while ~75% is to be applied
more generally. The micro level includes many different scales of evaluation, with the product level (~30%) and the company
level (~25%) being most dominant, followed by company-related scales such as business model, supply chain and material.
~40% focuses on various CE-related dimensions such as material efficiency or longevity, ~30% assesses impacts on all three
sustainability domains, and ~25% considers only a single dimension (mostly the environmental dimension). The findings
underline the recent nature and low maturity of the field of CE measurement. Overall, the results signal a wide variety of
interpretations to the question how CE could be evaluated and a strong need for further evaluation framework development.
Keywords: circular economy, literature review, corporate sustainability, resource management, methods & tools.

1.

Introduction

Our current global economic development model revolves around linear flows of materials and energy (Korhonen et al., 2018).
This generates waste, depletes natural resources, leads to emissions and transforms natural landscapes, resulting in a complex
web of pressing interlinked environmental, social and economic problems (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017). To move towards a more
sustainable global society, the interest in the concept of replacing our current linear economic model by a circular economy
(CE) has grown rapidly in the past 5-10 years (Reike et al., 2018).
CE is interpreted differently by different people and many definitions of the concept are available (Kirchherr et al., 2017).
Referring to the popular interpretation by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, one of the primary goals of establishing a CE is to
decouple global economic development from finite resource consumption by introducing closed resource loops, leading to
reduced environmental degradation while facilitating economic growth (MacArthur, 2013; Cullen, 2017). Although the nature
of the relation is still under debate, the goal of establishing a CE is often considered to contribute to the global Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The recommended roles and responsibilities of various actors in moving towards a CE appear
not to have been investigated in detail or formalized in literature. However, companies can be expected to play a central role
in the transition to a CE (Urbinati et al., 2017). Evidently, firms and industrial systems are the entities that transform resources
such as raw materials and energy into goods and services (Azapagic & Perdan, 2000).
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A rapidly evolving dimension of CE research is the field of ‘measuring’ or ‘evaluating’ CE at micro, meso or macro level. In
general, CE evaluation tools are said to contribute to the advancement of the concept by, among other reasons, facilitating
information exchange, monitoring progress, inform decision-making (both from a consumer- as well as management
perspective) and improve circular business investment decisions (EEA 2016; Saidani et al. 2019). Linder et al. (2017)
summarize these reasons by simply referring to the idiom “what gets measured gets managed”
However, the concept of ‘measurement’, including associated terms such as metric, tools and indicator, as well as ‘CE’ in
general, are currently interpreted and applied differently by different authors. Various papers and reports describe the absence
of standardized indicators as a barrier to a transition to a CE. Tecchio et al. (2017), for example, note that “the absence of
adequate metrics and standards has been a key barrier to the inclusion of resource efficiency requirements”. In addition, early
research points towards the finding that companies, at least in the consumer goods sector, make limited use of performance
indicators or quantitative CE assessments in their implementation of CE-related policies (Steward & Niero, 2018). Similarly,
some studies point towards low consciousness of the CE potential across various industries, and even lower levels of “alleged
CE maturity” (Cristoni & Tonelli, 2018). With reference to this situation, no comprehensive review that focuses specifically
on the multidimensional evaluation approaches for CE measurement at company level is currently available. This paper aims
to fill this research gap by systematically inventorying available approaches to CE evaluation at micro level.
This paper consists of four parts: (1) the methodology section, (2) a brief introduction to the literature- and applied terminology
on CE measurement on micro level, (3) a comprehensive description of the systematic inventory of the available CE evaluation
approaches, and (4) identified questions and consequences for further research.
2.

Methods

For part (2), a qualitative systematic review methodology is applied. The primary goal of this method is not to aimed at
providing an exhaustive analysis of the available literature, but to look for constructs that lie in or across individual qualitative
studies (Grant & Booth, 2009). The chapter focuses on the concept of CE, interpretations of the micro level, terminology used
in CE evaluation approaches, and briefly describes other relevant indicator inventories. Practically, the aim of the thematic
review is to arrive at workable and valuable interpretations of the concepts involved.
Then, for part (3), a systematic review is carried out to appraise the available literature on CE evaluation approaches on micro
level. Both academic publications as well as grey literature and online resources are included. Academic publications are
collected from Scopus in February 2019 by using combinations of various terms that can be split into three themes: circular
economy, measurement, and micro level. The search period is defined as from 2007 and until February 2019. Additionally,
the snowballing method was used, primarily because reviews on similar topics have already been conducted. Especially
important in this respect are the CE indicator taxonomy by Saidani et al. (2019), the multi-correspondence analysis by
Parchomenko et al. (2019), and the classification framework by Moraga et al. (2019). Such previous inventories are crosschecked to avoid missing any measurement tools. For evaluation approaches from grey literature, as less structured approach
was used, as no searchable grey literature-databases currently exist. Sources include web-based materials, consultancy reports,
and NGO studies.
For the academic publications, a combination of three categories of search terms was used in the scientific database Scopus
and cross-checked with results from ScienceDirect. The first category is CE, using key words ‘circular economy’ or
‘circularity’. The second category is measurement, using key words ‘measurement’ or ‘assessment’ or ‘quantification’ or
‘quantify’ or ‘tool’ or ‘metric’ or ‘indicator’. The third category refers to the micro level: ‘micro’, ‘company’, ‘business’,
‘product’. Both peer-reviewed journals articles as well conferences papers are included. The search was limited to publications
in English.
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After each search, a second selection routine was applied in which irrelevant papers were filtered out. The aim of this second
selection routine was to obtain a strict selection of papers that propose CE-evaluation methods on micro level. Also, duplicate
papers from ScienceDirect and Scopus, and from previous searches, were removed. To give one example: the combination of
the search terms “Circular economy” and “Measurement” and “Product” resulted in 47 results in Scopus. After screening the
title, abstract and content of the publications, 16 of these publications were considered to be relevant to the topic of CE
evaluation approaches. Then, 11 of the publications were added to Mendeley, as 5 had already been found through search
terms previously used. This process, using the same keywords, was then repeated in ScienceDirect.

Figure 1. Summary of structured search process academic literature.

This search process resulted in 98 publications to be added to Mendeley. After a second in-depth review of the articles, 53
publications remained. Key examples of research publications excluded from the analysis and removed from the search results
in this evaluation round are conventional LCA, LCC and sLCA, studies, eco-design or eco-innovation studies, meso and macro
level CE assessments, and studies limited to applying existing CE indicators such as the MCI (EMF, 2015). The latter are
excluded because they do not propose any new CE evaluation approaches but merely apply existing ones. LCA, LCC, and
sLCA are excluded because they are not primarily involved with proposing CE-focused evaluation approaches. Eco-design
and eco-innovation focused publications have not been included to maintain a focus on CE. The same holds for general
sustainability assessment publications. Meso- and macro-level assessment are not within the scope of this research. 4 more
academic publications from cross-checking previously conducted inventories were added later.
The collected CE evaluation approaches are classified and organized. For the scope of this preliminary literature review, they
are assigned a limited amount of objective evaluation criteria. More critical evaluation criteria, zooming in on organisationaland implementation perspectives, will follow in later research. The criteria and their reasons for selection are summarized in
the table below.
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Table 1. Structure for organizing collected evaluation approaches.
Property

Value

Explanation, remarks

Age

Year of publication

General information.

Peer-reviewed

Yes/No

Publications in peer-reviewed journals or
conference papers.

Source

Name of journal, book, or other

To highlight dominant publication channels.

sources
Country

Name and abbreviation

Country of home university of

To highlight dominant geographical areas

lead researcher

involved with topic.

Name and abbreviation of

NB: not all approaches are named; some

evaluation approach

evaluation approaches carry very similar
names.

Type (as mentioned)

‘measurement tool’,

Various names for type of evaluation approach

‘assessment’, ‘quantification’

are used.

‘tool’, ‘metric’, ‘indicator’,
‘framework’, ‘dashboard’, etc.
Scale

Various micro scales: ‘micro’,

Various scales at which evaluation approach

‘company’, ‘business’,

operates are used.

‘product’, ‘component’,
‘installation’ etc.
Dimension:

Yes/no

Inclusion of environmental dimension of CE

Dimension: social

Yes/no

Inclusion of social dimension of CE

Dimension: economic

Yes/no

Inclusion of economic dimension of CE

Dimension: other

Various other dimensions of

Inclusion of other dimensions related to CE

evaluation, or N/A

that are included in the evaluation approach.

Yes/no

Degree of sector specificity / universal

environmental

Sector specific

applicability.
Case study

Yes/no

Use of case study to validate proposed
approach.

3.

Results: thematic review of key concepts

3.1. Interpretation of CE
There is no clear evidence of a single origin or originator of the CE, and there are many definitions of the concept available in
literature (Winans et al., 2017; Kirchherr et al., 2017). Here, we briefly describe some general characteristics of the concept
of CE and propose a workable interpretation to contextualize this research.

Blomsma and Brennan (2017) describe CE as a conceptual framing of earlier resource management strategies and
interdisciplinary fields. Industrial Ecology’s (IE) concepts of exploring resource loops and biomimicry are, for example,
notably present in CE. The links between IE and CE, and between Ecological Economics and CE, are explored in more detail
in Bruel et al. (2018).
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Sustainable Development (SD) also has connections to CE. Some authors specifically zoom in on the relationships between
the two unbounded concepts. Geissdorfer et al. (2017), for example, identify a variety of conditional, beneficial and trade-off
relationships between CE and SD. More recently, Millar et al. (2019) challenge the proposition that implementing CE is
facilitating a move towards SD. Sauvé et al. (2016) critically evaluate some epistemological problems of both concepts.
Overall, the relation between the two deep, multi-interpretable and multifaceted concepts appears to be undecided.
Another identified overarching aspect of CE is that the presence of a certain hierarchy in ‘circularity strategies’ that are part
of CE as a resource management model (Reike et al., 2018). This hierarchy is visualized in many CE frameworks, probably
most famously in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s butterfly figure (see EMF, 2013). This element could be traced back to
the various waste hierarchies or ‘resource management frameworks’ that have been applied by national governments for
decades. They aim at prioritizing the waste processing methods that are currently often divided into multiple ‘R’s’, or resource
value retention options (as referred to by Reike et al., 2018).
In conclusion, the concept of CE is, in the proposed research project, interpreted as an umbrella concept: “a broad concept or
idea used loosely to encompass and account for a set of diverse phenomena” (see Hirsch and Levin, 1999 in Blomsma and
Brennan, 2017). Across many different definitions and academic debates, three fundamental principles can be identified: (1)
CE has a focus on value retention of resources through loops, eventually aiming at a decoupling of raw material extraction and
growth, (2) CE is aimed at generating multi-dimensional impact with the overall end goal to contribute to the SDGs and (3)
the framework of CE options is hierarchical and guides preferred priorities.
3.2. Understanding micro level evaluation CE
This study focuses on a micro level evaluation approach of CE. Interestingly, many interpretations of elements included in
this level exist, so it is useful to briefly zoom in on the positioning of this study’s approach. The origin of the micro, meso and
macro levels stems from an analytical framework for evolutionary economics introduced by Dopfer et al. (2004). The authors
expand the traditional micro (individual choice) and macro (aggregate consequences) division of economic analysis by
introducing the meso level, described as ‘rule plus its population’. In their conceptual paper, the authors describe the micro
level as the “(…) complex structures of rules that constitute systems such as firms”.

From a practical resource-management point of view, this firm-perspective of the micro level still includes many different
dimensions. Early CE-literature describes micro level as corporate-level, subsequently including CE initiatives as eco-design
of manufacturing plants, waste minimization, cleaner production, and environmental management systems (Geng and
Doberstein, 2008). Others consider the micro level to be a product-oriented approach, but still involve actors such as suppliers,
producers, consumers, and designers (Bruel et al., 2018). In Saidani et al. (2019), the micro level is interpreted equally broadly,
including products, companies, consumers. In the supplementary materials, interestingly, companies and their supply chains
are listed under meso level, and the micro level also includes components and materials.

In this study, the micro level is considered to contain CE elements most relevant to firms. For the sake of creating a complete
overview of available evaluation approaches, the interpretation of the micro level is therefore wide-ranging. From small- to
larger scale, it includes products, business models, companies, and supply chains. Of course, from a life-cycle perspective,
these dimensions are all interlinked.
3.3. Terminology used in CE evaluation approaches
From a first scan of the literature, it becomes clear that various terms for the approaches to evaluate CE are used. Often, the
terms indicator, method, metric, index, tool, assessment, measurement, and quantification are used rather interchangeably.
Also, many studies present combinations of the above tools, or ‘indicator frameworks’. This study uses the term ‘evaluation
approaches’, aiming to include all terms previously mentioned.
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Despite the confusion in terminology, the primary aim of this study is to inventory what has been defined in literature on CSR
and Sustainability Performance Measurement as indicators. According to Warhurst (2002), indicators provide effective ways
of packaging and conveying performance information to target user groups. They “(…) serve to summarize large or complex
sets of performance-related data in a manageable quantitative or qualitative form”, primarily to assist decision-making
processes at management level.

3.4. Available reviews of CE evaluation approaches
In general, research interest in the design of CE evaluation approaches is developing rapidly. In 2016, Ghisellini et al. describe
their findings of a general lack of the inclusion of design and/or discussion of CE indicators in literature on CE strategies.
Three years later, in the taxonomy of CE indicators by Saidani et al. (2019), the authors find 55 sets of circularity indicators.

Linder et al. (2017) note that no standardised CE measurement method exists on micro level. In addition, Elia et al. (2017)
find, through their systematic literature review of CE index methods, that 56% of analysed studies focus on assessing CE on
macro level, while 25% and 19% zoom in on the meso- and micro level respectively. Among others, Lieder & Rashid (2016)
touch upon the importance of CE measurement tools by stating that to “(...) enable and accelerate CE transition driven by
industry, integrative decision support tools to identify and tap potentials of CE transition scenarios on company and intercompany level are necessary”.

As mentioned previously, other authors have also inventoried CE evaluation approaches. Most relevant is the previously
mentioned taxonomy of 55 sets of C-indicators on various levels by Saidani et al. (2019). Not only the inventory of these
available approaches is useful to this study, the categorization approach to differentiate between the diverse collection of
indicators has also partially inspired the structure for organizing collected evaluation approaches, as shown in table 1. The
authors categorize the indicators based on, among other criteria, their ‘transversality’ (generic, sector-specific), level of CE
implementation, and performance (intrinsic or consequential). The study’s inventory was cross-checked to avoid missing
relevant micro level indicators. Some indicators listed in the study were excluded for various reasons 1.

Another highly relevant publication applies a Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) to assess 63 CE metrics and 24
features relevant to CE (Parchomenko et al., 2019). The MCA visualization technique allows for finding patterns among the
diverse group of metrics. Although no distinction between micro, meso or macro levels was made by the authors, their list of
identified circular economy metrics was also cross-checked to ensure completeness.

Recently, Moraga et al. (2019) published a classification framework for CE indicators, taking into account the differences in
CE strategies and applied measurement scopes. To illustrate this framework, the authors apply it to quantitative micro level
indicators from academic literature and macro scale indicators from the EUs ‘CE monitoring framework’. Again, the micro
level indicators found by the authors were cross-checked with the search results from the literature review.

Other works that are worth mentioning are Banaité (2016), who finds a total of 65 CE indicators on the micro level.
Unfortunately, underlying data or references are not available. Iacovidou et al. (2017) present a critical review of the various
environmental, economic, social and technical metrics that have previously been applied in waste management. While the
scale of evaluation is not elucidated, the paper’s thorough conceptual appraisal of the concept of ‘resource value’ is relevant
to guide future CE evaluation approaches.

1

E.g. being offline or unavailable (Capellini, 2015; Circle Economy, PGGM, 2014a; Advancing Sustainability LLP, 2013.), tools merely
using or listing existing indicators (US Chamber Foundation, 2017; Viktoria Swedish ICT, 2015), or only discussing specific EOL recycling
rates (Graedel et al., 2011; Park & Chertow, 2014).
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4.

Results: description and discussion of inventoried approaches

A total of 65 CE evaluation approaches at micro level are found. 57 originate from academic publications, and 8 from grey
sources. The two domains are evaluated separately below. The inventoried approaches are listed in table 3 and table 4 in the
appendix. In each section, we zoom in on some papers to highlight differences or general patterns.
4.1 CE evaluation approaches from academic publications
47 approaches originate from peer-reviewed academic publications, the remaining 10 are proposed in conference papers. Some
journals that appear often are the Journal of Cleaner Production (15 times), Procedia CIRP for conference papers (5 times) and
Resources, Conservation and Recycling (5 times). The field is very young, with only two publications from before 2016
included in the inventory. Around 70% of approaches is not developed with the intention to be applied in a specific sector, and
75% of the publications includes a case-study to showcase or validate the proposed evaluation approach. Some countries are
relatively well-represented, such as the Netherlands (7), the United Kingdom (7), Germany (5) and Italy (5). Only 10
publications are from outside of the EU.

We first zoom in on the relatively small fraction of sector-specific indicators. Saidani et al. (2019) refer to this as the principle
of ‘transversality’: the property of an approach to be applicable to all sectors, to any type of company, regardless of its size,
location, field or activity. Comparing results, in their taxonomy, 17 out of 20 identified micro level indicators are designed to
be applied generally. An example of a widely cited non-sector specific approach in the inventory is the hybrid-LCA approach
by Genovese et al. (2017), in which a more or less traditional LCA approach is complemented with a number of 'CE indicators':
carbon emissions, kg's virgin resources used, kg's waste recovered. The level of evaluation is product supply chain, and the
proposed approach is applied in two explicitly different sectors: a chemical supply chain and a food supply chain. An example
of a well-cited publication that involves a sector-specific approach is Sheldon (2018), in which the case is made that massbased indicators for green chemistry and CE should be combined with LCA indicators.
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Figure 2. Publication dates of approaches included in inventory.

18 of the inventoried approaches consider the environmental, economic and social domains of sustainability, while 16 only
refer to one of those dimensions. For the majority, 13 out of 16, this single dimension refers to the environmental domain,
while the 3 others consider only economic impacts. A large group of approaches uses 1 or multiple other dimensions (see
category ‘other’). This implies the use of CE- or resource-efficiency related characteristics such as ‘repairability’, ‘longevity’,
‘reuse potential’, ‘material efficiency’, or simply ‘circularity’.
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Figure 3. Dimensions included in CE evaluation approaches
To better reflect on the different approaches to dimensionality of evaluation, we again zoom in on some well-cited examples.
Park and Chertow (2014) introduce a quantitative tool, the “reuse potential indicator” to specify how “resource-like” versus
how “waste-like” specific materials are. This is a clear example of an evaluation approach that is designed to assist in decision
making by delivering information about a single aspect of CE. Saidani et al. (2019) refer to this characteristic as ‘intrinsic
circularity’ vs. ‘consequential circularity’. Those can also be combined, which is reflected in the dashboard of indicators
presented by Pauliuk (2018). The author presents four categories of quantitative indicators in his dashboard for the assessment
of CE strategies on organizational and product level: CE (BS 8001:2017 standard), ‘life cycle resource efficiency’, ‘climate,
energy and other’, and ‘stocks and sufficiency’. Within these categories, several goals referring to either environmental,
economic, social or ‘CE-related’ (life time of materials, service generated by material consumption) are listed. These are
coupled to existing CE evaluation approaches and methods.
Again, a very different approach is seen in Linder et al. (2017), who propose a CE indicator at product level. Their approach
is based on the ratio of recirculated economic value to total product value. They state that a CE metric should focus only on
CE, and should not “(…) include ancillary concepts such as environmental performance or competitiveness”. Their
interpretation of approaching the core of CE is by using economic value of recirculated elements, therefore including only a
single dimension: the economic one.
The information above includes elements from the characterization proposed by Saidani et al. (2019), and some insights have
been previously described in literature. Perhaps most clearly, the social dimension is underrepresented and is included in only
17 of the 57 proposed evaluation approaches. This has previously been highlighted in work on CE, which often point out the
underrepresentation of the social domain in CE definitions (Kirchherr et al., 2017). Also, the high amount of evaluation
approaches that focus on ‘other’ CE characteristics is remarkable. Such approaches can be interpreted to fall under Saidani’s
umbrella of ‘intrinsic’ indicators. They deliberately choose to focus on only ‘CE’ as a dimension, instead of also including
environmental, economic and social impacts. An example is Linder’s product-level circularity. Other studies, such as Bradley
et al. (2016) or Gnoni et al. (2018) use a contrasting approach of combining CE-dimensions with impacts on the 3 sustainability
domains. These approaches can be said to be more in line with Saidani’s characteristic of ‘consequential’ circularity. However,
such methods are relatively scarce, with only 7 publications combining CE-elements and the 3 domains of sustainability.
Saidani et al. find the same, and state that “(…) very few number of micro level C-indicators attempt to evaluate the potential
impacts of CE loops on the sustainability performance i.e. by attempting to predict the economic or environmental benefits of
circularity”.
While a great variety in the scales of assessment is found, most approaches appear to focus on product- or company level (see
Table 2). In the category ‘other’, the following scales are included: event, product packaging, ‘products, services or processes’,
building, packaging chain, farm and component. Although ‘material’ was not explicitly included in the search terms, 5 of the
approaches focus on the level of materials. ‘Business model’ is technically not a scale of assessment since it does not indicate
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size, but was included as separate category because of its frequent occurrence in the evaluation approaches. For 1 approach,
the scale of assessment was not specified, and for 1, various scales were put forward.
Table 2. Scales of assessment.
Scale of assessment
Product
Company
Other
Business model
Material
Supply chain
Plant/installation
Innovation/technology
Unknown
Various
Total

Number of CE evaluation
approaches
17
11
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
57

With regard to the product level, Franklin-Johnson et al. (2016) propose, for example, a performance metric, the longevity
indicator, which is based on the amount of time a resource is kept in use. Very similarly to the previously mentioned indicators
by Linder (2017), only a single dimension, longevity, of CE is taken into account. Quite uncommonly, the authors describe in
some detail how their approach could be used in practice, and by whom. Another example of a product-level CE indicator is
introduced by Cayzer (2017). From an approach that is partially based on interviews with industry leaders, the authors arrive
at a CE indicator prototype: an excel tool with yes / no questions and evaluation of a bill-of-materials, eventually an overall
CE score and a spider diagram showing circularity across different parts of the lifecycle of the product.
On company level, a notable contribution is the approach presented by Veleva et al. (2017), proposing a model for “Expanded
Zero Waste” practice. This model includes various indicators for measuring outcomes and impacts of circular business
strategies. It has a strong focus on a social component: measuring employee engagement. In particular, the authors zoom in on
“(…) the role of effective measurement and employee engagement in raising awareness and advancing source reduction, reuse
and remanufacturing”. Liang et al. (2018) use a substantially different approach in their proposal of the VIKOR-QUALIFLEX
method to assess the performance of CE, specifically tailored to phosphorus chemical firms. The social and economic domains
are not included in this method. The authors develop an index system in combination with decision making framework that is
particularly relevant to group decision making problems.
The various scales of assessment might also be a reflection of the complexity of organizational structures, and the vast general
diversity of organizations. Large multinational companies with highly complex supply chains might need very different tools
to establish insights into their ‘degree of circularity’ then small companies that produce only a single product, for example.
Similar issues have been acknowledged in earlier research on corporate sustainability measurement, and frameworks for
addressing such questions are proposed by e.g. Keeble et al. (2003). Interestingly, in literature on CE evaluation, the connection
to this earlier body of sustainability evaluation approaches and theory does not seem to be made. For designing future
evaluation approaches, it might be valuable to build on the work on corporate sustainability assessment in the past.
4.2. CE evaluation approaches from grey publications
8 micro level CE evaluation approaches are found from screening grey literature related to the topic. They are all published in
the period between 2013-2017, and none of them are sector specific. They are highly diverse: some are web-based tools or
calculators (ResCom Circularity Calculator by Ideal&Co, Circle Assessment Tool by Circle Economy), while others consist
of CE formulas published in online available documents (C2Cs Material Reutilization Score, the EMFs MCI).
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One of the approaches considers the environmental, economic and social domains. This is C2Cs Material Reutilization Score,
which also considers various other CE dimensions. 4 approaches only consider CE-related dimensions, while the VBDO
‘Benchmark Circular Business Practices’ includes the economic and social domain, while also incorporating various CE
dimensions. From 2 approaches, the ‘Circle Assessment Tool’ and Kingfisher’s ‘Closed Loop Calculator’, it is not clear what
dimensions are included.
3 approaches are focused on evaluation CE at company level, 3 others at product level, and 2 remaining approaches are
applicable to both levels.
5. Discussion and conclusion
This study presents a literature review of CE measurement at company level. First, the concepts of CE, measurement and
micro level are briefly described, and the position of the research within the existing body of academic work on the topic is
formulated. Then, available CE evaluation approaches at micro level are inventoried to establish a state-of-the-art overview of
approaches available. In addition, some of their most important characteristics are described, and some of the more relevant
publications are reviewed and compared with results from previous literature on the evaluation of CE.
In total, 65 CE evaluation approaches are inventoried, of which 57 originate from academic publications and 8 from grey
literature. The approaches are highly diverse in many aspects, which reflects the low degree of maturity of the field of CE
assessment in general, as highlighted by various previous studies (Elia et al., 2017). They include different sustainability- and
CE dimensions and zoom in on different parts of the ‘micro level’. Overall, the majority (70%) of the approaches is tailored
to evaluating general situations of CE implementation, instead of focusing on specific sectors.
This study indicates many opportunities for further research. One important finding is that no consensus exists on many of the
properties of the current selection of approaches. A critical assessment of the concept of CE and the reflection of its most
important characteristics in contributing to SD, for instance, will aid in formulating clearer goals of CE evaluation approaches.
Practically, that means that, besides inventorying the available approaches, using sharp criteria for their potential in aiding in
the transition to a CE might be relevant from an impact-oriented point of view.
Also, the depth of the inventoried approaches can be explored in more detail. The potential for implementation, and exploration
of structural implementation strategies related to the CE evaluation approaches can be a potential area for further research.
From this early research, it appears that, generally, little attention is paid to the intended audience of the approaches (i.e.
strategic, managerial, or operational), or even to the overall goal of the approaches (i.e. for consumer / internal communication,
process management, benchmarking, providing policy makers with information, etc.). Similarly, it appears to little actual
micro level actors such as companies are currently involved in the design- or testing phases of these evaluation approaches.
Summarizing these (early and not yet formalized) findings, the connection between the inventoried approaches, most of which
are proposed in academic publications, and the real-world implications can still be researched in much more detail.
In conclusion, a better understanding of needs, goals and implementation of the evaluation approaches available might also
lead to a better understanding of the concept of CE and its role in shaping a sustainable future. The rapidly developing field
will show deeper links between the evaluated concepts and their relation to finding practical, real-world solutions to some of
the challenging issues global society is facing today.
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Appendix I
Authors

Year

Country

Evaluation approach

Scale

Angioletti et al.
Adibi et al.
Ardente & Mathieux
Azevedo et al.
Barletta et al.
Bradley et al.
Braun et al.
Bressanelli et al.
Cayzer et al.
Ceptureanu et al.
Cobo et al.
Cordella et al.
Czikkely
de Pádua Pieroni et
al.

2017
2017
2014
2017
2018
2016
2018
2018
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Italy
France
Italy
Portugal
Sweden
USA
Germany
Italy
UK
Romania
Spain
Spain
Hungary

CPA (and CPI)
GRI
REAPro
SCI
e-BEP
N/A
N/A
N/A
CEIP
N/A
CI
N/A
CEV

Product
Material
Product
Company
Product
Other
Supply chain
Company
Product
Business model
Plant/installation
Product
Innovation/technology

Sustainability
Dimensions
0
0
1
3
1
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

Denmark
The
Netherlands
Italy

N/A

Business model

3

VRE
Various
Environmental-economic
assessment
RSI
N/A

Supply chain
Other

3
1

Other
Company
Company

2
3
0

Repairability Indicator
CEV

Product
Other

0
0

France
Spain
UK
UK
Italy
Germany
UK
Belgium
UK
Denmark
Spain

Longevity indicator
LCA, SLCA, LCC and CBM
CMT
Hybrid LCA
N/A
N/A
N/A
RBR
N/A
N/A
N/A

Company
Business model
Company
Supply chain
Product
Material
Company
Material
Unknown/various
Business model
Product

0
3
3
1
3
1
0
1
3
3
3

Turkey

N/A

Supply chain

2

N/A
PWF
CE Evaluation Index System

Innovation/technology
Product
Company

3
0
1

EnvPack
Product-level circularity
RDI
EVPT (Environmental Value
Propositions Table) + stepby-step evaluation.
N/A
MRS, MCI, LCA, MDCDA

Other
Product
Product

1
1
1

Business model
Product
Other

1
0
1

2017
Di Maio et al.
Elia et al.
Fan et al.
Fatimah & Aman
Figge et al.
Flipsen et al.
Fogarassy et al.
Franklin-Johnson et
al.
Garcia-Muiña et al.
Garza-Reyes et al.
Genovese et al.
Gnoni et al.
Hildebrandt et al.
Howard et al.
Huysveld et al.
Iacovidou et al.
Jensen et al.
Jimenez-Rivero &
Garcia-Navarro
Kazancoglu et al.
Koch
et
al.
(VerstraetenJochemsen)
Laurenti et al.
Liang et al.
Ligthart et al.
Linder et al.
Lou et al.

Manninen et al.
Mesa et al.
Niero & Kalbar
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2017
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
2016
2018
2018
2017
2017
2017
2018
2019
2017
2019
2016
2018
2018

2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
2018

2018
2019

China
Indonesia
France
The
Netherlands
Hungary

The
Netherlands
Sweden
China
The
Netherlands
Sweden
UK

Finland
Colombia
Denmark
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Parchomenko et al.
Park et al.
Pauliuk, S.
Prieto‐Sandoval
al.
Rieckhof
Guenther

2019
2014
2018

et

2018

&

2018

Austria
USA

Unknown/various
Material

3
0

Germany

N/A
Reuse potential
Dashboard of quantitative
system indicators

Company

3

Spain

N/A

Company

0

Germany

LCA and MFCA
Hybrid top-down and
bottom-up framework

Company

2

Product

0

Business model
Product
Material

1
1
0

Product

0

Product

0

2017
Saidani et al.
2016
Scheepens et al.
Sheldon
Steinmann et al.

Van Schaik &
Reuter
Vanegas et al.

France
The
Netherlands
South-Africa
The
Netherlands

2016

Germany

EVR & CTF
E-factor, PMI, RME, LCA
Qc (indicator for the
circularity of material
quality)
RI

2018

Belgium

eDIM

2018
2019

Appendix II
Authors
C2C

Year
2014

Circle Economy

2015

EMF
Evans & Bocken

2015
2013

IDEAL&CO
Kingfisher
N/A

2017
2014
2017

VBDO

2015

Country
Germany
The
Netherlands
UK
UK
The
Netherlands
UK
N/A
The
Netherlands

Evaluation approach
Material Reutilization Score

Scale
Product, company

Dimensions
3

Circle Assessment Tool
Material Circularity
Indicator
Circular Economy Toolkit
ResCom Circularity
Calculator
Closed Loop Calculator
ResCom Circular Pathfinder
Benchmark Circular
Business Practices

Company

N/A

Product, company
Company

0
0

Product
Product
Product

0
N/A
0

Company

2
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Abstract
This research explores the relationship between the ascribed current passive role of the citizens as consumers only (Tukker,
2015), and the ability of the Circular Economy (CE) analytical framework to operate outside the post-industrial, service and
consumption-based capitalist economy (Hobson & Lynch, 2016). Using a post-capitalist lens, this research looks to discuss
how human and social capital, rather than monetary value, can be used as guidance towards a sustainable circular economy.
For the last decade CE has been portrayed as a technological revolution (EMF, 2017) promising to disrupt and take our
economic system away from its current multidimensional unsustainability (Izak, Mansell, & Fuller, 2015). Technological
developments have indeed enabled us to efficiently retain and generate value out of the products and materials we use in
different industries (Hobson & Lynch, 2016). However, increased efficiency has enabled an increment in consumption
(Herring & Sorrell, 2009; Lorek & Fuchs, 2013; Owen, 2012; Sioshansi, 2013) creating a rebound or backfire effect overall.
On top of that rebound effect, such revolution is leaving individuals relying upon a technologically-mediated form of social
engagement (Hobson, 2016) to respond to the challenges of co-creating a sustainable future. That technological mediation
promotes individuals to engage, almost exclusively, economically with the rest of society through sustainable consumption
patterns or sustainable lifestyles (Lorek & Fuchs, 2013). Such form of engagement perpetuates a system where the market
forces, rather than the individuals, are the ones in control of generating change towards sustainability (Gibbs, 2009); it creates
a force (of individuals) that responds to correct labelling and price signals (Tukker, 2015).
Has CE become another version of an ecological modernist argument to stimulate economic growth?
To start answering that question, this research will be part of a territorial experiment taking place at the Communauté de
communes du Barsequanais, located in the department of Aube, in France. The activity was proposed by the CREIDD research
team of the Université de Technologie de Troyes (UTT), after being contacted by the local authorities of Barsequanais with
an intention of collectively revitalising their territory for a sustainable future. The experiment will have its first phase during
the third week of April 2019, where researchers from CREIDD and the Institute Chenêlet will develop multiple activities to
assess, analyse and co-create strategies towards the revitalisation of the territory.
For the purpose of this paper, the researcher will develop and present a social cartography workshop in four different towns.
The goal of such workshop is to engage the communities in a collective participatory mapping session of their territory to
examine the potential synergies among the different actors (people, community organisations, local authorities, businesses…)
that could enable the development of collaborative strategies to empower the community towards their territorial sustainability.
This research positions individual actions as the propelling force of collective actions towards sustainability; it gives agency
to individuals by recognizing them as citizens rather than consumers. The results of the experiment will be analysed by the
researcher using analytical developments on theories such as ‘cooperative capitalism’ (Porritt, 2012), ‘breakthrough
capitalism’ (Elkington & Zeitz, 2014), ‘diverse economy’ (Gibson-Graham, 2008), and other de/post-growth theories
(Escobar, 2015; Mathews, 2011). That framework will enable to stimulate the discussion between theory and practice about
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the agency of communities disrupting and transforming the current logic of the economic system into one that can successfully
coexist with our current biospheric limits (Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 2013).
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Abstract
This paper is based on the review of policies and strategies for investment on agriculture in the
West African countries. Since 2003, African governments have made recommitments to the
Comprehensive African Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP). The West African
Member States are also implementing the Economic Community of West Africa States
Agricultural Policy (ECOWAP). The ECOWAP was adopted by Member States in 2005. Both
CAADP and ECOWAP have the commitment of the Maputo and Malabo Declarations. The
policy frameworks emphasise the need to enhance agriculture finance through allocation of a
minimum of 10 percent of national budgets to agriculture.
The paper revealed that 80 percent of the Member States in ECOWAS sub-region have not
reached the minimum annual budgetary allocation to agriculture. The implications of not
meeting the commitment on public investment in agricultural are evident in the recent
performance of the Africa agriculture transformation scorecard where only four countries in
ECOWAS are on track on the Biennial Review Process of the Malabo Declaration.
Therefore, the ECOWAS sub-region would need to take up the challenge to reverse the negative
connotation, and improve on the performance by recommitting to allocation of a minimum of 10
percent of national annual budgets to agriculture. All stakeholders must embrace mutually
accountability and reporting mechanism for enhancing poverty reduction, food and nutrition
security, and agricultural transformation in the sub-region.
Keywords: Agriculture, ending hunger, eradicating poverty, sustainable agriculture
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Agriculture is central to economic growth and development in West Africa. The sector provides
about 80% of the food requirements for the nearly 300 million people in the region. It is home to
about 60% of the population and also engages an average of 60% of the labour force (World
Bank, 2011). Agriculture provides raw materials for industrial processing and manufacturing and
contributes about 15.3% to export of goods and services in ECOWAS (IMF, 2010). The sector
accounts for 21% of the regional import bill (ECA, 2009). The contribution of agriculture valueadded to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) averages 35% in West Africa with significant
variations among countries. In addition to this direct contribution, the forward and backward
linkages with the rural economy and other sectors strengthen the importance of agriculture for
overall growth and development in West Africa. Agriculture is the sector that employs the
largest proportion (about 70% of work force) of the labour force in Economic Community of
ECOWAS countries (UNCTAD data base, 2015). Though, the level of its employment varies
across countries, the country with the highest level of employment of labour in agriculture is
Niger with 90% of the labour force as at 2008. Togo had the least with 65% of the work force
(estimates from UNCTAD database, 2015 and the world fact book 2008).
The positive economic growth enjoyed in the sub region in recent years, of an average of 6.3%
between 2009 and 2011, some of it have been led by growth in the agricultural sector. The sector
provides an opportunity for the sub region to address the challenges on high unemployment,
poverty food insecurity and other socio economic challenges, including low level of
industrialization (UNECA, 2012).
Public investment in agriculture has been identified as a commitment that would enhance
agricultural transformation in Africa (AUC, 2003). Further, under-investment in agriculture is
attributed to low and sometimes declining budget allocation by governments to the sector. Few
governments prioritize agriculture in their policies and spending to the extent that agriculture
receives less than 10% of the national annual budgets in many countries, yet agriculture
contributes between 20 and 50% of gross domestic product (GDP) of Member States in
ECOWAS. This implies that Member States are not investing their financial resources in
agriculture which is unequivocally their area of comparative and competitive advantages for
transformation and sustainable development.
Similarly, poor investments in the agricultural sector are limiting access to production inputs,
adoption of technologies and empowerment of smallholder farmers, especially the female gender
(Tenaw et al, 2009). Inadequate public investments in production inputs and technologies would
hinder farmers from benefiting from increased production, higher gross revenues from sales
deriving both from higher volumes of sales and higher unit value products, lower production
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costs, lower yield risks, lower exposure to unhealthy chemicals, and improved natural resource
management (de Janvry et al, 2001).
Although agricultural sector is getting prominence in policy making decision in Africa on
economic development and poverty alleviation, thanks to a number of high profile initiatives that
have refocused attention to public investment and enhanced agriculture finance. This attention
has come from many sources, including the New Partnership for Africa‟s Development‟s
(NEPAD‟s) Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) as well as
and Malabo Declaration. However, despite these initiatives, financing agriculture in West Africa
remains a matter of going concern (ReSAKSS, 2018, AUC, 2014; Olayide and Ikpi, 2010;
Odhiambo 2007).
Further, despite its importance in the West African economy, agriculture in the region is
characterised by low productivity and high level of food self-insufficiency (Olayide et al., 2011).
West Africa spends an average of USD 8 billion on food imports, representing about 18 percent
of the total value of all combined goods imports. But Member States only spend about 5 percent
of their budget for investment in agricultural development. The commitment, taken by Heads of
state in 2003 in Maputo, to allocate at least 10 percent of their annual budgets to agriculture is far
from being achieved. It stands to reason that, if the sub-region is able to expend USD 8 billion
annually to acquire foodstuffs (Soule, 2013; CEA, 2008), it should be able to mobilize at least 4
to 5 billion dollars to build sustainable production bases, guaranteeing its food security and a
smooth functioning of the internal markets. The pitiable situation should also encourage trigger
the necessary political will to promote import substitution and food self-sufficiency policy in
West Africa.
The report of FAO (2015) on agriculture growth in West Africa suggests that improving the
quality of spending is paramount. Unfortunately, public expenditure reviews on agriculture are
only available for a few countries to assess actual expenditures. Similarly, the way resources are
allocated is perhaps more problematic than mobilizing them. So far, the largest investments have
focused not only on large farms, but also on export sectors. It is urgent to expand funding
availability through the private sector and mechanisms that contribute to mitigate the many risks
that characterize the agricultural sector in general, and in particular traditional sectors, including
products that are rarely or not traded on the international market. While farm-level capital
investments certainly contribute to growth (Olayide and Ikpi, 2010), one can pose the question of
whether the relative budgetary allocation and efficient investment of public funds lead to the
long-term sustained agricultural growth rates and structural transformation of the agriculture in
West Africa (AUC, 2018; Benin et al., 2012). It is, therefore, on this background that this paper
examines the state of public investment in agriculture in West African States.
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1.2

Objectives

The overall objective of the paper is to provide information on the state of public investment in
agriculture in the ECOWAS sub-region. The specific objectives of are to:
i.

review agriculture policies that have public support with budgetary allocation and favor
smallholders and women in particular;

ii. analyse, government‟s overall agriculture budget allocation and expenditure; and
iii. analyse the trend and performance of national agriculture budgets and expenditure (20142017)
1.3

Justification

The importance of public investment in agriculture in developing economies cannot be overemphasised. Pardey and Alston (2010) reveal that investment in agricultural technology
development increase the agricultural productivity; and enhancement of agricultural productivity
is robustly coupled with research and development spending (Alston et al., 2000). A good
understanding of public investment in agriculture can help to increase the effectiveness of public
action, by state and non-state actors alike, to improve governance and promote implementation.
Depending on the context, this may include actions to strengthen safeguards and public
participation in policy formulation and investment decision making. It may also include actions
to improve to promote complimentary models of agricultural investment that place smallholder
farmers and women at the mainstream of agricultural investment financing; as well as improve
public accountability throughout the agriculture investment process. This report therefore,
provides the current status on the agriculture related policies, agriculture budget allocation and
its performance in the 15 ECOWAS Member States.

METHODOLOGY
2.1 Scope
The paper covers the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) comprises 15
countries: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d‟Ivoire, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo. Yearly per capita GDP
growth among Africa‟s ECOWAS member countries averaged 2.7 percent during 2008–2015.
GDP growth averaged 5.5 percent per year during 2008–2015. In 2015, per capita GDP among
these countries averaged 1,779 constant 2010 US dollars. Agriculture contributed an average of
25.6 percent per year during 2008–2015 (ReSAKSS, 2018).
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2.2 Data and Sources
Data used in this report were extracted from databases of African Union Commission (AUC) and
Regional Strategic Analysis and Knowledge Support System (ReSAKSS).

2.3 Method of Analysis
Various methods of data analysis were deployed in this paper. These include: descriptive
statistics (averages, tabular presentation, charts and maps). Trend and correlation analyses were
reported. Overall, the analytical techniques were carefully chosen to aid the lucid presentation
and to communicate effectively to the stakeholders for necessary and appropriate interventions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Overview of Agriculture Policies
Apart from the continental agricultural policy frameworks (Comprehensive African Agricultural
Development Programme (CAADP), and Malabo Declarations), ECOWAS Member States have
initiated specific and aligning agricultural policy frameworks for the sub-region. The
Comprehensive African Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP) implements the
agricultural component of the New Partnership for Africa‟s Development (NEPAD). The
operationalization of this policy began in 2006 with the development of the first action plan,
followed by the formulation of national and regional investment programmes. Similarly, the
Malabo Declaration which was adopted in 2014, is a recommitment to the principles of CAADP
with the pursuit of achieving agriculture-led growth and investment financing through budgetary
allocation of 10 percent of the national budgets (ReSAKSS, 2018).
The agricultural policies sub-region are: agricultural policy in the West African Economic and
Monetary Union (WAEMU) and the Economic Community of West African States Agricultural
Policy (ECOWAP). The WAEMU and ECOWAP were adopted by Member States in 2001 and
2005, respectively. The regional policies frameworks are intended to strengthen numerous
agricultural development strategies developed and intergovernmental relations.

3.1.1 West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU)
WAEMU‟s agricultural policy, promotes a number of agricultural sectors: rice, corn, livestock
and livestock products, oil seeds and cotton. It aims not only to develop a number of incentives
5
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such as small-scale irrigation and crop insurance, but also proposes to set up cooperation
frameworks for the selected sub-sectors of agriculture.

3.1.2 Economic Community of West African States Agricultural Policy (ECOWAP)
ECOWAP elaborates and emphasises on the National Agriculture and Food Security Investment
Plan (NAFSIP as well as the Regional Agriculture and Food Security Investment Plan (RAFSIP).
It envisions a modern and sustainable agriculture, based on the effectiveness and efficiency of
family farms and the promotion of agricultural enterprises through private sector involvement.
While being productive and competitive in the intra-Community market and international
markets. It seeks to ensure food security and provide a decent income for the agricultural labour
force. These policy instruments are accompanied by an operational structure and financing
mechanisms which address bottlenecks faced by smallholder farmers. These incentives include
production incentives, market regulation and vulnerability management to improve vulnerable
groups‟ access to food.
ECOWAP focuses on boosting agricultural productivity in food and export crops and eliminating
poverty and hunger in the region and, especially, improving the livelihoods of the rural
population (ECOWAS, 2008). The principle of food sovereignty enshrined in ECOWAS‟s policy
attests to the importance the sub region attaches to eliminating hunger and ensuring selfsufficiency. The specific objectives of ECOWAP are: food Security for West African people;
reducing food import dependence and achieving food sovereignty; integration of producers into
markets; creating remunerative jobs with guaranteed incomes in order to improve the standard of
living in rural areas and delivery of service to rural areas; ensuring that production systems
support sustainable utilization of resources; stemming the vulnerability of West African
economy by addressing factors of instability and regional insecurity; and adopting appropriate
funding arrangements.
The fundamental question is whether Members States keep their commitment to allocating 10
percent of their annual budgets to agriculture in order to accelerate growth and transformation for
shared prosperity and improved livelihoods and development of agricultural sectors with special
focus on smallholder farmers and women?

3.2

Agricultural Budget Allocation and Expenditure

The Malabo Declaration on accelerated agricultural growth and transformation for shared
prosperity and improved livelihoods which was adopted by the ECOWAS Member States, and
consistent with the agricultural policy in the sub-region (ECOWAP) indicates the recommitment
of Member States to allocation and public investment of minimum of 10 percent of annual
6
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national budgets to agriculture. However, the results in Figure 1 reveal that less than half of the
commitment has been implemented to date, though the level of commitment has been improving
since 2016.

8.0
7.0

6.7

6.0
5.0
4.0

4.4
3.8

3.6

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
2014

2015

2016

2017

Figure 1. Trend of Government agriculture expenditure (% of total expenditure) in the last
4 years (2014-2017)
Source: Authors’ Computation

Further, only Burkina Faso, Mali and Senegal have met the basic minimum commitment on
public investment on agriculture financing in the sub-region. These three countries have been
committed to the regional and continental commitment on allocation of 10 percent of their
national budgets to agriculture. This result implies that most Member States (80 percent of them)
have consistently allocated less than 10 percent of their national budgets to agriculture.
Specifically, Ghana, Nigeria, Côte d'Ivoire, and Gambia have uninterestingly invested less than
half their commitment on minimum of 10 percent public investment in agriculture. This situation
has implication for the current low level of agricultural transformation and poverty in the subregion.

Table 1. Government agriculture expenditure (% of total expenditure) in the last 4 years
(2014-2017)
7
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Average
Region/ Country
2014
2015
2016
2017
ECOWAS
4.4
3.6
3.8
6.7
4.6
Ghana
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
Nigeria
3.4
2.4
2.0
_
2.6
Burkina Faso
11.6
9.4
8.2
9.7
9.7
Benin
8.0
6.9
11.8
7.2
8.5
Cape Verde
6.6
7.5
7.8
10.0
8.0
Côte d'Ivoire
4.8
3.4
4.5
3.5
4.1
Gambia, The
2.2
6.5
3.2
2.7
3.7
Guinea
7.3
3.1
9.6
6.7
Guinea-Bissau
Liberia
Mali
10.8
12.4
12.3
11.8
11.8
Niger
12.3
8.0
4.2
9.0
8.4
Senegal
12.1
11.3
10.6
11.3
Sierra Leone
Togo
5.8
6.3
7.4
4.4
6.0
Source: ReSAKSS (Regional Strategic Analysts and Knowledge Support System), 2018

3.3 Current Status and Performance on Public Investment in Agriculture
As part of the call for action on the Malabo Declaration (AUC, 2014), the Member States of the
African Union (including ECOWAS) instituted a system for peer review that encourages good
performance on achievement of progress made in implementing the provisions of Malabo
Declaration and recognize biennially exemplary performance through awards. The performance
of each Member State was assessed through the Africa Agricultural Transformation Scorecard
(AATS). The report of the maiden edition of the AATS was adopted and released in January
2018 (AUC, 2018). The AATS ranks countries based on some progress indicators whether the
country is on track or not on track to achieving the Malabo Declaration. The benchmark of 3.94
(out of maximum of 10 points) was the minimum score (cut-off) for a country to be on track for
implementing the Malabo Declaration on accelerated agricultural growth and transformation for
shared prosperity and improved livelihoods.
The performance rating show that five Member States of ECOWAS are on track (Map 1). The
Member States on track are: Burkina Faso, Benin, Carbo Verde, Mali, and Togo. When
performance scorecard was recomputed to find out the number of countries that have as much as
80 percent of the benchmark (that is, in the range of 3.15 - 3.93), to show countries that are close
to achieving the benchmark or making good progress according to Malabo Declaration but
currently not on track. The exercise revealed that significant proportions of ECOWAS Member
States are indeed making good progress towards achievement of the Malabo Declaration. The
countries in the re-scaled category and are adjudged to be making good progress are: Senegal,
8
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Guinea, Cote d‟ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, and Nigeria. Only two countries, Sierra Leone and
Liberia, are consistently not on track. The report of Guinea Bissau was not availed.

Map 1. Performance on Implementation of Malabo Declaration in ECOWAS
Source: ReSAKSS, 2018

Similarly, the performance of the ECOWAS Member States on the thematic areas of the biennial
review scorecard on the Malabo Declaration on accelerated agricultural growth and
transformation for shared prosperity and improved livelihoods (Table 2) reveals that all the
Member States are not on track under thematic areas of enhancing agriculture finance and ending
hunger. This is worrisome as the results have serious implications for policy and outcomes in the
Member States. A further analysis of the correlation between the Africa Agriculture
Transformation Scorecard and agriculture finance for the ECOWAS Member States reveal a
significant correlation coefficient (r=0.529; p=0.077). Therefore, the road to ending hunger
seems very far unless the Member States remain committed to their commitment on agriculture
finance principally in the form of allocation of minimum of 10 percent of their annual budgets to
agriculture.
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Table 2. Biennial Review Scorecard for ECOWAS Member States

Source: ReSAKSS, 2018.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Conclusion
Enhancing agriculture finance is a commitment by EWCOWAS Member States through
allocation of minimum of 10 percent of their annual budgets to agriculture. Similarly, the various
agricultural policies in the sub-region are geared towards ensuring accelerated agricultural
growth and transformation for shared prosperity and improved livelihoods. This paper reviewed
agriculture policies that have public support with budgetary allocation and favor smallholders
and women in particular; analysed government‟s overall agriculture budget allocation and
expenditure; and the trend and performance of national agriculture budgets and expenditure
(2014-2017).
The agricultural policy instruments are accompanied by an operational structure and financing
mechanisms which address bottlenecks faced by smallholder farmers. The over-arching
objectives of the agricultural are: food Security for West African people; reducing food import
dependence and achieving food sovereignty; integration of producers into markets; creating
remunerative jobs with guaranteed incomes in order to improve the standard of living in rural
areas and delivery of service to rural areas; ensuring that production systems support sustainable
utilization of resources; stemming the vulnerability of West African economy by addressing
factors of instability and regional insecurity; and adopting appropriate funding arrangements.
ECOWAS Member States have not been so committed to the Malabo Declaration on accelerated
agricultural growth and transformation for shared prosperity and improved livelihoods, which
commits each Member State to allocate minimum of 10 percent of their annual national budgets
to agriculture. Only half of the commitment has been implemented to date.
The performance of the ECOWAS Member States on the thematic areas of the biennial review
scorecard on the Malabo Declaration on accelerated agricultural growth and transformation for
shared prosperity and improved livelihoods on enhancing agriculture finance also has
widespread implications on other thematic areas especially on ending hunger in the sub-region.
Significant correlation exists between the Africa Agriculture Transformation Scorecard and
agriculture finance for the ECOWAS Member States.
4.2 Recommendations
This paper has revealed that ECOWAS Members States have well-structured and articulated
agricultural policy frameworks that are intended for accelerated agricultural growth and
transformation for shared prosperity and improved livelihoods, including for smallholder farmers
and women. What is perhaps need is the political will and legislative oversight that would
ensure that the ECOWAS Members States do not deviate from their commitment on allocation of
minimum of 10 percent of public investment in agriculture.
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Since 10 percent of annual budgetary allocation of annual budgets is the minimum, ECOWAS
Member States should endure to increase this level of public investment in agriculture by
providing complimentary funding mechanisms for catching up and for ensuring sustainable
agricultural investment finance that would trigger the much need agricultural growth and
transformation for shared prosperity and improved livelihoods in the sub-region.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
 Catchment – The area from which rainfall flows into a river, lake or reservoir
 FDA – Focal Development Areas
 IFAD – International Fund for Agricultural Development
 PCT – Project Coordinating Team
 Quality – The standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind;
the degree of excellence of something
 Quantity – The amount or number of a material or abstract thing not usually estimated by
spatial measurement
 River Basins – An area of land drained by a river and its tributaries
 SCMPs – Sub-Catchment Management Plans
 UTaNRMP – Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project
 Vulnerability – The state of being exposed to the possibility of being attacked or harmed
 WRMA – Water Resources Management Association
 WRUA – Water Resources Users Association
 WVI – Water Vulnerability Index
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The overall objective of this research was to assess water quantity and quality in the Upper Tana
Catchment and the extent to which the Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project
(UTaNRMP) project interventions have contributed to sustainable natural resource management
of the beneficiary communities.
The Upper Tana catchment has been experiencing a drastic reduction of surface water availability
especially during the dry season, which is a manifestation of high runoff rates and decreasing
groundwater recharge (UTaNRMP Baseline Survey, 2014). Also, the catchment generally receives
high precipitation in the upper recharge area but floods account for over 70% of the total flow, so
most of this water is not available for use. The current patterns of river flow and water management
leave very little scope for further development of surface water resources for economic activities.
Therefore this study is aimed at assessing the activities of the Upper Tana Natural Resource
Management Project (UTaNRMP) in promoting the water resources quality and quantity in the
project area thereby resulting in sustainable management of the water resources.
The study was expected to: Assess the vulnerability to water scarcity of the project study area;
Assess water efficient utilization technologies used by households and farmers in the catchment;
Assess the Water Resources Users Associations (WRUAs) as a community based organization in
promoting water quality and quantity; and analyse water quality and quantity data so as to assess
the water quality and quantity trends in the study area.
The study was carried out in two (2) of the UTaNRMP six (6) counties, Embu and Kirinyaga; and
covered four (4) River Basins: Rupingazi and Thuci (Embu County), Nyamindi and Thiba
(Kirinyaga County). This survey utilized a number of approaches and methodology including
literature review of numerous Project documents, and other published literature sources. In
addition, quantitative and qualitative research methodologies were applied including: individual
household (HH) interviews; Focus Group Discussions (FGDs); Key Informant Interviews and
observation and informed judgment. A total of 421 Individual Household Interviews were carried
out; 4 FGDs and 8 KIIs.
The findings generated from this study were discussed in five sections: social and economic
characteristics of households; and specific findings based on the four (4) research objectives. In
regards to social economic data of households, it was found that 57% of HHs were female, while
43% were male. These findings did not exactly correspond (but was similar in that it showed that
female were higher in population) to national statistics which indicate that women account for
50.3% of the population while men account for 49.7% of the population as per the Kenya National
Bureau of Statistics (KNBS, 2009). It was also established that 85% of Heads of HHs were male
while 13% were female and this confirmed that the Project area was largely a patriarchal society.
Regarding age of HHs; 6.4% were below the age of 30; while 57.5% were below the age of 50
years, which implied the Project had targeted beneficiaries who were energetic and therefore able
viii
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to carry out agricultural activities. It was also established that only 12% of HHs were completely
illiterate, meaning they had not attended any formal schooling, with the rest of the HHs (88%)
having attended some form of schooling (Primary, Secondary, College/University or Vocational
training)
In the analysis of the water vulnerability index (WVI), Embu county had the highest percentage
for water resources in Rupingazi River Basin 85% water quality, water reliability (86.7%) and
water adequacy (91.7%) while Thuci had the highest percentage of water treatment 72%.
Rupingazi also had the highest percentage of access to water. WRUA membership is highest in
Rupingazi and lowest in Thuci with high rate of water conflict and pollution in the Thiba river
basin. Nyamindi has the highest level of water use at 79.4%. The result of the Chi-Square ranking
of the obtained value for each component of WVI based on weighted averages shows that there
are variances in the vulnerability level across the counties and across river basins in the study
region. Specifically, Thuci river basin in Embu County has the lowest vulnerability index of value
0.5820, which makes it most vulnerable; while Rupingazi river basin had the highest vulnerability
index value of 0.6766 which makes it the least vulnerable.
Regarding the assess to water efficient utilization technologies used by households and farmers in
Embu and Kirinyaga Counties, The project had developed/rehabilitated 22% of the water drinking
sources in the counties. There was also observed increase in the percentage of people who used
improved water sources (protected spring, protected well, borehole and piped water); 61.70%,
42.70%, 47.10%, 39.10%; in Rupingazi, Thuci, Nyamindi and Thiba River basins; 87.4% of the
people are involved in water harvesting and 59.1% do crop land irrigation farming.
The project had established 33 WRUAs according to the Impact Analysis Survey of 2017 and each
WRUA had developed SCMP with technical support from WRMA. The WRUAs however
sampled for this study were; Upper Rupingazi WRUA, Thuci WRUA (Embu County) and Lower
Nyamindi WRUA, Upper Thiba WRUA (Kirinyaga County). The WRUAs all had a SCMP but
Lower Nyamindi WRUA had not been able to implement any activity in the SCMP due to lack of
funding. Twenty six (26) water harvesting tanks have been provided by the 3 WRUAs so far
including promotion of rain water harvesting across the river basins. 5 Springs have been
rehabilitated in Upper Rupingazi RB; 20,000 trees planted across the Thuci RB; as well as mapping
of riparian areas and installation of master meters in the Thiba RB.
The project had supported construction and equipping of 2 modern and advanced water
laboratories, established 90 water quality and water Base-flow monitoring points and trained 4
staff in lab analysis and lab management skills.
Regarding the assessment of sediment load, baseflow and coliforms, in the study area; it was found
that suspended sediment load has decreased across the counties. The decrease was attributed to
conservation activities and decreased base-flow caused by drought in 2016. Generally, discharge
in rivers and streams had decreased over years largely attributed to effects of climate change. The
ix
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number of feacal coliforms also decreased attributed to hygiene and sanitation awareness creation.
It was also established that base-flow and water quality results were being used to guide catchment
protection, conservation and management activities.
One of the significant lesson learnt which contributes to the success of the project so far is that the
use of community contribution towards implementation of water sector activities. This had created
ownership hence provided for sustainability of activities. In addition, the establishment of modern
and advanced water laboratories had created a one-stop-shop for water quality and base flow data
for planning and management of water resources and environment.
As recommendations, there is need to improve the timeliness of appraisals of proposals for funding
and cash disbursements to ensure proposed activities on time. Capacity building of WRUAs needs
to be enhanced to improve the chances of funding. More work also needs to be done in terms of
sensitization on the project and proper water management practices.

x
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background to the Study

The availability of water in adequate quantity and quality is a necessary condition for sustainable
development. Water, the basic element of the life support system of the planet, is indispensable to
sustain any form of life and virtually every human activity. Sustainable water management
therefore is a critical component of sustainable development, and accounts for similar issues as
sustainability. However, water shortage is likely to be one of the most dominant water problems
in the forthcoming century basically due to population growth and by increase of the per capita
water use, jeopardizing sustainable development.
According to the United Nations World Water Development Report 2018, 2.1 billion people in the
world lack access to safely managed drinking water services and it estimated that by 2050, the
world’s population will have grown by an estimated 2 billion people and global water demand
could be up to 30% higher than today. The UN Water Conference in 1977 agreed that "all peoples,
whatever their stage of development and their social and economic conditions, have the right to
have access to drinking water in quantities and of a quality equal to their basic needs". Access to
safe water has therefore become a kind of human right. The UN International Drinking Water
Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981-1990) had the goal of arranging for access to safe drinking
water and sanitation for the whole population of the Globe.
The definition proposed by (Alley et al., 1999) for groundwater management cites protection of
the components in the sustainability triple bottom line: environment, economy, and society. A
more holistic objective is provided in United Nations Agenda 21 which ensures that “adequate
supplies of water of good quality are maintained for the entire population of the planet, while
preserving the hydrological, biological and chemical functions of ecosystems, adapting human
activities within the capacity limits of nature and to combat vectors of water-related diseases.”
The Upper Tana River Basin covers approximately 17,000 km2 and is home to 5.3 million people
(TNC, 2015). The basin covers Mount Kenya and the Aberdare highlands with elevations ranging
from 4,500m at Mount Kenya to about 400m above sea level in the east of the catchment
(Dijkshoorn et al., 2011). There are two rainy seasons and rainfall is relatively high with average
1
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annual rainfall of about 2,000mm at higher altitudes (Hunink et al., 2013). The water this area
provides is of critical importance to the Kenyan economy. It fuels one of Kenya’s most important
agricultural areas, provides half of the country’s hydropower output, supplies 95% of Nairobi’s
water and is home to national parks and reserves which are important areas of biodiversity (TNC,
2015).
In Upper Tana despite her enormous potentials, environmental and social challenges threaten the
living conditions of the people (UTaNRMP Baseline, 2014). Therefore the activities of the Upper
Tana Natural Resource Management Project (UTaNRMP) among others intend to tackle
catchment degradation arising from the various unsustainable land use practices that include
deforestation and encroachment for farming/grazing/settlement on fragile areas especially
wetlands, riparian reserves and steep slopes/hill tops leading to soil erosion, low agricultural
productivity and water pollution.
These challenges among many others prompted the establishment of the Upper Tana Natural
Resource Management Project (UTaNRMP). Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project
is an eight year project (2012 – 2020) funded by Government of Kenya, International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD), Spanish Trust Fund and the Local community.
This study however focuses on the Sustainable Water and Natural Resource Management
Component of the Project, and majors on the Sustainable Water Resources sub-component which
is designed to improve the sustainable utilization of water and other natural resources, mainly
using community groups including the WRUAs. Remedial works at environmental hotspots: This
targets hotspots that contribute to silt loads and pollution to water. The project target specific
problem areas such as road embankments, borrow pits, quarries, denuded hilltops, coffee
processing plants, eroding riverbanks, wetlands, springs and urban waste disposal facilities.

1.2

Problem Statement

The Upper Tana catchment has been experiencing a drastic reduction of surface water availability
especially during the dry season, which is a manifestation of high runoff rates and decreasing
groundwater recharge (UTaNRMP Baseline Survey, 2014). Also, the catchment generally receives
high precipitation in the upper recharge area but floods account for over 70% of the total flow, so

2
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most of this water is not available for use. The current patterns of river flow and water management
leave very little scope for further development of surface water resources for economic activities.
One other major challenge in the Upper Tana is that upstream human activities (such as
deforestation, pollution of rivers, poor farming methods) as well as soil erosion, are causing
increased sedimentation in the basin’s rivers, reducing the capacity of reservoirs and increasing
the costs for water treatment (TNC, 2015). In addition, water quality is compromised as few
agricultural and pastoral land use measures are in place to keep pollutants out of the rivers.
Water scarcity and community vulnerability to extreme climate change implications maybe
perhaps have increased. Consequently, assessment of probable effects on water resources due to
climate change and unsustainable management of water resources is crucial for structural
development, readiness to disasters and irrigation planning.
Therefore this study is aimed at assessing the activities of the Upper Tana Natural Resource
Management Project (UTaNRMP) in promoting the water resources quality and quantity in the
project area thereby resulting in sustainable management of the water resources.

1.3

Justification of the Study

With the high potential of the Tana catchment and as part of IFAD global strategy for agricultural
development and natural resources conservation, the UTaNRMP activities can achieve a
sustainable management of natural resources for provision of environmental services in the
catchment hence the result of this study has potential to provide in-depth information to key
stakeholders such as farmers, policy makers and researchers on the quality and quantity of water
in Embu and Kirinyaga counties of the catchment which may be useful for future project
intervention and development policies for natural resources conservation

1.4

Research questions

i.

What is the level of water vulnerability in Embu and Kirinyaga counties of the Upper Tana
catchment area?

ii.

What are the water saving technology employed by households and farmers in promoting
efficient water resource management?
3
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iii.

To what extent has the activities of the Water Resource Users Associations improved on
the water quality and quantity of the river basins in the counties?

iv.

What is the trend of water quality and quantity in the study area?

1.5

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the study are:
i.

To assess the vulnerability to water scarcity of the project study area

ii.

To assess water efficient utilization technologies used by households and farmers in the
catchment

iii.

To assess the Water Resources Users Associations (WRUAs) as a community based
organization in promoting water quality and quantity

iv.

To analyse water quality and quantity data so as to assess the water quality and quantity
trends in the study area.
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1.5.1 Analysis of the objectives of the study

Research Objectives

Type of
variable

i. To assess the
vulnerability to water
scarcity of the project
study area

Dependent

-

Indicators

Measuring of indicator

Data collection
method

Water quality

Level of water quality

Questionnaire

Water treatment

Water treatment methods

Questionnaire

Water reliability

Duration of water rationing

Questionnaire

Water adequacy

Water available enough to
meet household needs

Questionnaire
Also including:
FGD, KII

Tools of
analysis

Type of
Analysis

Mean

Descriptive

Percentage

Content

Crosstabulation

Correlation

Resource (R)

WV Index

Questionnaire
Types of Water sources
Access to water types

Questionnaire
Distance to water source

-

Access (A)

Proximity to water source
Time spent on water
collection

Questionnaire
Time taken to get water from
the nearest source
Also including:
FGD, KII
5
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-

Capacity (C)

Occurrence of water
related illness

Incidences of illness due water
borne diseases

Membership of group

Belonging to a WRUA

Capacity building

Types of training received

Water information

Access to water information

Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Also including:
FGD, KII

-

Questionnaire

Use (U)
Quantity of water used

-

Environment

Volume of water use per
household per day

Methods of disposing waste

Questionnaire

Incidence of conflicts related
to water issues

Questionnaire

Waste disposal
Water conflict

Incidence of pollution
Questionnaire
Water pollution

No. of pollution points
Laboratory analysis
Base flow of river basins
Laboratory analysis
River turbidity
Laboratory analysis
Suspended Sediment Load
(SSL)

6
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Total Coliform and Faecal (E.
coli) bacteria

Laboratory analysis
Also including:
FGD, KII

ii. To assess water use
and water efficient
utilization technologies
used by households and
farmers in the
catchment

Independent

Types of technologies
use in water utilization

No of water efficient
technologies adopted

Development of sources
water (springs, boreholes,
shallow wells)

No of alternative water sources
constructed or rehabilitated

Questionnaire

Mean

Descriptive

Percentage

Content

Crosstabulation

Correlation

Mean

Descriptive

Percentage

Content

Questionnaire

Support to Rain water
harvesting demonstration
structures
Upgrading of irrigation
schemes

Percentage of people adopting
rain water harvesting

Questionnaire
Questionnaire

Method of irrigation system
used
Percentage of people adopting
irrigation schemes
Impact of the irrigation system
on farmers

Questionnaire
Questionnaire

Also including:
FGD, KII

iii. Assessment of the
WRUAs as a
community based
organization in

Independent

Coordination and
management of WRUAs

Leadership and management
style of the WRUAs

Focused Group
Discussions

Formation of SCMP

No. of WRUA record keeping
books well kept

Interview

7
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promoting water quality
and quantity

Implementation of the
SCMPs

No. of Sub-catchment
management plan formed

Focused Group
Discussions

Water Conflict
Resolution

No. of activities in the subcatchment plan implemented

Interview

Correlation

Frequency of water resource
conflict

Focused Group
Discussions
Interview

No. of conflicts resolved
Questionnaire

iv. To analyse water
quality and quantity
data so as to assess the
water quality and
quantity trends

Independent

Types of data available
Frequency of data
collection
Methods used to
communicate data and
information

Adequacy of the data
collected

Parameters used for data
analysis
No. of times data is collected
in a year

Mean

Descriptive

Interview

Percentage

Content

Means of passing and
receiving lab results to make
decisions

Interview

Competence of data collectors
and data collected

Interview

Level of use of data collected
Application of the data
collected

8
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1.6

Research hypothesis

The researcher expects variances in the water vulnerability index (WVI) of each study river basin
depending on the land, water-related livelihoods and also in relation to different socio-demographic
characteristics. The researcher also expects that the activities of the Water Resources Users
Association (WRUA) will affect the WVI and water trends as that the WRUAs are key in the
conservation of water resources in the catchment.

1.7

Limitation of the study

The study was limited to only two (2) out of the six (6) Counties covered by the Upper Tana Natural
Resources management Project (UTaNRMP) and this was majorly due to time and financial
constraints. Language was also limitation as interpreters and enumerators needed to be used and this
limited indepth communication with respondents.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Water Resources Management

Water resources will steadily decline because of population growth, pollution and expected climate
change (Hemson et al., 2008). It has been estimated that the global demand for water doubles
approximately every two decades (Meyer, 2007) and that water will even become as expensive as
oil in the future (Holland, 2005). “In the year 2000, global water use was twice as high as it was in
1960” (Clarke and King, 2004:19). Unfortunately this trend is expected to continue. Also with the
increasing issues with climate change, there is an increasing agreement that water is strongly related
to poverty.
Water has a positive effect on socio-economic development especially in Africa where most of the
economic activities depend on water availability. With this view, the huge investment in water
infrastructure and promotion of water governance can make a contribution to both absolute and
chronic poverty alleviation in developing countries, this can be done by supporting such broad
purposes as economic growth, rural and agricultural development and national food security.
However, a contradictory view holds that in spite of these positive outcomes, water resources
development can be considered directly or indirectly unsustainable and destructive to the
environment example can also be seen in countries where dams, canals, boreholes e.t.c. are
constructed with disregard to the soil conditions. These had further led to destruction of the
environment and distortion of the water table. But despite the differences in the views, it cannot be
denied that water resources play a vital role (either positively or negatively) on the development of
any country. Water can contribute to domestic welfare, agricultural production, industry and
conservation of the environment, it can also lead to water-borne diseases such as malaria and other
dangerous diseases and could cause degradation through water logging and salinization. I believe
the proper management of is key to enjoying its benefits and avoiding the dangers to be experienced.
In addition to these views, Savenije (2000) assumes that the lack of water for agricultural production
is due principally to the physical limitation of water resources such as rivers, streams etc. so most
communities with water resources can easily take part in agricultural production with ease, while
the lack of water for domestic purposes is, in most cases, linked to social, political and economic
problems a community or country faces; this is true as residents are expected to pay for water
10
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provided which is controlled by policies from government. These problems could also be the main
cause of low or lack of access to safe water which results directly or indirectly in decreasing human
productivity. Therefore combining the measure of water availability and the socioeconomic capacity
to access to it gives new insights in the fields of water resources management and poverty alleviation.

2.2

Water in Kenya

Kenya is classified as a chronically water-scarce country. This is because the country’s freshwater
is limited by an estimated annual supply of 534m3 per capita as at 2009 which is less than 1000m3
threshold below which a country is considered as water scarce (World Bank, 2010); and this impacts
on the social, economic and environmental development goals. Kenya’s renewable fresh water
resources per capita is projected to decrease as the population increases. This fresh water resources
are also unevenly distributed in space and time leading to inequalities in water available to the
population.
Kenya has five (5) drainage basins; Lake Victoria, Rift Valley, Ewaso Nyiro North, Athi River and
Tana River; all these have unequal availability of water. Only Lake Victoria and Tana Basins have
a water surplus while the rest of the basins suffer from water deficits (USAID, 2000)

2.3

The Upper Tana River Basins

The project area is Upper Tana catchment which covers an area of 17,420 km2, is home to 5.2 million
people and includes 24 river basins. The upper Tana catchment that provides water for about half
the country’s population, and most of the country‘s hydroelectric power. The area includes the
Mount Kenya and Aberdares National parks and surrounding forest reserves. The area is under heavy
and growing population pressure with an average of about 250 inhabitants per km2.
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Figure 2.1: Map of the Tana River Basin (Source: SRTM1 NASA)

The Tana is the longest and one of the most important river basin in Kenya, its flow constituting
27% of the total discharge of the country’s rivers. The Upper Tana catchment includes 25% of
Kenya’s gazetted forests and has experienced considerable land degradation and a drastic reduction
of surface water availability during the dry season, and poor water quality during the wet season due
to high silt loads. These same factors contribute to the persistently high levels of rural poverty; and
also has serious consequences for power supply (the Tana River contributes 70% of the power supply
in Kenya), the supply of water to Nairobi, and the availability of water for irrigation, livestock
raising, fisheries and domestic purposes. The Upper Tana area is also densely populated, with large
concentrations of poor and very poor people, particularly in the mid-altitude zone. Landholdings are
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small and diminishing as population grows, crop yields are low and declining due to fertility
depletion and erosion, and rural households are poorly linked to markets and services.

2.4

Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project

Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project (UTaNRMP) is an eight year project (20122020) funded by Government of Kenya (GOK), International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD), Spanish Trust Fund (STF) and the local community. The goal of the project is to “contribute
to reduction of rural poverty in the Upper Tana river catchment”. This goal is pursued via two
development objectives which reflect the poverty-environment nexus namely:
(i)

Increased sustainable food production and incomes for poor rural households living in the
project area; and

(ii)

Sustainable management of natural resources for provision of environmental services.

The objectives of UTaNRMP are in line with:
Kenya’s Vision 2030: The Kenya’s long term development blueprint which aims at creating a
“globally competitive and prosperous country with a high quality of life by 2030” and “providing a
high quality of life to all its citizens in a clean and secure environment”.
And is directly addressing the following SDGs:
Goal 2: End Hunger, achieve food security, improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture;
Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls;
Goal 6: Ensure access to water and sanitation for all;
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all;
Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts;
Goals 15: sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, halt and reverse land degradation halt
biodiversity loss.
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Fig. 2.2: Map of Kenya showing the coverage of the UTaNRMP
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2.4.1 Components of UTaNRMP
The UTaNRMP is implemented through the following components:
 Community Empowerment Component: This component is designed to empower
communities to sustainably manage natural resources. It aims at engaging communities to
build their capacity to develop plans aimed at improving NRM while also improving their
livelihoods, food security and nutrition.
 Sustainable Rural Livelihoods Component: This component aims to improve the incomes
and living standards of the target group using interventions that are beneficial to the
management of the natural resource base.
 Sustainable Water and Natural Resource Management Component: This component is
designed to improve the sustainable utilization of water and other natural resources, mainly
using community groups including the Water Resources Users Associations (WRUAs) and
the Community Forest Associations (CFAs).
The component has two sub-components namely:
(a) Sustainable management of water resources, and
(b) Sustainable management of forest and agricultural ecosystems.
 Project Management and Coordination Component: This component is designed to
ensure that the project is effectively and efficiently managed. The objective of the component
is to enhance management in implementation and coordination of project activities so as to
ensure the project is implemented to achieve its objectives.
2.4.2 Water Resources Users Associations (WRUAs)
Reforms have been carried out in Kenya since 2002 to improve water resources management and
increase access to water as well as sanitation for both the rural and urban populations. Re-evaluation
of the roles of different actors in the water sector was carried out leading to re-assignment in some
cases. The reforms led to the creation of Water Resources Management Association (WRMA) whose
responsibility is to manage water resources at the catchment level while the Water Resources Users
Associations (WRUAs) were also established as a medium for cooperative management and conflict
resolution at the sub-catchment level. The Water Services Trust Fund (WSTF) also has a role of
financing water service investments in poor areas.
15
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A WRUA is an association of water users, riparian land owners, non-consumptive members or other
stakeholders who are formally and voluntarily associated for the purposes co-operatively, sharing,
managing and conserving a common water resource (definition from WRMA rules 2007).
According to (MoWI, 2007) the reforms have had some positive impact especially in rural areas
where coverage has been increased through financing (through the government or organizations e.g.
IFAD) for communities by the WSTF as well as participatory management improvement through
the WRUA. These the researcher will also investigate in this study.

2.5

Theoretical Literature Review

The degree, to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of
environmental change, defines its vulnerability. Vulnerability of a natural and socio-economic
system can be determined by the character, magnitude, and rate of the hazard on the one side and
the system’s sensitivity and its adaptive capacity on the other (IPCC 2001; NERI 2002).
Vulnerability levels can thus be described as combinations of exposure, system sensitivity, and
characteristics related to a range of factors describing the adaptability of the system. Vulnerability
can be understood as combinations of high sensitivity and low adaptive capacity (DOE 2001).
Vulnerability of water resources systems is multifaceted and is related to change and variability in
flow, pollution, population growth, competition over water, data availability and quality, and
knowledge gaps (Brooks et al. 2005).
The WPI is based on five components: Resources, Access, Capacity, Environment and Use as argued
by Lawrence (2002). It can be used then through its individual figures or in the form of its
components as an inter-disciplinary and monitoring tool that expresses precisely the water situation
in various areas. Sullivan (2003) suggested that the WPI is applicable at a range of scales. It has
since been applied at an international scale by Lawrence (2002), at a water and community scale by
Heidecke (2006) and discussed in several papers Molle (2003), Rijsberman (2006), Shah (2006) and
recently improved by Manandhar (2011) and Pérez (2011).
The sub-components of the WVI is described briefly below:
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 Resources (R)
The Resource component concerns the physical availability of water resources in the chosen study
area. A higher value of this component reflects a better water situation (i.e abundant water resources
with less variability).
 Access (A)
Regular and adequate access to improved drinking water encourages necessarily better hygiene and
sanitation conditions (Curtis, 2000) but is not sufficient to counter extreme poverty (Sullivan, 2003).
On the other hand, the inadequate access to safe water will eventually lead to loss of time spent
collecting water that could be used for productive activities.
 Capacity (C)
The Capacity sub-component comprises a set of socio-economic indicators which can exhibit the
effectiveness of people's ability to supply and manage water and sanitation services. Appelgren
(1999) emphasized the importance of such social and economic capabilities to managing water
scarcity.
 Environment
The Environment sub-component comprises a number of indicators which not only cover water
quality but also variables linked to ecological integrity and a number of environmental studies.
 Use
The Use sub-component is aimed to capture the use people make of water resources and its
contribution to the wider economy because water use is a basic pre-requisite to various human
activities and tends to increase with economic development (Sullivan, 2001).

2.6

Review of Empirical Studies

Water Vulnerability Index (WVI) also described to as Water Poverty Index (WPI) by some
researchers as they both employ the five (5) components discussed earlier is a useful tool in
communicating the level of the existing water resources in a particular space at any given time
(Policy Research Initiative, 2007) and can be used further to enable decision makers to prioritize
issues and resources related to water management (Juwana et al., 2009).
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This is an integrated tool that uses objective indicators to focus on the challenges to water supply
and can be applied in various forms to compare water resources either on a large scale across
communities/ river basins as used in this study.
2.6.1 Application of WVI at National Level
Lawrence et. al. (2002) used the index to carry out a comparison of water resources situation in 147
countries with a set of relatively complete data. The results revealed that most of the countries that
scored high are either developed countries or richer developing countries. On the scale for African
countries, Kenya had a WPI of 47.3 comparatively scoring low on the resources and access
component; while Nigeria had 43.9 also scoring comparatively low on the resources and access subcomponents. South Africa has a higher WPI of 52.2 scoring higher in water access and capacity. The
highest ranking country however was Finland with an index of 78.0 scoring least in the water use
component.
2.6.2 Application at Community Level
While Sullivan et. al. (2003) were developing the index, a composite index methodology was tested
at pilot sites in Tanzania, Sri Lanka and South Africa using various household data. The index was
also used by Oloukoi (2014) where she carried out a WVI survey in three (3) study communities
(Iseyin, Okeho and Shaki) in the Oke-Ogun region of Nigeria. She divided the study areas into
formal and informal neighborhoods with the informal neighborhoods in Iseyin scoring the least. She
concluded that population vulnerability in relation to water supply shortages varies across areas
depending on neighborhood types, demographic composition, access to water, capacity to cope and
other biophysical factors.
The results of Water Vulnerability Index at a community scale provides useful information of areas
where more assistance can be targeted at to bring about sustainable development.
2.6.3 Application at Catchment Level
The index methodology has also been applied at the catchment scale in countries like Nepal, India
and Pakistan (Merz, 2003; Manandhar et. al., 20011). In the study by Merz, Bhetagad catchment in
India scored the worst compared to other catchments in the study area while in the study by
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Manandhar et. al., they were able to point out differences in the components of the various scales
studied.
2.6.4 Application at Administrative Level
The scale at which the most cost-effective use of the index can be used is at the municipal scale
(Sullivan and Meigh, 2006). This is because most operational water management decisions are made
at this level. In the West Java province of Indonesia for instance, a composite index based in part on
the WVI was used to develop a sustained and integrated water management approach (Juwana et.
al., 2009).
In Kenya, Garriga et. al., (2009) used a case study of Turkana district to analyze a government
programme that was started to tackle water and sanitation issues in some part of the country known
as Water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) programme. The authors forecasted scenarios using the
WVI approach thereby showing that the programme would be effective to address overall the water
poverty in the district.

2.7

Analytical Review

The analytical framework was based on the “iSAW: Integrating Structure, Actors and Water to Study
Socio-Hydro-Ecological Systems” developed by Melissa Haeffner et. al. (2015). The proposed
framework is an integrated framework for human-water system sustainability.
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Fig 2.3: iSAW Analytical Framework (Melissa Haeffner et. al.; 2015)
Furthermore, the proposed analytical framework accounts for the relationship between Water,
Structure, and Actors in water use and management. For the purpose of this study, the Actors (water
users, WRUA, government and other organisations) affect the structure of water which also affects
the water quantity and quality. The actors are also responsible for the level of water quality and
quantity.
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2.8

Conceptual framework of the study

Independent Variables
Moderating Variable
Water Efficient technologies used
-

-

Supported efficient use of
water utilization technologies
Development of alternative
water
uses
(springs,
boreholes, shallow wells)
Support
to Rain water
harvesting structures
Upgrading
of
irrigation
schemes

Government Policy
Climate change

Dependent Variable
Outcomes and Impact of
UTaNRMP on Water Vulnerability
in the project area
-

Activities of Water Resources Users
Association
-

-

Formation of WRUAs
Capacity building for WRUAs
to develop Sub-Catchment
Management Plans (SCMPs)
Support the implementation
of SCMPs

-

Improved
water
accessibility
Increased water resources
Increased awareness on
water
resource
management
Sustainability of water
projects
Increased water quality
Improved water efficient
technologies
Support research based
management decisions
Increased incomes
Increased food security
Improved healthy status

Accessing water quality and quantity
data and information
-

Availability of data
Accessibility of data
Dissemination
of
water
quality and quantity data and
information
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

3.1

Study Area

Although the Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project area covers six Counties namely:
Murang’a, Nyeri, Kirinyaga, Embu, Meru and Tharaka Nithi; the area which also includes the
Mt. Kenya and Aberdares National Parks and surrounding Forest Reserves. However only two (2)
counties; Embu and Kirinyaga of the participating counties were selected for this research.

Fig 3.1: Map showing the counties covered by UTaNRMP (Source: UTaNRMP SEA Report,2014)
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These were selected because of the extent off the activities of UTaNRMP carried out in the counties,
closeness to project head office, and time constraint.
3.1.1 Embu County
Embu County is situated at the centre of the former Eastern Province and covers 2,818 square
kilometers with a population of 516,212 persons. The County is inhabited by the Embu, Mbeere,
Kamba and Kikuyu communities and hence presents a cosmopolitan complexion. The river basins
in the county are: Rupingazi, Kabingazi, Mutonga/Thuci, Thura, Rwanjoga, Gangara, Itimbogo,
Itabua/Rupingazi.
3.1.2 Kirinyaga County
Kirinyaga County is situated in Central Kenya. It measures 1,479 square kilometers with a
population of 528,054. The County is dominated by the Ndia and Gichugu sub tribes, though with
minority Kamba, Embu, Meru, Mbeere and other communities residing mainly in the Mwea rice
settlement scheme. The river basins in the county are: Kirwara, Kiwe, Rwamuthabmi, Thiba,
Nyamindi, Mugaka
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Fig. 3.2: Map showing the River Basins in the Thiba (Embu and Kirinyaga) WRUA coverage.
(Source: WRMA Thiba WRUA Coverage, 2018)
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However for the purpose of this research, the following river basins have been purposively selected
for the study based on cost limitation and time limitation of study.
Table 3.1: River basins selected for the study
S/No.

County

1

Embu

River Basin
1. Rupingazi
2. Thuci

2

Kirinyaga

3. Nyamindi
4. Thiba

3.2

Nature and Sources of Data Collection

In order to achieve the objectives of this research, the survey approach applied a number of
techniques including: desk review of relevant documents, Quantitative Research consisting of
Individual Household Interviews, Qualitative Research consisting of Key Informant Interviews
(KIIs), Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with community groups-WRUAs, FDAs and observation
combined with use of informed judgment through field visits.
Quantitative Research: Quantitative research was used to establish metrics of the established
indicators through use of a statistical sample. Individual structured questionnaires were then
administered and this methodology generated numerical data, provided uniformity in datacollection.
Qualitative Research: Qualitative participatory research was used to explore and understand
people's beliefs, experiences, attitudes, behavior and interactions. This method generated nonnumerical data and consisted of Key Informant Interviews (KIIs), Focus Groups Discussions (FGDs)
and Observation/Informed Judgment.
3.2.1 Target population
The target population will be members of households and WRUAs in the chosen river basins in the
study area (Embu and Kirinyaga Counties) of the UTaNRMP area. Purposive sampling was used to
select participants for the Focused Group Discussions (FGD) and Key Informant Interview (KII)
depending on the study objectives.
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3.2.2 Sampling size
The representative sample for household interview will be determined scientifically. The sample
size will be determined using Cochran (1963:75) formula for calculating sample size.
SS = Z2 x (p) x (1-p)
E2
Where:
SS = sample size
Z = confidence level
p = estimated proportion of an attribute that is present in the population
E = margin of error (in decimal)
3.2.3 Determination of sample size
The target population of the project area (Embu and Kirinyaga) will be initially stratified along the
river basins chosen (based on distance and extent of activities carried out) in the area constituting
the first stratum.
Each river basin (first tier stratum) will then be divided into three sub-strata representing the upper,
middle and lower sections of the river basin (second tier stratum). Since population along the river
basin was not equally distributed, and taking into consideration that the upper and lower zones of
the river basins were normally less densely populated than the middle zones of the river basin, the
sample of each river will then divided in the ratio of 1:2:1 for the upper, middle and lower sections
respectively (UTaNRMP IAE Report, 2017).
The sample size per river basin was then determined proportionately depending on the number of
FDAs per river basin.

Table 3.2: Sample size determination across the river basins
S/N
o.
1.
2.

County
EMBU
516,212
183 sq km

River Basins

Size
354

Total No.
of FDAs
4

Proportionate
Sample size
44

Adjusted
Sample size
60

Rupingazi
Thuci

152

5

55

75
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1.
2.

3.3

KIRINYAGA
537,054
357 sq km

Nyamindi

453

10

110

110

Thiba

715

16

176

176

36

385

421

Data validity, reliability and credibility

Validity involves how accurately the data obtained represents the variables of study while reliability
refers to the degree to which a research instrument yields consistent results or data after repeated
trials (Saunders, et. al.; 2003). Validity of the instruments was established by the researcher. To
ensure reliability, the questionnaires were pre-tested on a pilot scale through selected respondents
outside the study area. The objectives of pre-testting allowed for modification of various questions
in order to either rephrase, clarify or clear up any short comings in the questionnaires before
administering them to the actual respondents.

3.4

Analytical Methods/Techniques

Descriptive and correlation will be used to answer questions concerning the study. The study will
also adopt the equation element that was used for Water Poverty Index by Sullivan et al (2003) which
was also adopted by Adeniji (2010). The water vulnerability index was designed as a composite,
inter disciplinary tool, linking indicators of water and human welfare to indicate the degree to which
water scarcity impacts on the human population.
The five key components are combined using the following mathematical expression:
WVI = ∑N wiXi
∑N wi

… (1)

i=1

This can be re-written as:
WVI = wrR + waA + wcC + wuU + WeE
Wr + wa + wc + wu + we

…(2)

(Source:

Sullivan et al. 2003; Adeniji, 2010)
Where w is the weighted average of the five components: Resources (R), Access (A), Capacity (C),
Use (U) and Environment (E). Each component will first be standardized so that it falls in the range
of 0 – 100; thus the resulting WVI value will also be between 0 and 100. The highest value 100, is
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taken to be the best situation (or the lowest possible level of water vulnerability), while 0 is the
worst.
Since this study is also aimed at understanding relationships, correlation research will be used. The
tools will include structured questionnaires, Focused Group Discussion (FGD) and Key Informant
Interview (KII). The discussion and interview will be conducted to give in-depth information which
might have been omitted by the questionnaire.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics

4.1.1 Number of Respondents Interviewed
The survey targeted to conduct interviews with 421 household respondents, across two (2) target
counties (Embu and Kirinyaga) and four (4) river basins (Rupingazi, Thuci, Nyamindi and Thiba).
Table 4.1: Number of respondents interviewed
S/No

County

River Basin

Number of Respondents

Percentage (%)

interviewed
1

2

Embu

Rupingazi

60

14.3

(135 Respondents)

Thuci

75

17.8

Kirinyaga

Nyamindi

102

24.2

(286 Respondents)

Thiba

184

43.7

421

100

Total

The survey also panned to conduct four (4) Focused Group Discussions (FGDs) and fifteen (15)
Key Informal Interviews (KIIs). A total of 4 FGDs and 12 KIIs were however conducted. It was
challenging to achieve 100% of the interview due to time constraint.
4.1.2 Gender of respondents
The research also got information of the on the proportion of household respondents by gender. It
was found out that 57% of the respondents were male and 43% of the respondents were female.
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Percentage gender of respondents

43%

Male

57%

Female

Figure 4.1a: Field Survey, 2018
According to the Kenyan Population and Housing Census report of 2009, women accounted for
50.3% of the population while men accounted for 49.7% of the population. This was however only
consistent in Rupingazi (48.3% male, 51.7% female) and Thuci (48% male, 52% female) river basins
both in Embu county while in Kirinyaga there was major difference against the report.

Percentage gender of respondents pere River Basin
70

Percentage

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Male
Female

Rupingazi
48.3

Thuci
48.0

Nyamindi
56.9

Thiba
63.6

51.7

52.0

43.1

36.4

River Basins

Figure 4.1b: Field Survey, 2018
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4.1.3 Head of household
The survey established that 85% of the households were men headed while 13% were women headed
and 2% were headed by youths (1% male youth, 2% female youth).

Head of Household
Female Youth

Woman Male Youth
1%
13%

1%

Man
85%

Man

Woman

Male Youth

Female Youth

Figure 4.2a: Field Survey, 2018

This data supports the Impact Assessment Survey 2017 of the UTaNRMP where 78.7% of
households were men headed, 18.3% of households were women headed and 3% were youth headed.
This further indicates that the study area is majorly a patriarchal society.
The UTaNRMP gender baseline survey 2014 also revealed that women accounted for less than 20%
as heads in homes across the project area. These finding are also consistent with the national statistics
carried out which provided that less than 29% of households are female headed (KDHS, 2010).
Reason could be that majority of the men migrate from the rural areas to urban areas in search of
better economic opportunities.
Data on head of household crosstabulated by river basin also revealed that Rupingazi has the highest
number of female headed household while Thiba had the highest number of male youth and female
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youth headed household. Thuci has the highest number of male headed household at 89.7% as seen
in table below:

Head of household per household
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

89.7

81.6

16.7

85.3

14.7

10.7

1.7 0

85.3

0 0

10.9
0 0

5 1.6

Rupingazi
81.6

Thuci
89.7

Nyamindi
85.3

Thiba
85.3

Female

16.7

10.7

14.7

10.9

Male Youth

1.7

0

0

5

0

0

0

1.6

Male

Female Youth

Male

Female

Male Youth

Female Youth

Fig 4.2b: Field Survey, 2018

4.1.4 Age distribution of the respondents
The survey revealed that only 6.4% of the respondents were below 30 years (youths) and majority
of respondents 93.6% were above the age of 30% with 31.6% of the respondents between 41 – 50
years and 25.9% between 51 – 60 years.
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Figure 4.3: Field Survey, 2018
4.1.5 Marital Status of the respondents
The results showed that 85% of respondents are married, 7% of the respondents are single, 6% and
1% of the respondents are widows and widowers respectively while 1% of respondents divorced.
This is an indication that the project activities are embraced more by individuals within a family
setting.
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MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
Widower
Divorced Widow
1%
6%
Single 1%
7%

Married
Single
Divorced
Widow
Widower

Married
85%

Figure 4.4: Field Survey, 2018
There is however a cultural stigma attached to either being single at an older age or being divorced
as I discovered that some respondents in those categories (as attested to by neighbors) still prefer to
respond as single.
4.1.6 Educational level of household head
The highest level of education of household head was determined across the river basins in the study
area. The findings showed that Thiba (4.3%) had the highest number of household heads with no
form of education while Thuci had 30.7% household heads with college/university education. This
was the highest across the river basins.
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Highest education level of household head per river basin
60

Percentage

50
40
30
20
10
0
None (%)

Rupingazi
1.7

Thuci
4

Nyamindi
2

Thiba
4.3

Primary (%)

33.3

24

34.3

23.9

Secondary (%)

56.7

37.3

52.9

50

College/University (%)

5

30.7

9.8

18.5

Vocational Training (%)

3.3

4

1

3.3

Figure 4.5: Field Survey, 2018
The highest educational level of household heads across the river basins however is secondary
education with 56.7%, 37.3%, 52.9% and 50% across Rupingazi, Thuci, Nyamindi and Thiba river
basins respectively. This findings show that majority of the household heads has a form of formal
education which has a positive effect on the capacity of the household and their ability to enjoy basic
sanitation adherence as well as manage water related information properly.
4.1.7 Household size of the respondents
The research sought information on the average household size of respondents. This data is
important because it provides information on water consumption. It was established however that
the mean household size was 4.862 with household size of 4 as 29.20% and household size of 5 as
23%. As seen in figure 4.6 below.
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Household size
29.20%

30.00%

23%

Percentage

25.00%

20.00%
15.00%

12.10%

10.00%

11.60%
7.40%

5.50%

3.60%

5.00% 2.60%

2.40% 1.40%

0.50% 0.20% 0.20% 0.20%

0.00%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

15

17

23

No. of persons per household

Figure 4.6: Field Survey, 2018

4.2

WATER VULNERABILITY INDEX

The analysis of the WVI in Embu and Kirinyaga counties indicate a spatial variation within the
subcomponent of the WVI. The desirable benchmark for the study counties shows that the indicators
of each subcomponent of WVI are not the same indicating spatial difference across the counties
(Table 4.2). It is also observed from the analysis of the subcomponents of the WVI and their
contributing indicator that effectiveness of the WRUA has a significance to the vulnerability of the
selected river basins.
Embu county had the highest percentage for water resources, Rupingazi 85% water quality, water
reliability (86.7%) and water adequacy (91.7%) while Thuci had the highest percentage of water
treatment 72%. Rupingazi also had the highest percentage of access to water. WRUA membership
is highest in Rupingazi and lowest in Thuci with high rate of water conflict and pollution in the
Thiba river basin. Nyamindi has the highest level of water use at 79.4%
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Table 4.2: Measuring the water vulnerability index in Embu and Kirinyaga Counties

Counties

River Basins
Embu

Kirinyaga

SubComponents

Indicators

Resources (R)

Water quality

85.0

68.0

52.0

54.3

Water treatment

71.7

72.0

45.1

69.6

Water reliability

86.7

85.3

77.5

82.1

Water adequacy

91.7

52.0

43.1

58.2

Access to water (type)

100.0

96.0

82.4

85.9

Proximity to water point

98.3

81.3

87.3

88.0

Time spent in water collection

96.7

81.3

88.2

91.8

related 18.3

20.0

28.4

23.4

Membership of WRUA (Water 75.0
resources users association)

14.7

45.1

57.1

Training on water management

50.0

45.3

15.7

47.3

Access to water information

91.7

81.3

77.5

80.4

Water conflict

35.0

12.0

40.2

50.5

Water pollution

33.3

46.7

38.2

52.2

Quantity of water (litre) per- 63.3
household, per-day

73.3

79.4

58.7

Access (A)

Capacity (C)

Environment (E)

Use(U)

Occurrence
illnesses

Rupingazi
N=60

of

water

Thuci
N=75

Nyamindi
N=176

Thiba
N=110

Note: The analysis is based on frequencies percentages. Values represent the percentiles of the
frequency (f/100) of each subcomponent which were derived from the variables in the questionnaire.
The lowest WVI values both within the component and within the weighted average indicate the most
critical zone (most vulnerable river basin) which might need the most intervention.
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Table 4.3: Aggregate of subcomponents of WVI for Embu and Kirinyaga
Counties

Embu

Kirinyaga

Total N=135

Total N=286

Indicators

Sub components

Resources (R)

Water quality

0.765

0.532

Water treatment

0.719

0.574

Water reliability

0.860

0.798

Water adequacy

0.719

0.507

Access to water (type)

0.980

0.842

Proximity to water point

0.898

0.877

Time spent in water collection

0.890

0.900

Occurrence of water related illnesses

0.192

0.260

Membership of WRUA
resources users association)

0.449

0.511

Training on water management

0.477

0.315

Access to water information

0.8656

0.789

0.235

0.454

Water pollution

0.399

0.452

Quantity of water (litre) per-household,
per-day

0.683

0.691

Access (A)

Capacity (C)

(Water

Environment (E) Water conflict

Use(U)

The result of the Chi-Square ranking of the obtained value for each component of WVI based on
weighted averages shows that there are variances in the vulnerability level across the counties and
across river basins in the study region (Table 4.4). Specifically, residents in Thuci river basin in
Embu county has the lowest vulnerability index of value 0.5820, which makes it most vulnerable.
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Table 4.4: Ranking of WVI components for River Basins in Embu and Kirinyaga

Sub component of WVI

Embu

Kirinyaga

Rupingazi
N=60

Thuci
N=75

Nyamindi
N=176

Thiba
N=110

Resource (R)

0.83761

0.61833

0.54434

0.66102

Access (A)

0.98331

0.86203

0.85974

0.88572

Capacity (C)

0.58751

0.40334

0.41683

0.52102

Environment (E)

0.34153

0.29354

0.39202

0.51351

Use (U)

0.63303

0.73302

0.79401

0.58704

WVI Weighted Averages

0.67661

0.58204

0.60143

0.63362

Note to numbers in superscript: (4) - the most vulnerable and (1) – the less vulnerable.

0.6766
0.68
0.66
0.64
0.62
0.6
0.58
0.56
0.54
0.52

0.6336
0.6014

0.582

Rupingazi

Thuci

Nyamindi

Embu

Thiba

Kirinyaga
Counties
WVI (weighted Averages)

Fig 4.7: Weighted averages of WVI for the four (4) river basins (Field Survey, 2018)
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Resource (R)
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

Use (U)

Access (A)

0.2

Rupingazi

0

Envronment (E)

Thuci

Capacity (C)

Fig 4.8a: Weighted averages of WVI for the river basins in Embu County (Field Survey, 2018)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Kirinyaga Nyamindi

0

Kirinyaga Thiba

Fig 4.8b: Weighted WVI averages for the river basins in Kirinyaga County (Field Survey, 2018)
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Resource (R)
1
0.8
0.6
Use (U)

0.4

Access (A)

0.2

Embu Rupingazi
Embu Thuci

0

Kirinyaga Nyamindi
Kirinyaga Thiba

Envronment (E)

Capacity (C)

Fig 4.8c: Weighted averages of WVI for the four (4) river basins (Field Survey, 2018)

4.3

WATER TECHNOLOGIES AND USES

This objective evaluates the percentage improvement in water sources and sanitation from project
inception (2012) to date. It also checks the access to developed or rehabilitated water sources in the
study river basins and the organizations that rehabilitated them. The frequencies of rain water
harvesting and irrigation system used across the river basins was also analysed.
4.3.1 Water sources available before and during the project
The findings show that as there was an improvement in the number of HHs accessing water from
clean sources such as piped water with the highest improvement being recorded in Thuci river basin
from 59% to 84%; other notable improvements were in the number of households receiving water
from protected springs, protected wells and boreholes. There was however a slight decrease is
percentage of those involved in rain water harvesting as presented in table 4.5 below.
Table 4.5: Sources of water in the study river basins for domestic use
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Others

12

10

7

7

8

7

2

0

1.7

52

52

2

2

2

0

Thuci

59

84

1

1

1

0

4

5

0

0

17

20

84

73

0

0

7

3

Nyamindi

67

75

7

8

3

2

4

6

4

1

7

9

65

66

2

4

22

19

Thiba

51

77

4

6

12

4

7

10

3

1

14

14

54

52

2

2

20

13

4.3.2 Sanitation facilities available
The findings show that there was an improvement in many aspects of sanitation in the study area
within the period of project implementation. For example, there was a reduction in the number of
households that used open field with the highest improvement in Thiba river basin from 3% to 0%;
households had also improved their latrines by constructing permanent walls, and raised slabs; there
was also an improvement in households who used ventilated improved latrines (VIP latrines) with
the highest improvement being in Thiba river basins from 6% to 11% as presented in table 4.6 below.

Table 4.6: Sanitation facilities used in the study river basins
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After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

15

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

Dams

Rain water

97

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

87

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Borehole

Unprotected well
Before 2012 (%)

Protected well
After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

Protected spring

Rupingazi

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

Kirinyaga

After 2012 (%)

Embu

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

County

Before 2012 (%)

Piped water

River
Basin

Unprotected spring
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Pit latrine
with no
Pit latrine
permanent
with
no wall
permanent
without
wall and
raised slab
raised slab

Before 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Before 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Rupingazi

2

2

30

28

42

40

18

22

2

2

8

8

7

10

Thuci

4

3

12

15

28

24

49

52

7

8

3

3

12

13

Nyamindi

2

0

47

48

31

24

19

18

3

6

7

11

4

5

Thiba

3

0

42

43

29

20

17

22

4

7

6

11

5

10

After 2012 (%)

After 2012 (%)

Kirinyaga

Flush toilet

Before 2012 (%)

Embu

Open field

After 2012 (%)

County

Before 2012 (%)

River
Basin

Pit latrine
with
Pit latrine
permanent
with
wall
permanent
without
wall
and
Ventilated
raised slab
raised slab
improved
pit latrine

4.3.3 Water sources developed/rehabilitated
Through the study river basins, respondents indicated if they are benefitting from water sources that
have been developed or rehabilitated. The highest percentage of beneficiaries are in the Rupingazi
river basin with 61.70% while the lowest number are found in Thiba river basin.
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70.00%

61.70%

60.00%

47.10%

50.00%

42.70%
39.10%

40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Rupingazi

Thuci

Nyamindi

Thiba

Percentage of beneficiaries

Fig. 4.9: Percentage of beneficiaries of rehabilitated or developed water source per River basin
(Field Survey, 2018)

4.3.4 Organizations who developed/rehabilitated the water sources
The beneficiaries of the water sources also indicated organizations responsible for the development
or rehabilitation. These included Community projects, County (Embu/Kirinyaga) governments,
water sanitation companies (EWASCO/KIRIWASCO), National Irrigation Board (NIB), Ministry
of water resources, Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project as well as other water
projects. 1% of the water sources was developed or rehabilitated by the NIB. This was found majorly
in Kirinyaga which is a major irrigation rice hub in Kenya. The Water Sanitation Companies were
also involved in rehabilitating or developing 7% of these water sources while the UTaNRMP was
also involved in 22% of these projects, joint highest with other projects. These projects range from
borehole installation, pipe-borne water connections and construction of other water sources for both
agricultural and domestic uses.
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Rehabilitated drinking water source
Community/Consistuency
water projects
13%

Other water projects
22%

County governments
15%

Water sanitation
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& KIRIWASCO)
7%

Upper Tana Natural
Resources
Management Project
(UTaNRMP)
22%

National Irrigation
Board (NIB)
1%

Ministry of Water
Resources
20%

Fig. 4.10: Field Survey, 2018

4.3.4 Water management
In the involvement with water management activities across the study river basins, Thuci at 96%
recorded the highest number of respondents engaged in rain water harvesting while Rupingazi had
73% of water users engaged in rain water harvesting. It is therefore safe to say that more than 70%
of water users engage in rain water harvesting across the river basins. Some of the reasons for noninvolvement include either having enough water or having no water storage tanks.
Kirinyaga county had the highest number of respondents engaged in irrigation farming across the
two (2) study river basins although 71.70% is the highest with Rupingazi river basin. Kirinyaga
County (specifically the Mwea area) is well known for rice cultivation majorly done through
irrigation farming.
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Involvement in rain water harvesting

Involvement in irrigation farming

Percentage
96%

91.20%

Percentage

71.70%

86.40%

70.10%

73.30%

54.90%

28.00%

Rupingazi

Thuci

Nyamindi

Thiba

Rupingazi

Thuci

Nyamindi

Thiba

Fig. 4.11: Field Survey, 2018

The irrigation system majorly used across the river basins is overhead irrigation with the highest
level of use recorded in Thuci. The least used is the drip irrigation. However in Kirinyaga County
(Nyamindi and Thiba), respondents also indicated the use of canals as an irrigation source directly
to their farmlands.

Irrigation system used
80.00%
70.00%

Percentages

60.00%
50.00%

40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Rupingazi
9.30%

Thuci
4.80%

Nyamindi
12.50%

Thiba
14.00%

Overhead

72.10%

71.40%

41.40%

42.60%

Buckets

18.60%

23.80%

30.40%

24.80%

Others

0

0

16.10%

18.60%

Drip

Fig. 4.12: Field Survey, 2018
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In water management, respondents across the study area use mostly water tanks while some do not
use any technology whatsoever highest in Ripingazi river basin. Some other water management like
water re-use and water re-direction are also used and both recording high percentage of use in Thiba
river basin.

Water Management technologies used

Percentage

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Water Tanks
Water Re-use

Rupingazi
68.30%

Thuci
92%

Nyamindi
78.40%

Thiba
79.30%

5%

12%

6.90%

14.70%

Water Redirection

16.70%

5.30%

10.80%

19%

None

28.30%

4%

13.70%

9.80%

Fig. 4.13: Field Survey, 2018

Water Resources Users Associations’ Activities in Improving Water Quantity and
Quality

4.4

The WRUA is a model for community based participation in water resources management. The
model is based on the premise that the water resource users, being the principle beneficiary or direct
stakeholders of water resources should be integrally involved in the management of the water
resources, since their live hood is at stake. The water resources users are mobilized to undertake
water resources management activities that serve their best interests. It is more efficient for the
WRUA to mobilize the water users to solve problems at the grassroots level. UTaNRMP through
the WRMA as the agency in charge of the WRUAs manages the water activities and provide funding
for the implementation of SCMP through the WSTF usually through calls for proposal
Table 4.7: WRUA activities in the study area
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The WRUAs used for this study showed different activities and implementation levels. They all
demonstrated high level of coordination and management. They also all had Sub-catchment
Management Plans (SCMPs) and have all executed the first level of activities in the plan except
Lower Nyamindi WRUA who though having a SCMP had not executed activities; this is due to the
lack of access to funds.
Name of WRUA

Upper Rupingazi

No.
of Availab
projects
ility of
and
SCMP
members
65 projects
Yes
(more than
20,000
registered
members)

Projects executed in Trainings participated Activities
the SCMP

- 13 water harvesting Integrated
water Water conflict resolution
tanks provided
management training
which has reduced over
the past few years
- Promotion of roof - Financial management
water harvesting
Preventing illegal water
- Conflict management abstractors
- Rehabilitation and
conservation
of - Capacity building
Funding of activities for
wetlands
management of catchment
- 5 springs rehabilitated

Lower Thuci

125 projects

Yes

- 8 water harvesting Integrated
water Water conflict resolution
tanks provided
management training
which has reduced over
the past few years
Riparian
area - Financial management
conservation
Preventing illegal water
- Conflict management abstractors
Planting
16,000
indigenous trees and - Capacity building
Funding of activities for
4,000 giant bamboos
management of catchment
with over 50% survival
rate
- Abstraction survey

Lower Nyamindi

14 projects

Yes

None

- Capacity building

Water conflict resolution
which has reduced over
the past few years
Preventing illegal water
abstractors
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Funding of activities for
management of catchment
Upper Thiba

4.5

128 projects

Yes

- 5 water harvesting Integrated
water Water conflict resolution
tanks provided
management training
which has reduced over
the past few years
- Installation of Master - Financial management
Meters
Preventing illegal water
- Conflict management abstractors
- Mapping of Riparian
- Capacity building
areas
Funding of activities for
management of catchment

Assessment of Water Quality Parameters

4.5.1 Assessment of the base flow, silt load and coliform trends and their impacts in the
river basins
The conservation efforts of the natural resources by the project is geared towards increasing the
amount of water in the river basins for down ward users, reduction of silt load and pollution of water
resources. The survey was to establish the average base flow in the river basins, silt loads and levels
of pollution and compare with the levels at baseline, deduce trends and their implications.
4.5.2 Monitoring points and the target parameters
The project had established ninety (90) water monitoring points for both base flow and water quality
and had also established teams for testing water quality for twenty (20) water springs and wells. The
project had set two peak seasons – dry season in August and wet season in November - for sample
collection for water quality analysis (chemical, physical and biological) and base flow
measurements. The design of the project set to determine Base flow, Silt load, Coliforms and
Turbidity at mid-term and end term and to measure achievements compared to baseline figures.
Comparisons of achievement would focus on wet seasons when the parameters manifest themselves.
These parameters were key indicators in determining the level of protection and conservation
activities being carried out in the project area.
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Fig. 4.14a: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018

Base Flow trend (wet season)
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Fig. 4.14b: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018

Turbidity trend (dry season)
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Fig. 4.15a: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018
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Turbidity trend (wet season)
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Fig. 4.15b: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018

Silt Load trend (dry season)
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Fig. 4.16a: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018
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Fig. 4.16b: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018
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Fig. 4.17a: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018
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Fig. 4.17b: UTaNRMP Water Laboratory Results, 2018
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CHAPRTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1

Summary

This study assessed the water quantity and quality in the Upper Tana catchment of Kenya using
Embu and Kirinyaga counties as case studies. This was done by first determining the water
vulnerability index in the study area, assessing the water technologies used by water users, assessing
the activities of the WRUAs and the water quality trends in the study area; and established that:
There are slightly more men than women in the study area as opposed to the KPHC report of 2009
and most of the households have men as head. More than half of the population was also discovered
to be within the range of 41 – 60 years with more than half of the population married. More people
have also attained some level of education with secondary school level being the highest across the
study area and more than half of the households have 4 – 5 persons.
The water vulnerability across the study area is low as the components indicate. Water resources
available is as high as 91% and the lowest at 43%. There is however an increased level of access to
water with a river basin reaching 100% level of access and the lowest just 81%. There is however a
low capacity to water management indicated by low WRUA membership and trainings. The study
area however recorded quite impressively a low level of occurrence of water-borne diseases. There
is also decreased incidence of water conflict and about 50% level of water pollution. The quantity
of water used in litres per household per day is also well above average.
Use of safe water sources as well as improved sanitation facilities also recorded improvement
compared to when the project started and more people more than 50% have benefitted from a
developed or rehabilitated water source. UTaNRMP has also recorded a 22% level of improvement
of water source which is higher than other organizations involved. More than 70% of the population
are involved in water harvesting as well as irrigation farming except in Thuci. Overhead irrigation
system is also the most commonly used across the study area.
The Water Resources Users Association have also proved critical to the improvement of water
quality and quantity as they have all executed projects in their SCMP except Lower Nyamindi
WRUA. The WRUAs are also involved majorly in providing water harvesting tanks, land
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conservation and creating awareness on water resources management as well as conflict resolution
leading to lower levels of water conflicts in the study area.
The counties also generally recorded generally decreased base flow, decreased water turbidity, as
well as decreased suspended sediment load from 2015 – 2017. The coliform levels also recorded
decrease within the project years.

5.2

Conclusion

The UTaNRMP has improved the water quality and quantity in the study area. This is evident with
a better water vulnerability in the study areas with a weighted average of 0.6293 for Embu and
0.6175 for Kirinyaga; this compared to results of Water poverty Index by Yvonne Githora in 2012
with: Nairobi 0.6098, Kiambu 0.5046, Muranga’a 0.495, Nyandarua 0.3908. This means that project
area is less vulnerable to water poverty compared to other counties in Kenya.
Water efficient technologies have also been fully engaged in the study area, prominent of which is
roof water collection system, other technologies have also been employed. Irrigation farming is also
mostly used in Kirinyaga County, this is because of the nature of the agriculture carried out in the
region. The project has also recorded within the past few years’ improvement in use of safe water and
sanitation facilities across the project areas.
The WRUAs have also proved to be the sustainability strategy for the project and this is very commendable.
The funding of WRUAs through the WSTF and the community contribution towards implementation of water
sector activities has created ownership hence sustainability of the project. It is also of interest that reduced
level of water vulnerability was recorded in river basins with the most active WRUA.

Establishment of modern and advanced water laboratories has created a one-stop-shop for water
quality and base flow data for planning and management of water resources and environment
however more work needs to be done in the dissemination of the results to the end users especially
the local farmers. More work will also need to be done in the enforcement of regulations to improve
water management and use. The water information trend of some parameters have also been on a
positive improvement through the years of project implementation.
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Finally the UTaNRMP is on track towards achieving set targets in improving water quality and
quantity. Completed activities have also shown positive impacts on livelihoods of the communities
and environment.

5.3

Recommendations

The following are my recommendations for improved project activities to achieve the expected
results:
 More sensitization on the proper management of water and the importance of the use of water
should be emphasized especially in the outskirts of the counties. This is because those are
the people worst hit with poor water quality as a result of poor water infrastructure;
 More WRUAs should be established to make them more accessible. This is because the
WRUAs are the unit connecting the project to the people so if they are more, they will be
used easier to reach some presently ‘difficult’ areas. My research also proved that WRUAs
like Upper Thiba that was initially larger and had to be decentralized now became really
active and are doing very well;
 The challenge off information to the WRUAs needs to be addressed and made more efficient.
Most significantly Lower Nyamindi WRUA had been unable to do much because they lacked
information of how to go about accessing the funds;
 The proposal process for funds should be inclusive and done as a group to encourage those
who cannot do this on their own;
 The timeliness of appraisals of proposals for funding and cash disbursements should be
improved to ensure swift project execution;
 There is need to improve protection and conservation best practices in the river basins to
increase and enhance base flow and water quality;
 Capacity building of WRUAs needs to be enhanced to improve the chances of funding;
 The use of water quality results from the set up laboratories should be properly disseminated
to enforce rules, regulations and guidelines on pollution water sources and make
enforcement.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I: LIST OF INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS INTERVIEWED
I) List of Key Informants Interviewed
S/No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name
Agnes Muchira
Nicolas Nyaga
Lucy Fundi
Esther Karithi
Moses Kamau
Christopher Guchutha
Tarcisius Weru
Kariithi Chuma Geoffrey
Christopher Njue Njagi

10.

Diouisius Njue Njeru

Designation
County Project Co-ordinator
County Project Co-ordinator
WRMA Official
Water Quality Officer
Upper Rupingazi WRUA Chairman
Lower Thuci WRUA Chairman
Lower Nyamindi WRUA Chairman
Upper Thiba WRUA Chairman
Clinical Officer Karau Health
Centre
Public Health Officer Kauyuambora
Dispensary

County
Embu
Kirinyaga
Embu & Kirinyaga
Embu & Kirinyaga
Embu
Embu
Kirinyaga
Kirinyaga
Embu
Embu

II) List of participants in the Focused Group Discussions
S/No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Group
Upper Rupingazi WRUA
Lower Thuci WRUA
Lower Nyamindi WRUA
Upper Thiba WRUA

Type of Group
WRUA
WRUA
WRUA
WRUA

River Basin
Rupingazi
Thuci
Nyamindi
Thiba

County
Embu
Embu
Kirinyaga
Kirinyaga

APPENDIX II: DATA COLLECTION TOOLS
I) Household Questionnaire
IFAD-MDP WIN WIN FIELD PRACTICUM (QUESTIONNAIRE)
ASSESSMENT OF THE UPPER TANA NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROJECT (UTaNRMP)
Please tick (√) where necessary and provide suggestions where required. Thank you.
Name of respondent: ………………………………………………… Date: ……………………………………… S/No.: ……………
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County of Residence: ……………………………………..………………… Name of Sub-County: …………………………….…………………….
Name of River Basin: ……………….…………..

River Basin: Upper (Tea) [ ] Middle (Coffee) [ ] Lower (Cotton) [ ]

Name of FDA/CFA/WRUA/CIG: ........................................................ Position held

................................................

Name of Enumerator: ………………………………… GPS Coordinates: Longitude:…………… Latitude: ………… Altitude: …………….
SECTION A: SOCIO ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSEHOLDS
1. Gender of Respondent Male [ ] Female [ ]

2. Age of Respondent? ………………………………. (Years)

3. How long have you lived in this area? ……… (Years) 4a. Are your household members aware of any community group?
Yes [] No []
4b. Which group are they engaged in? FDA [] CFA [ ] WRUA [] CIG [ ] Other [ ] specify _________________________
5. Do you belong to a social group? [ ] Yes, please specify _______________________________________________
[ ] No, give reason _________________________________________________
6. Who is the head of your household? Man [ ]

Woman [ ]

Male Youth [ ]

Female Youth [ ]

7a. Household Size……? 7b. Number of household members working …….? 7c.Number of household members not
working ……?
8. What is the highest level of education?
9.
Highest
Education Level

None

Primary

Secondary

College/
University

Vocational Training

Household Head
Household Spouse
Children
10a. Main occupation of household head? Farming [ ] Off-Farm
………………..…………

[

] Employment [ ] Other (Please specify):

10b. Main occupation of spouse of household head? Farming [ ] Off-Farm [ ] Employment [ ] Other (Please specify):
…………………
11. Other occupation of household? Farming [ ] Off-Farm [ ] Employment [ ] Other (Please specify): …………………
12. What is the total land area owned by household? ……………………………………….. (Acres)
13. What is the land ownership status in (Q12) above? Private with titles [ ] Private with no titles [ ] Communal
land [ ]
Other (please specify): …………… 14. Is the land mentioned in Q 12 above accessible to every member of
the family? Yes [ ] No [ ]
15. What are your Main sources of income?
Crop Farming
[ ]: Crops sold: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Livestock
[ ]: Sale of animals/animal products: ………………………………………….………………………………………
Sale of seeds
[ ]: Types of seeds …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……
Sale of Trees/Charcoal [ ]: Tree Species: Indigenous [ ] Exotic [ ]
Business
[ ]: Type of Business: …………………………………………….……………………..
Employment:
Temporary [ ]
Permanent [ ]
Remittance [ ] Others
[ ]: ………………...
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16. Household Income and Expenditure in the past one (1) month:
INCOME
EXPENDITURE
S/No.

Particulars

a.
b.

S/No.

Particulars

a.
b.

Transport (boda boda, matatu)
Buying food

c
d

Buying of Fuel Wood
Building houses

e
F
g
H

Livestock sales
Livestock products (eggs, milk, meat
honey)
Business/ Entrepreneurship
Unearned income(interest, dividend,
royalties, capital gains)
Sale of horticultural produce
Sale of food crop
Sale of seeds
Petty trade (hawking)

e
f
g
h

I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Leasing out agricultural equipment
Formal employment
Sales of wood/tree/charcoal
Land lease
Casual employment
Land sale
Other income (please specify)

i
j
k
l
m
n
o

Communication (airtime)
Belongings(Tv, Shoes, Clothing)
Leisure (bar, sports, movies)
Investment in business (nonagriculture)
Water bill
Electricity bill
Medical expenses
School Fees/College
Insurance
Merry go round
Other expenditure (specify)

C
D

Amount
(KShs)

Amount
(KShs)

17. Assets owned (number owned = 1, year it was bought = 2 note: insert numbers and dates)
Farm mach.
1 2
House hold 1 2
HH.
1
2 Agric. Tools 1
Tractor
Tv
Computer
Panga
Oxen plough
Phone
Bicycle
Jembe
Spray pump
Car
radio
Jembe fork
Irrigation pump
Fridge
Motorcycle
Sickle
Other
Gas cooker
others
Secateurs
Motor Bikes
Rake

2 Agric. tools
Knapsacks
Watering can
Wheelbarrow
Milking can
Fishing gear
others

18. Structures on farm (type: Permanent = 1, Semi permanent = 2, temporary =3)
S/No Structures
Numbers type
a.
Residential house
b.
Granary (grain store)
c.
Equipment store
d.
Toilet Facility
e.
Other
19a. Have your family members eaten one meal per day in the last one year?
19b. If yes Q 19a above, how long was it? Within a month [ ]2-3 months [ ]

Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Above 3 months [ ]

20. How many meals do you normally take per day? 1 meal [ ]
2 meals [ ]
3 meals [ ]
above
three meals [ ]
21. What is the composition of your meals (tick as much as possible)? Maize [ ]
Rice [ ]
Wheat
products [ ] Meat/Fish [ ] Legumes [ ]
Fruits [ ]
Vegetables [ ]
22. Does the household head own a bank account? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
23. If Yes in Q22 above, how often is the account used? Always [ ] Often [ ] Sometimes [ ] Never [ ]
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24. What is the marital Status of Household head? Single [ ]
Widower [ ]

Married [ ] Divorced [ ]

Widow

[

]

WATER QUALITY AND QUANTITY ASSESSMENT
Section 1
1. How would you rate the quality of water you use?
Very poor [ ]
Poor [ ]
Neutral [ ]
Good [ ]
2a. Do you treat your water before use? Yes [ ]
2b. If Yes; which water treatment method do you use?
None [ ]
Adding chlorine
[ ]
Boiling [ ]
Others (please specify): ……………………………………….

Very Good [ ]

No [ ]
Filtering [ ]

Allowing water to settle [ ]

3a. Do you store water for drinking?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
3b. If Yes; How do you store water for drinking?
Metal container [ ]
Open plastic [ ]
Closed plastic [ ]
Open traditional pot [ ]
Closed traditional pot [ ]
Others (please specify): ……………………………………….
4a. What is the main source of water for your domestic consumption? (Please tick where necessary)
S/No Type of Facility
Before Project
During Project
(Prior to 2012)
(NOW)
1.
Piped water into the house
2.
Protected spring
3.
Unprotected spring
4.
Protected well
5.
Unprotected well
6.
Borehole
7.
Rain water
8.
Dams
9.
Water pans
10.
Others (Please specify)
4b. Do you consider your present water source ADEQUATE for your household needs? Yes [ ]
5. What kind of toilet facility does your household use?
S/No Type of Facility
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Before Project
(Prior to 2012)

No [ ]
During Project
(NOW)

Open Field
Pit Latrine – No permanent wall (wood, zinc) with raised slab
Pit Latrine – No permanent wall (wood, zinc) without raised slab
Pit Latrine – With permanent wall (bricks) with raised slab
Pit Latrine – With permanent wall (bricks) without raised slab
Ventilated improved Pit Latrine
Flush Toilet
Others (Please specify)

6. What is the average distance to the nearest source of water?
Less than 1km [ ]
1 – 2km
[ ]
3 – 5km
[ ]

Over 5km

[ ]

7. How long does it take to fetch water and back?
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Less than 15 minutes [ ]

15 – 30 minutes [ ]

31 minutes – 1 hour [ ]

More than 1 hour [ ]

8a. Do you pay for water?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
8b. If Yes; How much do you pay for water per month? (KSh) …………………………………………………….……………
9a. Do you experience water shortage/ration?
9b. If Yes; How frequent is the water shortage?
week [ ]

Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Less than 3 days [ ]
4 - 7 days [ ]

10a. Are you aware of water borne diseases like cholera, Diarrhea, Dysentery, Typhoid?
No [ ]

More than one
Yes [ ]

10b. Has any household member suffered water borne diseases in the past one year? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
10c. If Yes; How many people? ………………………………………
10d.
How many were for under five children? …………………….…
10e.
How many were for over five?
……………………………………
10f. Were there fatalities (surgical operations, death) as a result of the water-borne diseases? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
11a. Are you a member of a WRUA?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
11b. If Yes; What are the benefits of being a member of WRUA? ………………….…………………………………………..............
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
12a. Have you received any training on how to improve water quality?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
12b. If Yes; what type of training and by whom? ………………………………………………………………………………...…………
13a. Have you received any training on management of household waste (solid, liquid and human waste)? Yes [
]
No [ ]
13b. If Yes; What type of training and by whom? ……………………………………………………………………………………..
14. How do you get information on water resources? …………………………………………………………………………………..
15. Approximately how many litres of water do your household use daily? (Request for water bills if available)
………….…….…..……
16. For what use is the water supplied majorly used for? …………………………………………………………………………..
17a. How do you dispose of your waste? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
17b. How far is your waste disposal point from the house (km)? .................................................................................
18a. Has there been any conflict arising from the water sources?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
18b. If Yes; what was the nature/source of the conflict? ............................................................................................
18c. How was the conflict above resolved? …..……………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………
……………………
19a. Are there Rivers, Hilltops, Wetlands, or springs in your area (near your household or farmland? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
19b. If Yes; Please give details (Location and name) of these water sources? …….…………………………………
…………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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20a. Are there sources of pollution in the water sources listed above? (factories, human and animal activities etc.)
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
If Yes; Please give details of these?
20b. Sources of pollution ……….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
20c. Location of pollution: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
20d. Distance of pollution from household? ………………………………………………………………………………….………
21a. Have you benefitted from any drinking water source developed /rehabilitated? Yes [ ] No [ ]
21b. If yes who rehabilitated them? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
SECTION 2 -Water Technologies
1a. Do you harvest rain water? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
1b. If No; Why? ……………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………..
2a. Do you irrigate your crop land?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
2b. If Yes; what method do you use? Drip [ ]
Overhead [ ]
Buckets [ ] Others (please specify):
………………………….....
2c. What crops do you grow under irrigation? (List) ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
2d. Has there been any changes in crop production due to availability of water for irrigation? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
2e. If Yes; Explain? ………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………..
3a. Has there been an increase in the area under crop as a result of irrigation? Yes [ ]
No [ ]
3b. If Yes; How has changes in crop production impacted on your livelihood? ……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. What other water management technology do you use (tick as many)?
use [ ]

Re-direction of water flow [ ]

Water Tanks [ ]

Water Re-

Others Please Specify………………………………………………

II) Focused Group Discussion Guide
IFAD-MDP WIN WIN FIELD PRACTICUM
Upper Tana Natural Resource Management Project (UTaNRMP), Embu Kenya
(Water Sub-Component)
FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSION
Responses from FGD participants
1.
Contact Details
Name of the person
Position of the person
Phone Number of the contact
2.
Water Resource Users Association (WRUA) Details
2a
2b
2c

Name of the WRUA
Name of the River Basin
Location of the WRUA
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2d

2e
2f
2g

2h
2i

(County, sub-county, ward)
Membership details of WRUA
(Men, Women, Young Men, Young Women,
PLWD)
Brief history of WRUA
(When started, why it started)
Is your WRUA registered
Do you have a group constitution
Does your WRUA have an Executive
Committee
What are the roles of the Committee
What is the composition of this committee
(Men, Women, Young Men, Young Women,
PLWD)
Do you have other sub-committees
What are their roles
What are the core activities of this WRUA?
How are Women, Youth and PLWD involved
in your group’s activities?

3. ASSESSING WRUAs AS A COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATION IIN PROMOTING WATER QUALITY
AND QUANTITY
3a
How would you rate your WRUA’s ability to
undertake your activities?
(Development and implementation of
SCMPs, control of abstraction and resolution
of water conflicts)
List some of the key activities implemented
under SCMPs

3b

What hotspots have been developed/
rehabilitated and what are the impacts?
What are some of the challenges in fulfilling
your role?
What support would you require to deal
with these challenges?
What type of trainings supported by the
project have you been involved in?
How was the composition of the trained
group (M/F)
Were these trainings relevant to your
needs?
What kind of equipment do you have?
What are the impacts of the equipment?
Which equipment are support from
UTaNRMP?
How did this impact to your group activities?
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3c

3d

3e

3f

3g

(consider how women, youth and PLWD
benefitted)
How can the trainings aspects be improved
for better benefits?
How many of your group executive
committee members have benefitted from
training and capacity building on leadership
and management?
What is the nature and source of conflict in
your group?
How do you compare frequency of conflicts?
How do you resolve conflicts in your group?
Have you benefitted from matching grants
from the project?
If Yes, how much?
What are the activities undertaken with
these grants?
Are these activities undertaken bearing any
fruits?
What type of water sources under your
WUA mandated area were developed/
rehabilitated?
How many (number) of these water sources
were developed/ rehabilitated?
Who developed/rehabilitated these water
sources?
How do you describe the approaches to the
civil works done by the project?
How do you describe water quantity?
(people with access to safe drinking water)
How do you compare availability of water
for irrigation?
How do you describe water quality in your
area?
How have the distances to the water
sources changed?
What is your observation on base flow of
the river(s) in your water basin?
Do you receive any information on water
quality and quantity from UTaNRMP?
If Yes, how often?
Has the information assisted you?
If Yes, How?

2012

NOW

2012

NOW
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III) Key Informant Schedule
1)

SUB-COUNTY HEALTH CENTRE

i)
ii)

What is the status of water quality in the river basin?
What is the level of prevalence of water borne diseases (monthly) in the river basin
before 2012?
a.
-Number of children (below 5 years) affected;
b.
-Number of people (above 5 years) affected;
What is the level of prevalence of water borne diseases (monthly) in the river basin
PRESENTLY?
a.
-Number of children (below 5 years) affected;
b.
-Number of people (above 5 years) affected;
In your opinion, what could be the likely causes of these water borne diseases and how
can they be addressed?
How is the health seeking behavior of parents with children under five years old?
Which other health problems are commonly experienced by children under five years
in this area?
In your opinion, what could be the likely causes of these health problems and how can
they be addressed?
Which initiatives have been put in place by the County/government and other
development partners to address water borne diseases concerns?
What challenges are being experienced in addressing water borne diseases?
How do you think they can be dealt with to ensure food security for all?

iii)

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
2)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)
vii)

THIBA WRUA COVERAGE - WATER COUNTY OFFICER
The project was to support various water sources in this river basin. What sources
(number and type) have been developed/ rehabilitated?
What was the status of the targeted sites for development/rehabilitation? Had they
been categorized as hotspots and why?
Was the development/rehabilitation of the attended water sources a priority in the
basin? If so, why?
What could be number of beneficiaries (M:F) accessing safe, reliable and affordable
drinking water?
What could be the acreage put under irrigation from developed/rehabilitated water
sources? What are the effects of the irrigation to the communities and the general
economy?
Has there been sources of water developed/rehabilitated as a complementary of this
project?
Has the project achieved its intended results? what more can be done?
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3.

WATER RESOURCE USERS ASSOCIATIONS (WRUA) - WRUA CHAIRMAN

a)
i)
ii)
iii)

Capacity building and institutional support
What is the name of the WRUA and in which water basin?
In which year was the WRUA established and registered?
When did the WRUA formulate SCMP? Who supported the formulation? When do you
start implementing the SCMP?
Can you give key activities and results of implementation of the SCMP components?
What trainings have you received? Who did the trainings? Can you list them and give
key results of each training?
Have received any financial support? Which agency contributed how much? What key
activities and the key results have been achieved from using the funds?

iv)
v)
vi)

b)
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

3)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

4)

Sharing of water resources
How is the distribution of water sources in your sub-catchment?
Is the production of water sources adequate for the upstream and downstream users?
If not, have there been conflicts amongst water users in the sub-catchment? If yes, how
many incidences, their nature and how have gone about it?
What are the water sources available, their production, uses and beneficiaries?
What are the key aspects that can improve availability of water resources for all users
in the sub-catchment?
UTaNRMP – WATER LABORATORY OFFICER
Quality of water in the basin could be varied? How do you describe water quality in
area?
What could be the contributory factors of the quality you have described?
How would you describe the water quantity changes in the area
The project has carried out various interventions in the sector towards improved water
quality. Could the quality you have described resulted from the project?
The project has been doing monitoring of water quality. How has the project been
carrying out water analysis?
How do you disseminate information on water quality to the people?
Do you carry out awareness/sensitization based on the results gotten? If yes; how do
you go about it?
How do you describe the water quality since implementation of the project? Is it within
standards recommended by the regulation authorities?
Do you think there is need for improvement of water quality? If so, then what are your
recommendations?
UTaNRMP - WATER COUNTY COORDINATOR
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a)
i)
ii)
iii)
b)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
c)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)

Distance to water sources
From your monitoring of the project activities, how has average distances to water
sources changed? What are the key contributory factors?
What effects do the changes in average distances have in the communities?
What is your opinion on the current average distance to water sources?
Quality of water
Quality of water in the basin could be varied? How do you describe water quality in this
river basin?
What could be the contributory factors of the quality you have described?
The project has carried out various interventions in the sector towards improved water
quality. Could the quality you have described resulted from the project?
The project has been doing monitoring of water quality. How has the project been
carrying out water analysis?
How do you describe the water quality since implementation of the project? Is it within
standards recommended by the regulation authorities?
Do you think there is need for improvement of water quality? If so, then what are your
recommendations?
Institutional support and capacity building
The project had foreseen establishment of WRUAs in each basin? How many WRUAs
have been established so far by the project? How many have been registered?
The project was to carry out various trainings in water basins. What trainings have
been carried out so far to WRUAs, WUAs? What are the impacts of the trainings?
How many WRUAs have developed SCMPs since the commencement of the project?
How many SCMPs have been operationalised?
What key results have been achieved so far from operationalisation of SCMPs?
Are there impeding factors towards operationalisation of the SCMPs? What are the
intended solutions?
What trainings have been carried out to government officials and what their impacts?
How many people have been reached so far (M:F) for each training?
What equipment’s and facilities were provided to communities and how are their
impacts so far?
What facilities have been provided to government departments? What are the impacts
so far?
Has there been leveraging of funds from other development partners besides key
funding agencies of the project?
Which community institutions and government departments have been funded in cash
or in kind? Please give the key impacts of the funding.
What is your opinions on the institutional support and capacity building the project has
offered so far?
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APPENDIX III: PLAN OF STUDY
S/
N
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Activities

2

1

1

Timeline (Weeks)
1
4
2
4

1

1

1

Preparation of internship proposal and
communication with on-site supervisor
(5th March - 16th March)
Arrival at Upper Tana Natural Resources
Management (UTaNRMP)
Familiarization with host community
Meeting with the Project Coordinating Team
(PCT) at UTaNRMP
(19th March - 23rd March)
Review of baseline survey, formulation of research
questions and survey instruments
(26th March - 30th March)
Conduct and review research tools' validity (pre-test)
(2nd April - 6th April)
Data Collection - Administration of Questionnaires, Conducting
Focused Group Discussions and Interviews
(9th April - 4th May)
Data coding and entry
Presentation of preliminary report to the PCT at UTaNRMP
(30th April - 11th May)
Trip back to Nigeria
(13th May)
Data analysis and evaluation of research findings
(14th May - 8th June)
Writing of internship report
(11th June - 15th June)
Submitting draft report to both my on-site supervisor and academic supervisor for
corrections
(18th June - 22nd June)
Final submission of internship report
(25th June - 29th June)
Weeks on the field

APPENDIX IV: FIELD PHOTOS
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Data Collection and Key Informant Interview

One of the water collection tanks in a secondary school in Embu County
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SDGs Awareness Campaign at St. Ursla School, Embu County

Data Collection and focused Group Discussion in Lower Nyamindi and Lower Thuci WRUA

Data Collection and questionnaire administration (Kirinyaga County)
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Data Collection and questionnaire administration (Embu County)
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Data Collection and questionnaire administration

Data Collection and questionnaire administration
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Water sample collection for testing

Water sample collection for testing

Water testing in the UTaNRMP Water Laboratory, Embu County
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Abstract
The rapid urbanization and industrialization involve an unsustainable use of natural systems, leading to
social inequalities, informal settlement and slums, and land scarcity. In this paper, an OESAD inclusive
measurement model is established from a socio area analysis of 99 communities in Hangzhou and 99
relevant indexes. Data for this analysis were extracted from the Sixth National Population Census in
Hangzhou, using the urban factorial ecology method and cluster analyses. Through an empirical study of
Hangzhou’s urban socio areas, this paper explores the main types of socio areas, their distribution
characteristics, and the social foundations of sustainability
Keywords: Spatial Analysis 1; Social Inclusion 2; Social foundations 3; Factorial Ecology Method 4;
Cluster Analyses 5
1.

Introduction

Social inclusion is to ensure that groups with risks and social exclusion can obtain the necessary
opportunities and resources (Social Protection Committee, 2001). The rapid urbanization and
industrialization involve an unsustainable use of natural systems, social inclusion lags behind, leading to
social inequalities, informal settlement and slums, and land scarcity (Yang, 2013; He et al., 2016), which
seriously restrict the sustainable and healthy development of urbanization (Tan et al., 2016). In past two
centuries, the western scholars have heated debates about the assimilation and diversification of the rural
migrants, and formed classical theories such as the melting pot theory, the assimilation theory, the
subculture theory and the diversification policy (Fischer, 1975; Park and Burgess, 1921; Portes et al., 1980).
Park, a representative of the Chicago school, firstly proposed the concept of marginal man (Park, 1928).
Thomas expounded the process of social exclusion of rural migrant in his book “The Polish peasant in
Europe and America” (Kroeber, 1927). China is on the brink of a critical phase of urban transformation:
while nearly half of the population living in urban areas, majority newcomers are rural migrants without
formal urban household registration status (Peng, 2011). Promotion of the social inclusion of rural
migrants is the primary task for new-type urbanization in China, which is the ultimate approach to crack
the dual structure of urban and rural area (Chen et al., 2016). The regularity and assessment of social
inclusion become one of the central issues of Chinese urban transformation.
From modernist experiences in the early 20th century to comprehensive approaches in the mid-20th
century and recent experiences of New Urbanism, studies on quantitative research and countermeasure
analysis of social inclusion were flourishing. Hatt et al. defined social area as a discrete regional unit
containing a homogeneous population with unique social characteristics (Hatt, 1946). Shevky and Willams
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pioneered the use of the factorial ecology method to classify and deduce census communities (Shevky and
Williams, 1949). Sjoberg and other scholars studied the social spatial structure of cities in the pre-industrial
and post-modern periods (Sjoberg, 1960; Banham, 1973). Murdie spearheaded the ideal model of urban
ecological structure based on the three dimensions of economy, family, and race (Murdie, 1969). At the
end of the 20th century, Sassen separately discussed the substantial impact of information technology and
the service industry on the social spatial polarization of cities (Sassen, 2016). Over the past century, many
geographers have shed light on the changes in local social factors and the influences that shape urban
residential structures (Gill and Andrés, 2012; Srinivasan and Athuru, 2005). However, most of these studies
have been empirical in nature, focusing on factor identification and types of socio areas. Few exploratory
studies have been conducted on the relationship between these factors and their complexity. In this paper,
an OESAD social inclusion quality measurement model is established from a socio area analysis of 99
communities in Hangzhou and 99 relevant indexes. Through an empirical study of Hangzhou’s urban socio
areas, this paper explores the main types of socio areas, their distribution characteristics, and the social
inclusion process in Hangzhou. The study enriches the empirical discussion on social spatial structure of
Chinese cities by identifying the main problems of urban transformation and their countermeasures.
2.

Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Area
Hangzhou lies to the northwest of Zhejiang Province: it faces Hangzhou Bay on the east and borders Anhui
Province on the west. The basic data for the study were collected from information summaries about
communities, townships and towns presented in the Sixth National Population Census in Hangzhou City.
The data comprised 14 categories of 99 variable indexes, which yielded 9801 (99 × 99) raw data matrices
when applied to 99 communities, townships, and towns. To capture the changes in population with time,
we collaborated with the Public Civilization Index Research Group of the Academy of Social Sciences in
Hangzhou and surveyed more than 3500 households in 9 urban areas of Hangzhou (including urban
residents, suburban farmers, migrants) and more than 500 foreigners (including people from Hong Kong,
Macau, and Taiwan) who had lived in Hangzhou for more than 6 months. Thus, in all, 3500 questionnaires
were distributed, of which 3448 questionnaires were collected, leading to an effective response rate of
98.5%. With a confidence level of 95% and an invalid sample size of 25%, the final useable sample size was
n = 3201. The sampling results showed an 87% match between the data of the Sixth National Population
Census and the population data in Hangzhou in late 2016.
2.2 Methods
The European Union is the first organization who proposes the index of social exclusion. The Localize
Agenda 21 in 1996 pointed out four dimensions of localization, which are social, economic, environmental
and institutional (Spangenberg et al., 2002). Soon after, the EU developed the EU social exclusion indicators
in 2001, including the overall indicators, social integration indicators, pension indicators, health and longterm care indicators of the four major combination systems. Immediately, The British Council, the Brussels
Foreign Policy Centre and the immigration policy group also introduced the European Citizenship and
integration index in 2004,than replaced by Migrant Integration Policy Index in 2007. Hikmat assessed the
quality of life in Amman-Jordan by using a single-dimensional index (Ali et al., 2009). Gordon used twodimensional models to measure social exclusion in the United States (Cordon, 1964). Paulo uses the DEA
model to study the quality of life in 206 European cities (Morais and Camanho, 2011).
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According to the concept of social inclusion, occupational status denotes the economic criterion of social
inclusion; educational status represents the quality criterion; and an individual’s social security status
represents the social criterion of social inclusion. The agricultural population does not have a citizen
identity. Further, vulnerable groups do not have fulfilled the economic and social criteria of social
inclusion. From the perspective of socio areas, an OESAD social inclusion quality measurement model was
developed, as shown in Equation 1. That is, the quality of social inclusion is positively related to occupation,
education, and social security factors, and negatively related to the factors of agricultural population and
vulnerable groups. Therefore, the coefficients of agricultural population and vulnerable groups are
defined as negative values. Where Ci represents the social inclusion quality score of Community i; Wx is
the variance contribution of the xth principal factor, and fx is the score of the xth principal factor.

Ci = W1 f1 + W2 f 2 - W3 f3 + W4 f 4 - W5 f5

(1)

Socio area is a discrete regional unit containing homogeneous groups with unique social characteristics.
Ecological factor analysis is one of the most widely used comprehensive techniques to identify group
variables showing similar or divergent patterns. We performed a factorial ecology analysis on the 99
population and housing variables for 99 communities in the research area: First, to process 99 × 99 raw
data matrices, we selected the maximum-likelihood method under rotation for factor extraction. The
system automatically extracted 9 principal factors. From the scree plot of extracted factors, 5 principal
factors were preliminarily selected. Because the related variables of each factor in the preliminary
analysis were not clear, the maximum-likelihood method under rotation was used. Using SPSS, we selected
5 principal factors and completed the data processing after 13 iterations. The relationships among
variables of the principal factors were clear, and they appropriately reflected the characteristics and the
distribution trends in urban social areas.
Because of the large dimension difference among community indexes, we used the extremum method to
standardize the data:

value;

xij*

xij* =

xij - min x j
max x j - min x j

or

xij* =

is the index value after standardization;

max x j - xij
max x j - min x j

max x j

and

min x j

,where,

xij

is the original index

are the maximum and minimum

of the index sequence, respectively. The data distribution before and after standardization is shown in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 The data distribution before and after standardization
3.

Results and Discussion

3.1 The Occupational Status Factor
The variance contribution of the first principal factor was up to 21.38%. According to the load coefficient
of each factor, this principal factor was highly related to agricultural household population, middle and
high school degree population aged over 6, wholesale and retail, business service personnel, out of work
for personal reasons, renting other houses, purchasing affordable houses and other 25 variables, and most
were positively related. The principal factor was negatively related to old-age dependency ratio and the
average population of one family household. The results showed that people in the first principal factor
were mainly engaged in the low-end service industry, and most were in middle and high school education
backgrounds and agricultural households. The main housing sources were renting and purchasing
affordable houses. Most were migrants with families in the native place alone. The old-age dependency
ratio and the average population of one family household were low. These people were mainly engaged
in the low-end service industry. Their education and housing status were lower than the average level,
and most of them were migrants. So they could be regarded as the judgement indications of basic social
inclusion of survival career. The highest factorial scores were obtained in Xiangfu Community and
Shangtang Community, located in the main urban area. Higher scores appeared in Pengbu, Jianqiao Town,
Jiubao Town, Puyan Community and other 5 communities, located in the main urban area and city
outskirts. Lower scores were in Luniao Town, Baizhang Town, Louta Town and other 47 towns and
communities, and more than half of them were located in the city suburbs (See Figure2).
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Fig.2 Occupational Status Factor Structure model
3.2 The Middle-class and Intellectual-ability Factor
The variance contribution of the second principal factor was up to 13.44%. According to the load
coefficient of each factor, this principal factor was highly related to postgraduate degree population aged
over 6, college degree population aged over 6, junior college degree population aged over 6, nonagricultural households, education, professionals, purchasing commercial houses and other 11 variables,
and all were positively related. The results showed that people in the second principal factor had a high
educational background, non-agricultural households, engaged in education and professional technical
jobs, and had the ability to purchase commercial houses. These people had a higher educational
background, mainly engaged in high-end technical work, with non-agricultural households and good
housing conditions. So they could be used as the judgement indications of higher social inclusion of selfquality. The rise of the middle class brought new changes to the central and marginal structure of the city,
and became the most effective means to cure the decline of the urban central area. The highest scores
were obtained in Baiyang, Puyan and Xiasha communities, mainly located in the main urban area and city
outskirts. Higher scores appeared in Sandun, Liuxia, Changhe and other communities, mainly located in
the main urban area and city outskirts. Lower scores were in Fuxiang, Kangqiao and Shangtang
communities in the main urban area (See Figure 3).
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Fig. 3 Middle-class and Intellectual-ability Factor Structure model Fig. 4 Agricultural ownership Factor
Structure model
3.3 The Agricultural Ownership Factor
The variance contribution of the third principal factor was up to 12.43%. According to the load coefficient
of each factor, this principal factor was highly related to area, middle school degree population aged over
6, elementary school degree population aged over 6, population engaged in farming, forestry, animal
husbandry and fishery, personnel in farming, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery, water conservancy and
production, self-built houses and other 9 variables, and all were positively related. The results showed that
people in the third principal factor were mainly in elementary and middle school degrees, mainly living
in self-built houses and engaged in farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery. These people were
mainly engaged in agriculture-related work, with educational backgrounds and housing conditions lower
than the average level. Most were agricultural households and didn't have the social conditions of social
inclusion, negative related to the quality of social inclusion. The highest scores of the factor occurred in
Liangzhu Town, Qiaosi Town, Tangxi Town and other communities and towns in city outskirts. Higher
scores appeared in Yuhang Town, Linping East Lake Community, Nanyuan Community and Baiyang
Community. All of them are located in city outskirts. Lower scores were in Mishi Lane and Small River
Community in the main urban area (See Figure 4).
3.4 The Age and the unemployed Factor
The variance contribution of the fourth principal factor was up to 12.36%. According to the load coefficient
of each factor, this principal factor was highly related to population aged over 60, elderly singles'
households, households with only one old couple, health, social security and social welfare, public
administration and social organization, out of work for companies' reasons, retired cadres and retirees,
unemployment rate, purchasing second-hand houses, purchasing original public houses and other 12
variables, and most were positively related, while negatively related to sex ratio. The results showed that
people in the fourth principal factor were mainly older than 60 years old. Most were retired cadres and
retirees for companies' reasons. The elderly and the unemployed population basically enjoyed social
security and social welfare, and purchased second-hand houses or original public houses.These people
were retired or unemployed, but still enjoyed social security and social welfare, with moderate housing
conditions. They have enjoyed the social rights that citizens should have, and could be used as the
judgement indications of middle social inclusion of social identity. The highest scores of the factor
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occurred in Chengxiang, Xiaoying and Ziyang communities, mainly distributed in the inner city and the
center of city outskirts. Higher scores appeared in Wangjiang, Dongxin and Nanxing communities, mainly
distributed in the inner city. Lowest scores were in Weiken District, Pengbu Town, Xiasha, Kangqiao,
Xiaoshan Economic Development Zone, Baiyang and other communities and towns, mainly in the city
outskirts and the main urban area (See Figure 5).

Fig. 5 Age and unemployed Factor Structure model

Fig. 6 Vulnerability Factor Structure model

3.5 The Vulnerability Factor
The variance contribution of this principal factor was up to 9.849%. According to the load coefficient of
each factor, this principal factor was highly related to the proportions of Miao, Dong, Tujia and illiterate
populations, children's dependency ratio, household management, rent under 100 yuan per month, living
in bungalows, living in buildings completed before 1949 and other 2 variables, and all were positively
related.The results showed that people in the fifth principal factor were mainly low-income earners and
most were illiterates with high pressure from children's dependency and poor housing conditions. Their
main task was household management. These people' educational background and housing conditions
were at the bottom of the society, without the economic conditions of social inclusion and negatively
related to the quality of social inclusion. The highest scores of the factor were obtained in Jinhua, Guali,
Yipeng and Kanshan, mainly distributed in city outskirts. Higher scores appeared in Changhe, Dangshan
and Xinjie, mainly distributed in city outskirts. Lower scores were in Caihe, Dongxin, Qiaosi, Zhaohui and
Chaoming, mainly in the main urban area and the inner city (See Figure 6).
4.

The main socio areas and characteristics

Using the 5 principal factors related to communities and towns in Hangzhou, we performed a cluster
analysis to classify the types of social areas in Hangzhou. First, using the fast classification algorithm, we
obtained 3 types of social areas. Next, using group connection, we refined the preliminary set of 3 to 6
types: (1) the main urban areas with moderate income earners and intellectual communities, (2) the cores
of the main urban areas with high income earners and the elderly communities, (3) the edges of the main
urban areas with low income earners and non-native communities, (4) the city suburbs with the
vulnerable groups, (5) the city suburbs and older neighborhoods with good industrial infrastructure, and
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(6) areas with agricultural population. The mean sum of the squares and the mean scores of the 5 factors
for the social areas are shown in Table 3.
social inclusion is the comprehensive embodiment of citizens' cultural quality, rights and obligations, and
is one of the important marks to measure the level of urbanization. This paper, according to the concept
of social inclusion quality, customized the positive and negative correlation among principal factors.
According to the above OESAD social inclusion quality measurement model, the social inclusion process
and spatial distribution of social areas in Hangzhou were studied.The results showed that the social
inclusion of social areas was non-uniform and fragmented but with a centralized trend. The most lucrative
services were offered in 5 communities: Xiangfu, Dongxin, Shangtang, Puyan, and Chengxiang. These
communities had higher educational levels, showed higher social inclusion of self-quality, and they were
distributed in the main urban areas and their cores, which housed high and moderating income-earning
communities. Wangjiang, Sandun, Ziyang, Shiqiao and other 10 communities showed perfect old-age
dependency ratio, social welfare and security, manifested as middle social inclusion of social identity,
crosswise distributed in the main urban areas and their cores with elderly and middle-income earner
communities. Changhe, Wenxin, Cuiyuan and other 16 communities showed occupational and educational
degrees higher than the average level, with low unemployment rates and manifested as basic social
inclusion of survival career, centrally distributed in the main urban areas and their edges with low-income
earner and non-native population communities. Lingyin, Xixing, Wulin, Hemu and other 10 communities
had more elderly and unemployed population, but the social welfare was good, manifested as lower social
inclusion of basic social security, centrally distributed in the main urban areas with elderly communities
and city suburbs with good industrial base. Qiaosi, Linping, Nanyuan, Yuhang, Xiaoshan and other 42
communities showed occupational and educational degrees lower than the average level, with more
agricultural population and vulnerable groups. The characteristics of social inclusion were not obvious.
People were centrally distributed in the city suburbs with vulnerable group communities and city outskirts
with agricultural population (See Figure 7).Essentially, the main urban areas of Hangzhou have achieved
different degrees of social inclusion. Further, the level of social inclusion in the city suburbs and in the
new urban areas needs to be improved. The social inclusion of social identity and self-quality is important
for the future urbanization and meaning transformation of Hangzhou City.
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Fig. 7 Spatial distribution map and superposition diagram of each principal factor
5.

Conclusions

This study developed an OESAD social inclusion quality measurement model on the basis of a social area
analysis of 99 communities in Hangzhou and 99 variables. That is, the quality of social inclusion was
positively related to occupation, education, and social security, but negatively related to vulnerable groups
and agricultural population. On the basis of each principal factor, the social inclusion process was divided
into low social inclusion of basic social security, basic social inclusion of career survival, medium social
inclusion of social identity, and high social inclusion of self-quality. These categories were useful for
quantitative research and countermeasure analysis of social inclusion quality. The principal factors
affecting the formation of social areas in Hangzhou in 2010 included occupational status, intellectual
abilities and earning capacity, agricultural status, age and unemployment, and vulnerability. Six main
types of social areas were identified in Hangzhou: the main urban areas with moderate income earners
and intellectual communities, the cores of the main urban areas with high income earners and the elderly
communities, the edges of the main urban areas with low income earners and non-native communities,
the city suburbs with the vulnerable communities, the city suburbs and older neighborhoods with good
industrial infrastructure, and the areas with agricultural population.
The urban social space showed non-uniform and fragmented distribution in Hangzhou, as indicated by
the different degrees of social inclusion. The main urban areas with high and moderate income-earning
communities showed high social inclusion of self-quality. The cores of the main urban areas with elderly
communities and the main urban areas with moderate income earners showed medium social inclusion
of social identity. The main urban areas and their edges with low income earners and non-native
communities exhibited basic social inclusion of survival career. Older neighborhoods with elderly
communities and the city suburbs with good industrial infrastructure showed low social inclusion of basic
social security. The city suburbs with vulnerable communities and the city outskirts with agricultural
population showed no obvious social inclusion characteristics. Essentially, the main urban areas of
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Hangzhou have achieved different degrees of social inclusion. Further, the level of social inclusion in the
city suburbs and in the new urban areas needs to be improved. The social inclusion of social identity and
self-quality is important for the future urbanization and meaning transformation of Hangzhou City.
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Abstract
One of the challenges of urbanization is the increasing vulnerability to quality water supply
among households. Low-income urban households lack access to portable water and therefore
have to supplement their limited supply with water from sources such as streams, rivers and
wells. Whereas when water is available, the quantity is decreasing, and the quality is also
compromised mainly due to high population growth accompanied by inadequate infrastructures
and poor waste disposal practices. With children and women being most vulnerable to water
challenges, the study examined the impacts of water shortages on women and children,
investigated the effect of water supply on health outcome of children and looked into effect of
water supply challenges on economic productivity of women in low-income urban area of
Agbowo Community. The study collected both qualitative and quantitative data. Quantitative
data was collected using KOBO collect software – an android-based application for collecting
data while qualitative data was collected by employing Key Informant Interviews (KII).
Statistical computations were carried out using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS)
software. A confidence level of 99% was used and p-values ≤ 0.01 was considered statistically
significant. The study noted that 74.4% of the respondents reported children and teenagers <18
years old are tasked with the responsibility of getting water for their household while 74%
reported the occurrence of physical deformity as a result of the weight of the water. The study
recommended that households should take the responsibility of getting water off children that are
too tender and suggested special needs women such as pregnant women and nursing mothers
should be put into consideration in development of water supply facilities.
Keywords: low-income areas, access to water, household, urbanization, vulnerability
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1. Introduction
Interventions to improve the situation of people living in low-income areas are gaining
importance within the development arena particularly in the context of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Water and sanitation interventions in low-income areas can be
placed within the context of tackling poverty, improving living conditions and contributing to
economic growth. The United Nations has compared water consumption with its availability and
has predicted that by the middle of this century between 2 billion to 7 billion people will be faced
with water scarcity. Given this emerging reality, it is little wonder that water has been described
as “the oil of the twenty first century”, a scarce commodity that will be source of conflict
between peoples and nation (Obeta, 2016).
In the general Assembly of the human right to water and sanitation, the Assembly established the
right of every human being to have access to sufficient water for personal and domestic uses
(between 50 and 100 litres of water per person per day), which must be safe, acceptable and
affordable (water costs should not exceed 3% of household income), and physically accessible
i.e. the water source has to be within 1,000 metres of the home and collection time should not
exceed 30 minutes (Hope, 2006).
Water is central to life. It is part of the five basic human needs: air, water, food, light, and heat.
Water is common factor to other four. It is therefore not an understatement to say water is life,
because it forms an appreciable proportion of all living things including man. Water constitutes
about 80% of animal cells. The human body by weight consists of about 70% water and several
body functions depend on water (UNDP Human development report, 2006). The crucial
importance of water to so many aspects of human health, development and well-being led to the
inclusion of a specific water-related target in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Adah & Abok, 2013; Obeta, 2016).
Water is also the main driver of illnesses such as cholera, dysentery, diarrhoea and typhoid
(Bradley et al., 2007). Unsafe water and poor sanitation are the primary causes of the vast
majority of water borne diseases especially diarrhoeal diseases. Every year, unsafe water
coupled, with lack of basic sanitation, kills at least 1.6 million children under the age of five
years – more than eight times the number of peoples who died in the Asian tsunami of 2004
(World Health Organization 2006). Waterborne diseases also inflict significant economic burden
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through the loss of productivity in the workforce and through increasing national health care
costs. Such water related illnesses are often the major cause of premature death in infants. This
implies that any process that compromises the supply and distribution of safe water threatens
human health, survival, growth and development (UNICEF/ WHO, 2004)
Lack of safe drinking water and sanitation are the most serious challenges of the twenty-first
century (Nanan et al. 2003). According to Nanan et al., (2003), inadequate water and sanitation
services adversely affect the health and socioeconomic development of communities as it
deprives hundreds of millions of people not only of health but also of energy, time, dignity, and
quality of life. Sanitation, faulty plumbing, and the use of human excreta as fertilizer lead to
water contamination by range of water borne pathogens causing diseases such as diarrhoea,
malaria, schistosomiasis and trachoma. These water-related health diseases may be exacerbated
by climate change such as higher temperatures, heavier rainfall and changes in climate variability
as revealed by the third assessment report of the inter-governmental panel (Murinda, 2011).
Africa has the lowest water supply and sanitation coverage of any region in the world. More than
1 in 3 Africans residing in urban areas currently lack access to adequate water services and
facilities. Africa is also urbanizing faster than any other region and between 1990 and 2025, the
total urban population is expected to grow from 300 to 700 million; and by 2020, it is expected
that over 50% of the population in African countries will reside in urban areas (Bradley et al.,
2007).
Given that most of the urban population growth is occurring in communities that are poor and
settlements that are informal and unplanned, the task of reaching the unserved has continued to
become increasingly difficult. These informal settlements often known as slums, low-income
areas, squatter settlements etc. now house between 40% and 70% of the urban population and
range from high density, squalid inner city tenements to spontaneous, peri-urban settlements
lacking legal recognition. Some are more than fifty years old and others are the result of recent
urban expansion. Using projections, and bearing in mind that conditions differ between countries
and cities, almost half of urban Africans – about 300 million people – will be living in slums by
2020 unless current approaches to urban development change radically (Majuru et al., 2011).
A number of studies have looked at water supply challenges. Kalulu et al., (2012) stated that
access to potable water is still a very big challenge in Malawi and nearly 50% of all illnesses
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recorded in the country are related to water borne diseases. Stone (2009) observed that moving
water over long distances from dams or rivers to sustain industries and people living in towns
and cities is not an easy task, due to the fact that such dams are not conveniently located. The
research conducted by Mainganye, (2006) discovered that, there is a disparity in the way the
villages receive water. Water supply was interrupted in some villages whereas in other villages
there were no interruptions.
Hove & Auxillia (2011) estimated that, by 2050, about 40% of the world population could be
experiencing water shortages. World Health Organization (2006) outlined that South Africa is
one of the countries likely to join water shortage ranks by 2025. WHO & UNICEF (2000)
reported that failure to provide safe drinking water and adequate sanitation services to all people
is perhaps the greatest development failure of 20th century. Adah & Abok (2013) discussed a
number of weaknesses affecting water availability such as poor quality of water services, lack of
sustainability of constructed infrastructure, difficulties in targeting the poor and inadequate
internal information systems that continue to undermine the strategies for poverty eradication.
Water Aid (2008) noted that inadequate access to improved Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
(WASH) facilities is one of the recurring problems of low-income urban areas.
Hove & Auxillia (2011) went on to state that, a significant proportion of Nigerian rural
population continue to use rivers, ponds, lakes and harvested rain as their main sources of water
and blamed the limited access to water by significant proportion of Nigerian rural population on
institutional and socio-economic factors. Obeta and Chukwu (2016) observed the categories of
Nigerians faced with great risk to their health and wellbeing due to minute quantity and poor
quality of available water.
From the foregoing, it is clear that numerous studies have been conducted to look at water
availability challenges from different perspectives. However, these studies pay little or no
attention to women and children vulnerability in low-income urban areas. It is against this
background that the study was conducted in Agbowo Community, Ibadan, Nigeria from June to
October, 2018.
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Objectives of the Study
The general aim of the study was to examine the impacts of water shortages on women and
children in low-income urban area of Agbowo Community. Specific objectives of the study
were:
i.

to examine women and children vulnerability to water

ii.

to assess the effect of water shortage on children’ health and school attendance

iii.

to assess the effect of water deficit on women economic productivity

2. Methods
The study was carried out in Agbowo community of Ibadan North Local Government Area of
Oyo state, Nigeria. Agbowo which is located on latitude 7° 26’ 39’’ N and longitude 3° 54’ 57’’
E. It is one of the largest communities in Ibadan North. The community is a low-income urban
area with high incidence of economic poverty accompanied by poor living conditions, limited
access to adequate and affordable safe water supply and basic sanitation services, inadequate
housing plan, the area is unplanned, haphazard layout, and/or difficult geographical and
environmental conditions, prevailing high population densities etc.
Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected using Key Informant Interviews (KII) and
structured questionnaires. Quantitative data was collected using KOBO collect software – an
android-based application for collecting data. For convenience, 127 households were randomly
selected on the basis of severity of water supply challenges. In the second stage, 2 individuals
who are 18 years and above were randomly picked from each household and used to collect
information on the main source of water, time it takes to collect water, methods used for
treatment etc. A total of two hundred and fifty four (254) individuals were randomly sampled for
data collection. Also, purposive sampling of influential people in the community such as
business persons, religious leaders and traditional leaders was used to identify key informants.
The study selected 10% of the respondents from Sango area to test the validity and reliability of
the survey instrument. Statistical computations were carried out using Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS) software. Data obtained was entered and analysed descriptively using
frequencies, tables, graphs and simple percentages. Mean, median, mode and standard deviation
were calculated for continuous variables and Chi-square was used to test for associations
between categorical variables and proportions. A confidence level of 99% was used and p-values
≤ 0.01 considered statistically significant.
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3. Results and Discussion
Socio-Demographic Data of Respondents
Respondents were 48% and 52% male and female respectively (Table 1). 53.5% of the
respondents were observed to be single while 10.2% are separated. Majority of the respondents
(48%) possesses secondary education with 48%. 89.8% rented their apartments of which 53.4%
were living in a room and parlor arrangement.
Table 1: Socio-demographic distribution of respondent I
Gender of Respondents
Frequency
Male
122
Female
132
Total
254
Marital Status of Respondents
Frequency
Single
136
Married
92
Separated
26
Total
254
Level of Education
Frequency
Primary Education
41
Secondary Education
122
Tertiary Education
91
Total
254
Employment Status
Frequency
Yes
229
No
25
Total
254
House Types
Frequency
Single room
116
Room and parlour
138
Total
254
House Ownership
Frequency
Self
26

Percent
48
52
100
Percent
53.5
36.2
10.2
100
Percent
16.1
48
35.8
100
Percent
90.2
9.8
100
Percent
45.7
54.3
100
Percent
10.2
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Rented
228
Total
254
Source: Field survey, 2018

89.8
100

About 32 years old was found to be average age of respondents (Table 2). The average number
of children per household was found to be 5. The mean of number of adults per household was
found to be about 9. Mean of monthly income was about $67 and the average number of
individuals per household was observed to be about 16.
Table 2: Socio-demographic distribution of respondent (II)
Domain

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Age of Respondent

20

56

32.5512

10.01675

No of children per household

2

10

4.9567

2.63342

No of adult per household

5

20

8.9921

3.92115

Monthly income (USD)

28

140

66.437

32.70

No of individuals per

11

30

16.2717

5.22091

household
Source: Field survey, 2018
Women and children’s vulnerability to water supply
In accessing women and children vulnerability to water supply (Table 3), 74.4% of the
respondents reported that children and teenagers <18 years old are tasked with the responsibility
of getting water for their household. 74% reported the occurrence of physical deformity as a
result of the weight of the water. The best time to get water was found to be early morning as
reported by 81.9% of the respondents while transportation means such as vehicle or motorcycle
have rarely being employed (10.2%) to convey water.
Table 3: Women and children vulnerability to water (I)
Responsible for fetching water
Domain

199

Frequency

Percent

Children (<18yrs old)

189

74.4

Adult (>18yrs old)

65

25.6

Total

254

100
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Physical deformity occurrence
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Yes

188

74

No

66

26

Total

254

100

Best time to get water
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Very Early Morning

208

81.9

Evening/Night

46

18.1

Total

254

100

Use of transportation
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Yes

26

10.2

No

228

89.8

Total

254

100

Source: Field survey, 2018
From Table 4 below, it was discovered that the average time spent in getting water can be 16
minutes with standard deviation of 15 minutes. It was also gathered that the average number of
times water sources were visited per day was about 3 times. The minutes trekked to reach water
sources was reported to be as low as 2 minutes and as high as 20 minutes.
Table 4: Women and children vulnerability to water supply (II)
Domain

Minimum Maximum

Minutes spent in getting water
1
60
No of times water source(s) is visited
1
10
per day
No of minutes trekked to reach water
2
20
source(s)
Source: Field survey, 2018

Mean
16.378
3.1181

Std.
Deviation
15.61135
2.66914

7.2835

5.84909
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Effect of water shortage on children’ health and school attendance
About 79.9% reported the water quality do affect their children' health (Table 5). Common
illness was found to be malaria at 33.3%, cholera at 15%, diarrhea at 26% and typhoid at 15.7%.
Majority of the respondents (71.7%) reported self-medication as the usual treatment method
during emergency.
Table 5: Effect of water shortage on children health (I)
Negative Effect on Children’ Health
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Yes

203

79.9

No

51

20.1

Total

254

100

Common illness
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Malaria

123

48.4

Typhoid

40

15.7

Malaria and Typhoid

66

26

Total

229

90.2

Treatment method during emergency
Domain

Frequency

Percent

Self-medication

182

71.7

First Aid

26

10.2

Phone a doctor

46

18.1

Total

254

100

Source: Field survey, 2018
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The mean and standard deviation of number illness per term was found to be about 3 times and 1
times respectively (Table 6). The average frequency of illness was found to be about 5 times. Of
the illnesses, study showed that an average of 3 can be attributed to water. The average trekking
distance to medical facility was found to be about 18 minutes.
Table 6: Effect of water shortage on children health (II)
Domain

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

No of illness per term

1

5

2.7192

1.16252

Frequency of illness

1

9

5.1478

2.61334

Those attributed to water

1

6

3.202

1.6209

Trekking time to medical

2

45

18.4055

12.36456

facility
Source: Field survey, 2018
On children’ school attendance (Table 7), 82.3% of the respondents reported water supply affect
their children' school attendance and only 9.8% reported their children are yet to miss school.
Table 7: Effect of water shortage on children’ school attendance (I)
Significance of water supply to Children’ school
attendance
Frequency
Percent
Yes
208
82.3
No
20
8.2
Cannot say
25
9.8
Total
254
100
Number of times they miss school per term
Frequency
Percent
0
25
9.8
2
72
28.3
3
40
15.7
5
71
28
Total
208
81.9
Source: Field survey, 2018

Looking that the numbers of times children have missed school (Table 8), an average of about 6
times was recorded. Of these, an average of 3 can be attributed to water supply challenges. The
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average time spent in trekking to school was found to be about 40 minutes. When time spent in
trekking was compared to time spent when means of transportation was employed, an average of
22 minutes was found.

Domain

Table 8: Effect of water shortage on children’ school attendance (II)
Minimum Maximum
Mean

Std.
Deviation

No of times they missed school

0

9

5.8798

2.91589

Attributed to water supply

2

6

3.6393

1.24078

Time spent in trekking to school

10

70

39.38

21.147

Time spent when transportation is used

1

40

22.0673

12.51686

Source: Field survey, 2018
Effect of water deficit on women economic productivity
All the respondents reported their wife/mother to be working (Table 9). Of these, 35.4% were
artisans, 10.2% were teachers and 36.2% were traders. 90.2% reported water availability to be
crucial to their job productivity while 66.1% reported inadequate water supply have prevented
them from working before.
Table 9: Effect of water deficit on women economic productivity
Whether wife/mother is working

Yes

Frequency

Percent

254

100

Nature of job
Frequency

Percent

Artisan

90

35.4

Self-employed

46

18.1

Teacher

26

10.2

Trading

92

36.2

Total

254

100

Water required for productivity

Yes

203

Frequency

Percent

229

90.2
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No

25

9.8

Total

254

100

Water scarcity effect on work
Frequency

Percent

Yes

168

66.1

No

66

26

Total

234

92.1

Source: Field survey, 2018
Significant relationship between school absence and proportion attributed to water scarcity
Taking 1% probability level, we can see that Pearson correlation coefficient, r, is 0.636, and that
is statistically significant (p=0.000). This implies that there is significant relationship between
number of times children have missed school and the proportion that can be attributed to water
supply.
Table 10: Showing Pearson correlation coefficient, r, between school absence and
proportion attributed to water scarcity
Correlations
No of times
children have
missed school
No of times children
have missed school

Pearson
1
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
208
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Field survey, 2018

No that can be
attributed to
water supply
.636**
.000
183

4. Conclusions
The motivation for this study arose from the need to understand women and children
vulnerability to water supply challenges in low-income urban area of Agbowo. The sociodemographic information revealed the areas as a low-income with low literary level as people
live in more of scattered settlement. Households having high population density with low earning
potential further enumerate the characteristics of low-income communities as most live on less
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than $1 per day. The study shows that their job reliability is poor as many moved from one job to
another at regular intervals.
A household was seen to have as much as 10 children under the age of 18 and as low as 2
children under the age of 18. In the same vein, a household was seen to have as much as 20
individuals greater than 18 years old. Lowest income was found to be $28 and one with highest
earning potential earns about $140.
Assessments of women and children’ vulnerability to water supply showed that 74.4% of
respondent stated children and teenagers under 18 years of age are tasked with responsibility of
getting water. About 74% reported having to carry water had resulted in physical deformity.
Looking at the number of times children have missed school, a maximum of 9 times was
obtained of which 6 of it can be attributed to water unavailability. Taking 1% probability level,
Pearson correlation coefficient, r, is 0.636, which is statistically significant (p=0.000). This
implies that there is significant difference between number of times children have missed school
and how many of these can be attributed to water unavailability.
Also, all the respondents reported either their wife or mother to be working. Of these, 35.4%
were artisans, 10.2% were teachers and 36.2% were traders. 90.2% reported water availability to
be crucial to their wife/mother job productivity while 66.1% reported inadequate water supply
have prevented them from working before
Therefore, not being able to meet growing water demand as the population in Agbowo
community continues to increase suggests the need for immediate solution. Making water
available will not record high success if the water is not of good quality. The poor quality water
was evident with high incidence of diseases and frequent reduction in school attendance of
children. Effect of water non-availability on children’ health further which shows why children
are vulnerable as most develop illnesses such as malaria, typhoid, cholera and diarrhea.
Effort need to be made to reduce distance to water sources and make water services close to
people residence. This will address the need to trek long distances to get water. Closeness of
medical facilities will also address water-complicated illnesses as this will reduce selfmedication practices widely adopted. This will also prevent children from missing school and
having unexpected health complications.
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Regulation on the age a child can handle water responsibility for his household and what would
be his/her carrying capacity needs to be put in place. Households should take responsibility of
getting water off children that are too tender. If this is done, the issue of physical deformity will
might be addressed. The can be achieved by preventing children less than 15 years of age from
fetching water. In the same vein, water facilities provided by government or donor agencies
should be easily accessible to children in case of emergencies. Economic productivity of women
is essential to household survival; therefore risks of access to water need to be reduced for
women. This can be achieved if water is made available at a trekking time less than 5 minutes
from home. Also, special needs women such as pregnant women and nursing mothers should be
put into consideration in development of water supply facilities.
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Abstract
The changes of human lifestyle are the key for helping to understand the history of human society, especially the history of
production and changes in modern society. From the agricultural civilization to industrial civilization, human lifestyle had
undergone great changes. With a deep reflection of the consumerism lifestyle model originated from the era of traditional industrial
civilization, and the rise of sustainable development (Brundtland, 1987) in the world, the sustainable lifestyle is increasingly valued
in developing countries. For example, in the national conference on environment protect of 2018, China’s president Xi Jinping
affirmed that China will establish the comprehensive green lifestyle until the middle of the century, which not only will greatly
benefit the improvement of the severe environmental pollution and resource shortages in China, but also will contribute to the
global sustainable development. However, due to the constrains of various conventional and unconventional factors, such as the
pattern of consumption, traditional culture, living habits, social systems etc., the implementation of sustainable lifestyle in
developing countries encountered many obstacles and challenges. In order to realize the sustainable development of developing
countries and further promote the solutions of global environmental and resource problems, it is essential to successfully overcome
these barriers. In this paper, taking the methods of case study, systematic structure model analysis and chart analysis, the
countermeasures and solutions that help to settle these problems are proposed from three levels: microcosmic, mesoscopic and
macroscopic. More specifically, taking China for example, by analyzing problems encountered by China in the process of
promoting sustainable lifestyle, referring to the experiences of promoting sustainable lifestyle in the developed countries, such as
Japan, Sweden etc., this paper puts forward some related counterplans and suggestions from the national level, the enterprise level
and the individual level, including the design of systems, the improvement of policies, the development of green technologies, the
construction of sustainable infrastructures and so on. As the biggest developing country in the world, China has encountered many
challenges in the process of promoting sustainable lifestyle, sooner or later other developing countries will also face similar
problems at different extents. Therefore, suggestions and measures that China takes will be applicable to other developing countries.
At present, confronting with serious environmental deterioration and resource constraints in developing countries, it is undoubtedly
one of the most effective paths for these countries to promote the economic, social and ecological sustainable development through
the popularization of sustainable lifestyle, which is also the purpose of this paper.
Key words: sustainable lifestyle; consumption patterns; sustainable production; sustainable consumption
1.

Introduction

Nowadays, with the rising of sustainable development in the world, sustainable lifestyle has not only been increasingly popular in
developed countries, but also has been valued in developing countries. From Asia to Africa, from southern America to Pacific
islands countries, confronting with the severe pressure of resources and environment, more and more developing countries began
to reflect the drawbacks of consumerism lifestyle model originated from the era of traditional industrial civilization, and are taking
corresponding measures to encourage and promote sustainable lifestyle. However, due to the influences of the outmoded technical
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level, poor social management, weak economic power, deep-rooted social culture and values, traditional living habits, lack of
environmental awareness etc., compared with developed countries, developing countries are facing more obstacles and barriers
during the process of popularizing sustainable lifestyle and to achieve the capacity of sustainable development.
The objective of this paper is to propose some feasible suggestions and solutions that are beneficial to resolve the problems and
challenges of promoting sustainable lifestyle in developing countries by analysing present obstacles and barriers in the process of
popularizing sustainable lifestyle. The systematic solutions are proposed from three levels - the nation, the enterprise and the
individual level. In order to illustrate the theme more clearly, the paper takes China as a case study, which was chosen because it
is the biggest developing countries in the world and its extensive efforts to implement sustainable lifestyle.
To begin with, we outline the rising background and current situation of sustainable lifestyle in developing countries. Next, taking
China for an example, we analyze present obstacles and barriers during the process of popularizing sustainable lifestyle, and China
has been taking the corresponding countermeasures. Finally, we put forward the feasible solutions and measures which are
applicable for other developing countries to promote the sustainable lifestyle and also beneficial for contributing to the sustainable
development of developing countries.
2.

The Rising Background and Current Situation of Sustainable Lifestyle in Developing Countries

The concept of Lifestyle originated from the work of Max Weber (Lucia A. Reisch and Inge Røpke, 2005). He firstly used the term
of lifestyle (Lebensführung in German) in the Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. Weber analyzed how one economic
lifestyle is replaced by another and the close relationship between the concept of lifestyle and the spirit of capitalism in this work
from the sociological perspective. After that, based on the societal change that took place in western countries, scholars further
developed the concept of lifestyle from the disciplines of sociology, market research and other areas. Although there are all sorts
of definitions about lifestyle from different research fields, in this paper, lifestyle means that an individual or social group forms a
series of stable living habit, living awareness and behavior model based on some specified social values, economic level, natural
conditions and cultural tradition, which covers daily consumption, living attitude, emotional motivation, consuming pattern of time
and money and so on. As an environmental-friendly lifestyle, sustainable lifestyle is a lifestyle which pursues nature-friendly
harmony and conserves natural environment as more as possible while meeting human’s needs. It originated from the reflection of
industrialization and the rise of sustainable development movement in Western society in the 20th century.
As we all know, from 18th century, accompanying with the continuous accomplishment of Industrial Revolution in UK, France,
Germany, U.S. and so on, mechanized mass production was popularized in Western society. Human society stepped into the stage
of industrial (modern) civilization from agricultural civilization. Especially in the mid-19th century, due to the rise of second
industrial revolution and huge progress in social productivity, people have enjoyed unprecedented material prosperity.
Correspondingly, human lifestyle has taken tremendous changes with the rapid growth of social material wealth and the great
progress of science and technology, the consumerism culture has become apparent and has gradually been strengthened. Comparing
with the backward and ignorant Middle Ages which was filled with famine, wars and all sorts of infectious diseases, the full advent
of industrial civilization is undoubtedly a great advance of human history, industrial mass production has offered all sorts of
consumers goods and services, which vastly satisfied man’s material needs and enhanced the people’s material living standards.
All of these made people began to obsess with the conquest of human forces and the power of science and technology,
anthropocentrism and rationalism became leading social thoughts. Under the dominance of ideological trend, modern economy
which marked by mass production, mass consumption and mass disrupt developed fast, in order to meet the soaring needs of
material and energy of modern mass production, resources and ecological environment have been over exploited and destroyed,
which resulted in a lot of environmental disasters, which seriously harmed human health and made people rethink industrial
progress. Comparing with developed economies, though developing countries have stepped into industrial process later, due to
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outdated technical level, the constrains of material deprivation and poor environmental consciousness, developing countries are
suffering more severe environmental affliction, which are sharing similar experience with advanced economies in last century
because of following similar development path.
In fact, some far-sighted personnel had ever showed deep anxieties about ecological destruction caused by industrial revolution in
19th century, but until the middle of 20th century, the outcomes which originated from large scales of environmental pollution and
the blind exploitation of natural resources, aroused alarm among people, many scholars have begun to deeply reconsider this
development model, human values and human lifestyle. In 1954, the publishing of Living the Good Life, wrote by Helen and Scott
Nearing, marked the start of modern sustainable lifestyle movement. In 1962, American scholar Rachel Carson published Silent
Spring, which documented various adverse environmental effects resulted by the abuse of pesticides and awakened public to
concern about pesticides and environmental pollution. In 1972, Club of Rome issued the Limits to Growth, which concluded that
the limits to growth on the earth will be arrive at sometime within the following one hundred years if the present growth trends of
world population, pollution, resource consumption, food production and industrialization keep unchanged. In 1973,
E.F.Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful proposed that it is essential to transit to sustainable lifestyle by making good use of technology.
In 1987, Brundtland Report firstly proposed the concept of sustainable development. In 1992, United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development officially claimed to choose the road of sustainable development. In 2012, UN Conference on
Sustainable Development adopted the declaration of the Future We Want, which proposed a broad range of sustainability objectives.
After decade years of endeavor and promotion, sustainable development has already become the trend in the world. Generally
speaking, the developments of economy, society and environment are the most important predictors of sustainable development.
Lifestyle is a great content which affect all three key factors, so it is an important prerequisite for sustainable development. Because
various of activities of production and consumption that meet human needs are mainly responsible for the shortage of natural
resources and environmental deterioration under the conditions of lacking effective prevention and control for ecological
environment, which eventually harms the human health, just as Engel said, “Let us not, however, flatter ourselves overmuch on
account of our human victories over nature. For each such victory nature takes its revenge on us.” (Engel, 1975). After noticing
huge environmental impact caused by human lifestyle, nowadays, more and more developing countries have begun to advocate
sustainable lifestyle. For example, in 2012 Philips launched their strengthened VISION, three main business sectors of Healthcare,
Consumer lifestyle and Lighting and Innovation Group & Services are organized, sustainability is regarded at the heart of its
strategy (Dorothea Ernst, 2013). For another, Russia has implemented many strategies to reduce the country’s environmental
footprint. These include: LED light bulbs are used to replace inefficient incandescent light bulbs, intelligent lighting systems are
being implemented for use in office building and more widely used lighting such as street lighting; the Euro 5 regulations set
acceptable limits for exhaust emissions; environmentally friendly materials are increasingly being used and technologies are
innovated in modern living environments (Russian search marketing , 2014). Now, three quarters of people are living in developing
countries in the world, lifestyle transition of these people toward sustainable lifestyle hold great significance for the global to realize
sustainable development as soon as possible.
3.

Case Study: Facing Obstacles and Barriers to Popularize Sustainable Lifestyle and Taking Solutions in China

As we all known, China is the biggest developing country in the world, and is facing unprecedented serious environmental pollution
and shortage of natural resources under the high speed of economic growth in recent decades. In order to reverse severe ecological
situation and realize sustainable development, China has made a great effort to improve environmental legislation and
environmental policies in past years. In 2015, China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection published a series of policies and
regulations, which planned to originally establish the greening of national lifestyles and fundamentally develop the living habits of
green lifestyles by 2020 (The connotation of green lifestyle and sustainable lifestyle is consistent). China’s president Xi Jinping
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emphasized that it is essential for China to form the model of green development and green lifestyle in order to create a pleasant
production and living environment for all the people in 2017 (Xi Jinping, 2017). In the national conference on environment protect
of 2018, Xi Jinping affirmed that China will establish the comprehensive green lifestyle until 2050, which confirmed the timetable
of establishing sustainable development in China.
Just like many developing countries, the characteristic of China’s “Powerful Government and Weak Society” has given China a
huge advantage – strong ability of organization and mobilization from top to bottom originated from peculiar bureaucracy which
has been developed in China since 1949. In addition, China’s government has administered tremendous social wealth which could
be dominated by central government on the basis of the needs of national development. For example, according to China’s Financial
Ministry’s statistics, China central government paid 635.3 billion to use for energy-save and environmental protection in 2018,
with year-on-year growth of 13 percent (China’s Financial Ministry, 2018). Therefore, China’s governments at all levels have
played a key role in process of popularizing sustainable lifestyle on national scale. Based on above-mentioned reasons, in general,
any policies and decisions made or emphasized by central government could be rapidly promoted in China. But even so, China is
still facing many problems and challenges in establishing sustainable lifestyle.
3.1 Obstacles and Barriers Faced to Popularize Sustainable Lifestyle in China
3.1.1 The prevalence of consumerism, face-culture and the wind of blind comparison
For decades prior to the reform and opening-up period in China, people’s ability to buy and own what they wanted was tightly
controlled by the state because of highly centralized planned economy and low productivity. Material shortage and poor life had
ever besieged people for quite some time. Since the reform and opening-up in the late 1970s, with the construction of market
economic system and the rapid growth of China’s economy, these controls were lifted, instead, consumerism has continually
prevailed. Moreover, as the face-culture is far more deeply-rooted in China’s traditional culture (the concept of “face” is a metaphor
for a person’s reputation amongst some specific social circles or their peers. Someone “has face” means that they have a good
reputation). The level of material consumption directly concerns with someone “has face” or “lose face” in China, which is the
symbol of social status and economic ability. Therefore, with the effect of consumerism and face-culture, overconsumption, the
wind of blind comparison, extravagance and waste are pervasive in the society. In order to meet all types of material desires and
the need of more face, many people have obsessed with shopping and pursuit of brand-name, driving fancy cars, living in big house
and so on, especially the younger generation, are indulging in the trap of consumerism, irrational and excessive material
consumption are dominating their life. The act of buying things offers them a break – a precious relief from the wasteland in their
mind. Taking cars as an example, low-emission cars are popular in Europe, Korea and Japan because consumers in these countries
are more rational when they choose cars. In China, cars are always related to people’s social status, face and pride, thus consumers
in China are keen on high-emission and luxury cars. According to the statics, China firstly encountered negative growth for car
market in 2018, but sales of luxury cars reached to 2.82 million, with year-on-year growth of 8%（Bloomberg, 2019）, which
accounted for 13 percent of total sales of cars in 2018. This immature values and the unhealthy cultural psychology have caused
consumers sacrificed the environment in exchange of face, which wasted an amount of natural resources and harmed our ecological
environment.
3.1.2 The substantial wastes of resources due to bad living habits in daily life
Living habits as an indispensable part of lifestyle, is the most intuitive performance of lifestyle. Unhealthy living habits directly
affect living quality of people and harm natural environment. For a long time, China has focused on economic development,
neglected the environmental education to protect ecological environment and natural resources in daily life, treated the cultivation
of environmental-friendly lifestyle with indifference, which caused whether national environmental sense or environmental
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knowledge is rather scanty in daily activities, further not only wastes huge social resources, but also enhance environmental
pressure. For example, according to Report on China Urban Catering Industry Food Waste released by WWF and Chinese Academy
of Sciences in 2018, Chinese consumers wasted about 17 or 18 million tons of food served in big cities in 2015, a quantity equivalent
to feed 30 to 50 million individuals a year. Of the four cities, including Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai and Lhasa, surveyed in 2015,
research found that each consumer thrown away 93 grams of food every meal, surprisingly, more food is wasted or thrown out at
school cafeterias and large restaurants. The reasons responsible for such a large amount of food waste in China are complex, living
habits are an important factor among them, habit-forming activities are influenced by certain cultural and historical background.
Chinese has the traditional custom of offering good and abundant food to visitors for showing their hospitality and wealth in history.
Especially, after China underwent large-scale famine in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and people often went without regular
meals, which lead to the death of many people, food has been deemed more important in daily life. In recent years, with increased
disposable income and abundance in material life as China’s fast economic growth, in the meanwhile, due to the lack of education
relating to saving food, offering a number of foods in excess of the needs has become a way to show hospitality and to earn “face”
because one could be seen as wealthy. Taking away left-overs may be regarded as not “wealthy”, thus face-losing. Besides, Chinese
habits of dinning, sharing foods from the same dishes with one’s own chopsticks, also encourages to food waste in consideration
of hygiene concerns. Similarly, due to the lack of effective education about environmental and resources conservation for quite
some time, other bad habits of wasting resources and damaging environment can be seen here and there, such as people littering,
overexploit forest, overeating wild animals and so on. All these bad living habits, which are difficult to change in a short time, are
great impediments to form sustainable lifestyle in China.
3.1.3 The undersupply and higher prices of green products constraining the form of sustainable consumption
Consumption is a significant component of individual daily lives and closely related to individual lifestyle. Sustainable lifestyle
can’t be formed without sustainable consumption. At present, the leading reasons which restrict sustainable consumption in China,
are excessive prices of green goods and shortage of effective supply of green products in the market. According to the report of
China Sustainable Consumption Research Program ((Yan Li et al., 2017), which carried out the 2016 sustainable consumption
survey questionnaire in 10 major consumer cities of China, 80% of Chinese consumers are willing to pay less than a 10% premium
for sustainable products, less than 10% consumers can accept a premium between 10% and 20%, while 10% of consumers can
accept a premium that is over 20%. However, the data provided by China’s largest online shopping – Alibaba, the average premium
rate of green products is 33% (table 1), which apparently exceed consumers' willingness to pay. The high price of green products
not only lower the willingness for purchasing green products, but also prevent developing repeat purchases of green products. As
sustainable consumption is not an occasional behavior, it is a process of acknowledging and transforming consumption habits and
lifestyle, the excessive prices of green goods eventually hinder the form of sustainable lifestyle in China. Besides, the shortage of
green products is another critical obstacle in fostering sustainable consumption in China. Even if sustainable food, which is the
most favorable product for consumers, its market share is less than 10% of the total goods on shelves. Moreover, because the lack
of supervision and administration for green products, low credibility of producers and quality of products are worried. And
successful green brands become rare in China.
Table 1. The actual premium rate of different categories of sustainable products
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3.1.4 The poor public participation due to the lack of environmental education and legislation
Social public are the main body that practice sustainable lifestyle, without active public participation, sustainable lifestyle will
inevitably meet failure. In China, it’s common problems that public participation is low in environmental protection and the
awareness of environment conservation is also poor, which directly caused plenty of wasting of resources and destruction of
environments in daily activities. According to the survey report about public environmental awareness issued by Environmental
Protection Agency of Jiangsu Province of China in 2018, interviewers who can sort out their garbage and bring reusable bags in
order to protect environment, make up less than 30%. Though most people understood the importance of environmental protection,
people do less to change their lifestyle for environmental improvement, which reflects the dilemma encountered to boost sustainable
lifestyle in China.
The selection of individual lifestyle is affected by various factors, among of which the most impact comes from social norms
(especially legislation) and individual education. In past decades, just like many developed countries in last century, economic
development has been regarded as the core of country work in China, environmental legislation about sustainable lifestyle,
environmental education and environmental protection, is neglected. Up to now, there is no formal legislation of environmental
education in China, which makes the environmental education becomes dispensable and further lead to low consciousness of
environmental conservation in everyday life. It’s well known that public’s environmental sense forms one basis for participation.
Effective environmental education could help public to well understand the natural value and the interrelation between people and
their biophysical surroundings, thus contribute to lifestyle change of public so as to protect environment. The shortage of
environmental education over time accounts for poor environmental awareness of public in China, low environmental awareness
influences public participation and impedes the process of sustainable lifestyle.
3.2 The countermeasures taken to popularize sustainable lifestyle in China
Confronting with the above mentioned problems and challenges to lead sustainable lifestyle, under the developing ideal of “lucid
waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets” proposed by China’s president Xi Jinping, China has taken a series of solutions
and countermeasures to conquer them from central to local, from cities to countryside.
3.2.1 Advocating philosophies of sustainable life by media propaganda, improvement of environmental education and legislation
Philosophy is the principle of action. To promote sustainable lifestyle, it needs to change life philosophies of people. China’s
government has made the best of social media’s advantages – the largest mass media players are controlled by China’s government,
which can quickly spread and ignite new concepts from top to bottom – to set up green lifestyle in the entire society. Therefore, in
China, public environmental awareness and environmental responsibility have apparently increased in recent years, more and more
people choose the green travel, purchase and use energy saving products and other sustainable behavior in everyday life. A think
tank known as Tsingyan Research recently published a report on the Beijing Public’s Environmental Awareness from 2013 to 2017.
The report claims that over 50% of respondents indicated that they participated in environmental protection activities run by local
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government and communities. Environmental activities that incorporate sports are the most popular at 72.5%. Online activities
attract people because “they don’t have restrictions on time and location”. 88.6% and 79.6% of the respondents respectively chose
“cultivating green living habits” and “establishing green consumption perspectives” as the best ways to promote green-living.
Furthermore, in order to cultivate the consciousness of sustainable development and environment-friendly lifestyle from childhood,
China’s Ministry of Education have officially made environmental education incorporate into the coursework of primary and
middle school, which will provide the basic guarantee of organization and system for green education and change the dilemma of
environmental education in the past 40 years. Nowadays, China is also accelerating legislation investigation of environmental
education to prepare for the promulgation of environmental education act. In fact, some provinces of China have already published
local legislation of environmental education and walked ahead of national legislation. Effective propaganda with social media,
systematic environmental education and improvement in the legislation of national environmental education, which are processing
in China, have tremendously risen environmental awareness of public and contributed to more and more people leading sustainable
lifestyle.
3.2.2 Implementing policies and regulations to drive household energy savings, green consumption and green travel
Energy is an important part of household daily life. China has about 4.3 hundred million families which occupies the first place in
the world. So household energy conservation and emission reduction have great significance to form sustainable lifestyle in China.
In order to improve household energy efficiency and reduce energy waste, aiming at energy used in the home, such as water,
electricity, gas etc., China have implemented tiered pricing, the results confirmed that this greatly helped to reduce energy waste
in families. For example, Hangzhou, the provincial capital of Zhejiang, is a city with scare resources, all the gas depends on external
input, which result in the shortage of gas resource. After implementing tiered gas pricing, annual consumption of gas has obviously
decreased (Information publicity of Hangzhou municipal government, 2018) (Table 2).
As home appliances are the main products of daily energy consumption, China has also provided subsidies and green points for
purchasing energy-efficient appliances so as to advocate household appliance greening. According to the report issued by National
Development and Reform Commission of China in 2016, to 2020 over 50% of home appliances, including air conditions,
refrigerators, TV and so on, must reach at the 2nd energy efficiency standard in the markets (NDRC,2016).
Stepping gas

Average gas

Average gas

Average annual gas

Average annual gas

consumption

consumption in 2014

consumption in 2017

consumption variation

consumption

(before reform)

(After reform)

amount

percentage of

[m^3]

[m^3]

[m^3]

[m^3]

variation

Step1: 0-276

114

108

-6

-5.26%

Step2: 276-480

347

320

-27

-7.78%

Step3: above 480

1044

701

-343

-32.85%

Table 2. The comparison of household gas consumption before and after reform in Hangzhou
Sustainable consumption of consumers constitutes the basis of sustainable lifestyle. According to the report released by China
Sustainable Consumption Research Program, more than 70% of Chinese consumers are aware of sustainable consumption (Yan Li
et al., 2017). Therefore, China has been improving certification system of green consumer goods and increasing supply of green
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products to enlarge green consumption. For example, in the field of green food, the total volumes of green food enterprises in China
reached at 12,407, they produce amount to 29,108 green items and found 635 standard areas of green raw-food material until the
end of June, 2018 (reporters, 2018).
In order to promote green travel, China has not only developing new energy vehicles in the last few years, but also encouraging the
development of bicycle sharing and car sharing. In the field of NEV (new electrical vehicles), by means of many incentives such
as green points, green license plate and subsidies for NEV, sales of NEV in China has grown fast. In 2018, Sales of NEV vehicles
in China jumped 61.7 percent to 1.3 million vehicles even as the overall car market contracted for the first time since the 1990s
(Reuters, 2019). According to the report published by China’s News Web, to June, 2017, the total amount of Car-Sharing enterprises
in China reached at 40, they have over 40 thousand cars in total, in which NEV accounted over 95%. Nowadays, more and more
people are choosing the green travel in China.
All of these measures about household energy saving, green consumption and travel have not only sharply reduced energy waste
and the family’s expenses in daily life, but also reduced GHG mission and pushed forward the process of sustainable lifestyle in
the whole society.
3.2.3 Developing sharing economy with the assistance of new internet technology and resources
Lifestyle and certain economic form are closely related. At present, rapid development of sharing economy has become the new
highlight of China’s economy by means of advantages of internet, which are unprecedentedly changing traditional public lifestyle.
In 2018, the turnover of sharing economy in the field of life service and traffic travel respectively reached at 1.5894 trillion and
247.8 billion Yuan in China, grew by 41.6% compared with 2017. Under national policy guidance and enterprise innovation
promoting, with the help of the advance of new internet technology, such as green pay, cloud computing, big data and so on,
exercising the market-oriented ways to conduct public green consumption, from bike and car sharing, parking sharing, on-line food
delivering, to accommodation sharing, medical sharing, wifi sharing and so on, sharing economy is booming in China, public
lifestyle are profoundly happening. The original objectives that China develops sharing economy are to reduce cost, decrease
individual expenses and increase economic benefits. However, with the development of sharing model, the mode has brought about
good social and environmental effects, as well as strongly promoted the transition of public lifestyle from tradition to sustainability,
which proved “technology is changing the life” once again.
3.2.4 Implementing the system of garbage classification and recycling
Household garbage has always been a hot potato which distresses developing countries. China has been trying to encourage waste
sorting and recycling for over 10 years, but achieved little success due to lack of compulsory measures and modern garbage
treatment equipment. In order to raise poor national consciousness of trash classification, make people’s living environment better
and promote sustainable lifestyle, in 2017 China’s State Council issued a plan for improving the domestic waste-classification
system, proposing new legislation and standards for waste-sorting, the recycling rate reaching at least 35% in 46 pilot cities by
2020. This plan requests all prefecture cities and above full start to implement the system of garbage classification from 2019, 46
pilot cities will fundamentally establish the process system of garbage sorting to the end of 2020, and all prefecture cities and above
will fundamentally establish the process system of garbage sorting before the end of 2025.
According to the requirements of this plan, currently, in 46 pilot cities, including Shanghai, Xiamen, Shenzhen, Hangzhou, Beijing,
Suzhou and so on, preliminary system of household garbage sorting, transportation and process have been finished. In order to
smoothly practice garbage sorting, some pilot cities successively published administrative management rules. In China’s biggest
city – Shanghai, the municipal legislature adopted a set of regulations on household garbage sorting and recycling in January, 2019,
which will become effective in July this year. The new regulations prescribe: “units will face fines up to 500,000 Yuan (nearly
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75,000 U.S. dollars) for violating the waste disposal rules, and individual will be fined 50 to 200 Yuan for illegal activities”, which
means China will step into the era of waste compulsory sorting. Undoubtedly, this series of countermeasures aiming at garbage
process that China is taking will not only relieve environmental pressure and rise resource efficiency, but also change pubic living
habit and accelerate the popularization of sustainable lifestyle.
Though still facing many challenges in process of sustainable lifestyle, such as imperfection of interrelated regulations,
government’s insufficient management and so on, undoubtedly, China has already achieved great progress within a few years.
Comparing with most developing countries, China goes ahead in the promotion of sustainable lifestyle. As confronting with similar
problems in the process of sustainable lifestyle for most developing countries, thus China’s experiences are worthy for other
developing states.
4.

The Inspiration and Reference to Other Developing Countries

Summing up experiences of China, it could be seen that carrying forward sustainable lifestyle is a comprehensive, synthetic and
dynamic program, which not only demands active coordination and cooperation of different social subjects, but also requires the
support of policies, legislations, technical innovation, social education and other related fields (Figure 1). In order to illustrate the
theme more clearly, it can be analyzed from three levels - the nation, enterprise and individual level.

National level

Enterprise level

Policies

Social norms

Individual level

Demand

Product

Ideology

&service

& value

Selective
behavior

Infrastructure
Innovation
(technology
Publicity

&management
)

&education

Income
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Figure 1. The components and influencing factors of individual sustainable lifestyle
4.1 Improving policy, legislation and environmental education from national level
In most developing countries, because of keen to get rid of poverty and backwardness, as developed countries did in the last century,
economic development are placed in a paramount position, environmental protection makes way for economic growth, which
resulted in the shortage of measures for environmental protection, such as relevant policy, legislation, education, propaganda and
so on. All of these brought about the final outcome that is generally lack of environmental awareness in the whole society, reflected
in public daily life, various wastes and behaviors of damaging environment have often happened. To change public lifestyle toward
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sustainability, firstly, it is essential for developing countries to deeply rethink disadvantages of tradition industrial development
and fully understand the value of environmental protection as well as resource saving for long-term development of a nation and
the world, which is just what the movement of global sustainable development have always endeavored to advocate in international
society. Secondly, the improvement of legislations concerning about environmental protection, resource saving, environmental
education and garbage sorting, are necessary for strengthening national environment consciousness, saving natural resources and
decreasing behaviors of environment destruction. The sound environmental system provides fundamental guarantees for the
advancement of public environmental consciousness and the process of sustainable lifestyle. Thirdly, publicity and education
relating to sustainable lifestyle should be strengthened to promote changes of bad living habits and unhealthy life idea. Especially,
environmental education should be intensified in middle and primary school. Lastly, it is important for a nation to improve green
infrastructure construction which offers green space for people to lead a sustainable lifestyle.
4.2 Increasing supply of green products and capacity of innovation from enterprise level
Enterprises as the main market players, play the most important role in the supply of green products and services to social public,
and then driving the popularization of sustainable lifestyle by facilitating green consumption through the use of market-oriented
measures. In order to giving full play in market in process of sustainable consumption, it is essential for enterprises to strengthen
innovation of technology and management. According to Marx, “production creates, produces consumption” ( Marx, 1857). So
whether green production or green services, enterprises play a vital part in the forming of sustainable consumption which constitutes
the foundation of sustainable lifestyle. Production of green products and service, requires higher technical craft and management
capability, thus it is necessary for enterprises to enhance innovational consciousness and ability which companies in developing
countries are lacking. In China, numerous innovations happened in companies, such as Green Pay and Cloud Computing of Alibaba,
on-line food delivery service of Meituan, travel of DiDi, Short-rent of Xiaozhu and so on. They have been the main drivers to
promote the lifestyle transition from tradition to sustainability. Moreover, comparing with administrative and legal measures, taking
market economic measures to promote sustainable lifestyle are more popular and effective as well as could be used for quite some
time. Based on this, companies in developing countries could do more. Besides, with eyes on the future, sustainable lifestyle will
become the mainstream of global lifestyle. To better adapt to this trend, enterprises in developing countries also should take
effective measures as soon as possible.
4.3 Enhancing environmental consciousness in daily life from individual level
Social individual consists of main body that put sustainable lifestyle into action. For people in developing countries, as facing huge
survival pressure for a long time, environmental awareness is relatively poor due to shortage of environmental education. Therefore,
to change public bad living habits in developing countries, firstly, it’s essential for social public to realize that human lifestyle
which lacks of responsible for natural environment composes of the main reason of environmental pollution and roots of ecological
deterioration. If people are expecting to improve environmental quality, changing lifestyle becomes the best way. Secondly, social
individual must understand that everyone is the maker and the victim of environmental disasters, so should actively participate in
environmental governance, including caring about environmental quality, proposing environmental advices, choosing green life
and etc., as long as individual’s perception has been changed, behaviors could be changed correspondingly. Thirdly, people should
regard natural environment as “friends”, “relatives”, and then respect and cherish nature, not a “master”. The last but not the least,
people must recognize that global resources are limited, if looking forward to future generation living a healthy and abundant life,
today any individual has to protect and save energy and resources.
Conclusion
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Sustainable lifestyle as a significant part of global sustainable development, is becoming more and more popular in the world. In
developing countries, due to various constraints of national policy, economic level, innovational capacity, environmental legislation
and so on, the initiate of sustainable lifestyle started relatively late. Because most developing countries are in similar developing
stage and facing similar problems in promoting sustainable lifestyle, it’s of importance for these countries to refer experiences of
other countries and successfully resolve the difficulties they met. As the biggest developing country, China has given full play to
the guidance of government, propellent of enterprises and the practitioner of individual in promoting sustainable lifestyle, and then
made great progress as well as walked ahead of most developing countries. Undoubtedly, solutions and measures that China took
will be beneficial for other developing countries which are confronting with serious environmental deterioration and resource
constraints, after all it is one of the most effective paths for these countries to promote the economic, social and ecological
sustainable development through the popularization of sustainable lifestyle.
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BEYOND

LEGALISM:

EARLY

ENVIRONMENTAL

EDUCATION

AS

A

CATALYST TO ACHEIVING A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT IN NIGERIA

Introduction

The need for new priorities and ways of thinking in education as a means of attaining a
sustainable environment is not a new thought.1

The environment in Nigeria, like in most other countries, is incessantly threatened and
abused. There are increasing cases of environmental degradation owing to pollution caused
by oil exploration activities,2 indiscriminate dumping of refuse and excreta, spillage of oil
and flaring of gas from refineries amongst a host of other forms of abuse which threaten the
safety of the environment. Existing legal mechanism in place to curtail environmental abuse
is weak, thus aggravating the high levels of degradation. Perpetrators of these dastardly acts
most often at times escape punishment because those saddled with the responsibility of
enforcing the provisions of existing legal mechanism are easily compromised. Decrying the
worrisome act of environmental abuse while declaring open a meeting on Oil Spill Detection
and Response Agency (NOSDRA) Amendment Bill in 2012, Senator Bukola Saraki, who
was then the Chairman of the Senate Joint Committee on Environment and Ecology,
observed that:

The statistics of oil spills in Nigeria is shameful, the impact on the
environment is offensive. It can no longer be business as usual. Without a
doubt, oil spillage is dealt with all over the world as an environmental and a
human right issue that goes to the quality of the environment and the value of
life of those impacted by spills.3
It is equally unfortunate that sizeable number of Nigerian citizens do not appreciate the
enormous danger associated with environmental abuse because they lack awareness in this
regard.

*Dr. Gbade Akinrinmade LLB (Ife), LLM (Lagos), LLD (UNISA), Dept. of Jurisprudence and International
Law, Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye, Ogun-State Nigeria.
1
See David Orr (1992) Ecological Literacy: Education and the Transition to a Post Modern World (Albany:
SUNY).
2
For a breakdown of Oil spills incident in Nigeria from 1996-1997. See also Olanrewaju Fagbohun (2010) The
Law of Oil Pollution and Environmental Restoration, A comparative Review (Odade, Lagos) p. 3.
3
See Henry Umuru Nigeria has highest oil spill in the World Vanguard News (Nigeria, 14 Nov 2012)
(http://www/vangardnew.com/2012/11/nigeria-has-highest-oil-spill-in-the-world-senate assessed on 29/04/2019.
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It is against this background that this paper sets out in the main after highlighting and
appraising the effectiveness or otherwise of extant legal provisions to curtail environmental
abuse in Nigeria, advocate for the adoption of early environmental education as a catalyst to
achieving a sustainable environment in Nigeria.

The study is divided into five segments comprising of the following, it examines the
conceptual clarification of some of the major terms to be employed in this work, along with
the highlight of relevant legal frame work and theories of liability applicable in Nigeria to
check, and curb the incidents of environmental abuse in the first segment. In the second
segment, it appraises the effectiveness of extant legal regime and theories applicable to curb
environmental abuse in Nigeria; the third segment discuss early childhood education in
Nigeria, while the fourth probes the importance of early education as a catalyst to curb
environmental abuse. Finally, the fifth segment will entail suggestions and recommendations.

1.

Conceptual Clarification of Terms, Applicable Theories of Liability and Legal
Framework on Environmental Protection

It is imperative from the outset to put in context some words and major conceptual terms to
be employed in this work.4

1.1

Sustainable Development

The concept of sustainable development is an emerging multi-dimensional concept dedicated
to achieving environmentally benign or beneficial development. It is essentially a policy and
strategy for continued economic and social growth, without unduly compromising the
environment and natural resources on the quality of which continued activity and further
development depend.5

1.2

Early (Childhood) Education

The term "early education" and "early childhood education" will be used inter changeably in
this work. It is the starting point of the development of a child; a term employed that explains
any type of educational programme that serves the interests of children in their pre-school
4

See the view of Lord Dening in the case of Seaford Estate v Asher (1949) 2 K.B 481. See also Akinrinmade
Gbade Olomu "Prospects and Challenges of Sociological Conception of Law. The Nigerian Experience (2013)
OIDA International Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 5 No 12 p. 79-94. Words ordinarily are capable of
at least three different meanings these are intended meaning, usual meaning, and comprehended meaning.
5
See generally Jaswal P.S. and N. Jaswal (2013) Environmental Law (ALLAHABAD LAW AGENCY LAW
PUBLISHERS FIRIDABAD HARYANA) p. 93.
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years.6In contemporary society, early childhood education is generally understood

as

education services that cater for children up to six years old, which focus on the following
objectives: (a) as an avenue or channel where children live their childhood; (b) a space for
enlarging experiences or meeting friends, improving knowledge and carrying out their
projects; (c) the first step to basic education; (d) an important support system for working
fathers and mothers, and (e) an important mechanism to foster social and gender equality.7
It is defined by the National Policy on Education as “education given educational settings for
children aged 3 through 5 years in preparing their entry into primary schools."8 The focus of
early childhood education is to mould the holistic child, while preparing them for the life long
journey.

1.3

Legal Framework and Theories of Liability

The applicable legal framework and theories of liability relevant to the protection of the
environment in Nigeria will be discussed in this segment.

1.3.1. Highlight of Existing Legal Framework on the Protection of the Environment
There are a plethora of provisions in place in Nigeria to curb environmental abuse. Those
provisions relevant in this paper are found in the following: The Constitution, Environmental
Impact Assessment Act, Harmful Waste (Special Criminal Provisions) Act, Oil in Navigable
Water Act, Oil and Pipeline Act, Associated Gas Re-Injection Act, Petroleum Act, Land Use
Act, Hydrocarbon Oil Refineries Act, The Endangered Species Act, Exclusive Economic
Zone Act, Petroleum Products & Distribution (Management Board Act), Territorial Waters
Act, Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection Act, Nigerian Mining Corporation Act,
Quarantine Act, River Basins Development Authority Act, Pest Control of Production
(Special Powers) Act, Agricultural (Control of Importation) Act, Animal Disease (Control)
Act, Bees (Impact Control and Management) Act, Civil Aviation Act, Hides and Skins Act,
Federal National Park Act, Niger-Delta Development Commission (NDDC) Act, NESREA
Act, and the Criminal Code Act.
6

See generally Ingrid Pramling Samuelson and Yashie Kaga (2008): The contribution of early childhood
education to a sustainable society, Paris UNESCO. See also Federal Republic of Nigeria (2012) National Policy
on Education (4th Ed.) Lagos. NERCDC Press.
7
See Lenira Haddad – For Specific Dignity of ECE: Policy Research Issues Relating the Education of Young
Children and Sustainable Society in Ingrid Pramling Samuelson and Yashie Kaga edit (2008) Paris UNESCO p.
31.
8
Federal Republic of Nigeria (2012) National Policy on Education (4th Ed.) Lagos. NERCDC Press.
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An attempt will be made to highlight the relevant provisions of some of the above mentioned
legal framework as it relates to the protection of the environment.

i.

Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (1999) as Amended

The constitution9 of the country is the fulcrum of all laws in Nigeria. Section 12 of the
Constitution requires that all treaties including environmental treaties must be ratified under
the provisions of the Constitution. Though injusticeable, section 20 of the Constitution makes
it part of the objectives of the Nigerian State to improve and protect land, air, water, forest
and wild life, while sections 33 and 34 guarantee fundamental human rights to life and human
dignity, which by implication are linked to the need for a safe, and healthy environment.

ii.

National Environmental Standards and Regulation Enforcement Agency ACT
2007

The National Environmental Standards and Regulation Enforcement Agency (‘NESRA’)
replaces the Environmental Protection Agency Act (FEPA).10 The former contains
regulations and laws which focus principally on the protection and sustainable environment.
Section 7 of NESRA enjoins the agency to ensure compliance with all environmental laws,
both local and international on environmental sanitation, pollution prevention and control by
monitoring and adopting regulatory measures. By virtue of section 8 (i) (k),it empowers the
agency to make and review regulations on air and water quality, effluent emissions, control of
harmful substances and other related matters. Section 27 prohibits unlawful discharge of
hazardous substances into the environment. A fine of One Million Naira with an
imprisonment term of 5 years is imposed for contravention. Where the violator is a limited
liability company, a fine of N50,000.00 is imposed for every day the offence persists in
addition to the above punishment.
Under the “NESRA” Act, section 1(1) enjoins industry to have anti-pollution equipment for
the treatment of effluent, while a submission to the agency on the composition of the
industry's affluent is required under section 3(2) of the same Act.
iii) Natural Environment Protection (Pollution Abatement in Industries and Facilities
Producing Waste) Regulations 1991

9

Cap C23 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
See Federal Republic of Nigeria official Gazette No 92 Vol. 94 of 31 st July 2007/NESREA Act of 2007.

10
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Section 1 of this Regulation prohibits the discharge of hazardous substance into the air, land
or water of Nigeria beyond the approved limits set by the agency. Sections 4 and 5 of this
regulation mandate all industries to report

dangerous or hazardous discharge to the

environment and to also submit to the agency a comprehensive list of chemical used for
production.
iv) Federal Solid and Hazardous Waste Management Regulations (1991)
Section 1 of this Regulation imposes an obligation on industries to identify solid hazardous
wastes which are dangerous to public health and the environment and research into
possibility of recycling them. Notification to the agency of any discharge is made mandatory
to the agency as stipulated in section 20 while section 108 stipulates the penalty for
contravention.
v) Environmental Impact Assessment Act
The Environmental Impact Assessment Act (EIA)11 in section 2(1) makes it mandatory for
project owners to carry out an assessment of the potential impact whether positive or negative
of a proposed project on the environment. This must be carried out before such projects are
embarked on, while section 60 creates legal liability for contravention of the provisions of the
Act.
vi) Harmful Waste (Special Criminal Provisions) Act
This Act12 prohibits the carrying, dumping or depositing of harmful waste in the air, land or
waters in Nigeria. Section 6 makes the violation of the Act punishable with life sentence and
forfeiture of land or anything used to commit the offence. Parties to the commission of the
offence are equally subject to punishment by virtue of section 7 of the Act.
vii) Oil in Navigable Waters Act
This Act13 is primarily concerned with the regulation of discharge of oil from ships. Section 1
prohibits the discharge of oil from Nigerian ship into territorial waters or shorelines, and it
also makes it an offence for an occupier of land, ship master or operator of any mechanism
used in transferring oil into Nigerian waters. It equally makes it mandatory that anti pollution
equipment must be installed in ships, while section 6 provides for the award of N2,000 as fine
for an offender who contravenes this Act.
viii) The Endangered Species Act

11

Cap E12, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
Cap H1, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
13
Cap O6, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
12
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The protection and management of Nigeria's wild life and some species in danger of
extinction because of over exploitation is the focus of this Act.14Save under valid licence, it
prohibits the hunting, capture or trade in animal species, either presently or likely in danger
of extinction in its section1.
ix) Sea Fisheries Act
This Act15 makes it illegal to take or harm fishes within Nigerian waters by use of explosives,
poisonous or noxious substances. Section 10 makes the destruction of fishes punishable with
a fine of N50,000.00 or 2 years imprisonment.
x) Exclusive Economic Zone Act
This Act16 makes it illegal to explore or exploit natural resources without lawful authority
within the exclusive economic zone.
xi) Oil Pipelines Act
This Act17 guides oil activities and creates a civil liability on the person who owns or is in
charge of an oil pipeline in its section 11(5) of the Act. It also stipulates that the grant of
licenses are subject to regulations concerning public safety and prevention of land and water
pollution in its section 17(4) of the Act.
xii) Petroleum Act
This is the primary legislation on oil and gas activities in Nigeria. 18 Its principal focus is the
promotion of public safety and environmental protection. By virtue of section 9(1)(b), it is
authorized to make regulations on the operations for the prevention of air and water pollution.
The combined provisions of sections 17(1)(6) 23, 25 and 27 are geared towards protecting
public safety. It forbids licensees from using land within fifty yards of any building, dam,
reservoir and public road as well as cutting of trees in forest reserves. The Act also provides
that reasonable measures must be taken to prevent water pollution. .

xiii) Criminal Code Act
The Criminal Code19 contains provisions for the prevention of public health hazards and for
environmental protection. Sections 245-248 of Act deal with offences ranging from water
fouling to the use of noxious substances within the environment.

14

Cap E9 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
Cap S4 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
16
Cap E17, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
17
Cap O7, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
18
Cap P10, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
19
Cap C38, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
15
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In sum, although the above legal framework seeks to curb environmental abuse in Nigeria,
however, gross environmental abuse continues unabated.20

1.3.2. Applicable Theories of Liability for the Protection of the Environment

1.3. 2.1

Nuisance

In normal parlance, the word nuisance is used to describe any source of inconvenience or
annoyance. Under English law which forms part of the sources of Nigerian law,21 nuisance
generally means anything which annoys, hurts or is offensive. This may manifest itself in
various forms, such as fumes, air or water pollution, obnoxious smell amongst a host of other
offensive acts.
The tort of nuisance can be divided into two: private and public nuisance. Private nuisance is
defined as an unreasonable interference with a person's right over wholesomeness of land due
to emission of dust, offensive smell, fumes or noise, air or water and effluents.22 Whereas,
public nuisance is defined as an unreasonable interference with a general right of the public
by any of the above mentioned methods.23 The primary difference between private and public
nuisance lies in the remedies sought. Public nuisance is both a tort and a crime. In situations
where the actions of the defendant are causing a substantial and unreasonable interference
with a (claimant’s) land or his use or enjoyment of that land, this is designated as private
nuisance.24 However, where it materially affects the reasonable comfort and convenience of
life of substantial or generality of the people, such is regarded as public nuisance.25

1.3.2.2 Negligence
Negligence as a doctrine of law emerged sometime towards the end of 18th century. The
doctrine is premised on the ground that a defendant ought to be liable for being reckless in his
or her act or omission, particularly where a foreseeable injury is occasioned. In essence the
20

See Kefas Mamman for a Synopsis of Laws and Regulations on the Environment in Nigeria available at
https://www.academia.edu/32360618/A_SYNOPSIS_OF_LAWS_AND_REGULATIONS_ON_THE_ENVIRO
NMENT_IN_NIGERIA accessed on 29/4/2019.
21
The English law which formed part of the sources of law in Nigeria consist of: common law, the doctrine of
equity, statutes of general application in force in England on January 1 1900.
22
See Kodilinye and Aluko, The Nigerian Law of Torts (Spectrum Books Limited, Ibadan) p. 92.
23
Ibid, at 94.
24
For further readings see D.R. Howarth and J.A. O’Sullivan (2002); Hepple, Howarth and Matthews’ Tort:
Cases and Materials (Butterworths London, Edinburgh, Dublin) p. 784.
25
See the following cases: St Helen's Smelting Co v Tipping (1865) HL. Cas 642, Hunter v Canary Wharf Ltd
(1997) AC, Hasley v Esso Petroleum Co Ltd (1961) 2 All E.R. 145. See generally Olusegun Yerokun (2015)
Casebook On Law of Tort (Comment and Cases) (Lagos, Princeton & Associates Publishing Company Ltd)
Chap. 13.
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defendant must exercise "care" in his dealings in order to avoid causing damage to his
neighbour failing which he will be legally liable. Negligence has been defined by Lord
Wright as follows:

In strict legal analysis, negligence means more than heedless or careless conduct,
whether in omission or commission; it properly connotes the complex concept of
duty, breach and damage thereby suffered by the person to whom the duty was
owing.26
The principle of negligence was extended in the case of Donoghue v Stevenson,27 where Lord
Atkin stated that:
The rule that you are to love neighbour becomes, in law, you must not injure your
neighbour; and the lawyer's question, 'who is my neighbour?' receives a restricted
reply you must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you can
reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour. Who then in law is my
neighbour? The answer seems to be persons who are so closely and directly affected
by my acts that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplations as being so
affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which are called in
question.
In an action for damages for negligence, the plaintiff must prove the following essential
elements: the existence of a duty of care owed to the plaintiff by the defendant; 28 breach of
the duty of care29by the defendant30and damage suffered by the plaintiff as a result of the
breach by the defendant of that duty of care.31

1.3.2.3 Strict Liability Principle
The rule of strict liability was evolved by Blackburn, J in the year 1868 in the case of
Rlylands v Fletcher.32 This rule provides that a person who for his own purpose brings on to
his land, collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes must keep it at
his peril and, if he fails to do so, he or she is prima facie liable for the damage which is the
natural consequence of its escape. The liability under this rule is strict and it is no defence

26

Lochgelly Iron & Coal Co. v. McMullan (1934) A.C. 1 at p. 25.
(1932) A.C. 562 at p. 597.
28
See the case of Societe Bancaire (Nig) Ltd v De Llunch (2005) All FWLR (Pt 242) p. 430.
29
See the case of Osemobor v Niger Biscuit Co Ltd (1973) 7 CCHC J 71.
30
See D.R. Howarth and J.A O’Sullivan (op cit) Chap. 2.
31
See the following Nigerian cases, Edok-EterMandilas Ltd v Ale (1985) 3 NWLR (Pt. 11) 43; Okeowo v
Sanyaolu (1986) 2 NWLR (Pt. 23) 471; Agbonmagbe Bank Ltd v. G.B. Ollivant Ltd (1961) 1 ANLR 116;
Mercantile Bank Nig. Ltd v Abusomwan (1986) 2 NWLR (Pt. 22) 270.
32
(1868) LR 3 HL 330.
27
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that the things escaped without that person's willful act, default or neglect or even that he had
no knowledge of its existence.33

However, the rule of strict liability is subject to the following exceptions: act of God (e.g.
flood or earthquake); act of third party (e.g. sabotage); plaintiff's own fault; plaintiff's
consent; natural use of the land by the defendant and statutory authority.

The doctrine or rule of strict liability is very useful in cases of environmental pollution,
particularly in those cases where the harm is caused by the leakage of hazardous substance.
Two conditions must be satisfied for this rue to apply. First, there must be non-natural use of
the land. Second, there must be an escape from the land of something which is likely to cause
some harm or mischief it if escapes.34

1.3.2.4 Trespass
The tort of trespass deals with intentional or negligent direct interference with personal or
proprietary rights without lawful excuse. The tort of trespass is actionable per se and there is
no need to show damages as a result of the trespass. The tort of trespass to land consist of the
following acts: entering upon land in possession of the plaintiff or claimant or remaining
upon such land or placing or projecting any object in each case without lawful justification.35

2.0

Appraisal of Existing Legal Principles and Theories of Liability

The above discourse is a summary of existing theories of liability and some of the applicable
legal frame work in existence to curb environmental abuse in Nigeria. Nigeria has had its
own fair share of environmental abuse and this has had serious negative economic and social
effects on the environment. Of significant importance was the Koko town incident in 1988.
One of the town resident was paid $100 a month for the storage of 18,000 drums of
hazardous waste from Italy in Koko, a town located in the Niger-Delta part of Nigeria, an
incident which caused serious health hazards.36

For further readings see D.R. Howarth and J.A. O’Sullivan (op cit) p. 820.
See the UNEP Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland available at https://www.shell.com.ng; See also D.R.
Howarth and J.A. O’Sullivan (op cit) at p. 820.
35
See R.F.V. Heuston and R.A. Buckley (1996); Salmond and Heuton on the Law of Tort (Sweet and Maxwell
21st edn), p.40.
36
See https://timeline.com>koko-nigeria-italy. Accessed on 29/4/2019.
33
34
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The continued abuse of the environment in Nigeria is not due to non- existence of appropriate
legal mechanisms to prevent such incidents; but principally, due to the fact that the traditional
principles of liability in environmental pollution cases such as the strict liability rule, tort of
nuisance, trespass and negligence are enmeshed with legal technicalities and complexities
when it comes to litigation bordering on environmental infractions, overtly unsatisfactory and
undermine the legal rights of the inhabitants of pollution-prone areas to enjoy a safe, or
healthy environment. This has served as one of the major causes for the continued abuse of
the environment. For instance, to establish the burden of proof in environmental abuse, would
be claimants must adduce highly scientific and technical environmental evidence. However,
most victims of environmental abuse do not have adequate financial resources to engage in
such venture, whereas the violators or perpetrators of environmental abuse, which greatly
affect the environment in most cases are big multi-national companies are endowed with
abundant resources to prosecute such cases.
Also, the amount stipulated as fines or sentences in the provisions of existing legislations and
regulations are ridiculously low and not punitive enough to deter the continued abuse of the
environment. For instance a penalty or fine of N2,000.00 per day for a violation under the Oil
in Navigable Waters Act37 is easily affordable to a big multinational oil company. This
amount is not comparable to the damage done to the environment generally; while the benefit
derived from the abuse outweighs the amount of fine imposed on the violator.
Aside from the above, we have had instances where alleged polluters adduce the defence of
malicious act of third parties' to escape liability. For instance, the cause of oil spills is laid on
the activities of saboteurs who engage in oil bunkering, and intentional pipeline vandalism. It
is noteworthy that such defences are cognizable under both common law and extant statutory
schemes on environmental liability in Nigeria.38

Closely related to the above is the fact that those saddled with the responsibility of enforcing
the provisions of existing legal mechanisms compromise their positions and thereby
rendering those laws in-effective. In addition, the judicial process has indirectly aided such
compromise as a result of the slow pace of judicial processes in the country, although very
recently, pro-active efforts had been taken to ameliorate this situation.
37
38

Cap O6, Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.
See Oil Pipelines Act 2004 S. 11(5) (c).
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The above shortcomings inherent in the existing legal regime and common law principle cast
doubt on the effectiveness/ efficacy of extant legal provisions in curbing or reducing the spate
of environmental abuse which prevalence seems to be on the increase. This has therefore
make it imperative to advocate the need for early childhood environmental education as a
catalyst towards achieving a sustainable environment in Nigeria rather than relying solely on
legal mechanism in ensuring and safeguarding the safety of environment for the upcoming
generation and also meet the target of the sustainable development goals of 2015-2030.

3.0 Early (Childhood) Education in Nigeria

This segment will briefly examine the position of early childhood education in Nigeria.

Education has been identified as best hope of humanity and the most effective way in the
quest to achieve sustainable future for humankind.39 The idea of promoting the attainment of
a sustainable environment through childhood education is not a new development. The
United Nations championed the course of achieving a sustainable environment through
education between 2005-2014. A conference on the role of early childhood education for a
sustainable society was held in Goteborg Sweden in May 2007 where delegates from sixteen
countries contributed a diversity of experiences, perspectives and insights on the importance
and role of early education on sustainable development.40

Early childhood education is traceable to the efforts of prominent European education experts
who championed the right of children to early education such as John Amos Comenius
(1590-1690), J.J. Rosseau (1788-1872) and Fredrich Froebel (1751-1782).41 Their efforts
have equally been supported by prominent educationists in Nigeria such as Fafunwa A.B. and
Maduewesi E.L42 who advocated good early education to help students develop their full
potentials. It is a starting point for the development of a child and the key foundation of
Nigerian Educational system.

39

See The UNESCO report on Education for Sustainable Development available at
https://en.unesco.org>themes>education accessed on 29/4/2019.
40
Infra fn. 6.
41
See Nkechi Obiweluozor “Early Childhood Education in Nigeria, Policy Implementation: Critique and A way
forward” African Journal of Teacher Education Vol. 4. No. 4 (Fall 2014/Spring) P. 2 2015.
42
Ibid
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The Nigerian National Policy on Education43 stipulates that early education curriculum
should be included in the main stream education. It is noted that while the government is not
directly involved in the establishment of facilities such as day care centers and nursery
schools, it maintains oversight functions which can be summarised as follows: (a) effecting a
smooth transmission from the home to the school; (b) preparing the child for the primary
level of education; (c) providing adequate care and supervision for the children while their
parents are at work; (d) inculcating in the child the spirit of enquiry and creativity through the
exploration of nature, environment, art and music and playing with toys; (e) developing a
sense of co-operation and team spirit; inculcating social norms; learning good habits,
especially good health habits; and (f) finally, teaching rudiments of numbers, letters, colours,
shapes, forms etc. through play.44

The policy guideline to achieve these objectives contained in the guideline can be
summarized as follows: to establish pre-primary sections in existing public schools and
encourage both community and private efforts in the provision of pre-primary education;
provision in teacher education programmes for specialization in early childhood pre-primary
education; to ensure that the medium of instruction is principally the mother tongue or the
language of the immediate community, to ensure that the main method of teaching at this
level shall be through play and that the curriculum of teacher education is oriented to achieve
this; to regulate and control the operation of pre-primary education, and monitor minimum
standard for early childhood centres in the country; and to ensure full participation of
government communities and teacher associations in the running and maintenance of early
childhood education facilities.45

4.0. Early (Childhood) Environmental Education: Catalyst to Environmental
Sustainability

While the policy guideline and objectives of early childhood education lays proper
foundation for early education, it failed to recognise the importance of early education in the
area of environmental sustainability and also make provision for it in Nigeria. Introduction of
early education of children in this area will equip the future generation with background
43

See (FRN, 2012)
Federal Republic of Nigeria (2012). National Policy on Education (4 th Ed.) Lagos; NERCDC Press.
45
Ibid.
44
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knowledge of environmental importance, and having realized its importance at that tender
age, they will be conscious of the implication of undermining the environment. By the time
they take charge of the reigns of affairs in the country they will shun all acts which may lead
to non-enforcement of existing legal mechanism and also will not compromise any attempt to
put the safety of the environment into jeopardy.

It must be noted that the young ones will, in future, bear the worsened and broadened
consequences of our actions and inactions on sustainability related issues.

It

is

therefore

important

that

early

childhood

education

with

pedagogy

and

curriculum/scheme of work covering environmental sustainability should be introduced at the
pre-age level in Nigeria. This will contribute positively to the sustainability of the
environment and also reduce the spate of abuse. It must be stated that the early years of every
human being’s life are the most favourable ones for developing the attitudes and values that
form the basis of their personalities and way of behaviour in life. Consequently, the structure
of values and attitudes built on the early years are strong and permanent for the entire life of
an individual.46 It determines ethical and moral behavior throughout life. As a result of this,
coupled with the fact that the class of the present children are the adults of the future, it is
important that they must be carried along now.

It has also been acknowledged that children are emotionally attracted and sensitive to nature
and its elements – animals, plants, flowers, the phenomenon of fire, water, the land wind
etc.47 Therefore if we want adults in the next generation to respect nature and care for the
planet, it is necessary that the present generation inculcate in the young ones values and
learning which will make them respect and value the environment. In view of this, it is
incumbent on government and politicians to acknowledge the importance of early childhood
in building a sustainable environment in Nigeria.

It is unfortunate however that this sensitive sector of education is left in the hands of private
individuals, majority of whose interest are driven by profit to be made from such venture.
While one is not unmindful that the solution to environmental issues are very complex, since
46
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it involves social, cultural and environmental solutions, all stake holders must embrace early
education in the area of environmental sustainability, rather than relying solely on the
provisions of the law. The foundational role played by early childhood education, with
curriculum on environmental sustainably will teach up-coming young ones on how to do
away with unsustainable behaviour such as water wastage, giving up some bad habits
(randomly throwing away rubbish), refusal to recycle some wastes, failure to create a
democratic environment and refusal to respect individual differences amongst a host of other
values that will promote the safety of the environment.
Finally the obligation to obey existing laws promulgated for the safety of the environment
will be paramount to these children when they are fully grown and all acts of sabotage and
compromise militating against adequate enforcement will be shunned and no longer tolerated,
since they appreciate the importance of the environment.

5. 0. Conclusion
The above discourse though cast some doubt on the efficacy of the existing legal framework
and theories of liability to curb environmental abuse in Nigeria. It has however canvassed for
the introduction of early childhood education in the area of environmental sustainability as
catalyst towards achieving a sustainable environment in Nigeria rather than relying solely on
existing legal mechanism and framework. It is however important to reiterate the fact that
government should not only perform oversight functions in this regard, but should devote
resources and collaborate with private individuals operating in this sector.
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Big Data Enabled Smart Transportation in China
Potential for decarbonisation

Thea Marie Valler
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), thea.m.valler@ntnu.no

Abstract
Addressing the drawbacks of mass automobilism is becoming increasingly pressing in Chinese megacities. Big Data enabled
smart transport systems emerges as lucrative solutions for municipal governments, requiring little impact on daily activities
and relatively low physical infrastructure investments. As an increasing number of municipalities are looking to smarten their
transportation networks, new business strategies are opening up for home grown ICT-giants. Government actors, on the other
hand, regard data generated by these companies as highly valuable, which in some instances leave these companies with little
choice to share data with the public sector. The ICT giants´ entry and heavy investment of the transport sector is thereby a
recent development within Chinese policy making, with a potential to be powerful driving force for the future of transport in
China. This shift also entails potential to shift responsibilities over to the public sector for public transport mapping and
development. In particular, ICT enabled “City Brains” will be investigated through document analysis and qualitative
interviews with involved actors in both the public and private sector. Companies such as the near-monopolistic ride-hailing
company Didi Chuxing, and ICT-giant Alibaba will be of particular interest, as they have a close collaboration with local
governments. The study takes an exploratory approach seeking to map key aspects of this new mode of governance,
questioning the space for decarbonisation between corporate strategies and municipalities’ sociotechnical imaginary and
increasing population control. Focusing on actor’s motivations, ambitions and formulation and prioritization of environmental
indicators, analyzed on the backdrop of sustainability transitions. The paper is informed by literature within Science and
Technology Studies, and also contributes to the timely increase in non-Western empirical contributions to the field.
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Economy: A case study of the Humber region, UK
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Abstract
Building a circular economy, to maximise the economic usage of and minimise waste from resources, is currently a high policy
priority in the EU, and a strong feature of the recent UK waste and resources strategy. The circular economy is a ‘joined up’
approach to resource use, considering upstream influences (e.g., product design), rather than simply tackling the effects of
resource misuse (e.g., waste and pollution). With momentum gained from the highly publicised impacts of plastic pollution
especially on the marine environment, a circular economy approach is being promoted as a solution to what is now articulated
as a ‘plastics problem’. Attempting to apply a circular economy approach to address the use of plastics applies reaching a
level of implicit or explicit agreement between a wide range of stakeholders involved in the design, use, re-use and recovery
of not just plastics products, but of plastics themselves. Transdisciplinarity is a widely used approach to sustainability research
that draws on non-academic stakeholders in the design stages of research. In this paper we report on the early stages of a
project attempting to build stakeholder views into a highly multidisciplinary project which incorporates chemical and chemical
engineering research as well as a range of social science approaches. Our transdisciplinary approach draws on a series of
workshops. These begun with an initial workshop to build connections and understanding within the project team (in total
more than 25 individuals), which was facilitated by a representative of ISDRS. We are progressing to workshops with nonacademic project partners including manufacturers, retailers and industry associations. These events are designed to gain an
appreciation of the needs of plastics users, within the technical constraints of the laboratory-based research. In this paper we
review the process of engagement and reflect on the challenges arising from differences in language and communication.
Keywords: Circular economy, plastics, communication, transdisciplinary
* Now at University of Sheffield
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Challenges of Primate Cities in Indonesia
Legal Issues on Infrastructure Development to Realize Integrated Connectivity
and integrated in the Urban Areas.
Maret Priyanta
Faculty of Law, Universitas Padjadjaran, maret.priyanta@unpad.ac.id

Abstract
Infrastructure development is a priority in the national development of Indonesia. Development of
integrated center of activity supported by buffer area became Government policy direction supporting
Indonesia in its planning area. Bandung city as one of the provincial capital developed into a center of
development activities and directly support the Indonesia's capital of Jakarta. In 2008 the Bandung
metropolitan area was designated as a national strategic area, with the city of Bandung as the primate
cities include urban activity centers, such policies encourage a variety of infrastructure development such
as connectivity area of the airport and port, as well as the construction of railways to support the mobility
of the population and commodity both in the area of Bandung Megacity area between particularly the
nation's capital so that the burden of Capital be reduced. The construction of infrastructure in Indonesia
must meet various requirements and conditions in various legislation. Spatial plans to become the most
important instrument in any development activity, consequently any activities should be planned and
specified in the spatial plan including the allocation of spaces and the direction of its development.
This research is research with a legal perspective, so the main questions have to be formulated in the form
of normative, what the law ought to be, although its scope includes areas outside the law as infrastructure,
environmental and spatial planning. This research uses the approach of normative and empirical juridical
at once. The combination of the two approaches is important because research can contain two principal
characteristics, i.e., logic and empirical observation. Specifically for empirical research approach,
respondents are determined based on research purposes.
The key to a spatial plan is in the process of planning. The application of the principle of alignment as well
as community participation including identification of the impact of planning on the environment must
be identified in the planning process. The challenge for developing Countries such as Indonesia are likely
to be in the process of the implementation of the spatial plan defined considering the conflict of authority
between the Central Government and the regions, instead of the functionality the potentially damaging
the environment as well as political law which tend to emphasize economic interests. In the short term,
the key to Sustainable Infrastructure Development in Indonesia is the Government's policy to encourage
second-tier cities to be developed to reduce the burden of primate cities that already exist with the
determination of plan layout sustainable spaces.
Keywords: planning, law, spatial, infrastructure, urban

1.

Introduction
The development of the cities in Indonesia in the last decade experienced a significant increase. In
General, most urban areas developed in the area of the city, while in the urban districts, flourished in
the Central Administration of the Government. In the legal system of Indonesia, there is a difference
in terminology between the cities with urban areas, and rural area with regent. The city and County
is the terminology that is used to indicate the territory boundaries with administrative authorities,
while the urban and rural area is functional with the terminology of environmental approaches and
activities.
Jakarta City designated as the capital of Indonesia. Government, institutions, and representatives of
foreign countries based in the city of Jakarta. Selection of Jakarta as a primate city has historically
chosen before 1945 independence Jakarta, which is known as "Batavia" developed as a center of
administration and economy of Indonesia. In support of the 56th Government, Jakarta City area was
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designated as a "Special Area" with the provincial form of Government headed by a Governor.
Specificity in a different system of Government with other provinces is the position of the city in
Jakarta who only serves administrative and have no function in politics with consideration to better
safeguard the stability of the security.
Supporting functions as the nation's capital, Jakarta in addition to developing the Central Government,
the center of the national economy, Commerce and services. Ease of access and infrastructure
supporting the activities of the Government being the main thing, so that construction of
infrastructure priority by the Government. It encouraged urbanization of the population into the cities
of Jakarta, an increasing population led to the provision of infrastructures and means supporters of
the increasingly improved. Need housing and settlements as well as network access road is needed.

Since the beginning of its development, since 1619, Jakarta can not be realized without the support
developing surrounding area, in the year 1966, Governor of Jakarta, Ali Sadikit initiating development
of DKI Jakarta with the concept Jakarta-Bogor-Tanggerang-Bekasi (Jabotabek) through a Planning
Approach of its Absorption Capacity for New Settlements within the Jakarta Metropolitan Region. In
the process, the concept of the expanded area of Jakarta supporters to region Bogor, Depok, Bekasi,
Tangerang, Cianjur and Puncak as one Metropolitan area currently known as ' Jabodetabekpunjur '.
Ini with rapid development, emerging environmental problems that occur in General in the country
who were identified on environmental problems of population, pollution, poverty and policy
(Danusaputro: 2001) and the the complex is primarily the provision of water, waste, transportation,
employee administration, settlement and social.

Figure 1. Jabodetabekpunjur Metropolitan Area
The problems of water management in Jakarta have been experienced since the beginning of its
development. At the time of the Batavia canals built to cope with the problem of DOS flooding that has
yet to be resolved optimally. In 1922, De Haan made the report that mentions one of the causes of the
floods is deforestation in the upper reaches of the Ciliwung River has led to a rise in the face of the
water in the River, (Adikesuma: 2015). Upstream Ciliwung River is located on the plateau of Mount
Gede Pangrango, mountains and the area on the border of Counties Summit, Bogor and Cianjur. This
led to the reliance of the region against Jakarta or the surrounding area.
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Limitations of land in Jakarta that caused problems in the form of waste management. The pattern of
settlement waste matter generated in Jakarta is currently still with a pattern of cooperation between
regions by sending trash Jakarta sent to other cities, namely Jakarta. The open pattern of dumping in
its management raises environmental problems. Conflicts and disputes arising from the location of
the landfill garbage in the early planning is not yet adapted to the selection criteria and in the
implementation of the operations is not yet standard waste processing technology applies and does
not consider the public perception around. In addition, the ways in which it is used have resulted in
environmental problems, such as lindi (leachate) which polluted bodies of water, a puff of smoke,
odors and flies often interfere with the surrounding environment. (Mulyadin, etc: 2018)

Transport, social settlements are main problems in Jakarta cause by urbanization every day to Jakarta
causing the density and time travel in the city of Jakarta. Restrictions on vehicles with odd-numbered
plates for Division vehicles every day to get into certain areas imply in Jakarta. (Limantara, etc: 2017).
The policy extends to the territory of the city of Jakarta and the town of Miri, where the highway
towards the city of Jakarta also gained limited.
The complexity of the problems in the city of Jakarta which the basic principle of supporting the main
function as the nation's capital since the beginning of its development to this day continue to do
refinements and improvements. Cooperation with surrounding cities became a top priority, the
burden of population urbanization began to spread to the region continue to be developed. The
metropolitan area of policy imply with the construction of the Light Rail Transit (LRT) and the corridor
to be built since the cross-region from the 2018 (1) Cawang – Cibubur, (2) Cawang – Kuningan – Dukuh
Atas, (3) Cawang – Bekasi Timur, (4) Dukuh Atas – Senayan, (5) Cibubur – Bogor, and (6) Palmerah –
Bogor (KPPIP: 2018)
The existence of the international port and international airport in the region of DKI Jakarta caused
traffic load transport into and out of Jakarta to become gain weight. The industrial area is generally
located in the outskirts of Jakarta, Bekasi, among others, Kawarang, Purwakarta that have
administrative region of West Java requires infrastructure infrastructure, so that the city of Bandung
as the capital of the province of Java The West developed extensively in support of the nation's capital.
Mobility between regions those are no longer limited to the region of jabodetabekpunjur. In the year
2017 to support mobility of population in particular (especially the service sector workers)
Government doing the construction of Railways in Jakarta, Bandung, where infrastructure
development project is initially hampered due to the determination of the location of the the project
is not planned in the spatial plan good, national, provincial and Regency/municipality whose territory
that would be crossed by the project. (Triyono, Dupla: 2017)
The realization of the development of the city of Bandung as the Centre of growth that directly
supports the nation's capital in the make it work and the determination of the spatial plan of the Urban
Area of Bandung basin, which covers an area of Bandung, Bandung Regency, Cimahi West Bandung
Regency, Sumedang. In addition to connecting the two growth Centre, Bandung metropolitan area
grew and became a major supporter of the new capital of the country.
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Figure 2. The Bandung Basin (Metropolitan) Area

The project plan is the embodiment of infrastructure development for Integrated Connectivity
experience constraints related laws and conditions in Indonesia. Some of the problems related
thereto, among others: the Union, the issue of the relationship of authority between the Central
Government, provinces and Kabupaten/kota, second, spatial Issues related the role and position of
spatial plan in the construction of infrastructure, the third, the issue of environment related changes
function area on the location of infrastructure development activities, and a fourth, the issue of land
rights related site infrastructure development.

2.

Methods
This research uses the juridical normative legal research methods. (Soekanto, Mamudji: 1994,139).
Descriptive analytical method used with the approach of a comprehensive whole (holistic). Research
pattern a thorough legal terakit against intact environment, spatial and infrastructure pembanguna
with specially pay attention to and take account of the conditions and requirements of a typical
perikehidupan in Indonesia in the framework of the national system. (Munadjat: 2001,2). The primary
legal materials are legal materials obtained directly from authorized sources are published, either in
the form of legislation and jurisprudence.
The analysis is done using the method of legal interpretation (Hartono: 1994.152) against the data and
information obtained with reference to principle and norms in force in the community. In the process
of analysis is examined with attention to current problems (ius constitutum) and the expected form
(ius constituendum) against the gap between das sain and das solen.
First, Research Analyzes on legal principles against the norms of the law. Research on principles is a
philosophical research and contain elements of the ideal of the law, second, studies on systematics of
law with reference to the law and the events associated with this legislation, third, research on degrees
of vertical and horizontal synchronization, in which to reveal the extent to which a particular
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matching legislation, by doing an inventory of related regulations, fourth, the comparison is done by
Law see its elements are primarily legal structure, substance and culture law, Comparative law with
regard to positive law and practice in other countries and the fifth, legal history with the method of
identification of the stages of the development of the law.

Table 1. Variable, Indicator dan Method Parameter
Variable
Basic Legal Considerations, a.
concepts,
theory
and b.
philosophy
The
legal
system
of a.
environment and Spatial
b.
Infrastructure
Development

3.

Indicator
Legal norm
vertical
and
horizontal
synchronization
Systematics of law
vertical
and
horizontal
synchronization
a. Legal Events
b. Compataive law

Parameter
Policies and regulations in
Infrastructure Development
synchronization
instruments
penaatan and law enforcement
fields of spatial
Influence or impact on the
renewal of the national legal
system

Results and Discussion
Infrastructure Developmenta and Spatial Planning Law Conception in Indonesia
Infrastructure development became a key element in encouraging an increase in the quality of life of
the community. Infrastructure (infrastructure) everything is the main support in this process.
Infrastructure linkages with development questions, Rémy Prud’homme state “It is a space-shrinker,
it enlarges markets, and operates like the lowering of trade barriers. In urban areas, it can be shown
that infrastructure contributes to enlarge the effective size of the labor market and of the goods or
ideas markets, thus increasing productivity and output.” (Rémy Prud’homme:2004).
In principle an infrastructure geared to meet the needs of human life. Jochimsen stated definition of
infrastructure as the sum of the material, institutional and personal data and facilities which are
available to the economic agents and which contribute to realizing the equalization of the
remuneration of comparable inputs in the case of a suitable allocation of resources and is a complete
integration and maximum level of economic activities. That view is in line with the view that stating
that Buhr Infrastructure has the function of rendering possible the opening and development of the
economic agents ' activities. It puts into action the potentialities of economic units for the benefit of
society (Torrisi, 2009).
Buhr classifying human needs include: physical requirements and social requirements, as for the
physical requirements include Water (reservoirs, pipes, irrigation facilities), Warmth (generation
plants, coal mines), Light (generation plants, pipelines), Health (hospitals, sewerage systems)
protection against nature, shelter (houses, buildings) and social requirements include Security
(public buildings, police stations), information (telecommunication facilities, post offices), education
(kindergartens, schools, universities, research institutions, libraries), mobility (roads, highways,
Tracks, train stations, airports, Ports), environmental protection (water purification filters,
waterworks). (Torrisi, 2009).
In line with the view that the fulfillment category Buhr in Indonesia expressed as development
activities for the "public interest" which is defined as the interest of the nation, State, and society
should be realized by the Government and use the maximum prosperity for the people. (Art. 1 point
6th Law 2:2012) where in the arranged, the State can revoke individual rights over land through land
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procurement mechanisms for development for the benefit of the public. In ekplistit the kinds of
infrastructure is set firmly in the law to avoid the arbitrary actions of the State. One important aspect
is arranged in "site activity" development must be planned in advance in the spatial plan (art. 7 Law
2:2012).
Infrastructure development challenges not only on penyediannya, but the quality of being one of the
fundamental. Wipplinger menyatakan bahwa “quality”, as a paradigm not only quality of product
but included the quality of services, total quality and quality of life. For each aspect is necessary to
meet the requirements for its further development and enabling of the realization of the goal - a
higher level of quality, observed in the broadest sense. All the participants taking part in that create
a quality infrastructure. (Moljevic, 2016).
In the development of infrastructure to support development activities in particular urban areas,
social mobility in the form of requirements to provide support usage of roads by cars, buses, trucks,
tracks by trains, airports by airplanes, ports by ships in the form of roads, highways, Tracks, train
stations a priority development to support connectivity between regions in support of the activities
of the Government. The capital of Indonesia, Jakarta is the area that is the seat of Government at once
the center of trade and services, so that the load and the mobility needs of the community into the
headlines.
Primate cities according to Jefferson was once city is larger than any other in its country, this mere
fact ani it gives impetus to grow that cannot affect any other city and it draw early from all of them
in character as well as in size ... it becomes the primate city. (Reed: 1972). Jakarta as Indonesia's
capital is the largest urban area in Indonesia. In contrast to some countries which separates between
the Central Government and the Center for business and economics, Jakarta grew into national
economic development centre Indonesia. A huge burden to support and facilitate national cause
needs mobility transportation by cars, buses, trucks, by trains for traffic trades and services into the
primary needs.
The Jakarta development requires the support of surrounding area become the inevitability.
Remember in the end the choice neighborhoods that are outside of the city of Jakarta causing massive
urbanisation every day to get in and out of Jakarta, it is also influenced by the high price of land
especially in what lies in the city Jakarta. Dynamics in urban areas in Indonesia, due to the
development strategy made during this emphasis on economic growth compared with sustainable
development. (Tjiptoherijanto: 1999) This resulted in spatial planning in a country growing as
Indonesia is carried out by a top down approach to safeguard the interests of a primate city.
Combes believed that firms are more productive in larger cities on average because of two main
reasons. Firstly, intense competition in big cities only let those enterprises with the highest
productivity survive, and low productivity firms are removed. The second reason is economic costs
of integration in large cities that increase productivity by an expanding interactions between people
and firms. These factors increase firms ' willingness to inhibit in larger cities. (Maqsoodpoor, 2016).
Jakarta City is experiencing a problem that is no different, so the development into the region around
became an urgent necessity.
Currently, Jakarta set to be a special region province. (Law 29:2007), the political situation is
maintained for stable to make Jakarta as a province does not have a district/city independent
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politically autonomous region in concept, but has a city and County that only helps in administrative.
This is intended so that a stable political situation and security in Jakarta as the capital of the country.
The issue of the transfer of the capital already diiniasi decades, but discussions are still around what
dipindakan Jakarta as the seat of Government or Jakarta as a Metropolitan City. It is the transfer of
the capital of Indonesia until now still sebagat discourse.
In 2007, the Government of Indonesia set a Law 26/2007 as a legal basis in the planning space in
Indonesia. The main considerations that national and international policies are demanding
enforcement of the principle of integration, sustainability, democracy, legal certainty, and justice in
the framework of the Organization of spatial as well as due to the existence of a limited space and
lack of understanding of the people of the importance of structuring space. In principle, based on the
European Commission (1997), "Spatial planning refers to the methods used largely by the public
sector to influence the future distribution of activities in space. It is undertaken with the aims of
creating a more rational organisation of territorial land uses and the linkages between them, to
balance demands for development with the need to protect the environment, and to achieve social
economic objectives. (Dallhammer, etc: 2018).
Its application in Indonesia in line with the view that embraces the spatial planning measures to coordinate the spatial impacts of other sectoral policies, to achieve a more even distortion of economic
development between regions than would otherwise be created by market forces, and to regulate the
conversion of land and property, which uses. Spatial emphasis on transparency, effectiveness, and
consummated so as participatory spaces that are safe, comfortable, productive, and sustainable. But
one of the specificities and care planning in areas of Indonesia where geographically Indonesia
disaster-prone regions are on so that the required structuring of space-based disaster mitigation in
an effort to improve safety and the comforts of life and livelihood.
Strengthening the spatial arrangements since the year 2007 can be seen from the various legal
instruments which are quite dominate the arrangements, spatial plan slowly play an important role
for the entire resource utilization activities. The process of structuring space starting from the
planning process produces spatial plan to control use of space dominated by the essence of penaatan
and law enforcement into a governing instrument to prevent damage to the environment.
The position of spatial plans in Indonesia currently has changed the paradigm in the protection and
management of the environment that had more emphasis and priority to the process of analysis of
the environmental impact as the main instrument in the process of get started experiencing the
shifting environment permits, cases related environment and development related and even
constrained by the spatial plan. Spatial plans as a legal instrument to function effectively as a
controller in many cases the utilization of resources in Indonesia within 5 (five) years. Government
policy in the construction of various infrastructure developments throughout Indonesia which in
practice require the determination of the location should be regulated or listed in the spatial plan.
Spatial planning issues related to infrastructure development always starts with's dilemma between
economic and ecological interests. This causes any development must still consider the environment
in its application. The conception of green infrastructure according to Benedict and MacMahon is has
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its origin in two basic concepts, namely the establishment of connections between green spaces and
parks, in order to benefit populations and biodiversity preservation through the delineation of the
corridors of habitat fragmentation counterpoint. (Arvela, etc: 2017). In line with the spatial
arrangements in Indonesia, that seoptimal might be attempted in planning emphasise the importance
of ecological function protected areas approach above economic interests.
Indonesia as the country's legal activity causes the entire Country in order to realize the goals of the
country cannot loose the basis and legal norms. In conditions of a country that is building, the law
should be able to play a role not only a short-term solution, but also the long term. It encourages the
development of legal construction that provides the scientific justification of the position document
of the plan in the national legal system of Indonesia.
Mochtar Kusumaatmadja declared legal theory conception of development as a manifestation of the
role of law in the construction of the law within the meaning of regulations as a tool in the renewal
communities (including government agencies) in connection with planning. Mochtar stated that one
of the difficulties faced from all legal update attempt the attitude and motion which usually covers
all matters concerned with the legal issues as well as prioritize areas neutral in the renewal of the
law in Indonesia. In line with the view of the Koentjoroningrat States that mental attitude most of the
Nations of Indonesia have not been suitable for development, as for the mental attitude is contains
two concepts, namely the cultural value system (cultural value system) and attitude (attitude).

Construction law in Indonesia has many linkages with community characteristics that affect the
development of the law of the Union are, among others, the characteristics of a heterogeneous
Indonesia law community as well as the diversity of the community, second, characteristics culture
of Indonesia law related legal tradition, owned and embraced the law society Indonesia, third,
characteristic of the philosophy of law of Indonesia in the form of a system of legal philosophy in the
crystallization of the lofty values of Nations namely Pancasila, fourth, characteristics of legal
education in Indonesia is related to less development of information systems and legal
documentation, the fifth, the characteristics of the concept of the law of Indonesia which is the idea
of the law by the law society and the legal concept of Indonesia set in Indonesia tends to concern the
concept of development, the sixth component characteristics, formation and related forms of legal
institutions, personnel and process of formation that affect the quality of the resulting legal products,
and seventh, the characteristics of the components of the organizers of the law in Indonesia related
roles and functions of the Executive and the judiciary in relation to law enforcement. Directly or
indirectly, the karaktersitik will affect the legal system developed in Indonesia including in relation
to development.

Infrastructure development policy in realizing Integrated Connectivity and integration in the
Urban Areas in Indonesia
The development of the urban area of Bandung meterolitan in support of the capital especially in
realizing connectivity urbanization began to concern the Government early in the year 2014 through
legal political development President Joko Widodo. Development of infrastructure which became the
primary concern of Government embodied by the preparation of various policies. Through the
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presidential Regulation number 3 of the year 2016 about national strategic Projects, the Government
set the construction of railways connecting Bandung – Jakarta, capital of Indonesia, in Jakarta, with
the city of Bandung as the capital of the province of Java West.
Construction of the project which is one of the solutions to public transportation gives rise to the pros
and cons in society related legal aspects and the environment. In line with the views of Navarro that
Public infrastructure, such as street pavement, has a major impact on the value of a home, which in
developing countries is perhaps the most important of household assets, and on durable-goods
consumption and vehicle ownership, important indicators of a household's well-being. Even more
importantly, we also found evidence that households must have access to the banking system in order
to fully benefit from infrastructure investments. If they do not, it is unlikely that infrastructure will
be transformed into credit use and the acquisition of durable goods. Finally, this paper illustrates
how a research collaboration with a municipal government can allow for an experimental analysis
of public-infrastructure provision. In that sense, our findings encourage the replication of
experimental infrastructure evaluations in other contexts. (Navarro, Domeque: 2010)
With the change of paradigm of setting plans in Indonesia, entire site activities must be prearranged
in the spatial plan. Development of a fast train from Jakarta, Bandung in the early inisiasinya in 2016
has not been previously planned in spatial plans at all levels to plan, among other things: the one, the
Government Regulation number 26 of the year 2008 about Spatial Plan The national territory, Both
Area Regulations, West Java province number 22 Year 2010 about Spatial Plan area of West Java
province and the third, Spatial Plan area of Kabupaten/kota (Bekasi, Karawang, Purwakarta, West
Bandung, Cimahi and Bandung ) which would be crossed by the project.
Strategic issues which are also of concern to the Government and the public is worrying the
occurrence of a negative impact on the environment resulting from a change of function spaces for
the benefit of the construction of the project. As for the identification of problems of spatial and
environmental impacts that could potentially violate some provisions of the legislation include:

Table 1. Potential Impact High Speed Train Jakatrta-Bandung
Section
(line)
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Area Location

Environmental and spatial Impact Identification
From
to

1st

D.K.I Jakarta (city)

the urban settlement area

2nd

Karawang – Bekasi
(Regent and City)

fixed production forest
area, forest area limited
production,
and
agricultural areas

3rd

Purwakarta

agricultural
areas,
mountainous areas prone
to faulting

residential development
permukinan, trade and
services

4th

Trase
Bandung
(Walini),

the area of plantations,
rural residents of the
settlement area, the area of
the estate, as well as the
resapan water

Transit
Oriented
Development on Walini
and the city of new
Walini (4270 hectares)

Kabupaten
Barat

the area of the railway
station
and
the
commercial area and
offices
Property
(luxury
residential apartments,
and the airport)

The change
of function
spaces
The change
of Intensity
in the area of
Cultivation
The
protected
area
be
cultivated
area
The
protected
area
be
cultivated
area
Changes the
intensity in
the area of
Cultivation
the
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Section
(line)

Area Location

5th

Trase Kota Cimahi,
Bandung
dan
Kabupaten Bandung,

Environmental and spatial Impact Identification
From
to

Defense
and
security
areas, agricultural areas
and water catchment areas
while
areas
(parking)
citarum River.

Transit
Oriented
Development,
housing
development
and
permukinan, trade and
services

The change
of function
spaces
cultivation
of
The
protected
area
be
cultivated
area

In the construction of the project, can be identified several strategic issues related to the law include:
The Union, the relationship between the authority of the Central Government, provinces and
regent/city. The Authority became one of the legal issues of concern considering Indonesia as a
State of law based on the Constitution seeks to ensure legal certainty and to protect the
community. In the era of regional autonomy in Indosia, authority be substantial given the crossborder regions in the construction of administrative building projects such as in fast-train Jakarta
Bandung active role and policy directions between mainsteaming the Central Government,
provinces and kabupaten/kota becomes the main things related in realizing infrastructure
development with bureaucratic approach.
Second, spatial Issues related to development of infrastructure is proving to be one of the
governing instrument in the entire space utilization activities in Indonesia. The law of spatial with
spatial plan as the basis for Government and private sector to conduct an activity in Indonesia has
changed the paradigm of that breaking the law is breaking the plan, especially the imposition of
sanctions on the Government, while permission doesn't match the spatial plans in the set. This
shows the role and position of spatial plan as an instrument of preventive main to prevent the
potential negative impact of the utilization of the space environment.
Third, environmental issues related changes function area on the location of infrastructure
development activities especially fast train from Jakarta, Bandung was a foregone conclusion
against the environmental permit is based on the analysis of the environmental impact Assesment
(EIA). A project worthy of the environment in Indonesia in principle must meet various
requirements either by technical, environmental and economic. At the beginning of its
construction, the environmental permits issued the Government questioned by many parties
because it published too quickly that the alleged impropriety of the project into the legal issues.
Based on environmental legislation, to scale the project, the time required to complete the
assessment process EIA was 6 months, but less than 1 month, permission based environment EIA
was published by the Government,
Fourthly, the issue of land rights related site infrastructure development into one of the
phenomena that occur in the project. Although most locations for arbitration was a fast train
project Jakarta Bandung using soil that is controlled by the State, but there are several locations
to do land acquisition by the individual or the community. Indonesia has had regulations for
pengadaaan land for development for public interest (Law 2:2010), where the construction of the
railway is claimed as "public interest" as one of the main requirement of the country to be able to
revoke the land rights dikuasi of the individual for the benefit of development, but a fairly long
process of determination until reparation indicated by implementation of such development will
be hindered.
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4.

Conclusions
Sustainable development in fact should put forward the Setup process in the sense of prevention.
Spatial plan as the basis for the determination of the location is in principle already can be early
if a filter events on the suitability of the spaces can be given approval or permission. The position
of the spatial plan of becoming an instrument early and important advance paradigm breaking is
a tort is seen in terms of the Government Publishing permits is not based on spatial plan. This
indicates a paradigm shift in the conception of plans in Indonesia, where plans are breaking the
law breaking.
In order to realize the development of infrastructure to support the nation's capital as a primate
cities, Government policy in Indonesia being one of the main aspects. Optimization of economic
and ecological interests remains a major issue in Indonesia. Environmental impact seems ruled
out for economic interests, but various attempts through regulation applied to the potential
negative impact of pemnfaatan space meminimalisi to the environment. The burden of the
nation's capital can basically supported by the area around with bureaucratic with approach and
planning, bearing in mind the conception of integration between sectors, between regions and
between the Authority becomes the principle in the spatial plan. Connectivity between areas of
alignment principle becomes an important factor to achieve alignment with the recognized the
autonomy of each region, but still give priority to common interests.
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Abstract
The circular economy is regarded as path for transitioning to a more sustainable economic system aiming to accomplish
sustainable development. One of the innovative business models frequently mentioned as important strategies in the transition
towards a CE are Product Service Systems (PSS), which intend to satisfy customer needs through the mix of tangible products
and services. Transitioning from manufacturing to service provision requires deep changes in the firms working and
communicating internally and externally. PSS is the result of a value co-creation process which requires close collaboration
with customers, producers and other key partners, through the whole life cycle of a product. In this line, the territory becomes
an important dimension for creating and maintaining relationships with consumers and the strategic partnerships. In addition,
the consideration of the territory enhances the understanding of the actual needs of the customers and consumers as well as
measuring the environmental and social impacts of the PSS value creation strategy. Through an analysis of a case study and
literature review, we assessed how territorial resources are considered and integrated in the PSS design process while
describing the environmental, social and economic outcomes in the territory. This paper presents a framework where the
territorial resources are integrated in the design of PSS, which highlights the process of recognition and valorisation of
territorial resources, and value creation process for actors in the PSS strategy. The specific objective of this paper is to define
what are the factors triggering the integration of territorial resources in the PSS design and implementation. Our results
highlight that one of the triggering factors is the collaboration processes between the key actors in the PSS strategy. This paper
contributes to the understanding of the implications of integrating the territorial dimension for improving the circularity of
PSS strategies and the key role of industrial designers in this process.

Keywords: circular economy, product service systems, territory, territorial resources, local value creation
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ABSTRACT
Climate change has a great impact on water resources and food supply. It establishes high-resolution basic data of
Taiwan's local environment to accurately grasp the current situation and facilitate the establishment of integrated
resources and disaster potential monitoring and forecasting systems. The overall assessment of climate change and its
resulting ecological vulnerability and impact on resources and disasters, the establishment of adaptation strategies and
other work includes climate change assessment and adaptive systems; water resources change assessment and
adaptation system. Through cooperation with local governments, civil society, enterprises, communities and community
universities, we will explore more issues related to regional environment and sustainable development, conduct indepth interviews with regional development and industrial needs, and conduct water resources and disaster prevention
on a regional basis.
Deepen the awareness of education to enhance the awareness of participating students and residents about the
popularization and localization of water resources and disaster prevention. Through the on-site implementation of the
Sponge city facility, design thinking is the core, cross-domain integration, guiding community residents to explore
relevant environmental and water issues in the region, and systematically planning phase solutions through crossborder cooperation.
Keywords: The Sponge city, Regional Development. Climate change,

1.

INTRODUCTION

According to past research, in recent years, urbanization and climate change have led to over-exploitation of land,
massive cementation, loss of land infiltration, ability to store surface water, extreme rains causing heavy rains, and no
rain and drought. Due to the impact of urbanization and climate change, once heavy rain occurs, urban surface runoff
increases. When the drainage system is too late to drain, low-lying areas are prone to flooding. Increasing the amount of
surface infiltration in urban areas to reduce surface runoff and reduce the pressure of rainwater and underwater
waterways during heavy rains is one of the ways to solve the problem of torrential rains in urban low-lying areas. If the
disasters and floods in Southeast Asia are under the same climatic conditions, they are organized as follows:
1.1 Disaster problems in countries around the world
Myanmar is one of the 10 countries most affected by climate change. In the past 18 years, hurricanes and seasonal
rains have been major floods in Myanmar, causing huge losses to Myanmar. In recent years, the impact of global climate
change has intensified, extreme rainfall values have increased everywhere, and floods and droughts have occurred in
Vietnam. Due to logging and agricultural habits, deforestation and soil degradation have occurred, and heavy rains are
likely to cause soil loss. Malaysia is geographically located outside the Pacific Rim and is relatively unaffected by any
major damage caused by natural disasters such as earthquakes, typhoons and volcanic eruptions, but is still affected by
monsoon floods, landslides and landslides. Indonesia contains 5,590 major rivers, of which more than 600 rivers are
30,000 kilometers long and are often threatened by flooding. In addition, even flood risk influencing factors have been
introduced as indicators of assessment.
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Table 1. Disasters in Southeast Asian countries.

time

event

Disaster statement

country

2018.8.1

rainy season

Myanmar suffered from a severe rainy season, flooded with
mud and flooded a large number of houses and farmland.

Myanmar

2017.07

Heavy rain
event

Myanmar

2018.8.18

typhoon

In late July, there were more than 10 consecutive days of heavy
rain in Myanmar, and the water level of the Irrawaddy River
soared, exceeding the warning line, and the disasters were
everywhere.
Affected by the typhoon, many provinces and cities in northern
and central Vietnam caused heavy water levels in many rivers
due to heavy rains, causing floods and landslides.

2018.7.18

typhoon

Vietnam

2018.6.25

Heavy rainfall

The Vietnam Government Disaster Management Bureau
pointed out that the tropical storm "Son Tinh" caused floods
and landslides.
Floods and landslides caused by recent heavy rains in the Viet
Nam/Northern mountains.

2018.09.26

Extreme rainfall

Sudden concentrated rainfall in the metropolitan area of Kuala
Lumpur caused water depths of more than 0.4 meters on
several major roads.

Malaysia

2018.02.03

Monsoon

More than 1,459 homes in the Sarawak State Department of
Disaster Prevention are threatened by flooding.

Malaysia

2018.1.4

Heavy rain

In the event of a flood, the National Weather Service issued a
red warning. And there are two rivers that have reached the
warning level due to heavy rain and high tide.

Malaysia

2018.10.11-

Monsoon

The most serious flooding depth in Sumatra is 2 meters deep.

Indonesia

2018.10.12
2018.08.052018.08.19

earthquake

A magnitude 7.0 earthquake occurred in West Nusa Tenggara,
Indonesia, and a shallow earthquake triggered a landslide.

Indonesia

volcanic
eruptions

The Agung volcano erupted in Bali, Indonesia, and the
volcanic ash rushed to an altitude of 2,000 meters. The
government urgently evacuated nearby residents.

Indonesia

2018.7.3

Vietnam

Vietnam

1.2 Taiwan disaster problem
In Taiwan, there have been 350 typhoons and thousands of heavy rains in the past 101 years. On average, 3.5
typhoons and many heavy rains occur every year. It is the most serious natural disaster in Taiwan. The typhoon typhoon
damage and facility investment has exceeded 30 billion annually, and the disaster losses have increased year by year. In
terms of casualties, in terms of overall typhoon and heavy rain disasters (including floods and landslides), from the 47th
year of the Republic of China to the 89th year of the Republic of China, an average of 108 people was killed each year in
floods, landslides and landslides, and more than 250 injured. People, houses fell 3,458 buildings, half-baked 5,575. In
terms of disasters converted into money, with the increase in population and economic growth, the flood damage in
Taiwan has been increasing year by year, and it has risen very rapidly.

2. Establish a low-impact development base
Looking at the developed countries in the world, there are serious urbanization phenomena, and the Greater Taipei
Metropolis with a population of 8 million is also a typical case. Behind the flourishing development of the city, largescale construction and roads are constantly being built and laid, and the impervious area is increasing year by year, so
that the original sponge-like land instantly turns into a concrete jungle, which is no longer permeable, and the original
hydrological state changes ( Burian & Pomeroy [1]), coupled with the effects of climate change, the increasingly extreme
rainfall pattern (Pachauri [2]), when the heavy rain occurs, the peak flow becomes larger, the collection time is shortened,
and the existing drainage system The design standards have been subjected to a rather severe test, and the runoff has not
been vented to spread the problem of urban flooding (Chadwick et al., [3]; Misra, [4]; Nagy et al., [5] ). Therefore, more
mitigation or adaptation actions are needed to learn how to coexist with the environment, and to build a city based on
safety, ecology, and sustainability is the direction of future development. The trend, therefore, has given birth to a new
thinking of "low-impact development."
2.1 Low impact development concept
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Low Impact Development (LID) is an ecosystem-based urban stormwater runoff source management technology
originally proposed by the Environmental Resources Agency of Prince George County, Maryland, USA and the US
Environmental Protection Agency in 1990 (USEPA) [6]), combined with urban infrastructure such as urban planning,
traffic construction and building management, with traditional water conservancy projects based on traditional water
conservancy projects in a limited space, through infiltration, retention, evaporation, refilling and Filtering and other
methods to mitigate the impact of development behavior on the urban water environment (Figure 1). Common LID
facilities such as Bioretention cells, Swales, Green roof, Grass strips, Permeable pavements, Tree box filters, Rain barrel,
Infiltration trenches, etc.

Figure 1. LID cuts runoff due to development behavior
Source: Prince George’s County [7]
2.2 Community Communication and Promotion
The base of this project is mainly located in Jin'an Community, Lishui Street, Taipei City. This area is located in the
core area of Taipei's important cultural and educational district. It also has many historical features of the past in the
development of Taipei's cities, such as staying in the public. The tributary of the tributaries of Tibet, the colonial-style
wooden dormitory and the sporadic state-owned land scattered within the community. These state-owned land were
divided into different government departments and departments in the early days. The space features of these houses are
low floors, low density, and high green coverage. Fortunately, in the past ten years, the community movement in Jinanli
has grown slowly in the weak energy. Through the system of tree protection and the deepening of cultural assets, the
long-term operation of the community has gradually demonstrated results, and the community has continuously
introduced external resources. Collaboration with other community partners has resulted in space protection and
improvement programs within many communities. Discuss the follow-up direction with the group organizations in the
community (Figure 2), and discuss the implementation through the professional team (Figure 3), which is discussed by
the local group, the community leader, and the construction team (Figure 4).

Figure 2, group organization discussion
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Figure 3. Professional team discussion and implementation

Figure 4, local group, the community responsible for the lieutenant, construction team discussion
2.3 Environmental Investigation and Planning
The park, which is based on the concept of Low Impact Development, is divided into three blocks, namely the
Rainwater Garden Base (Figure 5), the permeable brick base (Figure 6), and the water-filled base (Figure 7). The length,
width and depth of the water-filled base are 2 meters x 4 meters x 1 meter, which means that 8 tons of water can be
stored for watering in the park; in the construction design, the water-filled base is set up. The manual pump is easy to use
for water, and let the younger generation know the pumping tools used by people in the past. At the time of construction,
when the machinery came to the site to excavate the base, it was discovered that the underground was the construction
waste that was demolished in the same year, and nearly 20 cars were transported; therefore, in addition to the need to deal
with these wastes. In addition, it is necessary to purchase the grading back and forth in accordance with environmental
protection standards. It takes a lot of effort and the cost is increased. However, in the process, I saw that the construction
of the Japanese house was exquisite, and the anti-vibration method was very good. He saw the pillar. The pedestal, the
coating of the bricks, the coating of the cement, and even the machinery are difficult to dismantle them. It is conceivable
that their seismic function must be very reliable. Seeing the intentions of the former masters, the local residents are very
shocked and admired. And think that it should be used as a model. In addition, during the construction period, the
professional team often takes care of the progress and quality, and often meets the community residents to care and ask
questions. This kind of experience makes each other deeply impressed and realizes that the community that people care
about is really good.
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Figure 5、Rainwater Garden Base

Figure 6、permeable brick base

Figure 7、water tank base

3. Community involvement
3.1 School and community association
School-to-community relationship is the process of communication and interaction between the school and the
community. Its purpose is to enhance mutual understanding and sharing. The result of positive interaction between the
school and the community will encourage community residents to identify and support school education, and then
provide community resources to help schools achieve their educational goals (Hughes & Ubben, 1989 [8]; Kimbrough &
Nunerry, 1988 [9]; West, 1985 [10]).
Schools will also increase their interest and mission in participating in community affairs as a result of benign
interactions with community residents. Schools cannot establish their own development goals alone, and they cannot be
separated from the influence of the community. Therefore, on the one hand, schools must expand their influence and
make the community develop rapidly; on the other hand, schools should make full use of the resources of the community
to enhance the function of education.
There are many classifications of community resources. Anyone who can provide the school with people, things,
things, wisdom, etc. can be called "community resources." Such as buildings, personnel, equipment, etc., can be
subdivided into natural resources, material resources, financial resources, human resources, cultural resources;
organizational resources, technical resources, occupational and tourism resources, potential resources. Therefore, at the
time of the construction of the base, the teachers and students of the Department of Horticulture of the National Taiwan
University will participate in the activities together, and the on-site professionals will guide the students to experience
how to transplant the trees. Students are used as a bridge to connect the community with the school.
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Figure 8、professional description

Figure 9、 Demonstration transplant by students
3.2 Community Guide
Due to the transformation of the community structure, many regional cultures with distinctive characteristics, such as
forestry culture, agriculture and fishery culture, are facing conflicts between continuation and development. In order to
effectively maintain the inheritance of culture, we should strengthen the awareness of community culture through the
power of the community. Condensation, the implementation of the dynamic preservation of cultural assets.
"The culture and history of the place must be spoken by the mouth of the people, and there will be feelings and
strength. This oral history is very important to the local culture, and the local culture can also be passed down." The
development community of the oil industry has many depths. People who understand, have the ability to explain the local
context, and are moved and inspired by the most direct feelings and experiences. Help people "see" what non-instincts
can see. In turn, it creates a concern for the environment, reveals the deep meaning and truth through the living history,
and has established a considerable degree of community tour through the professional team and the community residents.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We hope to ease the trend of “formalism” in community building and the “administrative” crisis in the community for
many years. In many small and fortunate atmospheres, we can form a community culture that truly has the main value of
the local community. Constantly provide more soil for conservation of resources for the improvement of space
environment quality and progress experiments. Summarize the three key points of this article, as follows:
1. Small practice in low-impact development
2. Multi-purpose park: Environmental Education Park / Environmental Protection Significance / Community Greening
Function
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3. The strength of local residents

5.
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Abstract
In the process of rapid urbanization, a large quantity of construction and demolition (C&D) waste
has been generated, including low-value discarded bricks, concretes, and soils. How to formulate a
policy framework promoting waste reduction and utilization in the C & D sector has long been a
problem confronted with rapid expanding cities in China. This research takes Wuhan, a central
China metropolitan city as a case study area, in-depth interviews and meetings were conducted with
representatives from the local government sectors, C&D projects, and C&D waste recycling
companies. The local problems identified through the investigation cover (1) the lack of recording
waste generation types, quantities and whereabouts in C&D projects; (2) the existence of potential
environmental and safety hazards in most small C&D recycling plants; (3) the market for the
recycling products from the C&D waste is limited. Through drawn upon relevant policies of a
number of cities, the research proposes a policy framework stressing formulating on-site waste
plans at the early stage of C&D projects. Also, methods to approve, supervise and guiding C&D
waste recycling businesses were recommended to Wuhan.

Key words
Construction and demolition waste, Waste Policy, Policy Analysis

1. Overview
Construction and demolition (C&D) waste materials refers to all kinds of waste bricks, tiles,
concrete, wood, pipes and asphalt produced by construction units or individuals in the process of
building, rebuilding, expanding or dismantling various kinds of buildings, structures, pipe networks
and residents’ decoration1. In recent years, Wuhan experiences the period of high-speed C&D and

1

In this research, the definition of C&D waste materials is not explored in-depth. Instead, its definition is drawn upon a local
document, Notice of the General Office of the Municipal People's Government on Further Performing the Standardized Disposal of
C&D Waste and Promoting the Utilization of Resources (Wuhan General Office No.104 [2018]).
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has been demolishing old buildings and developing infrastructure in an all-round way. The
demolition area of Wuhan’s old buildings, key projects and urban transportation projects are huge,
which are the main sources of C&D waste materials. According to an incomplete statistics, about 20
million tons of C&D waste is generated annually in Wuhan, of which about 60% is generated by
local demolition projects (Wuhan Building Energy Conservation Office et. al, 2017).
The environmental problems caused by C&D waste are increasingly prominent, especially the
disorderly stacking, improper clearance and transportation, and untimely disposal of C&D waste,
which not only have caused environmental pollution, but also seriously affected the appearance of
the city. With the continuous improvement of environmental protection awareness and the rapid
development of C&D waste recycling technologies, C&D waste is no longer viewed as garbage, but
a huge treasure. Promoting the utilization of C&D waste is an inevitable way to achieve sustainable
development. The Wuhan Municipal Government has also attached a great importance to the
recycling of C&D waste. In August 2018, it issued the Notice of the General Office of the
Municipal People's Government on Further Performing the Standardized Disposal of C&D Waste
and Promoting the Resource Utilization (Wuhan General Office [2018]104). The document
clarifies the responsibilities of various government departments and assigns the municipal
administration department’s overall responsibility for guiding the utilization of C&D waste. To
further develop the C&D waste recycling policy for Wuhan, the research group carried out a
research on the policy study for promoting the local utilization of C&D waste.
At present, waste flows in the C&D projects of Wuhan is unclear, and there is no unified regulatory
authority for C&D waste in Wuhan. It is urgent to strengthen the management of the source of C&D
waste. According to the content of “Strengthening Source Management” pointed out in the Notice
(Wuhan General Office [2018]104), the research group conducted a in-depth investigation on the
management status of the construction site in Wuhan, sorted out the experience of the supervision
policy of the typical urban C&D waste, aiming to promote the development of C&D waste resource
utilization for Wuhan.

2. Research method
2.1 Data collection and analysis method
The data of this research mainly comes from four aspects: (1) Collection of policy documents of
C&D waste management in Wuhan; (2) Interviews with managers of demolition 3 projects in
Wuhan; (3) On-site investigation and interviews with 10 enterprises recycling C&D waste resources
in Wuhan; (4) Records of 5 meetings with regulatory authorities for the recycling and utilization of
C&D waste.
At the same time, through a literature review, the research team identified cities with advanced
policies on the utilization of C&D waste resources in China, mainly including Beijing, Shenzhen
2
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and Qingdao, collected the relevant C&D waste policy documents of these cities on the website,
and conducted a policy experience analysis.
This research analyzes the current situation of C&D waste supervision in Wuhan from the
perspective of the waste process management. It is generally believed that the C&D waste process
management is a closed-loop management formed by a series of processes including waste
generation, classification, transportation, landfill, recycling and reuse (Duan, 2012: He et al., 2018).
Based on this, this study divides the whole process management of C&D waste into pre-generation
preparation stage, construction stage, and end-pipe utilization stage. In view of problems existing in
the supervision of the whole process of C&D waste reflected in the survey of Wuhan City in the
central part of China, this paper selectively analyzed the relevant policy experience of Beijing,
Shenzhen and Qingdao.

2.2 Overview of the research area
Wuhan, also known as JiangCheng (River City), is the capital of Hubei Province. It is the central
city in central China, an important industrial base, a science and education base and a
comprehensive transportation hub approved by the State Council. By 2018, the city has 13 districts
under its jurisdiction, with a total area of 849441 square kilometers, a built area of 628 square
kilometers, a permanent population of 11.081 million, a urban population of 8.8969 million, and an
urbanization rate of 80.2%, which is the only metropolitan city in six provinces in central China.

Figure 1 The location of Wuhan City in China

At present, the supervision system of C&D waste in Wuhan is still in the process of continuous
improvement, and there lacks accurate statistical data on C&D waste. The Research Report on
recycling technology and Management Countermeasures of building solid waste in Wuhan City
(2017) estimated the output of building solid waste in Wuhan. Based on the construction budget
estimation, the report established the calculation model of C&D waste discharge by demolition area,
completed building area and empirical parameters. Considering demolition project waste, new C&D
3
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waste and decoration waste, the total production of C&D waste in Wuhan in 2017 and 2018 was
estimated, which were 1626.6 million tons and 2025.2 million tons, respectively. It found that in the
total discharge of C&D waste, demolition waste was the main waste stream, accounting for more
than 70% of the total C&D waste and should not be neglected.

3 Research findings
3.1 Current C&D waste management condition in Wuhan
Through visiting C&D sites and C&D waste recycling enterprises, and communicating with local
government authorities supervising C&D projects, current condition of C&D waste in demolition
sites in Wuhan were identified as follows:

3.1.1 Supervision condition at the source
The source of C&D waste originates at the construction and demolition sites. Previous research
shows that the C&D waste generated by demolition projects in Wuhan accounts for more than 70%
of the total C&D waste. Thus, demolition site is the focus of the research.
Our investigation showed that the demolition sites in our city were mainly supervised by
district-level government authorities in Wuhan. Before the initiation of a demolition project, the
demolition contractor should report the demolition plan to the district-level authority supervising
demolition sites and the district-level construction administrative departments. The demolition
waste was required to be taken away by the demolition contractors themselves, without the need to
file the estimated category and quantity of waste with the authorities. The output and flow direction
of the material were therefore unable to be traced by the authorities.

3.1.2 Supervision condition in the waste collection & transportation phase
The survey found that the C&D waste in Wuhan had not yet been collected uniformly. C&D waste
was occasionally found to be stored and mixed with domestic waste in suburb areas, which caused
difficulties in further transportation and disposal. Most of other C&D waste was paid to be carried
away by the construction or demolition contractors without the requirement to file the quantity,
categories and outlets of the generated C&D waste to government authorities.
The recent document of Wuhan C&D waste Management Measures (implemented on May 1, 2019)
stipulates that C&D waste transportation enterprises should apply for a certificate to transport the
C&D waste from any sites. Also, in the process of C&D waste transport, construction contractors
shall urge transport enterprises to carry C&D waste at specified time and routes, and ensure that the
volume of transported C&D waste is consistent with the generated C&D waste. However, the
implementation plan of this management measure is still in progress.
4
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At present, Wuhan City Management Department has established an on-line information
management platform, which can monitor the qualified vehicles and C&D sites for handling waste
soils in real time. The system provides the data of excavation, transportation, transportation vehicles,
sources and outlets of generated waste soils. However, The C&D waste materials such as discarded
concrete, bricks and woods are not monitored in this system.

3.1.3 Supervision condition of the recycling phase
At present, major outlets for recycling C&D waste in Wuhan were found to be as follows:
(1) Directly reused at the C&D sites. For example, some of the engineering dregs in the
construction site were backfilled in site. Whilst some of the useful demolition wastes, such as waste
coagulated bricks and tiles, asphalt, pipes and timber, were considered to be reused during the
construction process depending on their properties;
(2) Recycling. Wuhan C&D waste recycling enterprises were found to be divided into fixed and
mobile forms. Simple and extensive production mode was common and the recycling technology
level was uneven. The input materials of the recycling enterprises were mainly purchased, but the
source was unstable. The recycled products were mainly recycled aggregates and were mainly used
for road sub-base, cement stabilized macadam base or low-grade concrete, but the flow had not
been traced yet.
There was only one standardized C&D waste resource utilization enterprise in Wuhan, which had a
fully automated brick production line and was developed by a local construction enterprise. It
produced concrete curb stones, pavement bricks, permeable bricks and other customized products.
It also devoted itself to research and development of recycled products with high added value. The
input materials of the enterprise mainly came from local demolition sites, and the recycled products
were mainly used in its own contracted the construction projects. However, the enterprise also
suffered the situation of “insufficient food” as a number of unstandardized and small plants were
competing with it.
Since this year, all districts of Wuhan have actively implemented the principle of ‘treating C&D
waste inside its district’ stressed in the document of Notice of the General Office of the Municipal
People's Government on Further Performing the Standardized Disposal of C&D Waste and
Promoting the Resource Utilization (Wuhan General Office [2018]104). All districts of Wuhan
have worked on introducing powerfully environmental protection technology companies to invest
the C&D waste recycling plants, and successively completed planning and selecting enterprises’
sites, investment attraction and equipment purchasing. Recently, 22 mobile disposal sites for C&D
waste have been built in 15 districts of the city, and the annual disposal capacity of Wuhan is
expected to be about 4 million tons.
5
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3.2 C&D waste supervision policies of other regions
Given the C&D waste supervision condition in Wuhan, it is necessary to learn from other cities’
experiences from the aspects of tracing waste flows and encouraging waste recycling. We analyzed
the management policy of Beijing, Shenzhen and Qingdao with relatively advanced C&D waste
management polies in the country. Summarizing as follows:
At present, the recycling rate of C&D waste in Beijing, the capital of China, is about 91%, having
reached the level of developed countries. Beijing adopts the integrated C&D waste management
mode – it requires the demolition contractor and C&D waste disposal or recycling contractor are a
unit or a consortium of enterprises. Beijing stipulates that before the initiation of a demolition
project, the demolition contractor should file the comprehensive utilization plan for generated C&D
waste, and submit the actual data to the district-level government authorities after dismantling.
Beijing encourages recycling C&D waste on-site through mobile facilities, and each district can
build 1 or 2 temporary stacking points for temporarily storing C&D waste. Beijing has basically
formed a complete chain management system from source, transportation, treatment and recycling
for C&D waste (Zhou et al, 2018).
Shenzhen's C&D waste integrated management mode and pre-demolition resource utilization filing
system are similar to those in Beijing. Shenzhen also encourages recycling C&D waste on-site
through mobile facilities, but it requires that the processing capacity of mobile equipment is no less
than 1000 t/day with C&D a waste recycling rate ≥95%. In addition, the C&D waste treatment
capacity of fixed recycling plants is encouraged to be no less than 1 million t/year with a C&D a
waste recycling rate is ≥95% (Zhong and Kong, 2018).
Qingdao is a coastal city which also promotes the pre-demolition resource utilization filing system,
encourages recycling C&D waste on-site through mobile facilities, and stipulates that the fixed
C&D waste recycling enterprise has an annual processing capacity of over one million tons.
Qingdao Municipality requires the construction contractor, or the owner of the building or structure
to pay the C&D waste disposal fee in full (4RMB per cubic) to the C&D waste utilization
supervision agency before initiating the demolition project, and stipulate the purpose of disposal
fees and the scope of subsidies for recycling activities.
On the whole, the above cities have all attached importance to source supervision of C&D waste,
the use of filing system, mobile equipment at the demolition site, and the estimation of C&D waste.
In addition, the permissive condition for operating waste recycling enterprises and the supervision
mode of integrating demolition and recycling contractors is also worth learning for Wuhan.
Table 1 compares and analyzes the C&D waste management measures of Beijing, Qingdao and
Shenzhen from the source (i.e. pre-construction preparation stage and construction stage) to the end
(i.e. disposal and utilization). These measures can be summarized as follows: (1) Implementing the
6
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C&D waste resource utilization plan filing system before the implementation of a
construction/demolition project; (2) Implementing an integrated management approach for the C&D
waste generation, transportation and utilization/recycling; (3) Standardizing mobile C&D waste
resource disposal facilities on site; (4) Setting a permission standard for recruiting C&D waste
recycling enterprises; (5) Defining the quality supervision process for recycled building materials;
(6) Regularly publishing types of recycled building materials and application guidelines; (7)
Expanding the market for recycled building materials through green procurement.
We believe that at present, Wuhan could explore the implementation of integrated management
mode of C&D waste considering its actual situation and above cities’ experiences to promote the
development of C&D waste recycling.

7
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Related
measures

Beijing

Table 1 Summary of typical urban policy experience
Qingdao

Shenzhen

Let contract or
contracting
the
Filing
C&D waste
utilization
plan
Content of the demolition
waste
project
C&D
utilization plan

Preconstruction preparation stage

On-site C&D waste
management
of
requirement
Demolition projects

construction stage

- Integrated management of building demolition and C&D
waste resource utilization which requires the demolition
project contractor shall outsource the building demolition
together with the C&D waste resource utilization or
outsource a consortium consisting of a C&D waste
disposal/recycling unit and a demolition unit.

No specific requirements.

- Integrated management of demolition, transporting
and recycling C&D waste and integrated management,
requiring that the demolition project contractor should
have a certificate and capacity for recycling C&D
waste. For a construction contractor that has no C&D
waste recycling capacity, a consortium should be
formed with recycling companies to undertake the
demolition project.
- The developer or the project owner shall prepare a C&D waste utilization plan beforehand and submit it to a construction administrative department for the record.

(1) C&D waste discharge disposal plan, including
engineering tasks, resource disposal units, types and
quantities of C&D waste, methods for dismantling, waste
disposal methods, and pollution prevention measures; (2)
On-site management personnel and job duties; (3) For on-site
waste disposal, it should describe recycling equipment
capacity, the type and quantity of recycled products and their
use plan; (4) For the fixed recycling plant, it should describe
the transportation route, the amount of C&D waste and the
disposal location; (5) C&D waste cleaning time schedule; (6)
Heavy pollutants monitoring plan.
- Encourage the demolition project to recycle C&D waste on
site. It can charge 150% of current C&D waste disposal fee.
- Each district can construct 1-2 temporary C&D waste
resource utilization facilities based on local conditions.
- Treating the temporary C&D waste utilization facilities
constructed in each district as disposal sites which are
supervised by the municipal city management committee.
- The dismantled C&D waste should not be stored in the
demolition site for more than 6 months.

(1) Project name, location, building area or demolition
area; (2) Details of developer, construction contractor
and transportation enterprise; (3) Type and quantity of
C&D waste; (4) C&D waste reduction, classification,
transportation, pollution prevention measures; (5)
Quantity of reused C&D waste; (6) Quantity of
recycled C&D waste.

The same as Beijing

The C&D waste recycling enterprises shall, in
accordance with the regulations, go to the district (city)
environmental health administrative department to
apply for waste disposal approval for the C&D waste
that cannot be utilized.

Encourage on-site treatment and utilization of C&D
waste. If the site cannot utilize the waste, it shall be
transported to the C&D waste recycling plants for
centralized utilization.
Domestic garbage, industrial waste, hazardous waste,
and toxic and hazardous waste on-site that cannot be
reused or recycled shall be disposed of properly in
accordance with the relevant laws.

8
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On-site resource
processing
facility
requirements
Fixed treatment
plant
requirements
Recycling
product quality
supervision

Resource disposal stage

The relevant facilities for on-site disposal of C&D waste
shall have functions of sorting, crushing, screening and dust
removal, and meet the requirements of environmental
protection. The construction/demolition contractor shall
formulate monitoring plans for key pollutants such as dust,
noise and wastewater, organize real-time monitoring and
monitoring results. Keep in file for future reference.
The facilities of the designated C&D waste recycling
enterprises shall meet the requirements of relevant standards
of the State and Beijing.

The quality of C&D waste recycled products shall comply
with the relevant technical standards and regulations.

Encourage C&D waste recycling enterprises to enter
the construction site and use mobile equipment to
recycle C&D waste.

Mobile processing equipment on-site should have
functions of sorting, crushing, screening, dust
removal, etc., and the processing capacity should be
no less than 1000 tons/day with a recycling rate ≥95%.

The C&D waste recycling enterprises shall meet the
following requirements: (1) The site selection of the
enterprises shall conform to regional develop plan; (2)
the processing capacity each year shall be more than 1
million tons; (3) it shall adopt a closed production
process; (4) the production condition shall comply with
environmental protection requirements.
- Recycled products shall comply with national, local,
or industrial standards or enterprise standards that have
been filed to local authorities, and shall possess a
product quality certificate.
- Recycled products produced by C&D waste recycling
enterprises shall be filed to the municipal and urban
construction administrative department.

Encourage the C&D waste recycling capacity ≥ 1
million tons / year with a recycling rate ≥ 95%

9
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4. Discussion and recommendations
In view of the unclear statistics on the C&D waste generation at the source area in Wuhan and the
experience of other cities, the recommendations of this study for Wuhan are as follows:
(1) Promote an integrated mode for building demolition and C&D waste recycling
The demolition administrative departments of each district in Wuhan could implement the
integrated management mode. The demolition project contractor shall outsource building
demolition together with the C&D waste resource utilization, or outsource a consortium consisting
of a C&D waste disposal/recycling unit and a demolition unit.
(2) Submitting a C&D Waste Utilization Plan before initiation C&D projects
Also, before the implementation of the demolition, the demolition contractor shall submit a C&D
Waste Utilization Plan to relevant government authority. After the completion of the demolition
project, the contractor shall provide a report on the comprehensive utilization of the C&D waste
materials to the comprehensive utilization management department of the building materials in each
district, and provide proven documents to clarify the destination of the abandoned C&D waste
materials.
The contents of the C&D Waste Utilization Plan are supposed to include the following information:
i. a C&D waste disposal plan specifying engineering tasks, resource disposal units, C&D waste
types and quantities, classification and demolition methods, resource disposal methods and
pollution prevention measures; ii. on-site full-time management personnel, job responsibilities, and
division of labor; iii. for on-site C&D waste recycling activities, it should specify the on-site
recycling equipment capacity, and types, quantity and use plan for C&D waste recycled product; iv.
for fixed-point C&D waste recycling activities, it should specify the transportation route, C&D
waste quantity and disposal location; v. C&D waste disposal time schedule; vi. key pollutants
monitoring plan.
(2) Implementing the enterprise approval system for recycling C&D waste materials
Enterprises that use C&D waste materials should go to the local government authority to apply for
the enterprise approval certificate. Acceptance conditions may cover: i. The site selection of the
enterprise should conform to the urban layout plan; ii. annual processing capacity; iii. adopting a
closed production process; iv. production conditions meet Environmental protection regulations.
(3) Promoting the source supervision of C&D waste
The district-level government has the responsibility of supervising C&D waste in its jurisdiction. It
is responsible for organizing and coordinating the relevant municipal government departments to
10
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carry out related work, and strengthening the management and C&D waste recycling in the
demolition site of the jurisdiction.
Quality supervision, safety supervision, finance, environmental protection, public security traffic
management and other departments should cooperate with their respective duties to do a good job in
the integrated management of C&D waste disposal.

5 Conclusion
From the perspective of the whole process supervision, this paper analyzed the supervision policies
of C&D waste in Wuhan and other cities, and put forward a number of suggestions for the
improvement of relevant policies in Wuhan. The shortcomings of this research are overlooking of
policies to promote recycled products such as recycled aggregates, bricks and other recycled
building materials, and it should be included in the analysis in the later stage. At the same time,
policy experiences of foreign countries in related fields should be further compared and
summarized.
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Abstract
There is a remarkable downturn in cocoa production of recent due to low output and
uncompetitive market prices. The situation has therefore led to an enormous gap in demand and
supply of the produce to cocoa industries. The challenge now is how producers can sustainably
cope with the needs of the ever growing and quality-inclined market. The study therefore
investigates how farm certification is positioning the farmers to take advantage of the huge cocoa
export market. Using multi-stage sampling procedure, 90 respondents were selected from the
participating cooperatives societies in the study area. Interview schedule was used to collect data
on socio-economic characteristics of the farmers, access to agricultural support services, farmers’
knowledge on farm certification measures, level of compliance and cocoa outputs. Data was
analyzed using descriptive statistics (percentages, frequencies and means) and inferential
statistics. (Pearson Product Moment Correlation and Regression Analysis) The results showed
that majority (97.8%) of the farmers were male with mean age of 48 years. The farmers indicated
good access to all the components of the support services except supply of fertilizers. The
farmers had good knowledge in 18 out of the 19 knowledge test questions and had full
compliance with farm certification measures. There was a significant relationship between
farmers’ knowledge of farm certification measures and compliance with agronomic practices (r=
0.503, p≤ 0.01). The result of the regression analysis indicated farmers’ age (β=0.425), output
(β=0.300), access to support services (β=0.262) and knowledge of agronomic practices (β=0.249)
as the leading determinants of farm certification compliance among cocoa farmers in the study
area. The farmers’ high level of compliance with agronomic practices indicated that they are
prepared to derive economic benefits from the dynamics in cocoa export market. For sustainable
compliance with farm certification, experienced cocoa farmers with track record of productivity
should be enlisted into the subsequent schemes.
Keywords: Farm Certification, Compliance, Sustainable cocoa production, Export market
Introduction
The Nigerian agricultural sector has been recording low performances since the oil boom in the
early 1970s. At the country’s independence in 1960, agriculture contributed 63% to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). This share plummeted to 8% in 1988 after the oil boom (Aigbokhan,
2001 as cited in Muhammed, 2016). Although due to some strategic intervention and
government policies in the early 2000s, agriculture share increased to about 36% of GDP in 2001
and 42% in 2007 (UNDP, 2009) but shrank to 24.4% in 2017 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2017).
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This shows that the previous gains at using agriculture to shift the country’s economy from over
dependence on oil have not been sustainable. A critical look at the Nigerian agriculture depicts a
complete neglect of the export crops which have been a major source of foreign exchange for the
country. For instance, cocoa that was the pride of the country in 1960s and 1970s prior to the oil
boom has become inconsequential following the discovery of oil in commercial quantity.
Subsequently, the country quickly lost its position as the largest producer and exporter of cocoa
in the world to countries such as Cote D’Ivoire, Ghana and Indonesia (Courage, 2016).
According to International Cocoa Organisation (2012), almost 90% of the world cocoa
production comes from smallholder farmers cultivating less than 5 hectares. In Nigeria for
instance, 80% of cocoa production is cultivated by small scale farmers operating on less than 5
hectares (Adelodun, 2017). Thus, cocoa production could still be described as the main source of
income to smallholder farmers and any flux in its production will invariably undermine their
livelihood. A critical look at cocoa supply chain shows the need for immediate intervention to
salvage the system from total collapse. Issues such as; low fertility, climate change, global price
fluctuation, insufficient processing firms and inadequate access to production inputs such as
fertilizers are posing great challenges toward sustainable cocoa production in Nigeria (Samuel,
2017). The situation therefore prevents farmers from investing in farm expansion and as well
serves as a discouraging factor for the engagement of young ones in cocoa production.
Meanwhile, the rising incomes in emerging markets like India and China indicates the need to
step up cocoa production to meet up with the increasing demands for chocolates and other cocoa
by-products. According to Pascahall and Don Seville (2012), about 60% of the world’s cocoa is
used in chocolate products while the remaining 40% used for a range of bakery, confectionery
and drink products. In buttressing the need for anticipated increase in demand for cocoa, Agri
Africa (2016), predicted a 35% rise in demand for cocoa by 2020. While this may sound
positive, it is important to note that such anticipation may be a mirage without empowering the
smallholder farmers, majority of whom are abandoning cocoa production in droves for other
crops. Thus, for cocoa industry not to struggle to meet up with the anticipated increase in
demand, adequate investment in building the capacity of the farmers has become non-negotiable.
Such effort will enhance farmers’ income and satisfy consumers demand for uninterrupted and
safe cocoa supply chain.
In order to achieve the aforementioned, private actors must be willing to fill the inadequacies of
the public institutions in rising to the needs of the farmers in trainings, market linkages and input
supply provisions among others. A case of such is Agro Traders (Cocoa Processor) partnership
with Universal Trade Zone (UTZ) along cocoa value chain in Ondo state, Nigeria. The
partnership is geared towards cocoa certification. Certification introduces sustainability and
traceability holistically and guides farmers with respect to the principles of sustainable
agriculture and its related economic, social and environmental dimensions. It attempts to create a
supply line of certified sustainable cocoa and to pioneer sustainable cocoa production for
international market. Compliance with farm certification measures will therefore involve close
adherence with agronomic practices, ecological principles, reduction in the use of fertilizers and
pesticides and respect for labour laws among others. It is expected that farmers’ compliance with
farm certification is to be accompanied with economic gains. For instance, UTZ (2016) reported
higher net income, lower production costs and higher revenues (as a result of premium payment),
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better resilience to climate change among certified than non-certified coffee farmers in
Cambodia.
The partnership involves the cocoa processor company (Agro Traders) that facilitates the
provision of production inputs to the farmer in a backward integration approach. Furthermore, in
order to penetrate the international market, the processor partnered with UTZ on training and
support on cocoa certification. It therefore expected that the potential for economic gains from
the partnership will enhance farmers’ compliance to farm certification programme. It is against
this backdrop that this study intends to give an insight into how the scheme has fared toward
enhancing sustainable cocoa production in Ondo State, Nigeria. The main objective of the study
was to examined the determinants of farm certification compliance among cocoa farmers in
Ondo state while the specific objectives were to: describe the socio-economic characteristics of
cocoa farmers in the study area, ascertain farmers access to agricultural inputs through the
processor, determine the farmers’ knowledge of farm certification measures, assess the level of
compliance of cocoa farmers with farm certification measures, and ascertain cocoa farmers’
production performance.
Statement of hypothesis
Ho1:

There is no significant relationship between farmers’ knowledge of farm certification and
level of compliance

Methodology
The study was carried out in Ondo State, Nigeria. Ondo State is ranked as the largest cocoa
producing state out of fourteen (14) in the country and accounted for 24% of the Nigeria’s total
production in 2011 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2017). Multi-stage sampling procedure was used
in the selection of respondents. The first stage involved random sampling of two (2)
multipurpose unions (Odo-ode and Akure) out of the four (4) multipurpose unions (Owo, Odoode, Ondo, and Akure) that participated in the certification programme in Ondo State. Then in
the second stage, 10 from 64 villages in Odo-ode multipurpose union and 2 from 8 villages in
Akure multipurpose union were randomly selected. The last stage involved proportionate
sampling of 60 respondents from Odo-ode multipurpose union and 30 respondents from Akure
multipurpose union. Thus, a total number of 90 respondents were used for the study.
Farmers’ access to agricultural support services was measured using three point scale of Always
Accessible (2), Sometimes Accessible (1), and Never Accessible (0). If the estimated mean is
greater than 1.0, the implication is that accessibility to support service is good and otherwise
poor. Farmers’ knowledge was measured using a list of farm certification measures. Correct
answer attracted 1 while wrong answer attracted 0. Based on the scores, farmers’ knowledge
level was then categorised as: good knowledge (13-19) average knowledge (9-12) and poor
knowledge (<9). Farmers’ compliance with farm certification was measured by asking farmers to
state their agreement or disagreement using “Full Compliance” (2); “Moderate Compliance” (1)
and “No Compliance” (0). If the estimated mean is greater than 1.0, the implication is that
compliance with farm certification is good or otherwise poor. Cocoa output was measured by
asking farmers to state their output in kilograms.
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Data was analyzed using descriptive (such as percentages and frequency distribution) and
inferential statistics (such as Pearson Product Moment Correlation and Regression Analysis).
Regression Analysis
The regression equation is implicitly stated thus:
Y = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6,X7, X8, X9, X10)
Where Y = Level of compliance (mean score)
X1 = Knowledge of farm certification (actual score)
X2 = Farmers’ age (years)
X3 = Level of education (years)
X4 = Farm size (hectare)
X5 = Extension contact (number of visits)
X6 = Years of farm establishment (years)
X7 = Cocoa output (kg)
X8 = Access to support services (number of times the support services was accessed
within the cropping season)
X9 = Constraints to compliance
X10 = Household size (number of persons)
The explicit form of the model is as shown below:
Y
=
β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + β4X4 + β5X5…………………………. + μ
Results and Discussion
Socio-Economic characteristics of farmers
Results in Table 1 show that 97.8% of the respondents were male while 2.2% were female. This
could be as a result of difficulty in female gaining access to land for cash crop production due to
cultural beliefs. This corroborates the finding of Ayodele et al., (2016) who reported high access
to land by male cocoa farmers than their female counterparts in Ekiti State, Nigeria. Also, the
result shows the mean age of the farmers as 48 years. The farmers were younger compared to the
finding of Faturoti et al., (2012) who found the mean age of cocoa farmers in Nigeria to be 55
years. This suggests that the farmers would have the capacity to proceed at utilizing their
strength to achieve improved yield in cocoa production. Table 1 further shows that 36.7% of the
farmers had primary education and 38.9% possessed secondary education. The high literacy level
is an indication that the farmers would be amenable to innovations in cocoa production. Result in
table 1 further indicates mean farm size of 3.3 ha showing that cocoa production is dominated by
smallholder farmers. This further buttresses the finding of Nwachukwu et al., (2010) that the
average cocoa farmer in Nigeria holds a farm size of 2.5 ha. The small-scale of the farmers may
limit their access to production resources and profits from cocoa production. Results from table 1
further reveal that majority (68.9%) of the cocoa farmers were visited weekly by the private
extension agents. This is in contrast with Gbegeh and Akubuilo (2013) that found majority
(53.7%) of farmers in Rivers State, Nigeria receiving extension visits fortnightly. This is a good
improvement on frequency of extension visits to farmers. The regular contact with the farmers is
expected to translate to improved technology uptake and improved output in cocoa production.
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Table 1 also reveals that 34.4% of the farmers had 11-20 years farming experience; 16.8% had
21-30 years and 23.3% had 31-40 years with average farming experience of 30 years. This
contradicts the finding of Fawole and Rahji (2016) who found the average farming experience of
cocoa farmers in Ondo state to be 18 years. Hence, the high level of farming experience is
expected to open the farmers to dynamics of cocoa production towards enhanced production
capacity.
Table 1: Distribution of farmers according to socio-economic characteristics (n=90)
Variables
f
%
Mean
SD
Sex
Male
88
97.8
Female
2
2.2
Age (years)
21 – 30
1
1.1
48
7.7
31 – 40
19
21.1
41 – 50
43
47.8
51 – 60
23
25.6
61 – 70
4
4.4
Marital status
Single
2
2.2
Married
88
97.8
Level of education
Adult education
17
18.9
Primary education
33
36.7
Secondary education
35
38.8
Tertiary education
5
5.6
Farm size (hectares)
1 - 2.0
6
6.7
3.3
0.9
2.1 - 3.0
14
15.6
3.1 - 4.0
29
32.2
4.1 - 5.0
38
42.2
>5.0
3
3.3
Frequency of extension visits
Weekly
62
68.9
Fortnightly
1
1.1
Monthly
22
24.4
Quarterly
5
5.6
Farming experience (years)
1 - 10
3
3.3
30
12.4
11 – 20
31
34.4
21 – 30
15
16.8
31 – 40
21
23.3
>41
20
22.2
Source: Field survey, 2017
Access to agricultural support services
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Results in Table 2 reveal that the following support services were confirmed to be well
accessible to cocoa farmers; provision of agrochemicals ( =1.98), provision of extension
services ( =1.97), training on record keeping ( =1.86), provision of guaranteed market
( =1.83), provision of market information ( =1.83), training on post-harvest handlings ( =1.82)
and provision of improved cocoa varieties ( =1.78). These findings are similar to the findings of
Bosselmann et al., (2017) that Rainforest Alliance certification has positive influence on
Ghanaian cocoa farmers’ access to farm inputs and credit. This is an improvement on the
findings of Mondelez International (2015) that cocoa farmers generally lack access to essential
agricultural inputs. Following from this, the farmers are expected to translate the high access to
production inputs to increase in yield and income. On the other hand, it was revealed that
majority (72.2%) of the respondents did not enjoy good access to fertilisers supply ( =0.48).
Interaction with the farmers revealed that use of fertilisers was not encouraged by the processor
but rather the application of leaf droppings, dry branches and shrubs to serve as organic manure
to the soil. Low access to fertilisers by the farmers could therefore be described as a deliberate
attempt toward environmental friendly sustainable cocoa production. Use of organic fertilisers
may also be motivated as study conducted in some sub-Saharan Africa countries have
established that leaf biomas has the capacity to increase soils productive capacity and crop yields
(Partey et al., 2018)
Table 2: Distribution of respondents according to access to agricultural support services
S/N Support services
Always
Sometimes
Not
Mean SD
Accessible Accessible
Accessible ( )
f
%
f
%
f
%
1.
Provision of agrochemicals
88
97.8
2
2.2
1.98* 0.14
2.
Provision of extension services 87
96.7
3
3.3
1.97* 0.18
3.
Training on record keeping
77
85.6 13
14.4
1.86* 0.35
4.
Guaranteed market
75
83.3 15
16.7
1.83* 0.37
5.
Market information
75
83.3 15
16.7
1.83* 0.37
6.
Training on post-harvest
77
85.6 10
11.1
3
3.3
1.82* 0.46
handlings
7.
Provision of improved variety 70
77.8 20
22.2
1.78* 0.42
8.
Transportation services
64
71.1
1
1.1
25
27.8 1.43
0.90
9.
Credit facilities
61
67.8
2
2.2
27
30.0 1.38
0.91
10. Fertilisers supply
18
20.0
7
7.8
65
72.2 0.48
0.81
Source: Field survey, 2017 *represents good accessibility
Cocoa farmers’ knowledge of farm certification measures
Results in Table 3 reveal that the cocoa farmers have good knowledge in all the components of
farm certification measures except one. This is shown from the table wherein the farmers scored
good knowledge in 18 out the 19 test questions. This infers that the involvement of the private
sectors has imparted good knowledge of agronomic practices to the farmers. This is an
improvement on the finding of Mondelez International (2015) that cocoa farmers’ had limited
knowledge of agricultural practices in cocoa production.
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Table 3: Farmers knowledge on farm certification measures in cocoa production
S/N Practice
f
% Score Category
Planting hybrid cocoa variety
Recommended spacing
Planting shade tree
Proper shade management
Water and chemical mixing ratio
Method of storing agrochemicals
Disposing surplus chemicals
Handling diseased pods and
branches
Method of fermentation
9
10 Method of harvesting
11 Handling protective wears after use
12 Self-protection when using
agrochemicals
13 Types of banned agrochemicals
14 Health and safety after spraying
15 Illegal labour types
16 Treating labour agreement
17 Spraying distance to water
18 Disposing empty/expired chemical
containers
19 Removing cocoa beans from pods
Source: Field survey, 2017
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

89
67
84
74
60
90
40
70

98.9
74.4
93.3
82.2
66.7
100
44.4
77.8

13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19
6-12
13-19

Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Average knowledge
Good knowledge

87
50
90
87

96.7
55.6
100
96.7

13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19

Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge

89
89
87
90
73
90

98.9
98.9
96.7
100
81.1
100

13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19
13-19

Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge
Good knowledge

77

85.6

13-19 Good knowledge

Compliance of cocoa farmers with farm certification measures
The results in Table 4 reveal that there was good compliance with planting only hybrid cocoa
( =2.0), maintaining recommended spacing ( =2.0), pruning dead or diseased branches
( =1.91), planting of recommended number of shade trees per hectare ( =1.96), use of
appropriate pest management techniques ( =1.98), maintaining regular record keeping ( =1.79),
giving attention to self and environmental protection ( =1.98), use of recommended farm tools
for weeding at different level of maturity ( =1.98), removal and disposal of infested pod
( =2.0), consciousness of personal and environmental protection while spraying ( =2.0),
maintaining recommended distance from water body/ source when establishing cocoa and
spraying ( =2.0), proper disposal of empty and obsolete chemicals ( =2.0), keeping
agrochemicals in safe conditions ( =1.96), harvesting cocoa when pod is yellowish ( =2.0),
fermenting harvested cocoa beans in heaps under banana or plantain leaves ( =2.0), Drying
cocoa beans on raised platform and away from smoke and dust ( =1.90), storing dried cocoa
beans in a well-ventilated store or room and in jute bag for haulage (x=1.98), opening pods using
wooden club ( =1.87), marketing to processor with guaranteed weighing scale ( =1.98). The
results also show that 26.7% of the farmers had not complied with application of fertilisers as
recommended ( =1.43).
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Table 4: Distribution of respondents compliance with farm certification measures (N=90)
S/N Practices
Full
Moderate
No
Mean SD
Compliance Compliance Compliance ( )
f
%
f
%
f
%
1.
Planting hybrid only
90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
2.
Recommended spacing
90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
3.
Pruning diseased branches
82
91.9
8
8.9
1.91* 0.29
4.
Specified number of shade
86
95.6
4
4.4
1.96* 0.20
trees per hectare
5.
Fertilisers application
63
70.0
3
3.3
24
26.7 1.43
0.88
6.
Pest management
88
97.8
2
2.2
1.98* 0.14
7.
Regular record keeping
71
78.9
19
21.1
1.79* 0.41
8.
Personal and environmental 88
97.8
2
2.2
1.98* 0.14
protection
9.
Recommended tools
88
97.8
2
2.2
1.98* 0.14
10. Removal of infested pods
90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
11. Keeping right spacing during 90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
spraying of chemicals
12. Proper disposal of empty
90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
and obsolete chemicals
13. Keeping chemicals in safe
90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
containers
14. Harvesting pods when turn
86
95.6
4
4.4
1.96* 0.20
yellow
15. Fermentation in heaps under 90
100.0
2.00* 0.00
banana or plantain leaves
16. Drying cocoa beans on
81
90.0
9
10.0
1.90* 0.30
raised platform
17. Storing beans in jute bags
89
98.9
1
1.1
1.98* 0.10
18. Opening pods with wooden
81
90.0
6
6.7
3
3.3 1.87* 0.43
club
Source: Field survey, 2017 *represents good compliance
Cocoa farmers’ production performance
Results in table 5 show the average cocoa output and yield of 2,112.67kg and 660.33kg/ha
respectively for the farmers. The average yield of the cocoa farmers is an improvement on the
national average which stands at less than 500kg/ha (Global Agricultural Information Network,
2014). It can then be deduced that the engagement of the private actors is already having
appreciable effect on the production performance of the farmers. Thus with further scale up, farm
certification could be a veritable tool to enhance cocoa production and make it competitive in the
international market.
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Table 5: Cocoa farmers’ production performance
Output (kg)
F
%
0
– 1,000
13
14.5
1,001 – 2,000
31
34.4
2,001 – 3,000
34
37.8
3,001 – 4,000
10
11.1
4,001 – 5,000
2
2.2
TOTAL
90
100.0
Yield (kg/ha)
0
- 500
31
34.5
501 - 1000
48
53.3
1001 - 1,500
10
11.1
1,501 - 2000
1
1.1
TOTAL
90
100.0
Source: Field survey, 2017

Mean

SD

2,112.67

838.50

660.33

268.30

Hypothesis testing
Ho1: There is no significant relationship between farmers’ knowledge of farm certification and
level of compliance
The result of Pearson Product Moment Correlation in table 6 shows that there was significant
relationship between farmers’ knowledge of farm certification and compliance level with farm
certification. The PPMC coefficient of 0.503 indicates a moderately strong correlation between
the two variables. This implies that farmers’ level of compliance increases with increase in
knowledge. It is therefore a worthwhile endeavour to invest in building farmers capacity in cocoa
production through technical knowledge.
Table 6:

Pearson Product Moment Correlation showing significant relationship
between farmers’ knowledge of farm certification and compliance level
Mean
r-value
p-value
Decision
16.93
0.503
0.001
Significant

Farmers’
knowledge
Compliance level 1.93
*Significant at p≤0.01

Determinants of compliance with farm certification
Gretl 1.9.8 was used to perform diagnostic tests on the data to ascertain the suitability of the
regression model. The tests showed that the error term is normally distributed (pvalue = 0.4913)
and there were no problems of multicollinearity, autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. Results
in table 7 indicates that seven independent variables, namely: knowledge of agronomic practices
(X1), farmers’ age (X2), educational level (X3), farm size (X4), cocoa output (X7), access to
support services (X8), and household size (X10) were found significant in explaining cocoa
farmers’ compliance to farm certification. Extension contacts (X5), years of farm establishment
(X6) and constraints to certification (X9) were found not significant. The estimates of the model
coefficients reveals that keeping other factors constant, a unit increase in farmers’ age, cocoa
output and access to support services will increase compliance level with farm certification by
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0.425, 0.300 and 0.262 respectively. Meanwhile negative coefficients observed in household
size, level of education and farm size indicate that keeping other factors constant, a unit increase
in these variables will reduce compliance level with farm certification by -0.493, -0.215 and 0.170 respectively. This implies that it is a challenge for the farmers to maintain strict
compliance with farm certification as household size, level of education and farm size increase.
This may center on the fact that as the farm size increases, observing the certification rules may
become complex and therefore reducing the compliance level. This agrees with the findings of
Gambelli et al., (2014) that non-compliance of organic farmers in Italy and Germany increases as
the farm size grows. Furthermore, table 7 further shows the value of R (that is correlation
coefficients between all of the predictor variables and compliance level). In the model, the value
is 0.814, which indicates that there is high variance between the independent variables and
compliance with farm certification. Meanwhile, the R2 of 0.663 indicates that 66.3% of the
variance in compliance with farm certification is explained by the independent predictor
variables in the model.
Table 7:
Result of linear regression model for cocoa farmers
Variables
Unstandardized coefficient
Standardized coefficient
n = 90
B
Std. Error
Beta
Constant
26.565
2.345
Knowledge
0.331
0.129
0.249
Farmers age
0.086
0.020
0.425
Education
-0.096
0.034
-0.215
Farm size
-0.294
0.139
-0.170
Extension contact
0.009
0.007
0.105
Years
of
farm -0.010
0.014
-0.078
establishment
Output
0.001
0.000
0.300
Access to support
0.112
0.043
0.262
services
Constraints
to
0.037
0.026
0.143
compliance
Household size
-0.549
0.092
-0.493
R = 0.814 R2 = 0.663 Adjusted R2 = 0.620
*Significant at p≤0.05

T

Sig.

11.330
2.571
4.242
-2.846
-2.118
1.277
-0.698

0.000
0.012*
0.000*
0.006*
0.037*
0.205
0.487

3.105
2.596

0.003*
0.011*

1.432

0.156

- 5.951 0.000*

Conclusion and Recommendations
The study has shown that majority of cocoa farmers in the study area were males. Also the farm
certification initiative involving private actors have demonstrated prime potentials in filling the
inadequacies of public actors in making agricultural support services available to the farmers. A
positive statistically significant correlation was established between farmers’ knowledge on farm
certification measures and compliance level. The high level of compliance to farm certification
measures therefore suggests that the cocoa beans produced by the farmers are safe at farm gate
which is a crucial stage of food contamination along produce value chain. This development will
definitely make the cocoa beans lucrative to the export market and as well improve farmers’
livelihood. The leading determinants of compliance to farm certification from the study are:
farmers age, cocoa output, access to support services and knowledge of agronomic practices.
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Governments at all levels are therefore encouraged to collaborate with the private actors in
financing the cost of certification for uptake and wider reach across the cocoa producing states in
the country. For sustainable compliance with farm certification, experienced cocoa farmers with
track record of productivity should be enlisted into the subsequent schemes. Furthermore,
incentives such as payment of premiums and bonuses should be extended to farm certificationcompliant farmers so as to sustain the current cocoa safety level.
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Does trust affect public environmental risk perception?
Empirical evidence from China
With the advent of the risk society, environmental risk has become the primary global
risk in term of likelihood and impact. Environmental risk perception and its
determinants have also received considerable attention globally. As the leading
country in terms of energy consumption and environmental pollution production,
China has been experiencing increasing multiple environmental risks. Due to the
social amplification of risk, it is necessary to identify the public’s environmental risk
perception in China and to try to eliminate exaggerated risk perception and the stigma
of environmental risk. The current study aims to (1) understand the types and severity
of the public’s environmental risk perception in China, (2) examine whether and to
what extent trust affect public environmental risk perception, (3) and compare the
influence of different types of trust on environmental risk perception. Based on CGSS
(Chinese General Social Survey) 2013 data about different environmental risks
measures among Chinese citizens, this study firstly determined that living and natural
environmental risks are two major types of environmental risk perceptions in China
by exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. It was also found that
people had a higher degree of living environmental risk perception than of natural
environmental risk in China. People had a higher degree of living environmental risk
perception than of natural environmental risk. Then, the influence of different trust on
two types of environmental risk perception was examined by regression analysis
respectively. Results indicated that trust in all the central government and local
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government, in most people in society and in the media could help to eliminate living
environmental risk perceptions. For natural environmental risk perception, trust in the
local government and in the media could help reduce the public’s risk perception,
whereas trust in strangers increased the risk perception to some extent. These results
give empirical evidence in China that trust in the local government and in the media
are two major factors that can eliminate both living and natural risk perception. These
findings give theoretically and practically evidence and support for the value of trust
in environmental risk perception. Therefore, promoting government trust (especially
local government trust) and media trust could be a vital risk communication tool for
effective environmental risk management.
Key words: environmental risk; trust; risk perception; risk communication
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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to analyse the environmental impacts of the transformation of the Budapest Metropolitan Region
through the ecological footprint indicator, between 2003 and 2013. Similarly to other major urban agglomerations in East
Central Europe, the socio-spatial structure of the Budapest Metropolitan Region has gone through substantial changes since
the change of regime, when the movement of younger and more affluent strata from the core city to the suburban zone
commenced. According to our hypothesis the quickly growing population of the suburbs, with higher level of consumption
has resulted in the reshuffle of the ecological footprint of the urban region.
In this study, two methods are used to estimate the ecological footprint of the Budapest Metropolitan Region. The first is a
top-down, compound method using regional GDP data as the basis of the calculation. The second is a component-based
approach, combining an environmentally extended input-output model with local household consumption data. The second
approach also enables us to cover the embedded (in the total life-cycle of goods and services consumed by households)
ecological footprint of household consumption.
Although the indirect, embedded household footprint decreased by 11% in Hungary between 2003 and 2013, it increased by
6% in Budapest and by 8% in the suburban zone. In the suburban area the growing ecological footprint is mainly the outcome
of population growth, in Budapest the major driver of growth is the increasing consumption. The direct household ecological
footprint accounted more than double in the suburban zone compared to the respective value in Budapest for 2013. This is
mainly due to the higher (and growing, because of the spreading of wood combustion) heating footprint, whereas, there was
no significant difference regarding the carbon footprint of the fuels used for vehicles.
This research was funded by NKFI fund K119710.
Keywords: suburbanization, ecological footprint, sustainable development, environmentally extended input-output analysis,
Budapest Metropolitan Region.
1.

Introduction

As suburbanization and urban sprawl continuously transform the spatial pattern of urban regions, the social and ecological
impacts of these processes are increasingly on the agenda. Cities during stat-socialism were characterized by a clear urban
edge framed by the last towers of the vast mass-housing complexes built during the 1970s and 1980s, and there were no signs
that resembled residential or commercial sprawl (Hirt, 2013). The upswing of suburban areas was also prevented by poorlyorganized public services, low levels of car ownership and limited infrastructural networks. After 1990, in line with the advent
of a free market system and privatization of land suburbanization started to intensify. The process of suburbanization, i.e. the
decentralization of people and urban functions (housing, jobs) is among the most studied phenomena of post-socialist urban
transition (Hirt, 2007; Kok and Kovács, 1999; Kovács and Tosics, 2014; Slaev et al., 2018). Most of the previous studies
focused primarily on the socio-economic contexts of suburbanization, the newly evolving patterns of social segregation and
economy around cities, however, the impacts of suburbanization on the sustainability of urbanization and the environmental
consequences of urban sprawl have been insufficiently explored to date.
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Cities cannot survive without their wider hinterlands for resources and emissions sequestration (Kissinger and Haim, 2008).
The location of jobs, residences and other facilities within city region strongly affects the spatial pattern of mobility and
consumption. However, this pattern is continuously reconfigured by suburbanization and urban sprawl, which often cause
harmful ecological consequences such as the fragmentation of land use, the loss of biodiversity, or the impairment of ecological
functions (Mustard et al., 2004; Dietz et al., 2007; Bohnet-Pert, 2010; Piña-Martinez, 2014). The decentralization of production
and consumption destroy exactly that hinterland what cities hinge upon. Measuring the sustainability of urbanization the
concept of ecological footprint provides a valuable tool (Rees, 1992). This paper presents the results of a study, which estimate
the spatial and temporal changes of a supporting hinterland for post-socialist Budapest and its urban region by using the
Ecological Footprint Analysis (EFA). We wanted to explore how much of an ecosystem(s) the studied population dependent
on, and how it has changed due to suburbanization between 2003 and 2013, when large masses of relatively affluent people
relocated from the core city to the suburbs (Kok and Kovács, 1999; Kovács and Tosics, 2014).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review the literature on ecological footprint as a tool for measuring the
environmental impacts of urbanization. We then discuss the methodology, including the collection and analysis of data. A
section then follows with main findings of the research and comparison of the results derived by compound and component
based methods, and the temporal and spatial change of EF in the urban region of Budapest. Finally, we outline the limitations
of the study, discuss the findings and present our conclusions.
2.

Ecological footprint as an environmental indicator of urbanization

Ecological footprint (EF) has become a popular indicator since its first publication in the early 1990s (Rees, 1992; Wackernagel
and Rees, 1996) The purpose of the concept is to determine the size of land used by humans to meet the needs of a certain
population group. EF calculations first focused on specific countries, but later on, approaches calculating the ecological
footprint at the regional, individual and even organizational level have become widely used (GFN, 2012). Among the regional
level EF calculations, those focusing on the environmental impacts of urbanization has become especially popular (Jones and
Kammen, 2014; Moore, et al., 2013). In the most common approach (see for example Wackernagel et al., 1999), ecological
footprint is composed of six different land-use components (cropland, grazing land, forest land, fishing grounds, carbon
footprint/carbon uptake land and built-up land) and measured in global hectares (gha) considering also the bio-productivity of
each land type.
Although data for urbanized areas are not as consistently calculated as for nation states and are therefore, less comparable, EF
calculations at urban level have become widespread in North America, Western Europe and China (Wackernagel et al., 2006),
In the growing body of literature studies focusing on spatio-temporal differences of ecological footprint within a given urban
region are still rare.
Papers analysing the spatial differences of ecological footprint within urban areas focus primarily upon the problem of whether
the compact or the sprawling urban morphology is more favourable for sustainable settlement (e.g. Kahn, 2000; Legras and
Cavailhès, 2016; Ogle et al., 2017; Thomson and Newman, 2018).
Temporal changes of the ecological footprint are dealt with only rarely in the literature, even though this aspect would be also
important according to some authors (Van der Bergh and Verbruggen, 1999). Papers usually deal with temporality in a modellike manner (Mostafa, 2010; Lu-Chen, 2017), in most cases sprawl or suburbanization is shown as a constant background
process or endowment. Research results are based mostly on data collection at a given time (e.g. census, questionnaire surveys),
the combination of space and time approaches in the analysis of urban sprawl and suburbanization is still lacking. In this paper,
therefore, we focus on the spatiotemporal change of the ecological footprint in the Budapest Metropolitan Region (BMR). We
seek to answer the question how the spatiotemporal transformation of the investigated urban region impacts the structure of
ecological footprint within the urbanized area.
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Since the seminal work of Rees (1992) that already addressed urban ecological footprint, several methodological advances
have been achieved regarding the calculation of ecological footprint at the sub-national level. In the following a brief account
is provided on the most important methodological approaches used in the literature.
The compound approach adjusted to the sub-national level is based on national ecological footprint data adapted to a smaller
geographical area. The crudest way is to use per capita national footprint values multiplied by the size of population of a
certain area (Moore et al., 2013), but usually calculation aims to better address local characteristics (see for example one of
the first city-level calculation by Wackernagel, 1998 on Santiago de Chile or Ewing et al., 2010 for further methodological
considerations). As this approach is based on national level data, it follows a top-down logic. On the one hand, the major
benefit of this approach is the relatively easier data availability. On the other hand, however, without using local data specific
to the region information loss may occur and the evaluation of local policies can also be more difficult (Aall and Norland,
2005; Wilson and Grant, 2009).
The component-based approach uses local data for the sub-national geographical unit to quantify the study population’s
consumption activities focusing on some (e.g. commuting, energy use etc., see. Muñiz et al., 2013) or all components of the
ecological footprint (Barrett, 2001). One direction follows a bottom-up logic, using local databases to quantify the material
and energy flows required for the calculation (Simmons et al., 2000). The basis is usually a material flow analysis (Wiedmann
et al., 2006), but it may be integrated to an urban metabolism framework (Curry et al., 2011) to collect and structure the data,
as attempted by Moore et al. (2013) for Vancouver and Piña and Martinez (2014) for Bogota. An advantage of this approach
that it enables policy makers to better understand the exact flow of materials and energy in the region analysed, providing
better opportunities to influence them (Collins and Flynn, 2006). However, the availability of local data (Hengrasmee, 2013)
or the resources needed to obtain them (Xu and San Martin, 2010) and the proper definition of system boundaries (for example
beyond the direct carbon emissions of local commuting, shall the ecological footprint calculation also cover the indirect
environmental impacts of the whole supply chain of the vehicle manufacturing; and if yes, how) make these calculations
increasingly difficult.
Beyond the bottom-up sub-approach, the alternative is the combination of the top-down and bottom-up approaches. The
application of an input-output model extended with environmental data (environmentally extended input-output analysis,
EEIO) can be adapted to a subnational unit by integrating it with local production or consumption data (labelled as sub-national
input output analysis, SNIO, by Moore et al., 2013). Input-output models (based on Leontief, 1936) aim at calculating the
interrelationships between different economic sectors by quantifying the resource need from one sector per unit of output in
another. EEIOs were first applied for ecological footprint calculations by Bicknell et al. (1998) and Ferng (2001). The
pioneering paper by Barrett et al. (2005) using this approach in the EF calculation for Wales and Cardiff has been followed by
many others like Gu et al. (2015). The advantage of the SNIO model is the relatively easy access to data (regarding the national
level input-output data), whereas, data of production or consumption at the local level may be problematic.
In this paper two methods are simultaneously applied to quantify the changing ecological footprint of the Budapest
Metropolitan Region. The first one follows a compound approach based on the correlation of the GDP and ecological footprint
and uses the GDP data specific for the investigated area (estimated through an own model). The second method is a combined
component-based approach, where a national input-output model is integrated with area specific household consumption data.
3.

Methods

For the sake of analysis census data on commuting to work (2001) were considered and boundaries of the Budapest
Metropolitan Region (BMR) were defined using the threshold of 15 per cent of commuters to the core city from the
economically active population. In addition, territorial consolidation was applied, i.e. excluding municipalities that are
exclaves outside the core territory and including those that form windows inside the territory. According to our delimitation
the BMR includes the City of Budapest (525 sq. km) and 185 surrounding municipalities of various size covering 6,077 sq.
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km with a maximum radius of 70 km. The delimitation of the BMR used in this research does not correspond to a metropolitan
planning unit, as such does not exist. In the neoliberal Hungarian public administration system established by Act 65/1990
local municipalities enjoy great deal of autonomy regarding planning rights.
A compound method
One method for calculating the ecological footprint of the Budapest Metropolitan Region is based on an own linear regression
model, originally developed to estimate historical ecological footprint values for the world (Toth and Szigeti, 2016; Szigeti et
al. 2017). First it is necessary to estimate the BMR-level GDP data at basic prices (gross value added, GVA). Since GVA data
are available only at county (NUTS3) level in Hungary, a model has been developed that allows a relatively accurate estimation
of value added for smaller territorial units. The computing applies a top-down method of regional GDP calculation (Kahoun
and Sixta, 2013), by which value added data provided by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO) at the NUTS3 level
could be split up to finer territorial resolution, based on the indirect variables that show high correlations with official county
GDP-shares and available at the municipal level in the TeIR (National Spatial Planning and Regional Planning Information
System, www.teir.hu) database. For a detailed mathematical presentation of the model see Koppány et al. (2018). Using an
optimal weight vector, the national GVA share of each settlement and then finally the GVA data of each settlement (and thus
also for the urban region in question) could be estimated.
A component-based method
The calculation of the household consumption based ecological footprint of the BMR covers two fields. First, we calculated
the indirect EF of household consumption, embedded in the supply chains of the goods and services consumed. Second, we
added an indirect EF part generated by household consumption (covering heating and transport related carbon emissions).
The embedded part of the household consumption related EF is based on an environmentally extended input-output analysis
(EEIO). In this paper the EEIO model has been developed for a subnational area, the Budapest Metropolitan Region. The
calculation was based on the model of Wiedmann et al. (2006) with further extensions and considerations
The embedded EF of the household consumption was calculated based on the following equation:
EF = EFdir * (I-A)-1 * FD
where EFdir stands for the direct intensity matrix, covering EF that are directly related to the production activities of different
sectors per million units of national currency. The (I-A)-1 is the Leontief-inverse matrix derived from the national input-output
model, while FD is the household level final demand vector (final demand by sectors) for the area and period covered. The
EFdir vector is calculated by using the Hungarian dataset of the Global Footprint Network (GFN, 2011). The FD vector
contains household consumption data gathered and sold by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO) for 2003 and
2013 for Budapest and its agglomeration.
4.

Results and Discussion

At the current point, there are only preliminary results based on the calculation that are presented at the followings.
When examining the data, there are several trends, depending on whether we examine the absolute or per capita ecological
footprint values.
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Table 1. Absolute indirect household consumption related ecological footprint by land use, in 2003 and in 2013 (gha).
Hungary (gha)

Budapest (gha)

Agglomeration

2003

2013

Change

2003

2013

Change

2003

2013

Change

8 547 170

6 977 139

-18,4%

1 524 947

1 622 189

6,4%

1 001 000

1 041 426

4,0%

568 562

464 123

-18,4%

101 440

107 909

6,4%

66 587

69 276

4,0%

2 265 422

3 100 958

36,9%

410 241

616 096

50,2%

270 321

420 891

55,7%

Fishing Grounds

139 318

141 095

1,3%

29 889

36 085

20,7%

18 005

16 562

-8,0%

Built-up land

326 721

304 497

-6,8%

65 461

68 285

4,3%

38 214

39 040

2,2%

Carbon uptaking land

7 856 637

6 615 007

-15,8%

1 496 010

1 403 731

-6,2%

908 224

894 716

-1,5%

Total

19 703 829

17 602 820

-10,7%

3 627 988

3 854 294

6,2%

2 302 352

2 481 911

7,8%

Cropland
Grazing Land
Forest Land

Examining the absolute indirect ecological footprint values by land use, it seems that within the footprint of household
consumption, the three most important elements are croplands, forest and carbon footprint. The three most important
components are responsible for 95% of the absolute footprint and the other three components (grazing land, built-up land and
fishing grounds related footprint) only have a share of less than 5%. Comparing the results in Table 1 with the national data
(GFN database), it is interesting to note that the national contribution of the three smaller components is between 7-8%.
The ecological footprint embedded in household consumption showed a different direction at the level of different territorial
units between 2003 and 2013. While this value fell by 11% nationwide, it rose by 6% for Budapest and 8% for the
agglomeration.
The changes in the EF indicator is explained by the changes in the size of population and the size and structure of per capita
consumption. The evolution of the Budapest and agglomeration population between 2003 and 2013 was different from each
other, as well as from the national trend. While at national level the population decreased by 2% (from 10 142 362 to 9 987
908), in Budapest it increased by 2% (from 1 705 309 to 1 744 665) and in the agglomeration by 10% (from 1 053 448 to 1
155 338 people). In case of Budapest, the rapid population decline due to the migration loss (suburbanization) slowed down
around 2004 and then stopped. Population, especially in the years following the financial crisis in 2008, started to grow.
Although the rapid population growth of the agglomeration zone was dampened by the financial and economic crisis of 2008,
the population of most of the settlements near Budapest has grown steadily from year to year. On the one hand, immigration
from rural areas was continuous, and on the other hand, due to the more youthful age composition, natural decrease was also
lower than the national average, moreover, there was no positive natural reproduction in one settlement (Dövényi 2007, 2009;
KSH 2012a, 2012b).
Another important determinant of ecological footprint changes is the consumption structure, i.e. the evolution of ecological
footprint per capita.
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Table 2. Per capita indirect household consumption related ecological footprint by land use, in 2003 and in 2013 (gha).
Hungary (gha)

Budapest (gha)

Agglomeration

2003

2013

Change

2003

2013

Change

2003

2013

Change

Cropland

0,84

0,70

-16,7%

0,89

0,93

4,5%

0,95

0,90

-5,3%

Grazing Land

0,06

0,05

-16,7%

0,06

0,06

0,0%

0,06

0,06

0,0%

Forest Land

0,22

0,31

40,9%

0,24

0,35

45,8%

0,26

0,36

38,5%

Fishing Grounds

0,01

0,01

0,0%

0,02

0,02

0,0%

0,02

0,01

-50,0%

Built-up land

0,03

0,03

0,0%

0,04

0,04

0,0%

0,04

0,03

-25,0%

Carbon uptaking land

0,77

0,66

-14,3%

0,88

0,80

-9,1%

0,86

0,77

-10,5%

Total

1,94

1,76

-9,3%

2,13

2,21

3,8%

2,19

2,15

-1,8%

Examining the evolution of the household consumption related ecological footprint per capita, it can be seen that the gap has
been opened in comparison with the different base (national, Budapest and agglomeration) related to the different income
levels. On the basis of the data, it can be stated that the value of the household income or consumption to the pre-crisis level
and its slow-moving value as well as the transformation of the domestic and import production structure and the slow
improvement of eco-efficiency in Budapest is 4% in the agglomeration. A decrease of 2% was observed while a national
decrease of 9% was observed. While in Hungary the absolute and per capita consumption ecological footprint decreased, both
indicators increased in Budapest and in the case of the agglomeration the increase in the absolute footprint per capita ecological
footprint – albeit at a lower rate than the national level – has declined.
In case of Budapest, the main reason for the growth is the increase of income levels and household consumption at a rate above
the national average. In case of the agglomeration, the increase in population size leads to an increase in absolute footprint.
There are several reasons for this: the proportion of the dependent population is higher due to the large number of families
with small children, and the population of the settlements around Budapest is not only a high status moving from Budapest,
but also a lower income population moving from the capital or the countryside.
5.

Conclusions

In the last few decades, the urban regions of the world have been characterized by the urban sprawl. It is characterized by a
dynamically growing population (Africa, Asia) and shrinking urban areas (Europe) and directs researchers to the
environmental sustainability of urbanization. In our study, we examined the environmental impacts of the development of the
Budapest Metropolitan Region with the help of the ecological footprint concept. In the course of the calculations, we have
quantified not only the direct, but also the indirect ecological footprint embedded into household consumption, using an inputoutput (IO) model supplemented with environmental data. The most important results are:


The ecological footprint embedded in household consumption showed a different direction at the level of different
territorial units between 2003 and 2013. While it decreased by 11% nationally, it increased by 6% for Budapest and
by 8% for the agglomeration.



The change is explained by the different dynamics of population change and the changes in the size and structure of
per capita consumption. In the case of Budapest, the growth was primarily due to the increase in individual
consumption and in the agglomeration primarily due to the increase in population.



Due to the different consumption structure resulting from the different social environment, in 2013 the agglomeration
had a higher per capita ecological footprint of food consumption, energy consumption and transport, while in
Budapest it was higher for health care, education, clothing and services (e.g. telecommunication, entertainment,
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culture, hospitality and accommodation services). The latter can be explained mainly by the higher consumption
opportunities resulting from higher per capita income.
On the basis of the study it can be stated that the methodology of ecological footprint is suitable for the environmental
assessment of household consumption not only for the direct but also for the indirect components. It is also suitable for testing
any geographical unit, provided that the consumption data is available in the appropriate area. In addition, the method may be
used in the future for a deeper examination of a sub-area (such as commuting), but it is also a prerequisite for us to have
adequate data on the area in relation to the expenditure for that activity.
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Economic and Environmental Loads in BTH
Region Based on Model C
Tiening Cui, Yunjia Zhang
Economics and Management School, Beijing University of Technology,
Beijing, China, 100124

Abstract: The most important goals of coordinated development are to alleviate the ecological
crisis, improve resource and energy efficiency, and reduce the overall environmental load of
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH) region. Economic development, urbanization process, trend of
resource consumption and environmental load are quantified and analyzed, and the conformation is
compared with the established goal of Circular Economy Development Model C from 2005 to 2015.
Results show that under rapid economic growth, the effect of water resource conservation and
emission reduction of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide are evident. In recent years, the region has
continuously exerted strong effort to improve its environmental status by decreasing consumption
and emissions intensity. However, energy consumption and CO2 emissions growth still exceeded
the Model C target. The environmental load conditions are predicted and compared with the goal of
the 13th Five-Year plan and Model C. A gap of 20 and 350 million tons of standard coal equivalent
(tce) is found between the predicted total energy consumption value and expected target for 2020
and 2050, respectively, as well as a gap of 265 million tons for CO2 emissions in 2050. To achieve
the decoupling target of energy consumption, comprehensive measures should be considered to
reduce energy intensity at an average annual rate of 3.4% from 2015 to 2020 and 2.8% from 2020
to 2050. At the same time, the proportion of renewable energy consumption (accounting for 60%
by 2050) should be increased and the substitution of renewable energy for non-renewable energy
should be developed. Then, the region can achieve absolute decoupling of carbon emissions and
address its environmental problem.

Keywords: Economic growth, environmental load, Model C, 13th Five-Year Plan,
energy consumption

1. Introduction
The 13th Five-Year plan (from 2016 to 2020) of China emphasizes the need to
accelerate high-quality economic development. However, a huge challenge for ecology,
resources, and environment exists. In the first half of 2018, Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
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(BTH) region, which is among the highest contributors to pollution, accounted for 64%
of the country’s total air pollution particulate matter emissions (according to data from
China Environmental Monitoring Station). Furthermore, the region experiences water,
energy, and other resource shortage. Therefore, rationally and quantitatively analyzing
the relationship between regional economic development and environmental load,
verifying whether the development process conforms to expectations, and predicting
the feasibility of the target are important.
1.1 Overview of BTH
During the 11th Five-Year plan period (from 2006 to 2010) and the 12th Five-Year
plan period (from 2011 to 2015), GDP grew at a high speed, and the comprehensive
strength enhanced considerably in BTH. In 2016, the region accounted for less than
2.25% of Chinese territory and generated 740 million yuan of GDP, accounting for 10%
of national GDP. However, the heavy chemical industries with high consumption, high
pollution, and high emission accounts for a large proportion of development. The
increasing load of resources, energy consumption, and environmental pollution brings
great pressure to the ecological environment of this region and even to the entire country.
Statistics show that coal power units in the BTH region accounted for 27% of the
total in China in 2016, and the emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide , and soot
per unit area are three, four, and five times the national average. In BTH, steel
production accounted for 43%, coke for 47%, cement for 19%, and car parc for 28% in
China. Particulate matter, volatile organic matter, and other pollution emissions caused
by heavy industries have brought an unbearable burden to the atmospheric environment
in the BTH region [1]. In terms of energy structure, coal accounts for nearly 90% of the
energy consumption structure in north China, far exceeding the national average. The
annual coal consumption in the BTH region is 400 million tons, accounting for 1/10 of
that of China[2]. Since 2013, frequent severe weather, unreasonable energy consumption,
and other environmental problems in this region have prompted the government to
focus on coordinating the region’s economic activities.
This study analyzes the realization of the goals and proposes corresponding
suggestions for these serious problems by studying the economic and environmental
changes in the BTH region under the 11th and 12th Five-Year plans, as well as the
predicted environmental loads of the region in 2020 and 2050.
1.2 China’s Circular Economy Development Model C
Prof. Zhu Dajian presented China’s Circular Development Model C (2005), also
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known as the 1.5–2 times growth strategy, which is suitable for the development of
China’s circular economy. He claimed that China’s economy would quadruple by 2020,
and the water and energy consumption and emission of pollutants (including carbon
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides) will be controlled at approximately 1.5 to
2 times of that in 2000. Therefore, no more than two times of the natural capital
consumption is required every four times of economic growth and social welfare after
20 years of economic growth to achieve a relative reduction of materialized
development. China aims to achieve the economic characteristics of the late stage of
industrialization by 2050, that is, to quadruple the economy compared with that of 2020;
however, the environmental load (pollutant emission) will not increase to a level
equivalent to that of 2000. Thus, China’s economic development and environmental
pressure achieve absolute decoupling. The strategic assumption of economic and
environmental loads under Model C is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Target list of China’s Circular Economy Model C [3]
Items

Management Indicators

Year 2000

Year 2020

Year 2050

Economy

GDP

1

4 (4 times of 2000)

16

36%

55%

80% (2 times of 2000)

1.4

2.9

30 (2 times of 2000)

553

680 (1.2 times of 2000)

Same level as in 2000

430 m3

464 (1.1 times of 2000)

Same level as in 2000

Carbon dioxide(billion tons)

0.88

1.2 (1.5 times of 2000)

Sulfur dioxide(million tons)

1.62

4 (2.5 times of 2000)

Nitrogen oxides

1.88

3.5 (1.8 times of 2000)

(16 times of 2000)

(Trillion dollars)
Social
Energy

Urbanization
Total energy consumption
(billion tce)
Total water consumption

Water

(billion

m3)

Per capita water
consumption(m3)
Emission

Same level as in 2000

(million tons)

1.3 Development Plan for BTH Region
The party and state attach great importance to combating environmental pollution
and improving the efficiency of energy and resources and propose “The Strategic
Layout of the Five-in-One Ecological Civilization.” “The opinions of the CPC central
committee and the state council on comprehensively strengthening ecological and
environmental protection and resolutely fighting pollution prevention and control”
(2018) proposed that, by 2020, the country will strive resolutely for the key battle of
pollution prevention and control. By 2035, the ecological environment will be
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improved, and the goal of a beautiful China will be achieved. By the middle of this
century, China will be built into a modern socialist country that is prosperous, strong,
democratic, culturally advanced, harmonious, and beautiful. The 13th Five-Year plan
of the BTH region suggested that intensified efforts will be exerted to protect the
ecological environment and improve the efficiency of resource utilization in five years
by improving the quality of the environment at the core and solving current
environmental problems.
The planning objective comparison between Model C and the 13th Five-Year plan
(Table 2) shows that in the 13th Five-Year plan of the BTH region, GDP will reach 9.8
trillion yuan in 2020, far exceeding that of Model C by 4 trillion yuan. According to
statistics, the region’s GDP in 2010 was already 4.4 trillion yuan, which has achieved
the expectation of Model C. In terms of environmental load, most objective plans of the
13th Five-Year plan is within the target range of Model C, only the total energy
consumption (530 million tce) exceeds that of Model C (360 million tce). Generally,
the fast economic development will inevitably lead to the increase in energy
consumption. Therefore, the 13th Five-Year plan is based on the actual development of
the BTH region. It also shows the rapid economic development and that energy
consumption is a relatively prominent problem in the region.
Table 2. Year 2020 Target comparison between Model C and the 13th Five-Year plan of
BTH
Items

Management Indicators

the 13th Five-year plan

Target of Model C

Economy

GDP (trillion yuan)

9.8*

4

Social

Urbanization

68%

59%–75%

Energy

Total energy consumption
(million tce)

530*

360

Water

The total water consumption
(billion m3)
Per capita water consumption
(m3)

30.1
250

32
300

Emission

Carbon Intensity
(tons/thousand yuan)
Sulfur dioxide
(million tons)
Nitrogen oxides
(million tons)

2.8

3.4

1

4.5

1.26

2.7

Note: * indicates an indicator that exceeds the expected target
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2. Analysis of Economic Development and Environmental

Load in BTH Region
2.1 Data source:
The quantitative relationship between economic growth and environmental load
in the BTH region is studied. The sample interval is from 2005 to 2015. The main data
source of Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei national economy and resource statistics is the
China Statistical Yearbook; the total consumption and the energy consumption
composition data are from China Energy Statistical Yearbook (2005–2017), Beijing’s
13th Five-Year Energy Development Plan, 13th Five-Year Plan for Renewable Energy
Development in Tianjin, and 13th Five-Year Energy Development Plan in Hebei
Province.
2.2 Research Method
2.2.1 IPAT model
The IPAT model is used to analyze the impact of human activities on the
environment. The demographers Paul R. Ehrlich and John Holdren in 1971 proposed
that the impact of population growth on the environment is not only related to the total
population, but also to the wealth of society and the technological level of social
production activities[4]. Thus, the proponents presented the following three-factor
formula of the environmental impact:
Formula 1

I = P × A × T,

where I is environmental impact (load), which can be energy consumption or
pollutant emission; P is population, which reflects the change in population size; A is
affluence (level of wealth), which is expressed by per capita GDP; and T is technology.
Generally, Ts expressed in terms of energy consumption or pollutant emission per unit
of GDP. P × A is the total gross domestic product (GDP).
The IPAT model is transformed as follows:
Formula 2

E=

=

×

.

Formula 2 indicates that eco-efficiency E is the ratio of the value of economic and
social development (i.e., total amount of GDP) to the environmental resource load. This
variable is also called resource or environmental productivity, which is an important
reflection of a country’s green competitiveness.
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2.2.2 Unary linear regression prediction model
Linear regression analysis of environmental load data under known time series
was performed using Excel 2013 and SPSS 19.0 to predict changes in environmental
loads in the BTH region in 2020 and 2050.
2.3 Analysis of Economic and Environmental Loads in BTH Region under
11th to 12th Five-Year Plan Periods (2005–2015)
Through data collation, a comparison table between the economic development
and environmental load indicators and Model C of the BTH region from 2005 to 2015
is created, as shown in Table 3. The conversion speed of Model C preset scenario of
2015/2005 is calculated based on the annual average growth rate.
Table 3: Comparative Table of Economic and Environmental Pressure and Model C in
BTH from 2005 to 2015
Indicator

2005

2015

Multiples

Multiples of Model
C

Economy
Society
Energy

GDP

2.1

6.9

3.3

2

Urbanization

49%

62.5%

1.27

1.24

Total energy

300

450

15*

14.5

25.9

25.1

0.96

1.1

289

256

0.89

1.05

170

220

1.31*

1.22

195

137

0.7

1.58

1.5

1.74

1.16

1.34

(trillion yuan)

consumption*
(million tce)
Total water
consumption

Water

(billion m3)
Per capita water
consumption (m3)
CO2 *
(million tons)

Emission

Sulfur dioxide
(trillion tons)
NOX
(million tons)

Note: * means that an indicator exceeds the expected target.

The table shows that, during the 11th Five-Year Plan and 12th Five-Year Plan
period in the BTH region, the improvement in the total water consumption, sulfur
dioxide, and nitrogen oxide emissions was evident. The growth multiples of those are
0.96, 0.7 and 1.16 were lower than the target multiples of Model C Among them, the
effect of sulfur dioxide emission reduction during the research period is evident, and
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the total emissions in 2015 decreased by 30% compared with that in 2005. With the
rapid development of the economy and urbanization level in the BTH region, the total
energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions continue to increase, showing that
the environmental load problem is intensifying. The environmental load growth
multiples for 2015 and 2005 are 1.51 and 1.31, respectively, which are larger than the
growth multiples of Model C at 1.45 and 1.22, respectively.
(1) Overview of economic growth in BTH region
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Figure 1. Trend of GDP Growth and Its Growth Rate in BTH (trillion yuan)

In 2005–2015, the GDP of the BTH region continued to grow steadily. In 2015,
the total GDP of the region was nearly 3.32 times that of 2005. Although the GDP
growth rate fluctuates downwards, it is in line with the economic development strategy
of China, that is, to slow down and improve the quality.
(2) Total energy consumption and energy consumption intensity
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Figure (2a) Energy Consumption Intensity (tce/thousand yuan)

(2b) Total Energy Consumption (million tce)

The energy consumption intensity (unit GDP energy consumption) in the BTH
region is shown in Figures (2a). The data shows a downward trend from 2005 to 2015,
with reductions by 62%, 52%, and 50%. In the BTH region, Beijing has the lowest
energy consumption intensity and largest decrease, whereas Hebei Province has the
highest intensity and smallest decrease, and its energy structure and energy efficiency
are at a low level.
From the perspective of total energy consumption in the BTH region, the growth
shown in Figure 2b was rapid in 2005–2012. T In 2013-2015, the total consumption
declined slightly and then slowed down. The one of 2015 was 1.51 times that of 2005.
Against the background of rapid economic growth, the growth rate exceeded the
expected environmental load growth factor (1.45) of Model C. The total energy
consumption of Hebei Province is approximately twice that of the sum of Beijing and
Tianjin. For a resource-rich province, economic growth relies heavily on energy
consumption. The total energy consumption of Tianjin has increased year by year. Since
2011, its total energy consumption has exceeded that of Beijing. In the BTH region, the
proportion of Beijing’s total consumption has declined yearly mainly due to the
continuous adjustment of the energy structure. The consumption efficiency
improvement measures and results are better than those of the other two areas.
Table 4 Composition of Major Energy Consumption (%)
Year

Coal

Crude Oil

Gas

Electricity

Total

2005

66.50

12.94

2.27

10.29

92.00

2006

62.62

12.17

2.60

10.69

88.07

2007

64.82

12.46

2.79

11.23

91.30

2008

61.77

12.95

3.50

11.39

89.61

2009

62.82

12.78

3.89

11.94

91.43

2010

60.37

14.11

4.11

12.46

91.05

2011

62.24

14.33

4.06

12.73

93.36

2012

60.93

13.36

4.80

12.81

91.90

2013

62.86

12.96

5.60

13.78

95.21

2014

58.70

12.88

6.46

14.07

92.11

2015

55.60

13.72

8.48

13.74

91.54
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Figure (3a) BTH Energy Consumption Structure (2005)

(3b) BTH Energy Consumption Structure (2015)
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(3e) Tianjin Energy Consumption Structure
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(3f) Hebei Energy Consumption Structure

The plots of energy consumption in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei in 2005 and 2015
show that the main energy sources in the BTH region are coal, crude oil, gas, and
electricity, which consist of 90% of the total energy consumption. The other 8% of the
energy sources mainly includes renewable energy, coke, fuel oil, and other minor
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energy sources. The energy consumption in the BTH region is heavily dependent on
coal (Hebei Province ranks first). Although the proportion of coal consumption was 56%
in 2015, which decreased by 11% compared with that in 2005, coal is still too important
to be replaced. In addition, the proportion of petrol consumption has not changed
remarkably, whereas the proportion of gas and electricity consumption has increased
year by year, especially that in gas consumption, from 2% in 2005 to 8% in 2015. The
proportion of electricity consumption has also increased by 4%.
According to the energy consumption structure of the BTH region, as shown in
Figures 3c, 3e, and 3f, the improvement of Beijing’s energy consumption structure is
the most evident. The proportion of coal consumption has dropped from 39.7% in 2005
to 12.1% in 2015. Gas consumption increased from 7.7% to 28.5%. Since 2014, gas
consumption has surpassed coal as the most important energy source in Beijing. Tianjin
has also made significant improvements in these two types of energy, but the effect is
not as evident as that of Beijing. However, the energy consumption structure of Hebei
Province has not improved significantly during the research period, and the proportion
of coal consumption is still above 70%. Coal-based energy consumption remains one
of the main causes of environmental pollution in the region

2015
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20%
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40%

2009

60%

2008

80%
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100%
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100%
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96%
94%
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Solar and wind energy, nuclear energy and other
new energy power

Beijing

Tianjin

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
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2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0%

Hebei

hydro power;
thermal power

Figure (4a) Proportion of electricity generation to consumption (4b) Proportion of power generation structure

As shown in Figure 4a, the electricity supply is not self-sufficient in the BTH
region. The total electricity power generation in Beijing sums up to approximately 40%
of the city’s electricity consumption. Tianjin and Hebei account for approximately 80%.
The power gap in the region is mainly satisfied by electricity production in Shanxi and
Inner Mongolia within the North China Power Grid. According to data from the Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region Energy Development Bureau, Inner Mongolia has
become the largest power supply base for the BTH region, covering more than 40% of
Beijing’s electricity demand.
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The graph of BTH power generation structure in Figure 4b shows that the main
sources of electricity are thermal power generation, hydropower, nuclear power, and
other new energy sources, such as wind and solar energy. Among them, thermal power
generation is the main source of power generation. Although the proportion of thermal
power generation continued to decline in 2005–2015, it still accounted for 93% of total
power generation in 2015. The proportion of hydropower generation remains the same,
whereas that of nuclear power and other new energy sources, such as wind and solar
energy, increases year by year from almost zero in 2005 to 6% in 2015. In general, the
self-generated power supply and imported power supply from other provinces in the
BTH region are mainly dependent on thermal power. Therefore, coal is mainly used as
fuel, thereby causing great pressure on China’s resource consumption and
environmental pollution.
(4) Carbon emissions from energy consumption in the BTH region
The factor decomposition method proposed by Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change is used to measure carbon emissions. The calculation formula for
carbon emissions is as follows:
C= ∑

𝐸 ×𝑟

Where 𝐸 is the consumption of the i-th energy, and 𝑟 is the carbon emission
coefficient of the i-th energy.
The carbon emissions studied include those of major fossil fuels (coal, crude oil,
and gas) in the BTH region. The consumption data of coal, crude oil, and gas in 2005–
2015 and the by-calculated standard coal parameters are obtained from the China
Energy Statistical Yearbook 2005–2017. The results are shown in Figure 5a. From 2005
to 2015, the overall carbon emissions in the BTH region showed a slight decline after
an initial increase. The peak of the time interval, which exceeded 240 million tons,
occurred in 2011–2013. The carbon emissions in Hebei Province account for
approximately 70% of the BTH region’s total carbon emissions and far exceed the sum
of the emissions of Beijing and Tianjin. Therefore, the trend in Hebei is the same as the
overall trend. The change in Beijing during the study period is relatively stable, thereby
showing a slight downward trend, which is strongly related to the industrial structure
optimization in Beijing. In Tianjin, the total carbon emissions in 2005–2009 were
relatively stable, with no significant changes. After 2009, carbon emissions increased
due to intensified energy consumption.
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Figure (5a) Carbon Emissions (million tons)
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(5b) Carbon Emission Intensity (tons/thousand yuan)

As shown in Figure 5b, the carbon emission intensity in the BTH region showed
a significant downward trend from 2005 to 2015. The carbon emission intensity in
Hebei Province is much higher than that of the sum of Beijing and Tianjin, and higher
than the overall carbon emission intensity of the BTH region. During the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games, the BTH region strictly controlled the environmental pollution and
emissions, and thus, the carbon emission intensity decreased remarkably. Then, the
emission intensity showed a minimal rebound and resumed a steady downward trend.
Although the carbon emission situation in the BTH region has not achieved the shortterm expectation of Model C, the overall situation is gradually optimized.
(5) Comparative analysis of carbon emission load efficiency E
The economic and environmental loads were combined to analyze the
environmental load efficiency (E=P×A/I=GDP/I) given that the BTH region was in the
stage of rapid economic development in 2005–2015. According to Model C, in 2020,
the economy will quadruple and the environmental load will increase by 1.5–2 times.
Then, the environmental load efficiency increase factor should be 2–2.67.
Figure 6 shows that the environmental load efficiency of energy consumption and
carbon emissions in 2005-2015 increase year by year. That is, the economic
development of the region created by each unit of energy consumption and carbon
emissions is also increasing. The multiples of energy consumption and carbon emission
efficiency of the BTH region in 2005–2015 are 2.2 and 2.5, respectively. These rates
satisfy the expectations of the proposed Model C.
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Figure 6 Energy Consumption and Carbon Emission Efficiency

3. Forecast and analysis of environmental load in the BTH
region in 2020 and 2050
3.1 Environmental Load Forecast for 2020 and 2050
According to the development goal of Model C, by 2020, the GDP will quadruple,
and the environmental load will be 1.5–2 times that of 2000; by 2050, GDP will
continue to quadruple based on that of 2020, and the environmental load will return to
the level of 2000, which will achieve absolute decoupling of economic and
environmental loads in 2050. The comparison between the prediction of economic and
environmental loads and the planning target is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Comparison of prediction and target
Items

Economy

Indicators

Regression

Target of

Target of

Regression

Target of

Prediction

13th Five-

Model C

Prediction

Model C

of 2020

Year Plan

(2020)

of 2020

(2050)

10*

9.8

4

28*

16

Urbanization

68%

68%

59%-75%

80%

80%

Total energy

550*

530

360

100*

370

5.5

5.4

-

3.6*

2.3

250

30.1

32

23.7

27

GDP
(Trillion yuan)*

Social

consumption *
Energy

(million tce)
Energy intensity*
(tce/thousand yuan)

Water

Total water
consumption
(billion m3)
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Per capita water

240

250

300

150

280

284

275

200

493*

130

2.8

2.8

3.4

1.8*

0.8

1

1

4.5

0.25

1.8

0.72

1.26

2.7

0.16

1.5

consumption
(m3)
Emission

CO2*
(million tons)
Carbon intensity*
(tons/thousand
yuan)
Sulfur dioxide
(million tons)
Nitrogen oxides
(million tons)

Note: * means that an indicator exceeds the expected target.
Data source: National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China

According to the data in Table 5, the GDP of BTH is expected to reach 10 trillion
yuan in 2020 and 28 trillion yuan in 2050. The total water consumption, per capita water
consumption, and emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are within the target
ranges. However, under the current economic growth model, the total energy
consumption in 2020 and 2050 is predicted to be 550 million tce and 1 billion tce,
respectively. Based on the relationship among GDP, energy consumption, and carbon
emission set by Model C, as shown in Table 6, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Energy consumption efficiency equation: E2050=4E2020=8E2000=8*0.54=4.32
Carbon emission efficiency equation: E2020=2.67E2000=2.05;
E2050=16E2000=12.31
When the GDP rates in 2020 and 2050 are 10 trillion yuan and 28 trillion yuan,
respectively, the relative and absolute decoupling targets of the total energy
consumption in these years are as follows: I2020= GDP2020/E2020=900 million tce
and I2050= 650 million tce. The absolute decoupling of carbon emissions is 228 million
tons. Compared with this target, the forecast of 2050 still has a gap in the total energy
consumption of 350 million tce and 265 million tons of carbon emissions. Evidently, a
co-integration relationship indicates that much energy consumption is bound to be
accompanied by substantial carbon dioxide emissions.
Table 6 GDP and energy consumption, carbon emissions, and its efficiency relationship with
Model C
Indicators
times
GDP

of

growth

Year 2000

Year 2020

Year 2050

1

4

16
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Energy consumption
Energy efficiency

1
1

2
2

2
8

Carbon dioxide Carbon
emission efficiency

1
1

1.5
2.67

1
16

Focusing on improving energy consumption in the BTH region is a top priority at
this stage. Otherwise, in the long run, the region will face nearly double the energy
demand, and the air pollution will increase accordingly, thereby causing unsustainable
energy shortage and a heavy load of environmental pollution. At the same time, pressure
necessitates conformity with the international climate policy and reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
3.2 Approach to decouple economic and environmental loads in BTH region
At present, the main problems of energy supply and demand in the BTH region
are excessive energy consumption, high consumption intensity, low efficiency, and
small proportion of renewable energy. The rapid economic growth inevitably leads to
the increase in energy consumption demand in this region, and the total energy
consumption continues to increase in the long run. Improving energy consumption and
achieving the expected goals of Model C requires focusing on two aspects, namely,
improving energy efficiency and increasing the proportion of renewable energy.
(1) Continuous improvement of energy efficiency and reduction of energy
intensity
Energy intensity in the BTH region has been greatly improved by enhancing the
quality and efficiency of energy consumption during the 11th and 12th Five-Year plans,
which has decreased by 54.6%, from 14.1 tce/thousand yuan in 2005 to 6.4 tce/thousand
yuan in 2015. However, the statistics and US dollar price and exchange rate in 2015
indicated that the energy consumption per unit of GDP in China in 2016 was 37
tce/thousand dollars, which was 1.4 times the average energy intensity in the world, 2.1
times that of developed countries, 2.0 times that of the United States, 2.4 times that of
Japan, 3.7 times that of Germany, and 3.9 times that of the United Kingdom[5].
Economic growth still relies heavily on energy, raw materials, and labor, and energy
efficiency can still be enhanced remarkably.
If the BTH region aims to achieve the expected target of the 13th Five-Year plan
in 2020, its energy intensity must reach 5.4 tce/thousand yuan, and the average annual
energy intensity should decline by at least 3.4% from 2015 to 2020. To achieve the
absolute decoupling of energy consumption in 2050, the energy intensity is estimated
to be reduced to 2.3 tce/thousand yuan and the energy intensity to an average annual
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rate of at least 2.8% from 2020 to 2050.
(2) Increasing the proportion of renewable energy consumption
On the premise of satisfying the economic growth and energy consumption
demand of the BTH region by vigorously promoting the consumption of renewable
energy, the non-renewable energy can be replaced, thereby reducing the environmental
load and achieving a fundamental improvement in environmental quality. At present,
the region is at a relatively backward level in terms of using renewable energy. During
the 11th and 12th Five-Year plans, the region strengthened investment in the
development and utilization of renewable energy. In 2015, the region generated 3.8%
of its electricity from nuclear and other new energy sources, such as wind and solar
power. To achieve the goals of the 13th Five-Year plan of the BTH region, which is the
development, utilization, and consumption of new and renewable energy that accounts
for 6.5%, the average annual consumption growth rate of renewable energy should be
15%.
Table 7 Consumption of renewable energy in the BTH region under the 11th to 13th FiveYear plans
Energy
consumption
(million tce)

Annual growth
rate of
consumption

Consumption
proportion

Consumption as a
percentage of
annual growth

The 11th FiveYear Plan

3–7

18.16%

1%–1.7%

11.2%

The 12th FiveYear Plan

7–17

19.7%

1.7%–.8%

17.5%

The 13th FiveYear Plan

17–34

15%

3.8%–6.5%

11.33%

According to “British Petroleum Energy Outlook” (2018), renewable energy is
projected to be the fastest-growing fuel source, with the world’s renewable energy
consumption growing at an average annual rate of 7.6% in the future. The study entitled
“China 2050 High Renewable Energy Penetration Scenario and Roadmap Study”
proposed a renewable energy-based energy system, where the proportion of renewable
energy reaches 60% in 2050. On the premise that the BTH region achieves the 13th
Five-Year plan for renewable energy consumption, the proportion of renewable energy
must be increased at an average annual rate of 7.7% from 2020 to reach the expected
level of China’s renewable energy by 2050.
The average annual growth rate of renewable energy in the BTH region from 2005
to 2015 was more than 10%. However, due to the influence of regional resources,
capital, and technology, the long-term and rapid development of regional renewable
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energy may be restricted in the future. The US grew from 7.7% in 2001 to 14.9% in
2016, with an average annual growth rate of 4.5%, considering the development of
renewable energy consumption in developed countries. European Union member states
increased from 8.5% in 2004 to 16.4% 2015 [6], an average annual growth rate of 6.2%.
Apparently, to ensure the increase in the proportion of renewable energy consumption
at an average annual rate of 7.7%, the region requires further investments and policy
measures.
3.3 Scenario analysis of energy consumption and carbon emissions from 2020
to 2050
On the premise that the BTH region achieves the 13th Five-Year plan for energy
consumption, economic growth is assumed to be in a state of sustained and stable
development. The GDP of the BTH region is estimated to be 28 trillion yuan in 2050.
This study proposes four scenario hypotheses, showing different results of energy
consumption and carbon emissions in the BHT region brought by various energy
efficiency and renewable energy consumption patterns, as follows:
(1) Baseline scenario
The existing development mode of the region, based on the assumption that the
proportion of renewable energy consumption will remain at 6.5% in the future,
indicates that no measures, such as large-scale renewable energy replacement
technology and energy structure upgrading, are available. The total energy consumption
in 2050 is estimated to be 1 billion tce, and the energy intensity will be 3.6 tons of
standard coal per thousand yuan. Under this scenario, energy intensity will decrease by
an average of 1.37% annually from 2020 to 2050. Then, the predicted carbon emissions
of 493 million tons and intensity of 1.8 tons per thousand yuan cannot achieve the
decoupling target.
(2) Absolute decoupling scenario driven by energy efficiency
Only measures to reduce energy consumption intensity and improve energy
efficiency will be considered based on the baseline scenario. From 2020 to 2050, the
energy intensity is expected to decrease at an average annual rate of 2.8%, reducing the
total energy consumption to the absolute decoupling level of 650 million tce and the
energy intensity to below 2.3 tce per thousand yuan. However, the corresponding
carbon emission is 330 million tons, and the emission intensity is 1.2 tons per thousand
yuan, failing to achieve the absolute decoupling target.
(3) Developing scenario driven by high proportion of renewable energy
We consider 60% of renewable energy consumption as the high renewable energy
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development scenario. In other words, under this scenario, where the energy
consumption and energy efficiency level continue in the baseline development scenario,
the target of 60% renewable energy consumption will be achieved. Therefore, from the
total energy consumption of 1 billion tce, the renewable energy consumption is
expected to drop to 600 million tce and the non-renewable energy consumption is
estimated at 400 million tce. In this scenario, the carbon emission is 211 million tons,
and the emission intensity is 0.8 tons per thousand yuan, thereby realizing the absolute
decoupling of carbon emissions in 2050 proposed by Model C (carbon emission: 228
million tons, intensity: 0.8 tons per thousand yuan) but not the absolute decoupling of
energy consumption.
(4) Absolute decoupling scenario driven by integrated measures
When scenarios (2) and (3) are combined, the energy efficiency improvement is
expected to achieve absolute decoupling of energy consumption by 2050, whereas the
renewable energy consumption will account for 60%. From 2020 to 2050, the energy
consumption intensity will decrease at an average annual rate of 2.8%. The renewable
energy consumption will be 390 million tce, whereas the non-renewable energy will be
260 million tce. Then, in 2050, the total carbon emission will be 1.35 tons, and the
emission intensity will be 0.5 tons per thousand yuan. Thus, the absolute decoupling
target of carbon emission and energy consumption will be achieved.
Table 8 Different scenarios of energy consumption and carbon emissions in 2050

Absolute

Energy

annual

Energy

Renewable

Carbon

Carbon

consumption

rate of

consumption

energy

emission

emission

intensity

decline

(mtce)

consumpti

(mtons)

intensity (tons/

(mtce/kyuan

on ratio

)

(%)

kyuan)

2.3

-

650

-

228

0.8

Scenario (1)

3.6

1.4%

1000

6.5%

493

1.8

Scenario (2)

2.3

2.8%

650

6.5%

330

1.2

Scenario (3)

3.6

1.4%

1000

60%

211

0.8

Scenario (4)

2.3

2.8%

650

60%

135

0.5

decoupling
target

The development model set in Scenario (4) shows that, by 2050, the BTH region
can not only achieve absolute decoupling of energy consumption and carbon emissions,
but can also achieve improved environmental protection performance. The
development and change charts of renewable energy, non-renewable energy
consumption, and carbon dioxide emissions from 2000 to 2050 are simulated, as shown
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in Figure 7, according to the existing statistical data (2005–2015), Beijing Urban Master
Plan (2016–2035), Urban Master Plan of Hebei Province (2018–2035), Tianjin Urban
Master Plan (2017–2035), and the expected development model of Scenario (4).
The total consumption of non-renewable energy in the BTH region is expected to
reach a peak of approximately by 2030, and then rapidly decrease to 260 million tce by
2050. Carbon dioxide emissions have changed in much the same way as non-renewable
energy consumption, falling back to 2000 levels by 2050.
The non-renewable energy consumption in the BTH region is expected to reach a
peak by approximately 2030, and then rapidly decrease to 260 million tce by 2050.
Changes in carbon dioxide emissions are roughly the same as trends in non-renewable
energy consumption, with emissions falling back to 2000 levels in 2050. Renewable
energy consumption will increase, and the growth rate will continue to accelerate after
2020. Renewable energy consumption is expected to exceed non-renewable energy by
2045, reaching 390 million tce in 2050.
In fact, achieving the goal of comprehensive strategy is difficult, and the
challenges are enormous. Particularly in the continuous improvement of energy
efficiency, renewable energy accounts for 60%, and the improvement is still a long way
in terms of capital investment, technological research and development, management,
and infrastructure.
600
500
400
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100
0
2000

2005

2010

2015

Renewable Energy

2020

2025

2030

2035

Non-renewable Energy

2040

2045

2050

Carbon Emissions

Figure 7 Simulation of energy consumption and carbon emissions in BTH (2000–2050)
(Energy consumption unit: million tce; carbon emission unit: million tons)

3.4 Analysis of Factors Affecting Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Consumption in BTH Region
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3.4.1

Factors influencing the improvement of energy efficiency

At present, the BTH region faces obstacles in improving energy efficiency. In theory,
existing energy consumption problems can be studied through technological, structural,
scale, and management effects to improve energy efficiency.
(i)

The industrial structure has not been sufficiently developed
The industrial structure of BTH is imbalanced. According to statistics, the three
industries in the BTH region accounted for 5.2%, 37.3%, and 57.3% in 2016. Among
them, Beijing’s industrial structure is relatively developed, and the tertiary industry
level is more prominent, accounting for 80.3%[7]. However, the driving and synergy
effect of Beijing on the periphery is insignificant. The tertiary industry of Tianjin is also
developing rapidly, gradually replacing the secondary industry to become the city’s
leading industry. The main energy consumption in Hebei is the secondary industry,
which accounts for more than 70%. , Similar to most industries with high-energy
consumption and high pollution, the industrial structure of Hebei Province is backward
and unreasonable, and characterized by a relatively concentrated backward production
capacity.
In implementing the BTH coordinated strategy, Beijing has taken greater measures
by shutting down the four major coal-fired thermal power plants in Guohua, Shire,
Gaojing, and Huaneng as well as resolving the capital’s high-energy, high-pollution
industries (non-capital core functions). In five years, it has accumulated more than
1,300 high-energy and high-emission enterprises, and the value-added service of
industries accounted for nearly 80% of the regional GDP. The energy consumption and
carbon emissions per unit GDP have decreased by 25.1% and 27.5%, respectively[8].
However, most of the high-energy-consuming industries have relocated to Hebei and
have not left the BTH region. Thus, the industrial structure has not been truly solved.
Therefore, it has not played a fundamental role in energy conservation and energy
efficiency improvement.
Overcapacity is also an important issue for high-energy industries in the BTH
region, especially for Hebei. From 2005 to 2015, the average capacity utilization rate
of high-energy-consuming industries in the region was 63.14%, which was lower than
the normal range (79%–83%) of production capacity.
(ii)

Radiation and synergistic effects of technology are not prominent
Beijing’s characteristics and technology advantages are concentrated, and the level

of science and technology is relatively high, followed by Tianjin. However, the
radiation transfer effect to Hebei Province is not prominent, and a relatively serious
regional “siphon effect” exists. The development of science and technology in the
region is relatively disparate, and no system and chain are available for the
transformation of scientific and technological innovation and results in the entire region.
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According to statistics, in 2016, the total number of scientific research institutions and
the investment in innovation in Tianjin and Hebei was less than half that of Beijing [9].
Therefore, Tianjin and Hebei can still significantly promote energy conservation and
improve energy efficiency by strengthening technological transformation, innovation
chain, and regional ecological construction of innovation and transformation.
In addition, by highlighting the coordination and distribution of technological
effects while upgrading the industrial structure, the technological effects of the regional
tertiary industry and the primary industry can also be emphasized. At present, the
energy consumption of the tertiary industry in Beijing accounts for nearly half of the
total consumption. The high-energy-consuming industries in the tertiary industry in
Tianjin are also growing rapidly. However, the primary industry in Hebei is backward.
Therefore, focusing on the energy efficiency improvement of high-energy-consuming
service industries, such as transportation, warehousing, and logistics in the tertiary
industry, and high-energy industries in the primary industry is important [10].
(iii)

The scale and management effects of energy efficiency must be further explored
The BTH region should further develop its combined effect and management

effects to improve energy efficiency.
a. Combined effect
The comparative result of the present industrial clustering in Beijing, Tianjin, and
Hebei shows that Beijing has been at a relatively high level. Tianjin is still in the highspeed development period of industrial clustering; thus, its energy efficiency
improvement effect is evident. Hebei Province is in the low-level industrialization stage
and has not formed a certain industrial combined effect. In addition, urbanization is the
main factor that affects the level of industrial agglomeration. A large gap exists between
the urbanization level of Hebei and that of Beijing and Tianjin, which challenges the
further expansion of industrial agglomeration in the BTH region. Therefore, the BTH
region can also achieve a scale effect by improving the urbanization level and industrial
agglomeration degree of Hebei, thereby improving energy efficiency.
b. Management Effect
Through the amended “Energy Conservation Law of the People’s Republic of
China” (2018), the state implements the energy-saving target responsibility system and
energy-saving assessment system, and regards the completion of energy-saving targets
as the content of assessment and evaluation of local people’s governments and
responsible persons. The law further refines and standardizes the energy-saving
management of major energy-consuming industries, such as industry, construction,
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transportation, public institutions, and key energy-using units. BTH requires
remarkable improvement in terms of the supervision and management of tasks for
energy conservation and efficiency.
On the one hand, the lack of a coordinated management system to save energy
increases the difficulty of accountability. The legal status of the supervision agencies at
all levels and the law enforcement authority is not clearly stipulated. Moreover, the
nature and authority of the local energy conservation monitoring work are inconsistent.
The region cannot be coordinated under a goal, a blueprint of promoting energy
conservation, and emission reduction integration with the supervision of all work due
to the lack of a unified energy conservation and emission reduction and energy saving
policy measure for implementation and supervision.
On the other hand, Hebei, as a large energy-consuming province, has a relatively
weak energy accountability. Due to Hebei’s uneven economic strength and
technological development, its management level is far lower than that of Beijing and
Tianjin. This situation is mainly manifested in Hebei’s high energy-consuming
industries, backwardness of rural heating methods, and weak supervision of large-scale
public construction.
3.4.2

Factors influencing the development of renewable energy strategy

Renewable energy strategy is urgently required for sustainable development.
According to the strategy of global energy transition, renewables account for 60% of
the total energy consumption by 2050. It requires at least six times of increase in
installed renewable energy capacity, which necessitates large capital and technology
investment. Although the development of renewable energy is in accordance with the
theory of sustainable development, it is currently faced with problems, such as
relatively high cost, weak market competitiveness, and obstacles in the implementation
of new energy policies. China still lags behind developed countries in key technologies
and innovation capacity in renewable energy utilization and faces the following main
problems of development:
(i)

Low market maturity and lack of competitiveness
The “ceiling effect” of traditional energy on renewable energy greatly limits the

utilization of renewable energy

[11].

From the perspective of cost effectiveness,

traditional energy sources have great advantages. Most of the renewable energy projects
are characterized by large initial investment, long cost recovery period, and relatively
high market risk, thereby resulting in insufficient investment in renewable energy and
lack of price competitiveness in the energy market. From the perspective of
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practicability, another factor that affects the development of renewable energy is its
relatively intermittent nature, such as the unregulated nature of wind and solar energy
types. The continuous production of energy is difficult to ensure, thereby hindering the
development of industrialization and scale.
(ii)

Incomplete industrial system and weak supporting facilities
China’s renewable energy industry is still far behind those of developed countries

in key technologies, and its basic research and technological innovation capabilities are
insufficient. The research on key technologies and generic technologies lags behind,
and most of these technologies are imported. In addition, the uneven distribution of
resources and the small market scale have not achieved the industrialization and scale
development of renewable energy. More reasonable, economical, safe, and intelligent
technology and management are required in a series of processes from production,
transportation, storage, to consumption.
In recent years, with the large-scale development of China’s renewable energy
sector, the corresponding supporting facilities are relatively weak. Problems, such as
poor power transmission channels, relatively backward power grid construction, and
insufficient capacity for near supply, exist, leading to a more serious phenomenon of
abandoning wind, light, and limiting electricity in the field of renewable electricity in
the BTH region. With regard to the practical application of smart grids in China,
stability and security must be improved. At present, the State Grid Corporation has
pioneered the strategic vision of the global energy Internet based on the remarkable
practical achievements in UHV, smart grid, and new energy, to achieve large-scale
development and utilization of renewable energy. In addition, with the opportunity to
host the Winter Olympics in 2022, the world’s largest new energy pilot demonstration
project integrating wind power generation, photovoltaic power generation, energy
storage devices, and intelligent output was built in the Zhangjiakou Bashang area of
Hebei Province. This project strives to ensure a green and sustainable program for the
winter Olympics through the use of renewable energy sources without emission. This
project is a landmark development in China’s exploration of new energy fields and
industrial upgrading.
(iii)

Imperfect policy system
China’s establishment of a renewable energy system is in the stage of

improvement. The state issued the “Renewable Energy Law” (year), which provides a
basic legal system framework for the development of renewable energy in China.
However, many gaps remain between the relevant policy and regulation system and
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actual development. In September 2018, China launched the “Renewable Energy Power
Quota and Assessment Method (Draft for Comment)” to solve the problems of
renewable energy consumption and increase the proportion of its terminal consumption.
However, due to the lack of subsidy funds and the inflexible implementation of policies,
the cost of completing the quota target is extremely high, which imposes a heavy burden
on various interest groups and hinders the development of the renewable energy
investment market.
The market supervision mechanism and product quality supervision system are
imperfect, leading to the ambiguity of the functional norms of energy monopoly
enterprises. Even if the state has increased its support for renewable energy, the
development of renewable energy cannot be easily stimulated by the market due to the
lack of stable and solid market protection-related policy guidance. In addition, the lack
of compensation funds also hinders the development of the renewable energy market.
If effective financing mechanism and policy guidance are unavailable, then the
promotion and application of renewable energy technology are inevitably restricted.

4. Conclusion and Outlook
4.1 Conclusion
The results of assessing the conformity between the trend of economic
development and environmental load in the BTH region and the predictions on the
Circular Economy Development Model C show that under the premise of economic
growth, energy consumption and carbon emissions will exceed the expected target.
Measures to improve energy efficiency and increase the renewable energy consumption
are necessary to decouple energy consumption and pollution load in the future. Through
research and analysis, this study draws the following conclusions:
(1) The most important aspect of the regional environmental problems is to address
the issue of energy consumption. When the economic growth exceeds expectations and
the development model and technology level remain the same, a gap between the actual
energy consumption and carbon emissions and the expected targets by 2020 and 2050
will exist, indicating that the decoupling proposed in Model C cannot be achieved.
(2) If the total energy consumption achieves the goal of the 13th Five-Year Plan,
then the energy consumption intensity should be reduced to an average annual rate of
3.4% in 2015–2020. If the total energy consumption achieves the goal of absolute
decoupling, which is described in Model C for 2050, then the annual energy
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consumption intensity should be decreased by 2.8% annually in 2020–2050. Moreover,
if the proportion of renewable energy consumption reaches 60% in 2050, then the
absolute decoupling target of carbon emissions in Model C can be achieved in 2050.
Thus, the environmental benefits can be improved to a greater extent.
(3) The economic development is unbalanced. The industrial structure of the
undeveloped areas must be remarkably improved. The industrial structure effect of the
energy efficiency must also be considerably improved. Increasing the proportion of
renewable energy consumption and accelerating the scientific research and application
are important directions for future efforts.
4.2 Suggestions
Against the background of the coordinated development of the BTH region, to
satisfy the regional demand for sustainable development, the region must focus on
improving energy consumption issues. Given that the economic development of BTH
is higher than expected, increasing the energy efficiency and renewable energy
proportion should be promoted and comprehensively considered to optimize the cost
and benefit of achieving the expected goals. This study presents the following policy
proposals to address the energy research issues in the BTH region:
(1) Improving the measurements for industrial restructuring.
a. The situation of unbalanced development of industrial structure in the region
must be alleviated. Government and authorities should play an active role in guiding
the industrial combined effect. The scale effect and combined effect of Hebei’s
secondary and tertiary industries must be strengthened. The energy efficiency of the
secondary industry must be improved, while accelerating the development of the
combined effect of the tertiary industry. The emerging industries must be encouraged
to move and gather in platform cities in Hebei Province. National featured industry
clusters must be planned and built. Advantageous industry clusters and featured
industrial chains must be incubated according to the different development levels,
responsibilities, and regional features of the BTH region, for the joint improvement of
various types of enterprises.
b. The upgrade of high-energy-consuming industrial structure and complete
transition from investment-driven to consumption-driven approach should be achieved
as soon as possible. Among them, Beijing should further improve the industrial level
and compress heavy industry and labor-intensive industries. Tianjin and Hebei should
significantly change the major position of high-energy industries in the secondary
industry. The technical level must be improved, and the entry level of enterprises must
be increased. The obsolete productivity must be eliminated. The development of
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modern service industry must be expedited. Thus, the imbalance in the industrial
structure of BTH will be reduced.
c. Resources must be used rationally to reduce waste. The development of green
industries must be promoted. The leading role of the government must be fully utilized,
and the supervision of high-energy-consuming industries with homogenized products
in the BTH must be strengthened. Blind investments must be prevented in
overproduction projects without considering the actual market demand. Overcapacity
will not only waste resources but also cause intense environmental pollution. The
overcapacity situation is outstanding in Hebei Province, especially in the traditional
industries, such as cement, steel, and glass manufacturing, on which the provincial
economy relies heavily. These opportunities, such as the Belt and Road Initiative, must
be considered to provide greater space to digest excess productivity and eliminate
obsolete productivity.
(2) Improving regional industrial technology and synergistic effect.
The guidance of high-tech and environmentally friendly foreign investment should
be strengthened, the structure should be adjusted, quality and efficiency should be
improved, and the local tertiary industry should be developed.
Through innovative technology, the BTH region can optimize industrial structures
and accelerate industrial transformation and upgrading. The government should also
strengthen the supervision of energy use in high-energy industries, conduct regular spot
checks, and clarify disciplinary standards. In addition, the construction of integrated
and coordinated development mechanism should be strengthened and the “siphon effect”
of Beijing should be eliminated to spread the emerging information industry in Beijing
and Tianjin to the surrounding areas. A series of integrated networks of division and
cooperation of high-end technology industries must be built in the region, and the
healthy and rapid development of high-tech industries must be promoted.
(3) Reasonable regulation and control to fully utilize the agglomeration scale effect
and management effect
The geographical proximity of the BTH region can fully utilize the comparative
advantages of different regions, strengthen the division of labor and cooperation, form
the cluster of industrial chains, and improve the overall competitiveness of the region.
This condition can expand the production scale of rural and foreign markets to ensure
the sustainable development of industrial agglomeration and maximization of
technology and scale effects.
To establish a relatively unified implementation method of energy conservation,
emission reduction, and supervision, the region can jointly promote related work under
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one goal. At the same time, the regional accountability is strengthened, particularly for
energy-intensive industries in Hebei.
(4) Improving the competitiveness of renewable energy market with policy
orientation
The government must also further improve the renewable energy policy system
and establish a stable and solid market security-related policy guidance. While
implementing the renewable energy power quota management method, the BTH region
will accelerate the establishment and improvement of a long-term mechanism for
renewable energy subsidy management, expand the source of subsidy funds, and ensure
that the renewable energy subsidies are timely and fully utilized. In combination with
the scale of industrial development and the cost of technology, subsidies will be
moderately reduced and the price competitiveness of the renewable energy market will
be strengthened. The government should also consider measures to increase the green
financial supply of the BTH region, and then guide and encourage additional capital,
including social capital, to the green industry. This approach can promote the rapid
development of new energy types and renewable energy sources, accelerate the
development of cultivating new economic growth points, incentivize public investment
in renewable energy and consumption, and increase the competitiveness of the
renewable energy market.
(5) Improving the renewable energy industry system and supporting facilities
We should encourage technological research and innovation in renewable energy,
incorporate renewable energy into overall power planning, and strengthen innovation
in new energy technologies. The efficiency of smart grids to satisfy diverse needs and
the ultra-high vacuum technology with high transmission capacity and adaptability to a
complex environment must be improved to reduce the consumption of renewable
energy in transmission, storage, and other aspects. At the same time, strengthening the
technical support is a key approach to solve the bottleneck of the small scale and high
cost in the initial stage of renewable resource usage. This approach can also contribute
toward the sustainable development of the renewable energy industry from small to
large and from weak to strong.
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Abstract
The relationship between economic growth and environmental pollution is a contentious issue at China in recent years, under
the process of transitions on various social and economic fields like economic growth rate, industrial and capital structure,
ongoing urbanization, intensified aging population and environmental challenges, which is also characterized as a “ New
Normal ” era. The present study is undertaking to test that the relationship between the China ’ s economy (real GDP per
capita) and environment (carbon emissions per capita) is nonlinear. Meanwhile, the study applied the threshold regression
model to capture how the process of transitions will impact on this economic-environment relationship as structural breaks
or switching regimes especially since its “New Normal” era, under a non dynamic panel data that involves 30 provinces of
China during the period 2001-2016. Specifically, the paper implements the lagged variables of endogenous explanatory
variable (real GDP per capita) as instruments, by using FE-instrumental variables (FE-IV) to check the endogeneity of the
model. The results overall suggest that high level of economic growth with investment in technology and education, frontier
and developed industrial system, along with constant propelling of urbanization are empirically significant and inclined to be
capable of restraining the carbon emissions. Moreover, Chinese government should advocate a divers industrial structure and
low-carbon lifestyles with considering demographic factor. Furthermore, in the perspective of timely and regional
discrepancy, propelling a sustainable and green economic growth mode powered by technology and education investment
since 2010s, along with the process of urbanization constantly in the mid-west China is indicated to be crucial to reduce the
carbon emissions.
Keywords: 2SLS (IV), Panel Threshold Regression, China's transition, Economic Growth, Carbon Emissions
1.

Introduction

China has implemented a largest scale of poverty reduction and modernization in modern age of the world, especially after
joining the WTO in 2001. However, China ’s economic growth rate suffered to slow down from 2 digit since the peak in
2007 that majorly due to the world economic crisis, along with its ongoing transitions on several social and economic fields.
Like economic development mode driven by trade and investment, low efficiency industrial and capital structure, intensified
urbanization and aging population, along with serious environmental challenges, which is also characterized as “ New
Normal” era that regarded as rising from post-world economic crisis. More specifically :
1) Under the demographic transition towards to an aging society, population ages 65 and above to total in China firstly
broken through 10% since 2016, accompanied with a stable process of urbanization (Figure 1). Meanwhile, in terms of
industrial and capital structure, ratio of output in manufacturing industries to total is demonstrated to decrease generally in
overall level, especially since 2010, which is due to the China ’ s industrial transition and updating that transformed from
labour intensive to technology and capital intensive, along with a gradual decreasing curve of state-owned capital to total.
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Figure 1. Changes of Demography, Urbanization, Industry and Capital Structure during years in China
Source: World Population Prospects and World Urbanization Prospects, United Nations, China Statistical Yearbook.
2) Since there is experiencing a so called “4.0 Industrial Revolution” and “Green Industry Innovation” era, as the world’s
biggest manufacturing and industrialized country, and the biggest emitter in greenhouse gases, China has already raised an
awareness in environmental issue and sustainable development. For example, China ’ s economic growth model in its
high-speed economic development period was once marked as “High Investment, High Consumption and High Emissions”,
which was transformed into a more sustainable and environmentally friendly way with raising energy efficiency and
optimizing energy structure, since its “ Energy Development Strategic Action Plan ” released in 2014. Besides, at the
international level, Chinese government has also already promised to emit CO2 climatically in 2030 based on its released
INDC (Intended Nationally Determined Contribution) since the Post-Kyoto Protocol era, accompanied with a series of
specific policies in cutting off primary energy consumption, improving energy efficiency and making effort on pollution
control (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Changes of Investment in Technology and Environmental Protection during years in China
Source: China Statistical Yearbook, China Environmental Statistics Yearbook and China Science and Technology Statistical
Yearbook.
Note: R&D is Research and Development.
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Since then the relationship between economic growth and environmental pollution is becoming a contentious issue under
these transitions in China, the present study is empirically undertaking to test the relationship between China ’ s economy
(eeal GDP per capita) and environment (carbon emissions per capita) is nonlinear, and capture how China ’ s social and
economic transitions impact on this relationship as structural breaks or switching regimes especially since its “New Normal”
era, by utilizing the threshold regression model proposed by Hansen (1999) for a non dynamic panel data that involves 30
provinces of China during the period 2001-2016.
2.

Methods

Classic environmental economics in empirical studies have been developed intensively since 1990s like Environmental
Kuznets Curve (EKC) theory, which mainly focused on the relationship between economic, energy and environmental
pollution. Meanwhile, one of disputed point with ordinary empirical studies is that these relationships may be frequently
subject to structural breaks or switching regimes which implies a nonlinear, sudden or abrupt change. To handle this,
threshold regression model has been developed to control this unknown structural breaks and asymmetric behavior of the
variables in different regimes.
Threshold models was firstly introduced by Tong (1978) and Tong and Lim (1980), and Tong (1990) gives a comprehensive
exposition of such models (Guodong Li et al, 2012). The coefficients in the model are not constant and change according to
the structural breaks or threshold variables, which are endogenously determined by the data and model, and allow splitting
up of the sample into different regimes, so that there is no need to enter dummy variables based on unknown structural
breaks (Mehrara et al, 2015). Based on this view, the paper is intending to demonstrate the nonlinear relationship between
China’s economy (real GDP per capita) and environment (carbon emissions per capita), when considering China's social and
economic transitions as the endogenous structural breaks or threshold variables.
The first threshold regression model for non dynamic panel with individual specific fixed effect was proposed by Hansen
(1999) to investigate whether financial constraints affect the investment practices of firms under a panel of 565 US firms for
the period 1973-1987, which found an overwhelming evidence of a double threshold effect that separates the firms based on
their debt to asset ratio. Since that, the threshold method has a wide variety of applications in economics, for example,
Mehrara et al (2015) examined the nonlinear effects of fiscal and monetary policies on inflation during 1990 to 2013 in Iran,
when liquidity growth was estimated at 6.37% as the threshold variable. The results indicated that in low regime (≦6.37%)
of the liquidity growth, inflation expectations and the lagged liquidity growth are the most important determinants of
inflation, in high regime ( ＞ 6.37%), variables including liquidity growth, development and concurrent expenditure,
exchange rate, budget deficit and inflationary expectations are much stronger than the effect of low regime. Aydin et al
(2016) investigated the influence of inflation on economic growth for five Turkish Republics and indicated that there is a
nonlinear relationship between the variables. As a result, the threshold value of the inflation on economic growth is 7.97%,
and when inflation rate exceeds the calculated threshold value ( ＞ 7.97%), it will have a negative influence on economic
growth, while inflation rate below the value ( ≦ 7.97%), there is a positive influence. Nsiah et al (2018) conducted a
threshold analysis to investigate if the relationship between tourism receipts and economic growth may be nonlinear. They
found that the existence of a nonlinear relationship between the two variables, and the tourism receipts tend to contribute to
economic growth relatively more when below a threshold value of 2.59% of the tourism/GDP per capita ratio. Nguyen (2018)
explored the relationship between FDI and income inequality in Vietnam by using panel threshold regression model for a
period of 2006-2015. The results showed that FDI can influence on inequality indirectly through its impact on GDP, and
there exist two threshold values of GDP in 4.38% and 11.96% respectively. Sequentially, on the operational level, Wang
(2015) introduced a new command (xthreg) for implementing the threshold regression method by using Stata, which will be
applied in this paper that fits the threshold effect in a fixed effect panel data, and also systematically summarized the
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asymptotic distribution theory that applied to construct confidence intervals for the parameters, and the bootstrap method to
assess the statistical significance of the threshold effect.
An empirical single threshold regression model is given by :

y it   i  ' x'it   1x it I (q it   )   2x it I (q it   )  it

1)

In the Equation (1), where i and t indicates area and time effect separately, I (・) is an indicator function, it is equal to 1 (there
exits a single-threshold effect) or 0 (there exits a linear effect). The variable qit is the threshold variable which refers to a
chosen one China's social and economic transitions as the endogenous structural breaks in this paper, along with γ is the
threshold value that divides the equation into two regimes with coefficients β 1 and β 2. The xit is the core explanatory
variable and yit is the dependent variable that refers to the China’s economy (real GDP per capita) and environment (carbon
emissions per capita) respectively. x'it is the control variables refer to other indexes of China's social and economic
transitions with coefficient θ', while μi is the individual effect and εit is the disturbance term (Ndoricimpa et al, 2016).
To predict the model in equation 1), country individual fixed effect ( μ i) must be eliminated through fixed effect
transformation by deducting its own average value

y *it  yit 

1 T
 yit , and the equation 1) is equivalent to :
T i 1

y *it   ' x'*it   ' X *it (qit ,  )   *it

2)

There are two steps to simulate the threshold model : estimate the threshold values and its coefficients, then test the
existence or significance of the threshold effect and its confidence level. According to Hansen (1999), when threshold value
(γ) is known, it then apples ordinary fixed effect regression model to estimate its coefficients ( β i ), and the corresponding
residual sum of squared errors

Sn() 'it it

is minimized by the given threshold value (Chen, 2012).

Specifically, in order to test whether there exist a threshold effect, which is same as testing for whether the coefficients are
same in each regime, equally of the null hypothesis (H0 : β1＝β2) against the alternative hypothesis (H0 : β1≠β2). Therefore,
if we can reject the null hypothesis (of linearity), there is a single threshold effect (with two regimes) nonlinear regression
(Hansen 1999), and the F statistic under the null hypothesis is constructed as :

F1 

( S 0  S1 ( ))

2

3)

Where S0(γ) and S0 are the residual sum of squared errors with and without threshold effects respectively,σ2 is the residual
variance in the threshold effects (Chang et al, 2009). Under the H0 : β1 ＝β2, the threshold value γ is not identified, and F1
has a nonstandard asymptotic distribution, so that Hansen (1999) proposed a repeated bootstrap approach on the critical
values of the F statistic, in order to test the significance of threshold effect, and it will run 400 bootstraps by Stata15 in this
paper.
3.

Results and Discussion

1) Calculation of Carbon Emissions
The equation of calculation in carbon emissions is written as :
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n

CEi   ECi * SCEi * CEFi

4)

i

Considering of the sample representativeness and data accessibility, CEi (Carbon Emissions, ton) is annual carbon emissions
which will be calculated as total amount from coal, petroleum and natural gas in this paper, and i delegates coal, petroleum
and natural gas separately. On the other side, ECi (Energy Consumption, ton) equals annual energy consumption of coal,
petroleum and natural gas. SCEi (Standard Coal Equivalent, tce/ton) of coal, petroleum and natural gas is 0.7143 (tce/t),
1.4286 (tce/t) and 1.3300 (tce/t) respectively, which is selected from “China Energy Statistical Yearbook”, is used to
transform energy consumption into the amount of “standard coal”. In this paper, CEFi (Carbon Emission Factor, ton/tce) will
be calculated as average value from three Chinese official agencies of “National Environmental Administration Greenhouse
Gas Control Project”, “Climate Change Project of the National Science and Technology Commission” and “National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) Energy Research Institute”.
2) Data and Variables
The table 1.1 and 1.2 describe the variables applied in the paper. The data set is a panel of China's 30 provinces (exclude
Tibet) during the period 2001-2016. More precisely, all of China's social and economic transitions are expressed as Control
Variables, which are also served as exogenous threshold variables respectively to test the threshold effect towards the carbon
emissions, under the relationship between carbon emissions per capita (CEP) of Dependent Variable and real GDP per capita
(RGDPP) of Core Explanatory Variable.
Table 1.1. Variable Definitions
Variables
Abbreviation
Dependent Variable
CEP
Core Explanatory
RGDPP
Variable
AGE

Control Variables

Unit
kg carbon/per

Description
carbon emissions per capita

yuan/per

real GDP per capita*

%

ratio of workers (15-64 years old) to the total population
ratio of renewable energy power generation to total power
generation
ratio of state-owned capital to total capital
ratio of foreign-owned capital to total capital
ratio of renewable energy industrial investment to total industrial
investment
ratio of urban population to total population
real GDP growth rate
ratio of manufacture industry output to total
ratio of total import/export output to GDP
environmental improvement investment per capita
research and development (R&D) investment per capita

REE

%

SOC
FC

%
%

REI

%

URB
RGDPR
IND
TRA
TEPIP
RDP

%
%
%
%
yuan/per
yuan/per

Table 1.2. Descriptive Statistics
Summary Statistics
Variables
CEP
RGDPP
AGE
REE
SOC
FC
REI
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Mean

Std.Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Observations

789.41
21397.62
73.06
22.31
29.23
9.64
70.30

373.57
14810.36
3.76
22.61
15.15
8.91
20.41

202.94
2845.38
63.46
0.01
3.65
0.12
14.17

2220.93
83286.23
83.85
91.16
82.92
40.06
100.00

480
480
480
480
480
480
480
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URB
RGDPR
IND
TRA
TEPIP
RDP

49.98
11.19
46.77
31.35
415.61
548.37

15.00
2.70
7.80
36.81
415.32
910.09

24.45
0.01
19.26
1.35
18.87
10.62

89.60
23.83
61.48
187.50
3102.62
6831.92

480
480
480
480
480
480

Source : “China Energy Statistical Yearbook”, ”China's Industrial Statistics Yearbook”, “China Environmental Statistics”,
“China Science and Technology Statistical Yearbook”, “China Population Statistics Yearbook” from 2001 to 2016.
Note: 2000 as the base year in real GDP per capita.
Among the control variables listed above which cover the fields of economic and scientific level, industrial and capital
structure, demography and urbanization, along with concerning in environment in China : 1) AGE is measured as share of
workers (15-64 years old) to the total population to express the demographic change. 2) REE, REI and IND are used to
describe the renewable energy industry and manufacture industry structure separately. 3) SOC and FC is share of
state-owned and foreign capital to total respectively to capture the change of capital structure. 4) The level of urbanization is
expressed as the ratio of urban population to total (URB). 5) RGDPR is real GDP growth rate to capture the growth speed. 6)
TRA assess the level of openness that measured as ratio of import/export output to total. 7) TEPIP and RDP are index for the
scientific and technological level, and governmental effort towards the environment problems.
3) Estimates of Panel Data and 2SLS Model
In this paper, we'll utilize the logarithmic format of all data in order to reduce the fluctuation of model without changing the
estimation trend (Liu and Pe, 2018). In second column of the table 2, we calculated an ordinary fixed effect (based on the
result of the Hausman test) of panel data model, which mainly suggests that real GDP per capita (RGDPP), ratio of
manufacture industry output to total (IND), environmental improvement investment per capita (TEPIP), ratio of workers
(15-64 years old) to the total (AGE) and ratio of foreign capital to total (FC) has a positive relationship with carbon
emissions in statistically highly significant ( ≦1%). On the contrary, ratio of state-owned capital to total (SOC) and R&D
investment per capita (RDP) has a negative relationship with carbon emissions statistically significant.
However, considering that the endogenous bias of explanatory variable may leads to spurious estimate of parameter in least
squares, which result in making explanatory variable related to the disturbance term, and it means that the dependent
variable will also affect the explanatory variable, which makes unable to determine the causal relationship between the
explanatory and dependent variable in the empirical research. Therefore, the study utilizes the Two Stage Least Squares
(2SLS) estimates by applying the exogenous instrumental variables to correct the endogenous bias (Ping Yu, 2013). Firstly,
this paper applied the Davidson-MacKinnon statistic and Sargan statistic to test whether there is an endogenous problem,
and over-identification problem of all instrumental variables respectively. As the results showed in table 2, we'll apply 4
years lagged explanatory values of real GDP per capita (RGDPP) as the instrumental variables, which are exogenous and
reasonable for the model without endogenous bias (Vladimir et al, 2018; Su Dinh Thanh, 2015; Craigwell et al, 2012).
Table 2. Estimates of Panel Data and 2SLS*(IV) Model

lnRGDPP

Ordinary Fixed Effect
0.671***

FE-IV*
0.507***

lnIND

0.221***

0.290***

lnSOC

-0.075***

-0.012

lnTEPIP

0.057***

0.036*

lnTRA

0.032

-0.031

lnAGE

1.043***

2.256***
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lnREE

-0.020

0.020

lnREI

-0.015

0.083***

lnURB

-0.049

0.089

lnRGDPR

0.009

-0.004

lnFC

0.086***

0.051**

lnRDP

-0.133***

-0.130***

Hausman test

32.22(0.001)

-

Davidson-MacKinnon statistic*

-

1317(0.855)

Sargan statistic*

-

2900(0.407)

R2

0.845

0.756

Observations

480

360

Note: 1) ***,**,* denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. 2) 2SLS is “Two Stage Least Squares”,
FE-IV is “Fixed Effect Instrumental Variable”. 3) FE-IV estimates only show the results of 4 years lagged explanatory
variables of real GDP per capita (RGDPP). 4) Davidson-MacKinnon statistic is used to test the existence of endogeneity
with P value in parentheses (Null hypothesis: endogenously explanatory variable is not related to the disturbance term). 5)
Sargan statistic is used to test the exogeneity (over-identification) of instrumental variables with P value in parentheses
(Null hypothesis: instrumental variables are exogenous with no over-identification problem).
Generally, where the results of 2SLS (IV) estimates that controlled the endogenous bias differ from the results of ordinary
fixed effect in table 2 suggests that : 1) Lagged RGDPP (real GDP per capita) in FE-IV has a lower positive shock on carbon
emissions statistically significant. 2) SOC (ratio of state-owned capital to total) and TEPIP (environmental improvement
investment per capita) are no longer statistically significant at 5% level, while REI (ratio of renewable energy industrial
investment to total) turned significantly positive with carbon emissions. 3) Remarkably, AGE (ratio of workers (15-64 years
old) to total) showed a much higher positive impact on carbon emissions statistically significant in both two model.
4) Threshold Effect of China’s Transitions towards Carbon Emissions
In the following section, this study simulated a threshold regression model to observe how China’s economic growth impacts
on environment under every phase of its social and economic transitions especially since the “New Normal” era.
Simultaneously, considering that the estimates of threshold regression model is based on the ordinary fixed effect and FE-IV
model conducted previously, the endogenous problem may also exist, along with the concern in lagged effect of economic
growth, this section will continuously apple the predetermined instrumental variables of 4 years lagged real GDP per capita
(RGDPP) as core explanatory variable.
As showed in table 3.1 to test whether there exist a threshold effect, the first column only lists the threshold variables
statistically significant ( ≦ 10%) out of all control variables referred in table 1.1, the third column lists the corresponding
threshold values that divide the model into several regimes respectively. The last two columns are F statistic with its
probability value (P-value), and the relative 95% confidence interval.
As to the result, RDP (R&D investment per capita) and RGDPP (real GDP per capita) both exit a single threshold effect with
value at 433.32 (yuan/per) and 33879.16 (yuan/per) respectively at statistically highly significant (≦1%), which divide the
sample into two regimes. Meanwhile, IND (ratio of manufacture industry output to total), URB (ratio of urban population to
total) and RGDPR (real GDP growth rate) entirely exit a double threshold effect respectively statistically significant (5%),
which divide the sample into three regimes. This means, for example, IND holds a threshold value at 24.01% and 29.78%
significantly, which divides the sample into three regimes, and it also manifests that there exist three different relationship
between the lagged real GDP per capita and carbon emissions.
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Table 3.1. Threshold Effect Test and Threshold Estimates
threshold variable
REE
RDP
RGDPP
IND
URB
RGDPR

threshold effect
single threshold
single threshold
single threshold
single threshold
double threshold
single threshold
double threshold
single threshold
double threshold

threshold estimate
6.69%
433.32(yuan/per)
33879.16(yuan/per)
24.01%
29.78%
52.43%
85.00%
6.10%
8.70%

F statistic
25.98*
60.90***
43.52***
31.71**
45.21**
34.73*
34.57**
25.18***
16.92**

95% confidence interval
[6.15,6.79]
[418.55,434.45]
[33070.66,34138.68]
[23.65,24.60]
[29.77,30.82]
[51.06,52.52]
[84.26,85.60]
[5.80,6.30]
[8.33,8.80]

Note: 1) ***,**,* denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. 2) RGDPP is able to be core explanatory
variable or control variables.
Furthermore, the regression estimates of threshold model are listed in table 3.2, it mainly tells that : 1) lagged real GDP per
capita (RGDPP) and carbon emissions (CEP) has a positive relationship under all of the models as showed in the rows of
threshold regime 1, 2 and 3 (low, mid and high regime) respectively, and it suggests that economic growth will generate
more carbon emissions. 2) More specifically, except the result of REE (ratio of renewable energy power generation to total),
in relatively higher regime of all models, lagged RGDPP exists an alleviated effect towards the CEP statistically significant.
For example, under the high regime of RDP (R&D investment per capita) (＞433.32 yuan/per), 1% increase in lagged real
GDP per capita is demonstrated to generate 0.152% carbon emissions, which is lower than that in low regime statistically
significant. 3) Observing the rest of control variables that hold a linear relationship with carbon emissions under all of the
models, it indicates that AGE (ratio of workers (15-64 years old) to total) exits a remarkable positive relationship with
carbon emissions at statistically highly significant (≦1%).
Table 3.2. Threshold Model Regression Estimates

lnIND
lnSOC
lnTEPIP
lnTRA
lnAGE
lnREE
lnREI
lnURB
lnRGDPR
lnFC
lnRDP
Threshold Regime 1
Threshold Regime 2
Threshold Regime 3
Intercept
R2
Observations

REE
0.243***
-0.022
0.050***
-0.041*
2.383***
0.047**
0.086***
0.146
0.001
0.039*
-0.021
0.129*
0.275***

RDP
0.239***
0.012
0.023
-0.050**
2.131***
0.015
0.090***
-0.137
-0.006
0.044**
-0.023
0.414***
0.152**

RGDPP
0.196**
-0.002
0.034*
-0.057***
2.415***
0.015
0.069**
-0.203
-0.005
0.036*
-0.028
0.407***
0.170***

0.152***
0.756
360

0.251***
0.778
360

0.245***
0.768
360

IND
0.281***
-0.008
0.069***
-0.047**
2.202***
0.016
0.049*
0.129
-0.002
0.053***
-0.064*
0.057
0.584***
0.291***
0.174***
0.766
360

URB
0.087
-0.004
0.056***
-0.045**
2.477***
0.009
0.048*
-0.720***
-0.001
0.034*
-0.028
0.523***
0.293***
-0.099
0.303***
0.784
360

RGDPR
0.218***
0.024
0.054***
-0.039*
2.153***
0.007
0.060**
-0.026
0.011
0.042**
0.004
0.436***
0.114*
0.279***
0.170***
0.766
360

Note: 1) ***,**,* denotes significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. 2) Threshold Regime 1, 2 and 3 is low,
mid and high regime of the threshold variable respectively.
5) Verification of Empirical Analysis
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The paper conducted a non-linear threshold regression model in the relationship between the economic growth and
environmental pollution under the perspective of different regimes of China’s social and economic transitions, especially
since its “New Normal” era. Hereby, in order to observe those annual and spatial structural changes across entire 30
provinces during the period of 2001-2016, the number of threshold regimes across years are summarized into a timeline
chart, and the different threshold regimes will be added into the GIS software to plot a distribution diagram at a specific year
in the following section, more specifically :
(1) Based on the threshold effect test in table 3.1, the annual and spatial distribution refers from single threshold effect
model are showed in the Chart 1.1-1.2. Especially, the number of provinces in high regime of RDP (R&D investment per
capita) ( ＞ 433.32 yuan/per) is increasing monotonously since only 2 provinces in 2001 to 21 provinces in 2016, which
increased intensively since 2007 and firstly exceeded the number in low regime (≦433.32 yuan/per) since 2013. Meanwhile,
it mainly distributed in the mid-east China now (2016) and generates lesser carbon emissions while lagged economic growth
increases, compared with that in low regime based on the estimates of threshold model in table 3.2. Similarly, monotonous
increasing of the high regime of RGDPP (real GDP per capita) ( ＞ 33879.16 yuan/per) also connects a lower carbon
emissions, which became intensively since 2010 and indicated to exceed the number in low regime since 2017. Obviously, it
concentrated in the relatively developed east coast side of China in 2016.
Chart 1.1. Number of Threshold Regimes across Years

Note: X axis donates years, Y axis donates number of provinces.
Chart 1.2. Spatial Distributions of Threshold Regimes in 2016

RDP*

low regime
high regime
no data*
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Note: 1) RDP : Research and Development (R&D) Investment per capita. 2) RGDPP : real GDP per capita. 3) “No data”
area include Tibet, HongKong, Macau and Taiwan.
(2) In terms of double threshold effect model showed in the Chart 2.1-2.2, the curve of number of provinces in high regime
of RGDPR (real GDP growth rate) (＞8.7%) reflects a high-speed economic growth period during 2001-2007. Especially, all
of 30 provinces in China experienced this high regime of economic growth rate during 2004-2007. However, it started to
decrease monotonously since 2010 and only 6 provinces remain in the regime in 2016, which is scatteredly located in the
mid-west area. As a result, it generates lesser carbon emissions than that in low regime ( ≦ 6.1%) statistically significant
(1%). Interestedly, monotonously expanding mid regime of URB (ratio of urban population to total) (52.43% ＜ URB ≦
85.00%) exceeded its low regime (≦52.43%) since 2013, which is mainly distributed in the mid-east China. Consequently,
it leads to lesser carbon emissions than that in low regime significantly (1%).
Chart 2.1. Number of Threshold Regimes across Years

Note: X axis donates years, Y axis donates number of provinces.
Chart 2.2. Spatial Distributions of Threshold Regimes in 2016

URB*

RGDPR*

low regime

low regime

high regime

mid regime

others*

others*

Note: 1) RGDPR : Real GDP Growth Rate. 2) URB : Ratio of Urban Population to Total Population. 3) “Others” means no
data area (Tibet, HongKong, Macau and Taiwan), and non statistically significant data area.
4.

Conclusions
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In this paper, we've tried to demonstrate the link between economic growth level and carbon emissions in China, and
focused on how China’s economic and social transitions will impact on this relationship during its “New Normal” era, under
a panel data involves 30 provinces during the period 2001-2016.
Firstly, we've conducted the results of ordinary panel data model, and 2SLS by applying 4 years lagged explanatory values
of real GDP per capita (RGDPP) as instrumental variables to control the endogeneity. Sequentially, we've applied a
threshold regression model to investigate a nonlinear relationship between the lagged economic growth level and carbon
emissions, on account of endogenous bias and lagged effect of economic development, and implement a series of control
variables that served as China’s social and economic transitions, in order to capture those threshold effects towards the
carbon emissions. As the main conclusions, it overall suggests that high level of economic growth with investment in
technology and education, frontier and developed industrial system, along with constant propelling of urbanization are
empirically significant and inclined to be capable of restraining the carbon emissions. Moreover, Chinese government should
advocate a divers industrial structure and low-carbon lifestyles with considering demographic factor. Furthermore, in the
perspective of timely and regional discrepancy, propelling a sustainable and green economic growth mode powered by
technology and education investment since 2010s, along with the process of urbanization constantly in the mid-west China is
indicated to be crucial to reduce the carbon emissions. more specifically :
1) In higher regime of RDP (R&D investment per capita) (＞433.32 yuan/per), RGDPP (real GDP per capita) (＞33879.16
yuan/per), IND (ratio of manufacture industry output to total) (＞29.78%), URB (ratio of urban population to total) (52.43%
＜URB≦85.00%) and RGDPR (real GDP growth rate) (＞8.7%) statistically significant (table 3.2), lagged real GDP per
capita is demonstrated to increase lesser carbon emissions than that in other regimes. It indicates that relatively high level of
economic growth with continuous investment in innovation industries and education, development of high-tech
manufacturing industries, along with constant propelling of urbanization are empirically significant and inclined to be
capable of restraining the carbon emissions in China which is supposed to be put into policy priorities.
2) In terms of linear relationship of control variables towards the carbon emissions (table 3.2), AGE (ratio of workers (15-64
years old) to total) expressed a highly positive estimate statistically significant (1%) under all of threshold effect models,
which indicates that ongoing aging population in China will indirectly alleviate the carbon emissions essentially in following
decades. As a consequence, when China is suffering a disappearance of demographic dividend, economic development mode
and industrial structure are gradually shifting from labor-intensive to technology and capital-intensive, along with the share
of social consumption to GDP keeps rising these years. Chinese government should adjust the industrial structure more
diversely on account of growing elderly population, like healthcare and service industries, and advocate a low-carbon and
energy-saving lifestyle, along with propelling the construction of smart cities with considering demographic factor.
3) Furthermore, considering of the annual and spatial distributions out of 30 provinces from 2001 to 2016. It demonstrated
that number of provinces in high regime of RDP (R&D investment per capita) ( ＞ 433.32 yuan/per) is increasing
monotonously since 2001 and generates lesser carbon emissions than that in other regimes, which is mainly distributed in
mid-east China now. Similarly, monotonously increasing high regime of RGDPP (real GDP per capita) ( ＞ 33879.16
yuan/per) in east coast China, decreasing (since 2010) high regime of RGDPR (real GDP growth rate) (＞8.7%) in mid-west
China, and increasing mid regime of URB (ratio of urban population to total) (52.43%＜URB≦85.00%) in mid-east China
nowadays will also generates lesser carbon emissions statistically significant. This is to say, especially since the 2010s of the
China’s “New Normal” era, Chinese government should make effort in promoting a sustainable and green economic growth
mode which is powered by new energy and technology investment, with considering the regional factor that constantly
propelled the technical and financial support towards the inner area, and process of urbanization in mid-west China, which is
indicated to be primary and crucial to restrain the carbon emissions in following years.
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Abstract
Majority of smallholder farmers (SHF) in developing countries are located in remote areas with
poor infrastructure and they often fail to participate in markets due to the high transaction costs
involved. Collective Action (CA) has become an important strategy for SHF in developing
countries to remain competitive in rapidly changing markets and has been tagged as popular means
of reducing transaction cost. Therefore, this study is carried out to show the multifaceted problems
of CA and to access the effectiveness of farmer groups in reducing transaction cost for smallholder
paddy farmers. The target population for the study consisted of the members of MPAFAC
belonging to five different wards, 35 groups and different villages. These are SHF with land
holding of 10 acres and/or below. The study used multi-stage sampling techniques to select five
key informants from smallholder farmers in farmers groups, five group heads, three MPAFAC
governing board member and one project district focal person. Simple random sampling of
balloting was done to select 315 smallholder paddy farmers with an average of nine persons per
group thereby constituting about 30% of the total 1021 population. Data obtained were entered and
analyzed descriptively using frequencies, tables, graphs and simple percentages. It was found that
the total amount spent by smallholder farmer on transaction before joining MPAFAC was 205
USD by 45.7% of respondent, while 31.4%, 13.2% and 9.2% spent between 105 - 150 USD, 155 –
200 USD, and below 100 USD respectively. The study also noted there is significant difference
between transaction cost before joining farmer organization and transaction cost after joining
farmer organization. The study stated that for Tanzania to achieve a great feat in agricultural sector
and improve the economy of smallholder farmers, concrete activities such as regular group
meetings, where members gather to discuss future strategies and manage routine business is
needed to make collective action more effective.
Key Words: Collective Action, Transaction Cost, Smallholder Farmers, Economy
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1. Introduction
Agriculture in Tanzania is an important occupation for over 75% of inhabitants. It is the mainstay
of the majority of the households in the country as weather conditions are favourable for growing
various food and cash crops (Mbise et al., 2011). Paddy, maize and sorghum are the most
important cereal crops in the country. Root and tuber crops like cassava, sweet potatoes,
horticultural crops and fruits are also grown in some parts of the country. Maize, beans, rice,
potatoes are the main food crops while major cash crops are coffee, tea (green leaves), pyrethrum,
cardamom, sunflower, cocoa, tobacco, vegetables. As for paddy, statistics indicate that
approximately 24% of the national total production area is in the Southern Highlands and produce
about 33% of the national rice produce (RLDC, 2009).
Many of the world’s poor still directly or indirectly depend on agriculture for their livelihoods,
most of them as small-scale farmers, living in remote areas with poor infrastructure; they face high
transaction costs that significantly reduce their incentives for market participation (Barrett, 2008).
The challenges of smallholder farmers, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, are multifaceted and
tackling them requires numerous interventions. Though specific households face unique constraint
sets, World Bank (2008) identified nine barriers broadly affecting SHF transaction cost:
awareness, technology, organization and management skills, production, productivity, financial
resources, infrastructure, information, and policy environment. Lack of connections to established
market actors, distortions or absence of input and output markets, and credit constraints further
worsen SHF transaction, with farmers in remote locations characterized by inadequate
transportation and storage infrastructure particularly the disadvantaged (IFAD, 2003).
More than two-thirds of the three billion people comprising the developing world’s rural
population live on small farms of two hectares or less. Smallholder Farmer (SHF) constitutes more
than half of the world’s undernourished people and the majority of people living in absolute
poverty (Barrett, 2008). Majority of smallholder farmers in developing countries are located in
remote areas with poor infrastructure and they often fail to participate in markets due to the high
transaction costs involved.
The concept of smallholder farmers arises as a classification based on; the size of the landholding;
the purpose of production which may be own home consumption or market and income levels of
the farmer (Barham and Chitemi, 2009). Dixon et al. (2003) stated that smallholder farmers are the
backbone of African agriculture. The author noted that majority of the population in Sub-Saharan
Africa are considered as smallholder farmers and reside in the rural areas. According to Delgado
(1998), smallholder agriculture is important to employment, human welfare, and political stability
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in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Eicher and Rukuni (1996) pointed out that smallholder agriculture is
a source of growth linkages by enlarging the market for industrial goods and moderation of the
urban migration.
A number of studies, such as Key et al., (2000) and Makhura et al., (2001) have identified high
transaction costs as one of the key reasons for smallholder farmers’ failure to participate in
markets, though they accorded little attention to the participation of intermediaries operating in
such marketing systems.
Collective Action (CA) has been considered as an appropriate tool for rural development, it is
however facing critical problems that hinder it from it providing its full benefit. Some of these
constrains are: low institutional capacity, inadequate qualified personnel, lack of adequate
entrepreneurship skills, lack of financial resources, lack of market information, poor members
participation patronizing the business activity of the groups, control and support (Barrett, 2008).
Collective action implies group action. It also refers to activities that require the coordination of
efforts by at least two or more individuals to further their shared interests (Sandler, 1992). The
idea of collective action for market access has led to emergence of marketing organization and
farmer groups in practically all countries of the world to close gaps arising due to the weakness of
farmers as bargainers in the market, inelastic supply of produce and inelastic demand (Arias et al.,
2003).
MacCathy (2004) stated the primary functions of the farmer groups as follows; to give farmers the
profits of marketing that would ordinarily flow to market intermediaries, to stimulate and develop
agricultural leadership, to help make market access more efficient and farming more profitable to
try and maintain high quality and to reduce costs.
While evidence has proved that collective action is effective in ensuring efficient and sustainable
resource management, research indicates that smallholder producers find it more challenging to
pursue shared objectives as a group in other areas, including collective marketing (Berdegué
Sacristán, 2001). At the same time, some evidence seems to show that as a result of specific
enabling conditions, collective market development can assist poor smallholders in overcoming
unfavourable market conditions by facilitating innovation and value addition (Markelova and
Meinzen-Dick, 2009; Devaux et al., 2007).
Furthermore, some literatures have analysed under what condition CA is successful. One literature
strand has examined determinants of group membership, focusing on farm and household
characteristics, such as farm size, wealth, education, or gender (La Ferrara 2002; Wollni and Zeller
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2007; Bernard and Spielman 2009). This slightly overlaps with studies on the impacts of group
membership in terms of market access, prices, and income (Wollni and Zeller 2007; Bernard et al.,
2008; Roy and Thorat 2008). Another literature strand has scrutinized structural and institutional
aspects of farmer groups, such as group size, stringency of rules, commodity focus, and market
conditions (Hellin et al., 2009; Barham and Chitemi 2009; Narrod et al., 2009
Therefore, this study is carried out to show the multifaceted problems of CA, provide
recommendations to key constraints faced in reducing transaction cost and to access the
effectiveness of farmer groups in reducing transaction cost for smallholder paddy farmers in
Msalala Council of Shinyanga Region, Tanzania.
Objectives of the Study
The overall objective of the study is to investigate the effectiveness of CA in reducing transaction
costs for smallholder paddy farmers. Specific objectives of the study are:
i.

to state the benefits of participating in CA by SHF

ii.

enumerate influence of farmer’s group composition attributes on transaction cost

iii.

to investigate the effect of farmers’ group governance structure on shf participation in ca
and transaction cost

iv.

to state effective mechanisms aimed at reducing transaction cost for SHF

2. Methods
The target population for this study was made up of members of MPAFAC belonging to five
different wards, 35 groups and different villages. These are SHF with land holding of 10 acres
and/or below. MPAFAC stands for Msalala Paddy Farmers Company. It was created in March,
2015 by MIVARF to support the development of paddy farmers and to represent business interests
of all the producer groups in MSalala (SEIDA, 2017). Similarly, MIVARF stands for Marketing
Infrastructure, Value Addition and Rural Finance. The project is implemented by The Government
of the United Republic of Tanzania in collaboration with the International Fund for Agriculture
Development (IFAD) and the African Development Bank (AfDB). The Programme covers 29
regions and 73 Local Government Authorities (LGAs) with an overall goal of enhancing incomes
and food security of the target group on a sustainable basis (MIVARF, 2017).
The study used multi-stage sampling techniques consisting of purposive sampling based on paddy
productivity; knowledge of market etc. and simple random sampling of balloting was used to
select the five key informants from smallholder farmers in farmers groups, five group heads, three
MPAFAC governing board member and one project district focal person. According to the
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secondary data obtained from SEIDA, 2017, there were a total number of 1021 smallholder paddy
farmers from these wards as at March, 2017. A purposive sampling of MPAFAC was carried out
to select 5 wards belonging to 35 different groups. Simple random sampling of balloting was done
to select 315 smallholder paddy farmers with an average of nine persons per group thereby
constituting about 30% of the total 1021 population. To enhance the validity and reliability of the
instruments, a pre-test was carried out Shilela Ward by administering questionnaires to the SHF in
one group out of sampled population to assess the ability of the respondents to interpret and
answer the questions asked correctly. Data obtained were entered and analyzed descriptively using
frequencies, tables, graphs and simple percentages. Mean, median, mode and standard deviation
were calculated for continuous variables and Chi-square was used to test for associations between
categorical variables and proportions. Statistical computations were carried out using SPSS
software. A confidence level of 95% was used and p-values ≤ 0.05 considered statistically
significant.
3. Result and Discussion
Socio-Demographic Distribution of Respondents
Results of the study reveal that of the 315 smallholder farmers interviewed, 49.2% were male and
50.8% female. As shown on table 1, the age categorization of the farmers shows that 25.4% belong
to 18 – 35yrs, 61.9% belong to 36 – 55yrs and 12.7 belong 56yrs and above while 11.7% were
single, 75.9% married, 6.7% widowed and 5.7% Separated. Further analysis shows that 23.8% had
no formal education and 67.3% had primary education which respondent bulk of the population.
Farm size of 2.5-5.0 acres which represent 53% was found in more than average among the
sampled respondent while 5.1 acres and above was the least with percentage of 18.1%. The survey
revealed the most of the respondent, 45.4% rent their farmland, while 23.2%, 9.5%, and 21.9%
inherit, lease and purchase theirs respectively.
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Table 1: Demographic Composition of Farmers
Domain
Respondents
Gender
Frequency
Percent
Male
155
49.2
Female
160
50.8
Total
315
100.0
Marital Status
Single
Married
Widowed
Separated
Total

Frequency
37
239
21
18
315

Percent
11.7
75.9
6.7
5.7
100.0

Age Group
18 – 35yrs

Frequency
80

Percent
25.4

36 – 55yrs

195

61.9

56yrs and above
Total

40
315

12.7
100.0

Educational Status
No Formal
Education
Primary Education
Secondary
Education
Vocational
Education
Total

Frequency
75

Percent
23.8

212
20

67.3
6.3

8

2.5

315

100.0

Farm Size (Acres)
0.0 - 2.4
2.5 - 5.0
5.1 and above
Total

Frequency
91
167
57
315

Percent
28.9
53.0
18.1
100.0

Land Acquisition
Inheritance
Rent
Lease
Purchased
Total
Source: Field survey, 2018

Frequency
73
143
30
69
315

Percent
23.2
45.4
9.5
21.9
100.0
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Benefits of Participating in CA
In looking at how collective action help address the problem of high transaction cost, the study
examined the participation of smallholder farmers in farmers organization. It was found that the
total amount spent by smallholder farmer on transaction before joining MPAFAC, using a
conversion rate of 1 USD = 2, 000TSh, was 205 USD by 45.7% of respondent, while 31.4%,
13.2% and 9.2% spent between 105 - 150 USD, 155 – 200 USD, and below 100 USD respectively.
Similarly, total amount spent on transaction per acre after joining FG was found to be below 50
USD for 2.2% of the respondent, 9.8% spent between 55 – 100 USD, 13% spent 105 – 150 USD
and 74.9% spent 155 USD and above. 89.8% of the respondent reported their income has
increased, while 5.7% reported decrease in income and 4.4% didn’t experience a significant
difference.
Table 2: Benefits of Participating in CA
Domain
Transaction Cost/Acre
before joining CA
Below 100 USD
105 - 150 USD
155 – 200 USD
205 USD and above
Total

Respondents
Frequency
Percent
29
99
43
144
315

9.2
31.4
13.7
45.7
100.0

Transaction Cost/Acre after
joining CA
Below 50 USD
55 - 100 USD
105 – 150 USD
155 USD and above
Total

Frequency

Percent

7
31
41
236
315

2.2
9.8
13.0
74.9
100.0

Frequency

Percent

283

89.8

18
14
315

5.7
4.4
100.0

Effect of participation on
Income
Increased Income
There should have been
opinions in between the
extremes
Decreased Income
No Significant Difference
Total
Source: Field survey 2018
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Influence of Farmer’s Group Composition Attributes on Transaction Cost
To access how farmers group composition attribute affects transaction cost, the composition of the
farmers group was enumerated and related to participation of smallholders in FO and transaction
cost. On the issue of gender, the respondents reported that 78.4% of their members were female
and while evaluating the effect of this gender dominance on transaction cost, only 30.2% reiterated
it increased cost while 20.6% said it reduced cost. Looking at age group composition, 35.2% are
ages between 35 – 44yrs, 31.4% were of ages between 45 – 54yrs while very few 2.5% and 0.6%
were ages between 15 – 24yrs and 65 – 74yrs respectively. In relation to effect on transaction cost,
24.1% said the age group composition reduced transaction cost, 23.8% said rarely reduced, and
28.9% said never reduced while 23.2% said it increases cost.
Table 3: Influence of Farmer’s Group Composition Attributes on Transaction Cost I
Domain
Gender Dominance

Respondent
Frequency

Percent

Male

68

21.6

Female

247

78.4

Total

315

100.0

Effect on TC

Frequency

Percent

Reduces Cost

65

20.6

Rarely Reduces Cost

87

27.6

Never Reduces Cost

68

21.6

Increases Cost

95

30.2

Total

315

100.0

Frequency

Percent

15 - 24 Years

8

2.5

25 - 34 Years

76

24.1

35 - 44 Years

111

35.2

45 - 54 Years

99

31.4

55 - 64 Years

19

6.0

65 - 74 Years

2

.6

315

100.0

in Groups

Age Dominance in
Groups

Total
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Effect on TC

Frequency

Percent

Reduces Cost

76

24.1

Rarely Reduces Cost

75

23.8

Never Reduces Cost

91

28.9

Increases Cost

73

23.2

Total

315

100.0

Source: Field survey, 2018
Influence of Farmer’s Group Composition Attributes on Transaction Cost II
On the effect of marital status composition of FG on transaction cost, it was discovered that 90.8%
of the farmers were married and the respondents reported that of the married one, 25.4% said it
reduced cost, 29.2% said rarely reduced cost, 19% said never reduced cost while 26.3% reported it
increased cost.
In trying to know the effect of level of education of farmers group on transaction cost, respondent
were asked the common level of education of the farmers’ organization, the result shows that only
5.1% had no formal education while majority of 87.3% had primary education. Further
investigation shows that 36.2% reported it never reduced their transaction cost while 24.4%,
16.5%, 22.9% said it reduced cost, rarely reduced cost and increased cost respectively.
Table 4: Influence of Farmer’s Group Composition Attributes on Transaction Cost
What is the common marital status of your FG
Marital Status

Frequency

Percent

Single

11

3.5

Married

286

90.8

Widowed

9

2.9

Separated

9

2.9

315

100.0

Effect on TC

Frequency

Percent

Reduces Cost

80

25.4

Rarely Reduces Cost

92

29.2

Never Reduces Cost

60

19.0

Dominance

Total
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Increases Cost

83

26.3

Total

315

100.0

Frequency

Percent

No Formal Education

16

5.1

Primary Education

275

87.3

Secondary Education

20

6.3

Other

4

1.3

Total

315

100.0

Effect on TC

Frequency

Percent

Reduces Cost

77

24.4

Rarely Reduces Cost

52

16.5

Never Reduces Cost

114

36.2

Increases Cost

72

22.9

Total

315

100.0

Educational Status
Dominance in FG

Source: Field survey, 2018
Influence of Farmers Group Governance Structure on SHF Participation in CA and
Transaction Cost
In accessing how the focus of the FG affects transaction cost, 62.2% said their FG focus reduced
transaction cost, 19% said it rarely reduced cost, and 11.4% said it increased cost while 7.3% said
never reduced costs. In looking at monitoring of members by leaders, 84.8% stated it allowed them
to participate effectively in FG, 13% said it rarely promoted participation with only 2.2% saying it
did not promote participation. But on transaction cost, 52.4% said it reduced cost, 23.8% said it
rarely reduced cost, 12.4% stated never increased cost and 11.4% stated it never reduced cost.
Relationship between members in farmers group shows that, 76.5% of the respondents stated that
it promoted their participation in FG, 20.6% stated it rarely promoted participation and 2.9% said
it did not promote participation. And on transaction cost, 57.1% said it reduced costs, 13.3% stated
it rarely reduced cost, 13% stated it never reduced costs and 16.3% said it increased cost as seen in
table 4.5b.
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Table 5: Influence Farmers Group Governance Structure on SHF Participation in CA and
Transaction Cost
Domain
Focus of FG and effect on
TC
Reduces Cost

Respondent
Frequency
Percent
196

62.2

Rarely Reduces Cost

60

19.0

Never Reduces Cost

23

7.3

Increases Cost

36

11.4

Total

315

100.0

Frequency

Percent

267

84.8

Rarely Promotes Participation

41

13.0

Doesn't Promotes
Participation

7

2.2

315

100.0

Frequency

Percent

165

52.4

Rarely Reduces Cost

75

23.8

Never Reduces Cost
Increases Cost

36
39

11.4
12.4

Total

315

100.0

Frequency

Percent

241
65

76.5
20.6

9

2.9

315

100.0

Monitoring of members
effect on Participation in
FO
Promotes Participation

Total
Monitoring of members
effect on TC
Reduces Cost

Relationship between
members effect on
Participation in FO
Promotes Participation
Rarely Promotes Participation
Doesn't Promotes
Participation
Total
Source: Field survey, 2018
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Influence of Farmers Group Governance Structure on SHF Participation in CA and
Transaction Cost II
On the intent and aim of farmer group on participation of smallholder farmers, 87% said it
promoted participation, 11.7% stated it rarely did while 1.3% stated it did not promote
participation. Interest of individual farmers and that of others and relating it to how well it is
served in the FG, 82.5% said their interest was well-served, 11.7% said it was rarely served and
only 5.7% said it is never served
On the issues of accountability and check-mating of actions by farmers group, 96.8% of
smallholder farmers were aware that their group was accountable to other institutions such as
MIVARF, while 83.2% said the accountability promotes their participation in farmers group, 4.8%
said it doesn’t promote their participation
Table 6: Influence Farmers Group Governance Structure on SHF Participation in CA and
Transaction Cost II
Domain
Respondents
Relationship between
Frequency
Percent
members effect on TC
Reduces Cost
180
57.1
Rarely Reduces Cost

42

13.3

Never Reduces Cost

41

13.0

Increases Cost

52

16.5

Total

315

100.0

Effect of Intent of Farmer
Groups on Participation in
FO
Promotes Participation

Frequency

Percent

274

87.0

Rarely Promotes Participation

37

11.7

Doesn't Promotes Participation

4

1.3

315

100.0

Frequency
260

Percent
82.5

Rarely Served

37

11.7

Never Served

18

5.7

Total

315

100.0

Total
Service of Farmer’s Interest
Well Served
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Accountability Status of FG
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
305
10
315

Percent
96.8
3.2
100.0

Effect of accountability on
member participation in FO
Promotes Participation

Frequency

Percent

262

83.2

Rarely Promotes Participation

38

12.1

Doesn't Promote Participation

15

4.8

315

100.0

Total
Source: Field survey, 2018
Mechanisms aimed at Transaction Cost Reduction

To address the issue of transaction cost reduction, 5.1% of the respondents depended on
government to provide the means, 42.5% believed capacity building training was enough, and
17.5% believed continuous availability of market is the solution.
Table 7: Mechanism of Transaction Cost Reduction
Transaction Cost Reduction
Methods
Through Govt. Support

Frequency

Percent

16

5.1

Capacity Building Trainings

134

42.5

By Staying in a Group

13

4.1

Constant Availability of
Market
Availability of Input

55

17.5

97

30.8

315

100.0

Total
Source: Field survey, 2018
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Test of Significance
Further analysis of the results was carried out by finding the relationship between transaction cost
before and after joining CA
Table 8: Showing chi-square test of significant difference between transaction cost before
and after joining farmer organization
Chi-Square Tests
Value

Df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

24.508a

9

0.004

Likelihood Ratio

20.839

9

0.013

Linear-by-Linear Association

9.848

1

0.002

N of Valid Cases

315

a 7 cells (43.8%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
.64.
Since the asymptomatic significance, P-value (P=0.004) is less than chosen level of significance
(5%), we therefore accept the alternate hypothesis which state that there's significant difference
between transaction cost before joining farmer organization and transaction cost after joining
farmer organization
4. Conclusions
The motivations for this study arose from the need to understand the extent to which CA reduce
transaction costs of smallholder paddy farmers’ in Msalala Council of Shinyanga Region,
Tanzania. It was noted that majority of the smallholder farmers had primary education and this is
in tandem with the views of Mwatawala et al., (2016) which held that majority of developing
countries population who depends on agricultural activities for economic prosperity have their
agricultural sector dominated by individuals with low level of education.
It is not quite surprising to see that marketing and sales of produce is not the ultimate reason many
joined MPAFAC even though result showed many want a range of benefits. It is quite disturbing
to see not much significant difference between amount spent on transaction before and after
joining FG even though many reported to have experienced increased income (89.8%) since
joining MPAFAC. This suggests that even though the transaction cost may not have reduced as
anticipated, increased income experienced points in a good direction
For Tanzania to achieve a great feat in agricultural sector and improve the economy of smallholder
farmers, concrete activities among farmers’ groups such as regular group meetings, where
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members gather to discuss future strategies and manage routine business, and collective marketing,
where agricultural produce are transported to collection centres and sold on special market days to
exploit economies of scale.
Support services in form of training, research, financial literacy and market preferences obtained in
the farmer organizations have contributed to strengthening MPAFAC. Notwithstanding, they still
face a number of challenges. While farmers group composition was seen to have a varied effect on
transaction cost as well as smallholders participation in CA, some rules within farmers group can
be made less stringent such giving opportunities to young people to not only join MPAFAC but
also be involved in decision making.
During off-season, many do gardening of other crops, vendoring through loans, market trading etc.
therefore, it will be beneficial if farmers can also be provided with irrigation schemes so as to
ensure continuous planting without the need of planting once a year which is currently the norm. It
is equally important for farmer groups to go beyond a single crop focus and add additional
agricultural commodities to their activities in order to reduce risk.
MIVARF needs to work on transportation which is noted to be very bad, it should organize more
training programmes on financial management and modern production of rice. Since nearby
market can be flooded and there won't be any other market to sell to, storage infrastructure should
be put in place by MIVARF and it should meet farmers’ needs and subsequent ones should be
done with future production target in mind. Irrigation should be provided so that farmers can farm
during off-season and do not have to depend on rain-fed agriculture. Waste management strategy
also needs to be worked on, as wastes constitute nuisance to the environment, especially since
most are not suitable as livestock feed
There should be establishment of more market places. This may achieved through making policies
aimed at encouraging the construction of more market places, especially in the rural areas. Such
places increase market participation through enhancing the meeting of trading partners at a
common place hence lowering transaction costs. In this era of great advancement in
telecommunication technologies, policies geared towards encouraging farmers and traders to
access and utilise these technologies for trade purposes should be supported as the utilisation of
these technologies would lower the transaction costs immensely.
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ABSTRACT
This study assessed the effectiveness of the delivery of
knowledge and skills development programmes in
improving the productivity of smallholder farmers. The
study identified the post-harvest handling skills acquired
and their effect on productivity, including yield, quantity
of crop loss after harvesting, and income of farmers.
Quantitative and qualitative data of a representative of 255
beneficiaries were captured through interviews with the
aid of structured questionnaires. The quantitative data
were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Qualitative data were also gathered through focus group
discussions and in-depth interviews. The average farm
monthly income of farmers before and after the training were
$41.12 and $72.96 respectively. The mean yield before the
training for round potatoes and cauliflower were
1905.13kg/acre and 976.11kg/acre respectively, which
significantly increased to 2696.13kg/acre and 1415.42kg/acre
respectively after the training. Results
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Indicated that skills for post-harvest handling of fruits and
vegetables were acquired during the training. These skills
contributed significantly to decrease post-harvest loss of
fruits and vegetables and increase yields and average
incomes. The overall effect of the development
programmes on the productivity of smallholder farmers
was positive. However, to further improve productivity,
the farmers need more training on post-harvest handling
management, climate resilient agricultural practices, and
prevention of pest invasion.
Keywords: Knowledge, Post-harvest loss, Productivity, Income, Climate
resilience.
INTRODUCTION
In Tanzania, agriculture accounts for more than a quarter of the
GDP, employing over 80 percent of the workforce and providing 85
percent of exports. However, Tanzania is one of the world’s poorest
countries. The Tanzanian economy has been growing at a steady rate of
about 7% annually over the last 3-4 years and with an average of about 67% GDP growth. Tanzania is among the 20 fastest growing economies
worldwide. Despite this notable growth, the effect is hardly noticeable in
rural areas where most smallholders dwell. The reason for this unequal
distribution of economic growth is that the growing economy has to be
shared among the fast growing rural populations.
Agriculture has been one of the most important sectors in the East
African Community which accounts for about 80% of the workforce
comprising the smallholder farmers in rural areas. According to Mkenda
et al. 2011, the majority of citizens who are engaged in the agricultural
sector are smallholder farmers living in rural areas whose main source of
cash income is selling of agricultural products.
In 2015, 80% of overall food produced in Asia, sub-Saharan Africa
and Latin America was supplied by smallholders, but 70% of the 1.4 billion
people in extreme poverty live in rural areas and 75% of these rural poor are
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also smallholders (IFAD CFS, 2015). According to TAHA 2011, the
horticultural sub-sector of agriculture in Tanzania is the fastest growing
sub-sector with an average growth rate of 8-10% per annum. The subsector is largely dependent on smallholder farmers with export of fruits
and vegetables alone being 70% dependent on farmers with landholding
less than 2 ha. One of the major challenges facing this sector is the postharvest loss of products, which is specifically high (40%) in the domestic
market and lower (10%) in the export sector.
The Tanzanian government, in collaboration with development
partners, developed the Marketing Infrastructure, Value Addition and Rural
Finance Support (MIVARF) programme to solve the problem of post-harvest
losses and improve the general productivity of smallholder farmers in rural
areas. The MIVARF programme is a loan agreement financed by three
institutions; AFDB (37%), IFAD (54%) and URT Government (9%). The
central objective of the programme is to enhance income and alleviate food
insecurity on a sustainable basis for rural dwellers in Tanzania.

The programme has a seven-year duration, effective from its
implementation in July 2011; its completion is to be on 31st March 2018
and the closing date is 30th September 2018. The programme covers 29
regions and 73 local government authorities (LGAs) in Tanzania.
MIVARF has three components which serve as bases for the
implementation of its activities. The components are:
i.

Marketing Infrastructure: This is aimed at the establishment and
sustainable maintenance of improved marketing infrastructure.

ii.

Value Addition: This focuses on the institutionalization of postharvest technologies (tools and skills) to groups of smallholder
producers/processors in the regions and districts, as well as the
rehabilitation and resourcing of 13 post-harvest (PH) training
centres.

iii.

Producer Empowerment and Market Linkage: This is aimed at providing
the necessary capacity building to producers and marketing groups,
facilitating the establishment of sustainable market linkages through
a public-private partnership (PPP) based on the market information
systems, supporting these groups in making optimum use of the
warehouses and market infrastructure promoted under sub-
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component 1, and facilitating their access to finance in order to
implement warehouse receipt systems (WRS).
Objectives of the Study
1. To explore the post-harvest handling of knowledge and skills
acquired by the beneficiaries and methodology used to deliver them.
2. To assess the effect of post-harvest handling knowledge and skills on
performance of smallholder farmer organizations.
3. To identify the challenges that these interventions encounter in
increasing the productivity of rural farmers.
Definition of Concepts
Food Security. Food Security was defined in the 1974 World Food Summit as
the “availability at all times of adequate world food supplies of basic
foodstuffs to sustain a steady expansion of food consumption and to offset
fluctuations in production and prices”. In 1983, FAO expanded its concept to
include securing access by vulnerable people to available supplies, implying
that attention should be balanced between the demand and supply side of
the food security equation: “Ensuring that all people at all times have both
physical and economic access to the basic food that they need”.

In 1986, the World Bank report on “Poverty and Hunger” focused
on the temporal dynamics of food insecurity. The concept of food
insecurity was further explained as ”access of all people at all times to
enough food for an active, healthy life”.
In 1996, the World Food Summit adopted a more complex
definition: “Food security, at the individual, household, national, regional
and global levels [is achieved] when all people, at all times, have physical
and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their
dietary needs food preferences for an active and healthy life”
Therefore, food security occurs when all people, at all times, have
physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food
which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and
healthy life. Household food security is the application of the concept of
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food security to the family level, with individuals within households as
the focus of concern.
Post-harvest Loss (PHL). According to Kader (2002), Post-harvest loss can be
defined as the degradation in both quantity and quality of a food product
from harvest to consumption. Quality losses include those that affect the
nutrient/caloric composition, the acceptability, and the edibility of a given
product. These losses are generally more common in developed countries.
Quantity losses refer to those that result in the loss of some amount of a
product. Loss of quantity is more common in developing countries (Kitinoja
and Gorny, 2010).

Post-Harvest Handling. Post-harvest handling starts from harvesting of
the produce from the field, to storage, transportation, processing,
marketing and final consumption.
Storage. Storage refers to keeping quality agricultural materials and
preventing them from deterioration for a specific period of time, beyond
their normal shelf life. A wide variety of structures can be used to store
horticultural products. In general, the structure needs to be kept cool
(refrigerated, or at least ventilated and shaded) and the produce put into
storage must be of high initial quality to ensure their preservation.
Smallholder Farmers. Smallholder farmers are farmers who own small
plots of land on which they grow subsistence crops and one or two cash
crops, relying almost exclusively on family labour. They are drivers of the
economy in Africa. According to the FAO, majority of the developing
world’s food is produced by small farms. For the purpose of this study,
smallholder farmers are defined as those that own land not more than 3-5
acres.
Productivity. Productivity measures the ability of a production system to
produce more economically and efficiently. It can be defined as a measure of
efficiency in an agricultural production system which employs labour, land,
capital and other related resources. It can also be defined as a ratio of output
to resource expended separately or collectively. For the purpose of this
study, yield is used as a measure of productivity.
Adaptive Capacity. This refers to the ability of a (human) system to adjust to
climate change (including climate variability and extremes), to moderate
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potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the
consequences. Adaptive capacity is a function of available financial and
human resources and adaptation options, and will differ between risks
and sectors.
Methodology
The study area is in Lushoto district, Tanga region in Tanzania.
Tanga region has a land area of 27,348 sq. kms, of which 49 percent
belongs to Handeni district, 5 percent to Pangani district, 14 percent to
Lushoto, 14 percent to Korogwe and 18 percent to Muheza. The total area
available for agricultural activities is 17,000 sq. kms. With a population of
1,280,262 people, the region is among the smallest and most densely
populated in Tanzania (about 48.1 people per sq. kms), after Mtwara,
Kilimanjaro and Mwanza regions.
Lushoto (which is the northern side of Tanzania), also known as
Wilhelmstal during German colonial rule, is one of the eight districts of
Tanga Region. It is bordered to the northeast by Kenya, to the east by
Muheza District, to the northwest by Kilimanjaro Region and to the south
by Korogwe District. It has 137 villages and is administratively divided
into 32 wards.
The latitude of Lushoto District, Tanzania is -4.965088, and the
longitude is 38.501587. Lushoto District, Tanzania is located at Tanzania
country in the Districts place category with the GPS coordinates of 4° 57'
54.3168'' S and 38° 30' 5.7132'' E. Lushoto District, Tanzania elevation is
591 meters, equal to 1,939 feet.
Sampling Procedure and Data Collection Method
The multistage purposive cluster sampling technique was used in
selecting the study area. The stages involved were:
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Stage 1:

The purposive selection of the MIVARF programme in Tanzania.

Stage 2:

The purposive selection of Tanga out of the 29 regions where
the MIVARF programme is being implemented in Tanzania.

Stage 3:

The purposive selection of Lushoto district.
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Stage 4:

The purposive selection of 4 wards of Lushoto district.

Stage 5:

The purposive selection of all the 13 villages where the
training/coaching took place in the focal area.

Stage 6:

The random selection of 14 farmers’ groups for coaching.

Stage 7:

The random selection of 255 smallholder farmers.

Results and Discussion
Table 1: Socio-economic characteristics of respondents (n=255)
Variables

Frequency

Percentage

Sex
Male

138

54.3

Female

117

45.7

Less than 30

10

3.9

30-40

50

19.5

41-50

83

32.4

51-60

66

25.8

More than 60

46

18.0

1

0.4

228

89.4

Widowed

21

8.2

Separated

4

1.6

Divorced

1

0.4

24

9.4

1-3 Acres

147

57.4

3-5 Acres

63

24.7

More than 5 Acres

22

8.6

Age

Marital Status
Single
Married

Less than 1 Acre

Highest Educational
Attainment
No Formal Education

24

9.4
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Variables
Adult Literacy
Primary Education
Secondary Education
Tertiary Education

Frequency

Percentage

1

0.4

210

82.4

17

S6.7

3

1.2

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Gender. Females constituted 45.7% of the smallholder farmers while the men
accounted for 54.3%. This shows that more men were into horticultural
farming. Women accounted for 63.3% of the age group less than 40 and men
accounted for 36.6%. This indicates that women attend to horticultural
farming more in their young active years compared to men.
Age Group. The minimum age was 20 years and maximum was 85 years.
The age range of 41-50 had the highest distribution of farmers (32.5%),
followed by the age range 51-60 (25.9%). The mean age of farmers was 49.8
which shows that the farmers were still in their active years. The percentage
of farmers under the age of 40 was 21.5%, showing low participation of youth
in agricultural production, especially in the rural areas.

Marital Status. The majority of the sampled farmers were married
(89.9%), followed by the widowed (8.2%), separated (1.2%), and both
single and divorced (0.4%). Females constituted 42.3% of the married
farmers while 58.6% were male. Further analysis of the gender
composition of marital status showed that 76.2% of the widowed were
females and the male widowed were 23. According to Opara (2014),
married farmers are likely to be under pressure to produce more for
family consumption and sale with incentive of family labour explaining
why majority of the farmers are married.
Household Farm Size. The less than 1 acre household farm size accounted
for 9.4% the 1-3 acre farms accounted for 57.3%, the 3-5 acre farms accounted
for 24.7% and farms more than 5 acres accounted for 8.6%. Therefore, the
farms 5 acres and below had the highest distribution, buttressing the fact that
most of the farmers are smallholders.
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Educational Attainment. Most of the farmers (82.4%,(210) had primary
education of which 58.3% (123) were males and 41.7% (88) were females. This
was followed by farmers who had no formal education (9.4%,
(24)comprising 99.6% (23) females and 0.45% (1) males), secondary
education (6.7% (17) 64.7% (11) males and 35.3% (6) females), 0.8% for
Tertiary Education (100% (2) males), and 0.4% (1) for adult literacy (100%
males). This shows a low level of education among female farmers
compared to male farmers. Mwatawala et al. (2016) affirmed that the
majority of the population in developing countries that depend on
agricultural activities for a living have low level of education. However,
with the right training module on good agricultural practice
communicated
in
a
participatory
manner,
reinforced
by
commercialization of smallholder farming, the skills and knowledge of
farmers on improved agriculture will record increase.

Mode, Location and Methodology of training
The majority of the farmers (63.1%) were trained face to face while
the others (36.9%) received face to face and field-based training. Most of
the farmers were trained at the ward or village offices (66.7%) and at
nearby schools (30.2%). Only a few were trained at post-harvest centres
(2%) and conference halls (1.2%).
The methodologies applied during the training generally were
practical illustration, farm demonstration, participatory discussion, group
formation, use of writing modules and pictorial illustrations on charts or
boards.
Generally, the adult learning approach was adopted for training
the farmers and learning materials were provided for each participant.
The time spent per session did not exceed 2 hours.
Post-harvest Skills Acquired and Methodology Used
Table 2: Post-harvest Skills Acquired
S/no

Post-harvest skills acquired

1.
2.
3.

Proper Crop Storage (PCSP)
Proper Crop Drying (PCD)
Processing Technologies

Before Training
N (%)
103 (40.4)
34 (13.3)
19 (7.5)

After Training
N (%)
246 (96.5)
181 (71.0)
174 (68.2)
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S/no Post-harvest skills acquired
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.

Before Training

Proper Crop Harvesting (PCH)
Packaging
Moisture Control
Sorting and Grading
Preparing Business and Work Plan
(PBWB)
Zero Energy Cooler (ZEC)

After Training

N (%)
105 (41.2)
78 (30.6)
91 (35.7)
95 (37.3)

N (%)
238 (93.3)
241 (94.5)
216 (84.7)
253 (99.2)

26 (10.2)
9 (3.5)

247 (96.9)
172 (67.5)

Source: Field survey, 2018

Productivity Index in Relationship to Post-harvest Skills Acquired
Table 3: Descriptive Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables Yield s
S/n Fruits and Vegetables
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Mean Yield
Before Training
(Kg/Acre)

Mean Yield
After Training
(Kg/Acre)

Differences in
Mean Yield

1.

Apple

1405.00

2311.67

906.67

2.

Cabbage

2212.81

4922.51

2709.70

3.

Tomato

3266.36

4498.29

1231.93

4.

Carrot

4922.51

7139.87

2217.36

5.

Round Potatoes

1905.13

2696.13

791.00
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S/n Fruits and Vegetables

6.

Cauliflower

7.
8.

Mean Yield
Before Training
(Kg/Acre)

Mean Yield
After Training
(Kg/Acre)

Differences in
Mean Yield

976.11

1415.42

439.31

Beetroot

1076.23

1788.79

712.49

Lettuce

899.05

1656.19

757.14

9.

Beans

411.65

668.76

257.11

10.

Sweet Pepper

1725.60

3024.40

1316.80

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Descriptive Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables Yields
Noticeable differences were observed in the productivity index for
fruits and vegetables, measured by yield, before and after the training
received by the smallholder farmers (see Table 3). All the fruits and
vegetables recorded highly notable increases in yield. Cabbage recorded
the highest yield difference with a mean of 2709.70Kg/Acre, followed by
carrots with 2217.36 Kg/Acre. The lease difference in yield was obtained
for beans with a mean of 257.11Kg/Acre.
Table 4: Inferential Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables Yields
Fruits and Vegetables

T-value

Significance

Inference

1.

Apples

3.606

0.150

Insignificant

2.

Cabbage

8.473

0.000*

Significant

3.

Tomato

4.651

0.000*

Significant

4.

Carrot

5.663

0.000*

Significant

5.

Round Potatoes

9.326

0.000*

Significant

6.

Cauliflower

2.965

0.007*

Significant

7.

Beetroot

2.313

0.031*

Significant

8.

Lettuce

3.028

0.000*

Significant

9.

Beans

2.643

0.010*

Significant

10.

Sweet Pepper

3.272

0.003*

Significant

*Significance level is at 5% interval.
Source: Field survey, 2018.

Inferential Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables Yields
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Of all the fruits and vegetables, apple was the only item that recorded
insignificant difference in yield at P-value 0.15. Cabbage, tomato, carrot,
round potatoes and lettuce showed strong significant differences in yield at
P-value <0.000 while cauliflower, beetroot, beans, sweet pepper yields were
significant at P-value of less than 0.007, 0.031, 0.010, 0.003 respectively.
Table 5: Inferential Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables Post-harvest Losses
Fruits and Vegetables (PHL)

T-value

Significance

Inference

1.

Apples

1.625

0.165

Insignificant

2.

Cabbage

13.992

0.000*

Significant

3.

Tomato

3.992

0.000*

Significant

4.

Carrot

3.859

0.000*

Significant

5.

Round Potatoes

5.724

0.000*

Significant

6.

Cauliflower

2.602

0.016*

Significant

7.

Beetroot

3.556

0.002*

Significant

8.

Lettuce

2.747

0.011*

Significant

9.

Beans

5.017

0.000*

Significant

10.

Sweet Pepper

3.664

0.001*

Significant

*Significance level at 5% interval
Source: Field survey, 2018.

Inferential Analysis of Fruits and Vegetables’ Post-Harvest loss
Table 5 shows that only apple did not record significant difference
in the quantity of post-harvest loss before and after the training with Pvalue <0.165.All other horticultural products showed significant di
from less than 0.000 to 0.016. The P-value <0.000 indicates strong
significant difference between quantity of PHL before and after the
training. This shows that there was reduced PHL of fruits and vegetables
after the training.
Table 6: Paired Sample T-test of Farm Income
Farm
Monthly
Income
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Mean
before

Mean after SD beforeSD after

TValue

Significance
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Before and
After (TZS)
Before and
After (USD)

104687.590

146779.310

191087.620

182284.250

4.429

0.000*

41.115

72.956

56.117

157.67

3.828

0.000*

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Paired Sample T-test of Farm Income
The farm monthly incomes (FMI) of the beneficiaries before and
after the training are presented in Table 6, The paired T-test analysis to
compare the incomes showed that there was significant difference. The
average FMI of the beneficiaries before the training was 104687.59 TZS
(41.12USD), while the average FMI after the training was 1466779.310 TZS
(72.956USD). This shows that there was a significant increase in the
monthly income of the farmers.
Independent Sample T-test for Yields in Kg/Acre against Post-harvest Skills
The following skills had a significant effect on increased yield of
different horticultural products: Processing technology on yield of lettuce at
P< 0.004; ZEC (zero energy cooler) on yields of apple, round potato,
cauliflower, beetroot, lettuce at P-values < 0.059, 0.011, 0.004, 0.058 and 0.058
respectively; proper crop storage practices (PCSP) on yields of carrot, round
potato at P-values < 0.000 and 0.0519 respectively; proper crop drying
practices (PCDP) on yields of carrot, round potato, beetroot, lettuce at Pvalues < 0.015, 0.095, 0.097, 0.097 respectively; proper crop harvesting (PCH)
on yield of cabbage at P-value 0.028; packaging on yield of carrot at P-value <
0.001; moisture control on yields of carrot, beetroot, lettuce, beans at P-values
< 0.055, 0.003, 0.003 and 0.000 respectively; sorting and grading and
preparing business and work plan had no significant effect on the yields of
the crops.

Independent Sample T-test (Post-harvest loss in kg/acre against Postharvest Skills Acquired)
The relationship between the PH skills acquired and their effects on
quantity of PHL reduction. The following skills
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had a significant effect on reduction of quantity of post-harvest losses of the
different horticultural products: PCSP on quantity of PHL of round potato at
P-value < 0.086; PCDP on quantity of PHL of apples, carrot, round potato,
cauliflower, lettuce, sweet pepper at P-values< 0.022, 0.050, 0.013, 0.097, 0.095
and 0.090 respectively; processing technology on quantity of PHL of apples,
cauliflower, beetroot, lettuce, beans, sweet pepper at P-values < 0.022, 0.059,
0.055, 0.048, 0.074, 0.088 respectively; proper crop harvesting on quantity of
PHL of apples at 0.028; moisture control on quantity of PHL of lettuce and
beans at P-value, 0.079 and 0.003 respectively; and ZEC on quantity of PHL
of cauliflower at P-value 0.046. Packaging, sorting and grading and
preparing business and work plan had no significant on reducing the
quantity of post-harvest loss.
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Table 7: Independent Sample T-test for Yields in Kg/Acre against Post-harvest Skills
PH Skills
Processing
Tech.

F 0.786
S 0.381
F 6.827

1.014
0.316
0.360

1.282
0.263
0.667

0.285
0.594
0.002

Round
Potato
2.539
0.112
6.645

ZEC

S

PCSP

PCDP

PCH
Packaging
Moisture
Control
Sorting &
Grading

PBWP

Apples

0.059*

Cabbage

Tomato

Carrot

Cauliflower

Beetroot

Lettuce

Beans

1.680
0.208
10.212

3.934
0.061
4.037

10.022
0.004***
4.037

0.871
0.354
1.199

Sweet
Pepper
1.177
0.289
0.780

0.550

0.418

0.964

0.011**

0.004***

0.058*

0.058*

0.277

0.386

F -

1.391

-

18.055

0.417

-

-

-

0.076

-

S

-

0.241

-

0.000***

0.0519*

-

-

-

0.078

-

F 0.969

0.292

1.363

6.085

2.814

0.550

3.037

3.037

0.878

0.293

S

0.590

0.248

0.015**

0.095*

0.466

0.097*

0.097*

0.352

0.594

F -

0.381

4.948

0.109

0.186

5.879

2.654

-

-

0.508

-

S

-

0.028**

0.743

0.668

0.16

0.118

-

-

0.478

-

F
S
F
S
F
S

-

1.800
0.182
0.040*
0.842
1.728
0.191

3.133
0.82
-

11.384
0.001***
3.773
0.055**
-

0.192
0.662
1.392
0.239
0.248
0.619

2.862
0.105
2.300
0.144
-

1.570
0.225
11.190
0.003***
-

1.570
0.225
11.190
0.003***
-

0.012
0.913
69.996
0.000***
-

0.522
0.478
-

-

-

0.207
0.650

0.604
0.438

-

-

-

0.385
0.535

-

F S -

***represents significance at 1%, **represents significant at 5%, *represents significant at 10%, F represents Levene’s Test for equality of
variance and S signifies Significant.
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Table 8: Independent Sample T-test (Post-harvest loss in kg/acre against Post-harvest Skills Acquired)
PH SKILLS
PCSP
PCDP
Processing
Tech
PCH
Packaging
Moisture
Control
Sorting &
Grading
PBWP
ZEC

F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S
F
S

Apples

Cabbage

Tomato

Carrot

13.171
0.022**
13.171
0.022**
4.948
0.028*
3.566
0.132

1.391
0.241
0.292
0.590
1.014
0.316
0.015*
0.903
1.800
0.182
0.040*
0.842
1.728
0.191
0.360
0.550

2.398
0.127
0.702
0.406
0.600
0.440
0.007
0.932
0.736
0.395

0.125
0.724
3.912
0.050*
3.171
0.780
0.210
0.648
2.080
0.152
0.546
0.461
0.879
0.351

Round
Potato
2.977
0.086*
6.325
0.013**
0.969
0.327
0.013
0.908
0.528
0.468
0.052
0.819
1.252
0.264
0.432
0.511
0.229
0.633

Cauliflower

Beetroot

Lettuce

Beans

3.015
0.097*
3.967
0.059*
0.652
0.428
0..652
0.428
0.374
0.547
4.467
0.046**

0.064
0.803
4.135
0.055*
1.365
0.265
7.475
0.013**
2.680
0.117

2.996
0.095*
4.295
0.048*
3.337
0.079*
1.027
0.320
0.649
0.428
2.346
0.138

0.506
0.484
0.574
0.451
3.268
0.074*
0.863
0.356
0.002
0.967
9.199
0.003***
1.117
0.294
-

Independent Sample T-test (Post-harvest loss in kg/acre against Post-harvest Skills Acquired)
***represents significance at 1%, **represents significance at 5%, *represents significance at 10%.
Source: Field survey, 2018.
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Sweet
Pepper
0.300
0.586
3.140
0.09*
3.185
0.088*
0.001
9.76
4.221
0.51
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Table 9: Challenges Faced by Farmers after the Intervention
S/n

Challenges

1.

Lack of Capital

2.

Yes

No

N (%)

N (%)

255 (100.0)

0 (0.0)

Insufficient Knowledge about Harvest
Skills

180 (70.6)

75 (29.4)

3.

Insufficient Land Area for Expansion

151 (59.2)

104 (40.8)

4.

Climate Change (drought)

250 (98.0)

5 (2.0)

5.

Insufficient Access to Inputs

254 (99.6)

1 (0.4)

6.

Market Unavailability

235 (90.2)

20 (9.8)

Inadequate Access to Financial
Institution

231 (86.7)

34 (13.3)

7.

Source: Field survey, 2018.

All the beneficiary farmers (100%) cited lack of capital as a major
challenge in practicing farming as a business and implementing the skills
that have been acquired. Insufficient knowledge about post-harvest skills
was acknowledged as a challenge by 70.6% of the farmers. Many farmers
would like to receive further training in post-harvest skills, especially
processing technologies, to enhance diversity of their livelihoods. Many
farmers (59.2%) acknowledged insufficient land area as a challenge
debarring their productivity, while 98% indicated that they were
adversely affected by climate change in the form of drought, flooding of
farmlands, especially those without flood drains and pest invasion in
recent years. Almost all the farmers (99.6%) identified insufficient access
to inputs as a major hindrance to improved productivity while 90.2%
identified market unavailability and 86.7% cited inadequate access to
financial institutions as challenges hindering their productivity. Another
noted challenges was unavailability of storage facilities in the study area.
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary
The majority of the smallholder FV farmers of Lushoto district were married
adults with mean age 49, who had attained primary education, though male
farmers were more educated than females. The adaptive capacity of the
farmers to climate change was also assessed and it was noted that most
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farmers were exposed to crop agricultural training but very few were
exposed to training on other forms of agriculture, such as livestock,
fishery and forestry. Also, a small percentage of the farmers were
exposed to non-agricultural training, implying low diversity for their
livelihood. This means that should climate change affect their farm yields
adversely, their coping mechanism would be low.
During the course of the MIVARF training, different post-harvest
skills were acquired and the methodology adopted for training was the
adult learning approach with the location of the training mostly being in
the ward/village offices and nearby schools. The mean yield and quantity
of loss after the training showed significant difference compared to the
yield before and there was a significant relationship between the skills
acquired and the improved yields of the farmers. The farmers identified
challenges such as lack of capital, insufficient post-harvest skills, climate
change (especially drought and flooding), inadequate access to financial
institutions and market unavailability as major obstacles encountered in
trying to increase their productivity.
SWOT analysis of the MIVARF training programme showed that
the training was strong in capacity building and delivered skills such as
GAP, PHH and FBS (farming as business) to farmers. Also, the training
led to the formation of groups that gave birth to AMCOS, through which
smallholder farmers can access credit from financial institutions with
greater ease. However, lack of coordination and insufficient post-harvest
skills, especially processing technologies, were major weaknesses. The
threats of climatic conditions and a poor infrastructural system for
irrigation were major setbacks that the training can help the farmers to
deal with, so that farmers can practice climate-resilient farming.
Conclusion
The MIVARF training has largely helped to improve the farmers’
productivity, income and reduce post-harvest losses. The skills acquired
during the training have been of great benefit to the farmers. The lessons
learnt from the success and sustainability of the groups formed from the
training can be used to improve the productivity of other smallholder
farmers in Tanzania, the EAC and Africa as a whole. Also, addressing the
challenges the training encountered in improving the productivity of
smallholder farmers such as providing training on climate-resilient
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agriculture and providing more training on post-harvest skills, especially
on food processing, will foster increased productivity and reduced PHL
among the farmers and consequently lead to the eradication of poverty
and food insecurity in rural areas where the largest percentage of the
poor live and in Tanzania as a whole.
Recommendations
Government of Tanzania (GOT)
Further training on climate-resilient agricultural practices is
strongly recommended as many farmers are largely affected by drought
at certain times of the year and flooding during the raining season.
Smallholder farmers’ organizations should be given strong aid for
accessing loans from the financial institutions. Interest rates on these
loans should be lowered for smallholder farmers groups to encourage the
practice of farming at a commercial level. Market linkage for farmers has
to be strengthened as much needs to be done to encourage the practice of
commercial agriculture. Training on handling of pest invasion, especially
the recent outbreak of tomato leaf miners needs to be addressed at the
grass root level.
Farmers
Farmers are strongly recommended to participate in training that will
help build their capacities and improve their productivity. Farmers must
also coordinate themselves even at the AMCOS level and ensure they
meet deadlines for their market demands. Also, the skills acquired during
the training should be practiced consistently as that is the only guarantee
for sustained increase in productivity. Finally, the farmers should pool
resources to get irrigation infrastructure which can be used under the
supervision of the ward extension officers to ensure they are practicing
climate-resilient agriculture instead of the rain-fed system of agricultural
practices.
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Abstract
As global pressure to find solutions for environmental challenges increases, policy across the globe is favouring a Circular
Economy. There are many different understandings of the Circular Economy, ranging from improved waste management
practices through sustainable design, to a radical re-conception of ownership through prioritization of servitization and sharing
in order to reduce consumption. Despite these different understandings, Circular Economy is widely promoted as an
environmental solution that will simultaneously provide economic benefits. While Circular Economy is often viewed through
the dual lens of environmental and economic impacts, there are inevitably social implications of the transition as well.
Relatively little research has investigated the employment impacts of a Circular Economy. This paper examines the literature
on employment in the Circular Economy with regard to net employment projections, as well as the taxonomy of that
employment in terms of occupations and skills affected. The review was conducted using a systematic approach, primarily
using the Web of Science database, while also following relevant references, and including non-academic sources through a
variety of web searches. This paper also offers results from a workshop associated with an international collaborative circular
economy project known as ‘Cresting’. The workshop, which focussed on visualizing the employment effects of a transition to
a Circular Economy, offers qualitative employment projections. While research suggests a net increase in employment from a
transition to a Circular Economy, there is some disagreement on where that employment will be found. Sectors which will be
diminished by Circular Economy include the traditional energy sector and mining, however projections suggest that these
losses will be compensated for by the increase in renewable energy sectors. There is opportunity for ‘upstream’ jobs, such as
design and strategic management for example, however some research also suggests a majority of employment will be found
in low-skill waste management and recycling sectors. There is some concern over the quality of these jobs, as well as their
longevity as design solutions begin to phase out waste. Overall, the nature of employment in the Circular Economy remains
ambiguous. The geographic mismatch of job and worker availability must also be considered. Suggested policy mechanisms
vary, however it is clear that policy must be deliberate and thoughtful with regard to the social impacts of Circular Economy,
and further research is needed to fully understand the employment implications of the transition, particularly with regard to
the quality of employment.
Keywords: circular economy, employment, skills, social sustainability
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Abstract

Resource scarcity and environmental degradation are two of the most pressing issues faced by humanity. In the last decades,
digitalization has created new opportunities of information exchange. This has enabled the growth of data-driven production
systems, which offer synergetic opportunities towards developing sustainable and circular product design. Similarly, for the
industrial manufacturing sector, digital technologies provide significant opportunities to improve resource efficiency,
manufacturing output, reduce costs and assist the development towards a sustainable circular economy. Regardless of the
urgency of its implementation, the adoption of sustainable product management practices across companies is still low. Recent
studies indicate a lack of criteria for selecting the most suitable tools and the high data intensity of many methods as important
reasons explaining this. Considering the large amount of potentially useful data produced by product lifecycle management
tools, this research aims at providing an overview on how to bridge the gap between existing data sources in manufacturing
companies and the data needed to inform sustainable product development within the circular economy paradigm. More
concretely, this research will come out with a classification of product lifecycle data sources that have been coupled in practice
in corporate sustainability data exchange processes. Understanding the degree of compatibility between existing sustainability
data in product lifecycle management systems and the existing tools to support decision-making in sustainable product
development will enable bridging the existing data gaps and an easier identification of suitable tools by companies. Throughout
this research, a review of methods to approach sustainable product development will be conducted, considering the type of
data they demand. The outputs are a classification of data streams demanded by main eco-design tools and an overview of
product lifecycle data available in most product lifecycle management systems.

Keywords: Sustainable Product Development, Product Lifecycle Management, Circular product design, Eco-design,
Digitalization
1.

Introduction

Human activities are acknowledged as a principal agent of change for many biophysical indicators on the functioning of the
planet (IPCC, 2018). The consumption of resources by humans has historically followed a linear sequence based on takingmaking-using-disposing (Greyson, 2007) and the pressures resulting from exponential population growth combined with
current linear consumption patterns threaten the planet’s carrying capacity by overshooting the critical thresholds established
for key biophysical indicators, known as the planetary boundaries (Rockström, 2009). The destabilization of such critical
systems could trigger unprecedented environmental consequences. Circular Economy (CE) is an emerging economic model
that has gained increasing attention as a promising means to ease these pressures and contribute to meeting several of the
Sustainable Development Goals (Schroeder, 2018). CE mostly acquired its academic foundations from the Industrial Ecology
field and seeks to decouple economic growth from resource consumption by keeping materials at their highest value form in
a closed-loop flow within economic systems (Haupt & Zschokke, 2017). Accordingly, Circular Product Design (CPD) is
defined as purposely seeking two main objectives: to close and to slow material loops (Bocken, de Pauw, Bakker, & van der
Grinten, 2016).
The alignment of product design with circularity principles is of paramount priority since the decisions made during the
development of products can determine over 80% of a product’s environmental impacts (Winkler, 2011). CPD builds upon
the concept of eco-design, which has been seeking to integrate environmental considerations into the product development for
a few decades and has laid the foundations of legal frameworks (e.g. Eco-design Directive 2009/125/EC and the Energy
Labelling Regulation (EU) 2017/1369) (European Commission, 2019) and industrial standards (e.g. ISO 14006:2011 and the
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ISO/TR 14062:2002) (ISO, 2019). Additionally, the development of eco-design as an academic discipline has originated a
wide range of methods aiming at supporting the inclusion of environmental principles throughout different phases of product
development. Nevertheless, many authors recognize a significant gap between the theory development and the practical
implementation of eco-design (Baumann, Boons, & Bragd, 2002; Pigosso, Rozenfeld, & Mcaloone, 2013; Prendeville,
Connor, Bocken, & Bakker, 2017). This implementation gap is amplified only further when expanding the focus to social
aspects as it is done by the more recent concepts of Sustainable Product Development (SPD) or Design for Sustainability (DfS)
(Spangenberg, Fuad-Luke, & Blincoe, 2010). Thus, it is questioned whether eco-design has yet been structurally consolidated
as a widespread industrial practice.
Because both eco-design1 and CPD ultimately seek to improve the sustainability of products, this paper aims at exploring
existing eco-design methods that would be suitable to support decision-making in CPD for SPD. This review will consider
methods that allow evaluating and balancing sustainability trade-offs when comparing a discrete number of product design
alternatives. Trade-offs are defined as “design scenarios that either pose upfront challenges to the decision-maker, or later lead
to one or more unexpected or contradictory outcomes of eco-design decision-making” (Prendeville et al., 2017) and can occur
within the same environmental aspect (e.g., trade-offs between two material options), between different environmental aspects
(e.g., material and energy usage) and between environmental and other functional and economy constraints (e.g., material,
mechanical properties and cost) (Byggeth & Hochschorner, 2006). This overview will make emphasis in understanding the
product lifecycle data needed to inform tools to unlock these trade-offs. The reason for analysing the tools from a data
perspective is due to the fact that this has been pointed out as a barrier for eco-design implementation (Dekoninck et al., 2016).
In addition to that, the paper will present an overview of cases in which lifecycle data has been effectively integrated within
eco-design methods. This will refer to Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems, the main companies’ strategy to
streamline the information flows between all the stages of the product lifecycle (Vila, Abellán-Nebot, Albiñana, & Hernández,
2015). For this, we present a review of relevant PLM environments that have been coupled with eco-design practices in
industrial manufacturing contexts. Thus, this paper aims at answering the following research questions:
RQ1 – What are existing methods applied in an eco-design context to support decision-making around the sustainability of
product alternatives and what data do these methods require?
RQ2 – What are suitable product lifecycle management data sources to inform eco-design to enable SPD in a CE?
2.

Methods

To answer these questions, a literature review has been conducted. It started with an initial round of exploratory literature
review including articles, conference proceedings and books addressing the intersection of key concepts such as CE and PLM,
CE and eco-design, PLM and eco-design and CE and digitalisation. The insights collected were used to construct the theoretical
framework and to build an exploratory compilation of keywords. From this review, the keywords of 30 publications were
surveyed and counted in order to design two systematic queries addressing RQ1 and RQ2. The research queries can be found
in the Appendix (section 7). The reason for using a systematic approach (Fink, 2014) in this phase was to assure the cases of
eco-design methods integrated with PLM significantly represented the state-of-the-art. Scopus was chosen as the search engine
for being considered one of the largest abstract and citation databases of peer-reviewed literature, including scientiﬁc journals,
books and conference proceedings (Nobre & Tavares, 2017). The research query for RQ1 provided 26 articles that underwent
a practical and content screen phase and consequently, 23 of those were found suitable for qualitative content analysis. The
key contents of 15 of these articles was selected to be summarized in a tabular synthesis format found in section 3.2, prioritizing
those eco-design methods that had been empirically tested. The research query for RQ2 provided 131 articles, and from these
a total of 66 articles were discarded in the practical and content screen phase due to: a) not being relevant (n=38); b) not being

1

For the sake of readability and because of its dominance in literature, here in the following we use the term eco-design synonymously with
SPD and DfS.
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accessible (n=16); c) overlapping with results of RQ1 (n=12). The remaining 65 underwent qualitative content analysis with
the help of the software MAXQDA and 20 of them were selected to be included in the tabular synthesis found in section 3.3,
which answers RQ2. The insights collected from the initial exploratory literature review and the qualitative content analyses
were used to compose the theoretical framework of the study. Figure 1 displays an overview of the phases included in this
methodology.

Figure 1. Steps involved in the methodology of this review.
2.1. Descriptive analysis of the literature
This section introduces a descriptive analysis of literature reviewed to answer RQ1 and RQ2, displaying the data directly
retrieved from Scopus. Data displayed in Figure 2 shows the classification of the literature by subject area and it shows that
the disciplines involved in both systematic queries are fairly coincident. Additionally, the relative wide range of disciplines
involved in both cases reveals the multidisciplinary nature of eco-design and the subsequent fragmentation of the literature.
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Figure 2. Percentage of reviewed journals sorted by subject area.

Figure 3 presents the publication trends observed in both samples of the reviewed literature. As it can be observed, both
present an upward trend coincident with the expansion of eco-design literature observed in the last three decades.
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Figure 4. Documents by country of territory.
Figure 4. displays the country distribution of reviewed documents. As it can be seen, most of the countries are represented in
both samples to a similar extent because both queries are partially overlapping. Nevertheless, it is worth to note that the country
with more publications of RQ2 is not represented in the sample covering RQ1. This might be due to the fact that the sample
size of RQ1 is significantly smaller.
3.

Results and Discussion
3.1. Theoretical framework

This section summarises the theoretical framework and revolves around the main theories put forward and existing research
gaps of eco-design and PLM.
3.1.1.

Eco-design: state-of-the-art

Eco-design is defined as an approach that seeks to integrate environmental aspects into product development and its related
processes (Rodrigues, Pigosso, & Mcaloone, 2017). Eco-design research has sought for decades to support designers’ routines
with tools to improve the sustainability profiles of products and thus, academics have provided a wealth of methods to both
prescribe and evaluate the environmental impacts of products at different stages of their development. These are commonly
classified according to the following: frameworks, checklists and guidelines; rating and ranking approaches; analytical tools;
software and expert systems; organizing methods (Baumann et al., 2002). An important aspect to consider when deciding upon
the appropriateness of a certain method is to distinguish at which level of the design process it will be applied in alignment
with the four levels of design, which include: a) product improvement; b) product redesign, c) new product concept definition
and d) new product system definition (Knight & Jenkins, 2009). Additionally, the effective implementation of eco-design
spans beyond designers and needs to consider all three corporate levels, namely: the strategic level (i.e. business context,
external collaborators), the tactical level (i.e. management processes) and the operational level (i.e. application of eco-design
tools) (Pigosso et al., 2013). The reason for that stems from the fact that these levels are intertwined and interact among each
other (Johansson, 2002). Thus, a systemic approach considering the three levels of eco-design is recommended to assure
coherence among all levels. Recent studies have shifted the focus towards the more managerial aspects of eco-design
(Prendeville et al., 2017) and have developed maturity models (Pigosso et al., 2013), integrative frameworks (Brones &
Carvalho, 2015) and characterised the drivers and barriers for the adoption of eco-design practices (Dekoninck et al., 2016).
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3.1.1.1. Lessons for circular product design to learn from eco-design
CPD has the opportunity to learn from the lessons gained after three decades of eco-design research. Some authors identify in
CPD more promising outcomes than in eco-design since the latter has only allowed, according to critics, to encourage
incremental innovations in the practice, following business-as-usual mindset of “doing less bad” (den Hollander, Bakker, &
Hultink, 2017; Mendoza, Sharmina, Gallego-Schmid, Heyes, & Azapagic, 2017). The guiding principles of each discipline
are to explain this, as CPD follows the Inertia Principle (Stahel, 2010) while eco-design follows the waste hierarchy, described
in the European Waste Framework Directive (den Hollander et al., 2017). Additionally, the continuous dominance of ecodesign approaches indicates a prevailing need for the assessment of social aspects of sustainability (Blomsma & Brennan,
2017; Buchert et al., 2014)). As mentioned in the introduction, there is a significant gap between the theory development and
the practical implementation of eco-design. Many scholars have characterized the nature of this implementation gap. At the
theoretical level, the insights from disciplines have been largely omitted in the eco-design literature, such as its intersection
with New Product Development (NPD) (Brones & Carvalho, 2015; Dekoninck et al., 2016) and the omission of Design theory
(Deutz, Mcguire, & Neighbour, 2013). At the operational level, there seems to be a mismatch between method developers and
users, having many methods derived from theory typically omitting insights from industrial practices (Prendeville et al., 2017).
Authors have also suggested the usefulness of case studies would be greater if they were used as actual quality comparisons
to verify the feasibility of the approaches, instead of only serving as theoretical examples as it has been the case so far (Bovea
& Pérez-Belis, 2012). Finally, eco-design implies the integration of the environmental aspects into the design process of
products which should link environmental parameters to the specific product design parameters such as mechanical properties
(Rio, Reyes, & Roucoules, 2013). Consequently, the information exchange involves collaboration among various companies´
departments, such as marketing, development and production and this aspect is often the most crucial factor in the successful
delivery of new products to market (Oliveira, 2015). Even though it is a crucial step for the effectiveness of the role PLM
would play in closing material loops, the role of data integration is not fully explored in the literature (Pagoropoulos, Pigosso,
& McAloone, 2017a).
3.1.2. Product lifecycle management
PLM emerged as the main companies’ strategy to manage product data from cradle to grave. A PLM system usually consists
of a set of IT-systems that integrate the functions of the whole company by connecting and controlling the company’s business
processes and produced products through product data (Saaksvuori & Immonen, 2008). At the practical level, PLM is an
information-driven approach comprised of people, processes and technology tracking all aspects of products life. This is
reflected into the three pillars of PLM, defined as a) product data management, b) process management, c) engineering project
management (Saaksvuori & Immonen, 2008; J. Stark, 2015a). Ultimately, PLM is composed by a set of applications managing
manage product data, which is defined as “all the data related to both the product and the processes that are used to conceive
it, to design it, to produce it, to use it, to support it and to dispose it” (J. Stark, 2015a). Since product data is created throughout
the entire product lifecycle, the product data might be dispersed in different locations and present different formats.
Standardisation of process, data and applications is necessary within the company and also external product-related actors to
avoid data interfaces being a potential source of errors. The activity of product data management assures a controlled access
to up-to date versions of datasets to the right actors. Other product data-related activities include data cleansing and data
migration (J. Stark, 2015a).
3.1.2.1. The role of product lifecycle management within a circular economy
The adoption of PLM in practice is still too often restricted to only certain business processes, such as product design and
development (Saaksvuori & Immonen, 2008). Ultimately, it depends on the strategy of companies to integrate certain activities
through PLM applications and thus, there exist thousands of different applications provided by PLM vendors. Consequently,
PLM systems present high complexity and huge customization efforts and for this are mostly affordable to big companies
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(Pagoropoulos et al., 2017). In Stark (2015b), a classification of PLM applications can be found, which is composed by
approximately 50 different classes. There exist some examples in the literature exploring the interconnections between
sustainability and PLM. For example, Environmental Impact indicators have been integrated into Computer Aided Design
(CAD) software (Sakao, Liu, & Gustafsson, 2017) or product lifecycle data from PLM systems are used in platforms for
Industrial Symbiosis purposes (Halstenberg, Lindow, & Stark, 2017). Several authors have started envisioning the role the
PLM would play in a CE (Oliveira, 2015; Pagoropoulos, Pigosso, & McAloone, 2017b; Sakao et al., 2017; Vila et al., 2015;
Zhang, Ren, Liu, Sakao, & Huisingh, 2017). Nevertheless, there are still significant gaps in the literature as the intersection
between sustainability, PLM and product design are not yet deeply explored (Gmelin & Seuring, 2014).
3.2. Data-driven decision-making eco-design tools
This section presents the results obtained from the research of eco-design methods supporting decision-making on
sustainability trade-offs occurring throughout the product design process. Table 1 summarizes the cases of methods offering
support in prioritizing design alternatives against sustainability criteria that have already been tested. Some of the tools are
able to offer design support ex-ante such as Knowledge-based systems (KBS), built upon repositories of sustainability
information that guide the decisions of designers. The review revealed the relatively wide deployment of Multi-Criteria
Decision Making (MCDM), combined with fuzzy methods for handling data uncertainties, which was the core method in 5
out of the 15 methods summarized in Table 1 (Buchert, Neugebauer, Schenker, Lindow, & Stark, 2015; Chandrakumar,
Kulatunga, & Mathavan, 2017; Feng & Mai, 2016; Hassan, Mahmood, Zameri, Saman, & Sharif, 2017; Manjunatheshwara &
Vinodh, 2018). Finally, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) has also been adapted for products to meet sustainability targets
(Romli, Prickett, Setchi, & Shoe, 2014; Younesi & Roghanian, 2015). Several methods also apply intelligent systems such as
artificial neural networks to identify the most suitable design alternative (Hassan, Mahmood, Saman, Sharif, & Sapuan, 2017;
Saxe, Predale, & Sharples, 2018). Even though the data used as an input to apply these methods is determinant for the validity
of their decisions, it has been challenging to determine the data sources used in the cases. Most publications have not been
explicit about the data used for their methods, using non-explicit words such as “expert”, “literature review” and “the company
unit”. In the case where qualitative information is required from experts, it is not common that the publications mention what
role or expertise the expert carries out. When it comes to quantitative information, LCA-related databases and software are
mentioned but there is no discussion on the validity and implications of the data used. Only one publication explicitly
mentioned the need of alignment between data-driven decision-making tools and product data management activities and used
the Enterprise Resource Planning module (ERP) as a data source related to PLM (Buchert et al., 2015). Several publications
mentioned internal data was collected from the databases of a specific company department, but PLM has not been mentioned.
This might mask an actual use of PLM-related databases in cases in which PLM has not been consolidated as a company
strategy.
Table 1. Overview of eco-design tools supporting decision-making on sustainability of products.
Authors
Younesi
Roghanian, 2015

&

Chandrakumar
Kulatunga, 2017.

&

Zarandi,
Mansour,
Hosseinijou,
&
Avazbeigi, 2011

Purpose

Method

Data sources

To consider several user
requirements
during
the
design of an environmentally
friendly product
Selecting the best design
alternative

Quality
Function
Deployment (QFD) for
Environment

Data was surveyed from experts

Multi-Criteria DecisionMaking (MCDM) with
Social
Sustainability
Indicators (SSI) and Fuzzy
Analytical
Hierarchy
process (fAHP).
Knowledge Based System
(KBS) based on heuristic
rules and experience of
design
experts.
The

Not specified

Preliminary filtering of design
alternatives

Expert knowledge
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Saxe et al., 2018

To aggregate environmental
data into a simple form readily
usable for decision making by
non-experts

Eddy, Krishnamurty,
Grosse, Wileden, &
Lewis, 2013

To
compare
design
alternatives based on the
optimization of environmental
and cost considerations at the
conceptual stage of product
design
To enable the selection and
scheduling
of
suitable
methods
for
achieving
sustainability-related design
targets
To assist designers in
decision-making comparing
different
products
and
different design alternatives of
the same product considering
qualitative and quantitative
criteria
To offer decision support
helping
decide
between
different design solutions
regarding multiple resource
efficiency objectives
To help designers shorten the
design process by exploring
similar cases in the case-based
library

Buchert et al., 2017

Feng & Mai, 201)

Buchert et al., 2015

Romli,
Setchi,
Prickett, & de la Pisa,
2018
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Lu, Zhang, Xue, &
Gu, 2011

To incorporate environmental
evaluations in the design stage

Manjunatheshwara &
Vinodh, 2018

Prioritize material alternatives
for
sustainable
product
development

Hassan,
Mahmood,
Zameri, et al., 2017

To assess the sustainability
level of a product at the design
stage

Lindow, Woll, &
Stark, 2012

Qualify and enable design
engineers to develop products
for sustainable value creation

Fuller & Ottman,
2004

To uncover waste
management opportunities
and translate them into
sustainable product design
features

knowledge is translated to
decision making rules and
a
decision
tree
is
developed to guide the
choice.
Select
environmental
exposure and hazard
potential data of personal
care products and translate
the information to a single
numeric score through an
algorithm
Hypothetical equivalents
and inequivalents method
(HEIM)

Design Decision Support
Assistant
(DDSA)
considering five criteria of
choice
Fuzzy
Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis

Common
approach
combining Engineering
design
methodology,
Lifecycle evaluation and
Multi-Criteria assessment
Eco-CBR
tool
by
integrating
the
QFD
method to store all the
product design knowledge
in the library of cases
Process-based Analysis
concept is proposed for the
analysis of all three
dimensions of LCQ, LCA,
and LCC evaluations
Multi-criteria
decisionmaking
problem
of
sustainable
material
selection of tablet device
enclosures. Grey decision
making is used as solution
methodology
Product
Sustainability
Evaluation Tool (ProSET)
using weighted decision
matrix and artificial neural
network
Scenario development
combined with current
state of the art LCSA and
dashboard visualization
Product system lifecycle
(PSLC) decision
framework

A consistent database and
algorithm were developed for a
large portfolio of chemically
diverse substances using widely
available PBT hazard data.

The source of input data used to
determine the environmental
objectives of a given product
design came from established
databases (e.g. Ecoinvent)
Method repository comprising
29 methods for sustainable
product development. The IT
tool was designed as a plug-in to
the PDM system
Data obtained from literature
and company designers

Some data used from generic
databases
and
economic
information was retrieved from
ERP (PLM)
Not specified

Qualitative
gathered

information

is

Data obtained for the study is
based on subjective judgements
collected from decision makers

The Weighted Sustainability
Score (WSS) quantifies 26
sustainability
metrics
throughout the total product’s
life-cycle
The data and information of
environmental and social
aspects is provided by
Environmental Engineers
Organisation cross-functional
teams
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Kwak, 2007

EOL decision making in the
architecture design stage and
aims at supporting
environmentally-friendly
design

Mathematical
programming

Connections between
components, required strength
of the connections, layout or the
arrangement of components,
mass of each component,
material of each component

3.3. Coupling of eco-design methods and PLM
This section presents the results obtained from the research of tools supporting decision-making on sustainability trade-offs
occurring throughout the product design process. The coupling of PLM with eco-design has been mainly two-fold, with PLM
being the means to manage the data needed to inform the eco-design tool or, on the other hand, by serving as the interface by
which sustainability data, even when this was obtained from external sources, was displayed and managed. Thus, the role of
PLM has been assessed against the three PLM pillars consisting in: a) support in Product Data Management by acting as the
central data provisioning source; b) Process Management support by facilitating the implementation of cross-functional and
cross-company product-focused processes; c) Engineering Project Management, which organises the product-focused
resources by managing product changes, product-related issue management and higher-level program management (Gmelin
& Seuring, 2014). Appearing in 8 out of the 20 cases summarized in Table 2, the most frequently mentioned PLM applications
have been the CAx related ones, which are commonly used to draft 3D models of product prototypes. A common approach in
this case has been to couple environmental parameters to product features by linking the product mechanical properties to
sustainability data. There are commercial applications available in the market that offer this possibility. The Bill-Of-Materials
(BoM) is also commonly mentioned as data source (Mien, Feng, & Song, 2014). Many publications also mention the need to
exchange information with suppliers databases and also integrate End-Of-Life (EoL) with the design attributes (Favi, Campi,
Germani, & Manieri, 2018; Lacasa, Santolaya, & Biedermann, 2016).
Table 2. Overview of cases in which PLM has been coupled with eco-design methods.
Reference

Purpose

Method

Product data used

Role of PLM

Cicconi et
al., 2018

Method of engineering
optimization based on
Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSP)

The CBR database is taken
from the Product Lifecycle
Management platform.

Product data
management

Index for evaluating EoL
performance of products

Bill-of-Material (D- BOM),
Material Database, EoL
Operations Data, Process
and Energy Data

Product data
management

Andriankaja
, Bertoluci,
& Millet,
2013

To reduce the time-tomarket of household
appliances considering the
energy efficiency
optimization from the
early design phases to the
embodiment design
To provide information
available throughout the
entire life cycle with more
focus on beginning-of-life
(BoL) and middle-of-life
(MoL)
To integrate eco-design
methods into the daily
practices of automotive
and aeronautic designers

Simplified environmental
assessment assessing
design concepts against
key environmental
indicators

Engineering
project
management

Gaha,
Yannou, &
Benamara,
2014

Allowing designers to
obtain the environmental
impact of product features
real-time

Environmental evaluation
based on scenarios
provided by CAD &
CAPP integration on the
one hand and on CAD
and PLM (Product Life
Management) integration
on the other hand

Environmental impact
factors extracted from an
LCA software database,
public inventory databases
and on-site process
evaluation results
Attribute functional unit;
data for raw material from
CAD; data for machining
process from
CAD/CAM/CAPP; data for
use from CAD/PLM; data
for transport from
CAD/PLM data for EoL
from CAD/PLM

Mien et al.,
2014

Product data
management
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He et al.,
2017

A new lightweight design
method is proposed to
integrate LCA with shape
optimization

Mathematical modeling
for shape optimization
and environmental impact
calculation

Tao, Li, &
Yu, 2018

Integrating modules of
LCA, CAD/CAE and
optimization to effectively
include environmental
considerations in product
design

Two data inputs coming
from CAD –LCM and
CAD-CAE follow a
Lifecycle Eco-assessment

Poudelet,
Chayer,
Margni,
Pellerin, &
Samson,
2012

To provides economic and
environmental decision
criteria to support
designers in the early
design phases

Stark &
Pförtner,
2015

To integrate sustainability
information to identify
viable options for
characteristics with a
limited, discrete amount
of options

Russo &
Rizzi, 2014

To support the designer in
choosing the best triad
shape–material–
production, identifying
the minimum
environmental impact

Eco-design decisionsupport system (edDSS)
integrated into an
improved manufacture
development process by
applying an adapted
business process
reengineering (BPR)
methodology.
OBISO (Ontology based
identification of
sustainable options) The
ontology links product
properties and
corresponding
sustainability impact
factors to product
parameters
Systematic computeraided procedure based on
the use of virtual
prototyping tools function
modeling techniques and
Life Cycle AssessmentLCA tools

Kuo, 2010

To propose an proposed
an efficient method for
disassembly planning and
recycling analysis that
designers can use during
the design stage

Favi et al.,
2018

Supporting the decisionmaking process of
material selection,
manufacturing and
assembly processes,
maintenance and service,
use and end-of-life of
early phases of
shipbuilding design
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A collaborative design
platform is further
constructed and collected
all the needed information
using computer-aided
design (CAD), enterprise
resource planning (ERP),
and product life-cycle
management (PLM)
systems
A data framework
developed to assist life
cycle inventory by using
the design information,
integration of model and
data framework and the
implementation of a
software tool

Data on electricity
consumption and weight of
extrusion dies are collected
and calculated. LCI data for
transportation activities,
electricity generation,
resource generation and
disposal and recycle in the
background system were
obtained from Eco-invent
database.
CAD-based geometric
modeling module, a CAEbased functional
performance analysis
module, a feature-LCAbased eco-assessment
module, and an ecooptimization module
The generic data used for
the assessment came from
the LCA database
Ecoinvent 2.0

Engineering
project
management

The geometry is created in a
CAD system, information
on suppliers is located in
ERP systems, and
information on the use
scenario is stored in PDM
or requirements
management systems.

Product data
management

Quantitative data are taken
directly from the LCM
module and then
automatically processed by
LCA software.

Product data
management

Databases including BOM,
Part type, Material profile,
Assembly relationships,
Disassembly method,
Recycling analysis

Product data
management

Preliminary design data
framework: 3D CAD model
lightship-weight,
Mechanical datasheets, Use
scenarios, EoL scenarios,
Environmental Impacts
Database Cost Database

Product data
management

Product data
management
and engineering
product
management

Engineering
project
management
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Wichniarek,
Grajewski,
Diakun,
Dostatni, &
Karwasz,
2018

To support product
recyclability evaluation

Bonou,
Skelton, &
Olsen, 2016

To propose eco-design
framework acting as a
driver for sustainable
innovations in
components, product
systems, technologies and
business models
To foster the flow of
information between
stakeholders throughout
the product life cycle

Andriankaja
, Vallet,
Duigou, &
Eynard,
2015
Hede et al.,
2013

Hallstedt,
2017

Gaha,
Yannou, &
Benamara,
2016

Lacasa et
al., 2016

Yang, 2007

Dostatni,
2018

To assess and propose a
roadmap for the
development of
sustainable medical
devices
To identify material
criticality as a hotspot for
the company

One module of the
application operates
inside the CAD3D system
and the other operates as
external application
(agent system) which
conducts a recycling
analysis
The framework was
developed based on
ISO/TR 14062:2002 and
14006:2011

Data on product
recyclability properties
combined with a standard
geometric 3D model:
extended product structure,
extended material attributes,
disassembly attributes and
product categorization
The framework was
embedded in existing PLM
process in order to facilitate
user adoption

Product data
management
and engineering
product
management

SuPLight platform:
sharing of input data with
other engineering tasks,
technically integrated
with PLM
Multi-Criteria
Hierarchical Model
(MCHM)

Technically integrated in
PLM

Product data
management
and engineering
product
management
Product data
management

Comparative
sustainability ranking of
alternative metal alloys
considering the critical
material content

The three sustainability
aspects covered are conflict
elements, phosphorous
content, and contamination
factor. Existing data
regarding these three
aspects is also available in
databases or public lists.
The method is linked to a
connector that collects
necessary data for the LCA
tool from CAD, CAM,
CAPP, and PLM

Product data
management

Product data during
production process was
obtained from previous
product development
projects and the
manufacturing company
Distribution phase data

Product data
management

Use of data from various
CAD systems

Product data
management
and engineering
project
management

To select green
manufacturing process
based on CAD features
and
CAD/CAM/CAPP/PLM
integrations
To collect sustainability
data to support sustainable
product development

LCA-based
environmental evaluation
of alternative
manufacturing scenarios

To capture and manage
the product lifecycle data
for consumer products
occurring in distribution,
usage, maintenance and
end-of-life stages, and to
use it to provide
information and
knowledge
Assessment of recycling
options through recycling
indicators) with indication
of the costs and recycling
assessment automation

An Intelligent Data Unit
(IDU) captures product
data and it is sent to PLM

Method based on LCA

Set of recycling indicators
used to evaluate the
recycling of the product,
ensure the ability to
operate in a distributed
design environment. The
IT system which allows
automation of calculations
and updates is based on
an agent-based
technology

Use of CAD/CAE databases

Engineering
product
management

Product data
management

Product data
management
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As mentioned by Gmelin & Seuring (2014), the interface between PLM, sustainability and product development is still not
elaborated and conducting a systematic literature review has been challenging due to the high degree of fragmentation of the
topic. The method employed to review the literature has consisted in qualitative content analysis. The size of articles reviewed
in RQ1 is of 23 and 65 in RQ2, which can be considered representative since in qualitative studies, it is common that data are
based on 1 to 30 informant units (Bengtsson, 2016). Nevertheless, considering the fragmentation of the field, it might be
advisable to broaden the size sample and include more literature. In such a case, it could be recommended to use a
computational tool to automatically identify and organise the information (for instance, through latent semantic analysis) even
though this would risk the omission of important insights hidden behind terminological differences. Finally, and due to the
large theory-practice gap in eco-design, it would be advisable to contrast these results with feedback from practitioners and
build upon these results with an empirical approach.
4.

Conclusions

An exploratory literature review has been conducted studying the intersection of eco-design and PLM in order to understand
what is the knowledge base for developing a data-driven decision-making tool informing CPD for SDP. The theoretical
framework revealed several research gaps that should be addressed: a further inclusion of Design theory would be desirable,
including the identification of actors involved in the deployment of decision-making methods throughout the design process.
The further testing of theoretically developed eco-design methods would help assess their feasibility of implementation, and a
discussion on data integration frameworks for product features and sustainability information would ease its application. The
sample of analysed decision-making methods linked to eco-design revealed the fact that most publications do not include a
comprehensive explanation of data sources nor the implications of these for the validity of the results provided. From a
practical point of view, most of publications are also not explicit on how the collection of data was carried out, even when it
is acknowledged to be a very resource-intensive phase. Finally, very few eco-design methods explicitly mention having used
a certain PLM environment as data source. This could indicate the omission of the PLM paradigm in the eco-design literature.
When exploring eco-design decision-making tools from the PLM perspective, the coupling of CAx environments with LCA
indicators for environmental evaluation of products emerges as a well consolidated practice. In most of the cases, CAx is used
as the software interface to incorporate external environmental impact information. It has also been observed that PLM does
not only support Product Data Management but also facilitates the management of processes and projects linked to SPD.
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Appendix

The research queries used in Scopus for the systematic review of methods addressing RQ1 and RQ2 are the following:
Research question 1: TITLE-ABS-KEY ("sustainable product design" AND "decision-making")
Research question 2: TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "ecodesign" OR "eco-design" OR "sustainable product de*" OR "design for*"
OR "green product de*" ) AND ( "method*" OR "tool*" ) AND ( "decision*" OR "trade-off" OR "trade off" ) AND (
"manufacturing" ) AND ( "PLM" OR "product life-cycle management" OR "product lifecycle management" ) AND (
LIMIT-TO ( SRCTYPE , "j" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE , "English" ) )
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Synthesis of frame work for Sustainable Business Models in Financial Inclusion

1. Abstract
1.1. Introduction
Economic viability of financial services to the excluded was under question until
early 2000s. C.K. Prahlad (2004) changed that perspective. During the same time Micro
finance bloomed and flourished as an Industry in India. But then why a scheme like
Pradhan Mantri Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) had to be launched and pursued by the
government aggressively to achieve the same purpose, if Micro finance was a big
success? Did we miss the social angle while defining success? These are the sort
questions that buzz in our minds when we look at long term viability of the business.
1.2. Justification
In spite of Dr Prahlad‟s propositions, existing literature and evidence show that,
only one third of enterprises that are into financial inclusion through the business
correspondent model, are economically sustainable; the rest are either into losses or
barely meeting the operational expenditure. The main reasons for such situation are
problems both on the supply side and demand side. Supply side comes with challenges
like high transaction cost, heavy upfront investment, problems with cash logistics and its
control. The demand side is riddled with poor financial literacy and poor product
&service portfolio. Socially, the viability of financial inclusion was almost wiped out as
indiscreet lending practices adopted by commercial models perpetrated suicides in the
state. Digital interventions in financial inclusion were made from cost effective
perspective. Further, this has also reduced the carbon foot print by reducing the need to
travel for financial services. These facts and observations augment the need to look at
sustainability from 3 three perspectives that is economic, social and environmental. The
sustainable business goals arising from such a holistic view should then dictate the ways
and means to develop sustainable business models for the business to cater for financial
inclusion.
1.3. Aim
The authors, in this paper, attempt to develop a framework to synthesize such a
sustainable business model.
1.4. Methodology:
Gone are the days of Milton Friedman, who said, “Business of a business is
business.” Today, Sustainability of a business rests on 3 legs of the tripod e.g. economic,
social and environmental. To meet these three diverse objectives, "Five views of business
organization" by the business architecture working group (2007) is employed in context
of network structure. In turn, within the „5 views model‟ of the business organization
(External strategy view, Capability View, Value chain view, Organization Design view
and Information View), the following theories are used to analyze factors influencing the
sustainability of the business organization. Business environment analysis is used to
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study the External strategy while capabilities, value chain and information are studied
using digital capability maturity models (2016). The stake holder theory (Freeman-2010)
would be used to identify and understand the interaction of various stakeholders in a
network organization. Once the top down approach using the aforementioned
methodologies that analyzes factors which influence the sustainability is completed, the
bottom up approach is used to synthesize a sustainable business model taking into
account the factors influencing the sustainability.
1.5. Contribution
The intervention frame work is a matrix 3 dimensional matrix which has six
categories of influence on one dimension, role of intervention on the other and direction
of influence on the third. As a result of further analysis on this matrix we propose that
social and economic factors intermediate the influence of internal stake holder
influence and innovation factors on sustainability., while social and economic factors on
their own can influence sustainability apart from the contribution of stake holders interest
and Innovation
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2. Introduction
2.1. Financial Inclusion, Microfinance and Purpose
There are various views on what financial Inclusion is, what is its purpose and
scope. Kempson and Whyley (2003) study financial exclusion define financial exclusion
and explore the factors contributing to financial Inclusion. World Bank (2015) defines
financial inclusion as “financial inclusion refers to the access by enterprises and
households to reasonably priced and appropriate formal financial services that meet the
needs of enterprises and households. Access to financial services can be defined along
several dimensions, including geographic access (that is, proximity to a financial service
provider) and socioeconomic access (that is, absence of prohibitive fees and
documentation requirements). Appropriate design of products that meet the needs of
clients, are sustainable for both providers and users, but do not involve abusive pricing
are other important aspects”. World bank 2015 defines Microfinance as “Microfinance
can be defined as attempts to provide financial services to households and microenterprises that are excluded from traditional commercial banking services. Typically
these are low-income, self-employed or informally employed individuals, with no
formalized ownership titles on their assets and with limited formal identification
papers”. These definitions show that microfinance is an industry meant to address
financial inclusion.
2.2. The sustainability challenge
Gone are the days of Milton Friedman, who said, “Business of a business is
business.” Sustainability today means “meeting the needs of today without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Bruntland
commission 1987).Today, Sustainability of a business rests on 3 legs of the tripod e.g.
economic, social and environmental Robert Goodland(1995) . Economic sustainability‟
implies a “system of production that satisfies present consumption levels without
compromising future needs”(Basiago 1999). “Social Sustainability is a positive
condition within communities, and a process within communities that can achieve that
condition” (Mackenzie 2004). “Environmental sustainability is defined as meeting the
resource and services needs of current and future generations without compromising the
health of the ecosystems that provide them” (Morelli 2011), The business of financial
inclusion is to address this positivity by creating equity in access to essential financial
services while being economically viable and ensuring minimal damage to the
environment. In order to do so we define the objectives this venture whose fulfillment
puts in a frame work that would be a useful tool to synthesize a sustainable business
model.
2.3. Research objectives
 Defining Business Model and Sustainability of Micro finance Business Organization
in the context of Financial Inclusion
 Identifying the factors that influence the sustainability of business model
microfinance organization
 Identify the typologies of influence category of influence
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Proposing a frame work that postulates points and actions of intervention based on
factors and categories of influence

3. Literature Review
There are works on profitable models for financial inclusion like Brij Raj (2011) which
talk about the economic viability of the business. The work talks about long term sustainability
by dealing with four threats identified by Pankaj Ghemawat (2005).What the work does not take
into account is social viability like Arunachalam(2011) talks on what led to the microfinance
crisis in India. The role of regulatory authorities in ensuring fair play in the ecosystem that is
essential for sustainable business as quoted by Jha in “Role of National Bank for Agricultural
and Rural Development (NABARD) as micro finance facilitator (2011)” is completely absent.
Works like “Sustainability of Social enterprise for financial sustainability “by Das (2015) also
talk about economic viability of the business. There are also works on building sustainable social
enterprise that address the bottom of the pyramid like that of Sandeep Goyal(2015) for healthcare
but this work, too, focuses on economic sustainability of the business. On the other hand, Ganesh
(2015) talks about building social performance index for institutions involved in financial
inclusion business. Campillo, Wijesiri and Wanke (2017) measure and quantify to what extent
Indian banks have met the double bottom line of social benefit and financial profit. But it does
not study the factors that influence this measure. What‟s missing is the holistic view on
sustainability taking into account Economic, Social and Environmental aspects. The other
missing element is the 360 degree view of such business organization while defining the
intervention points in the process of evolving sustainable business model. A framework to
synthesize a sustainable business model that minimizes negative impact on social and
environmental sustainability is missing in the concurrent works. A work that addresses the
lacunae stated above is the need of the hour for the business to survive on its own.
4. Research Methodology and Findings
The methodology we adopt for synthesis of sustainable business models in financial
inclusion is represented in the figure -1.
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To meet three objectives of sustainability, 5 views of business organization by the business
architecture working group (2007) is employed. In turn, within the „5 views theory‟ of the
business organization (External strategy view, Capability View, Value chain view, Organization
Design view and Information View), the following theories are used to analyze factors
influencing the sustainability of the business organization. External strategy is covered by
business environment analysis, while capabilities, processes and information are studied using
digital capability maturity models (2016). The stake holder theory (Freeman-2010) would be
used to identify and understand the interaction of various stakeholders in a network organization.
Once the top down approach using the aforementioned methodologies that analyzes factors
which influence the sustainability is done with, the bottom up approach is used to synthesize a
sustainable business model taking into account the factors influencing the sustainability (Refer to
the figure)
4.1. Finding Components of Business Model that influence sustainability
4.1.1. Under Pinning Theories or frame works
We use 5 views of business organization by the business architecture
working group (2007) Digital capability maturity models (2016) and stake holder
theory as frame works or underpinning theories
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4.1.2. Method used
Based on the existing theories (literature) mentioned in this section we
identify various components of business model in financial inclusion and their
interactions. The five views of business organization by the business architecture
working group (2007) identifies five dimensions of business organization, namely
External Strategy view, Capability View, Value chain view, Organization Design
view and Information View. To further understand each of these we use the
following theories or models, so that the components of business models can be
arrived at. The applicable theories are shown in Figure -1. We use a narrative
literature review approach to identify the various aspects of a business model and
the components of those aspects that influence sustainability of Microfinance
Organization and how they influence.
4.1.3. Evolution of factors in Business model that Influence Sustainability of
Microfinance organization-Narrative Analysis
4.1.4. Sustainability and Business Environment
Purkayasth et al (2014) discuss the impact of regulations in the field of
microfinance and financial Inclusion, how regulation is needed from the state/
legal in order to make supervision less costly and ensure fair play in the industry
in order to make the industry viable. Pinki Dutta and Debabrat Das(2014) identify
the factors that influence financial sustainability in the field of Financial
Inclusion that are related to external business environment. Ganesh (2015) talks
about building social performance index for institutions involved in financial
inclusion business while Addisu(2018) discusses the importance of embeddedness
of business organization in local community for successful delivery of double
bottom line. CGPAP (2010) discusses the use of microfinance as tool in
formulation and implementation of economic policies in terms of access to capital
by the excluded, income generation, job creation through micro enterprise
4.1.5. Sustainability and Stake holders
The Stake holder theory Freeman(1984) connects the organization and
stake holders making stake holders as affecter and affected of organizational
activity . Therefore we take stakeholder theory to study the ecosystem of financial
inclusion as an organization and the influence of stake holder motivations on
sustainability. The stake holders of business organization Fried Man (2006) are
customers, employees, local communities and share holders. Some theories
consider managers to be stake holders like employees while some treat them as
action of organizations. We treat management as a stake holder which has nature
of both employee and share holder using the agency theory of firm Jensen and
Mecklings (1976). Filho and barndli(2016) point factors that influence
engagement of stake holders for sustainable development. Sarker (2013) discusses
how usurious lending and coercive repayment collection is affecting the society in
microfinance disturbing the existing positivity in the community the industry
serves. Nedunchezian and N Sivasankaran (2009) identifies the stake holders in
the eco system of financial inclusion and their performance parameters, stressing
on the importance of performance of stake holders to ensure the viability of the
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ecosystem. Addisu(2018) discusses the importance of embeddedness of business
organization in local community for successful delivery of double bottom line.
Haldar and Stiglitz(2016) show how ignoring social embeddedness has resulted in
Micro finance crisis in India while Emerson(2003) discusses the viability of
adding economic value to share holders while fulfilling the objectives of social
enterprise through blended value proposal. Lisa Brandstetter and Othmar M.
Lehner (2015) stress on the need to develop portfolio tools for investing in social
enterprise quoting the following reasons Capital inflows would enhance the
performance of the sector, More and more investors are demanding for ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) criteria and compliance in their
investment portfolios.
4.1.6. Sustainability and Value chain
Pinki Dutta and Debabrat das(2014) also identify the factors that
influence financial sustainability in the field of Financial Inclusion that are related
to value chain of business form operational perspective.
4.1.7. Digital Strategies and Sustainability
Singh and Bhar(2014) discuss the importance of decision support systems
in making strategic decisions in microfinance.
5. Findings

View

External
Strategic
View

Component

Sub Component

Dimension of
Sustainability
being Influenced

Categories of Influence Applicable

Legal

Regulations

Social and
Economic

Economic

Inflation

Economic

Reduces the demand for Micro credit as cost
of borrowing is hiked due to inflation

Political

Instrument in
making and
implementing
Economic policy by
Government

Social and
Economic

Growth and sustainability
of business facilitated

Environmental

Energy and Carbon
consumption

Social

Embeddedness

Environmental
Social and
Economic

Social Performance

Social

Ensure Viability through fair play

Reliance on mobile and cloud increases
energy consumption but reduces travel need
bringing down carbon consumption
Enhances Double Bottom line
Fulfilling the social objectives and the
purpose of the organization
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View

Component

Sub Component

Alternative Service
delivery channel and
operational
efficiency
Decision support

Technological
Suppliers of
Economic capital

Supply of
Technology
Value chain
view

Supply of Human
capital

New Markets. And new products to
address the underserved

Outreach through
Digital

Environmental
and Economic

Reduction carbon consumption

Cost of funds

Economic and
social

Lower the cost of funds higher the
economic profitability
and affordability by bottom of pyramid

Sustainability of
Service provider

Economic

Can disrupt business

Capability of Service
Provider
Cost of Service

Economic and
social
Economic

Creates competitive advantage
to ensure sustainability
Impacts the bottom line

Economic

Creates competitive advantage
while positive effect on society is ensured

Social and
Economic

Services and products
designed for the excluded

Economic

Enhances loan asset quality
and customer satisfaction

Economic

Enhances customer satisfaction

Economic and
social

Prevention of loss Increased outreach
Improving operating efficiency

Economic and
social
Social
Economic

Creation of New Products
tailored to underserved
Satisfies customers
Economic viability

Service and product
Design
Service delivery and
Monitoring loan
recovery

Distributors /
Agents/

Innovation
Stake
Holder
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Expanding Outreach Reduces cost of
operations
Enhances asset quality and

Social and
Economic

Servicing deposits
and insurance claim
Information
View

Environmental
and Economic
and social

Categories of Influence Applicable

Innovation

Capability of Service
Provider
Suitability of the
product and
affordability of
service

Transactions and
Decisions

Dimension of
Sustainability
being Influenced

Enabling decisions
and action.
Product Innovation
and Market
discovery
Core Need
Expectations
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View

Component

Sub Component

View
Augmented Need
Potential Need
Share holder
perspective

Economic value for
Investment

Local Communities
perspective(Including
the government)
Embeddedness
Suppliers of capital
Suppliers of
technology
Distributors of
services
Service delivery

Dimension of
Sustainability
being Influenced

Social and
Economic
Social and
Economic

Categories of Influence Applicable

Sustainable competitive advantage
Market Leader and proactive issue tackling

Economic

Economic value for Investment
helps attracting mainstream
capital at low cost and buffers financial risk

Social and
Economic

Enhances Double Bottom line

Economic

Capable of reducing cost of fund

Repetition from value chain
Repetition from value chain

and Monitoring and
control of loan

Capability
View

Suppliers and
Distributors

Servicing deposits
and insurance claim

Customer
Perspective
Technology

Repetition of Customers View in Stake holders View
Repetition of technology View

Strategy
Operations

Repetition of External View and Value Chain view
Repetition of Value chain View

Organizational
Culture

Ethical Values in
Business Practice.

Repetition from value chain

Social and
Economic.

Coercive recollection and usurious
lending have damaged the social positivity

When one goes through the findings and observes the repetition of components/ subcomponents
from various views the interaction of the various views can be represented as Venn diagram that
identifies the commonalities (Fig-2). Digital View (Digital maturity model) encompasses all the
other views that address sustainability. Hence it has not been included in Fig-2.When we analyze
the influences we get the broad categories (Table-2)
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Role
Affect/Influence

Facilitation, Direct action
Augment Sustainability/ Retard sustainability
Table-2
Political, Social
and Customer as
representation of
Demand

External View

Inform
ation
View
Sake Holder
View

Value Chain view

Suppliers and
Distributors

When we sum up the components and subcomponents of the views we get the following
categories. Such and aggregation is a “bottom up approach”
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Economic factors
Political factors
Environmental
Social factors
Stake holder Interests
Cultural factors
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6.

Synthesis of Interventions and the frame work

We superimpose the categories of factors on matrix of influence we get matrix 3
dimensional matrix of [6*2*2] size containing 24 elements in total. Such a matrix forms the
frame work for intervention points
Category

Role

Influence

Augment

Political

Facilitation

Facilitation

Augment
Retardation
Augment
Retard

Direct impact

Augment

Direct Impact

Economic

Facilitation
External Society

Internal Stake Holders
Interests

Retardation

Direct Impact

Retard
Augment
Retardation
Augment

Facilitation

Augment
Retard

Direct Impact

Augment

Likely elements from
table one
Make financial inclusion
a tool in both design and
implementation of
Economic policy.
Regulate and supervise
microfinance
No active utilization of
Financial Inclusion in
policy making. No
interest in setting up
regulatory body to
supervise microfinance
Control inflation and
fund costing.
Discovery of excluded
or underserved markets
Cost efficient solutions
to expand outreach and
supply of products and
services
Opposite of augment
Embeddedness
Focus on social
performance, conduct
social audit
1)Strategic alliances
with suppliers of
economic capital and
technology
2) Cost effective
networks to distribute
products and services
leveraging technology
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Innovation Enablers

Facilitation
Direct Impact

Retardation
Augment
Retardation
Augment

3)Ethical code of
business practices and
4)Grievance redressal
mechanisms with
customers
5)Employee welfare
Design of new products
and services.
Discovery of new
markets
Cost effective solutions

7. Discussions and Conclusion
Points of intervention are higher in number in internal stake holders. The internal stake
holder‟s intervention has similarity with intervention points of economic and external society.
We therefore propose that the influence of Stake holders‟ interests and Innovation factors on
sustainability is influenced by economic and social factors, while social and economic factors on
their own can influence sustainability apart from the contribution of stake holders interest and
Innovation. The intermediating effects of social and economic factors on sustainability are
shown in the figure -3.
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Exploring conflicting stakeholder interests for locations seeking to build a circular economy
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Abstract:
The circular economy is a rising area of interest from both a governmental and business perspective.
Efforts to promote circular economy-related activity involve organisations from the community to
national, and even international, scale, and range from purely voluntary to well-resourced
governmental or corporate bodies. The circular economy literature already has considerable
discussions on the need for cooperation between different stakeholders, but the potential for critical
differences in interest between them has not been addressed. Aside from the environmental benefits
from resource efficiencies, organisations involved are commonly assuming there will be economic
advantages to themselves or their stakeholders. A further neglected aspect of circular economy
research so far has been to understand the relevance of particular places. Whilst local authorities
have a responsibility to promote the economic well-being of their territory, companies have a
responsibility to their shareholders which may be better served by cooperation with their supply chain
partners and not cooperation within their local stakeholders.
This paper will take the form of a literature review, which will critically explore previous work
surrounding policy initiatives and business responses to adopting a more circular economy approach
to business. The literature review will follow a systematic strategy using the academic search engine
‘Scopus’ with the following terms ‘Economic Geography’, ‘Regional Development’, ‘Supply Chain
Management’, ‘Sustainable Business Models’ and the ‘Circular Economy’. In addition a snowballing
strategy will be used, by including other relevant papers found from this initial search, in order to
conduct a comprehensive literature review. This literature review will draw on these wide ranging
areas, to examine the circular economy from an interdisciplinary perspective.
This research intends to help bridge the gap between circular economy research from a business and
local authority perspective and explore the associated challenges. This paper will attempt to draw
conclusions to the main challenges facing both companies and local authorities when transitioning
to a circular economy, within a particular place. By understanding these challenges it may allow for
improvements in aligning interests and enabling a more mutually beneficial circular economy for
both firms and the local authority.
Keywords: circular economy, supply chain, economic geography, regional development, sustainable
business models.
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Factors of Evacuation Behavior Choice of the Elderly and its Planning Response

The increasingly frequent and severe disasters have brought serious impacts on
human beings, especially on those who require more assistance, for example, the
elderly. China has the largest group of aging population in the world. Thus, much
more attention is required on them when concerning the disaster prevention. Previous
studies on human evacuation behavior identified age as an important factor of human
evacuation behavior choice, yet there was seldom a common conclusion of whether
they were positive or negative. In order to protect the elderly in disasters, we hope to
understand more about their evacuation behaviors, whether they are willing to
evacuate and what are the influencing factors when they making choices. This
research takes Hefei city as its case study to investigate the elderly through
questionnaires, which aims at collecting information including their socialdemographic characteristic, living environment, risk recognition and shelter
evaluation. Based on the 289 valid questionnaires, we find that the elderly generally
have a positive attitude towards evacuation. Then we use a binary logit model and
find the factors that influence evacuation behavior choice of the elderly. Nine
independent variables are chosen from three aspects, which are social-demographic
characteristic, living environment and risk recognition. Dependent variable is the
willing of evacuation behavior choice. The proposed framework is estimated through
stated preference of evacuation data collected from the questionnaire survey. The
results indicate that the social-demographic characteristic and risk recognition are
important factors in the binary logit model. The male respondents are more willing
to evacuate than women, while increasing age and declining physical condition have
negative effects on their evacuation behavior choice. Living environment has no
obvious effects according to this model-based analysis. Even if they are dissatisfied
with the traffic environment in residential area, they are willing to evacuate facing
disaster risks. Adequate disaster recognition has a significant positive effect on the
evacuation behavior choice. For example, if the elderly know the evacuation route
better, they are more willing to evacuate from their houses to safer places, such as
emergency shelters. We also find that the elderly prefer outdoor shelters, including
public parks, squares, instead of indoor shelters, such as gymnasium. There are lack
of indoor protection facilities in residential buildings for the elderly, who tends not
to evacuate. Based on the above results, an effective urban shelter plan requires to
consider the current aging context, especially the evacuation behavior choice of the
elderly. The planning of urban emergency shelters should also focus more on
people who are disabled to evacuate and in need for assistance, by preparing a
certain percentage of indoor refuge spaces for example. In addition, emergency drills
and risk knowledge dissemination should be held in usual.
Keywords: the elderly; evacuation behavior choice; factor; planning response; Hefei
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Abstract
Sustainable consumption as an integral part of the sustainable development is absolutely essential to struggle against
sustainability challenges such as climate change, environmental pollution and natural resource depletion. Practicing
sustainable consumption can ensure that the environment has resources available long into the future. However, actions by
the countries at the national levels alone will not be sufficient, and the success of reaching this goal will only be possible
through joint endeavour. Governments, civil society organizations, the private sector, the scientific community, and other
stakeholders, and in particular, individuals, all need to play their part. The concept of sustainable consumption—the use of
services and related products, which respond to basic needs and bring a better quality of life while minimizing the use of
natural resources and toxic materials as well as the emissions of waste and pollutants over the life cycle of the service or
product so as not to jeopardize the needs of further generations—incites us all to create the sustainable lifestyles by shifting
the consumption patterns. Individuals have become central to ensuring a sustainable future. And globalization has made
individuals powerful actors in our world economy, and our daily choice can have a global, social, economic, and
environmental impact, both today and tomorrow. It is a pressing issue that requires solutions that need to be conducted at the
personal level, and it requires the creation of sustainable lifestyles to help the world move toward a sustainable future. Thus,
research on sustainable consumption and sustainable consumer practice is critical to make individual increasingly concerned
about sustainability issues, and further to guide individual in their daily life towards consumption that is environmentally and
socially sustainable. This work mainly intends to analyse the long term trends of the global consumption and find the
individual’s daily consumption pattern, aiming to make sustainability apparent in everyday life and to promote sustainable
practices. Time series analysis, cross-sectional analysis and process analysis have been conducted in this project, and the
analysis covers 131 countries and 96% of the world's population (Population > 1 million) over a time span of 30 years (1980
- 2017).

Keywords: Sustainable consumption; Sustainable lifestyles; Daily details; Individual
1.

Introduction

Sustainable development is the organizing principle for meeting human development goals while at the same time sustaining
the ability of natural systems to provide the natural resources and ecosystem services upon which the economy and society
depend. The desired result is a state of society where living conditions and resource use continue to meet human needs
without undermining the integrity and stability of the natural system. Sustainable development can be classified as
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations (Wiki, 2018).
Currently, there are three main threats to sustainable development, including climate change, environmental pollution and
natural resource depletion. Since the adoption of 2030 agenda for sustainable development, many countries have landed the
agenda by policies at national and local levels, but actions by these alone will not be sufficient, and the success of reaching
the goals will only be possible through joint endeavour. Governments, civil society organization, private sector, scientific
community and the other stakeholders, especially including individuals, everyone needs to do their part. Transition toward
sustainable world requires behaviors change (Salonen, Ahlberg, 2011). Individuals have become central to ensuring a
sustainable future. People are accustomed to dealing with sustainable development as a process to minimize their carbon
footprint, thoughts often turn to transportation, energy consumption and diet, while some small day-to-day changes may be
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overlooked [Editorial, 2008; Winter, 2007]. The obvious daily details that can be changed cover clothing, food, shelter,
transportation and so on (“衣食住用行”as the saying goes in Chinese). Globalization has made individuals powerful
actors in our world economy, and our daily choice can have a global, social, economic and environmental impact, both today
and tomorrow [UNESCO, 2018]. It is a pressing issue that requires solutions that need to be conducted at the personal level,
and it requires creation of sustainable lifestyles to help the world move toward a sustainable future.
2.

Results and Discussion

2.1. Basic facts of individuals’ daily consumption
Consumption is the most basic activity of mankind, and an essential prerequisite of human survival and development.
The level of consumption and consumption structure can reflect the quality of people's quality of life at the micro level, and
can measure the level of social development at the macro level. Since the industrial revolution in 18th century, with the
improvement of social productivity, the supply capacity of human society has increased, options of consumables have
increased and consumption structures have improved. The individuals’ daily consumption has gradually shifted from the
traditional quantitative consumption pattern to the quality consumption mode, from the survival consumption to the
enjoyment and development consumption, from the practical consumption to the experience consumption, from the passive
consumption to the active participation consumption. Due to the differences in development levels, consumption
differentiation between countries, regions and groups, the difference in consumption structure fully reflects the level and
level of consumer pursuit and quality of life.
1)

Consumption Level
During the period from 1960 to 2016, the Households and NPISHs (nonprofit institutions serving households)
Final consumption expenditure per capita (constant 2010 US$) have increased, but there is the big difference
among the countries showing as in Figure 1. In 2016, the Households and NPISHs Final consumption expenditure
per capita in high-income countries were $25,127, $2,485 for middle-income countries, $440 for low-income
countries, $5,914 for the world average, and $2,506 for China (World Bank, 2018).
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Figure 1 Households and NPISHs Final consumption expenditure per capita (constant 2010 US$) in 1960～2016
Data Source: World Bank, 2018.

Specifically, it exhibited the inverted U-shaped curve of energy consumption in high-income countries from 1960
to 2015 shown in Figure 2. In 2014, the world average was 1872 kilograms of oil equivalent per capita, highincome countries were 4967 kilograms of oil equivalent per capita, middle-income countries were 1287 kilograms
of oil equivalent per capita, and China was 1955 kilograms of oil equivalent per capita (World Bank, 2018).
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2)

Consumption Structure
During the period 1995～2016, the statistical analysis of the European Union's individual consumption by purpose
(COICOP, 2003) indicated that the average personal consumption expenditure of the European Union has
increased. Among them, the consumption expenditure on residence and related consumption, health,
communication, education, catering and accommodation have increased significantly (Table 1).

Table 1 1995～2016 Individual consumption expenditure of households in European Union
Classification

Items

1995

2000

2005

2010

2016

Changes

8600

11300

13200

14200

15900

1.85

1200

1400

1600

1700

1900

1.58

400

500

500

600

600

1.50

500

700

700

700

800

1.60

1900

2500

3000

3500

3900

2.05

600

700

800

800

900

1.50

300

400

500

500

600

2.00

1100

1500

1800

1800

2000

1.82

Individual consumption expenditure of households (Euro)
Total

Individual consumption
expenditure

CP 01

Food and non-alcoholic
beverages

CP 02

Alcoholic beverages, tobacco
and narcotics

CP 03

Clothing and footwear

CP 04

Housing, water, electricity, gas
and other fuels

CP 05

Furnishings, household
equipment and routine
household maintenance

CP 06

Health

CP 07

Transport

CP 08

Communications

200

300

400

400

400

2.00

CP 09

Recreation and culture

800

1100

1200

1300

1400

1.75

CP 10

Education

100

100

100

200

200

2.00

CP 11

Restaurants and hotels

700

900

1100

1100

1400

2.00

CP 12

Miscellaneous goods and

1000

1300

1600

1600

1800

1.80

services
Individual consumption expenditure of households (%)
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CP 01

Individual consumption

14.0

12.4

12.1

12.3

12.2

expenditure
CP 02

Food and non-alcoholic

-1.8
4.4

4.3

4.0

4.0

3.9

beverages
CP 03

Alcoholic beverages, tobacco

-0.5
6.2

5.8

5.3

5.0

4.9

and narcotics
CP 04

Clothing and footwear

CP 05

Housing, water, electricity, gas

-1.3
22.0

21.9

22.7

24.3

24.5

6.5

6.3

5.9

5.6

5.5

and other fuels
CP 06

Furnishings, household

2.5

-1.0
3.2

3.1

3.4

3.7

3.9

equipment and routine
household maintenance
CP 07

Health

CP 08

0.7
13.0

13.6

13.5

12.8

12.9

-0.1

Transport

1.9

2.5

2.9

2.8

2.5

0.6

CP 09

Communications

8.8

9.4

9.2

9.0

8.5

-0.3

CP 10

Recreation and culture

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

0.4

CP 11

Education

7.7

8.1

8.3

8.0

8.6

0.9

CP 12

Restaurants and hotels

11.4

11.6

11.7

11.3

11.5

0.1

Note: Changes = Value in 2016 ÷ Value in1995. Data Source: Eurostat, 2018.
It is obvious that during the period of 1995-2016, the EU’s individual expenditure on basic living, including
clothing, food, shelter and transportation (CP01, CP03, CP04, CP05, CP07;“衣食住用行”as the saying goes in
Chinese), still dominated in daily consumption, up to 60%.
2.2. Creating the sustainable lifestyles by daily details
The practice of sustainable living could be taken in our small day-to-day changes, including clothing, food, shelter and
transportation. The shifting to a sustainable lifestyle by individual actions of consumers would greatly promote the
sustainable development.
1)

Clothing
There has been reported that the textile manufacturing sector produces around 1.2 billion tons of CO2 equivalent
per year, which is more emission than international flights and maritime shipping [Ellen, 2017; Bauck, 2017].
While more that 60% of textiles are used in the clothing industry [Editorial, 2018], and there are 20 new garments
manufactured per person in recent year, buying 60% more than in 2000 [Drew, Yheounme, 2017]. Our small
changes, extending the lifespans of each garment and worn more before disposed, will make great contribution to
the emission reduction.

2)

Food
Globally, food accounts for 48% and 70% of household environmental impacts on land and water resources
respectively, with consumption of meat, dairy and processed food rising quickly with income [Ivanova, 2015].
Especially, food production by agriculture represents 20～35% of total anthropogenic greenhouse-gas emission
[Folye, 2011]. There have been many researches about addressing the climate changes by individual food choice,
mainly including purchasing local and seasonal foods and reducing meat and dairy consumption. Adapting a more
regional, seasonally based diet is more sustainable as it entails purchasing less energy and resourcing demanding
produce that naturally grow within a local area and require on long-distance transport; and industrial meat and
dairy production involve high environmental costs such as land degradation, soil erosion and depletion of natural
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resources, especially pertaining to water and feed [Seymour, 2003].
3)

Shelter
Broadly, the shelter in this section refers to the housing, furnishings, household equipment, water and energy
consumption, routine decoration and household maintenance and so on. It has been estimated that shelter is
associated with round 25% the greenhouse-gas emission embodied in household purchases and 26% of
households’ land use [Ivanova, 2015]. There are many daily details recommended for a sustainable housing styles,
covering decoration reduction, water and energy saving and daily waste reduction. The common objective of
these actions is to reduce the overall impact of the built environment on human health and the natural
environment by ① Efficiently using energy, water, and other resources; ②Protecting occupant health and
improving employee productivity (see healthy building); ③ Reducing waste, pollution and environmental
degradation[U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009].

4)

Transportation
Transportation is one aspect we cannot do without in this day and age. However, the current transportation
systems come along with a wide range of problems including global warming, environmental degradation, health
implications (physical, emotional, mental, spiritual), and emission of greenhouse gases [Conserve Energy Future,
2018]. Transport systems have significant impacts on the environment, accounting for between 20% and 25% of
world energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions [World Energy Council, 2007]. Greenhouse gas
emissions from transport are increasing at a faster rate than any other energy using sector; and road transport is
also a major contributor to local air pollution and smog [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2009]. The sustainable individual transport could be made by reducing the
weight of individual fuel vehicles, encouraging taking public transport, improving the walk and cycling and son
on.

3.

Conclusions

Individuals have become central to ensuring a sustainable future, and their daily choice could make a significantly global,
social, economic and environmental impact. This paper makes a quantitative analysis about individuals’ daily consumption,
and gives some brief tips to create the sustainable lifestyles by daily details, allowing to help the world move toward a
sustainable future.
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Abstract
Climate change has created major challenges in producing cleaner energy seeking to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG)
emissions. However, impacts should not only be measured in terms of the reduction of GHG emissions, because power
generation creates other environmental impacts. In the last decade the Portuguese electricity system has increased its
production capacity, most significantly wind power but also natural gas and hydropower; solar power is now beginning to
expand as well. Government policy favours a transition towards renewable sources. On average, 50% of the electricity
consumed in Portugal between 2014 and 2018 was of fossil origin; hydro and wind power represented 23% and 22%
respectively, with 5% of other renewable sources. On the other hand, there have been harsh conflicts over hydropower projects,
associated with major social and environmental impact of large dams and reservoirs. The capacity growth of the last decade,
supported by State subsidies, happened while demand decreased, due to a combination of investments in energy efficiency
and the economic crisis. The result is an excess of installed capacity in the electricity production system. The aim of this study
is to quantify levels of security and overcapacity in the system, and to assess how the renewable transition can be
accommodated without resorting to energy sources with higher impact. The method was to review demand and available
capacity in the system, source by source, in 15 min intervals, through five years, 2014-2018. The main information source is
the official record of demand and production in the national electric grid. Several indicators were computed, chief of which
the "coverage ratio" (ratio between effective available capacity and demand). A certain amount of overcapacity is a technical
requirement of the system, for security purposes; for the Portuguese electric mix and international grid linkage, optimum
coverage ratio is 1.1 (lower means reduced security, higher means excessive infra-structure cost). In the period 2014-2018 the
minimum daily coverage ratio was 1.6, that is, the available capacity was at least 1.6 times larger than demand, at all times
throughout five years. The average coverage index was 2.2 in the same period. In the future, electricity demand is likely to
rise, but energy efficiency will improve, international grid linkage and local storage will increase, and solar power is rapidly
on the rise. The conclusion is that Portugal has indeed a significant over-capacity installed in electric power production, which
can be progressively reduced with the decommissioning of fossil fuel plants while the share of low-impact renewables is
increasing.
Keywords: Coverage index, Electric system, Overcapacity, Power availability
1.

Introduction

Climate change has created major challenges in producing cleaner energy seeking to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG)
emissions. The European Union (EU) has sought to develop an effective strategy for the energy sector. To this end, the EU set
the target of reaching a 32% share of renewable energy in final energy consumption by 2030 (EC, 2019). Portugal has set itself
a more ambitious target to reach 47% of renewables in final energy consumption by 2030, and has declared a commitment
towards energy efficiency (GP, 2018). Portuguese Government policy strongly favours a transition towards renewable sources.
This is partly due to international commitments (EU legislation, the Paris Agreement on reduction of GHG) but also to the
fact that Portugal has long suffered from high external dependence on primary energy, around 75% in the last decade, as the
country does not possess fossil fuel production (DGEG, 2018). In the first decade of the XXI century Government policy has
also favoured a diversification of fossil sources, particularly natural gas, to ensure supply security.
As a result of policies for renewable energy and source diversification, in the last decade the Portuguese electricity system has
increased its production capacity, most significantly wind power but also natural gas and hydropower; solar power is now
beginning to expand as well. On average, 50% of the electricity consumed in Portugal between 2014 and 2018 was of fossil
origin, coal and gas; hydro and wind power represented 23% and 22% respectively, with 5% of other renewable sources (REN,
2018). 2017 was particularly unfavourable due to the severe drought in the country: in that year 69% of the electricity was
produced by coal and natural gas plants.
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However, impacts should not only be measured in terms of GHG emissions, because power generation creates other
environmental and economic impacts. There have been harsh conflicts over hydropower projects (Melo and Brazão, 2016),
associated with major social and environmental impact of large dams and reservoirs. The capacity growth of the last decade,
often supported by State subsidies, happened while demand decreased, due to a combination of modest investments in energy
efficiency and the economic crisis. The need for over-capacity also decreased because of the success of the integration of the
Iberian electricity market. The result is a current excess in installed capacity in the electricity production system.
The aim of this study is to quantify levels of security and overcapacity in the Portuguese electric system, and to assess how
the renewable transition can be accommodated without resorting to energy sources with higher impact.
2.

Methods

The first step of the analysis was a general review of energy statistics and policy documents, for general trends and background
(DGEG, 2019). The second and major step was a systematic survey and analysis of official statistics of the National Electric
Grid (REN, 2019) for a period of five years, 2014 to 2018. The resolution of the analysis was 1 day at worst; when available,
data were used with a resolution of 1 hour and in some cases 15 minutes. For presentation purposes, the results were aggregated
with a resolution of one week. Data analysed included: installed power (total and by source), unavailable capacity, peak
production power by source, peak consumption power, and electricity generation by energy source (including production by
major power plant).
The critical issue is unavailable power. Like all systems, an electricity generation system is subject to malfunctions and also
to scheduled maintenance shutdowns. Both are considered unavailable power. For planning purposes, it is quite different
whether the unavailability is programmed or accidental, but in this paper we report only the analysis of statistical data, not
predictions. Different sources are treated differently for purposes of dispatch: photovoltaic and run-of-river hydropower are
not subject to dispatch (the system uses whatever is available) but they are easily predictable; large reservoir hydropower is
subject to dispatch, as long as there is water in the reservoir and declared available; coal and gas are subject to dispatch when
declared available (although technically gas plants can be made available in a matter of minutes, while coal plants require
about 24 hours if cold). Wind power is not subject to dispatch because it is highly variable on an hourly or minute basis (one
cannot guarantee constant power), although statistically production is fairly predictable on a daily basis or in annual average.
In the weekly analysis, the maximum consumption peak is the maximum power supplied for consumption in the whole week,
while the minimum availability considers all available sources subject to dispatch plus the minimum wind power availability
on that week.
3.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the evolution of several indicators in the period 2014-2018, with data aggregated on a weekly basis: installed
power, theoretical and real available capacity, unavailable capacity, and demand average and peak power.
Unavailable power is explained by several factors, whose detailed analysis is out of the scope of this paper. We can say
however that one of the main factors of unavailability was prolonged drought that affected mostly hydro but also thermal
production.
The surplus capacity is graphically visible in Figure 1 in the gap between peak consumption power and effective available
capacity. An important indicator is the coverage index, that is the ratio between available power and peak consumption power
(Figure 2). The technical requirement for this indicator, in a system with the mix and international linkage of the Portuguese
grid, is 1.1. In the period 2014-2018 the average value of this indicator was 2.2. More importantly, the minimum value of the
indicator in the whole five-year period was 1.6. With this analysis, we can conclude that presently the system has a very good
security of supply, with a large safety margin.
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Table 1 - Daily coverage index, minimum and average 2014-2018
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

DCImin

1.7

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.6

DCIavg

2.1

2.4

2.1

2.2

2.0

Figure 3 shows electricity production by source. The energy source that grew most in installed power in this period was large
hydropower, with several plants being commissioned, but actual hydro production did not rise significantly, because
productivity in those plants is relatively low and the period was relatively dry. Wind power production was the one that rose
more in the period, while the slack in the dry periods was supported by thermal production. Solar power and other renewables
are still marginal in historic production statistics, but photovoltaic is at present the fastest growing power source, and is
expected to play a significant role in the electricity market within few years.
Figure 3 also evidences a very significant electricity trade between Portugal and Spain, with both imports and exports showing
high values, testimony to a highly integrated Iberian electricity market.
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Figure 3 - Energy production by source [2014 - 2018]
4.

Conclusions

The main conclusion of this study is that Portugal shows a diversified and resilient electricity production mix, which allows a
very good security of supply, with a coverage index of available capacity over grid demand far above the necessary.
Near future trends include a significant improvement in energy efficiency (by far the most cost-effective way to obtain energy
in the present situation), the progressive rise of solar power (centralized and decentralized, thermal and photovoltaic),
progressive electrification of the economy, the emergence of the intelligent electric grid, and the decommissioning of coal
power plants. It is clear that, despite the expected growth in electricity demand for new applications, no new large conventional
power plants (either thermal or hydro) will be needed. At present, fossil fuels are still an essential part of the electricity mix.
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As long as energy efficiency and new grid concepts are pursued, the expected increase in photovoltaic and other renewables
will be more than enough to compensate for the phasing out of coal power plants within the next decade.
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Then,Zong－nan street has been delimited for urban renewal

Zong－nan street is a small laneway which

and development. However, urban renewal has not been approved

grew central to the developing history of the

due to the complexicities of attaining approval from affected

Nangang District, Taipei. In the past, people

property owners. This research project seeks to identify solu-

transported pouchong tea and coal through the
district.
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values of diversification, perseverance and identity in a city to
support

urban

renewal.

comprising of street level serivce oriented
shopfronts and residential quarters above.



Although the urban renewal issue has been talked

  

for years, local residents still have no vision for
the future life after urban renewal due to the complex




land ownership and the difficulty of integrating
extremely diverse opinion.



.



 

 

 




Lacking of investment of mega project, the street
environment of Zhong-nan street has faced some
problems needed immediate improvement, especially

 

chaotic traffic issue.

 

 


We plan to stay in a public
office several times a week in
order to build relationships with
residents.

The Zhen, Que, Lin and Wang are local big families,
related to each other through marriage. They have



We plan to choose the traffic
issues and street environment as
topic, organising two workshops to
discuss the public issues.

huge influence in Nanggan because they own lots of






land and have dominance in some of important

 

 




traditional industries of old Nangang until now.

 



The architecture within the district comprises structures from

A series of publications including maps,stories, unique recipes and
so on will be published to introduce
Zong－nan Street to the outsiders.

different times, including shops of Qing dynasty, Japanese-styles
hops. Minnan red-brick buildings and pedestrian arcade.


The Zhang, Que and Wang are big families. The Zhang family and



A large-scale project with "progressive" value should be a plan that takes into account economic development, history and culture, society and ecology. Zhongnan Street has an important position

the Que family have represented the local political positions fora

in the future Nangang because of its superior traffic location, historical fabric, commodity sector

long time. On the other hand, the Wang family have played a vital

and adjacent protected areas. The aim of our project includes includes :
(1) Historic preservation of the old Nangang

role on producing Pochong tea and coal-mining industry.
Reserve
historical
heritage and extend it
as an education and
multiple use.

 
The texture of mine trolley and waterway through this street. It can
witness the development of Nangang district. Historical texture, and
ecology texture combine in a small scale.

 
Although it have already transformed to the commercial society,the
residents in Zhongnan street still maintain some lifestyle as in the
agriculture society.
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Making good use of social media,
such as FB, Instergram and
Medium in order to promote our
activities and record our action.


Add concern of old
houses. As a diverse
place for housing.

Plan
with
the
community. Goal to
empower local organizations.

(2) Multiple social networks



(3) Window of local industry
(4) Logistics of living functions
As a heterotopia place that function in non-he-

SDG

11


gemonic condition, as to landscape of globalization,
Zhongnan Street makes up for the deficiency of
modern Nangang at the level of regional features. In
addition, it also serves as an alternative venue for
practicing the SDG11 indicator in Nangang District.
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Abstract
In parallel with global developments since the Kyoto Agreement in 1997, carbon accounting at the organizational level
emerged as a field of interest to both academics and practitioners. The need to account for and disclose greenhouse gas-related
emissions of industrial organizations has emerged parallel to growing concerns about climate change, and international and
national policy developments in the field have followed. Carbon accounting is an emerging field of business economics and
covers a wide range of activities, including the measurement, calculation, monitoring, reporting and auditing of greenhouse
gas emissions at organizational, process, product or supply chain levels. Various initiatives (such as the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol or the Carbon Disclosure Project) motivate and assist industrial organizations in accounting for and reporting their
achievements in the field. This study aims to provide an overview of the key themes in the development of carbon accounting
and auditing over the past twenty years through a literature review and by analysing corporate practices from Hungary. The
evolution of the field in this period has been divided into four stages (Stage 1: Carbon accounting as an example for
environmental management accounting; Stage 2: Carbon accounting as a separate focus topic; Stage 3: Carbon accounting
covering supply chain and product issues; Stage 4: From carbon accounting to climate accounting). Empirical evidence based
on the Carbon Disclosure Project shows that most companies cover Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions (Stage 2), while some
already make efforts to account Scope 3, supply chain level emissions (Stage 3). Corporate impacts on climate change, as well
as corporate expenditures on adaptation (Stage 4) is only present in fragments. Furthermore, it seems that corporations now
are aware that carbon accounting should not be an isolated task for businesses. On the contrary, there is a strong need to
integrate carbon accounting issues into different functional fields in order to achieve both corporate and climate policy goals.
Based on the carbon accounting practice of Hungarian companies, their direct (Scope 1) and purchased energy (Scope 2)
emissions are largely quantified, while the quantification of other indirect emissions (Scope 3) is not yet widely spread. At the
same time, it is interesting that in some of the companies that have tried to quantify their Scope 3 emissions (even if only
partly), these emissions in each case have exceeded the overall value of their Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. The research
was funded by NFKI K-116472.
Keywords: carbon accounting, GHG Protocol, Scope 3 greenhouse gas accounting, sustainability management, sustainable
supply chain management
1.

Introduction

In parallel with global developments, carbon accounting at the organizational level emerged as a field of interest to both
academics and practitioners. This paper aims to provide an overview of the development of corporate carbon accounting and
track its current status through the example of Hungary.
In recent decades, climate change has become one of the world’s six major sustainability problems (the others are deforestation,
loss of biodiversity, overpopulation, poverty, scarcity of drinking water) and possibly its most fundamental one (e.g., IPCC,
2007; Stern, 2007). The main reasons behind – and the impacts of – climate change are directly linked to economic and social
activities, such as the burning of fossil fuels for generating electric power, transportation, heating and industrial uses, as these
activities are the main sources of carbon dioxide emissions globally (IEA, 2011). Fighting climate change is thus a core topic
in sustainable development (Banuri, 2009).
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Despite the necessity of reducing carbon emissions, overall greenhouse gas releases have increased world-wide (Siskos, 2003).
This is largely due to the staggering growth of large emerging economies such as China and India, while other large economies,
particularly the United States, have not been sufficiently willing or able to reduce their already exceedingly high emission
levels. In addition to international efforts, different national strategies can be observed (e.g., Karlsson et al., 2011; Hovi et al.,
2010).
During the last twenty years, organizational-level carbon accounting has undergone a major transformation, from being merely
a well-defined example of a broad functional issue to becoming a special focus area of environmental management accounting.
This development and transformation of carbon accounting can be divided into four stages, which will be described in this
paper in order to provide added value compared to earlier reviews (for example, Schaltegger and Csutora, 2012 offer a
conceptual perspective but do not address climate change accounting, and Stechemesser and Günther, 2012 discuss definition
issues).
Section 2 covers the conceptual framework and the four stages of carbon accounting. Section 3 introduces the method we used,
while Section 4 includes the major results found by analysing the carbon accounting practices of the Hungarian companies.
Section 5 summarizes the main findings of the paper.
2.

Development of carbon accounting

Climate change and international climate policy create a strong demand for measuring and managing the carbon emissions of
different socio-economic spheres, starting with the publication of greenhouse gas data. There is no single, clear definition of
carbon accounting (Stechemesser and Günther, 2012); rather, it covers a wide range of activities related to the calculation,
measurement, verification, reporting, etc. of carbon emissions (Burritt and Tingey-Holyoak, 2012).
Schaltegger and Csutora (2012) distinguish among scientific, political, economic, and corporate levels of carbon accounting.
In their approach, scientific carbon accounting covers the major tendencies in emissions, raises awareness and offers references
for how carbon emissions can be managed and reduced to remain within the scope of sustainability. Political and economic
carbon accounts contribute to the translation of ecological information into economic terms and policy tools and are thus
oriented to the business sector. Last but not least, companies can use their carbon accounts as a basis for implementing actions
to improve their performance in relation to their climate change impacts. Stechemesser and Günther (2012) highlight
international, national, industry and corporate levels of carbon accounting, again stressing the potentially different scopes of
the field. At the corporate level and as a management concept, Schaltegger and Csutora (2012) suggest the term carbon
management accounting instead of simply carbon accounting.
However, even a broad definition fails to cover the issue in its entirety. Buritt et al. (2011) and Ascui and Lowell (2012) stress
the link between the physical and monetary aspects of carbon accounting.
For the last twenty years, carbon accounting issues have been on the agendas of businesses as well as academics in the
academic field of environmental management accounting. However, the focal points and questions of carbon accounting have
shifted significantly during this period. Therefore, we have classified the development of carbon accounting into four stages,
which are surveyed in the following subsections.

Stage 1: Carbon accounting as an example for environmental management accounting

Originally, environmental management accounting developed its functional rather than its topical areas. These functional areas
included physical environmental accounting, material flow cost accounting, financial accounting, reporting, capital budgeting,
and others. etc. (see, for example, Schaltegger and Burritt, 2000). Carbon-related costs, although seldom mentioned in these
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terms, have found their place in each of these functional areas, but they have been used more as an example than as a topical
issue.
While physical accounting has embraced carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions (Bennett and James, 1998),
financial accounting has focused on related financial costs such as carbon taxes and costs of tradable emission permits.
Management accounting has gone even further by recording energy costs as environmental resource costs and energy savings
as environmentally induced benefits (Jasch, 2003). This approach – considering energy costs as environmental costs –was a
brave and innovative step in moving away from the short-sighted approach that treated environmental costs mainly as treatment
costs and penalties. Considering all wasted material and energy as environmental costs was a revolutionary suggestion that
many accountants found surprising and challenging. It is no surprise that at this stage, when even these simple concepts were
controversial, there was little coverage of carbon accounting and no mention of it as a special focus area.

Stage 2: Carbon accounting as a separate focus topic

During the second decade of environmental management accounting, increasing attention was paid to climate and, therefore,
to carbon emission issues, which developed into a special focus area of both sustainability research and business practices.
Greenhouse gas emissions were no longer treated as one type of airborne emissions but rather as a standalone topical issue
within environmental accounting. Thus, we can speak of carbon management accounting – as a specific field of study – starting
in the early 2000s.
In the early 2000s, climate change was still not fully accepted as a threat, as the, as public – especially in the developed world
– could not directly feel it, or at least could not directly connect carbon emissions to their environmental consequences.
However, increased media coverage resulted in growing public interest in the topic. Europe-wide citizen surveys
(Eurobarometer 2007 and 2011) indicate that climate change was perceived as a top sustainability concern, even if it lost some
ground after the financial crisis. Regulatory and political pressures, such as the Kyoto protocol, emissions trading in the EU
and carbon taxes like those in Australia (Pellegrino and Lodhia, 2012), are accompanied by societal and market pressures to
control climate change. Thus, whether or not they believe in climate change, businesses are forced, as a consequence of climate
policy and public perception, to measure and manage their carbon emissions and related costs.
Voluntary corporate initiatives have also played an important role in creating change. The measurement and management of
GHG emissions are now on the agendas of the top management of leading companies and advanced business associations.
Voluntary corporate initiatives have gained attention, carbon management and accounting divisions have been set up in major
consulting companies, and professional accounting organizations are defining their approaches to carbon accounting (Ascui
and Lovell, 2012; Ratnatunga and Balachandran, 2009). The growing interest in carbon accounting and reporting has also
raised the demand for standardization in the field.

Stage 3: Carbon accounting covering supply chain and product issues

Although there have been developments in the field of policy regulation and in company-level carbon accounting and
management, there is a clear – and even growing – discrepancy between the national efforts taken to combat carbon releases
and still-increasing global carbon emissions.
A large and increasing share of European and US GHG emissions has been embedded in imported goods as a ‘carbon rucksack’
(von Weizsäcker et al., 1997; von Weizsäcker, 2009). Moreover, the CO2-intensity of products has often increased, partially
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as a result of more stages of transport and longer transportation distances. National carbon accounts, in both developed and
developing countries, are therefore distorted with regard to who actually causes the carbon emissions and their related
responsibilities (e.g., Bastianoni et al., 2004)
The large and increasing share of GHG emissions ‘hidden’ in imported goods underlines the importance of calculating carbon
emissions and impacts beyond those directly related to the organizations responsible for production. There has been a growing
need to include whole supply chains and product life cycles in carbon accounting, including the emissions caused by semimanufactured products imported by manufacturing industries. The growing complexity and flexibility of supply chains,
however, posed substantial challenges to this type of carbon accounting (Schaltegger and Csutora, 2012).
Efforts to effectively combat climate change will fail if companies are not engaged in substantially reducing their carbon
emissions. International and political institutions have introduced different measures with varying rigidity and scope (Garnaut,
2010). The carbon impacts of delocalized production were not captured and measured until the last decade.
At the moment, the dominant and most widely used framework and international standard for carbon accounting is the
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol, developed by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and the World
Resources Institute (WBCSD/WRI, 2004; 2011). This protocol goes to great lengths to help organizations include their indirect
carbon emissions. According to the GHG Protocol, carbon emissions are usually grouped into different 'scopes'. The three
scopes suggested by the GHG Protocol are the following:


Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions, including sources that are owned or controlled by the company (e.g., emissions
from own boilers, vehicles etc.)



Scope 2: Electricity indirect GHG emissions from the generation of purchased electricity consumed by the company.
(The protocol considers solely electricity, but other purchased energy – heat or steam – should also be considered
here.)



Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions based on activities such as external transportation or the use of sold products.
Scope 3 is an optional accounting category that allows for the inclusion of all other indirect emissions. The Scope 3
standard of the GHG Protocol (WBCSD/WRI, 2011) provides detailed guidance for organizations on how to include
their carbon impacts embedded along the value chain. Beyond upstream emissions, Lenzen and Murray (2010) stress
the importance of including downstream impacts in organizational carbon footprint accounts as well. To
comprehensively account for these carbon emissions is a much bigger challenge compared to Scopes 1 and 2, as will
be highlighted in Section III.

Although Scope 3 emissions account for a significant portion of organizational emissions (Stein and Khare, 2009 or Downie
and Stubbs, 2012), indirect CF elements (other than Scopes 1 or 2) are usually underestimated by companies. Matthews et al.
(2008) claim that only 14% of a company’s total carbon footprint is covered by Scope 1, and only 26% is covered by Scopes
1 and 2 among US companies. However, Matthews et al. (2008) consider Scope 3 as too vaguely defined and instead suggest
Scope 3 (indirect emissions for production) and Scope 4 (indirect emissions for the total life cycle including delivery, use, and
end-of-life). Huang et al. (2009) found that indirect GHG emissions along supply chains can account for as much as 75% of
the total GHG emissions of a company. The most cost-effective carbon mitigation strategies cannot be revealed if Scope 3
emissions are neglected (Matthews et al., 2008). Indeed, accounting for and reporting indirect carbon emissions can lead to
better management, as corporations are motivated to choose more environmentally friendly options in their production
activities and to incorporate reduction aims into their corporate strategies (Ascui and Lovell, 2012). The GHG protocol sets
the minimum requirement that companies should separately account for and report on scopes 1 and 2 (WBCSD/WRI, 2004).
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Stage 4: From carbon accounting to climate accounting

Carbon accounting, in a broader sense, can also refer to a larger set of greenhouse gas groups, which are covered by the Kyoto
Protocol: nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6) (CCAR 2008 and OPEN:EU 2010). If the scope of carbon accounting is extended to a broader set of GHGs, the term
carbon accounting is somewhat misleading, as other non-carbon-based GHGs (such as N2O and SF6) are covered as well
(Downie and Stubbs, 2013, Meisterling et al., 2009). In this sense, the terms GHG accounting – or even global warming
accounting – may be considered even more appropriate (compare with Svensson and Wagner, 2011 or Northey et al., 2013).
Additionally, the concept of ‘climate change accounting’ broadens the horizon even further, as it addresses not only emission
costs but also climate change mitigation and adaptation costs. Stechemesser et al. (2015) tried to conceptualize and empirically
test ‘carbon vulnerability accounting’, which delineates how climate adaptation impacts corporate accounts (through increased
insurance costs or energy consumption as a consequence of climate change). Focus has already been placed on GHGaccounting in a broader sense, but climate change accounting (including adaptation issues) may also come into the spotlight
in the future, as climate change becomes an essential element of organizational cost accounting.
From a temporal perspective, the stages overlap somewhat, as academic discussion began to address the different issues before
they became widespread elements of practice. With this consideration, Stage 1 covers the first decade (late 1990s to early
2000s), while Stage 2 is the dominant approach of the early and mid 2000s. Although indirect carbon emissions (Stage 3) have
been the focus of the academic agenda since the mid 2000s, some methodological issues remain unresolved even in the
academic discussion (see next chapter),) thus, we can argue that this is still an ongoing stage. Last but not least, organizational
climate adaptation issues only began to be addressed in the 2010s and will probably become a focus in the future.
3.

Methods

The empirical analysis aims to provide an overview of the current practices of carbon accounting used Hungarian companies,
with a special focus on the different scopes. The scope of the qualitative study is to better understand, which areas of corporate
and supply chain level carbon emissions are quantified by Hungarian companies. The analysis was carried out based on the
scopes of the GHG Protocol (introduced earlier). The Hungarian sample covered the Premium and Standard categories of the
Budapest Stock Exchange and as a supplement, also the top 10 companies from the HVG Top 500 Hungarian companies list.
Considering all overlaps, the initial sample included 38 companies. Carbon accounting practices were analysed based on the
environmental, sustainability or other related reports of these companies, if available. Based on that, the final sample included
16 companies, where relevant information was available. Distribution of the sample regarding core activity was very
heterogeneous (five companies from energetics, two-two from electronics and car manufacturing, one-one from
telecommunications, financial services, pharmaceuticals, food industry, food retail and transportation, while one company was
not able to be classified. Based on the in depth analysis, three further companies were excluded, as they only published
qualitative information regarding their carbon emissions.
4.

Results and Discussion

The carbon emission data of the remaining 13 companies was possible to be classified based on the GHG Protocol. It is
summarized by scopes in the following table in percentages in the following table (Table 1).
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Table 1. Distribution of carbon emissions accounted by Hungarian companies in the sample based on Greenhouse Gas
Protocol Scopes, in %.
No. of the
company

Scope 1 (%)

Scope 2 (%)

Scope 3 (%)

1.

100%

2.

95%

5%

3.

90%

10%

4.

100%

5.

56%

44%

6.

10%

3%

87%

7.

22%

13%

65%

8.

44%

56%

9.

33%

67%

10.

48%

52%

11.

12%

34%

12.

49%

51%

13.

74%

26%

54%

The table shows that the direct (Scope 1) emissions are monitored by all 13 companies, which, where specifically specified,
is related to power generation, heating and direct emissions from the company's own fleet. Most of the companies, 11
companies quantified carbon dioxide emissions from purchased energy (Scope 2), while only two companies had only
presented the emissions of Scope 1.
In line with the literature review, while Scope 1 (direct) and Scope 2 (energy related purchases) are monitored by most of the
investigated companies, Scope 3 emissions for other parts of the supply chain were quantified by only three companies. At the
same time, it should be noted that the reported emissions of Scope 3 in all cases accounted for more than half of the total
quantified CO2 emissions (in almost 90% of the cases). Even though the qualitative nature of the research requires these values
to be handled with care, it seems that Scope 3 emissions can be very significant. In fact, for the three specific companies,
Scope 3 emissions are the lowest estimate of total emissions, as only a few categories have been tracked. The areas mentioned
here were related to:


raw material extraction,



use of the product,



logistics and business trips provided by external suppliers,



other activities carried out by suppliers and clients.

Most companies analysed set targets, strategies for reducing direct carbon emissions in the energy supply and other areas of
the supply chain (the latter also had many examples when the company did not quantify the Scope 3 emissions.) The most
common directions for Scope 1 (and Scope 2) emissions were:


improving energy efficiency for own processes, infrastructure and vehicles,



improving material efficiency (e.g. recycling of plastic parts),



the choice of fuel (in particular the preference for renewable energy sources),



increase the climate and energy awareness of the staff by training.

For the Scope 3 emission reduction, the goals and actions of the companies under review covered these areas:
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improving the energy awareness of customers and the public,



promoting low carbon products (such as electric cars) or participating in the development of infrastructures such as
electric or natural gas filling stations,



moving towards intermodal transport, replacing business travel by telecommunication.

Based on a review of the corporate practices examined, the quantification of carbon emissions is currently limited to direct (or
purchased electricity) emissions, and only few companies account the emissions along the supply chain (Scope 3; even if this
latter is often much more significant than Scope 1 and 2 emissions. Of course, the extended (including indirect elements)
accounting overlaps (Scope 2 or 3 emissions from one company may be the equivalent to the Scope 1 releases of another
company), the widest possible focus can help to detect significant emission hot spots along the supply chains and manage and
reduce emissions. (For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that although the categories of the GHG Protocol were
used in the study, the corporate accounts examined focused on the monitoring of carbon-dioxide emissions and did not cover
other greenhouse gas emissions).
5.

Conclusions

As a result of the growing public awareness of climate change and the international efforts aim to regulate the area, corporate
carbon accounting has become increasingly important in the last few decades. The development of the area has been greatly
encouraged by the need for accounting tools in the age of global supply chains and the network economy that go beyond the
separate examination of the direct emissions of individual companies. We have divided the development of carbon accounting
into four stages, which can be characterized by different focus. The roots of the concept date back to the 1990s, the time of the
development of environmental accounting, but within this, as a result of the advance in international climate policy, carbon
accounting became a priority. From the mid-2000s onwards, the development of the supply chain or product life cycle carbon
accounting methodology has become increasingly prominent, with the GHG Protocol as a key tool for transposing it into
corporate practice. In addition to quantifying carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions, the latest trend is accounting for
corporate adaptation costs related to climate change. Recently, the methodology for corporate carbon accounting has improved
a lot, but there is still room for further development. Examples include clear delimitation of system boundaries along the
supply chain and further refining quantification of Scope 3 emissions.
In many respects, the practice of corporate carbon accounting in Hungary is in line with the trends revealed in the literature
review. According to the company analysis, the largest companies already pay close attention to carbon accounting, their direct
(Scope 1) and purchased energy (Scope 2) emissions are largely quantified, while the quantification of other indirect emissions
(Scope 3) is not yet widely spread. At the same time, it is interesting that in some of the companies that have tried to quantify
their Scope 3 emissions (even if only partly), these emissions in each case have exceeded the overall value of their Scope 1
and Scope 2 emissions.
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Abstract
Rural households living in the fringe villages of forest reserves depend primarily on agriculture
and forest gatherings. High rate of dependency results from their efforts to secure and sustain
livelihood. Consequently the forest reserve resource is faced with a decline in quality and quantity.
However, due to excessive use, it will be difficult to expect that these resources will be available
in the nearest future. In order to address this menace, this paper examines the effect of livelihood
activities on sustainable management of Ijaiye Forest Reserve in Oyo state. It specifically
evaluated land use/land cover changes in the reserve between 1984 and 2016, identified
livelihoods tied to the resources in the Reserve, determined the factors affecting exploitation of
forest resources in the Reserve, and assessed the sustainability of the forest resources management
in the Reserve. Remote sensing techniques were used in evaluating land use/land cover change
pattern in the study area over 32 years, employing LANDSAT satellite imageries of 1984 (TM),
2000 (ETM+) and 2016 (OLI). Supervised classification was done to unveil the land use/land
cover characteristics. Cross-sectional data were obtained from a sample of 321 household heads.
In addition, In-depth Interviews and Key Informant Interviews were conducted for the Zonal
Officer and other forest reserve officials. The data obtained were analysed using GIS tools,
Descriptive statistics, Probit Regression model and Criteria and Indicator method of measuring
sustainability. The results showed that there have been significant changes in land use which in
every sense indicate resource degradation, over the study period. For example, fallow land,
farmland and bare surfaces increased by more than 50% while ‘thick forest cover” decreased in
comparable magnitude over the period. The result also showed that farming (89.1%), non-timber
resources gathering (34.6%) and fuelwood collection (33.3%) were the major livelihood activities
of the people living in the area. Results showed that gender (p>0.05), marital status (p>0.01),
primary occupation (p>0.01), and frequency visit of the reserve (p>0.01) increased the probability
of exploiting forest resources while age (p>0.10), educational status (p>0.01), and distance of
respondents’ houses from the reserve (p>0.10) decreased the probability of exploiting forest
resources. High rate of vegetation loss and conversion, lack of management plan and inventory,
paucity of funds for effective management, among others implied that the management of the
Forest Reserve did not meet the criteria for sustainable forest reserve management. Coordinated
actions involving for example, encouragement of the use of improved farming techniques, use
efficient cooking appliances, enhancement of non-forest based activities in the area together with
the development of a well-targeted and implementable forest reserve management plan are crucial
to attaining sustainable forest management in the reserve. In this light, it is recommended that
forest community members especially the young and active should be involved in the management
of the forest reserve. Environmental education campaign should be undertaken involving the local
communities. Funds, training and operational facilities should be made available for Forestry
department and staff to foster effective management of the forest reserve.
Keywords: Sustainable forest reserve management, land use/land cover changes
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1.

Introduction

Forests are land areas above 0.5ha with a complex ecosystem consisting of a variety of plants, wild
animals and microbes which interact with non-living abiotic factors FAO (2007). Forests are vital
for rural livelihoods, biodiversity, climate change mitigation, energy supply, soil, water and
wildlife protection Ajake and Anyadike (2012). They contribute significantly to the overall global
energy supply particularly in rural areas; provide building materials and paper products; nontimber forest products including food, fodder and medicines, as well as cultural, spiritual and
recreational values to millions of people Agbogidi and Eshegbeyi (2008). Despite the crucial
importance of forests, each year some 13 million hectares of forest areas in the tropics are
converted, mainly to agriculture FAO (2015). Over the years, there has been increased concern at
both national and regional levels about the declining condition of forest resources Ajake and
Anyadike (2012). Human pressure on forests and forest land has resulted into biodiversity loss,
degrading forests, land and water, and emission of considerable amounts of carbon into the
atmosphere Ajake (2008) with the greatest threats (most especially deforestation) occurring in
developing countries within tropical ecosystems FAO (2007). Hence, the conservation of forest
became an issue of increasing priority and urgency. Forest conservation is then needful, since it
maintains all the essential functional components of the ecosystem in situ and constitutes the basis
for the socio-economic livelihood of the rural people.
Central to the concept of conservation is sustainability. The concerns from sustained forest yield
to sustainable forest management was first internationally initiated by the Brundtland Report on
Sustainable Development in 1987 World Commission on Environment and Development (1987)
and later taken as focus for global development during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992,
with the adoption of the Forest Principles (Robert 2003). Sustainable forest management is based
on the broad consideration of environmental, social and cultural dimensions in a holistic manner
when developing policies and plans for managing and conserving resources FAO (2015). The goal
of sustainable forest management is to ensure that the significant benefits of forests are made
available to the people who live in the forest or who rely on forests for their livelihoods, while at
the same time conserving vital forest resources by increasing direct benefits to people and the
environment; contributing to livelihoods, income generation and employment at the social level;
and contributing to important services such as carbon sequestration and water, soil and biodiversity
conservation at the environmental level (FAO, 2007; Dau et al., 2015). . Forest reserves are
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portions of state lands under reservation where commercial harvesting of wood products is
controlled in order to capture elements of biodiversity Olujobi (2015). They are managed by the
state government under the auspices of their forestry departments. Historically, reservation of land
for forestry purpose was at its peak during the colonial era; this was done in order to manage,
maintain forest resources and provide a supply of timber (FAO, 1999; Ayeni, 2013). This was
followed by exploitation of forest resources to meet both export and increasing local demand as
well as to earn foreign exchange Ayeni (2013).
As environmental degradation and its consequences come clearly into focus, humans are faced
with the prospect that the renewable forest resources may be exhausted and that man stands the
risk of destroying his environment if all the impacts of deforestation are allowed to go on
unchecked FAO (2007). Greater attempts are now being made to rationalize the decision making
process with respect to the use of forest resources. If the returns from forest resources are to be
maximized over the long term, then the forest needs to be managed sustainably (i.e. the production
of goods and services need to be balanced with the conservation of the resource base of the forest)
Dau et al. (2015). Furthermore, how best to manage forest resources by rural households so that
they can make more income and even create more economic opportunities has become a growing
concern for policy makers, interests groups and the public due to the following reasons: the
increasing scarcity of virgin forest land; greater awareness and understanding of the social and
economic implications of destructive forest practices especially at the rural level; and, a growing
realization that the significant opportunities for economic development based on forestry activities
should not be wasted Ezebilo (2004).
In Nigeria, the degradation, fragmentation and simplification or conversion of forest ecosystems
is progressing rapidly Abramovitz (1998). Out of all the forests, and forest reserves in Nigeria that
remained relatively undisturbed until the 1980s, significant portions of these remaining forest and
forest reserve ecosystems have been lost in the last two decades (Eboh, 2000; Ezebilo, 2004). The
management of forest reserves in Nigeria is the responsibility of the state governments. How well
or how far these state governments has ensured the sustainability of these forest reserves, in the
light of the threats enunciated above, specifically in Ijaiye Forest Reserve is not well known. More
so, the extent to which communities around this reserve depends on the forest resources remain an
issue to be explored. Thus, this research seeks to examine contribution of the Ijaiye forest reserve
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to livelihood of communities around it and the effect of livelihood on forest reserve management
in Ijaiye Forest Reserve. The broad objective of this study is to examine the effect of livelihood
activities on sustainable management of Ijaiye Forest Reserve in Oyo state. The specific objectives
are to; Evaluate the Land use / Land cover changes that have occurred between 1984 and 2016 in
Ijaiye forest reserve; Identify livelihoods tied to Ijaiye forest reserve; Determine the factors that
affect the exploitation of forest products in the forest reserve; Assess the sustainability of the forest
resources management in Ijaiye forest reserve.
2.

Methods

The study is Ijaiye Forest Reserve, located 38km north of Ibadan, Oyo State, Nigeria. The reserve
is made up of two distinct types of vegetation, forest and savanna. The forest consists of evergreen
plants and trees that grow to various heights whereas the savanna is characterized by grassland
with scattered trees (Omagbemi, 2013). Ijaiye Forest Reserve was purposively selected for this
study because of its large expanse, rich tree species diversity and its support for a wide range of
economic activities associated with forest resources exploitation. The primary data for this study
were obtained through In-Depth Interviews (IDI) and Household Interviews with a set of semistructured questionnaires, Focus Group Discussion (FGD), and field observations. Secondary data
used were Landsat Satellite Imageries of the study area for 1984, 2000, and 2016 which were
obtained from the United State Geographical Survey (USGS) website. Others are textbooks,
bulletins, periodicals, journals, annual reports, seminar papers, unpublished materials of relevance
of the study. A multi-stage sampling procedure was used in selecting communities and respondents
for this study. The first stage involved the random selection of ten (10) villages within 5 km radius
of Ijaiye Forest Reserve which includes; Atan (1km), Winsola (1.5km), Batake (2km), Idi Iya
(3km), Laduni (3.1km), Safejo (3.3km), Olubodi (4km), Tola (4.3km), Oke Lagan (4.6km) and
Akinde (4.8km). This sampling was done by balloting. Names of the twenty (20) villages which
were found around 5km radius of the forest reserve were written in small sheets, folded and placed
in a basket from which ten (10) villages were randomly selected without replacement. The second
stage entailed a purposive selection of five villages from the ten (10) villages which include; Atan,
Batake, Idi Iya, Laduni, and Tola. These five villages were selected based on their proximity to
the reserve, predominance of exploitation of forest products in these villages, and availability of
key informant. From these five villages, 321 households were randomly selected and interviewed.
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For this study, Remote sensing and GIS techniques were employed to evaluate the land use/land
cover changes that have occurred between 1984 and 2016 in the Ijaiye Forest Reserve. Three
medium resolutions Landsat images of 1984 (TM), 2000 (ETM+) and 2016 (OLI) were used to
assess land use/land cover change patterns of the study area. The time intervals were selected based
on availability of data. These images were obtained from the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) website (http://glovis.usgs.gov/) as standard products, i.e. geometrically corrected. In
order to avoid the impact of seasonal variation, all images were selected from the dry season in
such a way that the cloud cover was less than 10%. The images were also of the same level of
spatial resolution of 30m which makes it convenient for comparison of changes and patterns that
occurred in the time under consideration.
Table 1: Landsat Data Characteristics
Data
Landsat 5 TM

Source
USGS

Year Category Purpose
1984 Secondary Land cover and Land use characteristics

Landsat 7 ETM+

USGS

2000

Secondary Land cover and Land use characteristics

Landsat 8 OLI-TIRS

USGS

2016

Secondary Land cover and Land use characteristics

GPS Coordinates

Field work

2017

Primary

High resolution image Google Earth 2017
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SATELLITE IMAGERY

LANDSAT 1984

IMAGE SUBSET (Clipping
with boundary)

SUBSET LANDSAT 1984

FALSE COLOUR COMPOSITE (Band 4,
Band 3, Band 2 and Band 5, Band 4, Band 3)

LAND USE/LAND
USE COVER 1984

LANDSAT 2000

LANDSAT 2016

ANCILLIARY DATA (Ijaiye Forest
Reserve Boundary)

SUBSET LANDSAT 2000

SUBSET LANDSAT 2016

SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

LAND USE/LAND
USE COVER 2000

LAND USE/LAND
USE COVER 2016

CHANGE DETECTION 1984-2000,
2000-2016

Figure 1: Flowchart of the land use mapping methodology
Land cover maps were employed to quantify land cover changes between 1984 and 2016 according
to Melendez-Pastor et al. (2014). Land cover change statistics was computed in two different ways:
As absolute percentage increments of the whole study area calculated by subtracting percentage
areas among 2016 and 1984; and as relative percentage increments from 1984. The negative
symbol in the statistics indicated a loss of surface. Both approaches provided complementary
information Adedeji et al. (2015). Software used in this study include Arc View GIS 3.2 and
ArcGIS 10.5. They were used to display, process and enhance images. ERDAS IMAGINE 10.0
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was used for the development of land use/land cover classes and subsequently for the change
detection analysis of the study area.
Descriptive Statistics which include frequencies, percentages, means and standard deviations were
used to determine the contribution of the forest reserve to livelihood of the communities and
present magnitude of land use/land cover changes in the forest reserve.
A number of factors affect forest products exploitation among communities close to forest
reserves. In order to identify the factors that affect the exploitation of forest resources in Ijaiye
forest reserve, regression analysis was carried out. The Probit model which is based on the
cumulative normal probability function, can be written as follows can be specified as follows:
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Where:
ti = random variable with mean zero and unit variance.
The predicted probabilities are computed as; 𝑌# = 𝑃# = 𝐹 𝑋#$ 𝛽 𝛽# .
SPSS Version 21 was used for analysis of data collected from the in-depth interview and
questionnaire survey. Microsoft Excel 2013 was used for data entry of GPS location its conversion
to degree and tract to the shape file. Microsoft Word 2013 was used basically for the presentation
of the research.
Data were collected on the indicators of sustainability. The seven criteria defined by international
processes are very similar, even though the indicators, which correspond to the identified criteria,
should be closely linked to national conditions, needs and priorities. The following seven criteria
and associated indicators developed or defined for the Nigerian context by Eboh (2000) was used
to measure the current sustainability status of Ijaiye forest reserves in Oyo State; Ecosystem
Diversity; Species Diversity; Genetic Diversity; Incidence of Disturbance and Stress; Ecosystem
Resilience; Socio-Economic Integrity; Forest sector policy factors and management strategies.
3

Result and Discussion

Socio-economic and Demographic Characteristics of Respondents
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Table 2 contains a summary the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the
respondents. . Close to seven-tenths (68.2%) of the household heads were males while the
remaining 31.8% were females. This implies that family headship in the study area is male
dominated. This result may be connected with the fact that farming which is a male dominated
activity is the dominant economic activity in the study area. more than two-fifths (43.0%) of the
respondents were between the ages of 31 and 45 years, and about a third (33.6%) were between
the ages of 46 and 60 years. The average age is 47.5 years (±13.9) which implies that most of the
household heads are in their economically active years which may directly affect the extent and
intensity of engaging in livelihood activities and in the exploitation of forest resources in and
around the Forest Reserve. Almost three-quarters (74.8%) of the households heads were married.
These imply that a large proportion of the respondents around the reserve are settled with their
families and can take advantage of household size for farm and forest exploitation activities. The
result from the study showed that more than three-fifths (62.9%) of the respondents had household
size of between 6 and 10 with mean household size of 7 persons (± 3.1). This suggests a good
availability of family labour for farming and other activities which are carried out in and around
the reserve. Results showed that more than half (52.3%) of the respondents had no formal
education; almost three-tenths (29.9%) had Primary Education and 9.7% as well as 6.2% had
Secondary. This implies that the respondents had limited formal education. Result shows that more
than half (53.6%) of the households heads were non-indigene residing in and around the forest
reserve while 46.4% are indigenes. Most (95%) of the respondents have their houses within 5 km
distance to the forest reserve with average distance from the forest reserve is 3.6km (±1.6). The
length of visit have been for an average of 27 years (± 9.0). This suggests that respondents have
been visiting the forest reserve for a fairly long number of years. With regards to frequency of
visit, more than three-fifths (61.4%) of the respondents said they visit the reserve every day.
Table 1: Distribution of household heads by socio-economic and demographic characteristics
Variables
Gender
Male
Female
Total
Age (years)

Frequency

Percent

219
102
321

68.2
31.8
100.0

Average
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≤ 30
31 – 45
46 – 60
> 60
Total
Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced
Widowed
Total
Household Size
1–5
6 – 10
11 – 15
> 15
Total
Educational Status
None
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Arabic
Total
Origin
Indigene
Non-indigene
Total
Distance of reserve
from houses (km)
1–5
>5
Total
Years of visiting the
Reserve
≤ 20
21 – 30
31 – 40
> 40
Total
Frequency of visiting
the Forest Reserve

433

32
138
108
43
321

10.0
43.0
33.6
13.4
100.0

6
240
38
37
321

1.9
74.8
11.8
11.5
100.0

88
202
27
4
312

27.4
62.9
8.4
1.2
100.0

168
96
31
6
20
321

52.3
29.9
9.7
1.9
6.2
100.0

149
172
321

46.4
53.6
100.0

305
16
321

95.0
5.0
100.0

3.6 ± 1.6

96
132
73
20
321

29.9
41.1
22.7
6.2
100.0

27.5 ± 9.0

47.5 ± 13.9

7.1 ± 3.1
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Everyday
Once a week
Once a month
Once a year
Total

197
79
34
11
321

61.4
24.6
10.6
3.4
100.0

Land Use and Land Cover dynamics and changes in the Ijaiye Forest Reserve
The study area covers 27,328 hectares (Jaiyesimi et al., 2012) and Land use/land cover changes
were estimated from 1984 to 2016. The classification of the multi-temporal satellite images into
thick vegetation/forest, settlement, light vegetation/shrubs, farm/fallow land and bare land/marsh
land was done for the three different time periods of 1984, 2000 and 2016. Land use/land cover
(LULC) maps were also generated after classification for the periods (1984, 2000 and 2016) as
shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The comparison of the land cover maps of 1984, 2000 and 2016 showed the changes in the extents
of forest, settlement, shrubs, farm/fallow land and bare ground over the period of study. In 1984,
the largest single class of land use/land cover was thick vegetation/forests which covered 17825.41
hectares, representing 65% of the area of the forest reserve. This reduced significantly to 23%
(6357.53 ha) in 2016 by 11467.87 hectares. Thus, this result confirms the growing and worrying
spate of deforestation going on in many parts of the country. The settlement category which
covered the smallest land area (877.65 ha) in 1984, representing 3% of the reserve, experienced
an increase of 1,919.24 hectares between 1984 and 2000, but decreased by 1,267.41 hectares
between 2000 and 2016. The reason is that some farm settlements are often temporary and can be
overgrown by forests once abandoned. People may relocate to other areas as forest resources
decline or in search of greener pastures. Overall, the settlement category experienced an average
increase of 651.83 hectares throughout the study period. A noticeable increase occurred for the
light vegetation/shrubs category, from 11% (3050.85 ha) in 1984 to 34% (9376.13 ha) in 2016, by
which time it became the largest single cover class (Figure 2). This class had an increase of 6325.27
hectares over the study period which is the largest increase of all the classes of land cover. On one
hand, the increase in the light vegetation/shrubs category can be attributed to a high gain from
forest cover due to favourable climatic conditions. On the other hand, it depicts intense removal
of thick forest cover which emanated from but not limited to unrestrained and uncontrolled logging
with little or no re-planting of the harvested trees. In 1984, the farm/fallow land class was 11%
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(2883.12 ha) of the reserve. However, farm/fallow land area increased by 2741.16 hectares
between 1984 and 2000 while it decreased by only 858.93 hectares between 2000 and 2016. Over
the period of study, there was an increase of 1882.23 hectares in the farm/fallow land. The increase
of the farmland is not far-fetched. These are the need for food security and livelihood sustenance
of the teeming population living in and around the forest reserve. The household survey revealed
that the majority of the household are farming households who are still involved in subsistent
farming with bush fallowing method. A further notable change was the increase in the bare
land/marsh land class from 2691.89 hectares in 1984 to 4116.29 hectares in 2000 and 5300.42
hectares in 2016. The bare land increased by 1424.40 hectares and 1184.13 hectares in the two
periods respectively. Increase in bare ground/marsh land have also been caused by human
activities that have persisted over time; clearing and opening up new areas.
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Figure 2: Land use/land cover map of Ijaiye Forest Reserve in 1984, 2000, and 2016
Livelihood Activities in and around the Forest Reserves
Table 2 shows the livelihood activities commonly engaged-in in the Forest Reserve. There were
significant differences in the intensity of the practice of the livelihood activities in the forest
reserve. Based on the frequency and percentage, nearly nine-tenths (89.1%) of the respondents
were engaged in farming, more than a third (34.6%) were involved in NTFP gathering and a third
of them (33.3%) were involved in fuel wood collection. Only a little above one tenth (11%) was
involved in timber harvesting while close to a fifth (18%) were into charcoal production.
Table 2: Distribution of Livelihood Activities in the Study Area
Livelihood
activities
Farming
NTFP gathering
Timber harvesting
Fuel wood collection
Charcoal production
Hunting
Others

Frequency
Yes
286
111
38
107
58
77
64

Percent
No
35
210
283
214
263
244
257

Yes
89.1
34.6
11.8
33.3
18.1
24.0
19.9

No
10.9
65.4
88.2
66.7
81.9
76
80.1
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Factors affecting the exploitation of forest products in the Forest Reserve
The factors that affect the exploitation of forest products in the forest reserve were determined
using the probit regression model as described in the methodology. The results of the model are
presented in Table 3 showing the estimated co-efficient, standard error, t-values and the marginal
effects (the effect of a unit change in each explanatory variable on the probability of exploitation).
The diagnostics reveal that the Chi-square value of 73.35 associated with the log likelihood ratio
was significant (p<0.01) and pseudo R2 of 0.6298 suggesting strong explanatory power of the
model which implies that the model has a good fit for the data.
Of the twelve variables used in the model, seven were significant: Gender, Age, Marital status,
Educational Status, Primary Occupation, Distance of reserve from home, and Frequency of visit
to the reserve. This implies that decision to exploit forest products were significantly influenced
by the aforementioned variables. The positive and negative signs attached to the coefficients shows
the direction of the effect of each variables on the probability of exploiting the forest resources.
Coefficient for gender was found to be positive and significant at 5%. This is means that being a
male household head increase the probability of the exploitation of forest products in the forest
reserve. The marginal effects estimates explain that probability exploitation of forest resources
increases by 10.1%. As expected, most men as household heads have the responsibilities to meet
their family needs. They participate more in subsistence and cash income generating activities than
women. In line with expectation, coefficient of age was negative and significant at 10% implying
increase in the age of household heads reduces the probability of exploiting forest reserve
resources. It is emphasized here that as people grow older the strength to carry out strenuous
activities diminishes. This is the case of most aged people in the study area, where the very aged
stay at home and allow the younger and more active individuals engage in demanding activities.
Marital status, an important socioeconomic variable was significant at 1%, having a positive sign.
This implies that being married increases the likelihood that a household head will engage in the
exploitation of forest products. The decision to exploit forest resources increase with having a
family and by extension a large household size as previously reported in this study. As expected,
the educational status had a significant (1%) and negative effect on the exploitation of forest
products. In other words, this means that with a higher level of education, the probability that a
household head will engage in exploitation of forest resources decreases. This shows that as
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educational status increases, exploitation of forest reserve resources becomes less likely. It is
assumed that the high level of education of respondents would lead to extraction of fewer forest
products since education opens up alternative employment opportunities and diverts people from
subsistence livelihoods activities such as the gathering of NTFPs from the forest reserve. The
results also showed that primary occupation was significant at 1% and had a positive relationship
with the probability of exploiting forest products. In other words, engaging in agricultural activities
in the reserve increases the probability of exploiting forest products. Access to farmland within
the forest reserve leads to uninterrupted exploitation of forest products. The main occupation
represents the major economic activity engaged in by the household head for cash income and
subsistence. Households who are engaged in other sectors of the economy such as trading and
formal employment are less likely to be dependent on forest products compared to their
counterparts in the farming enterprise Daneji and Suleiman (2011).
With respect to distance of the reserve from houses of respondents, the results revealed that the
variable of distance of houses to reserve was negative and significant at 10%. This suggests that
the farther the respondents’ houses from the reserve the less likely the household head will engage
in the exploitation of the forest reserve. The closer the households are to the forest reserve, the
easier and faster it is for them to access, harvest and utilize forest products. This indicates that rural
communities closer to the forest reserve are expected to have limited livelihood options and may
depend more on farming and extractive activities including but not limited to collection of forest
products to meet their subsistence needs. In contrast, communities living farther away from the
forest reserve may have a wide range of non-farm business opportunities and therefore may be less
interested in the collection of forest resources. Perhaps, returns on labor and agricultural income
are higher among communities that are far from the forest reserve, hence making them better off
than their rural counterparts.
As regards frequency of visit to the reserve, its coefficient was positive and significant to the model
at 1%. This implies that visiting the forest reserve daily or every day significantly increase the
probability that a household head will exploit forest products. However, the coefficients of annual
income, type of activities carried out in the forest reserve, farming, timber harvesting and years of
visiting the reserve were not significant.
Table 3: Determinants of exploitation of forest products in the Forest Reserve
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Exploitation of
Coefficient
Standard error
t-value
Forest Products
Constant
1.9660
1.0137
1.94
Gender
0.8978**
0.4108
2.19
Age
-0.0261*
0.0149
-1.75
Marital status
0.6906***
0.2426
2.85
Educational Status
-0.1294***
0.1831
-4.70
Primary Occupation
0.2940***
0.0991
2.97
Annual Income
1.16e-07
4.94e-07
0.23
Distance of Reserve
-0.1860*
0.0965
-1.93
from Home
Years of visiting the
-0.0322
0.0217
-1.48
Reserve
Type of activities
0.8609
0.1098
1.18
carried out in the
Reserve
Frequency of visit
0.6522***
0.1938
3.37
to the Reserve
Farming
0.4887
0.4751
1.03
Timber Harvesting
0.4199
0.4607
0.91
Number of observations = 321
LR chi2(12) = 73.35
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -48.6480
Pseudo R2
= 0.6298
*** Significant at P<0.01, ** Significant at P<0.05, * Significant at P< 0.1

Marginal
effects
0.1011
-0.0403
0.1807
-0.1304
0.1207
1.81e-09
-0.0292
-0.0500
0.0200
0.1020
0.0460
0.0450

Sustainability of the management of the Forest Reserve
Using the Criteria and Indicators (C & I) defined for Nigerian context by Eboh (2000), this study
evaluated the sustainability status of Ijaiye Forest Reserve, Oyo State.
Proportion of Forest Reserve currently covered by Trees
Of the total land area (27,328 ha) of Ijaiye forest reserve, only 20% was covered by trees by 2016.
This implies that within 32 years i.e. study period, the forest reserve had lost about 12,820 hectares
of trees. This gives an average loss of approximately 2.0% per annum. If this continues unchecked,
the trees in Ijaiye Forest Reserve will last only for about 15 years before they are completely
removed. It is clear that the management of Ijaiye Forest Reserve is not sustainable given the small
amount of tree cover remaining, the rate of tree cover removal, inadequate staff strength and illinvolvement by the government. The finding of this study support the claims of Alamu and Agbeja
(2011), and Eboh and Ujah (2003) that significant proportion of the forest and forest ecosystems
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have been lost to deforestation and degradation in the last two decades. Jaiyesimi et al. (2012)
further stressed that large scale encroachments, allocation of forest land to non-forestry uses and
ineffective implementation of forest policies and legislation have crippled sustainable management
of forest reserves.
Proportion of Prime and Minor Tree Species Remaining in Forest Reserve
The forest reserve management of Ijaiye Forest Reserve confirmed that many of the original and
minor tree species are no longer found in the reserve. The prime species remaining in the forest
reserve are Gmelina arborea, Tectona grandis, Ceiba petandra, Albizzia spp, Triplochyton
scleroxylon and Melicia exelsa. However, only Gmelina arborea, Tectona grandis are presently
widespread in the reserve. The other prime species are ageing and scattered. The minor tree species
in the forest reserve are Cassia fistula, Cola nitida and Parkia biglobosa. However, according to
the forest officials, out of the remaining reserve area covered by tress, 40% are occupied by prime
trees species while the remaining 60% are occupied by minor species. This implies that
deforestation has depleted more of the prime tree species than the minor tree species because they
command higher economic values than the minor tree species. Alamu and Agbeja (2011) stated
that deforestation in South-West Nigeria is highly severe and this continues abated. They further
highlighted some endangered tree species which include Melicia species, Triplochyton
scleroxylon, Khaya species and Mansonia species.
Experience of Insect Attack, Disease Infestation and Fire Damage
In Ijaiye forest reserve, there has never been any experience of insect attack on tree species. Also,
there has never been any recorded case or experience of disease infestation in the reserve. This
finding is similar to those of Eboh and Ujah (2003) who stated that there has never been any
experience of insect attack on trees species in Mamu-River and Akwari-Ani forest reserves in
Enugu State.
On the other hand, wildfire is a major problem in Ijaiye Forest Reserve. The forest guards and
rangers assessed the incidence of wild fire to be considerable. The sources of this wildfire are
illegal hunters, farmers and cattle herders who engage in bush burning to drive out games, clear
land and rejuvenate fresh grass for their cattle. The problem of wildfire is often experienced
annually and about 15% of the forest cover is said to have been lost as a result of wild fire. Similar
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findings were made by Emerhi et al. (2008) who observed that incidence of forest fires is common
in the Forest Reserve.
Forest Reserve Conversions and Volume of Forest Products Harvested
Forest guards agreed that the incidence of access to farmland within the forest reserve is high.
About 25% of the total land area has been converted to farmland and still increasing; about 12%
has been lost to settlements and another 5% has been lost to infrastructural development. The Zonal
officer stated that forest conversion in the reserve is high especially to farming and this loss could
be up to 5% on annual basis. Similar result was obtained by Eboh and Ujah (2003) and Ogunleye
et al. (2004) who found that anthropogenic activities in the forest reserve have resulted in large
hectares of impoverished secondary forest, bare and degraded lands, grasslands and plantation of
exotic species.
However, the Zonal officer stated that with respect to sustainable forest reserve management
criterion, legal annual proportion of tree removal required for sustainability does not exist for Ijaiye
Forest Reserve. This supports the earlier observation that there is no adequate management plan
for the sustainability of the reserve. If the forests products are continuously harvested at the current
rate of exploitation, it will be difficult to expect that these resources will be available in the nearest
future.
Enforcement of Laws/Regulations
With respect to enforcement of laws, the management of the Forest Reserve were found to be
unable to enforce properly the laws/rules/regulations guiding the utilization of forest reserve
resources. When the forest officers were asked if they have been able to properly enforce the
regulation guiding the utilization of forest reserve resources, they gave similar views that the
enforcement is unsatisfactory. Similar findings were made by Eboh and Ujah (2003) and Adaohuru
et al. (2012). Forest officials supported their views with a long list of bottlenecks and challenges.
The obstacles noted as militating against the enforcement of rules/laws include; Shortage of
personnel in all the cadres of Forestry, lack of Forest Labourers (Semi-Skilled Permanent Staff)
usually responsible for nursery work, forestry boundary cleaning and patrol, lack of necessary
logistics and operational facilities, obsolete Forestry Law, lack of Capacity Building for Forestry
Staff, none usage of light arms by Forest Guards, inadequate information about the Forest Reserve,
inadequate funding among others. As observed by Jaiyesimi et al. (2012) and Adaohuru et al.
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(2012), the work of the forest law enforcement agents in the Oyo State Reserves is very imperative
to forest conservation, however, poaching, farming activities, and illegal felling constitute major
threats.
Availability of Management Plan and Up-to-date Inventory
The Zonal officer claimed that there exists a Management Plan which was prepared when the forest
reserve was established. However, the document could not be located. The Forest guards were in
doubt whether the management plan, if available was ever implemented. Similar situation was
observed by Eboh and Ujah (2003) in Enugu State Forest Reserves. There is also no up-to-date
inventory of the forest reserve resources in the forest reserve. It is difficult to affirm the
sustainability of a forest reserve without a management plan and an up-to-date inventory. This is
the case with Ijaiye Forest Reserve.
Village/Community Participation and Conflict
Just as confirmed by the household heads in the household survey, the Zonal forestry officer in
charge of the forest reserve said that villages/communities are not involved in the management
and decision-making concerning the forest reserve. Also, all the forest guards/rangers interviewed
expressed similar views. Actually, they suggested that this may be one of the underlining factors
breeding occasional conflicts in the reserve.
The Zonal officer confirmed that the Ijaiye forest reserve experienced the incidence of conflicts
sometime in the past. He attributed this conflicts to the opposition of the local village/community
to forest reserve laws/regulations and, most of the time, the inability of the government to pay
royalties to these villages/communities. This situation is not favourable at all for sustainability of
the forest reserve.
More recently, conflict sometimes occur between farmers and Fulani herdsmen. The Forest
officials confirmed the occurrence of this conflict and had often times tried to settle such
disagreement without any serious positive outcome. This rift is still ongoing. This situation
likewise is not good for the sustainability of the reserve. Similarly, Barre (2012) found that forest
communities in Ghana experience conflicts between indigenes and herders. Herders were usually
accused of destroying crops and tree seedlings for farmers involved in Tuangya system farming.
Reforestation Programme
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Apart from regeneration of trees and deployment of forest reserve rangers, no other serious
practical step has been taken by the government over the years to ensure genetic conservation of
commercial or endangered trees species. Studies which aim at identifying and developing trees
species that will take less number of years to mature and give higher yield and quality such as is
done in other parts of the world are absent.
All the same, the zonal forest officer claimed that they have artificially regenerated some portions
(less than 10%) while they have not been able to naturally regenerated any portion of the reserve
due to the resistance from the local people who want to take care of their livelihood. The forest
guards also confirmed awareness of reforestation programme in the reserve. This is evident in the
existence and presence of exotic species of tress such as Gmelina arborea and Tectona grandis in
the reserve. However, a lot still needs to be done with respect to the afforestation programme. This
findings agree with Eboh and Ujah (2003) that there is evidence of afforestation programme in
Enugu State Forest Reserves. This also corroborates the findings of Kalu et al. (2014) who
affirmed the existence of afforestation and reforestation programmes in forest reserve areas in Imo
State.
Annual Forest Reserve Budget
The zonal forestry officer rated the average annual forest sector share of the State’s total annual
budget as insufficiently insignificant. He added that the funds has been like that over the years and
it is hampering the smooth running and management of the Ijaiye Forest Reserve and indeed other
reserve in the State. This supports the position of Adedoyin (1995) who stated that forest reserve
management suffers from lack of funds and inadequate personnel to perform their roles. Although,
the revenue from the reserve is remitted into the government accounts, little or no funding is
received for the forest reserve management. This problem was confirmed as the most important
factor responsible for most of the challenges facing the forest reserve management. Forest officials
highlighted other challenges facing the forest reserve to include: increased demand for agricultural
land, lack of operational facilities, non-availability of forest management plan, unstable
government policies, lack of political will and political influence.
From the discussion so far, it should be easy to deduce that Ijaiye forest reserves suffers from
among other things, government’s apathy to resource management and conservation. Considering
the limited portion of the reserve covered by prime and minor trees, incessant fire incidence,
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alarming rate of forest conversion, weak enforcement of forest regulation; absence of adequate
management plan, inadequate reforestation programme and paucity of forest reserve budget, one
can conclude that the management of the Ijaiye forest reserve may not be sustainable. There is a
need to pay more attention to sustaining the forest reserve given its overwhelming significance to
the ecology and socio-economy of Oyo State.
4.

Conclusions

The socioeconomic characteristics of households around Ijaiye forest reserve in relation to their
livelihood activities influence exploitation of forest resources. Gender, age, marital status,
educational status, primary occupation, distance of reserve from home, and frequency of visit
significantly affect exploitation of forest products. Livelihood activities in the reserve, which
include farming, NTFP gathering, fuel wood collection and hunting, significantly help to sustain
population in the study area. The intensity of livelihood activities and its impact on forest
ecosystem were high. Significant land use/land cover changes which have occurred in the forest
reserve over time is associated with increasing human activities in a bid to maintain livelihood.
The management of Ijaiye forest reserve has not been able to meet the criteria for sustainable forest
reserve management. Given the current management strategy and the continuous and high rate of
forest loss and vegetation conversion, the sustainability of the forest reserve is in doubt. Very
clearly, there is a need for improved policy and legislative framework on forests and forest
reserves, if the government hopes to reverse the poor state of the reserve. Specific interventions
are needed in local (community) participation in forest conservation and management; logistics,
human resources and financial support for the management of the forest reserve. Support should
specifically be made available for reforestation, tree regeneration efforts and effective protection
of the reserve. All sustainability-threatening signals should also be taken serious if we must not
lose all our forest reserve. Rural communities especially the young and active members should be
involved in the management of the forests. Communities and villages roles and responsibilities in
the management, conservation and use of the forests resource should be recognised and
appreciated, since local communities are often highly dependent on this resource.
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Making Art Urban Village: Art Intervention and social transformation in
Shangwei Village
Yaolin Chen, Liling Hung,National Taiwan University

This paper aims to explore how art action can make changes in forming social network
and community economy by researching the Shangwei Village in Shenzhen, China.
The Shangwei village is among one of the latest regions remaining underdevelopment
in Shenzhen, after the city acquired its status as Special Economic Zone for nearly 40
years. With a history more than 400 years, Shengwei village is located in the urban
outer ring and in the past decade it became the dormitory site for numerous migrant
workers who working for factory like Huawei and Foxconn nearby. Due to the huge
new population, Shengwei was suffering by problems of spatial conflicts, culture
decaying, service shortage and so on. Tensions rose recently between these blue collar
workers and residents.
In 2018, the local government decided to introduce revitalization plans for the historical
villages and used art intervention as part of the policy, to experiment the Win-Win
project. To be specific, it established a local art museum and invited artists to host
exhibitions during an international cultural industrial fair. Later in the SenzhenHongKong Biennale of Urbanism and Architecture, Shangwei became one of the top
exhibition spots, and engaged a significant number of artists and organizations. The
remarkable work of Future Plus was part of the result. To follow that, some
organizations also renovated a few historical buildings and established community
classes to serve the residents.
These newly built architectures and renewed buildings are strategically and eventually
help to dissolve the tension among different social groups, including local villagers,
migrant workers, local government, artists and event organizers. This article firstly aims
to elaborate the policy formation of art intervention, then it will evaluate if and how it
helps to promote transformations and enhance social sustainability. The research will
analyze the roles and relationships of the various social groups. Moreover, it concerns
which policies, institutions, motivation and interests shape the transformation of
Shangwei from a decaying village into an urban community. In the final, it will evaluate
the impacts of art intervention policy to the community in terms of transformative
changes.
Key words: art intervention, urban revitalization, Shenzhen, social transformation,
migrant workers
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Abstract
Circular economy (CE) has become a central concept for sustainable production and consumption since its introduction into
the public eye. As part of the European research project CRESTING under the Horizon2020 programme, one of the working
packages aims to evaluate whether CE actors and networks actually perform according to their sustainable image. Indeed, to
ensure CE does not only increase the economic performance of companies, but also delivers on its promises regarding the
social and environmental dimensions of sustainability, it is vital to measure the impact of CE practices in an integrated way.
In the absence of integrated measurement, CE would risk becoming a purely profit-driven endeavour, potentially having
adverse effects on other sustainability aspects. Especially sustainability measurement approaches, but also approaches to
measure circularity take a multitude of forms. Therefore, this contribution aims to set a foundation to assess suitable approaches
for measuring the sustainability performance of CE practices in the private sector. Two methods are applied. The first is a
systematic literature review to analyse frameworks, methodologies, methods, indicators and tools which measure the
sustainability impact of CE practices. In a second step, literature is compared with practical examples of sustainability
measurement approaches from private actors in Italy and the Netherlands. The CE practices are to be identified through a
questionnaire for companies with CE best practices. To pertinently apply these methods, the paper identifies and connects
relevant CE concepts, which are Industrial Ecology (IE), one of the theoretical foundations of CE, for assessing geographically
delimited areas and closed-loop supply chain management and reverse logistics (CLSCM/RL), a promising source of suitable
measurement approaches for assessing the impact throughout a product’s life cycle. Furthermore, the paper stresses the
importance to include the social dimension in the assessment, as it is only marginally discussed in the concepts influencing
CE. In contrast, the economic dimension plays a crucial role in the concept, though it is often referring to profit-related instead
of prosperity-related variables. Based on these two clarifications, the article presents a literature review protocol as well as the
outline of a questionnaire to capture the practitioner perspective which can then be juxtaposed to the findings in academic
publications. Identified gaps and overlaps will provide input for improving existing measurement approaches from a pragmatic
point of view.
Keywords: Circular economy, industrial ecology, closed-loop supply chains, sustainability assessment, measurement
1.

Introduction

Circular economy (CE) has become a central concept of sustainable production and consumption since its recent introduction
into the public eye (Ghisellini et al., 2016). However, the concept, put back on the landscape by the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation (EMF), the Chinese and European policy makers (Geng et al., 2012; Jacobi et al., 2018; Su et al., 2013), is not as
novel as it might seem (Reike et al., 2018). Several approaches to implement and assess CE practices, meaning circular
business models, strategies and product solutions, have already been developed and practiced in the field of industrial ecology
(IE), particularly industrial symbiosis (IS) (Bruel et al., 2019; Saavedra et al., 2018). Lazarevic and Valve (2017) state IE
tradition has the largest practical influence on developing CE practices and thus can play a vital part in establishing viable
measurement approaches. A second vital strand of research is supply chain management and closed loop supply chain
management and reverse logistics (CLSCM/RL) in particular, which has dealt with similar issues as CE (Homrich et al., 2018;
Stindt, 2017). While several scholars have reviewed CE measurement approaches which evaluate the circularity of products
or the progress towards circular economy (Elia et al., 2017; Moraga et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 2019), there are limited
contributions which evaluate whether CE actors and networks actually perform according to their sustainable image. This
paper presents a conceptual framework for developing sound performance measurement methodologies, methods, indicators
and tools to measure the sustainability impact of CE practices.
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For this endeavour it is first essential to define what is meant by the concept of CE as well as sustainability. While the CE
concept is rather recent, still fuzzy and in large parts based on public and private practitioners (de Jesus and Mendonça, 2018;
Geisendorf and Pietrulla, 2018; Kirchherr et al., 2017; Korhonen et al., 2018), the concept of sustainability is more mature and
well documented in academia (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017). In the plethora of proposed CE definitions, making a correct choice
is hardly possible. Therefore, the authors have opted for a definition made after considering numerous academic contributions.
Kirchherr et al. (2017) have reviewed 114 CE definitions from scholars and subsequently contributed their own: “A circular
economy describes an economic system that is based on business models which replace the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing,
alternatively reusing, recycling and recovering materials in production/distribution and consumption processes, thus
operating at the micro level (products, companies, consumers), meso level (eco-industrial parks) and macro level (city, region,
nation and beyond), with the aim to accomplish sustainable development, which implies creating environmental quality,
economic prosperity and social equity, to the benefit of current and future generations” (p. 224).
Taking this consensus-based definition as foundation of its analysis, the paper aims to identify whether the contemporary
measurement practice corresponds to it. In its current form, the wording does seem to integrate the three main pillars of
sustainability from a business perspective: the environment, the economy, and society (Elkington, 1998) and considers
intergenerational fairness, officially anchored in the most renown sustainable development (SD) concept in the Brundtland
convention (WCED, 1987). Remarkably, the CE definition also mentions economic prosperity instead of “economic growth”
or “profit”, directing towards an understanding of sustainability where economic prosperity is mainly at service of “integral
ecological and social fairness” (Vermeulen, 2018). For this paper, the concept of sustainability views Elkington’s (1998) Triple
Bottom Line (TBL) as People, Planet and Prosperity, as opposed to the frequently used People, Planet and Profit trilogy in
the private sector.
However, positive sustainability impacts of CE practices have rather been assumed than measured since there are potential
trade-offs between circularity and sustainability (Ghisellini et al., 2016; Murray et al., 2017). Moreover, Geissdoerfer et al.
(2017) state that the beneficiaries of CE are mostly private sector actors, while the whole society is meant to benefit from more
SD. This results in a different prioritisation of the three sustainability dimensions for CE, which mainly aims for economic
profitability through more efficient resource use and thus less environmental impacts (Garcés-Ayerbe et al., 2019). Meanwhile,
social sustainability is merely indirectly linked to CE through e.g. job creation (Geissdoerfer et al. 2017). This compromised
social dimension of CE has caused many scholars to reconsider the use of CE practices as a tool for SD (Ghisellini et al., 2016;
Murray et al., 2017; Saavedra et al. 2018; Suárez-Eiroa et al., 2017). The unclear positioning of the social dimension in the
CE concept has in turn affected the development of measurement approaches for social sustainability. Limited standardisation
and the fuzzy conceptualisation of social metrics and evaluation methodologies further aggravates social impact measurement
(Sousa-Zomer and Cauchick-Miguel, 2017).
Just as in the general sustainability assessment (SA), the SA related to CE faces the issue of integrating the three sustainability
dimensions (Sala et al., 2013), even more so, as the social one is not properly defined. An SA is inherently complex and its
results cannot often be reduced to a single sustainability value. Even within each of the three dimensions, Seager and Theis
(2004) consider the synthetisation to one value to be an oversimplification, leading to a loss of information. However, given
limited time an expertise, private and public actors usually prefer multifaceted information to be summarised into a single
number to facilitate comparability (Barbiroli et al., 2006; Bocken et al., 2016).
To develop methodologically sound and applicable measurement approaches it is thus essential to meet academic claims to
completeness with a suitable amount of pragmatic insights on the formers’ practicability. To compare the academic and
practitioner perspective, the first part of the conceptual framework is dedicated to the question on how to analyse the academic
discourse on sustainability impact measurement of CE practices. This is to be answered by a literature review (Creswell and
Creswell, 2018), of which the structure and conceptual considerations are presented in this paper. The second part outlines
what characteristics an assessment of CE practices applied in the private sector should have. The outline of a qualitative survey
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(Jansen, 2010) for companies considered as front-runners in implementing CE practices is used to establish best practices.
This proposed mixed methods approach (Creswell and Creswell, 2018) aims to obtain a holistic picture of both academic and
private perspectives on measuring the sustainability impact of CE practices. A comparison of the two fields should enable
scholars to establish common ground as well as gaps between the academic and practical sphere.
The document is structured as follows. In part two the mixed methods approach, including a systematic literature review and
a survey, is presented and justified. Part three lays out both conceptual and terminological considerations necessary when
identifying suitable CE measurement approaches and how these considerations are included in the methods. A summary of
the main findings and their influence on future research are presented in part four.
2.

Methods

2.1 Systematic literature review
As a first step, the article aims to shed light on current practice of measuring the impact of CE practices on the sustainability
dimension from an academic perspective. The goal is to provide an extensive overview of methodologies, methods, indicators
and tools already applied for SA in CE or that are deemed suitable for application in CE. Then, the research should also address
the different ways in which the measurement of circularity and sustainability are connected. For this purpose, the authors
propose a systematic literature review. The review is to be structured according to Zumsteg et al. (2012), who developed a
Standardized Technique for Assessing and Reporting Reviews of Life Cycle Assessment Data. This format is recommended
since many of the main assessment methodologies in CE and IE rely on life cycle thinking (LCT) (Boons and Baas, 1997;
Chertow, 2000). Accordingly, the literature review should be structured as follows: an introduction, a rationale for the review
in section two, followed by a more detailed description of the review question and objectives in section three. In section four,
the methodology is laid out in the review protocol. Thereafter, the fifth section should discuss the results of the review,
concluding the paper with an outlook on future research.
As basis for discussion in part three of this article, the four parts of the review protocol are laid out here:
•

Review question(s)

•

Selection criteria specifying inclusion and exclusion criteria

•

Literature search sources and search phrases

•

Evaluation

The protocol is adapted from the review of Life Cycle Sustainability Assessments (LCSAs) by Tarne et al. (2017). This
methodology is chosen since the LCSA is viewed by multiple scholars to be the most comprehensive and operable SA
measurement framework, “best at preventing burden shifting between stakeholders in the value chain” (Niero and Hauschild,
2017, p. 1; Sala et al., 2013).
2.2 Qualitative Survey
In a second step, the outline of a survey is developed to capture the perspective of practitioners on measuring CE impacts on
sustainability aspects. The survey can be labelled a qualitative survey (Jansen, 2010), because it does not aim to analyse the
frequency of certain member characteristics in the sample, but rather the diversity of these characteristics. This means the
study is less aimed at how many companies use a certain CE measurement approach (even though this statistical data will also
be recorded), but more what kind of approaches are used by companies of different sizes, different sectors and in different
geographical regions. The sampling procedure, i.e. the selection of respondents, follows a mix of purposive sampling as well
as network sampling (Hibberts et al., 2012). As CE is a rather recent concept, the number of self-proclaimed circular companies
is limited (Kalmykova et al., 2018). To identify companies with extensive CE practices, the authors looked at existing CE
networks in Italy and the Netherlands, two front-running countries in this field. These networks were either set up by private
companies, associations or through public-private partnership initiatives and explicitly include the advancement of CE or IS
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in their mission. Hence the sample is composed of CE network members, as these companies are assumed to be front-runners
in their field. After all, it is not the goal to describe the CE measurement ambitions of an average company, but to identify best
practices.
The questionnaire is drafted according to the seven-step framework of Gideon (2012), focusing on surveys for social science.
These are the following:
•

Step 1: Define conceptual and construct variables according to the research objectives

•

Step 2: Formulate preliminary survey items according to the above constructs

•

Step 3: Examine preliminary questionnaire items for the following:
o

3.1 Relevance to the main research topic

o

3.2 Relevance to other questionnaire items

o

3.3 Logical flow

o

3.4 Avoid double-barreled questions

o

3.5 Avoid double negative questions

o

3.6 Avoid unnecessary repetitiveness

o

3.7 Avoid “leading” or “loaded” questions

o

3.8 Avoid biased questions

o

3.9 Use simple and direct language

o

3.10 Items should be short, clear, and precise

o

3.11 Determine what type of item will best examine the concept (e.g., an open-ended,

o

close-ended/multiple-choice, or ranking question)

o

3.12 Make sure all possible responses are included

o

3.13 Use simple items to measure complex concepts

o

3.14 Triangulate items to introduce complex concepts and ensure reliability

•

Step 4: Run an empirical examination in a small representative study (pilot study)

•

Step 5: Correct and rephrase items according to findings from previous stage

•

Step 6: Write an introduction and instructions

•

Step 7: Make any final adjustments and modifications (p. 94).

As these steps apply to paper-based, telephone, in-person as well as online questionnaires, special attention is attributed to the
fact that the questionnaire is web-based and will be sent out by email (Lozar Manfreda and Vehovar, 2009).
3.

Results and Discussion

The following section is structured into two parts. First, some conceptual clarifications are presented which are necessary to
conduct a fruitful literature review and provide the basis for the survey questions. The findings from these sections are then
included into the review protocol of the systematic literature review on the one side and in the structure and execution of the
survey on the other.
3.1 Untangling conceptual overlaps
While setting the rationale for the literature review, it became clear that the connection of CE and IE, as well as the relation to
CLSCM must be clarified. Homrich et al. (2018) find that two research clusters currently dominate in CE which are the IE
cluster on the one hand and the supply chain-oriented cluster on the other. These two strands of research are not yet well
connected (Homrich et al. 2018; Stindt, 2017) and thus a first attempt to do so is presented here. Given that CE is a recent
concept and thus the measurement approaches for CE practices are limited, the CE definition is operationalised through well
researched approaches such as IS, coming from an IE context (Saavedra et al. 2018). White (1994) defines IE as
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“the field of the flows of materials and energy in industrial and consumer activities, of the effects of these flows on the
environment, and of the influences of economic, political, regulatory and social factors on the flow, use and transformation of
resources.”
This definition shows high overlap with most of the CE characterisations and substantiates the conceptual proximity. Besides
frequently being considered as central tool to achieve SD (Ehrenfeld, 2007; Gibbs, 2009), IE is structured into the same three
levels as CE, though the meso level refers to the inter-firm level, instead of only eco-industrial parks (EIPs). EIPs are on the
same system level as product-cycles, collectively making up the inter-firm (meso) level (Chertow, 2000). However, it is
important to state the different perspectives and end-goals which IE and CE take. While IE aims to modify production-systems
to imitate natural ecosystems (Frosch and Gallopoulos, 1989), the end-goal of the CE is a closed-loop economy with zerowaste, where products have a design to re-design (Murray et al., 2017). This is operationalised in two interrelated life cycles,
first defined by Reike et al. (2018), namely the Product Produce and Use Life Cycle and the Product Concept and Design
Life Cycle. Both life cycles accommodate several value retention options such as reuse, reduce, recycle and refurbish, to name
a few. The relevant measurement approaches for the current research are expected to mainly address the sustainability impacts
of the Product Produce and Use Life Cycle, as the impacts of the Product Concept and Design Life Cycle are indirect.
As a conceptual counterpart to those two life cycles, IE on a meso-level can take two forms. One is IS, which
“engages traditionally separate entities in a collective approach to competitive advantage involving physical exchange of
materials, energy, water, and by-products. The keys to industrial symbiosis are collaboration and the synergistic possibilities
offered by geographic proximity” (Chertow, 2000, p. 314).
IS can thus roughly be categorised as IE operationalisation in the form of an EIPs in a geographically delimited area, while IE
can also take the form of a product-cycle, considering the environmental and economic impacts of the whole life-cycle of a
product (Boons and Baas, 1997). Therefore, measuring the sustainability impacts of IS is mostly limited to the impacts in a
certain location, whereas the product-cycle perspective accounts for effects that might occur far away from the production site,
during the use phase or disposal of a product (Korhonen, 2002). In this respect, Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) is the most
frequently used measurement rationale (Boons and Howard-Grenville, 2009).
While IS methodologies are more suitable for monitoring organisational clusters in a locally delimited area, though the size of
the area can vary considerably, companies applying CE practices often operate at several geographical locations. Besides the
product cycle perspective of the IE, a field already addressing this problematic in further detail is closed-loop supply chain
management and reverse logistics (CLSCM/RL). According to Guide and Wassenhove (2009), CLSCM “is the design,
control, and operation of a system to maximize value creation over the entire life cycle of a product with dynamic recovery of
value from different types and volumes of returns over time“ while RL is the “process of planning, implementing, and
controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from
the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal” (Rogers and TibbenLembke, 1998). From this definition no explicit social and environmental goals are apparent in CLSCM/RL. However, some
argue CLSCs are sustainable per se (Quariguasi Frota Neto et al., 2010), though not including the social dimension. Therefore,
the research gap between CLSCM/RL and sustainability has to be closed to obtain pertinent measurement approaches
(Godvidan et al., 2015).
Stindt (2017) and Godvidan et al. (2015) underline the similarities and overlaps of IS and CLSCM/RL. They lay out wellestablished measurement methodologies mostly based on LCT, which are yet to be complemented by more CLSCM/RLspecific approaches such as presented by other scholars (Butzer et al., 2017; Genovese et al. 2017; Halog and Manik, 2011;
Jain et al., 2018; Topi and Bilinska, 2017; Xu, 2009). According to Homrich et al. (2018), no publication has explicitly
addressed CE, SD, IE and CLSCM/RL together. Figure 1 aims to provide an overview of the relation of these concepts and
serves as foundation for the literature review.
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Figure 1. Conceptual foundation of CE measurement (by authors).
3.2 The missing social dimension and the misunderstood economic dimension
After clarifying the interconnections between the different concepts, assigning them to the respective operationalisation levels,
another main problematic needs to be addressed. The sustainability dimensions implicitly included in CE are environmental
and economic (Ghisellini et al., 2016), while the assessment of the social dimension often falls short (Homrich et al., 2018).
Given that the authors rely on the theoretical background of IE, the position of the social dimension in IE needs to be better
understood first. Sahakian (2016) argues the apolitical stance of IE does not consider social power relations and thus inhibits
the practicality of the concept. It is thus crucial to ensure CE does not follow suit. The impact of CE practices on the social
dimension ought to be assessed to prevent the depolitisation and decontextualization of the concept, as has happened to IE
(Gibbs, 2009; Moreau et al., 2017). Besides the sparse social impact assessment, Vermeulen (2006) points out the limited
integration of social theory into IE, merely applied when it comes to the application of IE practices. He also claims that the
sluggish mainstreaming of IE is in part due to the limited analysis of the social context where IE practices were meant to be
embedded in. Various scholars (Boon and Baas, 1997; Chertow, 2007; Gibbs, 2009; Surana et al., 2005) established
cooperation and trust of product related or geographically delimited networks cannot be forced or extensively planned. To
incentivise coordination instead of competition, economic incentives are not enough for actors to take up IE practices (Boons
and Howard-Grenville, 2009). Therefore, scholars propose to support private actors with analytical and planning management
tools to better assess social impact as well as further cooperation (Moreau et al., 2017; Vermeulen, 2006). This research will
focus only on analytical management tools providing information on the sustainability impact of CE practices. Besides the
vague conceptual integration of the social dimension, its diverse measurement strategies bear extra challenges when
aggregating and weighting results within as well as among the different sustainability dimensions (Iacovidou et al., 2017).
While the social dimension is often assessed superficially, the economic dimension is mostly approached from a business
perspective. Therefore, the operationalisation of this dimension frequently results in establishing indicators accounting for the
profitability of a company or business practice (Vermeulen, 2018). This does not correspond to the prosperity described in the
introduction, which refers to a macro-outcome and not merely a means, such as economic growth. The latter can go hand in
hand with social and environmental fairness but is no precondition for it. It follows that one of the most prominent
methodologies to assess the economic dimension from an LCT perspective, the Life Cycle Costing (LCC), does not represent
the economic dimension in terms of societal prosperity. Therefore, an LCSA, including the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA),
LCC and the social LCA (S-LCA), lauded as one of the best ways to assess sustainability (Sala et al., 2013) does only assess
sustainability to a limited degree (Vermeulen, 2018). It needs to be stressed however, that profitability is still a vital metric on
a company level to determine the feasibility of sustainable business solutions. Yet profit should only be a means to achieve
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societal and environmental fairness and not an end in itself (Vermeulen, 2018). Therefore, the LCSA needs to be complemented
to embody prosperity, which will require different indicators depending on the system level analysed. Economic history and
development economics are the main fields from which Vermeulen (2018) derives the requirements for both strong political
and economic institutions, leading to prosperity. These are an open political system, fair taxation, distributional systems, and
rules for free association for the political institutions and property rights, land and resources ownership, price formation and
open markets and rights of workers and consumers for economic institutions (ibid.). To translate these requirements into useful
metrics for the private sector, the focus ought to be less on the costs a product causes, but rather what kind of activities private
actors undertake to improve or adhere to political and economic institutions.
3.3 Definition of measurement assessment terminology
The terminology used to describe the differing measurement approaches in terms of their hierarchical relationship is adopted
from Sala et al. (2013, p. 1662) and presented in Figure 2. Given most of the measurement approaches are expected to be LCT
based and Moraga et al. (2019) followed the same approach in their review of circularity indicators, the terminology Sala et
al. (2013) propose is deemed appropriate for this review. The clarification of relations between the different concepts is central,
because scholars often use them in differing ways (Moraga et al., 2019).

Figure 2. Terminology of performance measurement approaches (from Sala et al., 2013, p. 1662).
The overarching approach is a measurement framework, integrating rationale and structure of methodologies, methods and
tools. One example would be the LCSA. A hierarchical level lower are the methodologies, which integrate different
characterisation methods individually, assessing for example the three sustainability pillars. Methods, in turn, are defined as a
collection of models, tools and indicators which allow the quantification or description of a given impact category, such as the
ReCiPe. Finally, models, tools and indicators are all on the same hierarchical level. A model helps to visualise the impact of
an intervention to establish the value of an indicator. Usually, the model is applied using a software, application or database,
the tool, combining relevant methods. In the case of the LCA, GaBi or SimaPro are common tools. The parameter which gives
information about the current state of a characteristic is an indicator. It can be quantitative, qualitative or both and is derived
from a model, mostly involving the use of a tool (Sala et al., 2013).
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3.4 Definition of system levels of application
To provide structure to the analysis, the measurement approaches are to be sorted according to the different system levels of
application. The terms micro, meso and macro level have been used inconsistently by scholars both within and across different
research fields, which is why a clarification is required (Moraga et al., 2019). For this paper, SA approaches for CE practices
applied on a national, regional, provincial or city level are on the macro level (Reike et al., 2018). The meso-level in this
research is based on IE understanding, as IE is one of the main theoretical concepts underlying the CE (Bruel et al., 2019;
Ghisellini et al., 2016). This level includes the inter-firm connections of companies, which can either be geographically
concentrated in EIPs or based on the life-cycle of a product along its supply chain (Korhonen, 2002). Therefore, the CE
definition in the introduction needs to be adapted slightly so the meso level does not only consist of EIPs but of inter-firm
relations more broadly. In addition to the micro level assigned to single firms, more and more researchers have also advocated
for the introduction of a nano level, used for products (Saidani et al., 2017). To ensure consistency, the authors have to
reclassify some of the measurement approaches, e.g. from a micro to nano level, where the original source did not use the
latter category.
3.5 Adapting the research protocol
Given the conceptual considerations above, the literature review protocol from section 2 needs to be populated. In Table 1 a
first attempt is made. The review question is developed against the background of CE as a tool to achieve SD, which means
that approaches from IE and CLSCM/RL must also be considered. This is operationalised in the selection criteria which ensure
the paper has to do with either measurement of sustainability aspects of CE practices or of IE, IS, CLSCM and RL. While for
explicit CE measurement approaches the number of sustainability dimensions addressed is not a limiting factor, the authors
propose to include publications on IE, IS, CLSCM and RL only if they measure at least two sustainability dimensions to limit
the amount of results. Also, methodologies related to energy and emergy approaches are not included due to the indirect nature
of the impact of energy use on product life cycles (Valenzuela-Venegas et al., 2016).
Table 1. Proposed review protocol (adapted from Tarne et al., 2017, p. 3).
Review question

• Which measurement approaches have been proposed to assess the
sustainability impact of CE practices?
• How is the impact on sustainability related to circularity measures?

Selection criteria

Inclusion criteria for publications:
• topical on sustainability or CE impact measurement
• applicable for at least one industry sector, not just specific product
• term sustainability used in the context of three pillars
• must adhere to either of the conditions:
o

must mention circularity or circular economy OR

o

must include at least two sustainability dimensions
(in case it focuses on IE, IS or CLSCM/RL)

Exclusion criteria
• not in English
• book review or duplicate
• focused on a specific product or material
• mainly addressing energy-related assessment methods such as
emergy and exergy approaches
Literature search

Sources: academic literature (Scopus, EBSCOHost Discovery), citations
in identified literature
Search phrase: “Circular”, “industrial ecology”, “industrial symbiosis”,
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“eco-industrial park”, “closed-loop supply chain”, “reverse logistics” or
“reverse supply chain” in title and a combination of “sustainability”,
“performance” and “measurement” in the abstract/keywords; there was
no limitation of publication year.
Evaluation

Analysis of assessment type, its link to LCT, the sustainability and
circularity dimensions addressed, the way in which the social dimension
is integrated into assessments, the way the economic dimension is
operationalised and the system level of application

Scopus and EBSCOHost databases are to be searched in parallel with the search phrases in Table 1 to ensure coverage of
relevant academic publications.
In the evaluation of the literature review the measurement approach has been analysed in line with the terminological hierarchy
of assessment types defined before. Besides elaborating on the sustainability dimensions and circularity addressed, another
focus lies on how the social dimension (if present) is integrated within the SA and how the economic dimension is
operationalised on the different system levels. It is expected that the latter dimension is mainly represented in terms of direct
costs (Vermeulen, 2018).
3.6 Adapting the qualitative survey
3.6.1 Linking CE understanding to circularity and sustainability measurement in practice
The survey presented in the methods section aims to understand current practice of companies as well as the context they are
embedded in. CE means different things for different private actors, who then in turn base their circularity and sustainability
monitoring systems on the firm or network specific interpretation of the concept. Company size, sector, location and the
company’s position in the value chain might have considerable influence on the SA approach chosen. Though there has been
some initial research on this topic (Cristoni and Tonelli, 2018; Kalmykova et al., 2018; Suárez-Eiroa et al., 2018), practical
examples of applied CE measurement are still limited in academic literature. Therefore, the first step is to ask what kind of CE
practices the company has implemented or planned. The operationalisation is mainly taken from Kalmykova et al. (2018) who
identified 45 CE strategies, which were aggregated for this survey to 13. A clearer grasp on the actual goal of implementing
CE practices also helps to find out what aspects matter to the company and where they are most likely to monitor results.
Before suitable SA approaches for CE practices can be proposed, it needs to be understood what companies view as CE
practices. For this, several conceptual papers on CE were analysed and the main characteristics extracted (Geisendorf and
Pietrulla, 2018; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Kirchherr et al., 2017; Korhonen, 2018; Prieto-Sandoval et
al., 2018; Reike et al., 2018; Suárez-Eiroa et al., 2019; Urbinati et al., 2017). The characteristics are the R-frameworks, e.g.
3Rs or 4Rs, general maintaining of material value, product durability, designing out waste or closed-loop design with zero
waste, product service system (PSS) business models, eco-efficiency and resource efficiency. After asking respondents on the
importance of these characteristics for their company’s understanding of CE, the link of CE and sustainability is assessed by
posing the question on how CE relates to each of the sustainability pillars. Then, the most prevalent ways of measuring both
CE and sustainability in a company are listed in the survey and companies are asked whether they use them to assess the
corporate sustainability impact. This list is taken from the results of the literature review and inputs from private partners of
the research project which are specialised in sustainability and life cycle-based assessments. Finally, the context of the
company is established through asking questions on how companies view the importance of drivers and barriers to pursue CE
practices for themselves and for other companies. Tura et al. (2019), de Jesus and Mendonça (2018), Ranta et al. (2018) offered
the main sources of institutional, economic as well as societal drivers and barriers for the advancement of CE in this survey.
3.6.2 Addressing potential survey errors
Given the sampling is a purposive sampling (Hibberts et al., 2012) there is a higher possibility of sampling bias, meaning that
the probability of some respondents to be chosen is smaller than it should be to be representative (Bautista, 2012). This would
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mean that some of the CE networks relevant to this research were not be included. It is therefore vital to consult with CE
experts in the respective countries after an initial desk research to ensure the important national networks are covered. Further,
the coverage error, occurring if respondents within the predefined sampling frame are missing (ibid.), could also decrease the
accuracy of the results. Updated member lists as well as contact data can limit the coverage error.
Another pertinent source of result distortion is the non-response error, occurring if sampled populations do not answer the
survey (Bautista, 2012). Web-based surveys distributed via pre-defined lists have shown to have the highest respondent rates,
as following up with reminders is facilitated and invitations can be personalised (Lozar Manfreda and Vehovar, 2009).
Therefore, contact was established with the coordinators of the CE networks to help with the distribution of the questionnaire.
As the coordinators are not be able to hand out company data due to privacy reasons, they offered to send prenotification to
their members, thus potentially reducing the unit non-response (Manzo and Burke, 2012). While unit non-response means a
respondent does not answer the whole survey, item non-response means that some parts of the survey are left out (Andrews,
2003). While this does still generate data, there is the potential of a measurement error. This is the case, if e.g. companies of a
certain size or sector chose not to answer a certain survey section leading to skewed results. Respondents can be forced to give
answers, but if they are required to fill all answers, there is a higher likelihood to abandon the survey pre-emptively (ibid.).
Therefore, just the descriptive company data essential for the analysis is requested in the beginning of the survey. Both item
and unit non-response is also assumed to be lowered because the topic of the survey is relevant to the target group and
additional learning on the topic is enabled (Albaum and Smith, 2012). Offering companies to be updated on the research results
and getting market insights from their business peers is another incentive for participation (Andrews, 2003).
4.

Conclusions

This paper has set the foundation for establishing how to measure the effect of CE practices on sustainability aspects. Indeed,
to ensure CE does not only increase the economic performance of companies, but also delivers on its promises regarding the
social and environmental dimensions of sustainability, it is vital to measure the impact of CE practices. A mixed methods
approach is proposed, including a literature review to determine the academic perspective and a qualitative survey, showcasing
how CE and sustainability measurement are connected in practice. As the CE is a fuzzy concept, the authors seek for
measurement approaches already practiced in IE and IS for geographically demarcated CE practices and in CLSCM/RL for
product cycle-based CE practices. Both these operationalisations of CE have a reputation of marginalising the social
sustainability dimension, which must be addressed when developing measurement approaches. At the same time, current
measurement approaches mostly focus on profit and feasibility-based indicators which do not correspond to the economic
sustainability dimension defined here. Therefore, new economic indicators related to political and economic institutions that
facilitate prosperity are needed. In the absence of these considerations, CE would risk becoming a purely profit-driven
endeavour, potentially having adverse effects on sustainability aspects. Finally, it is important to follow a clear terminology
when addressing the different hierarchical levels of measurement approaches and system levels where these approaches are
applied.
It is acknowledged that this paper focuses mainly on measurement approaches associated with IE and CLSCM/RL as they
were found to be the most prevalent in academic literature. However, other fields such as eco-design, performance economy,
biomimicry and waste management could evidently offer additional measurement. Since these fields also work with LCT
based measurement approaches, the two chosen fields seem justified nevertheless. Another limitation concerns the two
countries chosen for distributing the qualitative survey. The sample is not aiming to be representative for all CE companies
but is mostly focusing on representing the corporate landscape spearheading CE in Europe. Those two countries being among
the leaders in implementing and measuring the impacts of CE practices was another reason for their choice.
Based on the findings and considering the limitations above, a preliminary research protocol is presented, and the structure of
the survey outlined to meaningfully address the research question. A discussion on potential survey errors presents practical
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input on the sampling, outreach as well as incentives to participate. Based on this framework, future work is aimed at both
conducting a systematic literature review and juxtaposing the results to the practitioner perspective. Identified gaps and
overlaps will provide input for improving existing measurement approaches from a pragmatic point of view.
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More “fair” trade for global sustainable development

Countries, in general are responsible for development, in particular the development of individuals and
the implementation of socio-economic-environmental rights. States confirm their obligation by
adoption of several conventions and declarations. Corporations and companies, in principle, not only
do not participate in supporting this process but also states are often helpless in situations of
corporations’ abuses (such as environmental degradation, poor working conditions, etc.). As a result,
enterprises that have significant profits and a strong impact on the economy of states have very limited
influence on social and environmental development.

Considering that presently, the international community is struggling with even called a “trade war,”
and number of social and environmental problems, including those leading to migration and conflicts,
it seems that necessary is to consider if the existing rules of international trade correspond to real trade
exchanges and global needs. The paper will concentrate on question how is global trade changing and
how does this influence the sustainable development initiatives?

The aim of the paper is to answer the question whether the existing rules of international trade
correspond to real trade and contemporary trade relations, and if they contribute to the economic
growth of developed and developing countries (especially in the context of the Agenda 2030). The
second objective is to present a trade relation reform proposal.

The trade concepts and regulations do not take into consideration the fact that, in practice, trade is
currently not run by states, but mainly by international corporations. The solution would be partial
transfer of responsibility for the above-mentioned areas from countries to international enterprises,
through more effective extortion on corporations and their suppliers to comply with international law.
Creation of new conditions for corporate responsibility requires a reform of the existing international
trade system, including the WTO.

Research will include a dogmatic method – to examine the rules that has formulated the basis of
contemporary trade relations; theoretical - legal method – to examine the methods of establishing,
applying and enforcing the law of international trade and sociological method – to analyse social
aspects affecting the shape of law and commercial relations.

As a result, it will be presented a proposal for the reform of global trade policy, based on the concept
of “fair import” which will include current situation in developed and developing countries, as well as
contemporary commitments in the field of sustainable development (implementation of the Agenda
2030, or regulations to protect the environment), and human rights obligations. The results of the
research will present the legal and institutional concept of the reform of international trade relations,
considering all – legal, economic and sociological aspects. The paper will also examine the concepts
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of “fair” trade from the perspective of developed and developing countries, including the sustainable
development challenges of international community.

Keywords: Fair trade, sustainable development, WTO
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Abstract
The role of the consumer in addressing climate change is a vital one. Whereas significant amounts of research have
examined the influence of psychological constructs such as attitudes and values on consumer choice, this paper examines the
relatively neglected area of the influence of communication appeal types on sustainable consumption. As the first study in a
planned series, this paper focusses on the effect of two variants on one type of emotional appeal (hope); Prevention hope and
Promotion hope. Data from 1490 respondents was gathered via an online panel. The ability of these two appeal types to
elicit hope and fear and their effectiveness in motivating a range of actions such as supporting or campaigning for greater
efforts to tackle unsustainable lifestyles, was measured. Results show that Prevention hope appeals led to significantly
higher intention to ‘support greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles’ and ‘change my mind about making greater
efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles’. Whereas Promotion hope appeals lead to higher intention to ‘Campaign for
greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles.’ and ‘Motivate me to tackle my unsustainable lifestyle. These results
provide climate change policy makers and other stakeholders charged with changing consumer lifestyles with initial
evidence on how to more effectively employ these common appeal types.

Keywords: Hope, Prevention Hope, Promotion Hope 3, Communication Appeals

1.

Introduction

The resource demands and pollution outputs associated with consumer lifestyles lie at the heart of Earth’s growing
environmental crisis (Steffen et al., 2015). Research has demonstrated that people can, and do, adjust their consumption, some
of the time, in a number of ways such as rejecting consumption (Cherrier et al., 2011), reducing it (Galak et al., 2014), reusing
(Ekström, & Salomonson, 2014) and sharing (Belk, 2014; Ozanne & Ballantine, 2010). The challenge humanity now faces is
to work out, in an increasingly short timescale, how ensure we consume sustainable all the time.
Whereas much work has examined the influence of psychological constructs such as attitudes (Carrington, Neville & Whitwell,
2014; De Leeuw et al., 2015) or values (Marcus, Macdonald & Sulsky, 2015), this paper examines the relatively neglected
area of the influence of communication appeal types on sustainable consumption.
Hope and fear appeals represent two communication archetypes used to change behaviour in diverse contexts such as climate
change and tobacco control. Whilst much is known about fear appeals (Lau et al., 2007) less is known about hope appeals
(Winterich & Haws, 2011). Hope is a ‘positively-valenced emotion evoked in response to an uncertain but possible goalcongruent outcome’ (MacInnis & De Mello, 2005, p. 2) that empowers and motivates actions (Kaufman, 2011). Nelissen
(2015) suggests that the future state need not be likely but must be possible, to motivate. Work by Lazurus (1991) highlights
that hope is predicated on an assessment that one’s current life is unsatisfactory (Lazarus, 1999). Roth and Hammelstein (2007)
suggest there is an expectation that a possible, positively rated event will occur and these are treated as separate dimensions
whilst MacInnis and De Mello (2005) subsume expectation within possibility. To develop hope appeals, Chadwick (2015)
found that where the hopeful alternatives are perceived as important, goal congruent, and possible, they affect subjective
feelings of hope. This supports MacInnis and De Mello’s (2005) conceptualisation and are therefore used in this research as
the basis for developing hopeful messages.
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It is the desired expectation of positivity materialising (Lazarus, 1999), even when highly unlikely, that allows hope to endure
and persuade. Considering this, and the warnings from COP24 that humanity has 12 years left adjust its carbon emissions to
zero, then it is perhaps critical that we develop greater understanding of the effectiveness of hope appeals.
Poels and DeWitte (2008) differentiate between a Promotion hope appeal which focuses on gaining a positive outcome and a
Prevention hope appeal which highlights avoiding a negative one. Little research exists examining the efficacy of these two
subtypes, though Bagozzi et, al., (1999) found that prevention hope appeals lead to more goal-directed behaviour whereas
Stern (2012), showed that positive messages lead to higher support for climate change actions than negative ones. Hastings et
al., (2004) suggest that hope can trigger more positive emotions and convince more efficiently than fear, though provide little
evidence to support this.
To help fill this gap, this research tests the efficacy of promotion and prevention hope appeals. Overall, it is hypothesised that
prevention hope based will be more effective than promotion hope in motivating respondents to change their consumer
lifestyles. This effect will be moderated by the psychological traits of generalised self-efficacy (Chen, Gully & Eden, 2001)
risk aversion (Sharma, 2010) and hope trait (Synder, eta al., 1991).
2.

Methods

To examine the relative effect of different types of hope appeal, data was collected via an online questionnaire from a
representative sample (by age and gender identification) for Scotland. 1500 respondents were recruited from a commercial
panel. No screening criteria were used.
Hope in both sub-types of appeal were operationalised by message containing an action that respondents perceived as
important and goal congruent, and could be evaluated as possible. Prevention hope version then associated not performing
the action with negative outcome. For example, ‘By making changes to your diet such as eating less red meat we can stop
living unsustainable lives.’ Promotion hope versions associated performing the action with a positive outcome. For example
‘By making choices such as walking instead of driving we can live sustainably (Promotion hope). The messages featured
issues such as climate change, plastic pollution, and food availability. For a full list of sustainability messages tested, see
appendix one. The validity of these messages types was assessed during by pre-test so that they elicited the same amount of
hope but different amounts of fear.
Each participant was shown five prevention hope and five promotion hope messages, randomly presented using a between
subjects experimental design. Additional messages on topics such as politics were shown in order to disguise the purpose of
the research. The message were presented for five seconds, before a series of responses were measured
Using a seven point Likert format (where 1= more likely and 7 less likely) the dependent measures examined a range of actions
associated with changing lifestyles and reducing consumption. The full list is: ‘Support greater efforts to tackle our
unsustainable lifestyles.’ ‘Campaign for greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles.’ ‘Consider arguments for greater
efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles.’ ‘Change my mind about making greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable
lifestyles.’ and ‘Motivates me to tackle my unsustainable lifestyle’. Their ability to elicit hope, and fear were also measured
as was the participant’s agreement with the statements, once again measured using 7 point scales, however they were reversed
compared to the intentions scale above, 1= more likely and was 7 less likely.
The main independent variables were measured using the following scales. Generalised self-efficacy was measured using
Chen, Gully and Eden’s eight item scale (2001). This includes items such as ‘I will be able to achieve most of the goals that
I have set for myself’, ‘even when things are tough, I can perform quite well’ and ‘in general, I think that I can obtain outcomes
that are important to me.’ Risk aversion was measured using four items reported in Sharma (2010) and consisted of ‘I tend to
avoid talking to strangers’, ‘I prefer a routine way of life to an unpredictable one full of change’, ‘I would not describe myself
as a risk-taker’ and ‘I do not like taking too many chances to avoid making a mistake’. Finally, hope as a stable trait was
assessed using seven items from Synder et al. (1991). This included: ‘I energetically pursue my goals’, I can think of many
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ways to get the things in life that are most important to me and ‘I worry about my health’ (reversed). Hope and Fear were
measured by asking respondents ‘Please indicate the extent to which this statement makes you feel...’ with seven point scale
provided anchored ‘not at all’ and ‘extremely’. Age, gender identification and occupation were also recorded.
3.

Results and Discussion

After preparing and cleaning the data from 1490 respondents were retained for analysis. Ten were removed due to answer
patterns consistent with low engagement in the task. The model represented in figure one, was tested using AMOS. The
actions were summed to give an overall intention to act score (Cronbach’s alpha =.912). Unfortunately the main model showed
a poor overall fit (RMSEA= .303). A series of one way Anovas were then conducted to provide some insight into the relative
effectiveness of the two appeal types.
As expected, Prevention hope appeals lead to significantly less hope being felt than Promotion hope appeals (x̄ Prevention=
3.17 vs x̄ Promotion 3.26, F= 5.09, p=.024) and significantly more fear ( x̄ Prevention= 2.54 vs x̄ Promotion 2.49, F= 4.87,
p=.027). Respondents showed significantly higher levels of agreement with Promotion hope appeals (x̄ Promotion= 3.57 vs

x̄ Prevention 3.36, F= 21.96, p<.000).
Whilst using the summated intention score, no significant differences were found between Prevention and Promotion hope
appeals (x̄ Prevention= 17.84 vs x̄ Promotion 17.68, F= 2.41, p=121). Differences were found however, when the different
individual actions were examined. Prevention hope appeals led to significantly higher intention to ‘Support greater efforts to
tackle our unsustainable lifestyles.’ (x̄ Prevention = 2.96 vs x̄ Promotion 3.60, F =219.67, p<.000) and ‘change my mind about
making greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable lifestyles.’ (x̄ Prevention= 3.55 vs x̄ Promotion 3.74, F= 25.29, p<.000).
Conversely Promotion hope appeals lead higher intention to: ‘Campaign for greater efforts to tackle our unsustainable
lifestyles.’ (x̄ Prevention= 3.57 vs

x̄ Promotion 3.04, F= 175.13, p<.000) and

‘Motivates me to tackle my unsustainable

lifestyle (x̄ Prevention= 4.06 vs x̄ Promotion 3.66, F=120.34, p<.000).

Figure 1. Model tested
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4.

Conclusions

This initial round of research into the effect of emotional appeals on unsustainable lifestyles suggest that Promotion hope
appeals are superior if your aim is to motivate more involved or higher cost environmental actions (Campaign for and Motivate
change). Whereas Prevention hope appeals work better at less involved and lower cost action (support and change mind).
Further research is required to disentangle these results.
The implications of this research are not limited to attempts to change consumer lifestyles through voluntary change. They
can also be used for messages aiming to increase acceptance of radical and institutional level change required to enact the
climate emergency declared by various levels of government across the world.
Further work is also required examining the effect of fear based appeals and to explore the effect of hope and fear appeals
across campaign timescales.
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Appendix one: Messages used promoting sustainability
1.

By making choices such as walking instead of driving we can live sustainably (Promotion)

2.

By making changes to your diet such as eating less red meat we can stop living unsustainable lives. (Prevention)

3.

Banning the sale of new diesel cars will slow down damaging climate change (Prevention)

4.

By governments setting strict greenhouse gas emissions targets we will stop damaging climate change (Prevention)

5.

If we boycotted manufacturers whose products are wrapped in plastic, our environment would be cleaner.

(Promotion)
6.

If we stop buying products wrapped in plastic, we can avoid polluting our planet. (Prevention)

7.

By citizens coming together and supporting local farmers, will can ensure we will always have food available.

(Promotion)
8.

If we do not take radical action, climate change will threaten our food supplies (Prevention)

9.

By taking publically supported actions such as setting up a national deposit return scheme will make the

environment safer for other animals. (Promotion)
10.

Through government regulation aimed at forcing companies to stop polluting, extinction of other species can be

avoided. (Prevention)
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Abstracts: In the future, the Yangtze River Economic Belt will be built as a pilot
demonstration zone for the construction of ecological civilization in China. It is rich in
water resources and it’s a strategic water source for the Chinese nation. However, the
total amount and intensity of pollution discharge in the Yangtze River Economic Belt
are high, and the pressure of drinking water security is high, and the layout of intake
and drainage outlets is unreasonable. By analyzing the characteristics of distances
between cities, this paper predicted the future demand of urban construction land and
the changing trend of distances between cities, and it discussed the pattern of regional
sustainable development of urbanization. The average distance between cities in the
study area is 65km, and the regional gap is significant. The distance between cities in
Yangtze River Delta region is 38km, the distance in middle reaches of the Yangtze River
is 73km, and in upper reaches of the Yangtze River is 105km. The distance between
cities in study area will be further reduced in the future, but the extent of change will
be different. The distance in Yangtze River Delta region has reduced 3%, the distance
in middle reaches of the Yangtze River has reduced 4%, and the upper reaches of the
Yangtze River has reduced 2%. According to the present situation and trends of
aggregate of construction land and distances between cities, some conclusions on urban
spatial development could be drawn. The land use pattern should be improved and
optimized in Yangtze River Delta region; boundaries of large cities should be properly
controlled in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River region, to strictly prevent
I
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disorderly growth; and the ecological space should be protected in upper reaches of the
Yangtze River region, and cities in that region should seek suitable spatial development
patterns.

Keywords: Yangtze River Economic Belt, intercity distance, urban construction land
use.

Ⅰ. Introductions
The Yangtze River Basin has the largest population, largest industrial scale and the
most complete urban system in the world. It is the "Golden Waterway" and an important
hydroelectric energy base. It is the center of economic gravity and vitality of China. It
has prominent ecological status in China and the world. It is an important biological
gene treasury, ecological security barrier and ecological functional area which affects
the whole landscape. The forest coverage rate is 41.3%, and the area of river and lake
wetlands accounts for about 20% of the country. It has powerful functions of water
conservation and environmental purification. The Yangtze River Economic Belt plays
an increasingly important and unique strategic role in China's development pattern. It
undertakes the important mission of supporting the new opening-up strategy under the
new normal economic situation of China and distributes more than 40% of the
permanent population throughout the country. It is the strategic water source of the
Chinese nation, with the total amount of water resources accounting for about 35% of
the country and feeding 400 million people along the Yangtze River.
Due to the lack of integrity, systematicness and coordination in the ecological
environment protection of the Yangtze River Basin, the ecological environment
problems of the basin have become increasingly prominent. The whole ecological
function of the Yangtze River Economic Belt is seriously degraded. The protection of
ecological environment in the Yangtze River Economic Belt has become a global
strategic issue concerning the sustainable development of this region. At present, it has
formed several major urban agglomerations such as the Yangtze River Delta Urban
Agglomeration, the Chengdu-Chongqing Urban Agglomeration, and the middle and
II
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lower reaches of the Yangtze River urban agglomeration. The urban population of these
three regions accounts for 68% of the whole study area. In the past 15 years, the urban
expansion in the Yangtze River Delta region accounts for 54% of the whole study area,
and Wuhan Urban Agglomeration, Chang-Zhu-Tan Urban Agglomeration, and ChangJiu Urban Agglomeration account for 10%. The space expansion mode has obvious
spatial differences. The growth rate of urbanization rate and the expansion of land use
in Shanghai are small; the leading areas in Jiangsu and Zhejiang have a connotative
growth, the urbanization rate is growing fast, and the land expansion is not obvious; the
middle reaches of the Yangtze River have grown in extending manner, the urbanization
growth rate is fast, and the land expansion is obvious.
The Yangtze River Economic Belt is an important urban population gathering area
in China. It has important human settlements security function. The coordinated and
sustainable development of new urbanization and environmental protection is related
to the implementation of the Yangtze River Economic Belt and even the national
regional development strategy. This paper studies the relationship between urban
population and urban land use, and then predicts the intercity distances in the future.
From the perspective of coordinated development of urbanization and ecological
environment protection, this paper puts forward some suggestions on urban scale and
distribution.

Ⅱ. Data and Preprocessing
A. Data and study area
Urban residential point data including cities and counties (point shapefile format)
were used as start point to measure the intercity distances. Natural cities of China in
2012

generated

by

Prof.

Bin

Jiang

from

Beijing

City

Lab

(https://www.beijingcitylab.com/data-released-1/) were used as city boundaries for
study area (B. Jiang, 2015) (shown as Fig. 1). Land use data of 2015 were interpreted
by Landsat 8 OLI_TIRS remote sensing image data, which were download from
Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/?cdataid=263&pdataid=10).
Demographic data were obtained from local statistical yearbook of 2016, which were
III
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used for making population development scenario.

Fig. 1 Municipal & county-level residents, City light for boundaries of 2012
Study area in this paper includes Shanghai City, Jiangsu Province, Zhejiang
Province, Anhui Province, Jiangxi Province, Hubei Province, Hunan Province,
Chongqing City, Sichuan Province, Guizhou Province, Yunnan Province and Qinghai
Province. The current year is 2015, and the scenario year is 2035.
B. Preprocessing
The urban population data of cities (including county-level cities) from 2006 to
2015 in the study area would be collated, the national amount population and urban
population data from 2006 to 2015 would be collated. Land use data were obtained by
interpreting remote sensing images (shown as Fig. 2). Using ArcGIS catchment model,
the whole study area was further subdivided into 16 sub-basins, and each city was
divided into each sub-basin as whole (shown as Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Land use of 2015 and sub-basins in study area
Nine urban agglomerations were sorted out by local plannings, and the
corresponding relationship between urban agglomerations and the cities was shown in
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the Tab. 1, not all cities were included in these nine urban agglomerations.
Tab.1 corresponding relationship between urban agglomerations and cities
Urban agglomerations

Cities
Nanjing, Wuxi, Changzhou, Suzhou,

Yangtze River Urban Agglomeration

Nantong,

Yancheng,

Yangzhou,

Zhenjiang, Taizhou
Hangzhou Metropolitan Circle

Wanjiang City Belt

Chang-Jiu Urban Agglomeration

Hangzhou, Ningbo, Jiaxing, Huzhou,
Shaoxing, Jinhua, Zhoushan, Taizhou
Hefei,

Chuzhou,

Wuhu,

Xuancheng, Tongling, Chizhou, Anqing
Nanchang, Jingdezhen, Jiujiang, Yingtan,
Shangrao
Wuhan,

Wuhan Urban Agglomeration

Maanshan,

Huangshi,

Ezhou,

Xiaogan,

Jingzhou, Huanggang, Xianning, Xiantao,
Qianjiang, Tianmen

Chang-Zhu-Tan Urban Agglomeration

Changsha, Zhuzhou, Xiangtan, Yueyang
Chongqing, Chengdu, Zigong, Luzhou,

Chengdu-Chongqing Urban Agglomeration

Deyang, Mianyang, Suining, Neijiang,
Leshan,

Nanchong,

Meishan,

Yibin,

Guangan, Dazhou, Yaan, Ziyang
Central Guizhou Urban Agglomeration

Central Yunnan Urban Agglomeration

Guiyang,

Zunyi,

Anshun,

Bijie,

Qiandongnan, Qiannan
Kunming,

Qujing,

Yuxi,

Chuxiong,

Honghezhou

Ⅲ. Methods and Procedure
C. Estimation of intercity distance
Taking the urban residential point as the start point, distances between each two
contiguous cities were measured. The cities were generalized into circles, whose areas

V
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were equal to the natural cities’ areas, and the center of the circle was the residential
point. Then the radius of these circles could be calculated. Intercity distances were the
difference value of the distance between two residential points and the two radiuses,
which was shown as Fig. 3.

Radius

Intercity distance

Radius

Residential point

Fig. 3 Diagrammatic sketch of intercity distance
Intercity distances were measured in the following order.
1. Provincial capital to prefecture-level city, prefecture-level city to prefecturelevel city;
2. Prefecture-level city to county (county-level city);
3. Cross-provincial distance was the distance between the nearest two cities of
each province.
The fragmented, scattered cities with an area less than 57 square kilometers were
eliminated and the larger cities were retained.
D. Prediction of urbanization development scenario
Taking cities (including county-level cities) as minimum administrative units, the
population and urbanization development scenario of Yangtze River Economic Belt in
2035 were predicted by sorting out the relevant national, regional and key urban
planning, including urban system planning, new urbanization planning, population
development planning, 13th Five-Year Plan and urban master plan; the historical data
of the study area are analyzed and the basic judgments are made according to historical
trends, by fitting the historical data and revising the planning data appropriately.
Population and urbanization scenario of study area followed two hypotheses below:
1. Chinese population amount peaks in 2030, as 1.45 billion;
2. The proportion of population amount and urban population in the study area
to nation remained at 43%, the proportion of urban population may rise slowly.
VI
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E. Prediction of urban construction land area and intercity distance
According to urbanization development scenario and planning indicators of per
capita construction land in study area, increment area of residential construction land
in 2035 were estimated, then the amount area of urban construction land was estimated.
Here the impact of industrialization was not considered, but only the impact of
urbanization.
The same as in part C, the prediction construction land of each city was generalized
into one circle and the circle may expand. Then the prediction intercity distances could
be calculated. The technical routine was shown as Fig. 4.
Urban residential
construction land

Population
development
scenario

Urban residential
construction land
prediction

Current city
boundary

Generalized into
circles
respectively

Intercity distance
prediction

Fig. 4 Technical routine

Ⅳ. Results and Analysis
F. Future urban land use scale
Urban construction land use will have a remarkable growth in the future. Hubei
Province will increase the most by 33%, followed by Anhui, Sichuan and Guizhou
provinces with a growth rate of 29%. From the perspective of diversion basins, the
Yellow River Basin has the largest growth rate of 39%, followed by Jinsha River Basin
with a growth rate of 38%. The spatial distribution of growth of nine urban
agglomerations was the same as that of the whole study area. The largest growth was
38% of Wuhan Urban agglomerations, which was followed by Central Guizhou Urban
VII
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Agglomeration with a growth rate of 32%.
The results of future urban construction land use area were shown as Tab. 2.
Tab. 2 The results of future urban construction land use area
Name

Area(km2)

Name

Area(km2)

Name

Area(km2)

Jiangsu

10713.41

Hubei

6072.51

Guizhou

2086.48

Zhejiang

6010.20

Hunan

4770.51

Yunnan

2940.04

Anhui

3966.84

Chongqing

2250.73

Qinghai

1279.92

Jiangxi

3159.08

Sichuan

4402.46

Shanghai

3146.11

From the perspective of urban agglomeration
Name
Yangtze River Urban

Area(km2)

Chang-Zhu-Tan Urban

7694

Agglomeration
Hangzhou Metropolitan Circle

Name

Area(km2)
1836

Agglomeration
Chengdu-Chongqing Urban

4665

5833

Agglomeration
Wenjing City Belt

Central Guizhou Urban

2131

1653

Agglomeration
Nanchang-Jinjiang Urban

Central Yunnan Urban

1717

Agglomeration
Wuhan Urban Agglomeration

1629

Agglomeration
4130

From the perspective of diversion basins
Name

Area(km2)

Name

Area(km2)

Taiho Lake Basin

7536.29

Dongting Lake Basin

5229.05

main stream region of the
middle reaches of the Yangtze

main stream region of the
1796.16

upper reaches of the

River

1555.56

Yangtze River

main stream region of the
lower reaches of the Yangtze

5130.25

Poyang Lake Basin

1148.70

2288.82

Wujiang River Basin

1166.92

River
Southeast Coastal Basin
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Huaihe River Basin

2073.22

Jinsha River Basin

1444.55

6867.56

Southwest Basin

4128.66

Jialing River Basin

3035.59

Pearl River Basin

1643.84

Hanjiang River Basin

4552.19

Yellow River Basin

311.88

Minjiang and Tuojiang River
Basins

G. Current intercity distance
There is a significant difference between the East and the West in study area of
current intercity distances. The current intercity distance in Qinghai Province is max,
which is 265km. The current intercity distances of Jiangsu Province and Zhejiang
Province are minimum, which are 31km and 33km respectively.
From the perspective of diversion basins, the current intercity distance in Taiho
Lake Basin is minimum, which is 24km; and the intercity distance of the Yellow River
Basin is max, which is 143km.
From the perspective of urban agglomeration, the current intercity distance of
Chang-Jiu urban agglomeration is max, which is 98km; the layout of cities in the
Yangtze River Delta is generally compact, whose intercity distances are between 25km
and 38km.
The results of current intercity distance is shown as Tab. 3.
Tab. 3 The results of current intercity distances
Name

Distances(km)

Name

Distances(km)

Name

Distances(km)

Jiangsu

32.22

Hubei

57.51

Guizhou

107.15

Zhejiang

33.75

Hunan

71.56

Yunnan

90.21

Anhui

50.00

Chongqing

63.11

Qinghai

265.33

Jiangxi

84.33

Sichuan

73.44

From the perspective of urban agglomeration
Name
Yangtze River Urban

Distance(km)

Name
Chang-Zhu-Tan Urban

25.38

Agglomeration

Distance(km)
35.54

Agglomeration
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Hangzhou Metropolitan Circle

Chengdu-Chongqing Urban

30.38

58.11

Agglomeration
Wenjing City Belt

Central Guizhou Urban

38.47

87.78

Agglomeration
Nanchang-Jinjiang Urban

Central Yunnan Urban

97.53

Agglomeration
Wuhan Urban Agglomeration

58.24

Agglomeration
33.20

From the perspective of diversion basins
Name

Distance(km)

Name

Distance(km)

Taiho Lake Basin

23.51

Dongting Lake Basin

78.51

main stream region of the
middle reaches of the Yangtze

main stream region of the
26.18

upper reaches of the

River

82.98

Yangtze River

main stream region of the
lower reaches of the Yangtze

31.25

Poyang Lake Basin

89.05

Southeast Coastal Basin

47.62

Wujiang River Basin

107.15

Huaihe River Basin

49.35

Jinsha River Basin

111.41

60.28

Southwest Basin

122.98

Jialing River Basin

73.71

Pearl River Basin

122.98

Hanjiang River Basin

75.45

Yellow River Basin

143.49

River

Minjiang and Tuojiang River
Basins

H. Future intercity distance
Future intercity distances in study area of 2035 will be reduced by 1~2% from the
perspective of diversion provinces, among whom distances between county-level cities
of Chongqing will be reduced the most by 2.1%.
From the perspective of diversion basins, the future intercity distance in Taiho
Lake Basin will be reduced the most, which is 40%.
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From the perspective of urban agglomeration, the current intercity distance in
Wuhan urban agglomeration will be reduced the most, which is 3.8%.
The results of future intercity distance is shown as Tab. 4.
Tab. 4 The results of future intercity distances
Name

Distances(km)

Name

Distances(km)

Name

Distances(km)

Jiangsu

31.78

Hubei

56.51

Guizhou

106.25

Zhejiang

33.27

Hunan

70.48

Yunnan

89.83

Anhui

49.11

Chongqing

61.78

Qinghai

264.73

Jiangxi

83.48

Sichuan

72.56

From the perspective of urban agglomeration
Name
Yangtze River Urban

Distance(km)

Chang-Zhu-Tan Urban

24.98

Agglomeration
Hangzhou Metropolitan Circle

Name

Distance(km)
34.27

Agglomeration
Chengdu-Chongqing Urban

29.86

57.10

Agglomeration
Wanjiang City Belt

Central Guizhou Urban

37.40

86.21

Agglomeration
Nanchang-Jiujiang Urban

Central Yunnan Urban

96.59

Agglomeration
Wuhan Urban Agglomeration

58.03

Agglomeration
31.94

From the perspective of diversion basins
Name

Distance(km)

Name

Distance(km)

Taiho Lake Basin

14.38

Dongting Lake Basin

74.64

main stream region of the
middle reaches of the Yangtze

main stream region of the
24.68

upper reaches of the

River

75.52

Yangtze River

main stream region of the
lower reaches of the Yangtze

30.83

Poyang Lake Basin

86.12

River
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Southeast Coastal Basin

45.45

Wujiang River Basin

106.25

Huaihe River Basin

48.35

Jinsha River Basin

106.06

59.26

Southwest Basin

122.38

Jialing River Basin

72.98

Pearl River Basin

122.38

Hanjiang River Basin

74.76

Yellow River Basin

143.18

Minjiang and Tuojiang River
Basins

Ⅴ. Conclusions
Spatial distribution of growth rate of urban construction land use in the whole
study area is different. The urban construction land use of Hubei Province, Anhui
Province and Hunan Province etc. in middle or lower reaches of the Yangtze River will
increase remarkably, meanwhile, the intercity distance in these regions will reduce more
relatively. And in other regions where urban construction land use increases less, the
intercity distance will reduce less at the same time. Then some conclusions could be
drawn as below.
The scale and layout of urban construction land use in Yangtze River Delta region
should be optimized and eco-transformation should be done. The total land demand in
the Yangtze River Delta region is huge, and the contradiction between the regional
urban development and the shortage of land resources has not been completely
alleviated. The Yangtze River Delta region should adjust and improve urban
construction land use patterns, increase land use intensity and develop compact land
use patterns. At the same time, the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta region
should focus on tapping their land use potential, planning negative growth of urban
construction land, controlling urban boundaries of Shanghai, Nanjing, Suzhou and
Hangzhou, and implementing ecological transformation (Shanghai and Yangtze River
urban agglomerations).
The land demand in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River will continue to grow
at a high speed in the future, which will be an important growth pole of population and
land of China in the future. The urban boundaries of large cities in the middle reaches
of the Yangtze River should be controlled, such as Wuhan, Changsha and Nanchang, to
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strictly guard against the disorderly growth of cities, the layout and scale of towns and
villages should be controlled rationally, with conserving land and developing
intensively.
Chongqing and Chengdu in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River should focus
on controlling the urban development boundaries to strictly guard against the disorderly
growth of cities. Chengdu-Chongqing region will also become a region of population
and land growth in the future. And in other areas in upper reaches of the Yangtze River
region where the main terrain is steep slope and the land resources are scarce, the
ecological space should be protected and cities in that region should seek suitable
spatial development patterns.
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Abstract
Climate Change (CC) is one of the most challenging issues ever as it affects every system worldwide at any scale. Urban areas
are not an exception. Extreme weather-related events have seriously affected urban areas in recent years, being the cause of
important impact in the welfare of people. According to UN projections, by 2050 urban areas could concentrate more than the
68% of world’s population. Additionally, daily life in urban areas is highly dependent on some critical services and products
provided by Critical Infrastructures (CIs). Therefore, it is especially relevant to understand how CC affects CIs in order to
develop mechanisms to improve their capacity to handle crises derived from CC. In this context, resilience-based strategies
provide a holistic approach, considering both predictable and unpredictable threats. This paper proposes a guideline to assess
and enhance the resilience level of cities against CC, considering urban CIs as key agents to improve the city’s capacity to
face and recover from CC related crises. The guideline has been developed through a co-creation process in which two cities
in the Basque Country (Spain) worked together with CI providers and other relevant stakeholders in the resilience building
process. The resulting guideline aims to be used by city stakeholders at a strategic level, providing them: 1) a qualitative
assessment of the city’s resilience level in the CC context; 2) a better knowledge about urban CIs sectors, their interdependency
relationships and the chain of impacts due to cascading effects in the short, medium and in the long term and; 3) a set of
policies that enhance city resilience, including a recommended roadmap for each policy.
Keywords: Urban Resilience; Critical Infrastructures; Climate Change; Assessment Methodology; Co-creation process.
1.

Introduction

Latest scientific evidences consolidate the fact that CC is a reality and one of the biggest challenges that societies will have to
afford ever. Projected climate scenarios for the next years highlight the seriousness of the impacts foreseen, demanding urgent
action to slow down the effects of CC and, at the same time, face its impacts (Coninck et al., 2018).
CC entails a big challenge at global scale being critical for urban environments as urban areas concentrate most of the worlds’
population in an increasing trend. According to the world urbanization prospects of United Nations (2018), more than 68% of
the worlds’ population will live be living in urban areas by 2050. Actually, in European cities CC is considered de biggest
threat to sustainability, hindering the improvement of citizens ‘quality of life and the economic competitiveness (Füssel et al.,
2017). For that reason, action against CC will be a priority in cities agendas for the next years.
Urban environments have become more and more complex conforming an extensive network of people, infrastructures and
services, strongly interconnected among them. In particular, the welfare of these urban areas is highly dependent on the proper
functioning of some critical infrastructures (CIs). In their bid to provide a high level of reliability and safety in their services,
CIs have grown in size and complexity linked to technological advances. However, by doing so, they have also increased their
vulnerability and their degree of interdependency (Torabi et al., 2017). For example, hurricanes Katrina, Sandy and Harvey
affected seriously the cities of New Orleans, New York and Houston in 2005, 2012 and 2017 respectively, resulting in big
crises and causing an enormous damage on their CIs and therefore on society (Wallace et al., 2015). As they provide essential
services for the cities functioning, CIs should be taken into account on cities’ CC strategies.
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In this context, resilience strategies are gaining relevance to deal with CC because of its holistic approach, and the consideration
of both the expected and unexpected events, complementing other mitigation and adaptation strategies (Hewitson et al. 2014).
Moreover, the uncertainty associated to CC events requires of new strategies that consider the dynamics of threats. The
standard approach to planning for climate adaptation relays on prediction, based on CC projections, as the basis to identify
measures for prevention. However, recent studies demonstrate the uncertainty associated to CC projections (Coninck et al.
2018), as climate conditions are becoming increasingly variable and dynamic. Moreover, by focusing on specific impacts CC
adaptation approaches may do not consider other indirect effects or long-term stresses (Tyler & Moench, 2012).
In 2014, the IPCC defined resilience as “the capacity of social, economic and environmental systems to cope with a hazardous
event or trend or disturbance, responding or reorganizing in ways that maintain the essential function, identity and structure
while also maintaining the capacity for adaptation, learning and transformation”. More recently Lavel et al. (2017) defined
resilience in CC adaptation domain as “the ability of a system and its component parts to anticipate, absorb, accommodate, or
recover from the effects of a potentially hazardous event in a timely and efficient manner, including through ensuring the
preservation, restoration, or improvement of its essential basic structures and functions”. These definitions are influencing
how cities are adopting their resilience strategies against CC. Thus, resilience is strongly linked to disaster risk reduction,
vulnerability reduction and sustainable development (Linkov et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2016).
Initiatives such as 100 resilient cities are helping cities to get better prepared against disasters, by providing them technical
support and resources to develop and set up resilience strategies (100 Resilient Cities, 2016). They propose a resilience
framework based on four fundamental dimensions: 1) health and wellbeing, 2) leadership and strategy, 3) infrastructure and
environment and 4) economy and society.
Other tools and methodologies are being developed to help cities and their infrastructures to face current global challenges,
including CC, from a resilient approach (Smr-project.eu, 2018; Improver Project, 2018; Smart Resilience Project, 2018) and
from risk assessment approaches, focusing on vulnerability analyses in light of previously identified CC related risks (Resincities.eu, 2018).
All those frameworks and methods recognize the importance of the infrastructures on city resilience. In this sense, the city
resilience level depends, to a large extent, on the resilience level of its CIs, which, in turn, depends on the resilience level of
other CIs, given their interdependences (Ouyang & Wang, 2015). Although many studies have analysed urban CI
interdependencies, they often focus on a specific CI and on the effect of an extreme weather-related event on it (Zimmerman
et al., 2017) lacking a more holistic analysis which takes into account the whole urban CI network in the context of CC.
However, Resilience is a wide and complex concept often difficult to operationalize. In urban context, that complexity is even
bigger due to the diversity of agents and areas involved in the resilience building process.
This paper proposes a guideline to help cities to bring resilience into action considering urban CIs as key agents to afford CC
related crises and for the maintenance of citizen’s welfare.
The guideline has been developed through a co-creation process, with the active involvement of two cities in the Basque
Country (Spain). Those cities worked together with a multidisciplinary group of experts in various areas such as, energy,
communications, health, water, social issues or crises management. In this sense, the participation of all the agents from the
early stages of the process increases their trust and their commitment with the results achieved, which conducts to a more
effective development and implementation of the city resilience strategies.
2.

Methods

The scope and complexity of the urban environment, and the CC impacts, makes it necessary a coordinated action among
numerous and diverse city stakeholders such as public and private sectors in addition to people (Marana et al., 2018). The
active participation of all the relevant stakeholders from the earliest stages of the resilience-building process is essential to
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develop a strategy to increase the resilience of urban CIs since it ensures that all the information, perspectives and needs are
being considered in the resulting guideline, increasing the success of the resilience strategy.
For this purpose, co-creation processes are effective methods for integrating experts' fragmented knowledge and delivering
insights into the resilience building process. In addition, co-creation processes ensure that the strategies are created specifically
for the needs of end users (Voorberg et al., 2015).
Two urban areas in the Basque Country contributed actively to this research: one province capital representing bigger
municipalities and a medium-sized town representing the rest of the Basque municipalities. These two cases were selected to
characterise most of the Basque councils’ reality in terms of the following criteria: size, level of commitment in confronting
CC, and CC impacts.
On the one hand, the third largest city in the Basque Country in terms of population and services. Being a coastal city, it is
exposed to hazards from the sea (storms) and on land (excessive rainfall and river flooding). This city has shown a strong
commitment in the fight against CC, having presented in June 2018 its first CC action plan.
On the other hand, a medium-sized inland town, in which the work that has been undertaken in the fight against CC is still
incipient. In this case, the town is prone to river flooding and to landslides caused by rainfall. In the long term, the consequences
of CC on the biodiversity are experienced in both municipalities, though they are more evident in second one as small-scale
agricultural activity takes place in the larger municipal area.
Thirty multidisciplinary experts participated in this co-creation process providing the strategic, operational and tactical
background. In this sense, it is remarkable the participation of the potential end users, the councils, but also of the CI sectors,
mainly private companies.
Table 1 shows the affiliation and area of expertise of the 30 experts who actively participated in the co-creation process.
Table 1: Panel of experts by affiliation and area of knowledge.
AFFILIATION

AREA OF KNOWLEDGE (number of experts)

City Council (City 1).

Environment and Climate Change adaptation (4).

City Council (City 2).
City Council (City 1).

Urban infrastructures’ maintenance (3).

City Council (City 2).
City Council (City 1).

Strategy development (2).

City Council (City 2).

Social issues (1).

Osakidetza (Basque Country
public health service).

Health (4).

Basque water agency.

Water (3).

Guipuzcoa provincial water
agency.
Aguas del Añarbe.
REE.

Energy (electricity) (3).

Iberdrola
DonostiTIK

ICT (1).

Municipal police (City 2).

Safety and Order (3).

Ertzaintza (Basque Country
police)
Firefighters Guipuzcoa

First Responders (1).
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provincial council.
DYA.

First Responders (volunteers) (5).

Red Cross.
Protección Civil.
In this research, the co-creation process consisted of two main steps: (1) Focus group sessions and (2) validation tests of the
resulting guideline (see Figure 1)

Figure 1. Co-creation process followed for developing the resilience guideline.
2.1 Focus group sessions
In this research, Focus Group method was used to elicit information from experts in two cities in the Basque Country, about
improving the resilience of urban CIs in the face of CC. The focus group is a valuable method for gathering detailed
information about collective views on a subject. Focus group discussions are effective for exploratory studies and for observing
diverse experiences and perspectives and build consensus among experts on a topic of study (Hennink, 2013).
In the first phase of the research, four focus group sessions were organized, two in each city. The workshops were designed
following the conceptual framework of analysis described in figure 2.

Figure 2. Conceptual framework for the analysis of the effect of CC on urban CIs.
In the first two workshops (W1 and W2) organised one in each city, the objective was to identify the most relevant policies to
enhance urban CI resilience against CC. With that aim, this research applied two units of analysis: 1) the peak of the crisis and
2) the lifecycle of the crisis (Labaka, et al., 2011) to analyse how those cities afford CC-related crises. While in the peak of
the crisis the analysis focuses on the magnitude of the triggering event evaluating the immediate consequences due to the event
and its effects on the city, in the lifecycle of the crisis, the pre-crisis, the peak of the crisis and the post-crisis are analysed. In
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this unit of analysis, the analysis focuses on studying how preparation and prevention activities affect the response and the
recovery phases.
Once the resilience building policies were identified from a holistic approach, a more detail analysis was carried out focusing
on urban CIs. Urban CIs form complex and strongly interconnected networks that are affected by CC impacts (Eusgeld et al.,
2011; Nan & Sansavini, 2017; Sansavini, 2017). For that reason, it is essential to understand the interdependency relationships
among the urban CIs, and their consequences in CC related crises. To that end, two working sessions were organized (W3 and
W4) with the objective of analysing how affected CIs in CC-related crises, affect other CIs due to their interdependencies and
consequently society. In this situation, society plays an essential role in the fight against CC by adopting different approaches:
mitigation, adaptation and resilience to CC.
In the sessions, the participants could recognise current experiences and best practices related to crises resolution and to the
CI interdependencies management. Moreover, they could identify difficulties and main barriers related to the
operationalization of the resilience strategies.
The workshops reported relevant outcomes. One of the main results was the identification of a list of policies for improving
city resilience against CC. The policies have been classified in the following resilience dimensions: preparedness, leadership,
technical, and cooperation, based on the existing city resilience frameworks (ARUP, 2015; Hernantes, et al., 2019; Sharifi &
Yamagata, 2016; Smr-project.eu, 2018) and in the existing CI resilience frameworks (Francis & Bekera, 2014; Labaka et al.,
2016; Panteli et al. 2017). Moreover, the workshops provide relevant information to analyse the CI interdependencies in the
context of CC was proposed.
Additionally, the process itself reported benefits, as the creation of a collaborative environment of constructive partnership,
learning and trust among the participants.
2.2 Validation
The methodological guideline was developed on the basis of the insights obtained through the co-creation process, with the
information gathered from the workshops and the analysis of existing frameworks and methodologies to assess city and CI
resilience.
During the process, the partial results of the workshops were sent to all the participants with the aim of considering their
feedback for the next stages of the process, becoming an iterative and continuous improvement generation process. In this
sense, the validation was part of whole the process itself.
Finally, once the guideline was performed, it was validated with the two cities which participated in the process, as the cities
aim to be the final users of the methodology. Those cities had the opportunity to apply the guideline, obtaining a qualitative
assessment of their CIs resilience level in the face of CC. This assessment provides the cities with a diagnosis of how resilient
they are and what can be done to improve.
The evaluation provided them useful information that resulted, in the case of the small town, in immediate actions concerning
to the improvement of its risks management system.
3.

Results and Discussion

The main result of this research is a methodological guideline that provides cities with a tool of reflection about the key aspects
that will help them to develop actions for enhancing their resilience against CC events by focusing on urban CIs. In this sense,
cities will be better prepared to afford crises, in particular the CC related crises.
The guideline provides: 1) a qualitative assessment of the city’s resilience level in the CC context assessing different aspects
related to identified four resilience dimensions namely preparedness, leadership, technical and cooperation; 2) a better
knowledge about urban CIs sectors, their interdependency relationships and the chain of impacts due to cascading effects in
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the short and in the long term, especially regarding to CC issues and; 3) a set of policies that enhance city resilience, including
a roadmap for the development of the policies.
The guideline proposes a three-step analysis:
1. Understand the urban context and CC related crises.
2. Understand urban CI networks, sectors and services.
3. Resilience assessment and improvement.
The following three subsections describe the three steps in detail.
3.1 Step 1: Understand the urban context and CC related crises.
The first step of the guideline consists of the definition of the limits of the analysis. To that end, the urban environment must
be defined, and the critical services and critical assets must be identified. In this sense, CIs inside the city boundaries must be
considered, but also those that, although being outside, provide some critical services for the city. This is the case of smaller
municipalities where some services like health or some emergency services, for example, are usually provided at regional
level.
In this first step, cities must go through the following set of questions: (1) which are the limits of the city? Moreover, how is
the surrounding environment? (2) Which are CC impacts on the municipality? And (3) How are CC related crises affecting
the city and how does the city afford them?
(1) Which are the limits of the city? And, how is the surrounding environment?
It is necessary to clearly establish the area of analysis, and the first step is to set the physical limits of the municipality. For
this purpose, the use of tools based on Geographical Information Systems (GIS) technology, like cartographic maps, can be
very useful. Moreover, the surrounding environment must be detailed. In this sense, the most relevant geographical
characteristics of the city and its area of influence must be described: altitude, coastal and/or river environment, slopes, etc.,
as those characteristics are strongly linked to specific climate chains of impacts.
Then, CIs providing critical services for the city must be identified such as the ones that provide energy, water,
communications, health, transportation, etc. In this sense, there must be considered all the assets and providers inside the city
boundaries but also those that, although being outside, provide critical services. It could be the case, for example, of dams,
electrical substations, fuel tanks, or in some cases, especially in smaller cities, hospitals or the fire stations.
(2) Which are CC impacts on the municipality?
To understand how CC affects the city or the region under study is crucial being the first step to adopt effective action against
CC impacts. For that reason, an exhaustive risk analysis focused on CC related risks must be conducted. Cities must be
prepared for the predictable events with high probability of occurrence but also for the unpredictable ones, as CC impacts are
associated to a high degree of uncertainty. For this purpose, cities can gather information by analysing reports and developing
projects that help them to clarify the effects of CC impacts on their surrounding environment.
(3) How are CC related crises affecting the city? And how does the city afford them?
The objective of this part of the analysis is to understand the capacity of each city to afford CC related crises, expected and
unexpected, by setting the most significant activities for each of the phases of a crisis: prevention, response and recovery. For
this purpose, focus group sessions can be carried out involving multidisciplinary groups of experts to reflect on CC impacts,
with the objective of improving their preparation and identifying the key capacities that will lead them to a successful crisis
resolution. For example, triggering events such as extreme weather-related events representing acute shocks could be used as
potential scenarios of crises. Moreover, the analysis of scenarios of crises based on long-term stressors are also necessary. This
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would be the case, for example, of the increase in the frequency and severity of the heat waves due to the rise in the average
of the global temperature.
As a result, the city will get the set of actions that should be performed in the case of an eventual crises, and additional
information as who are the most relevant stakeholders in the crisis resolution.
Table 2 shows some of the prevention activities identified by the experts during the focus group sessions, as well as some
barriers to their implementation.
Table 2: Prevention activities and barriers to their implementation.
ACTIVITIES

BARRIERS

Carry out training and drills.

Lack of political consensus on CC
issues.

Consider CC criteria in the design and planning of the
new installations.
Carry out risk assessment and identification of critical
points.
Design and implement resilience plans.
Promote CC awareness.

Politicians do not take expert and CI
opinion into account when legislating.
Lack of knowledge about more
sustainable solutions.
Economic issues.
Lack of citizen awareness about CC.

Update the panel of experts to give advice to decision
makers on CC issues.
This analysis lets the cities be aware about what they are already doing but also about what they need to improve in order to
be better prepared when the crisis strikes.
3.2 Step 2: Understand urban CI networks.
The second step of the methodology defines how to carry out the urban CIs network analysis.
CIs are very complex systems and strongly interdependent among them (Rinaldi, 2004). Due to the relevance of the service
they offer, it is compulsory to understand how CC affects CIs, their interdependency relationships, and the consequences when
they fail in the short and in the long term.
A structured process is proposed to find out the information by answering three main questions: (1) how does CC affect urban
CIs in the city? (2) How are the interdependency relationships among urban CIs? Moreover (3) when CIs fail, which are the
consequences due to cascading effects in the short and in the long term?
(1) How does CC affect urban CIs in the city?
By working with different events or scenarios of crisis associated to CC impacts, the most critical sectors for the city are
identified. These sectors can be classified according to their criticality for the city on a scale from 0 (none) to 5 (very high)
taking into account a specific CC scenario.
Figure 3 shows the results of the study carried out in one of the analysed cities. On the left, the effect on urban CIs of a severe
chain of squalls and on the right the affection on urban CIs due to a heat wave. The numbers represent the average of all the
experts’ answers.
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Figure 3. Classification of urban CI sectors, by criticality, in two different scenarios of crisis.

In the case of the extreme weather event, the experts in the workshops agreed that the most vulnerable sectors are those whose
facilities are likely to be affected by such extreme events. The energy sector was rated especially vulnerable with a score close
to 5, due to the exposure faced by its facilities. In the heat wave scenario, the energy sector was not perceived to be particularly
vulnerable, as it was given a value of 1. This scenario rates very highly, however, for the health sector, as heat waves have a
significant impact on vulnerable populations such as the sick, elderly and young children.
This classification highlights the most critical sectors against CC impacts in the city, and therefore, the ones that must be
considered first to minimize the effect of an eventual failure.
(2) How are the interdependency relationships among urban CIs?
CIs are tightly coupled systems constituting very complex and strongly interconnected networks. The interdependencies
among CIs mean that the failure of one CI can spread to others due to indirect impacts and the cascading effects, aggravating
the crisis and ultimately affecting society. Furthermore, they can be determinant for the recovery phase of one crisis. In this
sense, it is necessary to recognise the consequences of the failure of one CI in the others.
The guideline developed proposes the use of a matrix to analyse the level of interdependencies. The proposed matrix
establishes the effect of one CI failure on the others by defining three degrees of dependency: low, medium and high. Moreover,
it is interesting to establish a temporal range of autonomy before the dependency becomes critical and lead to failure. This
information is relevant for the decision makers in order to establish appropriate auxiliary measures to limit or completely
remove the negative effects of those dependencies.
Figure 4 shows the sectorial interdependencies matrix resulting from the analysis carried out in one of the cities under study.
All the dependency relationships marked as high in the matrix must be analysed in deep.

Figure 4. Interdependency matrix resulting of the sectorial analysis carried out in one city.
(3) When CIs fail, which are the consequences due to cascading effects in the short and in the long term? When analysing
cascading effects due to CI interdependencies, usually the analysis focuses on the short term and in the immediate
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consequences. However, it is necessary to understand how the short-term effects spread affecting other sectors in the long term
in CC related crises. This information will lead to a more effective crisis management as preparation and restoration actions
can be identified. Moreover, the acquired knowledge will be useful for the identification of mitigation and adaptation measures
that can be considered in future CIs design and planning, introducing CC perspective. In this sense, the experts who participated
in the sessions proposed some ideas, such as the use of materials that have better performance on adverse climate conditions
in the design of the new structures and in the renovation of the existing ones. Other proposals were related to the need of
governance and legal frameworks that promotes the development and adoption of mitigation and adaptation actions.
Figure 5 shows the result of the analysis carried out in one the cities, in which the chain of impacts on the energy sector due
to CC was analysed.

Figure 5. Chain of impacts on the energy sector classified into short, medium and long-term impacts.
In general, the focus group sessions highlighted that cities are more aware about extreme events than about long-term stressors
and they find it difficult to foresee CC consequences in the long term. In any case, to develop effective measures against CC
impacts the long term must be taken into account.
3.3 Step 3: Resilience assessment.
The third step of the guideline aims to answer two relevant questions: (1) How resilient is the city against CC? Moreover, (2)
how can it be improved?
This guideline proposes a framework to assess city resilience against CC considering CIs as key agents in the resilience
building process.
The framework consists of 15 policies that have been classified in the following resilience dimensions:
• PREPAREDNESS. This dimension refers to the capacity of the city to anticipate and adapt its services and functions to
future needs. It comprises city and urban CIs skills for managing the unexpected in terms of knowledge, procedures and
technical resources for improving their flexibility and adaptive capacity.
• LEADERSHIP. This dimension refers to city commitment with the resilience building process and its capacity to promote
and consolidate the culture, attitude and values based on it. Furthermore, it considers the capacity of the city to develop
strategies involving all relevant stakeholders in the city. City leaders must ensure an accurate and stable legal and operational
environment that enables and guarantees the adoption and improvement of the resilient policies.
• TECHNICAL. This dimension refers to city infrastructures strength and capacity for adapting to CC hazard and its impacts,
in terms of resisting, absorbing, and recovering from a triggering event, while guarantying the service. In this sense, CIs must
carry out an effective risk management and establish redundancy measures and resources to reduce vulnerabilities as well as
to face and solve crises, both expected and unexpected. This includes having physical assets, staff, skills, technology, supplies
and ensuring reliable and good quality information.
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• COOPERATION. This dimension refers to the capacity of the city agents for working together and setting and achieving
common purposes. Cooperation must be developed at all levels within the city and at supra-municipal level, involving agents
belonging to the public, private and social spheres. In this dimension policies to promote effective collaboration and
agreements among all city agents with the objective of enhancing city resilience can be found. Moreover, actions that promote
strategic alliances with other cities and lead to the creation of resilient cities networks must be carried out (Smr-project.eu,
2018).
The proposed framework provides a qualitative assessment for resilience by evaluating the degree of implementation of the
resilience policies. To help practitioners in the evaluation of each policy, a five-stage path is proposed: (1) emerging, (2)
moderate, (3) advanced, (4) consolidated and (5) proactive. Furthermore, a brief description for each of the stages is provided
as follows:
EMERGING (E): The city is aware of the need, but they don’t know how to operationalize it. In the emerging stage, the
policies are based on basic risk assessment without considering multi-hazard approach. Preparation for CC impacts on urban
environment, and specifically on CIs, is still incipient. Protocols and procedures for crises management are basic, have been
developed at sectorial level and are not coordinated among them. CC is not considered in urban planning and neither in CIs
renovation and construction. The city has little knowledge about the CIs’ and their interdependency relationships. The
coordination and cooperation among the city stakeholders are defined only for specific actions.
MODERATE (M): Basic measures according to regulations are implemented. The objective of the actions is to reach the
minimum targets (i.e. risk assessment, CO2 emissions, etc.). Policies at the moderate stage start to introduce the resilience
approach. In this sense, risks are considered from a more holistic approach taking into account CC impacts. Moreover, a better
knowledge about critical services is acquired but still lacking overall view of the urban CIs and their interdependencies.
Punctual actions to face CC are carried out at sectorial level although specific local regulation for CC does not exist.
Cooperation among stakeholders is being formalized to face specific threats.
ADVANCED (A): The actions carried out are coordinated with other policies and departments within the city government. In
the advanced stage, the city understands main risks, including CC related threats, in a holistic manner but still lack of integrated
plans and preparation activities, especially regarding to urban CIs. The City is developing CC adaptation plans, mainly in the
environmental department and considering CC perspective in their urban planning. The city has improved its knowledge about
CI interdependency relationships at sectorial level. The city government, urban CIs and other relevant stakeholders establish
cooperation agreements for CC related issues.
CONSOLIDATED (C): The actions carried out are coordinated within the city government as well as with CI providers and
other relevant city stakeholders. In the consolidated stage, the city has developed coordinated plans to face risks from a multihazard approach in some specific situations. Those plans consider the urban CIs and other relevant stakeholders. The city is
developing its resilience strategy and has CC adaptation action plans but are not aligned. The city has developed plans to
consider CC perspective in the renovation and design of urban CIs. The city understands CI interdependency relationships at
sectorial level, and in the most critical cases, at local level. The city develops its resilience plan jointly with urban CIs and
other relevant stakeholders.
PROACTIVE (P): Policy development and improvement is promoted in a proactive manner among all the agents involved. In
the proactive stage, the city has a resilience strategy that integrates other specific strategies such as CC plans. The city
understands and manage the CI interdependencies at sectorial and local level. Moreover, the interdependencies are managed
beyond the city boundaries. The integration and coordination among all the relevant stakeholders, the city government, the
CIs and other groups of interests is complete at local level, being coordinated with other relevant stakeholders at regional level.
Table 3 shows the resilience policies organized on the four resilience dimensions.
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Table 3: Resilience policies
STAGE

RESILIENCE
DIMENSION

POLICIES
E

PREPARATION

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

To analyse previous crises and share the knowledge with
other municipalities.
To develop activities for natural environment monitoring.
To lead the resilience building process against CC being an
example for the Citizenship.
To adapt the regulations and standards to the real needs and
realities applying CC criteria (energy, infrastructures, urban
development, etc.)

L3

To carry out activities to generate awareness and
commitment on all the city agents.

T1

To ensure the reliability of the urban infrastructures.

C1

T3

C2
C3

P

To have adequate equipment and resources to afford and
solve crises.

L2

T2

C

To ensure the preparation of crises managers and public and
private agents.
To define, improve and keep updated the crisis management
plans.

TECHNICAL

L1

A

To evaluate risks and to identify critical elements, both
physical assets and management processes.

COOPERATION

LEADERSHIP

P6

M

To renew and improve existing infrastructures by
introducing CC criteria.
To manage CI interdependencies at sectorial level and at
local level.
To encourage cooperation and solidarity among citizens to
better face crises.
To set collaboration agreements with CI providers to afford
CC.
To stablish appropriate communication channels and people
responsible for them.

The proposed framework has been used to assess the resilience level of both cities (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Resilience assessment in the two cities under study.
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This assessment results allow cities to see how resilient they are against CC in addition to identify the areas of improvement
for each dimension.
Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that the city 1 has a higher resilience level than the city 2. This is due to the fact
that big cities, city 1, have more resources and more autonomy than the small ones, city 2. In this sense, city 1 has already a
CC adaptation action plan while the other one, city 2, is starting to design its strategy to deal with CC effects. The study reflects
this situation and suggests that for the smaller municipalities the resilience strategy should be developed at county level, by
considering a group of municipalities. In this sense, cooperation, being always important, is paramount for small towns.
By following the steps presented in this guideline, cities can develop strategies to enhance their resilience against CC. The
strategies drawn from the consideration that is necessary a deep knowledge of the city environment including urban CIs, in
addition to get a better knowledge about the urban CIs networks and their interdependency relationships. This information will
derive in the development of policies to be applied to face CC impacts.
Cities constitute complex networks of infrastructures, services and people. The analysis carried out highlights that this
complexity must be managed in a holistic manner. Moreover, it demonstrates that when talking about CIs and CC impacts city
boundaries are not as clear, as some of the critical services can be provided from outside the city. For that reason, local
resilience strategies must be aligned with others at regional level.
This proposed guideline provides a qualitative assessment of city resilience and proposes a set of policies for improving
resilience considering CIs as key agents in the resilience building process. Moreover, the guideline helps cities to understand
the urban CIs networks and the interdependency relationships among them at sectorial level. In this sense, the guideline is
intended as a starting point in the pathway to be resilient.
However, to get a quantitative assessment of the city resilience more research needs to be carried out to identify the appropriate
indicators for quantifying resilience. Moreover, indicators to monitor the effective implementation of the policies can be a
future line of research. resilience strategies must be aligned with others at regional level. Related to the urban CIs, a more
detailed analysis is needed, studying in deep the specific CIs, assets and services, at local level in order to adopt effective
measures against CC impacts in the city. For that reason, a more detailed analysis is needed, studying in deep the specific CIs,
assets and services, at local level.
4.

Conclusions

CC entails a big challenge at global scale being critical for urban environments. In this sense, Cities are investing resources,
money and time, in developing mitigation, adaptation and resilience strategies. In the urban context CIs play a major role for
guarantying societies welfare. CC impacts must be taken into account both in terms of protection and adaptation of the existing
CIs and when planning the city of the future. This fact represents a big challenge as CI networks belong or are operated, in
most of the cases, by private companies. For that reason, the involvement of all the stakeholders along the co-creation process
is of paramount of importance to guarantee that the strategies include all the interests, needs and points of view.
Operationalizing resilience is not an easy task. The presented guideline aims to help cities in the reflection process of
identifying key issues for improving their resilience against CC. In this sense, cities will be better prepared to afford CC related
crises. Moreover, it considers urban CIs as key agents for building city resilience. In this sense, the knowledge of urban CIs
networks and their interdependencies acquires relevance in the resilience strategy.
The guideline represents a starting point and a reference for developing and establishing a resilience strategy by providing
cities with a framework to assess and improve their resilience level against CC considering urban CIs.
In conclusion, CC represents a big challenge right now and for the future. In a changing environment, with a high degree of
uncertainty and unpredictability, resilience-based strategies aim to be a certain opportunity to increase cities’ capabilities to
deal with todays’ and future crises and to move towards a more sustainable future.
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Abstract
Throughout the complex production processes, water is mainly consumed for cooling, emission is contributed by the energy
consumption, and water and energy are needed to reduce emissions. These coupled relationships among water, energy and
emission, i.e., water-energy-emission nexus (WEEN), are often spatial-temporally characterized. This research is aimed at
proposing a quantifiable method, i.e., entropy weighting method, to evaluate the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
diversity degree of the WEEN of coal-fired power industry in China from 2012 to 2014. Firstly, the WEEN performances of
the investigated 227 coal-fired power plants are modelled. Then, the sub-indicators, i.e., the diversity degree of water for
cooling, water for pollutants (i.e., SO2, NOx, and dust) removal, energy for pollutants removal; energy for production, and
pollutants removal, of each power plant are estimated and compared. Finally, the entropy weighting factor is introduced to
obtain the overall diversity indicator (defined as the WEEN indicator). The results show that the NOx removal changed greater
from 2012 to 2014 than the rest sub-indicators. This is in line with the fact that the denitrification technologies are rapidly and
widely adopted during these years. The energy- and water- related sub-indicators (i.e., water for cooling, water for pollutants
removal, energy for production, and energy for pollutants removal) are significantly less “disordered” as their weights are the
smallest. This means that, comparing to the three emission sub-indicators, the four energy/water sub-indicators show relatively
more similar performances among the 227 power plants. Stated alternatively, the differences of energy/water sub-indicators
are much smaller than those of the emission sub-indicators. Overall, the WEEN indicator improves greatly from 2012 to 2014,
as the average of WEEN indicator of the 227 power plants increases from 0.21 to 0.37, among which the power plants located
in Northern China and Central China grids show more significantly improvement. This is mainly contributed by the
improvement of the emission sub-indicators, i.e., more pollutants were removed in 2014 than 2012 in these two grids. This
research provides a quantifiable and integrate way to compare the coupled and complex WEEN at individual plant level;
distinguish the diversity degree of differences among various aspects of WEEN, and to identify the sub-indicator that has the
greatest impact on the overall performance of WEEN; to find out the very plant with the highest indicator score, and set as the
role model for other plants. This objective weighting method could provide more sophisticated and comprehensive policymaking suggestions.
Keywords: Entropy weighting, Water-energy-emission nexus, Coal-fired power plant
1.

Introduction

The water-energy nexus has been widely discussion. The water is largely needed for cooling in the electricity generation
processes (Ma et al., 2018; Wu and Chen, 2017). Moreover, studies have realized that emissions (such as SO2, NOx, greenhouse
gases (GHGs)) are closely linked with the water-energy nexus (Agrawal and Kumar, 2018; C. Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2017), as emissions can be caused by the energy combustion and water/energy is needed for emission reduction. This is defined
as water-energy-emission nexus (WEEN) (C. Wang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017). Researchers have quantified the waterenergy-emission nexus at various scales, e.g., plant (Jiang and Ramaswami, 2015), city (Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2017),
region (Stokes-Draut et al., 2017), country (Lee et al., 2018; Lim et al., 2018; Mouratiadou et al., 2018), global (Spang et al.,
2014), etc. For instance, the water consumption of energy production index (WCEP) is developed to quantify and compare the
water consumption for various types of energy production, globally. It is found that around 24.9% of the WCEP is contributed
by electricity generation, mainly caused by U.S. and China (Spang et al., 2014). Based on plant-level reported data, the water
use for electricity generation mix in U.S. is estimated to be approximately 2.2 L/kWh, while the water uses for thermal power
and hydropower are in ranges of 0.2-2.0 L/kWh and 0. 7-1194 L/kWh (Lee et al., 2018). Although different approaches are
implemented in these studies (Dai et al., 2018), the results could be compared with each other to some degree (Macknick et
al., 2012). Studies prove that great spatial-temporal variations exist in the WEEN. A watershed-level analysis of the water
withdrawal and consumption for U.S. power sector from 2008-2014 evidences that the spatial-temporal distributed volumetric
changes in water withdrawal and water consumption occurring across the water basins reflect a combination of factors such
as the technology adoption, and operational efficiency, as well as spatial-temporal changes in the magnitude of electricity
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demand, in addition to any added and retired power plants (Peer and Sanders, 2018). Analogous to the water-energy nexus,
the emissions are also found to be with spatial-temporal characteristics (Liu et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2014).
Few quantitative studies have evaluated the overall performances of the WEEN (Q. Wang et al., 2018). It would be relatively
easier to compare the index among various regions when only one index exists (Islam et al., 2017). However, several aspects
of the WEEN, e.g., water for energy, energy for water, water for SO2 removal, energy for SO2 removal, should be considered
for scientific evaluation of the WEEN. Given the significant variations in the temporal-spatial characteristics of the WEEN, it
could be crucial to developing a comprehensive indicator that could address the diversity of the WEEN contributed by the
diversity of technology choices, resources consumptions, pollutants emissions, and the production efficiency. Therefore,
finding out an indicator, which could evaluate the overall spatial-temporal effects of these diversities placed on the WEEN,
would provide valuable insights into the diversity of WEEN. The coal-fired power industry is selected as the case study to
depict the evaluation of its temporal-spatial characteristics of the WEEN.
2.

Methods

Using weighting methods to integrate various sub-indicators into a single indicator is commonly used when various aspects
are needed to be evaluated and compared (Hafezalkotob and Hafezalkotob, 2015). The entropy weighting method based on
Shannon information theory is widely employed (Li et al., 2011). Entropy is a measure of the disorder degree of a system, and
the entropy weight reflects the amount of useful information carried and transported by each index of the system. That is, the
higher the amount of useful information carried and transported by an index, the higher the index's entropy weight, and vice
versa (Q. Wang et al., 2018). It has been applied in urban ecological security evaluations (Han et al., 2015), environmental
risk assessment (Jozi et al., 2012), sustainability development capacity evaluation (Wang et al., 2015), plant-level operational
performance comparison (Wu et al., 2018) etc.
2.1. Data
In total, 227 coal-fired power plants in China from 2012 to 2014, covers around 53% of the total thermal electricity generation
(NBSC, 2015), are analysed in this study. Tibet is excluded in the following analysis and discussion due to data limitation.
The data is collected from China Electricity Council (CEC, 2015), including electricity generation, coal consumption, water
withdrawal intensity, combustion technologies, cooling types, water sources, pollutants removal technologies and associated
efficiency etc. The WEEN performances of each power plants are calculated using mathematical material flow analysis
approach, called WEEN model developed by (C. Wang et al., 2018). The outcomes consist 7 sub-indicators (S1-S7) classified
into 3 types (C1-C3) (c.f.,Table 1).
Table 1. The sub-indicators of WEEN performances
Emissions (C1)
Water (C2)
Energy (C3)
SO2
NOx
Dust
Water for
Water for
Energy for electricity
Energy for
removal removal removal
cooling pollutants removal
generation
pollutants removal
(S1)
(S2)
(S3)
(S4)
(S5)
(S6)
(S7)
Unit mg/kWh mg/kWh mg/kWh
L/kWh
mg/kWh
gce/kWh
gce/kWh
2012 5555.3
Subindicators 2013 4530.4

470.5

75341.8

1.03

0.184

309.9

438.0

1366.1

72116.3

2.40

0.182

307.7

446.0

2014 3961.8

1799.1

69352.7

1.05

0.172

307.1

429.9

0.46

0.15

0.01

0.06

0.03

0.05

Entropy weight

0.31

2.2. Entropy weighting method
(1) Standardization
All the 7 sub-indicators are regarded as negative indicators. The smaller the values are, the better WEEN performance they
have. The standardization procedure is conducted as Eq. (1):
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′
𝑆𝑖,𝑗
=

max(𝑆𝑖 ) − 𝑆𝑖,𝑗
max(𝑆𝑖 ) − min(𝑆𝑖 )

Eq. (1)

′
where, 𝑆𝑖,𝑗
is the standardized value of the i sub-indicator for j plant; 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 is the original value of the i sub-indicator for j plant;

max(𝑆𝑖 ) and min(𝑆𝑖 ) are the maximum and the minimum values of the i sub-indicator among all the plants, respectively.
(2) The entropy of each sub-indicator
𝑚

′
𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑚
′
∑𝑗 𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑗

𝑒𝑖 = −𝑘 ∑

× 𝑙𝑛

′
𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑚
′
∑𝑗 𝑆𝑖,𝑗

Eq. (2)

where, 𝑒𝑖 is the entropy of each evaluating sub-indicator; k is 1⁄ln(𝑚); m is the number of the evaluating plants (i.e., 227 in
this study).
(3) The redundancy of the entropy of each sub-indicator
𝑑𝑖 = 1 − 𝑒𝑖

Eq. (3)

(4) The entropy weight of each sub-indicator
𝑛

𝑤𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖 ⁄∑ 𝑑𝑖

Eq. (4)

𝑖

where, n is the number of sub-indicators, i.e., 7 in this study.
(5) The entropy of each sub-indicator type
𝑘

𝐶𝑡,𝑗 = ∑(𝑤𝑖 ×
𝑖

′
𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑚
′
∑𝑗 𝑆𝑖,𝑗

× 𝑙𝑛

′
𝑆𝑖,𝑗
𝑚
′ )
∑𝑗 𝑆𝑖,𝑗

Eq. (5)

where, 𝐶𝑡,𝑗 is the entropy of the sub-indicator type t of plant j; k is the number of the sub-indicators which belong to the same
type (i.e., emission, energy, and water).
(6) The WEEN indicator

3

√𝐶𝑡,𝑗
𝐼𝑗 =
×
𝑙

∑(1 − |

𝐶𝑝.𝑗 − 𝐶𝑞.𝑗
|)
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐶𝑡.𝑝 , 𝐶𝑡.𝑞 )
𝑓

Eq. (6)

where, 𝐼𝑗 is the WEEN indicator of plant j; l is the number of sub-indicator types; 𝐶𝑝.𝑗 and 𝐶𝑞.𝑗 are any two sub-indicator types
p and q of plant j; f is the number of combinations of any two sub-indicator types.
3.

Results and Discussion

The WEEN performances of the 227 power plants are calculated based on the WEEN model (C. Wang et al., 2018). The
summary of the results is provided in Table 1.
3.1. The entropy weights
According to the concept of information entropy, the larger the entropy weight is, the more information this sub-indicator
includes, which means that the larger difference of the sub-indicator among the 227 power plants exists. The entropy weights
of these 7 sub-indicators are calculated using the aforementioned method, and are listed in Table 1.
Overall, it could be inferred that NOx and SO2 removal would be the two sub-indicators with far larger differences than the
rest ones. This is in line with the fact that the denitrification technologies and associated NOx removal efficiency and
desulfurization efficiency were more widely adopted in 2014 than 2012 (Chang et al., 2016; Song et al., 2018). Nationally, the
denitrification technology penetration rate almost tripled during this period (Chang et al., 2016). The synergic desulfurization
effect brought by the denitrification technology increased even though the desulfurization technology penetration rate only
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slightly increased. The 4 sub-indicators (S4-S7) classified as water (C2) or energy (C3) type are significantly less “disordered”
as their weights are smaller than 0.1. This means that, comparing to the three emission-related sub-indicators (S1-S3), these 4
sub indicators show relatively more similar performances among the 227 power plants from 2012 to 2014.
3.2. The WEEN indicator
The larger the WEEN indicator (𝐼𝑗 ) is, the better the plant is performing. Based on the obtained absolute values of the WEEN
indicator for 227 power plants, 4 levels are identified and illustrated with different colours in Figure 1. Each dot represents a
power plant, and the background is the spatial distribution of 6 electricity grid (i.e., Northeast China (NEC), North China (NC),
East China (EC), Central China (CC), South China (SC), and Northwest China (NWC)). The dark green (indicator <0.2), light
green (0.2<indicator<0.4), orange (0.4<indicator<0.6), and red (indicator>0.8) refers that the WEEN indicator is fair, good,
better and best, respectively. In general, the WEEN indicator improves greatly from 2012 to 2014, as the average of WEEN
indicators of 227 power plants increases from 0.21 to 0.37. Four power plants, labelled as red in Figure 1, should be noted as
their WEEN indicators are much higher than the rest ones. Further exploration about the technologies applied in these plants,
it could be found that they are equipped with high-efficient pollutant removal technologies, seawater/recycled water cooling
technologies. These would result in higher water/energy use efficiency, less emissions. Therefore, these power plants could
be set as the role models from the perspective of the overall WEEN performances.

(a) 2012

(b) 2013

(c) 2014
Figure 1. The WEEN indicators of the 227 power plants from 2012-2014. Note: Each dot represents one power plant; the
red dots located in SC on Figure 1(c) are the two power plants quite close to each other with WEEN indicators larger than
0.6; NEC represents Northeast China, NC represents North China, EC represents East China, CC represents Central China,
SC represents South China, and NWC represents Northwest China.
Aggregating the WEEN indicator by electricity girds would provide deeper insights into the WEEN performances (c.f. Figure
2). The results imply that all these 6 grids improve their overall WEEN performance to some degree. The statistical results of
these 6 grids are listed in Table 2. The NC and CC grids are with the most significantly improvement as the indicator doubles
from 0.20 to 0.41 and 0.20 to 0.46, respectively. However, the WEEN indicators of the power plants in SC in 2014 (the right
green violin plot on Figure 2) are in a larger range than the rest ones. This means that these power plants are more “disordered”
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with greater variations. Interestingly, the WEEN indicators of NEC in 2012 are grouped into two (one with indicator being
lower than 0.2, and the other being larger than 0.2). Nevertheless, these two groups are aggregated into one for 2014. This
means that significant convergence exists among these power plants in NEC.

Figure 2. The WEEN index of the 6 grids from 2012-2014
Table 2. The average WEEN indicator of each grid
Central China
(CC)

East China
(EC)

North China
(NC)

Northeast China
(NEC)

Northwest China
(NWC)

South China
(SC)

2012

0.20

0.22

0.20

0.19

0.19

0.22

2013

0.35

0.33

0.32

0.28

0.28

0.30

2014

0.46

0.34

0.41

0.28

0.35

0.34

3.3. Policy analysis
Further exploring the two grids, i.e., NC and CC, which are with the most significant improvement of WEEN indicators. As
aforementioned, these two grids’ WEEN indicators double from 2012 to 2014. Detailed information about the 3 sub-indicator
types are provided in Figure 3. Analysing the changes of the sub-indicator types, it can be found that emission is the one with
the greatest improvement from 2012 to 2014, as the emission indicator increases from 0.1 to larger than 0.3, while the water
and energy indicators being nearly stable around 0.025 and 0.04, respectively. Stated alternatively, the WEEN indicator
improves greatly from 2012 to 2014 in these two grids, and is mainly contributed by the emission sub-indicator, i.e., more
pollutants are removed in 2014 than in 2012. This is due to the increase of pollutants removal technologies penetration rate in
the regions like Hebei, Henan, Sichuan, Hubei, Hunan, which belong to NC and CC grids. This result sides with the conclusions
obtained from relevant research, such as studies focusing on the technologies applied in coal-fired power industry and their
spatial distribution (Liu et al., 2016).
Yet, the variations of the three indicators types in CC grid are smaller than NC grid, indicated by the distribution shape in
Figure 3. This means that the power plants in NC have greater differences, and some of them might be far behind the “role
models” in terms of the WEEN indicators.
Such great improvements in emissions are driven by recently launched policies in regard with the emissions control of coalfired power industry. The strict emission standards (GB 13223-2011) of the coal-fired power industry were launched in 2011
(MEP, 2011), in which stricter emission limitations were set for 12 key regions. From then on, the control of the coal-fired
power industry became stricter followed by extremely strict emission standards (Karplus et al., 2018), such as ultra-low
emission standards (NEA, 2014).
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Emission

4.

Energy
Figure 3. The Sub-indicators of the NC and CC grids

Water

Conclusions

This study proposed a quantifiable method, i.e., entropy weighting method, to evaluate the spatial-temporal characteristics of
the diversity degree of the WEEN performances of coal-fired power industry in China from 2012 to 2014. Specifically, the
results of this study imply that the emission-related sub indicators are significantly more “disordered” as their weights are
larger than water/energy-related sub indicators. Based on concept of the overall WEEN indicator, 4 power plants are set as the
role models due to their higher WEEN indicators. Averagely, the WEEN indicator improves greatly from 2012 to 2014, as it
increases from 0.21 to 0.37. Power plants located in Northern China and Central China grids show more significantly
improvement, which are mainly contributed by the improvement of the emission sub-indicators, i.e., more pollutants were
removed in 2014 than 2012 in these two grids. Moreover, the policy-oriented technology changes in theses grids are also
analysed to fully address the WEEN performances.
This comprehensive indicator contains significant information:
(1) Providing an easy way to compare individual plants within a given industry/system;
(2) Distinguishing the largest difference among the various aspects of WEEN, or which aspect would have the greatest impact
on the overall performance of WEEN;
(3) Finding out the very plant with the highest indicator score, and setting as the role model for other plants;
(4) Combined with other weighting methods that consider local environment, economics, etc. to provide more sophisticated
policy-making suggestions.
The WEEN indicator in the selected industry can be mirrored in other industries with similar coupled relationships among
water, energy and emissions. Further work remains to be done: (1) more comprehensive results and analysis could be
conducted with higher power plants data cover rate and better data quality; (2) the comparisons of the WEEN performance
using entropy weighting method among different industries could be carried out.
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Abstract
Space heating is the largest contributor to household energy consumption, on average accounting for 64% of households’ final
energy use and 16% of the total final energy consumption in the EU in 2015. Reducing this carbon footprint requires
cooperation of economic actors all along the supply chain. Our research aimed at finding the challenges and strategies different
economic actors may play in this process, with special emphasis on the behaviour factors. The empirical part of our research
involved focus groups in five countries (France, Hungary, Germany, Spain, Ukraine) and an international survey with 5006
respondents. Focus group participatory research shed light on some understudied topics regarding the behavioural factors
involved in energy saving. We applied the method of participatory systems mapping to help participants to build up shared
scenarios regarding challenges and potential strategies for saving on heating-related expenses. Some insights from early focus
groups were also incorporated into the international household survey. In the framework of qualitative research a total of 24
focus groups were organized in the five participating countries between May 2017 and December 2017. The survey tool
focused on basic heating habits (e.g. indoor temperature, only heating rooms that are actually in use), (2) challenges people
face with reducing their heating-related energy bill, and public support for selected policy measures. The major obstacles to
decreasing heating and cooling energy consumption documented also in previous studies are relevant in all countries, such as
the poor structure and condition of buildings and heating systems, energy poverty of households and heat waves occurring in
summer. We found, however, enormous differences in required winter indoor comfort level among cultures, in heating habits
and temperature control technologies, all of them having with big impact on heating bill and heating footprint. Our research
suggested that the total impact of these behaviour impacts exceeded the expected level. Changing some of these elements
require action and cooperation among economic actors, including energy suppliers, policy makers, municipalities and
households. The reseach was funded by NFKI K- 116472 and Enable-Eu projects..
Keywords: Households, Heating, Carbon footprint, Energy efficiency, Behavioural factors
1.

Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that increasing the efficiency of heating and cooling of buildings can substantially contribute to
saving energy and reducing carbon emissions. Industrial and residential heating and cooling energy use makes up a substantial
share of final energy consumption in the EU, accounting for 50% in 2015, of which space heating was responsible for 27%
while 1% was used for space cooling.
The Heating and Cooling Strategy of the European Union assigns a crucial role to the heating and cooling sector in energy
transition and is aimed at improving energy efficiency in buildings and industry while targeting the integration of the building
stock into the energy system by using smart, efficient and sustainable solutions.
Space heating is the largest contributor to household energy consumption, on average accounting for 64% of households’ final
energy use and 16% of the total final energy consumption in the EU in 2015. More energy-conscious behaviour and
investments in insulation or new heating technology resulting in a reduction in energy use might have a substantial effect on
consumers’ utility bills, depending on the amount and type of energy saved and the relevant prices. However, current research
suggests that regulatory measures and interventions can be more effective if they account for the different consumer practices
that influence the behaviour of households which are determined by an interplay of various factors, including socio-cultural
and demographic characteristics, attitudes, values and beliefs, social norms, as well as technical and institutional constraints.
To understand the complex interaction between energy conservation behaviour and the effectiveness of energy efficiency
measures or programmes, it is important to collect information about the current consumption practices and preferences of
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households, their attitudes towards changing their behaviour and implementing energy-saving measures, and the obstacles
they face.
The major problems raised by previous studies in relation to different aspects of heating energy consumption include the
following issues:
●

Structure and condition of buildings and heating systems. Relatively old buildings (the most critical of which are

detached houses and panel-block buildings with poor insulation) and inefficient heating systems contribute to inefficient
energy use. These issues are important in all countries, but perhaps most in Hungary and Ukraine (Novikova - Vorsatz, 2007,
Nagy, 2007, Yearwood Travezan et al., 2013).
●

Energy poverty of households. Energy poverty refers to the phenomenon that households have difficulty obtaining

access to sufficient amounts of energy in their dwellings to satisfy their basic needs for reasons of inadequate resources or
housing conditions (ADEME, 2016, Fülöp and Lehoczky-Krsjak, 2014). This issue is partly related to inefficient buildings
and heating systems and partly to the issue of general poverty (Insight_E, 2015). Energy poverty is significant in all countries
(even if a harmonised and fully comprehensive understanding of the notion is lacking). Among energy-poor households, the
following categories are overrepresented: i) households living in detached houses, ii) one-member households, and iii)
households with children (especially if there is only one adult in the household) (Fülöp and Lehoczky-Krsjak, 2014).
Furthermore, energy poverty and (income) poverty are closely related issues, so they need to be approached jointly (Insight_E,
2015).
●

Heat-waves in summer. Heat-waves increase energy demand and affect many households in different countries.

While these events are presently uncommon, heat-waves raise more attention than cold waves as their effects are more visible
and sudden (Niel and Beaumel, 2010). This issue is mostly important for Spain and France, but their significance is also
growing in Hungary and Ukraine.
●

Lack of consciousness and insufficient information. In many cases, households do not have sufficient information

about how they can improve their energy efficiency, or what the most appropriate options are that generate win-win situations
considering investment needs.
●

A lack of financial resources for investing in energy-efficiency improving measures is a widely documented general

obstacle to change (Szlávik et al., 2000, Alberini and Bigano, 2015, Ministère de l'Environnement, 2017, ADEME, 2017).
●

Owner-tenant conflicts. In the case of rented dwellings, the interests of owners and tenants of buildings are different.

Owners are not always motivated to implement investments that pay back only in the long term, while tenants are more
interested in having lower rents than making potential savings through their energy bills in the long term (Schreiner, 2015).
Furthermore, in multi-apartment buildings, the implementation of major refurbishments may require consensus among all
inhabitants, which is a further barrier to change (Blasch et al., 2017, Tiefenbeck et al., 2016).
●

State-regulated energy prices. If governments keep energy prices low artificially, there is no incentive for households

to decrease their energy consumption or to invest in efficiency improving measures. This has been a big issue especially in
Hungary and Ukraine in the past decades (Szlávik et al., 2000), and still represents a barrier (see Sebestyénné Szép, 2018, on
the link between state-driven price decreases in the residential sector and the ceteris paribus increase in household energy
consumption).
However, beyond these barriers there seems to be a strong demand to improve energy efficiency, reduce CO2-emissions and
household energy costs, while addressing energy poverty at the same time, thus realizing triple-dividend options (see, for
example, Novikova and Vorsatz (2007), ADEME (2017)).
The aim of the present case study was to obtain better understanding of the factors that influence household behaviour related
to heating and cooling, drawing on qualitative and quantitative research findings obtained in five countries: France, Germany,
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Hungary, Spain, and Ukraine. The present case study was elaborated within the framework of the ENABLE.EU research
project, which has the aim to understand individual and collective energy choices in the areas of electricity, heating and cooling
and transportation.
2.

Methods

The research process was designed along the following steps, as summarized in Figure 1. The first step in the qualitative
research was framing the focal question: "How can households reduce their heating costs?" The major part of the study,
involved citizen and expert focus groups. This process was based on the use of causal loop diagrams and the technique of
Participatory System Mapping for creating a collaborative process that generates deeper understanding of consumer behaviour
(Sedlacko et al., 2014). Causal loop diagrams help with visualising and analysing current patterns of system behaviour, while
participatory system mapping refers to the process of involving stakeholders into this process. Focus group participants worked
on identifying the challenges they face when trying to reduce their heating costs and related energy consumption.
Focus group participants also identified the strategies and policy options that could help them to cope with these challenges,
and visualised the connections between the challenges and strategies. . A total of 24 focus groups were organized, eighteen
with laymen and six with expert participants, with more emphasis laid on unfolding and channelling the opinions of households
into the research.
The implementation of focus groups took place between May 2017 and January, 2018. Each country prepared a country case
study summarizing the findings of their focus groups.
The focus group stage was followed by supplementary desktop and survey research to test the relevance of focus group results
and to compare the findings with the outcomes of statistical data analysis in all the countries involved.
The focus group phase overlapped with the implementation of the household survey of the ENABLE.EU project, providing a
good opportunity to include a limited number of questions in the international household survey based on issues that came up
in early focus groups. These questions were related to the challenges and policy options raised by participants. In addition to
those, several Heating-and-Cooling-related questions were asked in the five participating countries.
Surveys were conducted in each country, then merged into a single database. The international household survey helped to
test the relevance of identified challenges and policy options at the national and international level, and to reveal cultural and
behavioural differences across the case-study countries. The household survey was conducted at the end of 2017 and the
beginning of 2018 in the participant countries, and cleansed data was available in May 2018. Data from 5006 households was
collected providing a maximum number of observations about relevant questions in the range of 700-1500 for the different
countries.
In the comparative assessment phase, we compared the findings of draft country case studies and collected statistical data to
support these comparisons. The comparative assessment phase revealed cultural and behavioural differences across countries,
as well as the common behavioural patterns and common challenges people share in different countries.
.
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Figure 1. Research design followed.
3.

Results and Discussion

Focus groups identified the winter indoor temperature and heating habits as major factors affecting energy-related costs. The
survey shows substantial differences across countries regarding the required indoor temperature people tend to maintain in
their dwellings.

Figure 2. Self-reported winter indoor temperature in the case-study countries.

For the purpose of this study, 20-21°C is considered neutral, and the all-country average winter indoor temperature is around
this range. There is significant variation among countries, though. In France, the legally recommended indoor temperature is
19°C, while in Hungary even 21°C would be considered too low. Overheating is more common in Hungary and Germany.
This phenomenon can be explained by overcompensation for the cold climate, cultural factors, the reduced availability of
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temperature control equipment in Hungary, and the impact of historically low energy prices. The low winter indoor
temperature in Spain and Ukraine may be explained by cultural and technological factors. In Spain, 7.8% of households do
not have a heating system but frequently use other auxiliary heaters such as portable radiators.
Moreover, as the next table shows, a significant share of people (25.7%) tend to maintain a higher indoor temperature in winter
than in the summer in respective countries. Overheating during wintertime and overcooling during summertime may have
adverse health impacts. For example, when entering/exiting an air-conditioned building from/to outdoors people may suffer
not only thermal discomfort but also even potential health problems (Jing et al. 2015). In a study by Boardman et al. (2005),
18-21°C was considered the neutral temperature zone, and adverse health impacts were reported at a temperature of above
24°C or below 16°C. Indoor temperature has a significant impact on energy consumption and energy costs, thus differences
in indoor temperature may explain the significant variation in energy consumption under otherwise similar conditions.

Figure 3. Reported summer and winter indoor temperature in households in the case-study countries. (N=5006).

Insufficient availability of temperature control equipment may partially explain the overheating problem as highlighted in
several focus groups. Still, we found that manual adjustment of the temperature is more frequently associated with overheating
than a lack of control equipment. Promoting the spread of thermostats (preferably programmable ones) may contribute to a
healthier indoor temperature and reduced carbon emission. District heating service companies may also help by keeping the
temperature in the optimal range for their customers.
Heating only the rooms that are actually in use was considered a way of reaching energy savings by focus groups. Countries
vary widely regarding how common this practice is amongst their citizens, with the highest share measured in Spain (51.6%)
and France (47.7%) and lowest share self-reported in Ukraine (26%) and Hungary (28.9%). Germany scores in the middle
with its 38%. Explanatory factors include culture, age, and the availability of technological options for turning down the
temperature in selected rooms. Older people are more willing to heat only some rooms.
4.

Conclusions

European consumers are diverse in terms of: heating requirements; financial resources that can be allocated towards lowcarbon investment; housing conditions including insulation, home size, ownership; their preferences, willingness and
motivation to change their habitual behaviour; their motivation for making changes; their beliefs and misunderstandings about
low-carbon options. Still, most challenges and policy options identified during the focus groups overlap in several countries
and could be grouped into a limited set of themes that may be tackled with similar policy options.
Our study underlined the role of cultural and behavioural factors in reducing household energy consumption and related carbon
emission. Although the technical status of the heating system and characteristics of the dwellings are highly significant factors,
heating habits also play a role. Moreover, increased demand for comfort may overcompensate the impacts of some
technological innovation (rebound effect).
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Many households ignore the fact that cooling should be adjusted to the outside temperature in terms of not setting a drastically
different temperature inside compared to the outdoor circumstances. Even in winter, maintaining a healthy indoor temperature
that avoids overheating is important both for health and energy efficiency reasons.
Individual heating behaviours differ across countries and social groups: there are obviously significant differences between
the preferred temperature, the habit of heating heavily and the habit of wearing more clothes and maintaining a lower
temperature, ventilation habits, heating when at home versus when not at home, etc.
Sharing of the energy bill by a block of apartments often results in a lack of motivation to save energy by heating more
rationally, as such heating bills do not directly depend on the heating behaviour of individual households but the behaviour of
the whole dwelling.
Conflicts between tenants and landlords in terms of investing into a more efficient heating system or into insulation, lack of
participation in decision-making: landlords are often not interested in investing into a more efficient heating system, even if
this investment would increase the value of their property. Tenants are more concerned by this issue, but they struggle with
the lack of interest of the landlord and the fact that they have no voice in decision-making related to the investments within
the dwelling.
Conflicts within multi-apartment houses related to investing into renovation: decision making in multi-apartment houses is a
difficult process where the voting rules and financial commitments that are required may block the necessary investments into
renovation of the house or the heating system.
The use of laymen and expert groups in parallel also shed light on the slightly different perspectives laymen and experts had
regarding energy-related information. Solutions-oriented information and advice about energy saving received more interest
from citizens than information about energy consumption data.

Laymen focus
groups

Expert focus
groups

Information
More data
top-down information
(meaningful info on
energy bills.
frequency of
monitoring, social
marketing)

More Solutions
Word-of-mouth and
local information

(what the gas-fitter
says, local papers,
internet)

Figure 4. Different perspectives of experts and laymen (N=5006).

Our study based on focus group participatory research shed light on some understudied topics regarding the behavioural factors
involved in energy saving and opened the gate to formulating new strategies in order to tackle behaviour related issues. The
strategies to face those challenges can be captured in five themes: (1) Information sharing and communication, (2) awareness
raising of consumers and policy makers, (3) promoting the availability of technological solutions, (4) financial measures, and
(5) tools for fighting energy poverty.

.
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Abstract
The research investigates ecological, economic, social, and institutional factors that create opportunities for the development
of an organic farming with an emphasis on the regional aspect of this problem. Organic agriculture is considered according to
the modern interpretation of the concept “Organic agriculture 3.0”. This allows to change the emphasis in the tasks it solves
by moving from the purely agricultural perspective to organic production as an agri-food system and by proposing complex
development strategies. The authors analyze ecological, economic and social indicators of Russian regions to define strategic
avenues of evolution of organic agriculture. The authors selected an environmental index to identify ecologically clean regions.
As an economic factor authors chose an area of unused agricultural land that can be used in organic farming. Social indicators
in the research characterize the proportion of unemployed working-age population. Namely unemployed population can form
the potential for the development of organic agriculture in the regions of Russia. Based on the selected indicators, the authors
identified four groups of Russian regions, with regard to the availability of conditions adequate for the development of organic
agriculture. The study also provides recommendations for the modernization of agrarian and environmental policy in Russia.
Keywords: Organic agriculture, climate oriented sustainable development, regional diffusion of organic agriculture, food
supply chain.
1.

Introduction

Agriculture as a fundamental activity of humankind is traditionally considered an economic activity with important economic,
ecological and social functions. Economic, social and ecological dimensions must also be considered when assessing the
economic efficiency of production and consumption of organic food, including the positive effects of environmentally friendly
products on the health of the population, especially children. Forcing a development of this sector can have also a positive
impact on the social situation in rural areas by involving local people in production processes and preserving a traditional way
of life.
At the same time, the social effects of organic production are ambiguous. It should bear in mind that the industrial model of
agrarian production provides a significant improvement in working conditions and standards of well-being of rural workers in
general. We cannot ignore numerous examples of violating the law on minimum wage by eco-farmers to ensure their price
competitiveness with conventional farms as well (http://www.zeit.de/2016/13/landwirtschaft-oekobauer-mitarbeiterausbeute). Comparison of the conventional and the organic agricultural models has to consider the actual goal of increasing
the production of food due to population growth and the raising life standards. In this context specialists pay attention to the
higher economic efficiency of the conventional model of agricultural production, including its higher productivity (Schulze et
al, 2015; Christen, 2013; Schulz, 2012). In Russia, agriculture faces the challenges of growth in the domestic demand for food
as well. Moreover, agriculture must increase the export sales by almost 80 per cent to cover the loss of budget revenues in the
face of declining raw material export orientation. In addition, the industrial model is characterized by a moderate consumption
of energy resources in comparison with organic production, if we consider the lower productivity and yield of the latter
(https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/summaries/summary.php?pub=301).
As for ecological dimension, despite earlier beliefs, many studies have shown that organic agriculture does not have absolute
environmental benefits (Schulze et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2006; Schulze 2014). For example, in the case of grazing cattle,
in the way it is required by organic agriculture, the level of greenhouse gas emissions is higher than with stabling. So,
ecological aspects of the problem require in-depth study.
Agriculture is given considerable importance in many countries due to the global interest in the implementation of measures
aimed at reducing environmental pollution and avoiding dangers of global climate change. This sector accounts for about 20
per cent of the total burden on the environment in the form of greenhouse gas emissions. In 2015, in Russia, the share of
agriculture was 4.98 per cent, not including its servicing branches and excluding LULUCF (Third National inventory of
anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, 2017).
Considering the importance of agriculture and the serving industries as sectors that have a significant environmental impact,
various options are discussed to mitigate its negative impact on the environment and reduce the dangers of adverse climate
change. These approaches primarily include the intensifying efforts to reduce energy intensity in agriculture, especially
regarding traditional energy resources (Searchinger et al. 2008; Fargione et al. 2010, Sá et al. 2017) and the development of
organic agriculture (Pimentel et al. 2005; Schulze 2015). This approach reflects the ideas of implementation of the principle
of sustainable development and the challenges of transition to a low-carbon economy.
Organic agriculture combines tradition, innovation and science to benefit the shared environment and promote fair
relationships and a good of life for all the parties involved (https://www.ifoam.bio/en/organic-landmarks/definition-organicagriculture). In this context, authors (Smith et al. 2007; Davidson 2009; Long et al. 2011; Norse 2012, de Moraes et al. 2017)
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have focused on the problems of low-carbon agriculture. They consider organic agriculture as a key direction for the transition
to a low-carbon economy in the agricultural sector. According to de Moraes, low-carbon agriculture is based on three
principles: low carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from land use and land use change and in response to agricultural best
management practices; high CO2 mitigation through agricultural production systems based on agricultural best management
practices; high carbon sequestration potential with the adoption of integrated crop-livestock-forestry-systems.
Strotdrees launched the idea of Organic 3.0 in 2011 (Strotdrees et al. 2011). Altieri (Altieri et al. 2015) considered the
opportunity of Organic 3.0 to have an impact on solvation of tasks of climate change mitigation. In 2017 Arbenz defined
Organic 3.0 as a modern, innovative agricultural system that holistically integrates ecology, economy, society, culture and
accountability into local and regional context (Arbenz et al. 2017). The most important challenge for organic agriculture is to
move from a purely agricultural perspective towards organic production as an agri-food system. According to Rahmann
(Rahmann et al. 2017), we emphasize the following characteristic features of this system:
1)

production of healthy and safe food in volumes sufficient enough to meet the needs of the growing population;

2)

reduction of pollution and greenhouse gas emissions derived from food production, processing, trading, and

consumption;
3)

development of food chains driven by renewable energy and recycled nutrients;

4)

adoption to climate change and mitigating greenhouse gas emissions;

5)

protection of soils, water, air, biodiversity and landscapes;

6)

incorporation of current and emerging ethical systems, food habits, lifestyles and consumer needs.

The balance between supply and demand on the organic food market is the important condition for the development of organic
agriculture. Efforts to increase production capacity of this sector will pay off only with an effective demand for organic food
for higher prices than those of conventional production. The demand side is important for organic farming because of reduced
shelf life, stricter transportation rules, and prohibitions for the use of preservatives (Izotova 2015; Khodakova 2016; Schulze
et al. 2015). To study these important problems a team of scientists has been working to conduct an in-depth marketing analysis
of organic food markets in different areas (Atănăsoaie 2011; Berg et al. 2005; Bruschi 2015), and in Russia (Honkanen and
Frewer 2009; Popova et al. 2010).
Strategic priorities of organic agriculture in Russia have to pay attention on a diversity of natural and climatic conditions, as
well as the discrepancies in the population’s living standards in Russian regions. These differences in the quality and areas of
agricultural land in Russian regions exclude the use of unified approaches and instruments for the development of this segment.
Under these conditions, it is necessary to have elaborated systems maintain organic agriculture with respect to regional
priorities and available production and social regional resources (Shcherbakova 2017; Avilova 2016; Grigorian et al. 2016;
Nesterenko and Pakhomova 2016).
The authors explore the prospects for the development of organic agriculture in Russia, with an emphasis on the task of
justifying differentiated regional strategies. At the same time, the chances or the transition of traditional farming to the
principles of organic production will play an important role. Below we present objectives of the study:
•

to define the prerequisites to develop organic farming in Russia;

•
to identify strategic priorities for the development of organic agriculture in Russia, taking into account contemporary
approaches of sustainable agriculture and low-carbon agriculture;
•
to identify regions that have environmental, social and economic perspectives for the transition to the model of
organic agriculture;
•

to propose some recommendations for the modernization of Russian agrarian and environmental policy.

The Russian researchers (Altukhov et al. 2013; Einfalt and Kazda 2016; Nesterenko and Pakhomova 2016) highlight the
significant opportunities that the country has in this area. For example, the country has great potential in the field of attracting
unutilized land into economic circulation, which for several years did not use mineral fertilizer. It is possible to talk about 38.8
mil hectares, which are suitable for organic farming (Kundius and Voronkova 2014). The objective of escalating agricultural
production, specified by the Russian Government, focuses on the need for reclamation of these unutilized land. As a result,
considerable investments in soil purification will accompany both organic agriculture and industrial production of agricultural
products. Forest areas are also a potential reserve to develop of organic production. In 2017 about 4.5 per cent of organic areas
is wild collection. In prospect, this niche could be developed by involving the population of rural areas.
However, so far, the level of development of organic agriculture in Russia is insufficient. Although the country is the state
with the one of the largest increases in the organic agricultural land (108 per cent in compared in 2017 with 2016), the land’s
share in the total area of farmland in Russia is about 0.3 per cent. To compare, the share of organic land in the world’s farmland
is about 1.4 per cent (FiBL & IFOAM – Organics International (2019): The World of Organic Agriculture. Frick and Bonn).
A similar situation we observe with the volume of organic food production and its share in total agricultural production and
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the level of development of the organic food market. Meanwhile, this sector demonstrates stable growth rates that exceeded
ten per cent per year.
2.

Methods

Russia is characterized by a great diversity of geographic and cultural landscapes, which create many opportunities and risks
for sustainable development of agriculture. The geographic location of Russian regions, diversity of landscapes and climatic
conditions require the development of differentiated strategies for sustainable development of agriculture. To differentiate the
regions while choosing priority organic clusters, we distinguish the following parameters: the quality of the environment in a
region, availability of unused agricultural land and availability of labor force. Geographical closeness to large cities with high
living standards is relevant only for those segments of organic agriculture in which perishable products are produced.
The main goal of the study is to identify promising regions for the development of organic agriculture, which not only possess
the production resources of the required quality, but also where the level of environmental pollution is relatively low. Author
have analyzed the transition to the organic agriculture by implementing the methods known in the international arena, for
various Russian regions. The authors identified factors, contributing to the development of organic agriculture and further
have identified regions, which have the greatest potential for the development of organic agriculture. The strategy of
differentiation of the development of organic farming should be based on existing opportunities and barriers related to the
environmental situation in the regions, the availability of production resources and the possibilities of its support from the
regional authorities.
As for production, the drivers of transition to organic farming are the availability of unutilized agricultural land and the number
of unemployed people in rural areas. In addition, it is necessary to consider the impact of an environmental situation in the
regions on the quality of organic products. To assess the quality of the environment in the regions, we also used data from an
integrated environmental index, which is calculated by Russian non-governmental organization “Green Patrol”
(http://greenpatrol.ru/ru/stranica-dlya-obshchego-reytinga/ekologicheskiy-reyting-subektovrf?tid=310&order=field_nature&sort=asc). This index is formed by integrating the parameters that characterize the level of
atmospheric pollution, the level of water pollution, the degree of soil degradation, protected natural territories, biodiversity,
and climate changes.
At the first stage of our research, the ecological situation in the regions of Russia is assessed, and then selected regions where
the quality of the environment corresponds to or exceeds the average level in Russia. The regions with an index below the
average have been excluded from further analysis. Since one of the factors of consumer confidence in organic products is the
environmental quality in the production area, therefore regions with a higher environmental quality have a higher priority for
the development of organic production. We have involved information from the following regions: Primorye Territory,
Belgorod Region, Voronezh Region, Ivanovo Region, Omsk Region, Chukotka Autonomous Area, Ryazan Region, Republic
of Adygea, Tambov Region, Karachayevo-Circassian Republic, Republic of Ingushetia, Republic of Mari El, Murmansk
Region, Komi Republic, Chuvash Republic, Stavropol Territory, Kursk Region, Vladimir Region, Chechen Republic,
Republic of North Ossetia – Alania, Altai Territory, Republic of Khakassia, Penza Region, Ulyanovsk Region, Kostroma
Region, Kamchatka Territory, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Sakhalin Region, Republic of Dagestan, Republic of Kalmykia,
Republic of Karelia, Magadan Region, Tver Region, Republic of Tuva, Republic of Altai, Kabardino-Balkaria Republic,
Jewish Autonomous Region, Amur Region, Pskov Region, Trans-Baikal Territory, Khabarovsk Territory, Sevastopol,
Arkhangelsk Region.
The task of the second stage of the study is to differentiate the regions according to an area of unutilized agricultural land. A
production process without mineral fertilizers is one of the requirements of organic agriculture. As already noted, Russia has
significant areas of unutilized agricultural land, so it is an important reserve for the development of organic farming. According
to the Russian Agricultural Monitoring Center, 56 million hectares of agricultural land were not utilized for its intended
purpose in 2014. That is 14.5 per cent of all agricultural land in the country. So, data is used from the monitoring of unutilized
agricultural land for the analysis of the potential for development of organic agriculture. However, despite the improvement
of soil quality due to the absence of mineral fertilizer, the physical properties of unused land deteriorate due to wind- and
water-erosion, shrubs and other weeds. Moreover, the restoration of the quality of such lands requires significant additional
costs, which reduces the attractiveness of their use for organic production purposes.
In 2014, according to the Russian Agricultural Monitoring Centre, sixty-three regions (from 85 regions) have had provided
the report about the area of unused agricultural land (http://www.rosagroland.ru/monitoring/analitycs/627/). According to the
Report of the Russian Agricultural Monitoring Centre, Russian regions are grouped into five groups:
1.

From 1 to 50 thousand ha of unused agricultural land;

2.

From 50 to 100 thousand ha of unused agricultural land;

3.

From 100 to 500 thousand ha of unused agricultural land;

4.

From 500 to 1000 thousand ha of unused agricultural land;

5.

From 1000 to 2000 thousand ha of unused agricultural land.

The weighted average based on a composition of each group is 428 thousands of hectares. For the subsequent analysis we have
used two groups of regions: in one of them the area of unused land is less than 428 thousand of ha and in another – more than
428 thousand of ha (Table 1). Data for 2014 is used because of a lack of the actual information in 2018. This indicator shows
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a rather low variability. This allows us to assume the relative stability of the composition of groups of agricultural regions in
the group we are investigating.
Area of unutilized
agricultural land
Less than 500 thousand
hectares

More than 500 thousand
hectares

Table 1 Area of unused agricultural land in Russian regions, 2014
Name of regions
Republic of Karelia, Murmansk Region, Republic of Adygea, Karachayevo-Circassian
Republic, Stavropol Territory, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Kamchatka Territory, Chukotka
Autonomous Area, Kursk Region, Ryazan Region, Sakhalin Region, Vladimir Region,
Tambov Region, Komi Republic, Republic of Kalmykia, Chechen Republic, Republic of Mari
El, Primorye Territory, Magadan Region, Khabarovsk Territory, Republic of Dagestan, Penza
Region, Belgorod Region, Voronezh Region, Republic Tuva
Ulyanovsk Region, Kostroma Region, Tver Region, Republic of Altai, Republic of Khakassia,
Amur Region, Trans-Baikal Territory, Jewish Autonomous Region, Altai Territory, Ivanovo
Region

Resource: Data grouped by author basing on the Report on the status and use of agricultural land in Russia, 2014
(http://rosagroland.ru/)

At the third stage, social factors are estimated. Social factors of development of organic agriculture are bounded with a
productivity of employee and unemployment rate in rural territories. Organic technologies are known to be more labourintensive; therefore, one cannot ignore the availability of labour in analyzed regions.
The definition of promising regions for the development of organic production also assumes an analysis of the level of
unemployment in the urban economy of the regions. The state of employment in agriculture and unemployment in rural
territories is shown in table 2. Thirty-three regions are finally analysed. In 2015, the weighted average unemployment rate in
rural territories was 8.29 per cent. Thus, we have distinguished two groups of the regions from the Table 2: 1) with less than
the weighted average unemployment rate and 2) with more than the weighted average rate.
For the analysis of the unemployment rate, the data for the year 2015 was taken, which are now the most relevant. The use in
the study of data on the state of the environment, unused agricultural lands and the level of unemployment of Russian regions
for different time periods, as already noted, is justified, along with the availability of data, their weak variability in several
positions. The desire of the authors to conduct research based on the most relevant data is also determined by the intention to
use the obtained results to justify the strategic trends in the development of organic agriculture in Russia.

№
1

2

Table 2 Groups of Russian regions according to the unemployment rate in rural territories, 2015
Unemployment rate in rural
Name of regions
territory of regions
Less than 8.29
Tambov Region, Tver Region, Republic of Mari El, Republic of Khakassia,
Kamchatka Territory, Penza Region, Kursk Region, Ryazan Region, Chukotka
Autonomous Area, Vladimir Region, Kostroma Region, Amur Region, Stavropol
Territory.
More than 8.29
Republic of Altai, Altai Territory, Republic of Adygea, Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia), Magadan Region, Sakhalin Region, Republic of Karelia, Murmansk
Region, Komi Republic, Chechen Republic, Trans-Baikal Territory, Primorye
Territory, Ulyanovsk Region, Karachayevo-Circassian Republic, Republic of
Kalmykia, Jewish Autonomous Region, Republic of Dagestan, Khabarovsk
Territory, Belgorod Region, Voronezh Region, Ivanovo Region, Republic Tuva.

Source:
completed
by
author
http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/wages/labour_force/

based

on

Integration of ecological, economic and social parameters of these regions allows identifying regions where the development
of organic agriculture is of the highest priority. We distinguished four groups of regions that comprise in descending order
with regard to organic agriculture development (Fig.1). To reveal product specialization of each group of Russian regions it is
necessary to clarify product niches of organic agriculture. The situation exists because each of the identified groups of regions
has a different potential for the development of organic agriculture.
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Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),
Republic of Karelia,
Sakhalin Region,
Republic of Adygeya,
Murmansk Region,
Komi Republic,
Chechen Republic,
Karachay-Cherkess Republic Republic,
Republic of Kalmykia,
Magadan Region,
Khabarovsk Territory,
Republic of Daghestan,
Primorye Territory
Republic Tuva
Voronezh Region
Belgorod Region

Ulyanovsk Region,
Republic of Altai,
Altai Territory,
Jewish Autonomous Region,
Trans-Baikal Territory
Ivanovo Region

Kamchatka Territory
Kursk Region
Tambov Region,
Ryazan Region,
Republic of Mari El,
Vladimir Region,
Stavropol Territory,
Penza Region,
Chukotka Autonomous Area
Less than 500

Tver Region, Kostroma Region,
Amur Region,
Republic of Khakassia

IV

I

III

II
More than 500

Area of unutilized agricultural land, thousands of hectares

Fig 1. Differentiation of productive potential for organic agriculture of Russian regions (completed by author).
The first group of regions is characterized by a high level of unemployment in rural areas and they have significant areas of
unused agricultural land (more than 500 thousand hectares). This group includes Ulyanovsk Region, the Republic of Altai, the
Altai Territory, the Jewish Autonomous Region, and the Trans-Baikal Territory. They have the maximum potential for the
development of organic agriculture, which makes it possible to produce products in large volumes.
The second group of regions has similar areas of unused agricultural land (namely, more than 500 thousand hectares), the
unemployment rate in rural areas being below the average. This supports the advisability of developing organic production in
large volumes (including the production of feed for farm animals), while simultaneously implementing measures to replace
manual labour with machinery. The second group of regions includes Tver Region, Kostroma Region, Amur Region, Republic
of Khakassia.
The third group of regions is characterized by relatively small amounts of unused agricultural land and low unemployment in
rural areas. Regions forming this group have a relatively small potential for organic farming, so only small farms could be
organized. The following regions are members of the third group: Kamchatka Territory, Kursk Region, Tambov Region,
Ryazan Region, Republic of Mari El, Vladimir Region, Stavropol Territory, Penza Region, Chukotka Autonomous Area.
The fourth group of regions has a relatively small amount of unused agricultural land and is distinguished by a high level of
unemployment in rural areas. In an organizational aspect, these regions have the potential for the development of organic
production with the possibility of using manual labor. The composition of this most numerous groups is shown in Fig. 2.
Deepening product differentiation as an integral part of the strategy for the development of organic agriculture in Russian
regions needs product niches and defining forms of supply chain organization. In accordance with the types of products, as
well as their role in the supply chain, the author identify the following niches: 1) fresh organic products of short shelf life
without processing; 2) organic raw materials for processing in the food industry and related industries; 3) wild collection.
Determining the characteristics of production resources for each product niche, and consumer perceptions as well facilitates
the formation of clearer ideas about the appropriate product specialization identified in Fig. 1. Firstly, we characterize each of
the possible product niches of organic production, and secondly, we will do this for each product niche. A group of suitable
regions was selected to fulfill the task.
The first niche is “Organic food of short shelf life”. Production of organic food for the end users: meat and dairy products,
fresh vegetables and fruits, berries. A distinctive feature of food in this group is its short shelf life. Requirements for organic
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food suggest the absence of chemical preservatives, improvers and dyes. Hence, the shelf life of organic products is much
shorter than that of conventional products. A basic reason for buying organic food is a desire to consume healthy
environmentally friendly food. Children, as well as adults with specific diseases, are also included in the consumer group for
which healthy diet is required. The next reason is trust in the quality of products, which can be provided by a direct production
process control, as well as the location of the production in an environmentally friendly region.
To provide a better supply of products to the end consumer, the chain should consist of a minimum number of actors.
Production of an organic food is implemented by small farms near consumers to shorten time of a delivery. The supply chain
can consist of producer, aggregator (Internet platform, restaurant, and local market), and consumers.
The key requirement for the organization of supply chains in this niche is the territorial proximity to a consumer. Consumers,
who are ready to pay a premium price for organic products are mainly concentrated near big cities. Production processes are
characterized by a high labor intensity, which is especially important for small farms that do not possess specialized mashines.
The problem of high level of unemployment cannot be solved in this case because farms usually do not attract many employees.
Involvement of unused agricultural lands requires significant capital investments in the soil reclamation, which is tough for
farmers to implement without government support.
To develop the niche of organic agriculture it should comply with the following conditions:
•

a region must be environmentally friendly;

•

a region must be close to the effective demand;

•

availability of free labour;

•
availability of unutilized agricultural land. Moreover, large areas are not required for the organization of organic
farms of such kind.
For the development of the “Organic food of short shelf life” niche, the third (3rd) Group of regions is more suitable:
Kamchatka Territory, Kursk Region, Tambov Region, Ryazan Region, Republic of Mari El, Vladimir Region, Stavropol
Territory, Penza Region, Chukotka Autonomous Area. Almost all these regions are in the European part of Russia. Hence, all
the above-mentioned regions can be included in an organic cluster to provide a unified management of organic farms.
The second niche "Organic raw materials for processing in the food industry and related industries” includes organic raw
materials for the food, chemical, light industries and certainly for agriculture. The supply chain in this niche can be much
longer because of the long shelf life of goods. In this case, the trademark of the raw materials processor and the accordance of
the production processes to organic certification requirements become important for the final consumer. As a processor plays
a key role in the supply chain, the volumes of production are restricted only by a processor's capacities and are not limited by
the level of effective demand. A huge export potential has a production of organic cereal.
There are no geographic requirements for the location of organic farms in this supply chain. The condition of high
environmental quality must be respected. To provide larger volumes of production the region has to possess large areas of
unutilized agricultural land. The costs for reclamation of unused land will arise in the organization of both organic farms and
conventional agricultural entities. The governance should compensate high capital costs resulting from a long downtime of
land due to decline in agricultural production in.
The availability of an unemployed labour due to high level of unemployment in rural areas can contribute to the development
of this niche. To fill this niche, it is appropriate to use the regions of the Groups 1 and 2 of the: Ulyanovsk Region, Republic
of Altai, Altai Territory, Jewish Autonomous Region, Trans-Baikal Territory, Tver Region, Kostroma Region, Amur Region,
Republic of Khakassia. These two groups are characterized by large areas of unutilized agricultural land.
The third niche is "Organic wild collection". This group of products is allocated to a separate niche, as a production process is
limited to a wild plants harvest, its packaging and transportation. There are good prospects for the development of this niche
since large areas of the country are covered with environmentally friendly forests. This, in turn, requires large labour. Large
areas of unutilized agricultural land are not required, therefore, for the implementation of this niche of organic agriculture, the
regions of Group 1 are more suitable.
The supply chain includes the following actors: harvesters, aggregator, processor, wholesale, retail, consumer. The key
objective of implementing the supply chain is to organize the work of harvesters and aggregators. The territory of harvesting
organic wild plants should be strictly limited. It is necessary to control that harvesting is carried out only in certified areas.
The main factor of consumer confidence is the region of origin, because such products are subject to minimal processing.
For the development of this product niche, a large role is played by the availability of free labour. The presence of significant
areas of unused agricultural land in the region does not matter since wild plants and fruits grow in unprocessed territories.
Thus, a large potential for the development of this niche of organic agriculture is in the regions of Group 4, which have
significant forest tracts. The list of these regions includes the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Republic of Karelia, Sakhalin
Region, Komi Republic, Magadan Region, Khabarovsk Territory, Primorye Territory.Please insert your Methods text here.
Text alignment is formatted as justified. Figures, like Figure 1, should have a self-explanatory caption placed under the figure
and should be referenced in the main text like in this sentence.
3.
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Basing on the study, we can confirm the assumption that the strategy for the development of organic agriculture in Russia
should be implemented considering the ecological, economic and social parameters of its regions. Distinguishing four groups
of regions allows us to focus the development strategy on individual product niches: food with short shelf life and minimum
processing, organic raw materials for food and other related industries, and harvesting of organic wild plants and fruits. Such
differentiation will enable not only to fully adapt supply chains to the capabilities of its members but also to solve several
environmental and social problems.
Thus, development of organic food production with minimal processing and short shelf life is possible in the form of organizing
small organic farms. On the one hand, this form of organization allows to minimize risks associated with production processes
and changes in consumer preferences, as well as financial risks due to small production volumes. On the other hand, it can
provide an impetus to the development of innovative entrepreneurship in rural areas through the exchange of positive
experience not only in the organic production sector but also in agriculture. In addition, small organic farms carry out the
function of preserving and transferring traditional Russian rural culture using old recipes and methods of farming in production
processes.
The large-scale production of organic raw materials is possible. The main limiting aspect, in this case, is a processor's capacity.
At the same time, this niche has a great export potential, as the market for organic products in the world is constantly growing.
Russia can occupy a certain market share by selling organic raw materials. Large areas of unused agricultural land, which
provide a considerable reserve for development of agriculture in Russia as a whole, can be used for organic farming. In this
context, with an increase of production in agriculture the costs of reclamation of soil can be considered unavoidable. By using
a large share of manual labour in this product niche, unemployment in rural areas can be reduced.
The most of Russian Federation is covered with environmentally friendly forests. So, harvesting wild plants and fruits is a
unique niche of organic agriculture. In this case, the production process consists of harvesting the ripened fruits and plants and
selling them to further processors. The export potential for organic wild plants in our country is quite high, especially in the
Asian region. For implementing this niche, large agricultural areas are not required, major production areas are in a forest
zone. Because of the seasonal involvement of the population for harvesting, the problem of unemployment in the respective
regions may be partly solved. Carrying out regional differentiation in the development of organic agriculture makes it possible
to specify organizational activities both from state and business points of view.
Conclusions
The analysis confirmed the importance of agriculture through the example of Russia to achieve the objectives of the Paris
agreement on climate and the formation of a stable low-carbon economy oriented to the expanded use of alternative energy
and the integrated introduction of technological, organizational institutional and marketing innovations. For the agricultural
sector, an important role in achieving these goals is assigned to the dissemination of the principles of organic agriculture,
which, at the same time, must be applied in a balanced manner, considering the fulfilment of this sector's entire range of
economic, social and environmental functions. The authors based their research on the modern model of organic farming "organic farming 3.0", which is characterized by a shift in emphasis from a purely agricultural perspective to organic
production as an agri-food system. An important role in the formation of the methodological basis of the study was also given
to the "European Initiative for Sustainable Development in Agriculture" with its goal to merge the advantages of traditional
industrial methods with the requirements of the organic agriculture. The answers to current climate and environmental
challenges should be the zone of responsibility not only for the model of organic production but also be consistently addressed
within the traditional industrial sector of the Russian agrarian economy.
Strategic development of agriculture has to be aimed at the intensive development of agriculture to meet the growing
population's food needs and increase the country's export earnings with targeted environmental measures. These measures
should be coordinated with the tasks arising from the Paris Climate Agreement in 2015 to prevent irreversible climate change
and environmental degradation. Of importance in this context are the agriculture-servicing branches, including the production
of mineral fertilizers, which are among the priority in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
The article focused on the model of organic agriculture, which plays a special role in reducing the risk of irreversible climate
change and the risks of environmental pollution. For its accelerated development it is necessary, firstly, to form adequate
institutional conditions that support this rapidly developing segment of agricultural production, including the adoption of a
federal law on organic production. And, secondly, in determining the strategic priorities for the development of organic
agriculture, it is necessary to consider the diversity of natural and climatic conditions prevailing in different regions of the
country, as well as the availability of appropriate production and socio-economic resources.
Considering the three dimensions of sustainable development, the paper justified three groups of indicators, namely,
ecological, economic and social, which formed the basis for classifying regions of Russia to identify those that have the most
favourable conditions for the development of organic agriculture. Further, the authors suggested possible grocery niches for
the development of organic agriculture and the supply chains corresponding to these niches, which can find effective
application in the groups of regions that were defined in the article. The recommendations resulting from the analysis carried
out in the article may be of interest both for business and for regulating bodies in charge of developing strategies for the organic
agriculture in Russian regions.
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For sustainable development of organic agriculture, as noted in the article, it is essential to balance the supply side and the
demand for organic products. Considering the importance of ensuring this balance, the focus of the article was still on the
supply side. As for the formation of a stable demand for organic products, this problem needs further study in its various
aspects. These include ensuring the availability of organic food, including through effective social policies and reducing an
unjustified differentiation in the incomes of various segments of the Russian population. The organic food segment also needs
special marketing research to increase its export potential.
There is a significant ongoing discussion in the domestic scientific literature regarding the need for the government support
for organic agriculture. Critics are concerned about the inability of this sector to solve the food security problem and provide
the population of the country with domestic environmentally friendly food. Their position is explained by the lower
productiveness of organic agriculture in comparison with traditional. In terms of solving environmental problems, organic
agriculture becomes not only a supplier of more expensive environmentally friendly food, but also initiates a significant
number of innovations related to the development of environmentally friendly technologies.
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Abstract
Current research on Circular Economy (CE) reveals that, while the concept and its application in several case studies are
extensively explored, the definition of tools and criteria for measuring “circularity” of products, companies or regions is
lacking a common criterion. The scarce literature regarding indicators to measure performance has hindered the tangible
benefits of a CE translated from government policies and business strategies. So, indicators to measure the different levels of
a CE (micro, meso, macro) are a priority for a sort of stakeholders (governments, companies, NGOs, civil society, etc.) to
assess and to track progress on the CE initiatives taking place nowadays, especially at the micro level wherein indicators have
been less evaluated. Therefore, this study tries to fill this gap by developing a set of indicators based heavily on indicators
proposed by Government bodies which were then assessed in Spanish companies located in the Basque Country region. Some
of the information received from the companies displayed that even though their industrial activities are more aligned with
typical manufacturing processes, they generate waste that could potentially be used for other companies as a raw material in
an industrial symbiosis. Thus, it is expected for the indicators applied in companies to serve in different industrial sectors to
offer a benchmark and compare companies.
Keywords: circular economy; indicators; performance; micro level, assessment
1.

Introduction

The application of the Circular Economy (CE) paradigm fundamentally targets to prevent the depletion of resources, close
energy and material loops all the way through its different implementation levels: micro (enterprises and consumers), meso
(economic agents integrated in symbiosis) and macro (city, regions and governments) (Prieto-Sandoval, Jaca and Ormazabal,
2018). The absence of indicators to track progress over time has hindered the optimal management of CE actions released
from government institutions, academia, NGOs, businesses, among others. Thereby, the engagement in standardized goalsetting has not been showcase in multiple CE scenarios to drive and improve actions within countries, enterprises and products
(Circle Economy, 2019).
So far, research on CE shows that, while the concept and its application in several case studies are extensively explored, the
definition of tools and criteria for measuring the level of circularity of products, companies or regions is lacking shared
standard (Haas et al., 2015). Studies carried out on indicators and methodologies to measure the application of CE strategies
is still in its primary stage, particularly on the micro level (Elia, Gnoni and Tornese, 2017). Studies analysed by Elia et al.
concluded that the assessment of CE implementation focuses at the micro level only 19% of the overall research on that subject
and alleges for further research about indicators to assess CE practices. Saidani et al. (2019) stated that around 36% of the
indicators reviewed come from the micro level, especially from Europe (85%).
As a consequence, there is not an accepted approach on how successful a company is in transitioning from a linear to a circular
business model, nor exist any robust tools backing up such measurements (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015). Therefore, a
holistic approach that measures CE strategies shall consider the different levels of a CE as well as the particularities, especially
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in companies transitioning towards CE as they represent the backbone of an economy. Consequently, the main objective of
this study is to fill this gap by releasing indicators aimed to assess CE initiatives at the micro level (companies).
Literature review
In the literature review done for this study, a systematic analysis was carried out to observe the sort of factors that are being
concealed by the authors in measuring CE, especially at the micro level. This was done through the SCOPUS database due to
the large quantity of documents available which guarantees that any sort of information at any stage of the scientific research
in a novel topic such as CE indicators is not left behind. Out of the 83 papers selected, a total of 764 keywords were found
(authors’ and indexed) through the VOS viewer software and 23 of them show the greatest strength of the co-occurrence links
with other keywords which were grouped in 4 clusters as shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen, the numbers of topics covered
for the research of CE indicators at the micro level display an abundant range of subjects explored on this regard.
This heterogeneity also represents the environmental and circularity immaturity within SMEs which represents most of the
stakeholders at this CE level (Ormazabal et al., 2018).This fact proves that although CE indicators have been developed and
tested, the path on how to assess and track progress is clearly fragmented. As shown in Figure 1, concepts such as resource
use is not linked with manufacturing, the decision-making process is not considered when dealing with waste management or
industrial economics and the economic and social effects are not connected to closed-loop supply chain. As a result, there is
an absence of a solid foundation to deliver proof of the business rationale for accelerating the transition to a CE.

Figure 1 Landscape of topics covered on CE indicators at the micro level, sorted by keywords
Moreover, the large majority of CE indicators were published in recent years which provides no time-frame to measure the
success of CE actions. Many of these CE indicators are still in the pilot phase (Walker et al., 2018). Studies as the one proposed
by Pauliuk (2018) offered a dashboard of quantitative system indicators for its implementation in organizations to be aligned
to CE standard BS 8001:2017. However, the author stated that organizations are uniquely responsible for choosing their own
CE indicators, so this dashboard of indicators has fragile links to quantitative assessment frameworks.
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The Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) proposed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015) calculates the quantity and
intensity of circular and restorative flows at the micro level. The tool was also designed to benchmark industry’s performance.
Huysman et al. (2017) established an indicator to quantify the CE performance of various plastic waste treatment options
based on the technical quality of the plastic waste stream. Di Maio et al. (2017) set out Value-based Resource Efficiency
(VRE) indicator to evaluate the efficiency of resources on a CE based on the concept of resources returned after its end-of-life
and then reincorporated into the market. Similar market-focused approach was addressed by Linder, Sarasini and van Loon
(2017) in which a recirculated economic value to total product value approach was recommended as a circularity metric.
Authors such as Franklin-Johnson, Figge and Canning (2016) introduces the longevity indicator, which contributes to
understand material retention based on lifetime considerations. The indicator is calculated with three components: initial
lifetime, earned refurbished lifetime and earned recycled lifetime. Other indicators tools such as the Circular Economy Toolkit
(CET) and the Circular Economy Indicator Prototype (CEIP) assesses products’ circularity performance based on life-cycle
thinking (WBCSD and Climate-KIC, 2018). While, some metrics measure the contribution of material recirculation or are
comprehensively related to the performance of a product rather than a company (Di Maio et al., 2017; Huysman et al., 2017;
Circle Economy, 2018), they fail to associate circularity and other critical variables, including job creation, competitive
advantage, and environmental sustainability which is crucial for a CE transition understood as a total paradigm shift from an
stablished non-efficient economic model (Linder, Sarasini and van Loon, 2017; Prieto-Sandoval, Jaca and Ormazabal, 2018).
The CE indicators recommended so far do not comprise all the critical variables associated to a CE (Linder, Sarasini and van
Loon, 2017), and these must at least shall consider commonly used criteria for performance indicators (Saidani et al., 2019).
For instance, to define and select indicators it has been recommended the usage of RACER criteria (relevant, acceptable,
credible, easy, robust). Other criteria considered to evaluate indicators' properness are SMART (specific, measurable,
achievable, relevant, timed) or CREAM (clear, relevant, economic, adequate, monitorable) (Eisenmenger et al., 2016). In that
sense, the European Commission (EC) released a set of indicators in order to associate all the variables mentioned above for
a successful CE’s transition and they have been selected on how they perform in terms of the RACER criteria (European
Commission, 2018). These indicators aim to assess and to track progress of the action plan towards a CE announced by the
European Union in the 2015 CE action plan (European Commission, 2018).
The indicators proposed by the EC (2018) cover four comprehensive areas; a) production and consumption, b) waste
management, c) secondary raw materials and d) competitiveness and innovation as shown in Table 1. As such, the EC released
10 indicators breakdown in sub-indicator and is based on existing official statistics from Eurostat and supported by other
official sources. Indicators such as green public procurement and food waste are included even if a methodology has not been
defined yet. The significance of the indicators proposed by the EC is to show whether several policy initiatives undertaken by
member states are successful in terms of resource efficiency in a CE. Nevertheless, one remarkable flaw of the EC proposal is
that the indicators only measures the macro level and therefore, excludes the meso and especially, micro level.

Table 1 Circular Economy indicators released by the European Commission (2018)

Areas

Indicators and sub-indicators

Description

EU self-sufficiency for raw materials
Green public procurement
Production and
consumption
Waste generation
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Generation
municipal waste
capita

of
per

It describes the reliance within the EU on critical
raw materials from imports.
Reflects the share of public procurement which
include environmental criteria.
The amount of municipal waste generated
(households, commerce, offices, and public
institutions) and then collected by or on behalf of
municipal authorities.
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Generation of waste
excluding
major
mineral waste per GDP
unit
Generation of waste
excluding
major
mineral waste per
domestic
material
consumption unit
Food waste

Recycling rate of all
waste excluding major
mineral waste
Recycling rate of overall
packaging waste
Recycling rate of plastic
packaging waste

Waste management
Recycling / recovery
for specific waste
streams

Secondary raw materials

Contribution of
recycled materials to
raw materials
demand

Recycling rate of wooden
packaging
Recycling rate of
electrical and electronic
waste (e-waste)
Recycling of bio-waste
per capita
Recovery rate of
construction and
demolition waste
End-of-life recycling
input rates
Circular material use rate

Trade in recyclable raw materials

Competitiveness and
innovation

2.

Private investments,
jobs and gross value
added related to
circular economy
sectors

It differs from the previous indicator as the
domestic material consumption (DMC) is used as
denominator. The DMC reflects the quantity of raw
material extracted from the domestic territory.
Indicator under development.

Recycling rate of
municipal waste
Recycling rates

Waste generated in a country, excluding major
mineral waste.

Gross investment in
tangible goods
Number of persons
employed

Value added at factor
cost
Number of patents related to recycling and
secondary raw materials

The recycling rate is the share of recycled
municipal waste in the total municipal waste
generation.
It is the share of waste that is recycled divided by
all waste treated in a country, excluding major
mineral wastes.
It covers all the waste packaging materials from
products used for life-cycle of goods, excluding
production residues.
It is the total quantity of recycled plastic packaging
waste in the plastic packaging waste generated.
It is the total quantity of recycled wood packaging
waste divided by the total quantity of generated
wood packaging.
It is obtained with data from collection rate and
reuse and recycling rate set out in the Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
directive.
Describes the ratio of composted/digested
municipal waste.
Describes the ratio of construction and demolition
waste that is later prepared for reuse or recycled.
Determines the amount of material reintroduced
into industrial processes from recycled material.
Quantifies the ratio of the amount of secondary raw
materials to the total material consumption.
Volumes of selected wastes and by products that are
traded across within and outside EU borders.
Determines the investment in tangible goods in the
sectors of recycling, repair and reuse sector.
Persons employed to work on CE-related activities
within the boundaries of a company (supply chain
partners excluded).
The scope is for circular economy sectors.
It is linked to patents related to recycling and
secondary raw materials.

Methods

The development of CE indicators on this study was partially based on the indicators proposed by the EC. Throughout the
reviewing process, which included desk research, interviews with semi-structured questionnaires and expert’s consultation to
observe which indicators were suitable at the micro level. The indicators from the EC subject of adaption were selected as they
have been judged against the RACER criteria (European Commission, 2018). Furthermore, in order to comprise all the critical
variables associated to a CE (Linder, Sarasini and van Loon, 2017), other indicators from government bodies were added such
as energy productivity, water consumption productivity and green energy consumption (MITECO, 2018).
The indicators developed for this study covered measurements on renewable inputs, upcycled materials and recycled
components, as well as, sustainable inputs, and jobs creation, thus, embracing the notion of an ideal CE (Di Maio et al., 2017).
Nonetheless, the EC indicators require information at national scale (i.e. GDP, public procurement, municipal waste). Hence,
in order to be fully applicable to businesses the indicators went through a revision, including desk research, interviews with
semi-structured questionnaires and expert’s consultation.
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Once the indicators were adapted, an analysis of the indicators applied in companies was executed. The company’s contributors
in this study were identified for being CE’s frontrunner and thus, more likely to collaborate in the study due to their high
awareness on CE practices. In that sense, a recycling cluster placed in the Basque Country was selected for this study due to
its influence in favour of policies, CE standards and the collaboration among stakeholders toward a sustainable business model.
A questionnaire was elaborated in order to gather all the essential information required to calculate and analyze CE actions
within companies through the previously defined indicators. The questionnaire was delivered within companies which are
members of a recycling cluster to check the indicators’ viability and whether they are suitable for the micro level characteristics
of a CE. Initially, the group of companies selected to participate in the study were only members of the recycling cluster due
to their influence in favour of policies, circular economy standards and collaboration between stakeholders towards a
sustainable business model. This study was then extended to other companies most of them SMEs from different industrial
sectors.
3.

Results and Discussion

3.1

Adaptation

In total, the EC delivered 21 indicators and as pointed out previously, they went through a review concerning the viability of
them at the micro level for the purpose of this study. Table 2 shows the indicators proposed by the European Commission and
their respective observation adapted to the business sector. The table summarizes which indicators should not be taken into
account at the company level and which are applicable to the activities of a company and therefore, shall be modified.
For example, the indicators grouped in the area of competitiveness and innovation were restructured, linking the circular
economy strategies performed in terms of investment, job creation and patents. However, to fully link the circularity and other
critical variables, new indicators were added. As also shown in Table 3; energy productivity, water consumption productivity
and green energy consumption indicators were added to the previous set of indicators, since they are intended to measure
productivity and eco-efficiency of natural sources inputs.
For instance, the food waste indicator was still under development by the EC and the trade in recyclable raw materials indicator
was conceived to be applicable only at the macro level. Also, in both cases the indicators are heavily related to specific industry
sectors, so they were not considered as the aim of this study was to consider as many numbers of companies as possible.
Table 2 Applicability to companies of CE indicators proposed by the EC
Circular Economy indicators (European
Commission, 2018)
a) EU self-sufficiency for
raw materials

Applicability
to
companies
Yes

b) Green public procurement
Yes
c) Generation
of municipal
waste per capita
Production and
consumption
Waste
generation
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d) Generation
of waste
excluding
major mineral
waste per GDP
unit
e) Generation
of waste
excluding
major mineral
waste per
domestic
material

No

Yes

Yes

Observations
In most of the SMEs, the exchange of critical raw materials is
not significant since it does not require these materials for the
transformation of its products.
Criteria modified according to the Circular Economy
Procurement Requirements of the European Commission
(European Commission and ARCTIK SPRL-Environmental
Communications, 2017).
Waste of the industry is not included, and the population is
solely taken into account for estimates.

The term mining waste is eliminated as it is not applicable in
different industries. The term revenue is included as an
efficiency measure for the waste generated by each euro that
enters as a revenue.

The term mining waste is eliminated as it is not applicable in
different industries. The term materials consumed is included
as an indicator that measures the proportion of waste
generated by the amount of materials used.
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consumption
unit

f) Food waste

Recycling
rates

g) Recycling
rate of
municipal
waste
h) Recycling
rate of all waste
excluding
major mineral
waste
i) Recycling
rate of overall
packaging
waste

No

No

No

No

j) Recycling
rate of plastic
packaging
waste

Yes

k) Recycling
rate of wooden
packaging

Yes

l) Recycling
rate of
electrical and
electronic waste
(e-waste)

No

Waste
management
Recycling /
recovery for
specific
waste
streams

Secondary raw
materials

Contribution
of recycled
materials to
raw materials
demand

m) Recycling
of bio-waste
per capita

No

n) Recovery
rate of
construction
and demolition
waste

No

o) End-of-life
recycling input
rates

No

p) Circular
material use
rate

Yes

q) Trade in recyclable raw
materials

Competitiveness
and innovation

Private
investments,
jobs and
gross value
added related
to circular
economy
sectors

No

r) Gross
investment in
tangible goods

Yes

s) Number of
persons
employed

Yes

The indicator is eliminated as it is not applicable in different
industries.
The indicator is eliminated, since the municipal waste
collection scheme is out of coverage in companies.

The term mining waste is eliminated as it is not applicable in
different industries. The indicator is eliminated because
companies are not responsible for managing their waste,
therefore, they are not in control of improving their own
recycling rates under this scheme.
The indicator is eliminated when considering that in the
companies the separation that is done for general packaging.

The term packaging by materials is changed, considering that
the separation made by materials is done for general
packaging. The indicator is modified, since companies are not
responsible for managing their waste, therefore, they are not
in control of improving their own recycling rates.
Consequently, the indicator reflects the rate of waste
generated according to the type of material as a proportion of
the material consumed.
The term packaging by materials is changed, considering that
in companies the separation that is made by materials is made
without distinction of its final use. The type of wood material
is changed by paper and cardboard, considering that it is
applicable to different industries and is found as an element to
be managed in the waste monitoring and control documents.
The indicator is modified, since companies are not responsible
for managing their waste, therefore, they are not in control of
improving their own recycling rates. Consequently, the
indicator reflects the rate of waste generated according to the
type of material as a proportion of the material consumed.
The indicator is eliminated considering that the calculation of
the average quantity of electrical and electronic equipment put
on the market makes its application difficult for all industries
The indicator is eliminated considering that the calculation of
municipal waste that goes to digestion or composting over the
total population is not applicable to the industry, and if it is it
would be for specific sectors (see food waste)
The indicator is eliminated as it is not applicable in different
industries

The indicator is eliminated, since the flows of primary
material, processed material and secondary material used for
calculations, requires defining the system limits for each of
the companies. Therefore, the quality of the data may vary
from company to company.
The terms total consumption of materials by consumed
materials are replaced, since it quantifies the waste generated
and used for the process and also the secondary raw materials
replaced by secondary materials. By doing so, it reflects the
closed-loop of the circular system throughout the company.
The indicator is eliminated considering that the trade of
recyclable raw materials would be given for specific sectors
The proposal made by the European Commission on the
sectors of the circular economy where private investment is
made is extended and the investment in technologies related to
circular economy described in the section on patents related to
circular economy is used instead.
The proposal made by the European Commission about the
sectors of the circular economy where new jobs are created is
extended and all those activities with a potential or indirect
contribution to the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions
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t) Value added
at factor cost

No

u) Number of patents related to
recycling and secondary raw
materials

Yes

described in the section of patents related to circular economy
are used instead.
It is eliminated considering that the calculation of the gross
added value of the circular economy to a certain good may
vary from company to company due to the subjectivity of the
value that the company may add and would make the
calculation difficult for comparisons.
It is calculated with respect to the number of patents generated
without distinction of time, in order to compare the proportion
of patents related to Circular Economy.

Table 3 Indicators proposed by other government bodies

Energy

Water

v) Energy productivity

Yes

w) Green energy consumption

Yes

x) Water consumption
productivity

Yes

The indicator is modified by including energy consumption
divided by revenues. This is done to relate the energy
consumption with the income generated by the company.
This indicator is created, which is not included neither by the
European Commission nor by Spain Circular 2030 (MITECO,
2018), to reflect the inclusion of renewable energy
consumption in companies, one of the key pillars of the
Circular Economy.
This indicator is created, which is not included either by the
European Commission or by Spain Circular 2030 (MITECO,
2018), to relate the consumption of water with the income
generated by the company.

As regards to other indicators such as generation of municipal waste per capita, recycling of bio-waste per capita and recycling
rate of municipal waste were not calculated. This is due to the necessity of population and municipal or organic waste data to
measure such indicator which are out of a company’s management. The recycling rate of overall packaging waste was not
included since recycling packaging information is a waste stream managed by the companies according to the material type
instead of the use received during its life cycle. With respect to the indicators of recycling rate of electrical and electronic
waste (e-waste) and recovery rate of construction and demolition waste, they were not contemplated because of the data
requirements to build up an indicator which only targets particular industry sectors and omits the overall activities of most
companies.
Similarly, the end-of-life recycling input rates indicator estimates recycling's input to materials demand per type of material
(European Commission, 2018). Hence, the primary material flows, processed material flows, and secondary material flows
are mandatory for the calculation of the indicator. This entails the definition of system boundaries and flows for the calculation
of each of the companies. Therefore, the quality of data varies from company to company, which made it time-consuming and
complex to collect the information. This difficulty in collecting quality data was considered as well for the value added at
factor cost indicator. The calculation of the gross added value of the circular economy to certain goods may vary from company
to company given the subjectivity of the information required. Thus, it would make the calculation difficult for comparisons,
consequently, both indicators were disregarded for this research.
As a result of the reviewing process, out of the 21 indicators, ten of them were not applicable to measure CE at a company
level. Whereas the still-under-development food waste indicator was eliminated, the green public procurement also under
development (European Commission, 2018) was created exclusively for this research. The proposal for this new indicator lays
on the ground that it may cover the majority of industrial activities at the micro level, instead of a single industry sector i.e.
food industry. So, this new indicator was rebranded as ‘CE procurement’ following guidelines on the criteria applicable for
this sort of procurement (European Commission and ARCTIK SPRL-Environmental Communications, 2017).
Though, the indicators that remained were suitable at the micro level, they were reshaped to be aligned within a company
scenario. Hence, some key aspects needed to be upgraded (e.g. the calculation) as detailed in Table 4. Indicators such as waste
generation inquired for companies’ revenues instead of GDP. Information on company’s raw material consumption data was
required to measure eco-efficiency. The recycling rate was calculated based on specific waste streams (plastic, paper and
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paperboard waste) and not only constrained to packaging waste. The circular material use rate indicator intended to
demonstrate implementation towards a circular system, gathered secondary materials consumption statistics in companies
following the categories described by the EC (European Union, 1994). Lastly, the indicators grouped in the competitiveness
and innovation area were restructured linking CE strategies performed on investment, job creation and patents.
The green public procurement indicator, still under development by the European Commission (2018), was developed by the
research team exclusively for this study. The proposal for this new indicator is based on the fact that it can cover the majority
of industrial activities at the micro level, instead of a single industrial sector. Consequently, this new indicator was renamed
Purchases in Circular Economy or “CE procurement” following the guidelines on the applicable criteria for this type of
contracting (European Commission & ARCTIK SPRL-Environmental Communications, 2017).
Table 4 Indicators developed and their calculation
Areas defined by the EC
(European Commission,
2018)

Indicators developed

Calculation
=1-(net) import reliance

Self-sufficiency
for raw materials
(%)
CE procurement (%)

Production and
consumption

Waste management

Secondary raw materials

Generation of waste
per material
consumption (%)

b)

=

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑋 100
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑘𝑔)

e)

Energy productivity
(Kwh/€)
Green energy
consumption (%)

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐾𝑤ℎ)
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 (€)
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐾𝑤ℎ)
=
𝑋 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐾𝑤ℎ)

Water consumption
productivity (m3/€)

𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚3)
=
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 (€)
𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑔)
=
𝑋 100
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑔)
=
𝑋 100
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑔)

Recycling rate of all
waste (%)
Recycling rate of
plastic waste (%)
Recycling rate of
paper and paperboard
(%)
Circular material use
rate (%)
CE investment (%)

Competitiveness and
innovation

𝐶𝐸 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (€)
𝑋 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (€)
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑔)
=
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 (€)

=

Generation of waste
per € (kg/€)

CE jobs (%)
CE patents (%)

Indicator
originally based
from (see Table 2
and 3)
a)

=

d)

v)
w)
x)

h)
j)
k)

𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑔)
=
𝑋 100
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
=
𝑋 100
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑘𝑔)
𝐶𝐸 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
=
𝑋100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝐶𝐸 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠
=
𝑋 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠
𝐶𝐸 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
=
𝑋 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

p)
r)
s)
u)

As stated previously, the absence of a solid groundwork to display evidence of the business rationale for accelerating the
transition to a CE renders challenging to decouple economic growth from resource depletion. Thus far, the indicators adapted
(Table 4) comprise nearly all the critical variables associated to a CE (Linder, Sarasini and van Loon, 2017). Nevertheless, in
pursuance of completely linking circularity and other critical variables new indicators were added. As shown in Table 4; energy
productivity, water consumption productivity and green energy consumption indicators enhanced the previous set of indicators
as they are intended to measure productivity and eco-efficiency on natural-source inputs.
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3.2 Analysis
The set of indicators proposed in this study at the micro level is composed of 14 indicators (Table 4) embraced in a company
level context and highly oriented to CE practices as regards to recycling, reuse, flow circularity information, CE finance
investment and natural resource inputs. In order to assess the applicability of the indicators, 21 questions were enquired through
a questionnaire to build up each indicator and therefore, analyze the proposed set of indicators. In order to obtain a complete
diagnosis of the sector, a questionnaire was developed in order to collect all the information required to calculate the indicators
and establish the business situation according to the fields of action previously defined in this study. Subsequently, the
information described above was consolidated into questionnaire to understand the business situation with respect to the
circular economy. The diagnostic tool was sent to every partner of the recycling cluster and later on to non-members of the
recycling cluster.
A total of 17 companies participated in the diagnosis of CE, of which 11 companies belong to the recycling cluster. It is worth
noting the great effort that companies have had to make when it comes to providing information, since it is not a questionnaire
that they can answer immediately, but many questions require internal search in the company and sometimes that means
involving several people. The 17 companies represent different industrial sectors that, on average, have a revenue of more than
50 million euros. 17% of the surveyed companies identify their industrial activity in the mechanical and electrical engineering
sector, while 36% of the companies identify themselves in the construction, production of basic metals or recycling,
remanufacturing and reuse. This indicates that more than half of the companies diagnosed have the potential to generate some
type of waste that serves as 'food' to another company
The information gathered shed some light regarding how a company perceived circularity and the steps taken toward that end.
Overall, the indicators proposed in this study were applicable at the micro level. This fact evidenced that the indicators serve
the purpose of being applicable to companies regardless the type of economic activity they were in.
Production and consumption
When the information from the survey was analyzed, some of the indicators such as self-sufficiency for raw materials, did not
provide any helpful data. The list of critical raw materials that was sent to companies to complete the indicators was the same
as the released by the EC (European Commission, 2018). The lack of reported data on this list by companies might be explained
as companies in the area do not trade with this sort of material which is mainly rare earth metals imported from outside the
European Union, beyond the scope of this study.
In Figure 2, Low CE procurement are expressed in the low rate of purchases that have criteria for eco-design, eco-labelling,
biodegradable and / or recyclable packaging, re-manufacturing, re-use or prevention and reduction of waste (9.4%). As it can
be seen, the companies are not taking advantage of the opportunities of a CE, and perhaps the necessary measures have not
been made to reach this point, despite having advantages in their production processes (Prieto-Sandoval, Jaca and Ormazabal,
2018).
It is important to highlight that the companies in the sample generate 0.35 kg of waste per euro invoiced, being the recycling,
remanufacturing and reuse companies the ones that have more weight in this indicator. This might be related to the quantity
and the quality of the input they receive as raw material to be processed, which implies greater losses in the process that are
inherent to the system in which they operate wherein the quality of the input may be lower compared to a virgin material of
similar characteristics.
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The percentage of waste generated by materials consumed is 93.4%, although it is a high data for a company and would
indicate a clear operational inefficiency, in fact it exhibits opportunities. Regularly, companies record in their monitoring and
control documents waste which are also generated by handling the inputs of their suppliers and are not used as raw material.
This would indicate an excess of waste not generated voluntarily, and that could be improved through alliances with other
companies that receive them as materials in their processes or could receive prior treatment and therefore, could be offered as
by-products. Although, there are materials that can be declared as by-products for commercialization, others may need
additional handling or treatment, before being converted into 'food' for other companies.

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
CE procurement (%)

Generation of waste per Green energy consumption
material consumption (%)
(%)

Figure 2. Production and consumption indicators
Regarding the indicator of energy productivity (Table 5), the greatest contribution is in those industries that are related to
construction, chemical industries and production of basic metals. This sector is characterized by having a high energy demand
and a high processing of virgin material, which increases the energy consumption and the indicator notably. This situation
could be balanced by increasing the consumption of green energy, since, according to the companies consulted, only 21.4%
of them consume green energy from the total energy matrix used in their production process
The following indicator corresponds to the productivity in water consumption, yielding a consumption of 0.002 m3 of water
for each euro invoiced. In general, no company or industrial sector contributed much to the calculation of this indicator.
Although, there are companies with little water consumption, a high consumption of this resource is more related to the food
industry, which is a sector not represented in this study.
Table 5 Production and consumption indicators
Indicators

Result

Energy productivity

2.26 KWh / €

Generation of waste per €

0.35 kg/€

Water consumption productivity

0.002 m3/€
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Waste management
This study identified two types of materials that may be subject to this commercialization or a reduction (Figure 3). These are
cardboard / paper materials and plastics, whose generation rates per material consumed were 6% and 3.6% respectively.
Although, the percentage of waste generated for these particular materials can be considered as low, the benefits of making
the transition to a circular economy should be highlighted, since this would cause the waste of these common materials not to
exist and instead be exploited in a company or as an input for other organizations.

7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
Recycling rate of plastic waste (%)

Recycling rate of paper and paperboard
(%)

Figure 3. Waste management indicators
Secondary raw materials
The percentage of use of circular material (39.3% UCM) is high compared to the other indicators (Figure 4), which indicates
that companies are using secondary material as part of their production processes and replacing part of the virgin material
consumed with material that has been reintroduced to the system. Although the investments have been considerably low, in
the manufacturing area necessary measures toward a circular economy have been done. Perhaps an increase in the indicators
of purchase and investment in circular economy, would increase the UCM indicator, contributing to close the cycles of
materials, energies and natural resources.

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Circular material use rate (%)
Figure 4. Secondary raw materials indicator
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Competitiveness and innovation
The companies allocate few resources in the acquisition of goods and supplies related to the circular economy. For example,
only 20.7% of companies have purchased technologies for wastewater treatment, waste or technologies with a potential or
indirect contribution to the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions compared to the total investments made in 2017
The companies reported that around 24.1% of the workforce performs some activity related to the circular economy. Indeed,
this short amount of human capital dedicated to circular economy directly impacts on the little innovation and development of
products and services, crucial in a transition to a circular economy. Due to this the percentage of patents in circular economy
is low (11, 4%) as shown in Figure 5.
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25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
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0.0%
CE investment (%)

CE jobs (%)

CE patents (%)

Figure 5. Competitiveness and innovation indicators
4.

Conclusions

The CE is a broad concept that has multiple applications in different fields whose purpose is to change the current paradigm
to preserve or preferably valorize materials and waste streams. However, until now there was not a clear methodology to guide
companies in the transition to a CE, much less tools that assess whether a company is adequately executing strategies toward
this new paradigm. Therefore, the objective of this study was to develope and analyze indicators aimed to assess CE actions
at the micro level focused on companies solely to support their transition. One benefit of the proposed indicators is the
possibility to collect the data in already existing statistics accounts. Companies fully committed to implement CE actions
provided data to showcase a consistent analysis coming from the indicators.
To a certain degree, it can be concluded that companies are aware of the relevant aspects they shall lead in their sector with
regard to CE. Although, much of this commitment is not fully manifested in trends toward circular business models, as can be
seen in the low investment in human capital. Likewise, companies have not taken fully advantage of all the opportunities
present in a CE, and perhaps the necessary measures have not been executed yet, despite having they advantages in their
production processes (see UCM indicator). Furthermore, an increase in purchase and investment budgets in CE could help to
close the loops on materials, energies and natural resources through innovation and development programs. Perhaps, at the
micro level, could be relevant to search for most common raw material with a high economic importance for companies that
are vulnerable of supply disruption in a regional range. Improvements on performance might be obtained with the
implementation of zero waste strategies to reduce waste generated, and when this option is exhausted, they can choose to
obtain benefits through symbiosis programs with other companies that are willing to use by-products or secondary materials
in the productive processes.
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Moreover, a central purpose of the CE is to preserve or preferably upgrade the value of materials and waste streams. And, with
the support of these indicators companies gain assists to track CE actions to reach best managerial practices. Finally, it is
recommended to apply the CE indicators focused on the methodology proposed in this study to observe performance in
companies across different industrial sectors. Nevertheless, in order to enhance these indicators, a robust baseline must be set
to monitor improvements in transitioning to a CE. This monitoring might serve companies to track their actions and strategies
in the medium and long term more aligned with a CE model.
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Review of Indicators for Localizing Environmental Goals at
Sub National and Local Level in Nepal
Ek Raj Sigdel1*, Martina Maria Keitsch2

Nepal, as a member of the United Nations, is committed to achieve the global initiatives of Sustainable
Development Agenda by 2030. Toward translating the commitment into action, Nepal has produced
preliminary SDGs Report in 2015, even before the formal adoption of the 2030. Moreover, Voluntary
National Review Report, Sustainable Development Goals, Status and Roadmap: 2016-2030, and
Sustainable Development Goals 2016-2030 National (Preliminary) Report were developed. Further, Nepal
has mainstreamed the 2030 Agenda into national policies and plans. The 14th periodic plan, the national
budget, and other sectoral plans have been closely aligned with the SDGs and the approach paper for 15th
five-year plan is intended to achieve the SDG Goals. The upcoming 15th periodic plan will basically aim
to support the government in achieving all the SDGs by 2030 and help Nepal emerge as a middle-income
country by 2030.
The baseline report on SDGs has set 428 indicators under 16 various goals that are concerned with Nepal,
however, the discussion is there that it will be tough to monitor and keep proper database of each indicator
that demands trimming some of the indicators. While reviewing the indicators mainly SDG 6,7,13 and 15
it was revealed that a total of 53 indicators are placed under environmental goals of which 35 are considered
relevant for environmental goal i.e. 6.7.13 and 15. The indicators comprises of renewable energy for
electricity and vehicles, injuries due to disaster (number), greenhouse gases, adaptation plans, trained man
power, climate change educations, and climate smart villages and farming are identified as indicators under
climate and energy goals. Similarly, under forest goals proportion of forest land, forest under communitybased management (% of total dense forest areas), protected area (including forest, in % of total land area),
handover of forests to leasehold forest groups (000 hectare), wild tigers (number), rhino (number) etc are
included. Likewise, conservation of lakes, wetlands, and ponds (number) and potentially dangerous lakes
(%) are included under fresh water goals.
However, there was no scientific basis how the indicators were derived for the environmental goals. In this
backdrop, a study in identifying site specific, measurable, time bound, relevant and attainable indicators
were required. Based on the secondary review, stakeholder consultation at sub national and local level, the
indicators were further verified and proposed the appropriate indicators that help localizing the
environmental indicators at sub-national and local level in Nepal. In this regard. Secondary information’s
were reviewed and subnational and local level stakeholders including elected representatives, government
line agencies, private sectors, civil society organizations were consulted. Based on the consultation, it was
felt necessary to make the indicators site specific as possible.
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1. Background
In September 2015 Heads of State and Government agreed to set the world on a path towards
sustainable development through the adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.1 This agenda includes 17 Sustainable Development Goals, which set out
quantitative objectives across the social, economic, and environmental dimenstions of
sustainable development-all to be achieved by 2030. As a UN member, Nepal has committed to
achieving the goals and targets and has developed indicators to measure its success.
The Constitution of Nepal (2015) guarantees inclusive socio-economic and political development,
the building of an egalitarian and pluralistic society and the elimination of all forms of
discrimination. This Constitution is the main guiding document for all new policies, plans ad
programmes, and other interventions to implement the aspiration of the SDGs. The government
has started to mainstream the SDGs into national planning and budgeting systems. The
Fourteenth Plan (2016/17-2018/19) which has in-built result framework, internalises key aspects
of SDGs through systematic integration of SDGs in the periodic plans needs rigorous works which
the country has already initiated. In addition, the annual programmes and budgets of 2016/17
and 2017/18 have been aligned with the SDGs by introducing SDGs coding to each and every
programme.
In this backdrop, a study in identifying site specific, measurable, time bound, relevant and attainable
indicators were required. Based on the secondary review, stakeholder consultation at sub national and local
level, the indicators were further verified and proposed the appropriate indicators that help localizing the
environmental indicators at sub-national and local level in Nepal. With studying how the

environmental indicators can be localized and what are the indictors that are practical and
relevant at the local level, two days workshops in Laligurans Municipality and Myanglung
Municipality of Terathum district and one day workshop for the representatives of Government
of State one were organised in February 2019.
2. Objectives
The objective of the study was identifying site specific, measurable, time bound, relevant and attainable
environmental indicators

3. Methodology
The approaches/methodologies for identifying appropriate indicators were as follows:
There were two levels of workshop cum trainings: first local government level was capacitated
in SDGs concept, indicators related to environmental sector, localization process of SDGs and
1

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld.
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support to SDGs friendly local government plan, budget and monitoring system. SDGs indicators
mainly renewable energy, climate change and sustainably management of forest and halt
biodiversity loss sectors and links it with local level planning process through local level
workshop. The main indicators are proportion of population with access to electricity, primary
reliance on clean fuels and technology, households using solid fuel as primary source of energy
for cooking, electric consumption, renewable energy share in the total final energy
consumption, electric vehicles in public transport system. Similarly, local adaptation plan
preparation (number of wards), community level adaptation plan and its implementation,
climate smart villages, climate smart farming, proportion of schools covered by climate change
education and number of trained persons in climate change mitigation.
And remaining indicators are forest area as a proportion of total land area, conservation of lakes,
wetlands, and ponds (number), protected area (including forest, in percent of total land area),
progress toward sustainable forest management, forestation in public and private lands
(Ropani/year), additional plantation, proportion of land that is degraded over total land area,
conservation of rivulet and river banks through bio-engineering.
Most of the discussed indicators are related to environmental protection and sustainable
development. The second state level workshop was focused to share the local level learning and
challenges collected from local level training cum workshop for integrating of SDGs.
Workshop methodology was design in participatory approach and adult learning principles were
applied while designing delivery process for each session. Main methods, which were used
during the training, were brainstorming, short lecture, Multimedia presentation, small group
work, experience sharing, problem posing, individual writing exercise classroom practice and
reflection and presentation.

4. Need and Gaps for localizing Environmental SDG indicators
SDGs related documents in order to identify need and gaps for integrating SDGs, mainly
localization of SDGs, capacity development, renewable energy, climate change and bio-diversity
in planning, monitoring and reporting procedures of the government were reviewed. SDGs are
global goals and targets to be adapted to the national context; they also need to be addressed at
the local level. Thus, the localization of the SDGs implies that actors and institutions mainly local
governments have a fundamental role to play if the SDGs are taken seriously as an opportunity
to improve all people's lives. Adaptation of the SDGs to fit local realities will ensure that the
national development goals will be achieved, and it is necessary to take ownership for
achievement of SDGs target by local government in federal system of Nepal.
The SDGs 7 targets include achieving, by 2030, universal access to affordable, reliable and
modern energy services, increasing substantially the share of renewable energy in the global
energy mix and doubling the global rate improvement in energy efficiency.
1
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In Nepal nearly three-fourth (74.7 percent) of households are using solid fuels and the primary
source of energy for cooking, while one-fifth (18 percent) are using LPG for cooking. Usage of LPG
has increased rapidly however, household's heavy reliance on traditional energy sources (solid
fuels) seems unchanged. While nearly three-fourth (74 percent) of the households have access
to electricity in their dwellings, the actual supply of electricity is far below the demand. 2 For
overcome of this condition and achievement of SDGs targets, the passion of local government
will necessary and make ready to endorse the clean energy concept through local development
intervention.
The proposed specific targets of Nepal for SDG 13 include making half the existing CO2 emission
level including form transportation, industrial, and commercial sectors. Consumption of ozone
depleting substance is targeted to reduce to one third of the existing level. Climate change
adaptation plan is proposed for 120 Village Councils and 750 communities by 2030. In the
meantime, climate smart villages are proposed to increase from zero to 170 and climate smart
farming to 500 units from zero at present. Almost all the schools will be covered by climate
change education and the number of trained persons (local planners) for climate change planning
would reach 3 thousand.3 Lack of capability and resources of local government, additional
support and resource will be required for achievement of these targets.
SDG 15 related to protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss. The 2030 target is to maintain conservation area at 23.3 of the total land
area, increase forest under community management from 39 percent to 42 percent of the forest
area, halt forest loss and degradation, increase mountain ecosystem covered by the protected
area to 70 percent in 2030 from 68 percent in 2015, and undertake additional plantation of 5000
hectares each year.4 It is also one important target for environmental protection and sustainable
development. The national targets are clear and it will be achieved only when local development
initiatives will be counted and cumulate to national data base. One of the important gaps is
measuring local level SDGs's progress framework and mechanism of integration to national level
progress.

5. Participants and Facilitators
First two events of workshops were designed and delivered for the representatives of Local
Government of Terhathum district i.e. Laligurans and Myanglung Municipality and one event of
one day workshop was delivering for the representatives of State Government of State 1. On 2728 Feb. 2019, workshop was held in Laligurash Municipality. There were 26 (22 Male and 4
Female) participants in Laligurans Municipality. On 1-2 March 2019, workshop was held in
2

Nepal's Sustainable Development Goals, Baseline Report June 2017, NPC
Sustainable Development Goals Status and Roadmap: 2016-2030, NPC
4
Sustainable Development Goals Status and Roadmap: 2016-2030, NPC
3
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Myanglung Municipality where 33 (23 Male and 10 Female) were participated. Similarly, on 4th
March 2019, State level workshop was held in Biratnagar where total 45 (30 Male, 15 Female)
were participated.
6. Main Findings
- Laligurans and Myanglung Municipalities have developed a framework for yearly planning,
implementation and monitoring that integrates SDG targets and indicators The framework is
attached in annex-3.
- The leaders of the two municipalities have made commitments to use the planning and
monitoring framework with necessary revision in the forth coming yearly plan for financial
year 2076/77.
- Total of 59 persons from elected persons, service providers, NGO representatives and
journalists of Laligurans and Myanglung Municipalities enhanced knowledge on SDGs
concept, its indicators and integrating process in the planning and reporting process
- 45 persons from State 1 i.e. member of state assembly, staff of several ministries,
representatives from forest directorate, journalists and NGO representatives enhanced
knowledge on SDGs concept, its indicators and integrating process in the planning and
reporting process at local level
7. Challenges, Learning and Recommendation
• AS the concept of SDG was quite new for the participants, it was very challenging to
sensitize them about the national target and indicators of all 17 SDGs within the limited
time. Facilitators provided more focus on the environmental related SGDs along with
general orientation to all SDGs and target, prepared by National Planning Commission to
implement the SDGs in Nepal.
• Lack of baseline data and relevant information on the indicators made difficult work to
define target and monitoring framework for the SDGs. Participants have identified 19
indicators detailed in annex- 3 of SDG 7, 13 and 15 to integrate in the local level plan from
the financial year of 2076/77 of Myanglung and Laligurans Municipalities.
• It is learnt that sessions on general orientation of SDG and the role of government, political
parties, private sectors and CSOs are more practical to provide to the political leaders,
members of state assemblies and ministers. Sessions on the detail of target, indicators
and group work on the relevancy of the indicators in their states, local government and
preparation of draft frameworks for planning, monitoring and reporting of the SDGs should
be designed for the staff of planning sections of different sectors at state level and also at
local government level as well.
• AS the concept of SDG was quite new for the participants, it was very challenging to
sensitize them about the national target and indicators of all 17 SDGs within the limited
time. Facilitators provided more focus on the environmental related SGDs along with
general orientation to all SDGs and target, prepared by National Planning Commission to
implement the SDGs in Nepal.
• Lack of baseline data and relevant information on the indicators made difficult work to
define target and monitoring framework for the SDGs. Participants have identified 19
1
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indicators detailed in annex- 3 of SDG 7, 13 and 15 to integrate in the local level plan from
the financial year of 2076/77 of Myanglung and Laligurans Municipalities.
8. Conclusion
In connection with SDG localization, it was necessary to review relevancy of the environmental
indicators. In connection with reviewing the SDG, the given indicators were reviewed through
organizing workshops at local and state level in Nepal. Based on reviewing literatures and
stakeholder workshop outcomes, the relevant environmental indicators were identified.
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Abstract
Nangang, Taipei as cradle-land of Taiwan Bao-Zhong tea, its tea industry contains distinctive Bao-Zhong tea making skills,
close social network in tea mountain, and ecological landscape. However, it’s becoming a marginal industry from the 60s to
the present, when “Taipei Eastern District Portal Plan” implemented, making Nangang having a building boom.
Our research identifies four issues that tea industry in Nangang: the difficulty of transportation, the lack of labor force, the
lack of integrated development strategy and the constraint of land use right. Therefore, we put forward four strategic
Suggestions: improving the transportation system, promoting the organic tea plantation plan, establishing integrated
marketing strategy and coaching the diversified development of tea farmers.
In addition, Nangang tea industry can be combined with local history, Food and fanning education and In-depth travel in the
future. They make Nangang’s mountainous areas become “Satoyama” which combine the life of citizens in Cities with
Villages’s. While driving the local agriculture and establishing the local identity, it forms a compound social and
environmental system of sustainable operation, ecological balance and maintaining the social network of people in tea
production areas. Under the vision of Satoyama, people in Nangang’s mountainous area may find a way to restore the tea
culture and recover the lost self-consciousness of Nangang.
Keywords: Satoyama, Identity, Tea Industry, Industrial Revival, Social Network
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Study Origin

Nangang district is one of the main development cores of Taipei City Government in recent years. From the "Taipei East
Gateway Explanatory Plan" to the "Overall review of Taipei Nangang district major projects", the Taipei city government's
vision of Nangang district can be seen in the future (figure 1). However, In the spatial planning system of the government, it
is often difficult to achieve both breadth and depth, so the emphasis of each plan is different. It is also difficult to conduct
comprehensive and in-depth research. With the help of various survey methods, this study is able to go deep site
investigation and analysis space, from which we can find that the tea industry in Nangang, which was once prosperous, is
now facing decline and marginalization. Based on the current spatial planning system, this study further studied the
involvement of government policies and organizations, and tried to put forward various strategic Suggestions and action
proposals, so as to make it possible for the inheritance and revival of the tea industry in Nangang.
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Figure 1. Diagram of Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan
Source: “Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan” Third revision of the implementation plan

1.2

New Nangang And The Marginalization Tea Industry

The current policy and vision put forward by the Taipei city government is to make Nangang a new central business district.
Among them, the intention and way of development are mainly recorded in the "Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan" and
"The second overall review of the urban planning of Nangang District". It can be found from plans that the Taipei city
government has many visions for the future of Nangang district (figure 2), but the southern area is absent in the development
blueprint. This area is the Jiuzhuang village in the southeast of Nangang district (figure 3), which is also our research object
of this study, the location of Nangang tea mountain.

Figure 2. Diagram of Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan
Source: Detailed Planning of Urban Planning in Nangang District, Taipei (Review)
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Figure 3. Location of Jiuzhuang village (Tea mountain)
Source: drawing by this group
Some of the reasons for Jiuzhuang village being neglected may be due to the zoning regulations of land use (most of the land
is designated as protected areas), the limitations of transportation and mountainous terrain. So it is difficult to have a largescale development and construction planning. However, Taipei city government, did not mention Nangang tea mountain and
tea industry in the discussion of construction, industrial regeneration and settlement redevelopment. The cultural, economic,
tourism, ecological environment and other related aspects of the Nangang tea industry were absent from the vision.
From the perspective of historical development, the tea industry in Nangang district has great cultural value, and its tea
making technology and products are of high quality and uniqueness. Since the Qing dynasty, the export of tea has been a
feature of Taiwan's export for a long time. Up to now, in the area of Wenshan and Pinglin, the brand of Wenshan-Pouchong
tea is still famous, which promotes the development of other local industries. Nangang, which is the real hometown of tea
planting. The tea industry has been gradually marginalized. This industry with precious historical culture and potential for
tourism and leisure is facing the crisis of losing its inheritance.
The purpose of this study is to understand the causes of this marginalized situation through in-depth site investigate and
spatial analysis, and to try to find out the issues in the development of Nangang tea industry. Further, thinking about which
methods can bring new possibilities to the tea industry and local agriculture.Changes of industrial historical particularly tea
in Nangang
2.

Changes of Industrial Historical Particularly Tea in Nangang

2.1

Overview of Industrial Historical Changes

In the latter part of the nineteenth century, oolong tea was very popular in Taiwan during the Qing dynasty. Until the 1870s,
the price of Taiwan tea gradually lost its competitiveness in the world market. Therefore, many tea traders sent the Taiwanoolong in to Fuzhou, China, to be made into Pouchong tea. In the 1880s, local production and processing in Taiwan began,
which became the origin of outsourcing tea for export. Although the descendants of each tea farmer have different views on
the earliest history of planting leaves in Nangang, but they generally agree that many tea masters like Wang Shuijin, Wei
Jingshi, from Anxi, Fujian province came to plant Pouchong tea in Nangang at that time. So the birthplace of the technology
can be identified which is Nangang mountain area. It can be seen from the opinions of Wei Cheng, the descendant of Wei
Jingshi, a tea master in Nangang:
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"Nangang tea hill, known locally as da-ken tea hill, is a small mountain with an elevation of about 200 to 300 meters.
When viewed from above, the whole tea terrain looks like the dustpan, so it is also known as the dustpan lake. With
moderate rainfall, sweet spring and sandy soil, It is a perfect place for growing tea" (Xie Jiayan, 2010:40).
At that time, Wei Jingshi invented the aromatherapy processing method, which was different from Fuzhou, without the
aromatherapy process, but with a better smell. It was also known as the Nangang manufacturing method, and became a
major source of tea manufacturing technology in Taiwan.
During the reign of Japan, the tea industry was able to bring in a large amount of tax revenue. Therefore, under the guidance
of the policies of the governor general, the tea industry in Nangang was able to reach its peak, and its output was even
comparable to oolong tea. Mainly, there were several aspects of industrial guidance and improvement: improvement of tea
garden (additional planting area), research and improvement of tea making technology (establishment the institute of Dakeng
tea production and making training), provision of funds (free loans and guidance fees) etc. However, the outbreak of the
Pacific war hindered the export of Taiwan's tea industry and gradually destroyed the trade environment. Forced by the war,
many tea farmers gave up growing tea and had to engage in food production, or to make a living to shift to the mining
industry which can provide more income (Chen Liangzhen, 2006:114) (interview record: farmer Gao Huaye). Nangang tea
industry and the entire economy in Taiwan are affected by the war. In addition to the tea industry, the industries that
gradually emerged in Nangang during the Japanese occupation were mining industry and construction industry. The former
overlaps with the tea area and is mainly in the mountainous area. The latter is mostly located in the "brick kiln" settlements
in the present urban area.
After the second world war, the government established a large number of industrial estates in Nangang, which reduced the
area of arable land and changed the economic structure, which was dominated by agriculture, and gradually became an
industrial satellite city attached to Taipei. When it became a Taipei borough in 1968, it attracted more factories from the
downtown, and the number of factory registrations peaked in the 1990s.With the change of the background of Taiwan's
economic development and the international political situation after the war, Nangang became known as a "black town" for
its brick and kiln industry (continued since the Japanese occupation), textile industry, fertilizer industry, electric power
equipment industry, metal products industry and mechanical equipment industry. After the 1990s, the central government
intended to transform the Nangang industrial estates, and many large-scale development and construction projects chose this
area. In 2018, the Taipei city government will further promote the " Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan ", in which the
five "centers" of software, exhibition, biotechnology, culture and innovation, and railway station will all gather in Nangang,
bringing about drastic changes in the spatial structure and industrial development.
2.2

The historical development of tea industry in Nangang, Taipei and New Taipei area

With the historical context of Taipei city, the total cultivated area of the tea industry dropped from 337 hectares in 1968 to
between 150 and 200 hectares (1969-2001), and remained stable in this range. The reasons are as follows: Tea planning
base, which faces crop competition, has fallen sharply, and the government has promoted various policies to keep it stable
(Wu Shujuan, 2007:13-8) .But there is another explanation: statistical errors, statistical changes, the outflow of rural
population and so on. Whatever the reason, it has fallen from around 130 hectares in recent years to 68 hectares in 2017 (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The cultivation area of tea industry in Taipei over the years
Source: Department of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Taipei City Government

From 1968 to 1970, tea planting area in Taipei dropped sharply. Different from planting area shown in figure 4, which is
steady, the yield of tea industry in Taipei (see figure 5) increased steadily year by year with the condition of constant
planting area. In view of this phenomenon, we believe that widespread spraying of pesticides to reduce pests and diseases
will lead to increased tea production. At 1987, 1993 to 1996, there were serious natural disasters affected tea production
sharply. For example, in 1987, typhoon “Lynn” caused severe flooding in Songshan, Nangang, Neihu and Xizhi district. In
1994, typhoon “Tim” destroyed a large number of high-voltage power lines in Nangang, and caused power failure for
200,000 households due to excessive wind speed.
From 2003 to 2004, the reason of sharp decline is not a natural disaster or farming, but statistics way change: In the past, the
tea was directly weighed after picking, and then the central government unified the standard of weighing, and used the dried
tea to weigh, so that the original 4 or 4.5 kilograms would become one kilogram (interview record: section chief in
Department of urban development, Taipei government, Lv Qiuhong).
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Figure 5. Tea production in Taipei over the years
Source: Department of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Taipei City Government
By comparing the harvested area of tea industry in Taipei and New Taipei (see table 1 and figure 5), we can find that the
area in Nangang district been stable at about 40 hectares since 2004; In Xizhi district the area has been stable at about 20
hectares in between 2004 to 2012, then dropped to 4.5 hectares in recent years; The area of Shenkeng district and Xizhi
district of New Taipei city held steady at 20 hectares, and then dropped by half to about 10.4 hectares in the following five
years; Shiding district is also declining year by year; As the largest producing area of tea, the harvest area of Pinglin district
remained stable at 600-800 hectares, which dropped by half to about 400 hectares in 2013.
Similarly, compared with the two largest tea producing areas in Taipei, the harvest area of Nangang district is stable, while
Wenshan district has dropped to 66 hectares since 2015, and even to 30 hectares in the latest year.
Table 1. Tea harvesting area of Pouchong tea and Iron Goddess tea in Taipei and New Taiepei
Tea harvesting area of Pouchong tea and Iron Goddess tea in Taipei and New Taiepei unit (hectare)
Years

Wenshan
district

Nangang
district

Xizhi
district

Shenkeng
district

Shiding
district

Pinglin
district

2004

90

41.8

20.51

20

518.82

672.36

2005

90

40.8

20.51

20

518.82

675.36

2006

90

41.8

20.51

20

531.69

781.89

2007

90

41.8

20.51

20

402.82

781.89

2008

90

41.8

20.51

20

376.8

813.76

2009

90

41.8

20.41

20

339.12

813.67

2010

90

41.8

20.41

20

310.59

813.67

2011

90

41.8

19.67

20

286.47

813.67

2012

90

41.8

19.67

20

286.21

813.67

2013

90

41.8

4.52

10.48

115.31

417.76

2014

90

40.8

4.52

10.48

109.95

423

2015

66

38

4.52

10.48

109.95

412.38
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2016

66

38

4.52

10.48

109.95

408.68

2017

30

38

83.14

10.31

101.95

409.34

Source: Department of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Taipei City Government and New Taipei City Governmen

According to the above trend of tea harvest area in Taipei city and New Taipei city, the yield of Shenkeng a, Shiding area,
Pinglin and Xizhi district in New Taipei city were all reduced by half or less in 2013. Tea production in Nangang district of
Taipei city was stable between 22 and 28 hectares, while that in Wenshan district dropped to one-third of its original yield in
2017.
Table 2. Tea yield annual of Pouchong tea and Iron Goddess tea in Taipei and New Taiepei
Tea yield annual of Pouchong tea and Iron Goddess tea in Taipei and New Taiepei unit (ton)
Years

Wenshan
district

Nangang
district

Xizhi
district

Shenkeng
district

Shiding
district

Pinglin
district

2009

67.5

28.428

11.84

14

402.82

781.89

2010

67.5

28.428

11.82

14

376.8

813.76

2011

58.5

28.428

11.8

14

339.12

813.67

2012

56.7

28.428

9.44

14

141.1

491.93

2013

56.7

27.17

2.08

7.23

33.44

226.01

2014

56.7

26.52

2.71

7.34

46.29

287.64

2015

49.5

22.8

2.71

7.23

60.47

268.05

2016

49.5

22.8

2.71

6.81

49.7

268.5

2017

21

23.18

42.07

6.19

55.26

257.88

Source: Department of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Taipei City Government and New Taipei City Governmen
3.

Analysis of the current situation of tea industry development

3.1

Urban planning and tea industry

3.1.1

Land use division and spatial pattern

Among the current urban plans in Taipei, the total area of Nangang District is about 2,184.24 hectares, of which about
983.68 hectares are available for urban development, accounting for 45.03% of the total painting area, including residential,
commercial, industrial and other districts and public facilities; The urban development area is about 1,200.56 hectares,
accounting for 54.96% of the total painting area, including agricultural areas, protected areas, water areas, and river areas.
The distribution of each use area is shown in Figure 6.
From the planning of the land use zone, it can be found that in view of the concept of the Eastern District Portal Project, the
urban development zone in the current urban plan is mostly located on the north side of Nangang District, with the Nangang
Railway Station as the center, which makes the area have higher intensity. Land use division. In areas outside of the Eastern
District Gateway Project, it is designated as a protected area and an agricultural area, and the development restrictions of
protected areas and agricultural areas affect the development of the tea industry originally located here. Under the rules of
land use zoning control in Taipei City, such as building area, building materials, and road opening, most of the traditional tea
industry maintains the original tea production mode.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of current urban planning in Nangang District
Source: Detailed Planning of Urban Planning in Nangang District, Taipei (Review)

3.1.2 Current status of transportation
Judging from the current situation of the transportation system, the Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan has placed the
development focus of Nangang on the north side and the development factors of the protection zone. The current main roads
and secondary roads are not connected to the tea production area. The distribution of transportation vehicles is also very
scarce.
At present, only six mountainous industrial roads are connected to the urban area. And the planning of industrial roads, the
width of the road is limited by the mountainous terrain, and the width of the current industrial road can only be used for
small and medium-sized vehicles. The connection between the tea producing area and the urban road system is very weak.
In the part of the mass transit system, although there are 35 lines of large bus routes in Taipei, Nangang District, the main
roads such as Zhongxiao East Road, Nangang Road, Research Institute Road, Xiangyang Road, and Sanzhong Road go to
the city center, Neihu District and Xizhi District in Xinbei city, the routes are mostly east-west, covering most of the densely
populated areas. (Taipei City Government, 2016: 41 main plan) But in the tea industry production areas such as the
Jiuzhuang village and tea demonstration sites, only the 1-line small bus can be reached, and its headway is about 40 minutes.
It is very inconvenient for users who go up and down the mountain. As shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7. Small 5 road map
Source: Southeast Passenger Transport website, this group draws

3.1.3 Status of cadastre land
The cadastral division of the Nangang mountainous area is small, fragmented and irregular, and has great restrictions

on

industrial development. Figure 8 shows the cadastral distribution of a section of the Nangang Mountain Area. From this part
of the cadastral distribution, we can see the characteristics of the cadastral distribution of the whole district. It can be found
that the cadastre of Nangang Mountain Area is very dense and irregular. Under the restrictions of building regulations, this
deformed land cannot properly carry out the construction of various structures, and the development of the area will also be
affected. The complexity of the Land Category is also confirmed in interviews with the Agricultural Association and
Qingnong Gao Huaye. (Interview record: Chen Kunwei, Director General of Nangang Agricultural Association; interview
record: Qingnong Gaohuaye)

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of some cadastral land plots in Nangang District
Source: This group draws
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3.1.4 Current urban planning and tea industry of cadastre land
In the relationship between the tea industry and urban planning in Nangang, there are three main points: First, the urban
planning of Nangang District has designated the Jiuzhuang village area as a protected area. Therefore, the land development
in this area has been regulated and there is no large-scale The situation of development. Second, in terms of transportation,
there is only one class of urban buses in the area and the headway is long. Finally, the Area in Possession is complex. In
addition to the analysis of the cadastral data, it can be seen in interviews with the peasant association and the peasant Gao
Huaye. (Interview record: Chen Kunwei, Director General of Nangang Agricultural Association; interview record: Qingnong
Gaohuaye)
3.2

Social networks and actors in the tea industry

Under the survey mode of semi-structured interviews, our group selected the tea industry production mode as the core and
three roles that affect the development of Nangang tea industry (Taipei City Industry Development Bureau, Nangang
Agricultural Association and farmers) as research materials. The research includes the producer's production relationship,
and combines the space and the social relationship that the node extends and connects in tandem, and explores the role of the
direct and indirect influence of the development of the Nangang tea industry from a holistic perspective.
3.2.1 Social networks and actors in the tea industry
As the superior guidance organ of the Nangang tea industry, the Industry Development Bureau has planned the “Nangang
Tea Manufacturing Demonstration Site”, the “Taipei Rural Total Planning Project” and the “Taipei Tea Industry Value
Innovation” on the Agricultural Development Vision of the Agriculture Council. Development Strategy Plan (see Figure 9
below). In addition, in order to meet the needs of tea farmers selling tea, the Holiday Farmers Market is used for direct
contact with urban citizens.
At the same time, we actively contacted tea farmers and tried to promote the unknown Nangang tea industry. The
publication "Ordinary. Taipei" (see Figure 10 below) attempts to promote and revitalize the tea industry that has been
neglected under the industrial development structure of Nangang.
In the course of the interview, our group also learned that the location of the Nangang Tea Industry is in the scope of
“protected area” due to the land use zone control regulations. Compared with the Mucha tea industry, a special area for
leisure agriculture has been set up under relevant regulations to partially solve the serious situation of the illegal construction
of the Mucha tea industry. The Nangang tea industry can only be designated under the “protected area” regulations.
Recreational farms and other facilities (interview record: Lu Qiuhong, head of the Agricultural Development Bureau of the
Taipei Municipal Development Bureau).
Therefore, the Bureau of Production and Development also actively hopes and promotes the transformation of local tea
farmers into tea-related leisure agriculture in the Nangang area. As a follow-up, under the environmental issues of soil and
water conservation and ecological environment, the Nangang tea industry will be sustainable and diversified. (Interview
record: Gaohuaye).
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Figure 9. Taipei tea industry value innovation and development strategy project results poster
Source: Nangang Tea Manufacturing Demonstration Field Facebook Fan Page
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Figure 10. "Ordinary. Taipei" publication
Source: Taipei City Development Bureau (Left: Metropolitan's agricultural slogan; Right: Tea fragrance under the timequenched chain)

3.2.2 Nangang Farmers Association
The peasant association is a corporate legal person. The original central authority is the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the
Executive Yuan. However, after the amendment of the peasant association law, the central government agency is replaced by
the Executive Yuan Agricultural Committee, and the local purpose business authority is Directly under the jurisdiction of the
municipal, county, and municipal governments, and subject to their supervision and counseling. Each farmer's association is
an independent corporate legal person. Its nature is a non-governmental organization of non-governmental organizations, but
it is a group based on the "Agricultural Association Law" to serve as a communication medium between farmers and the
government. The agricultural extension system of the current Nangang Agricultural Association is shown in Figure 11.
As a communication bridge between farmers and the government, the Nangang Farmers Association is mostly co-organized
by the Taipei Municipal Bureau of Production and Development to assist the Nangang Farmers Association in organizing
several tea industry-related activities. At the same time, the Nangang Agricultural Association is also guided by the policies
promoted by the Agriculture Committee to teach the denomination, knowledge background and cultivation techniques.
The Nangang Agricultural Association itself also has several agricultural specialty product sales and agricultural activities.
Including three Southport District Farmers' Associations, one "Nan Kwai Fong Farming Museum" and one "Nangang Tea
Manufacturing Demonstration Site".
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Figure 11. Agricultural Extension System
Source: The Republic of China Fourth Health Club, drawn by this group.

3.2.3 Tea farmers
As an affected person of official policies and organizational intervention, tea farmers have a mixed social interaction model
with Nangang Agricultural Association and the Bureau of Development and Development, which has affected the
development of the Nangang tea industry.
As the hometown of Taiwan's Pouchong tea, Nangang began to have a family-owned business model since the Qing
Dynasty. However, due to the surge in demand for food crops during the Second World War (WW2) and the development of
the Nangang coal industry, The development of Nangang tea industry is not as prosperous as it used to be. The family-run
tea garden, due to the gradual transfer of the working population at home to the coal mining industry and industrial
development, has led to a lower number of farmers in the family than in the past.
Although there are still a few people in some tea farmers' families who continue to operate the tea industry, they are
currently facing the predicament of the aging of the agricultural workforce. In addition to the problem of lack of labor, the
price of tea sales has not increased or decreased drastically for more than 30 years, resulting in the operation of pure tea
cultivation only to maintain the family.
In addition to the establishment of leisure agriculture in cooperation with the Bureau of Producing and Exporting in recent
years, it is expected that in addition to the cultivation of the tea industry, it also includes the development of tourism, leisure,
and refined tea industry, and at the same time provides space as a base for direct sales of Nangang tea farmers. In the
cooperation of the Nangang Farmers' Association, the "Nangang Excellent Cabin Tea Competition" was carried out to
further promote the technical teaching, agricultural promotion, and product sales, as well as the Chauhan cultural experience
and hand-made teaching in the form of citizen registration. It is expected to open up the brand awareness of Pouchong tea.
In addition to cooperating with the Bureau of Producing and Marketing and the Nangang Farmers Association, tea farmers
have become a family business. In recent years, several young tea farmers have returned to their hometowns to start the tea
industry. For example, Yu Shuping established the “Gui Town” platform, attempting to use online marketing and
cooperation with the Taipei Dakeng Industrial Culture Association as a platform for agricultural products sales. In addition,
in the propaganda film of the peasant association, Yu Shuping and her husband are currently reorganizing the space, and in
2019, based on the restrictions of the regulations, the tea garden will be planned as a compound tea restaurant for the
diversified tea industry. state. Unlike Yu Shuping, after the problem of sorting out and managing the land holdings, Gao
Huaye turned to the "leisure farm" on the restriction of land use division.
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He takes the food and agriculture education and business guide as a form of diversification of the tea industry. In addition,
Gao Huaye also established the "Taipei Industrial Culture Association of Taipei City" with his companions.
There are two opportunities for Gao Huaye to return to rural areas for farming and refined agriculture. First, because Gao
Huaye’s childhood has joined the “Four Health Club” founded by Nangang Agricultural Association, this organization
teaches them knowledge and guide them to contact the land. The second is that the peasant association organizes a
"homework class" and his mother. This organization is different from the "four health club" and is the organization
responsible for caring for the farmer's wife. The influence of the peasant association has caused Gao Huaye's mother to care
for organic, tea-growing technology and ecological protection for many years, and has taught at Nangang Community
College for more than ten years.
Combining the above three actors, the social network of actors in the tea industry production relationship can be understood
as shown in Figure 12:

Figure 12. Social network diagram in the production relationship of Nangang tea industry
Source: Interview record, drawing of this group

3.2.4 Social network relationship and tea industry
From the aforementioned social network relationship, we can see the social interaction between the Bureau of Development,
the Nangang Farmers Association and the tea farmers, and how to promote closer ties between the three parties on the
intervention of various policies. In addition, above the production and marketing strategy, each actor has different strategies-the Bureau of Development has the Taipei Rural General Development Plan, the Taipei Tea Industry Value Innovation and
Development Strategy Plan to enhance the resources of the Nangang tea industry and the brand identity of the tea plantation;
the tea farmer returned to the township to establish the "Dakeng Industry Culture Association" as a cultural and historical
resource, event organization, empowerment, food and agriculture education organization, and the establishment of "Gui
town" as Nangang Tea farmers' integrated marketing platform. Although the organizational vision of each actor in the
production and marketing strategy is different, it can be seen how the three nodes are connected in the form of existing
interpersonal network relationships, establishing organizations, organizing cooperation, etc., so that the Nangang tea industry
has been abandoned in recent years. The simplistic production model has turned into a trend of diversified business models.
At the same time, by participating in the organization of the peasant association, participating in activities and competitions,
the social network relationship between the tea farmers and households is closer.
4.

Tea industry development issues
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Nangang's tea industry mainly has four development issues, which make the development of Nangang tea industry facing
difficulties: (1) the inconvenient transportation of Nangang Tea Mountain; (2) the lack of working population of tea farmers;
(3) the lack of integrated development strategies; (4) the specification of land use zoning.
4.1

Social network relationship and tea industry

Nangang tea plantation is mainly distributed in the second section of the Jiuzhuang Road in Nangang District (see Figure
13). Because of its narrow industrial roads, only small and medium-sized buses can pass through, and the mass transit
vehicles from the urban area to the mountainous areas are only "small 5" and the "small 5 District" bus will take about 40-60
minutes to get to the bus.
The tour bus with a large passenger capacity is inaccessible, making it difficult to develop a tour group's sightseeing, and the
bus with fewer shifts makes it difficult for the people who can't afford a car to reach. All of the above reasons have made
Nangang Tea Mountain's visits people are rare, and it is impossible to drive the Nangang Tea Mountain tourism economy.

Figure 13. Points of tea industry related spatial map
Source: Google map, Department of economic development Taipei city government, drawing of this group

4.2

The lack of working population of tea farmers

The tea industry in Nangang District is mainly a family business, and the technology of tea is passed down from generation
to generation. Among the more than 20 tea plantations in Nangang District, there is only one young farmer Yu Shuping who
specializes in tea. She runs Yuji Tea and also operates the “Guizhi Township” sales platform. Chen Kunwei, director of the
Agricultural Association, said: "Now there are no young people, three farmers add up to two hundred years old, and four tea
farmers are over three hundred years old. Now many are foreign workers are planting tea."

The tea farmer Wang Dongxing

also said: "There is no next-generation tea industry, and the children are working in Taipei. The tea farmers here in Nangang
have not left to work in the field, and only on holidays, young people would like to help their parents work" (Interview
record: Wang Dongxing).
The lack of support for the young and middle-aged population of the family, coupled with the tendency to spend too much
on the cost of migrant workers, has led to a lack of labor in the Nangang tea area. Yu Shuping said that the biggest problem
currently encountered in the management of Yu Ji's tea is "the problem of lack of worker, young people are going to make a
living outside" (interview record: Yu Shuping). Wang Dongxing also mentioned: "In the past, spring tea, summer tea, and
winter tea could be planted, and the output was also high. However, due to the lack of manpower, only spring tea and winter
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tea are now used, and the three harvests in summer and autumn are canceled. In the first two seasons, just the weather is
milder and the quality is higher. (Interview record: Wang Dongxing). Under the influence of the tea quality considerations
and the lack of labor, tea production declined.
4.3

the lack of integrated development strategies

Analysis of the related organization of Nangang tea industry production relationship, we found that Nangang tea industry
production and marketing lack of integrated development strategy, respectively, discussed in the following two aspects: 1.
Lack of integrated marketing strategy, 2. Local government and internal lack of cooperation mechanism.
4.3.1 Lack of integrated marketing strategy
Nangang-Pouchong tea does not have an overall brand marketing strategy plan. The farmers' association, industry
development bureau, and the tea farmers all have their own packaging.
The Nangang District Farmers Association invited tea farmers to the tea manufacturing demonstration site to guide and sell
their own tea. Currently, there are 14 tea farmers in the tea manufacturing demonstration site. The products it sells include
experts who have been certified by the tea industry improvement field, certified and used in the packaging provided by the
farmers' association, and also contain their own packaged tea. After the 1980s, the Farmers Association issued a package of
tea for the certification of the Farmers Association of Nangang and purchased a quarter of the production at wholesale prices
to help with marketing. (Interview record: Wang Dongxing)
Nangang District Farmers Association also operates the "Nan Kwai Fong" brand, which sells tea sugar, walnut jelly,
osmanthus, green tea, tea, tea noodles, cinnamon black tea, turmeric tea, tea seed oil, bitter tea. Oil, honey, and other
agricultural products, but mainly based on tea. In addition to the sale of retail clubs, the brand promotion method also
includes participation and online marketing (website purchase). Different from the tea competition in the general symposium
competition, the tea under the brand of "Nan Kwai Fong" also has the packaging belonging to "Nan Kwai Fong".

Figure 14. Logo design of Nangang Pouchong tea
Source: Photography by this group
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Figure 15. Logo design of Nangang Pouchong tea: Logo of different tea farmers 1
Source: Photography by this group

Figure 16. Logo design of Nangang Pouchong tea: Logo of different tea farmers 2
Source: Photography by this group

In summary, the average consumer may buy different packages of Nangang tea in different locations.
Table 3. Packing/channel arrangement for Pouchong tea

Source: finishing of this group
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Chen Kunwei said: "Our Nangang is the birthplace of the tea industry. It should be made to make the Nangang-pouchong tea
famous. The export is mainly in Nangang. The soil of Weinan Port has The stone gravel is different from the Wenshan area.
The insider knows the tea and tea ceremony here. The judge also said that the taste of the rock in the tea industry in Nangang
is different. Now the farmer will make the tea pot of the Nangang tea planting for the farmers. Buy, cost price. I haven’t
pushed before, everyone will go to Pinglin to buy. But now there is a return. The quality is good, people will agree”
(Interview record: Chen Kunwei, Director-General of Nangang Agricultural Association). Lu Qiuhong, the head of the
Agricultural Development Bureau of the Bureau of Development and Development, said that due to the administrative
district, I hope to be able to develop the tea belonging to the “Taipei City” separately from the Wenshan Baoji tea area in
New Taipei City. (Interview record: Taipei City Lu Qiuhong, Chief of the Agricultural Development Section of the Bureau.
According to the above analysis, we can see that both the peasant association and the production bureau hope to establish the
brand of “Nangang Baochao Tea” and promote it. However, the producers, farmers' associations and tea farmers have their
own ideas for the establishment and promotion of the brand image of "Nangang Baicai Tea", which not only causes the
brand consistency to be low, but also the "Nangang Bag Tea" that every consumer sees. It is not the same. It is impossible to
establish a brand identity awareness of "Nan Hong Bao Tea", not to mention the difference between it and "Wenshan Bag
Tea". It also causes "multi-horse carriages" to be promoted in various units. Waste of resources.
In addition, according to the interview data, the price of tea stopped rising after 70 years in the Republic of China. However,
the wages of tea farmers increased from ten to eighty years in the Republic of China, and ten times in ten years (interview
record: Nangang tea farmers Dongxing), Nangang's tea area is small in scale, and is not suitable for a large number of
mechanized production, reducing labor costs. Chen Kunwei said that due to the competition of imported tea, the price of
Taiwanese tea could not be raised, and the profit could not support the family. It can be seen that there is also a lack of
overall strategic adjustments in terms of access and sales channels to improve the status of tea's flat and low prices for many
years (interview record: Chen Kunwei, Director-General of Nangang Agricultural Association).
4.3.2 Local government and internal lack of cooperation mechanism.
The tea farmers in Taipei Nangang, Muzha and Xinbei City, Zhishi, Shijie, Shenkeng and Pinglin are actually a whole in
geography, but they belong to two cities in the jurisdiction of local governments. In particular, in the 1970s, because of the
problem of administrative districts and time points, the Nangang area did not promote the Wenshan Baocha tea brand with
the four tea producing areas of New Taipei City at that time, forming a common marketing organization. In the promotion of
actual policies, it was impossible to use common The brand policy is planned. And in different administrative areas, the
actual policy is also promoted. However, the promotion of the tea industry lacks a common guiding concept, and each
administrative region is a separate government.
Different organizational units also hold different jurisdictional responsibilities, and even in the same administrative district,
it is impossible to timely exchange information on policy and implementation. For example, the industry-related promotion
policy is subordinate to the Industrial Development Bureau, and the actual land use control rules are attached to the Urban
Development Bureau. The two sides are parallel units of the Taipei City Government, and there is no coordinating
jurisdiction and plan between them. This has led to the emergence of cognitive misunderstandings or conflicts between
statutes and implementation strategies in industry-driven policies, which has made the original policy objectives impossible.
4.4

The specification of land use zoning

In urban planning areas, depending on the geographical situation, the use of current conditions or military security needs, the
preservation of agricultural areas or the setting of protected areas, and restrictions on the use of buildings. The entire
Nangang tea area is a "protected area" under the urban planning land use division. The layout of the reserve is for soil and
water conservation (interview record: Lu Qiuhong, head of the Agricultural Development Bureau of the Taipei Municipal
Development and Development Bureau). Therefore, there are restrictions on its development, which regulates the intensity
of building development and limits the related industries. Development possibilities.
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The designation of some protected areas in the roads has restricted the main roads from being opened here. It is only possible
to open up industrial roads here, and it is very inconvenient for the transportation of the mountain tea industry to be
connected to the urban area. Moreover, the industrial road itself cannot be restricted by road width and slope. This not only
limits the number of sightseeing and leisure trips, but also makes the general bus unable to connect with it. It can only be
connected by a small bus route. At present, only one bus route is connected to the urban area, and the bus distance is long,
which is very inconvenient in the traffic area.
In the food service industry, according to the specifications of Articles 75 and 78 of the “Taiwan Land Use Zoning Control
Regulations”, the construction/containment ratio of the protected buildings in the protected areas, and the Director General
of the Agricultural Association Chen Kunwei mentioned that There is no way to provide tap water in the entire district,
which is very inconvenient to operate (interview record: Chen Kunwei, Director-General of Nangang Agricultural
Association). The construction cost of the building is raised, and the tea farmers who do not have the financial ability cannot
afford additional facilities such as the food service industry.
Lu Qiuhong, head of the Agricultural Development Bureau of the Industry Development Bureau, mentioned in the interview
that "the Southport has no way to make a large tea restaurant because of the small hinterland and the topography." As
mentioned in Chapter 3: "In Taipei Under the rules of land use zoning control, such as opening up, building area, building
materials and road opening, most of the traditional tea industry can only maintain the original tea production mode, which
makes the tea industry unable to attach to leisure agriculture. The direction of the industry has changed, and it has imposed
restrictions on the development of the tea industry.
From the transcript of the Bureau of Development, it can be seen that the strategy of the Bureau of Production cannot be
related to land use control regulations, and the regulations on land management are regulated by the DMC. The person in
charge of the Bureau of Development is not comprehensive and clear about the rules of land use control because of the
different professions. In the case where the information and plans of the management units with different rights and
responsibilities are not interoperable, there is bound to be a situation in which land use control and substantive marketing
strategies cannot be matched (interview record: Lu Qiuhong, head of the Agricultural Development Bureau of the Taipei
Municipal Development Bureau).
5.

Tea Industry Development Strategy Suggestions

In view of the above-mentioned issues in the development of the tea industry (the low accessibility of Nangang Chashan, the
lack of labor population of tea farmers, the lack of integrated development strategies, and “Zoning”),
“Conservation area (where Nangang Tea Mountain located) is defined for homeland security, Soil and water preservation,
maintenance of natural resources, environmental protection and ecological functions." (Article 27 of the Urban Planning
Law)Therefore, we suggest that the ecological environment here should be protected on the basis of conservation area
regulations, and other development possibilities besides large-scale development of the tea industry should be considered.
For the remaining three issues, we preliminary developed four strategies: First, the transportation system suggestion; Second,
promote organic tea gardens and enhance the value of tea products; Third, establish integrated marketing strategies to
strengthen brand awareness; Fourth, Guide the tea farmer's to drive agricultural diversification.
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Figure 17. Relation between Tea Industry Issues and Strategy Sugesstions
Source: drawing of this group

5.1

The Transportation System Suggestion he specification of land use zoning

At present, the transportation capacity between the tea producing area and the urban area is not good. Only four industrial
roads are connected to the urban area, and only a small-scale city bus is available for public transportation.
The existing transportation functions can roughly meet the current travel demand of the tea industry and related industries.
However, the capacity of such traffic is not enough to revive and activate the tea industry.
The group recommends that in the future, it should cooperate with the promotion of industrial marketing policies, and at the
same time promote the estimation of travel assignments, increase the number of traffic shifts, or match the DRTS system
(Demand Responsive Transportation System), and set up enough parking space to accommodate possible increase in trip.
5.2

Promote Organic Tea Gardens and Enhance the Value of Tea Products

Under the increasing emphasis on health and environmental friendliness in Taiwanese society, we propose to promote
producing organic tea to Nangang farmers to enhance the added value of tea. Take Pinglin start-up company "Taiwan
BlueMagpie Tea" as an example. "Taiwan BlueMagpie Tea" emphasizes the preservation of biological habitats. If there is a
complete environment, there will be good products. With the goal of reclaiming watersheds, it is hoped that the soil, water
sources and teas in the entire basin will be compliant and organic. However, due to the lack of pesticides, the output is
reduced and the production cannot be controlled. The implementation of "organic agriculture" not only raises costs, but also
increases the price because of its value of environmental friendliness and non-hazard to human health. "Taiwan BlueMagpie
Tea" raises the price of tea by community-based pricing, and acquires tea at a high price and markets it to the market under
the brand name of "Taiwan BlueMagpie Tea". In the end, because the price of "Taiwan BlueMagpie Tea" acquired from tea
farmers is much higher than the price of tea purchased by the Farmers' association, the price of tea collected by Pinglin
District Farmers’ Association has increased, and the price of the Pinglin District whole tea purchase has been improved.
(interview record: Taiwan BlueMagpie Tea, Huang Bo)
At present, the government passed the Organic Agriculture Promotion Act in May 2018, and its Article 5 (Proposed Organic
Agriculture Promotion Program and Contents) is standardized: “The central competent authority should set up tasks for the
sustainable development of agriculture and consult The relevant agencies (constructions) and group opinions, with the goal
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of developing an organic country, propose an organic agriculture promotion plan every four years, and report it to the
Executive Yuan for approval. The contents of the organic agriculture promotion program are as follows:
To promote the sustainable development of agriculture, the Central Competent Authority shall set up the consultant board,
consult related authorities (institutions) and organizations on its path toward a country with full organic adoption. Every four
years Organic Agriculture Promotion Program shall be revised and implemented after approved by the Executive Yuan.
Contents of the Organic Agriculture Promotion Program are as follow: 1. The target organic agricultural production area, its
proportion of total arable land, and the annual budget allocation. 2. Forward-looking development plan and status survey for
organic agriculture. certification. environment preservation. 3. Counseling for organic agricultural production, marketing,
and product 4. Incentives and subsidies for conversion to organic agriculture and 5. Improvement of agricultural practices,
research and development of agricultural technologies, and personnel training for organic agriculture and organic
agricultural products. 6. Promotion of organic agricultural products and organic food and farming education for authorities
(institutions) at all levels, schools, and consumers. 7. Counseling relevant civil groups for the promotion of organic
agriculture. 8. Other tasks that facilitate the development of organic agriculture. In promotion of organic agriculture, the
competent authority shall allocate ample budget, which will be raised every four years on a roll planning basis, for
conducting tasks mentioned in the previous paragraph, in pursuance of full organic adoption. The Central Competent
Authority shall establish the standard on the principle of proportionality for issuing incentives and subsidies mentioned in
subparagraph 4 of paragraph 2.
1. The target area of organic agricultural production, accounting for the national The proportion of agricultural production
area and the allocation of annual budget. Second, the prospective development plan and current situation of organic
agriculture. Third, the guidance of organic agricultural production, marketing and organic agricultural product verification.
Fourth, the transformation of organic farming production and maintenance of ecological conservation incentives and
subsidies 5. Agricultural technology and technology research and development and talent cultivation of organic agriculture
and organic agricultural products. 6. Promotion of organic agricultural products and organic food and agriculture education
by institutions (schools), schools and consumers at all levels. Counseling for promotion work. 8. Other work to promote the
development of organic agriculture."
Organic (tea) farms need a three-year transition period, and attention should be paid to soil and soil and water conservation
(interview record: youth farmer Gaohuaye). Before the reward and subsidy schemes come out, the farmers' association can
counsel individual organic tea farmers to organize production and sales classes. Cooperatives or cooperative farms, and are
verified to enhance the competitiveness of Nangang Organic Tea in the market. (Wu Shujuan, 2007: 109) In addition, it is
also necessary to match the complete brand marketing strategy.
5.3

Establish Integrated Marketing Strategies to Strengthen Brand Awareness

This strategy can be divided into two major areas. The first aspect is the strengthening of brand cognition and the shaping of
characteristics. We believe that the Bureau of Production and Development, as a government unit and a superior supervisory
unit of the peasant association, should assume the role of active connection and communication, and invite brand marketing
experts together. The overall marketing strategy of the tea planting in Nangang District has been established, so that the
promotion of the whole Nangang tea can concentrate resources and effectively enter the market. Here are the steps to
establish an overall marketing strategy:
First of all, we propose to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the tea in Nangang, the opportunities and threats in
the competitive market, and then delineate the market based on the analysis data, and select the target group, and then set the
brand positioning. According to the literature and the field survey data, it is possible to sum up the characteristics of the
Nangang packaged tea: the birthplace of the tea, the history of the 100-year-old, the mudstone of the Nangang soil, and the
tea flavor is different from that of Wenshan, and the Nangang tea farmer The tea making method has a higher degree of
fermentation and a good tea throat. Whether it is from a historical perspective or from tea making to finished tea, it has its
own characteristics. In addition, Yu Shuping said in the film "Taiwan Qingnong Yuji Tea Yu Shuping" in the corner of the
transformation, each tea has its own unique flavor. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate in detail the characteristics of
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each tea in Nangang District and confirm whether it is There is a need for differentiation. According to our target customer
base, and with our unique brand, we should be able to define our brand positioning.
Then, our proposed marketing strategy may include: "Organic Tea Garden" planning, overall product image design,
production and sales design stamps, inventory sales strategies, "participatory budget" tea Jing acquisition, multi-activity
management, counseling tea farmers Management and other methods.
The second one is facing up, because Nangang Chashan is located at the Nangang and Yushuo Intersection, and the entire
production area of the administrative division is divided into Taipei City and New Taipei City. In the promotion of actual
policies, it is easy to encounter problems of different tune between the two sides. This will cause the production space and
the governance space to break, and reduce the development potential of the industry. Therefore, in addition to the
specialization of the tea industry, we also suggest that the rural general development plan of the Executive Yuan's
Agricultural Committee can jointly establish a cross-domain governance mechanism, and standardize the development of the
tea industry in Taipei and New Taipei city from a higher perspective. A common marketing strategy for the division of
administrative divisions.
5.4

Guide the Tea Farmer's to Drive Agricultural Diversification

Tea prices can only maintain basic livelihoods when tea prices remain flat and the working population is scarce. Although it
encourages the development of organic tea gardens, due to organic farming methods, tea production will fall by 60%, and
planting tea alone is not enough to sustain (interview record: Qingnong Gaohuaye). The green farmer Gao Huaye, who runs
the organic leisure farm, transforms the original farm into a farm for leisure experience through cultural and historical tours,
organic farming, and food and agriculture education: let the people pick tea and make tea together, from free to charge
Experience. At present, the proportion of income: experience activities, outdoor teaching (sponsored by the Education
Bureau, co-organized by the Bureau of Development and Development) accounted for about 40% of the revenue; to the
national high school to teach food and agriculture education (promoted by the Education Bureau) accounted for 30%;
organic agricultural products sales only Accounted for 30% (interview record: Qingnong Gaohuaye). Through the
transformation into a diversified operation of the leisure farm, Gao Huaye was able to overcome the economic difficulties
and promote the tea culture.
We believe that diversified management is not only to relieve the economic difficulties of tea farmers, but also to promote
tea making technology, tea industry and local culture through experience activities, so that the historical and cultural
significance of the industry can be continued or even sublimated.
6.

Conclusion

Before the development of the selected tea industry as an issue, analysis of its current situation and possible difficulties in
the future, there must be a question should be clarified: why the tea industry in Nangang is essential? For us, to answer this
question, we must start with the meanings of Nangang-Pouchong tea and the historical change of the tea industry in
Nangang. The following will be handled in several aspects:
In the second half of the 19th century, many tea merchants transported Taiwanese oolong tea to Fuzhou and converted it
into pouchong tea. At this time, Taiwan's tea production and manufacturing process were separated in different places. In
the 1880s, however, tea farmers in Taiwan began to product and manufacture pouchong tea locally, and it was also the
beginning of the official export of tea in the name of Taiwan. After the local tea farmers tried to link the production and
manufacturing process, they gradually developed a new technology in the tea industry in Nangang. Unlike the new version
of the fragrance-free Fuzhou-Pouchong tea, Nangang-Pouchong tea was relied on the technical difference between withering
and fermentation to distinguish the kind of Fuzhou’s. This technique is also spread to the whole island by Wei Jingshi, a
lecturer at the Institute of Dakeng tea production and making training in the Japanese occupation period. It can be said that
Nangang is the cradleland of all-plant tea technology. ㄊ what is said above is the important significance of the Nangang tea
industry in the historical aspect.
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During the development of the tea industry in Nangang in the past hundred years, the tea farmers have gradually developed
the characteristics in each tea farmer. These technically delicate differences are inherited from generation to generation,
making it difficult to standardize tacit knowledge. Each tea making process represents the different understandings and
persistence in each farmer in tea mountain. Without inheritance, these tea culture skills in Nangang will disappear gradually,
and it cannot be revitalized easily by lots of investment with the government or the consortium. Besides, during the harvest
season, the tea farmers will help each other to maintain a closed social network which is based on the tea industry. Such the
form of labor exchange in tea mountain is similar to the concept of “gift economy,” which is proposed by Mause.
In 2017, the planting area and harvest of tea in Nangang were 38 hectares and 23 metric tons, and the number of tea farmers
was about 20, which is a small-scale industrial body in Taiwan. Although the price of tea in Taiwan has not been upgraded
for many years, the Nangang tea industry’s stable harvest, diversified products, and high added-value characteristics, it can
bring lots of benefits after proper marketing. On the other hand, Nangang Jiuzhuang village is still a low-density population
area today, and environmental protection is relatively perfect. In the future, the Nangang tea industry has the potential to
become the Satoyama of Taipei through the organic engineering method, deep sightseeing marketing, and diversified
operation. The transformation of the tea industry can form a balanced, sustainable and complex social and environmental
system with other local organic agriculture. The above is the crucial significance of the Nangang tea industry in the aspects
of economy and ecology.
Finally, the author believes that the Nangang tea industry has been able to shape the identity of Nangang. Nangang, as the
edge city in Taipei, had become an industrial satellite city in the past decades. This is not an acceptable image in the hearts
of residents that the mix of residential and industrial land use pattern made the name of "Black Township" spread like
wildfire as if Nangang was the borders, backwardness and pollution area in Taipei. However, the tea industry in Nangang
was once the leader of the whole Taiwan island, utterly different from the Black Township’s meanings. Today, in Taipei
East Gateway Explanatory Plan, a large number of modern industries grafted to Nangang; however, these industries lack a
closed connection with the local community and industry. Although the reputation and development of the Nangang tea
industry is not as well as the Wenshan-Pouchong tea, in the interviews of the tea farmers in Nangang, Nangang District
Farmers' Association and the Department of Economic Development Taipei City Government, the Nangang residents are
willing to support. Additionally, some young farmers are being willing to quit their original jobs and return to inherit the tea
industry. The maintenance and development of the Nangang tea industry will enable the residents of tea mountain to form a
stronger sense of identity and belonging in the land, finding the loss of identity in the decades of rapid industrialization in
Nangang.
Under the policy guidance of the “Taipei East Gateway Explanatory Plan,” Nangang has introduced a large industrial
economy and employment-population to spread economic benefits in the vicinity, but there is a lack of links with the tea
industry in Nangang. The author has compiled four issues with the Nangang tea industry: low accessibility, lack of working
population, lack of integrated development strategies, and the restriction of land use zoning. In response to the issues as
mentioned earlier, the author proposed four strategies: improving transportation systems and management strategies,
promoting organic tea plantation to enhance the added-value of the tea industry, establishing integrated marketing strategies
to strengthen brand awareness, and counseling the tea industry's diversified operations. Through the above-mentioned issues
and strategies, the Nangang tea industry in the future can combine organic engineering methods, local cultural history, food
agriculture education and in-depth sightseeing so that Nangang tea mountain can become Taipei’s Satoyama, drive the
development of local agriculture, identity, and shape a continued management, ecological balance and a complex
social/environmental system that maintains the social network of the tea industry. Under the construction of the vision of
Satoyama, it is possible to successfully reinvigorate tea mountain culture and recover the long-lost identity in Nangang.
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The processes of globalization and uneven development have greatly contributed to the pressing global challenges such as
food insecurity and food waste. Food insecurity occurs when individuals have limited physical and economic access to
sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet dietary needs and ensure their wellbeing. Food waste, on the other hand, leads to
more waste in terms of invested huge water and energy resources during food production and distribution processes. In case
food surplus is directed toward landfills, methane, a greenhouse gas, is additionally being released and land is wasted. In
response to these socio-economic challenges, the new transformative circular economy paradigm, which sits directly at the
nexus of the two aforementioned issues, has emerged and gained momentum among scholars and practitioners in the recent
years. Circular economy represents a challenge to the traditional linear economic development model whereby the highest
possible value is extracted from resources for recirculation. Current circular economy discourse and practice primarily refers
to physical and resource-related economic dimensions of circular economy whilst significantly overlooking social aspects such
as health, social well-being and socially-inclusive growth. The need for significant changes in lifestyles and social innovations
at the local level, the scope of which extends beyond technical, social and institutional spheres, is only partially addressed in
the prevailing circular economy narrative.
This paper reports the initial theoretical and empirical findings of a research project aiming to elucidate the social dimension
of circular economy initiatives in Hull (UK), a city marked by food insecurity and social deprivation. The heart of this research
lies in the capacity of different social economy organisations and social movements operating in two comparative case studies
to incorporate circular economy principles and practices into their mainstream activities. The research intends to understand
not only how the transition to a circular economy might facilitate the further development of social economy organisations’
activities and networks in the food sector, but also circumstances and the extent to which social economy organisations such
as social enterprises are self-adjusting their practices around a circular economy, rather than being encouraged by other actors.
By synthesizing relevant literature and conducting interviews with representatives of selected social economy enterprises, the
research will understand the important role played by social economy organisations in supporting and creating new alternative
economic spaces that can promote adoption and dissemination of circular economy principles and practices within the food
sector. It will further identify how these activities can be organised in such a fashion as to benefit marginalized communiti es,
including low-income groups, youth and women. The adoption of the social network analysis theory will additionally help to
frame potential and existing collaboration patterns and broader social networks among various stakeholders that are very likely
to contribute towards a more people-centered, inclusive and locally contextual circular economy.
Key words: circular economy, social economy, food waste, social enterprise, social innovation
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Abstract
This study clarifies stakeholder conflicts and concretizes sustainable value creation and business model choices towards
sustainability from value destruction perspective. As contribution, we present a framework that can help companies investigate
stakeholder value impacts of sustainable business models and reveal potential indirect effects, stakeholder conflicts leading to
value destruction. The framework is aimed to guide companies to develop truly sustainable business models and to understand
the consequences of their sustainability actions. Design science research approach and Design Research Methodology
guidelines were applied to develop a framework. The proposed initial framework contains elements from the prior literature
of sustainable business models and corporate sustainability complementing findings from empirical cases concerning 20
different sustainable business models. An initial framework was further tested and developed through 14 different sustainable
business model cases. The study presents a revised framework that can help managers evaluate their business model choices
and sustainable value creation dealing with stakeholder conflicts and complex tensions between sustainability goals. This study
contributes to the corporate sustainability and sustainable business model literature by concretizing how the implementation
of sustainable business models can lead to stakeholder conflicts and value destruction. From theoretical perspective, the
framework provides premises for more detailed sustainable business model design and creation of specific measures for the
analysis of system-level sustainability impact of sustainable business models.
Keywords: Corporate sustainability, Stakeholder conflict, Business model, Sustainable value creation, Value destruction
1.

Introduction

Being a reflection of corporate sustainability strategy, sustainable business model aims to integrate United Nation´s (2019)
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into the business logic of the company and further day-to-day activities. Essential
parts of any business model are the value propositions and the value creation, delivery and capture mechanisms employed
(Bocken et al., 2015; Roome and Louche, 2016; Teece, 2010). In the sustainable business model research, the concept of
sustainable value has raised to the center of the discussion. Sustainable business models are currently a hot topic among
companies as well as in academic literature. However, companies’ commitments to sustainable value creation are not reflected
to the state of our planet (Dyllick and Muff, 2016).
Sustainable business models incorporate the creation of monetary and non-monetary value (i.e. sustainability benefits) for a
broad range of stakeholders (Bocken et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2017a), including society and environment (Evans et al., 2017;
Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008). However, what might be beneficial for one stakeholder might be harming another (Brennan and
Tennant, 2018) leading to value destruction (Yang et al., 2017a) instead of sustainable value created. For example, although
Airbnb boosts tourism in new areas and generates revenue for locals, it acts as a partial substitute for hotel nights and rents go
up in neighborhoods where home sharing is popular (Frenken and Schor, 2017).
Within corporate sustainability literature, there are growing interest and active discussion on tensions in sustainability, but the
research on sustainable business models lack this perspective. A majority of the research on sustainable business model
innovations has focused on designing sustainable value propositions (Baldassarre et al., 2017; Kristensen and Remmen 2019;
Patala et al., 2016) and how business models create ecological and social benefits, but much less attention is payed to potential
conflicts that business models may cause among multiple stakeholders (Biloslavo et al., 2018), and perceived value outcomes,
i.e. sustainable value actually created and captured. Different managerial sustainable business model and sustainable value
creation tools and frameworks are presented in recent literature, such as Sustainable Value Exchange Matrix (Morioka et al.,
2018), Value Mapping (Bocken et al., 2015) and The Sustainable Value Analysis Tool (Yang et al., 2017a), but these include
limited understanding of perceived value outcomes, negative consequences, stakeholders’ conflicting interests and how to
balance social, environmental and economic goals. Sustainable business model studies still lack a true systemic perspective
(Bocken et al., 2019; Freudenreich et al., 2019), and not a comprehensive analysis or framework for sustainable value creation
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exist. For example, Bocken et al. (2015) and Yang et al. (2017a) included value uncaptured perspective into their tools, but
they mainly focused on value proposition design and did not pay attention to cause and effect relationships, stakeholder
conflicts and offered solutions how to manage conflicting situations. Instead, Brennan and Tennant (2018) and van Bommel
(2018) aimed to understand and resolve conflicts in sustainable value creations, but they did not offer managerial tools,
frameworks or guidelines that are practical enough.
To address this gap, the aim of this study is to propose a framework that can help companies investigate stakeholder value
impacts of sustainable business models and reveal potential indirect effects, stakeholder conflicts leading to value destruction
in order to guide companies to develop truly sustainable business models (Dyllick and Muff, 2016; Upward and Jones, 2016)
and to understand the consequences of their sustainability actions. From theoretical perspective, our aim is to increase
knowledge on business model choice (cause) and sustainable value (effect) relationships. This study contributes to the
corporate sustainability and sustainable business model literature by illustrating how the implementation of sustainable
business models can lead to stakeholder conflicts and value destruction. The framework increases transparency (Dyllick and
Muff, 2016) and provides premises for more detailed sustainable business model design and creation of specific measures for
the analysis of system-level sustainability impact of sustainable business models.
The paper is structured as follows. We first present the key viewpoints from sustainable business model and corporate
sustainability literature, which have set foundation for our study, followed the description of the used research approach and
methods. We continue by presenting the framework for analyzing business model choices towards sustainability from value
destruction perspective and discussing the results. We conclude with a discussion on the implications and avenues for future
research.
2.

Theoretical background

Sustainable business models, which are the link between corporate sustainability strategies and operational activities (Rauter
et al., 2017), aim to create significant positive or significantly reduced negative impacts for the whole range of stakeholders
beyond customers and shareholders, including society, the natural environment and future generation, through changes in the
way organizations and their value networks create, deliver and capture value or change their value propositions (Bocken et al.,
2014; 2019; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018; Schaltegger et al., 2016). The key elements of a successful business model are: value
proposition, customer segments and relationships, activities and resources and processes, partners, distribution channels and
cost structure and revenue streams (Bocken et al., 2015; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010).
According to Yang et al. (2017b), “the concept of the business model is closely linked to the concept of value in most business
model literature” (p. 1795). When traditional business model aims mainly to create use value for customers, perceived as value
for money, and capture exchange value expressed in profits for a company itself (Bowman and Ambrosini, 2000; den Ouden,
2012), sustainable business model aims to create different types of value for different stakeholders (Freudenreich et al., 2019)
translated into multiple value concepts, e.g. increased prosperity and well-being at society level (den Ouden, 2012). Generally,
sustainable value creation is understood through economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability - the socalled triple bottom line (e.g. Evans et al., 2017; Montabon et al., 2016; Oskam et al., 2018; Patala et al., 2016). Different
sustainable value forms identified from previous literature (Bocken et al., 2019; den Ouden, 2012; Evans et al., 2017; FutureFit Business Benchmark, 2019; Kristensen and Remmen, 2019; Patala et al., 2016) are summarized in Table 1. In sustainable
business models, environmental value creation is linked to responsible use of resources, which for example means more
sustainable consumption practices and decreased eco-footprint from user’s perspective and use of renewable resources from
company’s perspective, decreasing emissions and pollution prevention, reducing waste and waste prevention, increasing
biodiversity and environmental well-being. Sustainable business model that aims to social value creation may focus on decent
working conditions and respecting employee rights at company level. More broadly, at society level, social value creation is
for example linked to community development and job creation. From economic perspective, sustainable value creation is
linked to creating value for money for customers, profits for company and wealth for society.
Instead of focusing solely on customer value and shareholder value, sustainable business models consider sustainable value
creation from multi-stakeholder perspective (e.g. Bocken et al., 2015). Recent studies have adopted a stakeholder theory on
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business models and sustainable value creation (Freudenreich et al., 2019; Schaltegger et al., 2017; Sulkowski et al., 2018).
From that perspective, sustainable business models can be defined as results of activities which effectively contribute to solving
a sustainability problem (e.g. reducing overfishing or increasing food security and decreasing hunger) in a way which creates
economic as well as other forms of value to all stakeholders who are involved in the problem solution or are affected by the
problem being solved (Schaltegger et al., 2017). Sustainable value should be created to multiple stakeholders but also with
them, referring to stakeholder interaction and value cocreation (Freudenreich et al., 2019; Oskam et al., 2018). Stakeholders
might come from different stages of a life cycle and play different roles at those stages (Yang and Evans, 2019).
Table 1. Sustainable value forms.
Environmental
Responsible use of resources: use of
renewable resources, reduced use of
finite resources, increased resource
efficiency, reduced need for physical
goods
Lower emissions & pollution
prevention: air, water, land
Reduced waste & waste prevention
Biodiversity

Social

Labour standards, practices and decent
Cost savings & increased cost
working conditions, e.g. wages, benefits, job efficiency
satisfaction
Value for money
Health and safety, e.g. product responsibility
Profit
Respecting laws, regulations and rights
Return on investments
Respecting employee, stakeholder,
Financial resilience and long-term
individual and human rights, e.g. nonviability
discrimination
Operation stability and risk reduction
Equality and diversity

Increased environmental well-being &
Ensuring long-term social well-being, e.g.
ensured long-term well-being of
belonging, happiness, health
planet, e.g. forests
Livability of the environment, e.g. the Social cohesion
physical beauty of nature
Positive environmental value, e.g.
afforestation

Economic

Wealth
New business opportunities and new
revenue streams

Ethical principles and no harmful social
impacts

Increased attractiveness

Encouraging right behaviours, community
sufficiency etc.

New markets

Long-term customer loyalty

Competitive advantage
Positive societal value, e.g. community
development: secure livelihood, job creation, Increased reputation and brand value
support of locals

Sustainable business models promise sustainable value through sustainable value propositions, i.e. economic, environmental
and social benefits to customers and other stakeholders (Patala et al., 2016), but in practice, value can be either created and
captured or not. Created value means positive benefits delivered to and perceived by stakeholders, including wider value
provided to the society and environment, such as improved safety or increased biodiversity. Captured value refers to positive
benefits delivered to the company itself, such as decreased costs or increased profits (e.g. Engert et al., 2016; Schaltegger et
al., 2012), but also non-monetary value, such as increased brand value (Saeidi et al., 2015) or social and environmental
responsibility (Engert et al., 2016). In addition to positive value impacts and increased benefits, sustainable value creation
requires also consideration of possible negative consequences (Tura et al., 2019), e.g. value destruction (Roome and Louche,
2016; Yang et al., 2017), negative side-effects (Bocken et al., 2019), trade-offs (Brennan and Tennant, 2018; Hahn et al.,
2010), stakeholders’ conflicting interests (Matos and Silvestre, 2013), value uncaptured (Yang et al., 2017b), and how to
prevent and decrease the appearance of these (Hahn et al., 2015; van Bommel, 2018) to create net positive value (Dyllick and
Rost, 2017). Value destruction refers to the negative outcomes of the business, i.e. negative side-effects, and it can be seen as
damage to the planet, people, and profits, such as rebound effects, greenhouse gas emissions, resource scarcity, biodiversity
loss, unemployment, neglect of health and safety, unfair competition, inequality and job losses (Bocken et al., 2019; Yang et
al., 2017a; 2017b). Trade-offs in corporate sustainability describe situations where economic, environmental and social values
cannot be achieved simultaneously (Hahn et al., 2010) and increased value in one dimension of sustainability can cause
decreased value in another. For example, improving employees’ working processes can lead to better work satisfaction and
increased social value, but too much streamlining can lead to lay-offs and economic value destruction (Patala et al., 2016).
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One of the key challenges of sustainable value creation through business models is to deal with multiple stakeholders, because
what might be beneficial for one stakeholder might be harming another (Brennan and Tennant, 2018) leading to value
destruction instead of sustainable value created – these situations in sustainable value creation we call as stakeholder conflicts.
Creating sustainable value for different stakeholders, managing conflicting sustainability values, i.e. stakeholder conflicts and
trying to avoid value destruction, cause understandably tensions, which represent rather the rule than the exception in corporate
sustainability (Hahn et al., 2010; Van der Byl and Slawinski, 2015). According to van Bommel (2018), the success of
sustainable business models depends on the organization's ability to consider, solve and manage tensions and conflicting
sustainability values. Tensions can occur at and between several levels, such as individual, organizational, industry and societal
levels and relate to outcomes, processes, time and interpersonal relationships (Hahn et al., 2010; Smith and Lewis, 2011).
Tensions can be managed though different approaches (Van der Byl and Slawinski, 2015). The approaches can be divided in
simplest forms to instrumental (Hart et al., 2003), which aim to avoid tensions through alignment strategy (win-win strategy)
or favouring one sustainability element over another (trade-off strategy), and integrative (e.g. Den Ouden, 2012; van Bommel,
2018), which seeks to consider social and environmental elements of sustainability on equal footing with economic
considerations (Joseph et al., 2019).
3.

Methods

We adopted design science research approach (Hevner, 2007; Peffers et al., 2007) and followed Design Research Methodology
guidelines by Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) encompassing literature and practice based iterative stages to develop a
framework. The research followed an abductive approach, meaning that the research process was a non-linear, path-dependent
process, combining theory and data aiming to match the theory and an empirical world (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Figure 1
presents the research process.

Figure 1. Research process.
The proposed initial framework contained elements from the prior literature of sustainable business models and corporate
sustainability complementing findings from empirical cases concerning 20 different sustainable business models. These
sustainable business model examples represent sharing economy business models that are driven by economic, social and
environmental benefits (Heinrichs, 2013), such as more efficient and sustainable use of underutilized resources and the creation
of deeper social connections between people (Acquier et al., 2017), but have also been criticized, and it is not self-evident that
the goals of sustainability are achieved (Malhotra and Van Alstyne, 2014). Cases covered different industries (accommodation,
mobility, food and consumer goods), profit and mission-driven organizations and business models based on different monetary
and nonmonetary transactions. The empirical analysis was based on secondary data available on companies’ websites, previous
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research, reports, and other public documents, as well as publicly available information. Each case involved similar types of
data collection. A value analysis was conducted by using a sustainable value framework generated from previous literature.
Finally, a case study narrative was written for each sustainable business model, describing business model choices and
sustainable value creation. An inductive approach was used to analyze the data, and the analysis was conducted by using the
qualitative content analysis method (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2016).
An initial framework was further tested within the Case Course of Sustainable Business Models at LUT University. 34 master
students with different backgrounds attended a framework testing. Others worked individually and others within groups
consisting two to four members. Altogether a framework was tested within 14 different cases covering different industries:
food production, food services, welfare services, air traffic (passenger and freight traffic), alcohol sales (wines), restaurants,
heavy industry, mining, power production and electric cars. One third of participants were mature students who worked with
business model cases concerning the companies they work at. Written case descriptions and written data from observations,
interviews and feedback letters were analyzed through the thematic content analysis method (Myers, 2013) resulting strengths
and weaknesses of the proposed framework as well as categorizations of multiple stakeholders and sustainable value forms
and a list of business model choices affecting to sustainable value creation. Further, the proposed framework was revised,
taking into consideration the strengths and weaknesses as well as complementary literature.
4.

Results and Discussion

This section presents the findings from the literature, case studies and empirical testing, and explains the development of a
framework. First, the initial framework proposal is presented in section 4.1. The main strengths and weaknesses of the initial
version are discussed in section 4.2. Following, the revised version of the initially proposed framework is presented in section
4.3. Lastly, the summary of the multiple stakeholders and value forms is discussed in section 4.4.
4.1 Initial framework proposal
Building on previous sustainable business model and corporate sustainability literature, sustainable value creation analysis
should include (1) environmental, social and economic perspectives on value, (2) value for different stakeholders, and (3) both
the value creation and destruction perspectives. This study proposes a managerial framework that considers all these three
aspects. Further, building on empirical sustainable business model cases, we found that it is not self-evident that all sustainable
value propositions are created in reality, and every single business model choice does matter. We observed value conflicts
between stakeholders and complex indirect effects, such as trade-offs between sustainability dimensions and different time
frames. Therefore, sustainable value creation analysis should include the relationship between business model choices and
sustainable value created, and sustainable value proposition should be analyzed through multiple value forms instead of general
value proposition statement. The initial framework proposal is presented in Figure 2 and further illustrative case examples are
presented in Figure 3.
In the following, we present how to follow the framework through eight steps. We offer general guidelines, following the
empirical examples concerning Airbnb’s business model (see also Figure 3).
1.

Sustainable value proposition: Write down sustainable value proposition(s), which are the core of sustainable business
model. These are promises on the economic, environmental and social benefits that a company's offering delivers to
multiple stakeholders, considering both short-term and long-term sustainability (Baldassarre et al., 2017; Patala et al.,
2016). Case example: Airbnb is a sharing economy business model and online platform for listing and renting local and
private living spaces for travelers. As sharing economy business model, it aims to reduce the environmental load, increase
social well-being, and to provide economic benefits (Acquier et al., 2017).

2.

Stakeholders: Identify multiple stakeholders or stakeholder groups to whom sustainable value is aimed to provide or who
are affecting value creation process. Stakeholders should be identified at different levels, such as user, organization,
ecosystem and society level (Den Ouden, 2012) or customers, firm and shareholders, business network actors (including
e.g. suppliers and partners), society and the environment (Baldassarre et al., 2017; Bocken et al., 2013). Case example:
Airbnb is a service enabler/platform operator, which acts as an intermediary between two customer groups, the
suppliers/service providers, i.e. hosts, and customers who demand underutilized goods and services, i.e. guests/travelers.
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Besides customers, new start-ups who offer value-added services (e.g. key deliveries, photographs and pricing tools) as
well as traditional hotel industry are main stakeholders at the business environment level. At the society level, local
residents/tenants and more broader citizens are affected by Airbnb’s business model, and public administration affects
Airbnb.

Figure 2. Initial framework proposal.
3.

Sustainable value form: Clarify defined sustainable value proposition by expressing them as specific environmental,
social and economic value forms (see Table 1). Case example: For example, from social value creation perspective,
Airbnb aims to create social cohesion, and from environmental perspective, Airbnb aims to increase efficient use of
resources. From economic perspective, Airbnb’s business model proposes cost savings, increased convenience and
availability for travelers, income and flexibility for hosts and revenue without owning any rooms itself for Airbnb.

4.

Positive value forms for multiple stakeholders: Concretize defined value form from stakeholder perspective. In order to
create sustainable value, it is important to consider the impacts on multiple stakeholders, that requires deeper analysis on
how each stakeholder perceive the multiple value forms defined in step 3. Case example: For example, Airbnb’s economic
value proposition, increased income and revenue, is concretized as follows: Hosts are allowed to earn rental
money/additional income, share the cost of ownership and reduce the costs as well. At the business environment level,
the entire accommodation sharing industry is growing; Airbnb’s business model has accelerated the rise of different startups offering value-added services. At the society level, Airbnb boosts tourism in underexplored areas and create income
for locals through accommodation sharing but also restaurant, transport and other businesses. From social perspective,
Airbnb allows lower income people act as hosts and get additional income, which helps them stay in their homes and pay
for regular household expenses. The economic value for Airbnb itself is related to cutting the normal operating costs and
having opportunities to create revenue without owning real estates or apartments.

5.

Negative value forms for multiple stakeholders: Identify value conflicts that (might) emerge when delivering positive
value forms identified in step 4. Case example: Aiming to create increased income and revenue, Airbnb is accused of
taking guests from the traditional accommodation sector and having a negative impact on the revenue of local hotels. In
popular cities landlords are seen more profit in short-term stays, which is lead to decreased amount of long-term renters
and reasonably priced rented apartments. Airbnb customers are also accused of ignoring the paying of taxes. Further,
these negative impacts might affect Airbnb’s image and brand value negatively. Aiming to achieve social cohesion
through new meetings and increased cultural exchange, Airbnb’s business model encourages people to travel world over.
This leads to increase in air travelling, which is one of the main sources for polluting emissions to the air.
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6.

Business model: Describe how sustainable value is created/aimed to create through business model choices. Case
example: Airbnb’s peer-to-peer business model allows individual people to earn income as well as create social
connections between peers. Having global customer segment, Airbnb boosts tourism and enables cultural exchange across
world.

7.

Business model change: Identify how to avoid value conflicts or decrease value destruction through business model
change. Case example: Airbnb could avoid society level negative economic impacts through tighter control, new
agreements, home sharing rules and pricing models. Further, support from government policies assist this kind of
development. Social value proposition is more complicated. If Airbnb aims to decrease air travel, it should focus on local
customer segments, which decreases cultural exchange and limits economic opportunities. From environmental
perspective, lower emissions transport is needed, but this is outside the Airbnb’s business model.

8.

Summary: In conclusion, it is valuable to write down a short description or summary that represent the analysis and
choices made. Repeat steps 3-8 as many times as new sustainable value forms are identified.

Figure 3. An example of using the initial framework: Case Airbnb.
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4.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the proposed initial framework
Based on observations and received feedback, Table 2 summarizes the main strengths and weaknesses perceived during the
framework application. As strengths, the framework was broadly seeing as a method for supporting sustainable business model
innovation and deepening understanding on sustainable value creation. The framework pieced together a big picture, helped
to widen perspectives and understand cause (business model choice) and effect (sustainable value form) relationships. From
sustainable value creation perspective, the use of framework revealed the potential of the realization of sustainable value
propositions, i.e. sustainable value created, but also negative impacts. The used method showed that the implementation of
sustainable value propositions includes always risks. Participants saw that the framework simplifies evaluation and eases
decision-making by making effects transparent and analyzing value creation from multiple perspectives. Further, the
framework includes the description of business model choices, that offered concrete solutions how to manage value conflicts.
The framework supported sustainable business model innovation process and complemented other managerial sustainable
business model tools (e.g. sustainability swot and value mapping) that were used within the same cases. Overall, the framework
was seeing multidimensional and illustrative and the use of framework intensified discussion and increased common
understanding within the group working together with the same business model example. Some weaknesses or improvement
opportunities were also identified. Others felt the approach confusing at the first sight, because of multiple perspectives (value
forms and stakeholders). Further, the offered template (see Figure 2) seemed to be one-sided; a chain of reasoning from value
propositions to value creation or destruction did not come out very well. A few participants felt that given instructions and
illustrative examples limited their own thinking. Analysis was also seen as too repetitive, because every single value form is
analyzed at own template.
Table 2. Strengths and weaknesses of the proposed initial framework.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Supporting business model innovation for sustainability

Confusing approach at the first sight

Deepening understanding on sustainable value creation

Given instructions and illustrative examples might
guide own thinking too much/limit own thinking

Revealing risks
Simplifying evaluation and easing decision-making
Offering concrete solutions

A chain of reasoning from value propositions to
value creation or destruction does not come out
very well

Managerial Supporting innovation process and complementing other Because the value forms are the outcomes of
perspective managerial sustainable business model tools
several causes, template seem to be one-sided
Intensifying discussion and increasing common
understanding

Too much repetition

Good approach (illustrative, multidimensional, specific)
Good instructions with illustrative examples
Good template (easy to use)
Value-based approach
Multidimensional approach (economic, social and
environmental value forms; multiple stakeholders; value
creation and destruction perspective; conflicts)
Theoretical
perspective New knowledge on stakeholder conflicts and value
destruction
New knowledge on cause (business model choice) and
effect (sustainable value form) relationships

Does not consider scientific explanations for
sustainable value
Does not consider time perspective
Does not consider boundary setting
Does not consider actions outside the company
needed for business model change
Does not consider conflict management
Need for further development and testing

From theoretical perspective, as strengths, the framework represents systemic and value-based approaches combining multiple
perspectives and analysing business model choices based on value forms created. Additionally, applying the framework
creates new knowledge on stakeholder conflicts and value destruction as well as cause (business model choice) and effect
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(sustainable value form) relationships. As weaknesses, the framework lacks scientific basis for sustainable value creation and
theory for conflict management. If sustainability goals are based on the benchmarks, not the scientific knowledge about
sustainability (e.g. planetary boundaries and carrying capacities of the planet), there is a risk that incremental and in absolute
terms even ineffective improvements, are seen as sustainable value creation and progress towards sustainability (Dyllick and
Rost, 2017). The framework does not consider time perspective and provide guidance about boundary setting. According to
boundary setting, if there are no frames either an understanding of the overall system where the business model operates, it
will be difficult to assess the sustainable value created (Bocken et al., 2019). The framework still lacks systemic perspective;
it does not consider society level actions needed for successful sustainable business model innovation and sustainable value
creation (Laukkanen and Patala, 2014).
4.3 Framework for analyzing business model choices towards sustainability from value destruction perspective
The proposed framework was revised, taking into consideration the strengths and weaknesses as well as complementary
literature. Revised framework proposal is presented in Figure 3, and the main changes from the initial to the revised version
are discussed in the following. Revised framework represents multidimensional and multi-sided but also more systemic and
dynamic approach (Lee et al., 2012) by applying causal loop diagram instead of too static template within initial framework
(Bautista et al., 2019). System dynamics is an approach to reveal direct and indirect effects and understand the nonlinear
behaviour of complex systems over time, thus the revised framework reveals the chain of reasoning from value propositions
to value creation or destruction clearer, and allows to consider actions outside the company that are needed for business model
change. Considering time frame and distance from the company, which is linked to direct and indirect effects, causal diagram
is positioned on x-y axis. Causal diagram visualizes how business model choices and sustainable value forms are interrelated.
A green link marked “+” indicates a positive and a red link marked “-“ indicates a negative value stream. According to
boundary setting and systemic perspective, the revised framework consists of different levels: company, business environment,
society and the environment covering socio-technical and socio-ecological systems. It highlights the company’s role of being
part of the larger macro-level system and affecting systemic change towards sustainable development (Sulkowski et al., 2018).
Further, sustainable value creation is linked to SDGs, which are aligned with sustainability principles (Broman and Robért,
2017). SDGs represent ultimate sustainability goals that justify sustainable value creation. If sustainable value creation
(positive or negative) is based just on the benchmarks, such as comparisons relative to a baseline year or relative to current
best practice, there is a risk that incremental and, in absolute terms, even ineffective improvements, are seen as progress
towards sustainability (Dyllick and Rost, 2017; Kurucz et al., 2017).
Companies can take different approaches to manage tensions and conflicting values. According to Van der Byl and Slawinski
(2015), companies could try to avoid tensions by focusing on implementing those sustainable value propositions, where
alignment between outcomes exist aiming to find win-win solution. Alternatively, companies could follow trade-off strategy,
and implement value propositions, although that decision might have negative impacts on. Applying integrative approach,
companies aim to create multiple value forms holistically without favoring any sustainability dimension. Integrative approach
sounds a pathway towards sustainability, but in practice, achieving such a balance is even impossible. Thinking paradoxically,
companies accept conflicting values and try to find innovative solutions to manage them, for example, they can consider the
negative value forms as potential value creation opportunities (Yang et al., 2017a).
Proposed framework can be used 1) to evaluate defined sustainable value propositions in business model innovation process
or 2) to assess sustainability impacts, i.e. sustainable value created in practice. In the first case, the framework is used before
new sustainable business model is implemented, when the framework works as a guiding tool in decision making to plan,
identify and choose business model choices but also change before defined value propositions. When the negative value
impacts are identified beforehand business model is implemented, they are not necessarily eliminated totally but at least
divergent business model options are considered (van Bommel, 2018), or negative value impacts are translated into new value
opportunities (Yang et al., 2017). In the second case, the framework works as a qualitative assessment tool in evaluating
business model’s sustainability.
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Figure 3. Revised framework proposal.
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4.4 Summary of the multiple stakeholders and sustainable value forms
Literature reviews, sustainable business model case analyses and framework testing provided broad data on multiple positive
and negative value forms, stakeholders, value conflicts and effects of different business model choices. In Table 3, we present
general summary of the multiple stakeholders to whom sustainable value is aimed to provide or who are affecting value
creation process and sustainable value forms.
Table 3. Sustainable value forms from stakeholder perspective.
Stakeholder level
Sustainability
dimension

Mainly
environmental

Business environment
Company

Society
Customers

Others

The
environment

Waste

Waste

Waste

Waste

Air quality

Resource and
energy efficiency

Resource and
energy efficiency

Resource and
energy efficiency

Resource and
energy efficiency

Water quality

Responsible use
of resources

Responsible use
of resources

Responsible use
of resources

Eco-efficiency

Eco-efficiency

Eco-footprint

Eco-efficiency

Emissions

Consumption
habits

Emissions

Emissions
Livability of the
environment

Land use
Climate change
Natural
resources
Biodiversity
Environmental
well-being

Labour standards,
practices and
working
conditions
Health and safety
Mainly social

Laws, regulations,
rights and ethical
principles

Relationships

Public health

Safety

Business
ecosystem

Safety

Social interaction,
togetherness etc.

Equality
Social cohesion

Emotional value

Well-being

Well-being

Living conditions

Relationships

Support of locals

Resource
efficiency (human
resources)

Employment

Costs

Costs

Costs

Costs

Revenue and
profits

Value for money

Growth

Accessibility

Stability

Revenues (e.g.
taxes)

Growth
Stability
Mainly
economic

Health

Brand value

Convenience and
practicality

Economic
resilience
Wealth

Markets,
customers and
business
opportunities
Competitive
advantage

This summary deepens the previously presented framework for analyzing business model choices towards sustainability from
value destruction perspective. Table 3 is aimed to act as a checklist for stakeholder and sustainable value form identification
and ensure multidimensional approach. We found stakeholders at different levels: company, business environment (e.g.
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customers, supply chain partners, other business partners, investors, insurance companies, competitors) and society (e.g.
citizens, government, authorities, political organizations). Further, we adopt the view where the environment is considered as
independent stakeholder (e.g., Bocken et al., 2015; Dyllick and Muff, 2016; Evans et al., 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2016).
Following triple bottom line approach, we found different positive and negative environmental, social, economic, economicenvironmental (e.g. resource efficiency) and economic-social (e.g. employment) value forms. We found that sustainable value
forms are general, hence they can perform either positive or negative. For example, waste is defined as environmental value
form, and decreased waste represent positive value form and increased waste represent negative form. This summary is not
comprehensive, but it provides basis for further studies.
5.

Conclusions

This study proposes a multidimensional, systemic and dynamic approach to the assessment of sustainable business models and
value creation. We hope that this study reveals value conflicts leading to value destruction instead of sustainable value created
and provides basis for guiding companies to implement sustainable value propositions and create sustainable value for multiple
stakeholders. In order to achieve this, we made following contributions. From managerial perspective, we presented a
framework for analyzing business model choices towards sustainability from value destruction perspective. A framework can
help managers evaluate their sustainable value propositions and value creation as well as business model choices, and it can
be used either as a guiding tool in sustainable business model innovation process or as a qualitative assessment tool in
evaluating realized sustainability impacts, i.e. sustainable value forms created. From theoretical perspective, this study
broadens the value destruction perspective, which is the least explored element within sustainable business model and
sustainable value creation literature. The used approach increased knowledge on multifaceted nature of sustainable value
creation through increased understanding on business model choice (cause) and sustainable value form (effect) relationships
and stakeholder conflicts and value destruction. The proposed framework provides premises for more detailed sustainable
business model design and creation of specific guidelines for the implementation of sustainable value propositions and
measures for the analysis of system-level sustainability impact of sustainable business models. Framework testing in this study
provided broad data on multiple negative and positive value forms, stakeholders, value conflicts and effects of different
business model choices. That offers basis for further analyses and theory development. Naturally, also this research has several
limitations, which at the same time provide more avenues for future research. The framework needs further development and
testing. Current version considers both the positive and negative links, but not the power of the impact. The focus of the
framework is on estimating the sustainable value creation impact at a high level, not on specific measures that are needed
when assessing absolute sustainability (Chandrakumar and McLaren, 2018).
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Abstract
The Paris Climate Agreement has made the decarbonization of the economy a major subject of international debate. Portugal
has committed to become a carbon neutral economy by 2050, leading to the Roadmap for Carbon Neutrality "RNC 2050",
recently announced by the Government. Despite the progressive political discourse, the Portuguese energy sector suffers many
disfunctions. Former studies suggest distortions in the Portuguese energy market amounting to 4 000 million Euros yearly,
often counterproductive to the decarbonization goal. The goal of the research reported in this paper is to develop policy
proposals to help bridge the gap between the Paris commitments and present policy in Portugal; in a manner that not only
decarbonizes the economy but ensures sustainable energy resources for the future. This research was conducted under Rede
Douro Vivo (Living Douro Network). Our methodology comprehends the following steps: review of present energy market
distortions in Portugal; review of international best practice on energy policy; analysis of environmental impacts and practical
viability of technologies foreseen in the RNC 2050 and in scientific literature; consultation with relevant stakeholders; and
development of policy proposals to bridge the gaps. Findings to date include: the critical issues for a sustainable energy system
are the option for low energy intensity and the transition to renewables; energy market distortions in Portugal are now lower
than a few years ago, but they are still significant and an obstacle to decarbonization (e.g. tax rebates for fossil fuels, subsidies
to individual cars, to hydropower and other ineffective and high environmental impact measures); the RNC 2050 is credible
in the sense that the scenarios therein are credible, but the Roadmap by itself does not contain the means and policies to make
the desired scenarios happen. We are now developing specific proposals for new policies, our focus being fiscal measures and
market instruments. Our approach is to favour equitable, low-impact, cost-effective measures to help the sectors with largest
potential and fewer means to meet their goals; State-supported measures should be fiscally neutral (balanced tax increases and
decreases). Proposals under study include: elimination of harmful subsidies in all sectors of the economy; ecotaxation of CO2,
of other major pollutant emissions and of natural resources degradation; tax rebates and other incentives for investments in
energy-efficient buildings and solar water heating, directed at families and business; active promotion of the photovoltaic
"prosumer"; creation of incentives to industry and services for energy-efficient investment and practice, including tax rebates
and direct subsidies; creation of an effective State-supported financing mechanism for urban public transportation. We believe
this approach will promote a viable, more sustainable decarbonization of the economy in the energy sector.
Keywords: Decarbonization, Energy Policy, Market Instruments, Energy Efficiency, Ecotaxation, Cost-Effective Measures
1.

Introduction

The Paris Agreement, the first-ever universal, legally binding global climate deal (Bodansky, 2016), has institutionalized a
much-needed paradigm shift in energy systems thinking and has set out the transition to the decarbonisation of the economy.
The European Union (EU), one of the world’s largest energy consumer and greenhouse gases (GHG) emitter, was the first
major economy to submit its intended contribution to the new agreement and binding target of at least 40% of domestic
reduction in GHG emissions by 2030 compared to 1990 (Liobikien and Butkus, 2017). In line with the Paris Agreement
objective to keep the global temperature increase to well below 2°C and pursue efforts to keep it to 1.5°C, the EU has
committed to carbon neutrality in 2050, and Portugal has recently presented its Roadmap for Carbon Neutrality (RNC2050)
with the same goal. The RNC2050 identifies and analyses alternative low carbon economy trajectories for Portugal, from a
social, technical and economical point of view. Achieving carbon neutrality will require a concerted restructuration of the
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economy and particularly of the energy sector. In this concern, there are several issues and fragilities within the Portuguese
energy system that must be addressed in order to fulfil our transition to a carbon neutral economy.
Historically, in Portugal, energy related measures and policies have mainly focused on increasing energy production and
supply. This strategy, politically justified by an estimated future growing demand, by the need to reduce external dependency
and by the need to storage excess production in order to deal with the intermittent nature of renewable sources, has resulted in
over-investment, especially on the thermal and hydropower subsystems, with destructive consequences for the environment
and penalizing costs for the consumers (Melo, 2012). Under the conventional energy planning mind-set, investments on energy
efficiency, intelligent energy networks, decentralized production or energy storage management systems like vehicle-to-grid
have been disregarded as viable alternatives to tackle energy demand. Although energy experts consider that Portugal has
shown great progress regarding energy efficiency policies (ADENE, 2018b), governmental plans so far have shown lack of
ambition and concretisation. Plans usually lack detailed and comprehensive information, which make results hard to assess
(Energy Efficiency Watch, 2013) and there is no long-term, structured strategy nor an integration among different economic
sectors. The draft Nacional Plan on Energy and Climate 2021-2030 (GP, 2018), recently put up for public consultation,
contains no consistent measures to promote energy efficiency, despite declared intentions. Incentives to efficiency in the past
have been small and mostly ineffective, conducing to small reductions in energy intensity, merely in line with normal infrastructure modernization (DGEG, 2019; Melo, 2015). In 2018, out of 211 thousand household certified for energy rating 66%
received a rating of C or lower (ADENE, 2018a). It is estimated that nationwide 75% of households are substandard regarding
thermal behaviour. Savings potential in all sectors is estimated at 30% of present consumption.
Taking these issues into account, our work aims to contribute to the objective of a carbon neutral economy in Portugal in 2050,
by developing proposing a sustainable energy strategy based on low-impact renewable energy sources and energy efficiency.
The main goals are (1) to evaluate the present Portuguese energy system, identifying and quantifying the main energy market
distortions, (2) to identify future goals and trends, based on modelling scenarios of the Portuguese economic and energetic
systems until 2050, and (3) to propose a set of energy policy measures that allow the achievement of the proposed targets, in
a cost-effective and sustainable way, with a focus on energy efficiency.
2.

Methods

Our methodology comprehends the following steps: review of present energy market distortions in Portugal; review of
international best practice on energy policy; analysis of environmental impacts and practical viability of technologies foreseen
in the RNC 2050 and in scientific literature; consultation with relevant stakeholders; and development of policy proposals to
bridge the gaps.
The market distortions were identified through an analysis of energy-related legislation. Identified distortions were then rated
according to their social, environmental and economic impact, with the following criteria: “good” distortions are those that
channel funding to social causes, or overcome barriers to entry in the market of low impact technologies, or go to investments
that lead to overall economic benefit; “bad” distortions channel funding to large, well established companies, or fund high
impact technologies, or correspond to incentives that create an added burden to consumers or taxpayers without equivalent
benefits.
In Portugal most costs of energy policy are paid by the consumer, through the energy bill. For electricity these are presented
in the bill as a package called “General economic interest costs” (known by the Portuguese acronym CIEG). The Portuguese
regulator for energy services, ERSE, publishes yearly reports that discriminate such costs, and how these will be distributed
by type of consumer. This was the chief source of information to evaluate distortions in the electricity market (this paper does
not include all costs covered in CIEG, ignoring some that are both of low value and innocuous in nature).
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3.

Results and Discussion

Energy market distortions
The Portuguese energy market is characterized by several distortions, some of relevant national interests while others have a
high impact on energy prices while simultaneously having a negative environmental impact. A study conducted by GEOTA
(2013) found that there was a potential for improvement in environmental taxation in Portugal amounting to 4 300 M€/year,
including elimination of market distortions that are environmentally harmful. The new research presented in this paper will
focus more upon the electricity system. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the "General economic interest costs" or CIEG,
included in the electricity tariffs in the period 2008-2019, and Table 1 summarizes distortions as the average for the 2017 to
2019 period, that are representative of near future trends.
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Extra cost of PRE (feed-in tariff)

Costs for maintenance of contractual balance (CMEC)

Cost of Energy Acquisition contracts (CAE)

Concession rents of low voltage network (LVN)

Additional cost of Azores (RAA) and Madeira (RAM)

Production centre land

Costs with installed capacity

Subsidies for construction of new dams

Social tariff

Costs with the Pilot zone concessionaire

Figure 1. Total cost per year of electricity "general economic interest costs". Adapted from (ERSE, 2007, 2008, , 2009, 2010,
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018b)
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Table 1. Electricity market distortions, 2017-2019
Electricity market
distortions
Cost of Energy
Acquisition
contracts (CAE)
Costs for
maintenance of
contractual
balance (CMEC)
Concession rents
of low voltage
grid
Additional cost of
Azores (RAA)
and Madeira
(RAM)
Rent for power
plants land
Costs with
installed capacity
Incentive to the
construction of
new dams
Social tariff
Costs with the
Pilot zone
concessionaire

Extra cost of PRE
(Feed-in Tariff)

Context

Rating

CAE contracts were made in a time when there was a deficit in the
electricity production system. Their purpose was to allow for new
players in the sector that would make the production system functional
and robust.
The CMEC contracts are a compensation for ending some CAE contracts
before their term. However, these were not a necessity for the system,
and the terms of contract vastly benefit the companies (ERSE, 2004).
These contracts are now under investigation by a Parliamentary Inquiry
Commission in Portugal.
In 1976 all companies and equipment related to production, storage,
distribution and commercialization of electricity in Portugal were
nationalized. This included the low voltage grid which belonged to the
municipalities. However, in 1986, this was recognized as
unconstitutional, the low voltage grid returned to the property of
municipalities and are paid a rent by the consumers via the distributors.
The cost of electricity in the two Portuguese archipelagos is much higher
than in the mainland, due to economies of scale in larger systems. To
avoid consumers in the insular regions being penalized by this, the
difference in electricity cost is distributed by all consumers.
These reflect the amortization costs of the lands inundated by large
hydropower dams. This is an odd cost, inherited from a sequence of
nationalizations and privatizations, that for years was opposed by the
regulator ERSE.
These are costs reflecting the electric system of the past. This was paid
to some production centres to be ready to start production as a safety
switch in the system. This has since changed to an auction mechanism,
which is not yet in effect.
This is called in the legislation an "incentive to investment". Consumers
will pay yearly to the companies which have built new large dams, as
well as refitting of existing dams. The new dams are useless for set
targets of renewable energy, have a huge negative impact and high
production costs.
Social tariff is a discounted electricity tariff for economically vulnerable
consumers, a good practice. The cost of social tariff is currently paid by
production centres, perhaps not the best solution.
The pilot zone is a research project on the viability of offshore wind
energy production, which is publicly funded. This is operated by a
privately-owned company.
In Portugal the feed-in tariff (FiT) mechanism was attributed to
producers classified as Special Regime Production (PRE). PRE included
wind power, small hydro, solar, biomass, geothermal and other
renewables, plus cogeneration installations and industrial, farming or
urban residues. This mechanism supported the increase in wind power
production in Portugal, but it also means that some production modes
which are non-renewable, such as cogeneration using fossil fuel, also
benefit from FiT.
Total

Cost
tendency
average
(M€/year)

174,3

143,2

264,7

85,7

12,8
12,44

20,1
-85,2
0,4

644
1 272,4

Legend:
good;
acceptable;
bad
Adapted from ERSE (2007, 2008, , 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018b)

CMEC and CAE contracts are classified above as bad distortions mainly because they provide payment to power plants which
produce energy from non-renewable or high impact sources such as thermal natural gas and coal, and large dams. This has a
harmful environmental impact, with no relevant social benefit. In their first iterations CAE incentivized private investment to
make the national grid more robust, as established in the DL n. º 183/95. The same justification was used for the "Costs with
installed capacity"; this mechanism has since been replaced by an auction which allows producers to offer this safety reserve
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at a lower price. However, the investment in those power plants have long been paid for; as the renewable energy sources have
come to achieve a higher market penetration and technology maturity, with the introduction of the Iberian electricity market
(MIBEL) and connection to Europe, it is arguable that these contractual compensations are no longer necessary.
Concession rents for low voltage network are marked as acceptable as they have the social benefit of allowing energy
distribution to poorer or less densely populated areas. The additional cost of Azores (RAA) and Madeira (RAM) follows the
same rationale. Social tariff is like the previous distortion as it aims to protect vulnerable consumers, but it is classified as
good as it has a direct benefit to the more economically vulnerable consumers, helping to fight energy poverty in Portugal. At
present it does not directly increase electricity costs for consumers, because it is paid by centres who have CMEC and CAE
contracts (ERSE, 2018a), a methodology that lacks in transparency.
Subsidies for the construction of new dams, as well as rent for land occupied by reservoirs and power plants, are both
considered harmful subsidies, as they subsidize high-impact large hydro and thermal power plants without any defensible
rationale. Under the philosophy of the environmental fiscal reform it should be the other way around, the producers paying for
the use of public domain land. The subsidies for construction of new dams are especially harmful as the investments eligible
for this incentive would produce less than 2% of electricity at more than twice the market cost (Melo and Brazão, 2016).
Costs with the pilot zone concessionaire are considered positive as it represents public funding on research on the viability of
a new mode of production. The extra cost of PRE is a distortion that has been subject of a lot of debate in Portugal, as it has
been responsible for the main increase in the CIEG for the past 12 years (see figure…). However it is important to note that
the FiT for these types of energy have allowed for a reduction of importation of fossil fuels which amount to 6 030 M€ from
2010 to 2017 (APREN, 2017), so due to the beneficial economical effect and their low environmental impact, since most PRE
is wind energy, the impact is classified as acceptable. It has not been classified as good since this regime includes cogeneration
with fossil sources. The total costs of these distortions vary yearly, as can be seen in figure 1. The high cost of PRE stands out,
although it has decreased in the last few years.
Finally, it should be pointed out that, from 2008 to 2019, the "general interest costs" rated as "bad", cost consumers a total of
4 895 M€. These are incentives that no longer make sense to exist and should be eliminated altogether.
Review of good international practice on energy policy
A review was performed regarding good examples and best practices on energy policies in a selected group of countries, with
a focus on energy efficiency. Following the methodology used by Dinges et al. (2017) the identified measures were classified
according to its sectoral application (households, industry and transport). Table 2 shows a selection of some measures.
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Table 2. Selection of good international practice on energy policy
Sector

Households

Industry

Transports

Instrument
Zero-interest loans for household renovations promoting energy
efficiency improvements
Condominiums are obliged to develop an Energy Efficiency Plan

Country

Tax benefits for purchasing energy efficient equipment
Subsidies and incentives to small renovations and substitution of lessefficient equipment
Subsidized energy audits to households

France, UK

National platform of certified energy service providers

UK; Germany; Spain

Funding of renewable energy projects: up to 50% of the project cost at
community level and up to 33% at individual household level

Canada

Limits to imports of low efficiency equipment

Canada

Free energy audits to identify improvement opportunities

Canada

Available funding for detailed energy efficiency and feasibility studies

Canada

Tax benefits for companies with good energy efficiency performance

Germany

Improving energy efficiency in SME: specific credit lines with zero
interests, subsidized costs up to 30% of the total investment

Spain

Funding to hire an industrial energy manager
Ecodriving training classes included in the driving licensing system for
professional drivers
Emission and energy labelling of vehicles
Aid programme for energy efficiency measures on the rail sector
(reimbursable loans, monetary grants at no consideration)
Investment in electric road transportation
Fleet renovation for microenterprises and SME: incentives for the
acquisition of electric vehicles

France
France

Germany
Germany

Germany; Canada
Spain, Canada,
France
France, Canada
Spain, Germany,
France
Germany, Spain
Spain, UK

Proposed policy measures
After reviewing international policy best practice, current market distortions, and discussing the issue with key stakeholders
(consumers, power producers, industry, environmental NGO, among others), several opportunities for improvement have been
identified. Table 3 summarizes a set of proposed measures with an emphasis on energy efficiency. We believe they can help
achieve the national goal of decarbonization of the economy, improve competitiveness (particularly for small and medium
companies), as well as help to improve quality of life for the common citizen. These measures are currently being refined in
order to be capable of incorporation in the Portuguese State Budget for 2020.
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Table 3. Proposed measures for State Budget 2020
Sector

Measure

Target group

Mechanism

All Sectors

Creation of a carbon dioxide tax whose revenue
will be applied in energy efficiency measures
and on reducing other tax burdens (ISP, IRS,
IRC).

All economic
activities

Ecotaxation

Eliminating exemptions from Petroleum
Product Taxes

Industry, services
and transports

Elimination of harmful
incentives

Water resource
management

Upgrade payment for use of public hydric
domain to reflect scarcity and pressures over
water resources

Consumers and
public hydric
domain users

Ecotaxation

Buildings

Debureaucratized incentive for rehabilitation of
inefficient buildings by improving its thermal
performance (windows, insulation, solar water
heating)

Homeowners

Income tax benefits

Business and
institutions
Owners of shortterm rentals

Income tax benefits

Organizational incentives for energy efficiency:
a. Energy audits
b. Energy managers

Small and mediumsized enterprises

Income tax benefits

Incentives for acquiring equipment and services
of high energy efficiency:
a. Selected technologies
b. Efficiency measures with a payback period
between 3 to 6 years proved by energy audits
c. Hiring energy services companies (ESCO)
d. Collective transport for employers

Industry and
services in general

Income tax benefits

Equipment

Broaden the spectrum of energy efficiency
labels to include all office, commercial and
household appliances

Manufacturers and
final consumers

Technical regulation

Mobility

Subsidy for student pass (home to school
commutes)

Students

Subsidy

Tax benefits for public transport tickets and
passes
Eliminate fiscal incentives for purchase of
individual cars (any technology)

Public transport
users
Automobile buyers

Income tax benefits

Incentives for acquiring and repairing bicycles
and other soft mobility vehicles, including
electric versions

Suppliers and users

Fiscal benefits

A more transparent and flexible legal regime
for decentralized energy generation

Prosumers

Technical and tariff
regulation

Incentives for solar PV

Prosumers

Eliminate non-contractual subsidies to dam
construction

Hydropower
companies

Elimination of harmful
incentives
Elimination of harmful
incentives

Mandatory minimum energy class for shortterm renting
Industry and
services

National Electric
System

Regulation for short
term rentals

Elimination of harmful
incentives

Table 4 presents another set of measures which are under study, at a less developed stage. The goal is to develop doctrine that
may be put into force sometime in the next decade, to contribute to 2030 energy and climate targets.
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Table 4. Measures under development
Sector

Measure description

Target group

Mechanism

All sectors

Reduce income tax burdens, by deductions or
reducing tax rates

Families and business

General fiscal policy

Create environmental taxes on air and water
pollution and on natural resource consumption

All activities

Ecotaxation

Incentives to active climatization systems
using renewable sources (e.g. firewood) with
high efficiency guarantees (by audit or label)

Families and business

Income tax benefits

Create specific investment lines for improving
thermal performance of buildings

Low-income families, IPSS,
public sector

Subsidy

New rental contracts, or rent increases, subject
to compliance with minimum energy
efficiency criteria

Landlords and tenants

Renting regulation or
fiscal policy

Certification of installers of efficient,
renewable energies and climatization
equipment

Equipment installers

Regulation

Incentive to Flexiwork: work from home

Services

Juridical Protection

Development of a National Mobility Plan
focused on railway and transport
interconnectivity

Operators and users

Regulation

Minimum service quality levels for public
transport in urban areas

Operators and users

Regulation

Vehicle taxes based on environmental criteria
and energy efficiency levels

Motor vehicles

Fiscal regulation

Review CIEG according to the green fiscal
reform
Progressive electricity tariffs

Producers

tariff Regulation

Families

tariff Regulation

Reduced VAT for contracted power ≤4,6 kVA

Consumers

Fiscal regulation

Regulate loans and investments on efficiency

Financial services

Regulation

Buildings

Services

Mobility

National
Electric System

Financial
services
4.

Conclusions

The current decade marks a turning point for the world, as the Paris Climate Agreement brings together nations into a common
goal of fighting and adapting to climate change. This has brought upon discussions on decarbonizing economies, and focus
has shifted towards the energy sector as an opportunity for lowering GHG emissions. As such renewable sources of energy
are seen as the most obvious solution, as substitutes for less “clean” energy sources. However, there is another solution, often
identified, but less actively pursued: energy efficiency, with measures that are often the most cost-effective. The main difficulty
with energy efficiency measures lie in their decentralized nature. In Portuguese official documents energy efficiency is often
identified as important, but specific goals in national policy are unambitious, and there is a lack of concrete measures and
instruments towards achieving it.
This has prompted the research presented in this paper. Distortions in the energy market, although reduced in recent years, are
still quite significant; in the electricity subsector alone, they amount to over 1400 €/year, many of those harmful for the
environment. Harmful subsidies should be cut down, and energy efficiency measures should be decisively promoted. A
thorough investigation of international good practice and debate with stakeholders led to the compilation of a set of measures
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that is expected to effectively promote unprecedent gains in energy efficiency and decentralized production. Proposals under
study include: elimination of harmful subsidies in all sectors of the economy; ecotaxation of CO2, of other major pollutant
emissions and of natural resources degradation; tax rebates and other incentives for investments in energy-efficient buildings
and solar water heating, directed at families and business; active promotion of the photovoltaic "prosumer"; creation of
incentives to industry and services for energy-efficient investment and practice, including tax rebates and direct subsidies;
creation of an effective State-supported financing mechanism for urban public transportation.
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Abstract
As a strategy at the core of social and economic benefits, the national energy supply and demand are directly affected by
climate change. It is essential to evaluate the impact of climate change on the energy sector and the effect of energy policies
toward to climate issues. Based on the computable general equilibrium (CGE) model, this paper developed a CGE model of
energy-economic system to predict the economic fluctuations caused by climate change on energy shocks, and simulate the
impact of energy policy on China macro economy and other related industries. By using the social accounting matrix for the
year 2012, the model is applied to simulate climate impact on energy related sectors and national economy under different
scenarios. Finally, some suggestions about energy policies are proposed to response the climate changes actively.
Keywords: Climate change 1, calculate general equilibrium model 2, energy policy 3, predict 4
1.

Introduction

Climate change and energy transformation are the focus of attention in recent years in China. China’s Policies and Actions for
Addressing Climate Change （ 2017 ） proposed that it is necessary to optimize the energy structure, control the total
consumption of coal, promote the clean utilization of fossil energy and develop non-fossil energy. China’s Policies and Actions
for Addressing Climate Change（2018）suggested accelerate the resolution of excess capacity, vigorously develop non-fossil
energy and save energy and reduce emissions to cope with climate change and continue to promote the sustainable
development of China's energy industry. Particular emphasis is placed on the importance of strengthening energy infrastructure
in addressing climate change in National climate change adaptation strategy. It can be seen that Chinese government attaches
great importance to the impact of climate change on the energy industry.
Not only the government, but also scholars at home and abroad pay great attention to the impact of climate change on the
energy industry and have carried out extensive research.
Shobhakar (2009) believes that developed cities are the main force of energy consumption，for example, China's 35 developed
cities, with 18% of the population, contribute 40% of China's energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions. Energy
consumption and economic development are also closely related. By analyzing the relationship between economic growth and
energy consumption, Heli Arminen found that the economic growth of high-income and upper-middle income countries is
based on the feedback relationship of energy consumption. Nnaemeka (2019) studied Australia's energy and economy and
found that electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will reduce transportation fuel demand and emissions by 49-53%.
Under climate change, energy consumption and use will increase, which can be offset by appropriate energy policies. Common
policies are taxes and subsidies, but scholars are disputed with which policy of using. Qiao-Mei Liang (2007) believes that
carbon tax can be an ideal economic tool for China to cope with climate change. However, the formulation and implementation
of the carbon tax policy is complicated. He believes that the feasible method is to tax the energy industry and impose
corresponding tax relief on the energy trade-intensive sector thereby reducing the impact on international trade. Boqiang Lin
(2011) believes that for China, it is necessary to implement some subsidies to the energy industry to promote energy and
economic transformation, but with the impact of rising energy prices and environmental issues, Energy subsidies, energy needs,
and the conflicts between supply fundamentals and climate change are becoming more apparent. Therefore subsidies should
be redistributed to support sustainable development measures and environmental protection. Alfonso (2019) proposed that the
Climate Fund is a financial tool to address climate change and adapt to environmental impacts. It believes that this policy can
help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and help renewable resources replace fossil resources for power generation.
Domestic studies are more focused on the analysis of energy policies, and the most discussed are still what policies and their
roles are more conducive to China's response to climate change. Many scholars believe that taxation is an effective policy.
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Guo Zhi (2014) believes that energy tax is an effective way to save energy and reduce emissions, and optimize energy
consumption structure as well as industrial structure; Guo Zhengquan (2018) believes that carbon tax policy is conducive to
promoting clean power development and inhibiting fossil energy increase in consumption and carbon emissions. However,
some oppose voice believe that taxation will not affect the economic structure, but it will hinder economic development. For
example, Tangling (2018), she believes that the carbon tariff will change the structure of China's export commodities, resulting
in a decline in the proportion of exports in most industries. Moreover, China's industry output structure is not affected by
carbon tariffs. Therefore, some scholars such as Xu Xiaoliang (2018) and Dong Mei (2018) propose that they should implement
price subsidies for clean energy to promote the process of energy conservation and emission reduction in China. Fan Jingli
(2014) believes that energy tax and subsidies should be combined to build a linkage policy mechanism to promote China's
energy-saving emission reduction and clean energy development, and to address the challenges brought about by climate
change.
It can be seen that scholars at home and abroad are very enthusiastic about energy policy, and the core of the discussion is
whether energy tax should be used to cope with climate change, promote energy conservation and emission reduction in China.
However, few scholars have analyzed that the energy tax should be levied on the supply side or the demand side. At the same
time, scholars have insufficient analysis of the specific impact of climate change on the energy industry and economic system.
Therefore, this paper constructed the CGE model of the energy-economic system (Jiang Jinhe, 2002) to simulate the impact
of climate change, and analyzes the impact of energy tax on different macroeconomics and industries.
2.

Source of data

The basic data are collected from the 2012 China Input-Output Table of the National Bureau of Statistics, the annual statistical
data of the National Bureau of Statistics, and the 2012 China Energy Statistical Yearbook. They are compiled by the Centre
of Policy Studies, Victoria University.
The parameters that need to be calibrated and set in the model mainly include the substitution parameters of the production
function, the replacement parameters of the consumed national products and imported products, etc, provided by Centre of
Policy Studies, Victoria University.
3.

Methods

Please insert your Methods text here. Text alignment is formatted as justified. Figures, like Figure 1, should have a selfexplanatory caption placed under the figure and should be referenced in the main text like in this sentence.
Based on the national input-output accounting matrix, the CGE model of energy-economy system is constructed to simulate
the impact of climate shock on energy economy system and the impact of energy tax increase on macro-economy and related
industrial sectors. The core modules of the complete energy-economic CGE model include industry production modules,
production activity function modules, consumption modules, tax policy modules, market equilibrium and closure rules
selection, and macroeconomic accounting modules. This paper focuses on the production module and tax policy module of
the energy industry and the macroeconomic accounting module.
3.1 Industry production module
The CGE model includes a total of 39 industry sectors. This paper focuses on four energy industries, namely the coal
industry, the petroleum industry, the petroleum coke industry, and the steel industry.
The production module uses the Leontief production function and the CES production function bottom-up nested mode.
（1）The (CES)production function is the constant replacement of the elastic production function. The CES production
function was proposed by J.K. Arrow and R.M. Solow in 1961, The general expression for the CES production function is:
Y = A(𝛿1 𝐾 −𝜌 + 𝛿2 𝐿−𝜌 )−1/𝜌
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Among them, A is a technical progress parameter, A>0:, 𝛿1 ，𝛿2 respectively, labor, capital intensive parameters, and
𝛿1 > 0，𝛿2 > 0, 𝛿1 +𝛿2 = 1;ρ is a substitute parameter, and ρ > −1;
In 3.1.1, the alternative elasticity of the production function is expressed with σ，σ = 1/（1 + ρ）is a constant. The
CES production function is as follows:
Y = A(𝛿1 𝐾

𝜎−1
𝜎

+ 𝛿2 𝐿

𝜎−1 𝜎
𝜎 𝜎−1

)

……….…………………. 3.1.2

K > 0 and L > 0
(2) The Leontief production function is a special case of the alternative parameter ρ = −∞ in the CES production
function, that is, the two production factors cannot be replaced by each other.
The Leontief production function, also known as the fixed input proportional production function, means that the ratio
between any pair of factor inputs at each production level is fixed. Assuming that only two elements of labor and capital are
used in the production process, the usual form of a fixed input proportional production function is:
𝐿 𝐾

Q = Min( , )
𝑈 𝑉

……….…………………. 3.1.3

Where Q represents the output of a product, L and K represent the input of labor and capital, respectively, and U and V
are respectively expressed as fixed labor and capital production technical coefficients, which respectively represent the fixed
labor and capital needs required to produce a unit of product. Labor input and capital input. This production function indicates
that the yield Q depends on the smaller of the two ratios L/U and K/V, and even if one of the scale values is large, the yield is
not increased. Here, the production of Q is assumed to be in accordance with a fixed ratio between L and K. When the quantity
of one factor of production cannot be changed, even if the other factor of production has a lot increased, and the yield cannot
be increased. It should be pointed out that in this production function, it is generally assumed that the production factor input
quantity L and K satisfy the minimum factor input combination requirement, so there are:
Q=

𝐿
𝑈

=

𝐾
𝑉

……….…………………. 3.1.4

The Constant Elasticity of Substitution is used in the labor production function to produce the total labor force through
the input of labor type (Labor type1…. Labor type o). After obtaining sufficient labor factors, the output of the factors is
obtained in the CES production function that is input to the main elements together with the land elements and capital elements.
In addition to the elements, the materials required for production activities are processed from raw materials from domestic or
foreign sources, and the output from raw materials to finished products is calculated using the production function of CES.
The main production factors and production materials obtained are invested in the Leontief production function to obtain the
final output as the Activity Level. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1,
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Domestic
Good 1

Domestic
Good 1

Domestic
Good G

Domestic
Good G

Land

Labor

Capital

CES

Labor
Type1

Labor
Type2

up to

Labor
Type O

Figure 1 Production function and Production activity module

The most important is that, the model has some suppose:
(1) In each industry:
Output=function of inputs
Output=F(inputs)=F (Labor, Capital, Land, domestic goods)
(2) Separability assumptions simplify the production structure:
Output=F(inputs)=F (Primary factor composite, Composite goods)
Where:
Primary factor composite = CES (Labor, Capital, Land)
Labor = CES (Various skill grades)
Composite good (i) = CES (domestic good(i), imported good(i))
(3) All industries share common production structure.
But: Input proportions and behavioral parameters vary.
Nesting is like staged decisions:
First decide how much leather to use—based on output.
Then decide import/domestic proportions, depending on the relative prices of local and foreign goods.
3.2 Tax function module
The tax database includes basic tax data for five aspects, Taxes on intermediate (V1TAX) for taxes, Taxes on investment
(V2TAX) for taxation, Taxes on households (V3TAX) for household consumption, and exports. Taxes on export (V4TAX)
and taxation on government procurement Taxes on government (V5TAX).
The most important variables in tax module are 7 exogenous tax variables and 6 endogenous tax variables. Among them,
f1tax_csi means change in powers of taxes on intermediate usage;f2tax_csi, means change in powers of taxes on
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investment;f3tax_cs means change in powers of taxes on household usage;f4tax_ntrad means change in powers of tax on
household usage;f4tax_ntrad means change in powers of taxer on nontraditional exports;f4tax_trad means change in powers
of taxes on traditional exports;f5tax_cs means change in powers of taxes on government;f0tax_s means general sales tax
shifter.
And we can solve other six endogenous variables with these seven exogenous variables.
a. Power of tax on sales to intermediate (t1):
t1 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f1tax_csi；
b. Power of tax on sales to investment (t2):
t2 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f2tax_csi；
c. Power of tax on sales to households (t3):
t3 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f3tax_csi；
d. Power of tax on sales to individual exports (t4):
t4 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f4tax_trad
e. Power of tax on sales to collective exports (tn4):
tn4 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f4tax_ntrad
f. Power of tax on sales to government (t5):
t5 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f5tax_cs
When simulating tax policies, the corresponding variables should be shocked.
3.3 Macroeconomic Accounting Module
Macroeconomics module mainly contains the variables that reflect macroeconomics such as export volume (x4tot), CIF
allocated import volume (p0gdpexp), export price index (p4tot), real depreciation (p0realdev), terms of trade (p0toft), tariff
income change (delV0tar_c), real GDP(x0gdpexp), total capital stock (x1cap_i), total national expenditure price index
(p0gne), domestic production price index (p0gepexp), consumer price index (p3tot), contribution of trade to real
GDP(contBOT), total employment (employ_i), average nominal wage (p1ab_io) and average real wage (realwage).
In order to analyze the impact of policies on the energy economic system more clearly, this paper divides the three parts
into national production module, international trade module and resident employment module according to the attributes of
different economic variables, as shown in the following table.
Table 1 Variables description table of macroeconomic accounting module

National economy
section
x0gdpexp
x1cap_i
p0gne
p0gepexp
p3tot
International trade
section
x4tot
p4tot
x0cif_c
p0realdev
p0toft
delV0tar_c
Employment section
employ_i
p1ab_io
realwage

Description

Explanation

Real GDP
Aggregate capital stock
Absorption price index
GDP price index
CPI

Core variables of the macroeconomic module
The stock of all fixed assets in the country
National expenditure aggregate price index
GDP Price Deflator Index
Consumer price index

Export volume
Exports price index
Import volume CIF
Real devaluation
Terms of trade
Aggregate tariff revenue

Gross volume of foreign trade exports
Price index based on exports
Import volume index, C.I.F. weights
Real depreciation.
The quantity of imports exchanged for one unit of
exports
Aggregate tariff revenue (absolute change)

Aggregate employment
Average nominal wage
Average real wage

Aggregate employment: wage bill weights
Changes in average nominal wages
Changes in average real wages
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3.4 Market Equilibrium and Closed Rule Selection
Because in the long run there are technological advances, industrial transformation and upgrading, and the promotion of
clean energy use, there are too many uncertainties. Adding these variables will make the prediction of the model deviate more
from the real situation. So this paper chooses to simulate the climate change in the short-term equilibrium under the impact of
energy policy, analyze and forecast economic fluctuations and industry shocks.
When choosing the closure rule, the rates of technology progress is fixed, the capital of important production factor,
land and real wages are exogenous variables, and the constituent variables that control the final tax changes (such as f0tax_s
and f1tax_csi, etc.) are exogenous variables. Commodity prices, employment, Rate, GDP, and trade balance are endogenous
variables determined by exogenous variables.
When fixed assets are shocked by climate change, they directly affect output. Total output declines, which then affects
import and export trade, and finally feeds back to GDP. The closed design is shown in the figure below.

Causation in Short-run Closure

Exogenous

Capital return rate

Real wage

Tech
Change

Employment

GDP

Endogenous

Private
Consumption

Investment

Capital
Stocks

Government
Consumption

Trade
balance

Figure. 2 The closure rule diagram of CGE model
4.

Results and Discussion

In order to fully analyze the impact of climate change and energy policy on China's economy, this paper sets two scenarios,
including four simulations. Scenario 1 is the first simulation that simulates the impact of extreme weather damage to the energy
infrastructure, Specific performance for energy industry fixed capital stock depreciation accelerated. Scenario 2 is for the
government to cope with climate change, accelerate the transition of the energy industry to clean energy, and levy taxes on
high-pollution energy industries. The scenario 2 includes simulations to increase the tax base for all energy products; to
increase the taxation of energy products to consumers and to increase producer taxation.
4.1 Scenario 1: Climate change damages energy sector facilities
The energy industry is capital-intensive and relies on a large number of fixed assets, namely energy equipment, to produce
energy products. Climate change will accelerate the aging of energy equipment, accelerate the wear and tear of equipment,
and accelerate the depreciation of capital stock of energy industry due to cold wave, drought and other climate changes. This
paper simulated the climate change that has caused the energy industry's capital stock to be deprived by 10%, 20%, 30% and
40% in extreme cases, thus analyzing China's macroeconomic fluctuations, as shown in the following table:
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Table 2 Impact of climate change impact energy sector on macroeconomic variables
Description

Variable

Capital Shock
10%

20%

30%

40%

Export volume

x4tot

-1.34

-2.67

-4.01

-5.35

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

0.66

1.31

1.97

2.62

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.44

-0.88

-1.32

-1.77

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

-0.79

-1.58

-2.37

-3.16

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.26

-0.52

-0.79

-1.05

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.2

0.41

0.61

0.81

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

0.2 6

0.53

0.79

1.06

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.25

0.5

0.76

1.01

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.35

-0.69

-1.04

-1.39

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

0.64

1.27

1.91

2.54

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.44

-0.88

-1.32

-1.77

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.33

0.67

1.00

1.34

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

60.82

121.64

182.46

243.27

(BOT means Balance of Trade)

As can be seen from the table, with the increase of the impact of climate change, the change of macroeconomic variables is
proportional to it. Therefore, in order to save space, this paper analyzes the 10% climate change impact, which can explain the
impact on the economy.
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is on exports. Under the impact of 10% climate change, the export volume
decreased by 1.34%, followed by the import volume, and the import volume of energy products increased by 0.66%. Although
the terms of trade index (p0toft) increased by 0.33, which means that a commodity exported can be exchanged for more imports.
However, due to the shortage of energy products in China, the price rises, the currency appreciation, the export volume
decreases, and the contribution of trade balance to the real GDP (contBOT) actually decreases by 0.44. In the national economy
module, the biggest impact on the total capital stock. The 10% impact of climate change has a knock-on effect, which makes
the national capital stock decrease by 0.79%, which also triggers the increase of average capital rent by 0.64%. And real GDP
fell by 0.44%. In the employment module, nominal wages and real wages did not change due to wage rigidity, but the
employment rate fell by 0.26%.
It can be seen that the decline in the capital stock of key elements in the energy industry leads to the reduction in the output of
energy products and the reduction of the national capital stock. This leads to higher costs and higher prices for energy products.
The high price reduces the export of energy products and increases the import, which affects the trade balance and thus reduces
the real GDP. Due to the economic recession, the employment is also affected and declined accordingly.
4.2 Scenario 2: Taxation on energy products in the energy sector
In 2017 and 2018, the National Development and Reform Commission of China issued the "Opinions on Resolving the
Excessive Capacity of the Iron and Coal Industry in 2017 ", "Opinions on Promoting the Structural Reform of the Supply Side
and Preventing the Overcapacity of Coal-fired Power Generation" and “Notice on Doing a Good Job in Resolving Excess
Capacity in Key Fields in 2018” and other documents will continue to deepen supply-side structural reforms and accelerate
energy transformation.
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The collection of energy taxes is an important policy tool for achieving energy conservation and emission reduction and
promoting sustainable economic development. On the one hand, the government can obtain fiscal revenue, on the other hand,
it can accelerate the transformation of traditional energy companies into the clean energy industry. Therefore, this paper
respectively simulated three situations of imposing energy tax on consumers, imposing energy tax on producers and raising
the tax basis point on products produced by the energy sector, that is, imposing tax on any department that uses energy. Then,
the effects of different policies are compared and evaluated according to macroeconomic fluctuations and their impact on
relevant industries.
4.2.1 Raise the tax base point for products produced by the energy sector
Raising the tax base point of products produced by the energy sector, that means higher taxes on any industry that uses energy
products。F0tax_s in the model was impacted by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% respectively to fully analyze the impact of different
energy tax rates on the macro economy. As shown in table 3：
Table 3. Raising the tax base of products produced by the energy sector
Description

Variable

Tax Shock 1
5%

10%

15%

20%

Export volume

x4tot

-2.20

-4.40

-6.60

-8.8

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

-0.22

-0.43

-0.65

-0.87

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.50

-1.00

-1.50

-2.00

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.88

-1.77

-2.65

-3.54

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.32

0.63

0.95

1.26

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

-0.10

-0.19

-0.29

-0.38

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.32

0.63

0.95

1.27

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.64

-1.29

-1.93

-2.58

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-2.45

-4.90

-7.35

-9.79

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.50

-1.00

-1.50

-2.00

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.55

1.10

1.65

2.20

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-47.62

-95.23

-142.85

-190.47

(BOT means Balance of Trade)
As can be seen from the table, as the taxation intensity increases, the macroeconomic variables also change proportionally.
Therefore, this paper only analyzes the macroeconomic fluctuations under the 10% tax rate.
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is export. Under the 10% tax rate, the export volume has dropped by
4.4%, followed by the exchange rate, and China's national currency has appreciated by 1.29%. The import of energy products
was then reduced by 0.43%. As imports and exports are decreasing and exports are decreasing more, the contribution of trade
to GDP is reduced by 1%. In the national economy module, the biggest impact is the average capital rent. The high tax rate
reduces the demand for energy products, resulting in a 4.9% drop in the average capital rent across the country. Secondly, real
GDP fell by 1%. In the employment module, there was no change in nominal wages and real wages due to wage rigidity, but
the employment rate fell by 1.77%.
It can be seen that due to the overall increase in the tax rate of energy products, the production and consumption of energy
products have declined significantly, resulting in a simultaneous decline in exports and imports. At the same time, the
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production of capital-intensive energy industries has shrunk, causing national the price of capital has fallen. The result is a
decline in the country's real GDP and a decline in employment.
4.2.2 Taxation on consumers
Additional taxes on energy products imposed on consumers, that is, for consumers using energy products, households should
pay more taxes. In other words, f3tax_cs in the model would be shocked by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% respectively, fully
analyzing the macroeconomic fluctuations caused by different energy tax rates on the consumer side. Specifically, as shown
in Table 4：
Table 4. Macroeconomic fluctuations of energy tax on consumers
Description

Variable

Tax Shock 2
5%

10%

15%

20%

Export volume

x4tot

-0.14

-0.27

-0.41

-0.54

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

-0.02

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.03

-0.06

-0.10

-0.13

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.06

-0.12

-0.17

-0.23

Absorption price index*

p0gne

-0.04

-0.09

-0.13

-0.18

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

-0.04

-0.09

-0.13

-0.17

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

-0.10

-0.21

-0.31

-0.42

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.10

-0.19

-0.29

-0.39

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-0.15

-0.31

-0.46

-0.62

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.03

-0.06

-0.10

-0.13

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.03

0.07

0.10

0.14

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-15.31

-30.62

-45.92

-61.23

(BOT means Balance of Trade)
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is still exports. Under a 10 per cent tax rate, exports fell by 0.27 per cent,
but less than in the case of higher taxes on all energy products. Secondly, the decline in the price of export products fell by
0.21%. This is because the energy tax imposed on consumers has reduced demand and domestic energy prices have fallen.
This has been reflected in falling export prices, but reduced energy supplies have ultimately reduced exports. The exchange
rate increased by 0.19% as exports fell more than imports, trade's contribution to GDP fell by 0.06%. In the national economy
module, the biggest hit was the average capital rent, which fell by 0.31% nationwide. And the real GDP fell by 0.06%. In the
employment module, there was no change in nominal wages and real wages, but the employment rate fell by 0.12%.According
to the above analysis, if the tax rate is increased by 10%, the macroeconomic fluctuation will be smaller when only consumers
are taxed. That is less than the increase in taxes on all energy commodities.
4.2.3 Taxation on producers
Adding energy product tax to producers, that is, the producers of energy products. That is, f1tax_cs in the model is shocked
by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% respectively, and to fully analyze the macroeconomic fluctuations caused by different energy tax
rates at the supply end.
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Table 5 Macroeconomic fluctuations of energy taxes imposed on producers
Description

Variable

Tax Shock 3
5%

10%

15%

20%

Export volume

x4tot

-1.63

-3.27

-4.90

-6.54

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

0.19

0.37

0.56

0.74

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.43

-0.86

-1.30

-1.73

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.79

-1.57

-2.36

-3.14

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.38

0.75

1.13

1.50

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

0.43

0.86

1.29

1.73

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.15

0.30

0.45

0.60

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.69

-1.38

-2.07

-2.76

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-2.18

-4.37

-6.55

-8.74

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.43

-0.86

-1.30

-1.73

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.41

0.82

1.23

1.63

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-7.69

-15.38

-23.08

-30.77

(BOT means Balance of Trade)
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is still exports. At the 10% tax rate, the export volume has dropped by
3.27%. Secondly, the change of currency exchange rate has caused the Chinese currency to appreciate by 1.38% due to the
sharp drop in export volume. There was no significant change in demand reduction, which led to an increase of 0.37% in
imports. The contribution of trade to GDP fell by 0.86%. In the national economy module, the biggest impact on the average
capital rent, the national average capital rents fell by 4.37%. And the real GDP fell by 0.86%. In the employment module,
there was no change in nominal wages and real wages, but the employment rate fell by 1.57%.
According to the above analysis, as the tax rate of energy products rises on the supply side, the production of energy products
decreases a lot. However, since the demand does not decrease significantly in the short term, the phenomenon of export decline
and import increase is generated, but the decline of export volume is obviously. This leads to trade imbalances that lead to
currency appreciation and ultimately to a decline in national real GDP and employment.
4.3 Impact of different policies on energy-related industries
Through the above analysis, it can be known that raising the tax base of energy products has the greatest impact on the macro
economy, and the export volume, real GDP, and employment rate have been greatly affected; and the taxation of the consumer
side in has the minimal impact. Next, we will analyze the relevant industries and comprehensively analyze the effects of the
policies.
4.3.1 Analysis of related industry relations
Before analyzing the impact of policies on related industries, we must first clarify what the related industries of the energy
industry are and how relevant they are. This paper analyzes the investment in the production of products produced by the
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energy sector and the use of the products.

Figure 3. Coal related industry analysis (digital units are million dollars)
In the chart, it can be seen that Coal is the most closely related to the upstream industry and its downstream industry. The
Electric, Gas, Water industry has 14,000 million dollars raw materials from coal, followed by Iron Steel (4000 million dollars)
and chemistry. Products Chemicals (3000 million dollars), Nonmetallic minerals (2500 million dollars) and petroleum coke
industry Petrol Coke (2000 million dollars).

Figure 4. Oil Gas associated industry analysis (digital units are million dollars)
It can be seen from the figure that the main demand industries in the petroleum industry are the petroleum coke industry
(Petrol Coke) and the chemical industry (Chemicals). Among them, the demand for petroleum products in the petroleum
coke industry is 30,000 million dollars. The demand for the petroleum industry in the chemical industry is 3,000 million
dollars.

Figure 5. Petrol Cole associated industry analysis (digital units are million dollars)
It can be seen from the figure that the industries that have great demand for the petroleum coke industry are transportation
industry, construction industry, chemical industry, steel industry and electric water industry. The transportation industry has
the largest demand for petroleum coke, accounting for 16,500 million dollars, followed by the construction industry and the
chemical industry with demand of 7,500 million dollars and 7000 million dollars, respectively. Again, the steel industry and
the electricity, gas and water sectors demand 5,500 million dollars and 4500 million dollars respectively.
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Figure 6. Iron Steel associated industry analysis (digital units are million dollars)
As can be seen from the above figure, the steel industry itself, the construction industry, the machinery industry and the
electronic equipment industry are in great demand for the steel industry. The steel industry has the largest demand, with a
demand for steel products of 46,500 million dollars, followed by the construction industry with a demand of 2,200 million
dollars, and finally the machinery and electronics industries with demand of 2,500 million dollars and 1,200 million dollars
respectively.
To sum up, it can be seen that the energy industry sector consists of coal, LPG, petroleum coke and steel, and other industries
with close links include electric water, chemical products, non-metallic materials, transportation industry, construction
industry, machinery industry and electronic equipment industry.
4.3.2 Analysis of the impact of different policies on the industry
According to the above chart, it can be found that the macro variables of raising the tax threshold basically change in proportion.
Therefore, in order to save space, the analysis of 10% tax increase is selected in this paper, which can explain the problem and
fully reflect the difference in tax effects. In order to fully explain the changes in demand of energy products in domestic and
foreign markets under different policies, this paper chooses The Fan Decomposition in terms of analysis methods.
The Fan decomposition variable shows how the change in demand for a locally-produced commodity, say, Coal, may be
divided between:
·Local market effect: Change in non-export demand for Coal domestic plus imported;
·Domestic share effect: Change in dom/imp ratio for Coal demand.
·Export effect: Change in demand for Coal export.
(1) Increase the tax base for the products produced by the energy sector
For the energy-related industries, namely, the energy industry sectors consisting of coal, petroleum gas, petroleum coke and
steel, and other industries closely related to them, such as electric water, chemical products, non-metallic materials, etc., the
results are as follows: As shown,
Table 6. Fan decomposition table of energy industry related products that raise tax base points
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Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-1.95

0.01

-1.36

-3.31

OilGas

-3.62

2.59

-0.57

-1.59

PetrolCoke

-1.76

-0.35

-2.15

-4.26

Chemicals

-0.85

-0.18

-0.23

-1.26

NonMetMin

-0.66

-0.08

-0.4

-1.14

IronSteel

-2.69

-0.41

-3.37

-6.46

Machinery

-1.54

-0.63

-0.82

-2.99

ElecEquip

-0.44

-0.08

-0.6

-1.12

ElecGasWater

-1.45

0.02

0.01

-1.43
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Construction

0.14

-0.01

0

0.12

Transport

-1.33

-0.03

-0.16

-1.52

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, the consumption of LPG is the most declining, consumption
is reduced by 3.6%, followed by consumption of steel, down by 2.69%. Coal, petroleum coke, machinery and electrical water
have all declined accordingly. The least declining consumption is electronic equipment. The only increase in consumption is
transportation. Among the demand ratios of domestic goods and imports, most of the goods showed a decline, while the
demand ratio of domestic products and imports of LPG increased significantly, indicating that when demand fell, the nationals
were more dependent on domestic LPG products. Commodities with a significant decline in demand for domestic products
relative to imports are Machinery and Iron Steel and Petrol Coke. Among export demand, the export demand of the steel
industry fell by a maximum of 3.37%, followed by a decrease of 2.15% in petroleum coke exports and a decrease of 1.36% in
the export of coal.
Overall, demand in the steel industry fell by up to 6.46%, followed by demand for LPG and petroleum coke products, which
fell by 4.26% and 3.31% respectively. The most declining demand for energy-related industries was Machinery, which fell by
2.99%. The least affected is Construction, which not only did not drop in demand, but rose slightly by 0.12%.
(2) Taxation on consumers
After the energy product tax is imposed on consumers, the demand changes in the energy industry and its related industries
are shown in the table below.
Table 7. Fan decomposition table for consumers to levy tax on related products in the energy industry
Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-0.36

0

0.01

-0.35

OilGas

-0.17

0.07

0.02

-0.08

PetrolCoke

-0.17

0.01

0.01

-0.16

Chemicals

-0.06

-0.01

-0.02

-0.09

NonMetMin

-0.03

0

-0.03

-0.06

IronSteel

-0.2

-0.01

0

-0.21

Machinery

-0.06

-0.02

-0.03

-0.11

ElecEquip

-0.03

0

-0.07

-0.1

ElecGasWater

-0.06

0

0

-0.06

Construction

0

0

0

0

Transport

-0.07

0

-0.01

-0.08

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, coal consumption is the most declining, consumption is reduced
by 0.36%, followed by changes in steel consumption demand, down by 0.2%. LPG, petroleum coke, transportation, chemicals
and machinery all declined accordingly, with decreases of 0.17%, 0.17%, 0.07%, 0.06% and 0.06%, respectively. The least
decline in domestic consumption is in the construction industry. There are no products with rising consumer demand. Among
the domestic demand for imported goods and imports, most of the changes in commodities are small, and the proportion of
LPG, which has the largest increase in the demand for domestic products and imports, is only 0.07%, indicating that when the
cost of purchasing energy products becomes higher, the nationals have domestic energy. The degree of dependence of products
and foreign energy sources is similar. In the export demand, the extent of the change is also small, and the export demand for
electronic products is reduced by up to 0.07%.
Overall, demand for coal industry products fell by as much as 0.35%, followed by steel and petroleum coke products, which
fell by 0.21% and 0.16% respectively. The largest drop in demand for energy-related industries was machinery, which fell by
0.11%. The least affected is Construction, and the demand change is almost zero.
(3) Taxes on producers
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After the energy product tax is imposed on consumers, the demand changes in the energy industry and its related industries
are shown in the table below.
Table 8. Fan decomposition table for producers to levy taxes on energy industry related products
Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-1.34

-0.01

-0.14

-1.48

OilGas

-2.46

1.19

0.34

-0.93

PetrolCoke

-1.4

-0.57

-0.88

-2.85

Chemicals

-0.93

-0.26

-0.32

-1.51

NonMetMin

-0.59

-0.1

-0.53

-1.21

IronSteel

-1.87

-0.64

-1.18

-3.69

Machinery

-1.37

-0.8

-1.01

-3.18

ElecEquip

-0.49

-0.11

-0.78

-1.38

ElecGasWater

-1.21

-0.05

-0.02

-1.28

Construction

0.09

-0.02

-0.01

0.06

Transport

-1.1

-0.04

-0.28

-1.42

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, the consumption of LPG decreased the most, by 2.46%,
followed by the change of steel consumption demand, by 1.87%.Petroleum coke, machinery, coal, electricity, water and
transportation all showed corresponding declines of 1.4 percent, 1.37 percent, 1.34 percent, 1.21 percent and 1.1 percent,
respectively. Domestic consumption was least affected by construction products, where demand edged up 0.09 per cent. The
share of domestic goods in demand relative to imports declined for the most part, except for LPG, which increased by 1.19%,
suggesting that when the cost of producing energy products becomes higher, the population becomes more dependent on
domestic LPG. Among the products with a decreasing proportion, the national product demand of steel and petroleum coke
decreased the most, 0.64% and 0.57% respectively. In terms of export demand, steel, petroleum coke and electronic products
saw the largest declines of 1.18%, 0.88% and 0.78% respectively.
Overall, demand for steel, machinery and petroleum coke fell the most by 3.69 percent, 3.18 percent and 2.85 percent, followed
by demand for chemicals, coal and transportation by 1.51 percent, 1.48 percent and 1.42 percent, respectively. Among them,
Construction is the least affected, with a demand decrease of only 0.01%.
5.

Conclusions

This paper constructs a CGE energy-economic system model to simulate the response of energy-economic system to climate
change and tax policy. Based on the analysis of macroeconomic and energy industry response results under tax policies, the
following conclusions are drawn:
(1) Cold wave, drought and other climate change will accelerate the wear and tear of equipment, making the energy industry's
fixed asset stock seriously damaged, and then causing chain reaction to make the overall decline of China's capital stock. This
not only reduced the supply of energy products and increased the import volume, but also triggered the price rise, which led
to the decline of real GDP, economic downturn and increase of unemployment.
(2) Industries closely related to the energy industries such as coal, petroleum gas, petroleum coke and steel include electric
water, chemical products, non-metallic materials, transportation industry, construction industry, machinery industry and
electronic equipment industry. Among them, the construction industry has the strongest resistance to policy shocks, and the
changes are small; the most sensitive industry for policy shocks is the steel industry.
(3) According to the results of the decomposition of the formula, it can be seen that when the tax rises, the reduction of China's
LPG, coal and steel exports is greater than the decrease of imports, but the domestic demand for these products is relatively
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higher than that of imports. This shows that China is a major exporter of LPG, coal and steel, and domestic dependence on
these industries is relatively large.
(4) In the policy effect, raising the tax threshold for energy products has a dramatic impact on the energy industry and the
macro economy. On the one hand, the demand and production of traditional energy industries such as coal and steel have
dropped significantly. But the blow to real GDP and employment is also huge. The tax on energy tax for consumers is very
small for the macro economy and the energy industry, because China's excessive energy products can be exported, and China
itself is a big country in the export of energy products. Therefore, for the industry itself and the macro economy, the effect of
levying an energy tax on consumers is not significant. The taxation of energy taxes on producers has caused a certain impact
on the economy, but it is also significant in reducing the production and demand of the traditional energy industry. Therefore,
the effect of levying an energy tax on the supply side is better, which is also related to China’s energy policy of supply-side
reform is consistent.
Shortcomings: due to the availability of data, this paper only analyzes the equilibrium analysis of energy tax policy on economy
and industry, but does not analyze the process of its equilibrium. In the following research, data will be supplemented and
dynamic CGE model analysis will be carried out.
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Study on Approaches to Energy-Economy System Modeling in China under the climate Change
（Tian Zongbo Beijing Central University of Finance and Economics）
As a strategy at the core of social and economic benefits, the national energy supply and
demand are directly affected by climate change. It is essential to evaluate the impact of climate
change on the energy sector and the effect of energy policies toward to climate issues. Based on the
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model, this paper developed a CGE model of energyeconomic system to predict the economic fluctuations caused by climate change on energy shocks,
and simulate the impact of energy policy on China macro economy and other related industries. By
using the social accounting matrix for the year 2012, the model was applied to simulate climate
impact on energy related sectors and national economy under different scenarios. Finally, some
suggestions about energy policies were proposed to response the climate changes actively.
Key words: Climate change, calculate general equilibrium model, energy policy, predict
1 Introduction
Climate change and energy transformation are the focus of attention in recent years in
China.China’s Policies and Actions for Addressing Climate Change（2017）proposed that it is
necessary to optimize the energy structure, control the total consumption of coal, promote the clean
utilization of fossil energy and develop non-fossil energy.China ’ s Policies and Actions for
Addressing Climate Change （ 2018 ） suggested accelerate the resolution of excess capacity,
vigorously develop non-fossil energy and save energy and reduce emissions to cope with climate
change and continue to promote the sustainable development of China's energy industry.Particular
emphasis is placed on the importance of strengthening energy infrastructure in addressing climate
change in National climate change adaptation strategy.It can be seen that China attaches great
importance to the impact of climate change on the energy industry.
Scholars at home and abroad have also conducted extensive research on the impact of climate
change on the energy industry.
Shobhakar (2009) believes that developed cities are the main force of energy consumption, and
35 cities with 18% of China's population account for 40% of China's urban energy use and carbon
dioxide emissions.Energy consumption and economic development are also closely related.By
analyzing the relationship between economic growth and energy consumption, Heli Arminen found
that the economic growth of high-income and upper-middle income countries is based on the
feedback relationship of energy consumption.Nnaemeka (2019) studied Australia's energy and
economy and found that electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will reduce transportation
fuel demand and emissions by 49-53%. Under climate change conditions, energy consumption and
use will increase. But energy policy will reduce energy use.Scholars are disputed with the policy
of using taxes or subsidies.Qiao-Mei Liang (2007) believes that carbon tax can be an ideal economic
tool for China to cope with climate change. However, the formulation and implementation of the
carbon tax policy is complicated. He believes that the feasible method is to tax the energy industry
and impose corresponding tax relief on the energy trade-intensive sector thereby reducing the impact
on international trade.Boqiang Lin (2011) believes that for China, it is necessary to implement some
subsidies to the energy industry to promote energy and economic transformation, but with the impact
of rising energy prices and environmental issues,Energy subsidies, energy needs, and conflicts
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between supply fundamentals and climate change are becoming more apparent, so subsidies should
be redistributed to support sustainable development measures as well as the environment.Alfonso
(2019) proposed that the Climate Fund is a financial tool to address climate change and adapt to
environmental impacts. It believes that this policy can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
help renewable resources replace fossil resources for power generation.
Domestic studies are more focused on the analysis of energy policies, and the most discussed are
still what policies and their roles are more conducive to China's response to climate change. Many
scholars believe that taxation is an effective policy. Guo Zhi (2014) believes that energy tax is an
effective way to save energy and reduce emissions, and optimize energy consumption structure and
industrial structure; Guo Zhengquan (2018) carbon tax policy is conducive to promoting clean
power development and inhibiting fossil energy Increase in consumption and carbon emissions.
Scholars who oppose taxation believe that taxation will not affect the economic structure, but it will
affect economic development. For example, Tangling (2018), she believes that the carbon tariff will
change the structure of China's export commodities, resulting in a decline in the proportion of
exports in most industries. Moreover, China's industry output structure is not affected by carbon
tariffs. Therefore, some scholars such as Xu Xiaoliang (2018) and Dong Mei (2018) proposed that
they should implement price subsidies for clean energy to promote the process of energy
conservation and emission reduction in China. Fan Jingli (2014) believes that energy tax and
subsidies should be combined to build a linkage policy mechanism to promote China's energysaving emission reduction and clean energy development, and to address the challenges brought
about by climate change.
It can be seen that scholars at home and abroad are very enthusiastic about energy policy, and
it is the core of the discussion on whether energy tax should be used to cope with climate change
and promote energy conservation and emission reduction in China. However, few scholars have
analyzed that the energy tax should be levied on the supply side or the demand side. At the same
time, scholars have insufficient analysis of the specific impact of climate change on the energy
industry and economic system. Therefore, this paper constructs the CGE model of the energyeconomic system (Jiang Jinhe, 2002) to simulate the impact of climate change, and analyzes the
impact of energy tax on different macroeconomics and industries.
2.2 Data sources
The basic data are collected from the 2012 China Input-Output Table of the National Bureau
of Statistics, the annual statistical data of the National Bureau of Statistics, and the 2012 China
Energy Statistical Yearbook. It is compiled by the Centre of Policy Studies, Victoria University.
The parameters that need to be calibrated and set in the model mainly include the substitution
parameters of the production function, the replacement parameters of the consumed national
products and imported products, etc,provided by Centre of Policy Studies, Victoria University.
3 The establishment of Energy-Economic CGE model
Then,build a CGE model of the energy-economic system based on the national input-output
accounting matrix to simulate the impact of climate shocks on the energy economic system and
improve the impact of energy taxes on the macro economy and related industrial sectors. The core
modules of the complete energy-economic CGE model include industry production modules,
production activity function modules, consumption modules, tax policy modules, market
equilibrium and closure rules selection, and macroeconomic accounting modules. This paper
focuses on the production module and tax policy module of the energy industry and the
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macroeconomic accounting module.
3.1 Industry Production Module
The CGE model includes a total of 39 industry sectors. There are four energy sectors in this
paper, namely the coal industry, the petroleum industry, the petroleum coke industry, and the steel
industry.
The production module uses the Leonieef production function and the CES production function
bottom-up nested mode.
（1）The (CES)production function is the constant replacement of the elastic production
function:
Y = A(𝛿1 𝐾 −𝜌 + 𝛿2 𝐿−𝜌 )−1/𝜌
（1）
The CES production function was proposed by J.K. Arrow and R.M. Solow in 1961:
The general expression for the CES production function is:
Among them, A is a technical progress parameter, A>0:, respectively, labor, capital intensive
parameters, and 𝛿1 > 0，𝛿2 > 0, 𝛿1 +𝛿2 = 1;ρ is a substitute parameter, and ρ > −1;
In (1), the alternative elasticity of the production function is expressed with σ，σ = 1/（1 +
ρ）is a constant. The CES production function is as follows:
Y = A(𝛿1 𝐾

𝜎−1
𝜎

𝜎−1 𝜎
𝜎 )𝜎−1

+ 𝛿2 𝐿

K > 0 and L > 0
（2）The Leontief production function is a special case of the alternative parameter ρ = −∞
in the CES production function, that is, the two production factors cannot be replaced by each other.
The Lyon Cove production function, also known as the fixed input proportional production
function, means that the ratio between any pair of factor inputs at each production level is a fixed
production function. Assuming that only two elements of labor and capital are used in the production
process, the usual form of a fixed input proportional production function is:
𝐿 𝐾
Q = Min( , )
𝑈 𝑉
Where Q represents the output of a product, L and K represent the input of labor and capital,
respectively, and U and V are respectively expressed as fixed labor and capital production technical
coefficients, which respectively represent the fixed needs required to produce a unit of product.
Labor input and capital input. This production function indicates that the yield Q depends on the
smaller of the two ratios L/U and K/V, and even if one of the scale values is large, the yield is not
increased. Here, the production of Q is assumed to be in accordance with a fixed ratio between L
and K. When the quantity of one factor of production cannot be changed, the amount of another
factor of production is more than that, and the yield cannot be increased. It should be pointed out
that in this production function, it is generally assumed that the production factor input quantity L
and K satisfy the minimum factor input combination requirement, so there are:
𝐿 𝐾
=
𝑈 𝑉
The Constant Elasticity Of Substitution is used in the labor production function to produce the
total labor force through the input of labor type ((Labor type1….Labor type o)). After obtaining
sufficient labor factors, the output of the factors is obtained in the CES production function that is
input to the main elements together with the land elements and capital elements. In addition to the
elements, the materials required for production activities are processed from raw materials from
Q=
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domestic or foreign sources, and the output from raw materials to finished products is calculated
using the production function of CES. The main production factors and production materials
obtained are invested in the Leontief production function to obtain the final output as the Activity
Level. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1,
Activity Level

Leontief

Primary

Good G

Good 1

Factors

CES

CES

CES

Domestic

Domestic

Domestic

Domestic

Good 1

Good 1

Good G

Good G

Land

Labor

Capital

CES

Labor
Type1

Labor
Type2

up to

Labor
Type O

Figure 1 Production function and production activity module

The most important is that, the model has some suppose:
(1) In each industry:
Output=function of inputs
Output=F(inputs)=F (Labor, Capital, Land, domestic goods)
(2) Separability assumptions simplify the production structure:
Output=F(inputs)=F (Primary factor composite, Composite goods)
Where:
Primary factor composite = CES (Labor, Capital, Land)
Labor = CES (Various skill grades)
Composite good (i) = CES (domestic good(i), imported good(i))
(3) All industries share common production structure.
But: Input proportions and behavioral parameters vary.
Nesting is like staged decisions:
First decide how much leather to use—based on output.
Then decide import/domestic proportions, depending on the relative prices of local and foreign
goods.
3.2 Tax function module
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The tax database includes basic tax data for five aspects, Taxes on intermediate (V1TAX) for
taxes, Taxes on investment (V2TAX) for taxation, Taxes on households (V3TAX) for household
consumption, and exports. Taxes on export (V4TAX) and taxation on government procurement
Taxes on government (V5TAX).
The most important tax module is 7 exogenous tax variables and 6 endogenous tax variables.
Among them,f1tax_csi means change in powers of taxes on intermediate usage;f2tax_csi, means
change in powers of taxes on investment;f3tax_cs means change in powers of taxes on household
usage;f4tax_ntrad means change in powers of tax on household usage;f4tax_ntrad means change in
powers of taxer on nontraditional exports;f4tax_trad means change in powers of taxes on traditional
exports;f5tax_cs means change in powers of taxes on government;f0tax_s means general sales tax
shifter.
And we can solve other six endogenous variables with these seven exogenous variables.
a. Power of tax on sales to intermediate (t1):
t1 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f1tax_csi；
b. Power of tax on sales to investment (t2):
t2 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f2tax_csi；
c. Power of tax on sales to households (t3):
t3 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f3tax_csi；
d. Power of tax on sales to individual exports (t4):
t4 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f4tax_trad
e. Power of tax on sales to collective exports (tn4):
tn4 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f4tax_ntrad
f. Power of tax on sales to government (t5):
t5 = 𝑓0𝑡𝑎𝑥_𝑠 + f5tax_cs
When simulating tax policies, the corresponding variables need to be shocked.
3.3 Macroeconomic Accounting Module
The macroeconomic module mainly consists of three parts: international trade, national
economy and employment fluctuations.
International trade section, including Export volume（x4tot）、Import volume CIF(x0cif_c)、
Exports price index(p4tot)、Real devaluation(p0realdev)、Terms of trade(p0toft) and Change in
aggregate tariff revenue(delV0tar_c).
National economy, including Real GDP(x0gdpexp) 、 Aggregate capital stock(x1cap_i) 、
Absorption price index(p0gne)、GDP price index(p0gepexp)、CPI(p3tot) and Contribution of BOT
to real GDP(contBOT).
Employment section, including Aggregate employment(employ_i) 、 Average nominal
wage(p1ab_io) and Average real wage(realwage).
3.4 Market Equilibrium and Closed Rule Selection
Because in the long run there are technological advances, industrial transformation and
upgrading, and the promotion of clean energy use, there are too many uncertainties. Adding these
variables will make the prediction of the model deviate more from the real situation, so this paper
chooses to simulate the climate change. And the short-term equilibrium under the impact of energy
policy, and analyze and forecast economic fluctuations and industry shocks.
When choosing the closing rule, the rate of control technology is unchanged, the capital of
important production factors, land and real wages are exogenous variables, and the constituent
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variables that control the final tax changes (such as f0tax_s and f1tax_csi, etc.) are exogenous
variables, commodity prices, employment. Rate, GDP, and trade balance are endogenous variables
determined by exogenous variables.
4 scenario simulation analysis
In order to fully analyze the impact of climate change and energy policy on China's economy,
this paper sets two scenarios, including four simulations. Scenario 1 is the first simulation that
simulates the impact of extreme weather damage to the energy infrastructure, as evidenced by the
depreciation of the fixed capital stock of the energy industry. Scenario 2 is for the government to
cope with climate change, accelerate the transition of the energy industry to clean energy, and levy
taxes on high-pollution energy industries. The scenario includes three simulations to increase the
tax base for all energy products; to increase the taxation of energy products to consumers and to
increase producer taxation.
4.1 Scenario 1: Climate change damages energy sector facilities
The energy industry is a capital-intensive industry. It relies on a large number of fixed assets,
ie energy equipment, to produce energy products. Climate change will accelerate the aging of energy
equipment and accelerate equipment wear, making the capital stock of the energy industry change
due to climate change such as cold wave and drought. Invasion and depreciation accelerated. This
paper simulates the climate change that has caused the energy industry's capital stock to be deprived
by 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% in extreme cases, thus analyzing China's macroeconomic fluctuations,
as shown in the following table:
Table 1 Impact of climate change impact energy sector on macroeconomic variables
Description

Capital Shock
10%

20%

30%

40%

Export volume

x4tot

-1.34

-2.67

-4.01

-5.35

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

0.66

1.31

1.97

2.62

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.44

-0.88

-1.32

-1.77

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

-0.79

-1.58

-2.37

-3.16

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.26

-0.52

-0.79

-1.05

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.2

0.41

0.61

0.81

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

0.26

0.53

0.79

1.06

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.25

0.5

0.76

1.01

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.35

-0.69

-1.04

-1.39

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

0.64

1.27

1.91

2.54

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.44

-0.88

-1.32

-1.77

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.33

0.67

1.00

1.34

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

60.82

121.64

182.46

243.27

(BOT means Balance of Trade)
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It can be seen from the table that as the impact of climate change increases, macroeconomic
variables change proportionally. Therefore, only 10% of climate change shocks need to be analyzed
to understand the most affected macroeconomic variables.
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is export. Under the impact of 10% climate
change, the export volume decreased by 1.34%, followed by the import volume, and the import
volume of energy products increased by 0.66%. Although the terms of trade index (p0toft) rose by
0.33, which means that a commodity can be exchanged for more imports, but due to the shortage of
energy products in China, the price rises, the currency appreciates, the export volume decreases, and
the trade balance is against real GDP. The contribution (contBOT) actually decreased, by 0.44. In
the national economy module, the biggest impact is the total capital stock, and the 10% climate
change shock has produced a chain reaction, which has reduced the national capital stock by 0.79%.
This has also led to an increase in the average capital rent. 0.64%. Second, real GDP fell by 0.44%.
In the employment module, nominal wages and real wages did not change due to wage rigidity, but
the employment rate fell by 0.26%.
It can be seen that due to the decline in the capital stock of key elements of the energy industry,
the reduction of output of energy products and the reduction of the national capital stock have caused
the prices of energy products to rise, exports to decrease, and imports to increase, which has affected
The trade balance thus reduced real GDP, and employment was affected and declined as a result of
the economic downturn.
4.2 Scenario 2: Taxation on energy products in the energy sector
In 2017 and 2018, the National Development and Reform Commission of China issued the
"Opinions on Doing a Good Job in Resolving the Excessive Capacity of the Iron and Steel Industry
in 2017 to Realize the Development of the Depletion", "Opinions on Promoting the Structural
Reform of the Supply Side and Preventing the Overcapacity of Coal-fired Power Generation" The
“Notice on Doing a Good Job in Resolving Excess Capacity in Key Fields in 2018” and other
documents will continue to deepen supply-side structural reforms and accelerate energy
transformation.
The collection of energy taxes is an important policy tool for achieving energy conservation
and emission reduction and promoting sustainable economic development. On the one hand, the
government can obtain fiscal revenue, on the other hand, it can accelerate the transformation of
traditional energy companies into the clean energy industry. Therefore, this paper simulates the tax
base for the energy tax imposed on consumers and the energy tax imposed on producers, as well as
the taxation of products produced by the energy sector, that is, three taxes on any energy-using sector.
Simulate and compare and evaluate the effects of different policies based on macroeconomic
fluctuations and impacts on related industries.
4.2.1 Increase the tax base for the collection of products produced by the energy sector
Raising the tax base of products produced by the energy sector, that is, paying more taxes for
any industry that uses energy products, that is, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of the f0tax_s in the model,
Fully analyze the impact of different energy tax rates on the macro economy. Specifically, as shown
in Table 2,
Table 2: Raising the tax base of products produced by the energy sector

Description
Export volume

Variable
x4tot

Tax Shock 1
5%

10%

15%

20%

-2.20

-4.40

-6.60

-8.8
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Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

-0.22

-0.43

-0.65

-0.87

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.50

-1.00

-1.50

-2.00

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.88

-1.77

-2.65

-3.54

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.32

0.63

0.95

1.26

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

-0.10

-0.19

-0.29

-0.38

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.32

0.63

0.95

1.27

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.64

-1.29

-1.93

-2.58

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-2.45

-4.90

-7.35

-9.79

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.50

-1.00

-1.50

-2.00

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.55

1.10

1.65

2.20

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-47.62

-95.23

-142.85

-190.47

(BOT means Balance of Trade)

As can be seen from the figure, as the taxation intensity increases, the macroeconomic variables
also change proportionally. Therefore, this paper only analyzes the macroeconomic fluctuations
under the 10% tax rate.
In the international trade module, the biggest impact is export. Under the 10% tax rate, the
export volume has dropped by 4.4%, followed by the exchange rate, and China's national currency
has appreciated by 1.29%. The import of energy products was then reduced by 0.43%. As imports
and exports are decreasing and exports are decreasing more, the contribution of trade to GDP is
reduced by 1%. In the national economy module, the biggest impact is the average capital rent. The
high tax rate reduces the demand for energy products, resulting in a 4.9% drop in the average capital
rent across the country. Second, real GDP fell by 1%. In the employment module, there was no
change in nominal wages and real wages due to wage rigidity, but the employment rate fell by 1.77%.
It can be seen that due to the overall increase in the tax rate of energy products, the production
and consumption of energy products have declined significantly, resulting in a simultaneous decline
in exports and imports. At the same time, the production of capital-intensive energy industries has
shrunk, causing national The price of capital has fallen. Eventually, the country’s real GDP fell,
causing a drop in employment.
4.2.2 Taxation on consumers
Adding taxes on energy products to consumers, that is, for consumers who use energy products,
mainly households have to pay more taxes, that is, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of f3tax_cs in the model.
Impact, fully analyze the energy tax rate at different consumer segments, causing macroeconomic
fluctuations. Specifically, as shown in Table 3,
Table 3 Macroeconomic fluctuations of energy tax on consumers
Description
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Variable

Tax Shock 2
5%

10%

15%

20%

Export volume

x4tot

-0.14

-0.27

-0.41

-0.54

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

-0.02

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.03

-0.06

-0.10

-0.13
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Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.06

-0.12

-0.17

-0.23

Absorption price index*

p0gne

-0.04

-0.09

-0.13

-0.18

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

-0.04

-0.09

-0.13

-0.17

CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

-0.10

-0.21

-0.31

-0.42

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.10

-0.19

-0.29

-0.39

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-0.15

-0.31

-0.46

-0.62

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.03

-0.06

-0.10

-0.13

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.03

0.07

0.10

0.14

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-15.31

-30.62

-45.92

-61.23

(BOT means Balance of Trade)

In the international trade module, the biggest impact is still exports. At the 10% tax rate, the
export volume has dropped by 0.27%, but the export volume has decreased less than the tax on all
energy products. Secondly, the decline in the price of export products fell by 0.21%. This is because
the energy tax imposed on consumers has reduced demand and domestic energy prices have fallen.
This is also reflected in the decline in export prices, but the reduction in energy supply has finally
decreased. Export. Then there is the exchange rate. As exports are more than imported, the national
currency has appreciated by 0.19%. The contribution of trade to GDP was reduced by 0.06%. In the
national economy module, the biggest impact on the average capital rent, the national average
capital rent has dropped by 0.31%. Second, real GDP fell by 0.06%. In the employment module,
there was no change in nominal wages and real wages, but the employment rate fell by 0.12%.
According to the above analysis, the tax rate of the energy product consumption segment under
the same tax rate has less impact on the macro economy than the taxation base point for improving
energy products.
4.2.3 Taxation on producers
Adding energy product tax to producers, that is, the producers of energy products, mainly the
energy industry, that is, the impact of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% on the model f1tax_cs, fully analyzing
the different supply end The energy tax rate causes macroeconomic fluctuations. Specifically, as
shown in Table 4,
Table 4 Macroeconomic fluctuations of energy taxes imposed on producers
Description

Variable

Tax Shock 3
5%

10%

15%

20%

Export volume

x4tot

-1.63

-3.27

-4.90

-6.54

Import volume CIF

x0cif_c

0.19

0.37

0.56

0.74

Real GDP

x0gdpexp

-0.43

-0.86

-1.30

-1.73

Aggregate capital stock

x1cap_i

0

0

0

0

Aggregate employment

employ_i

-0.79

-1.57

-2.36

-3.14

Absorption price index*

p0gne

0.38

0.75

1.13

1.50

GDP price index

p0gdpexp

0.43

0.86

1.29

1.73
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CPI

p3tot

0

0

0

0

Export price index

p4tot

0.15

0.30

0.45

0.60

Real devaluation*

p0realdev

-0.69

-1.38

-2.07

-2.76

Average nominal wage

p1lab_io

0

0

0

0

Average capital rental

p1cap_i

-2.18

-4.37

-6.55

-8.74

Average real wage

realwage

0

0

0

0

Contribution of BOT to real GDP

contBOT

-0.43

-0.86

-1.30

-1.73

Terms of trade*

p0toft

0.41

0.82

1.23

1.63

Change in aggregate tariff revenue

delV0tar_c

-7.69

-15.38

-23.08

-30.77

(BOT means Balance of Trade)

In the international trade module, the biggest impact is still exports. At the 10% tax rate, the
export volume has dropped by 3.27%. Secondly, the change of currency exchange rate has caused
the Chinese currency to appreciate by 1.38% due to the sharp drop in export volume. There was no
significant change in demand reduction, which led to an increase of 0.37% in imports. The
contribution of trade to GDP fell by 0.86%. In the national economy module, the biggest impact on
the average capital rent, the national average capital rents fell by 4.37%. Second, real GDP fell by
0.86%. In the employment module, there was no change in nominal wages and real wages, but the
employment rate fell by 1.57%.
According to the above analysis, the increase in the energy product tax rate on the supply side
has led to a significant decline in the production of energy products. However, due to the lack of a
significant decline in demand in the short term, the decline in exports and the rise in imports have
occurred, but the decline in exports has become more pronounced. As a result, trade imbalances led
to currency appreciation, which ultimately led to a decline in real GDP and a decline in employment.
4.3 Impact of different policies on energy-related industries
Through the above analysis, it can be known that raising the tax base of energy products has the
greatest impact on the macro economy, and the export volume, real GDP, and employment rate have
been greatly affected; while the taxation of the consumer side is macroeconomic. The impact is
minimal. Next, we will analyze the relevant industries and comprehensively analyze the effects of
the policies.
4.3.1 Analysis of related industry relations
Before analyzing the impact of policies on related industries, we must first clarify what the related
industries of the energy industry are and how relevant they are. This paper analyzes the investment
in the production of products produced by the energy sector and the use of the products.

Figure 2 Coal related industry analysis (digital units are million dollars)
In the chart, it can be seen that Coal is the most closely related to the upstream industry and its
downstream industry. The Elec Gas Water industry has 14,000 raw materials from coal, followed
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by Iron Steel (4000) and chemistry. Products Chemicals (3000), nonmetallic minerals Nonmetallic
minerals (2500) and petroleum coke industry Petrol Coke (2000).

Figure 3 OilGas associated industry analysis (digital units million dollars)
It can be seen from the figure that the main demand industries in the petroleum industry are
the petroleum coke industry (Petrol Coke) and the chemical industry (Chemicals). Among them, the
demand for petroleum products in the petroleum coke industry is 30,000. The demand for the
petroleum industry in the chemical industry is 3,000.

Figure 4 Petrol Cole associated industry analysis (digital units million dollars)
It can be seen from the figure that the industries that have great demand for the petroleum coke
industry are transportation industry, construction industry, chemical industry, steel industry and
electric water industry. The transportation industry has the largest demand for petroleum coke,
accounting for 16,500, followed by the construction industry and the chemical industry with demand
of 7,500 and 7000 respectively. Again, the steel industry and the electricity, gas and water sectors
demand 5,500 and 4500 respectively.

Figure 4 Petrol Cole associated industry analysis (digital units million dollars)
As can be seen from the above figure, the steel industry itself, the construction industry, the
machinery industry and the electronic equipment industry are in great demand for the steel industry.
The steel industry has the largest demand, with a demand for steel products of 46,500, followed by
the construction industry with a demand of 2,200, and finally the machinery and electronics
industries with demand of 2,500 and 1,200 respectively.
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In summary, it can be seen that the energy industry sector consisting of coal, petroleum gas,
petroleum coke and steel, and other industries closely related to it include electrical water, chemical
products, non-metallic materials, transportation industry, construction industry, machinery industry
and electronic equipment. industry.
4.3.2 Analysis of the impact of different policies on the industry
According to the above chart, it can be found that the macro-variables are basically
proportional to the increase in the tax threshold. Therefore, in order to save space, this paper chooses
to improve the taxation of 10%, which can explain that the problem is enough to reflect the
difference in tax effect. In order to fully explain the changes in demand of energy products in
domestic and foreign markets under different policies, this paper chooses The Fan Decomposition
in terms of analysis methods.
The Fan decomposition variable shows how the change in demand for a locally-produced
commodity, say, Coal, may be divided between:
·Local market effect: Change in non-export demand for Coal domestic plus imported;
·Domestic share effect: Change in dom/imp ratio for Coal demand.
·Export effect: Change in demand for Coal export.
1. Increase the tax base for the products produced by the energy sector
For the energy-related industries, namely, the energy industry sectors consisting of coal,
petroleum gas, petroleum coke and steel, and other industries closely related to them, such as electric
water, chemical products, non-metallic materials, etc., the results are as follows: As shown,
Table 5 Fan decomposition table of energy industry related products that raise tax base points
Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-1.95

0.01

-1.36

-3.31

OilGas

-3.62

2.59

-0.57

-1.59

PetrolCoke

-1.76

-0.35

-2.15

-4.26

Chemicals

-0.85

-0.18

-0.23

-1.26

NonMetMin

-0.66

-0.08

-0.4

-1.14

IronSteel

-2.69

-0.41

-3.37

-6.46

Machinery

-1.54

-0.63

-0.82

-2.99

ElecEquip

-0.44

-0.08

-0.6

-1.12

ElecGasWater

-1.45

0.02

0.01

-1.43

Construction

0.14

-0.01

0

0.12

Transport

-1.33

-0.03

-0.16

-1.52

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, the consumption of LPG is the
most declining, consumption is reduced by 3.6%, followed by consumption of steel, down by 2.69%.
Coal, petroleum coke, machinery and electrical water have all declined accordingly. The least
declining consumption is electronic equipment. The only increase in consumption is transportation.
Among the demand ratios of domestic goods and imports, most of the goods showed a decline,
while the demand ratio of domestic products and imports of LPG increased significantly, indicating
that when demand fell, the nationals were more dependent on domestic LPG products. Commodities
with a significant decline in demand for domestic products relative to imports are Machinery and
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Iron Steel and Petrol Coke. Among export demand, the export demand of the steel industry fell by
a maximum of 3.37%, followed by a decrease of 2.15% in petroleum coke exports and a decrease
of 1.36% in the export of coal.
Overall, demand in the steel industry fell by up to 6.46%, followed by demand for LPG and
petroleum coke products, which fell by 4.26% and 3.31% respectively. The most declining demand
for energy-related industries was Machinery, which fell by 2.99%. The least affected is Construction,
which not only did not drop in demand, but rose slightly by 0.12%.
2. Taxation on consumers
After the energy product tax is imposed on consumers, the demand changes in the energy
industry and its related industries are shown in the table below.
Table 6: Fan decomposition table for consumers to levy tax on related products in the energy
industry
Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-0.36

0

0.01

-0.35

OilGas

-0.17

0.07

0.02

-0.08

PetrolCoke

-0.17

0.01

0.01

-0.16

Chemicals

-0.06

-0.01

-0.02

-0.09

NonMetMin

-0.03

0

-0.03

-0.06

IronSteel

-0.2

-0.01

0

-0.21

Machinery

-0.06

-0.02

-0.03

-0.11

ElecEquip

-0.03

0

-0.07

-0.1

ElecGasWater

-0.06

0

0

-0.06

Construction

0

0

0

0

-0.07

0

-0.01

-0.08

Transport

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, coal consumption is the most
declining, consumption is reduced by 0.36%, followed by changes in steel consumption demand,
down by 0.2%. LPG, petroleum coke, transportation, chemicals and machinery all declined
accordingly, with decreases of 0.17%, 0.17%, 0.07%, 0.06% and 0.06%, respectively. The least
decline in domestic consumption is in the construction industry. There are no products with rising
consumer demand. Among the domestic demand for imported goods and imports, most of the
changes in commodities are small, and the proportion of LPG, which has the largest increase in the
demand for domestic products and imports, is only 0.07%, indicating that when the cost of
purchasing energy products becomes higher, the nationals have domestic energy. The degree of
dependence of products and foreign energy sources is similar. In the export demand, the extent of
the change is also small, and the export demand for electronic products is reduced by up to 0.07%.
Overall, demand for coal industry products fell by as much as 0.35%, followed by steel and
petroleum coke products, which fell by 0.21% and 0.16% respectively. The largest drop in demand
for energy-related industries was Machinery, which fell by 0.11%. The least affected is Construction,
and the demand change is almost zero.
3. Taxes on producers
After the energy product tax is imposed on consumers, the demand changes in the energy industry
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and its related industries are shown in the table below.
Table 7: Fan decomposition table for producers to levy taxes on energy industry related products
Fandecomp

1 LocalMarket

2 DomShare

3 Export

4 Total

Coal

-1.34

-0.01

-0.14

-1.48

OilGas

-2.46

1.19

0.34

-0.93

PetrolCoke

-1.4

-0.57

-0.88

-2.85

Chemicals

-0.93

-0.26

-0.32

-1.51

NonMetMin

-0.59

-0.1

-0.53

-1.21

IronSteel

-1.87

-0.64

-1.18

-3.69

Machinery

-1.37

-0.8

-1.01

-3.18

ElecEquip

-0.49

-0.11

-0.78

-1.38

ElecGasWater

-1.21

-0.05

-0.02

-1.28

Construction

0.09

-0.02

-0.01

0.06

Transport

-1.1

-0.04

-0.28

-1.42

As can be seen from the above table, in domestic consumption, the consumption of LPG is the
most declining, consumption is reduced by 2.46%, followed by the change in demand for steel,
which is down by 1.87%. Petroleum coke, machinery, coal, electrical water, and transportation all
declined accordingly, with declines of 1.4%, 1.37%, 1.34%, 1.21%, and 1.1%, respectively. The
least affected domestic consumption was in the construction industry, with demand rising slightly
by 0.09%. Among the domestic demand for imported goods and imports, the proportion of most
commodities has declined. Only the proportion of LPG has increased by 1.19%, indicating the
degree of national dependence on domestic LPG when the cost of producing energy products
becomes higher. higher. Among the products with a decreasing proportion, the demand for steel and
petroleum coke products declined the most, at 0.64% and 0.57%. In export demand, exports of steel,
petroleum coke and electronics fell by as much as 1.18%, 0.88% and 0.78%, respectively.
Overall, demand for steel, machinery and petroleum coke fell by up to 3.69%, 3.18% and
2.85%, followed by demand for chemicals, coal and transportation, which fell by 1.51% and 1.48%
and 1.42% respectively. The least affected is Construction, and demand has only dropped by 0.01%.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
This paper constructs the CGE energy-economic system model, which simulates the
macroeconomic fluctuations caused by the impact of the energy-economic system in the face of
climate response and the energy tax on different objects and the impact on related industries. From
this we have the following conclusions:
(1) When the climate change accelerates the wear and tear of equipment, causing the capital
stock of the energy industry to be damaged by the cold weather, drought and other climate changes,
causing a chain reaction, the overall capital stock of China will decline, which will make China's
energy products supply a large amount. Decrease, causing an increase in imports of energy products.
The shortage of energy products will also cause China's rising prices, affecting the export of energy
products, and further lead to a decline in real GDP, which will lead to unemployment.
(2) Industries closely related to the energy industries such as coal, petroleum gas, petroleum
coke and steel include electric water, chemical products, non-metallic materials, transportation
industry, construction industry, machinery industry and electronic equipment industry. Among them,
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the construction industry has the strongest resistance to policy shocks, and the changes are small;
the most sensitive industry for policy shocks is the steel industry.
(3) According to the results of the decomposition of the formula, it can be seen that when the
tax rises, the reduction of China's LPG, coal and steel exports is greater than the decrease of imports,
but the domestic demand for these products is relatively higher than that of imports. This shows that
China is a major exporter of LPG, coal and steel, and domestic dependence on these industries is
relatively large.
(4) In the policy effect, raising the tax threshold for energy products has a dramatic impact on
the energy industry and the macro economy. On the one hand, the demand and production of
traditional energy industries such as coal and steel have dropped significantly. But the blow to real
GDP and employment is also huge. The tax on energy tax for consumers is very small for the macro
economy and the energy industry, because China's excessive energy products can be exported, and
China itself is a big country in the export of energy products. Therefore, for the industry itself and
the macro economy, the effect of levying an energy tax on consumers is not significant. The taxation
of energy taxes on producers has caused a certain impact on the economy, but it is also significant
in reducing the production and demand of the traditional energy industry. Therefore, the effect of
levying an energy tax on the supply side is better, which is also related to China’s energy. The policy
of supply-side reform in the industry is consistent.
Inadequacies, due to the availability of data, this paper only analyzes the equilibrium analysis
of the energy tax policy on the economy and the industry, but does not analyze the process of
achieving equilibrium. In the next study, the data will be improved and dynamic. Analysis of CGE
models.
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Urban Planning and Sustainable Development, Conceptual and
Management Issues in Nigeria

Abstract
Urban areas in historic cities resemble a living organism that evolves in parallel to social
transformation processes, shaping the material substrate that expresses identity and collective
memory.In the twenty-first century, exponential population growth, globalization and the
information society have resulted in many of these socio-economic processes accelerating, with
consequences that we are not yet able to discern in their entirety. In this context, cities need to
adapt to the general dynamics of urban development by incorporating the environmental,
economic and social aspects of the "sustainability paradigm". With good planning, urban
heritage is a key sustainable resource that needs promoting as part of the existing territorial
competitiveness in a scenario marked by an increase in rivalry between cities. This requires the
development of a conceptual framework that, based on a global, holistic and integrative
approach, covers equity and social justice, respect for human rights, the gender
perspective,public health and environmental quality, among other aspects. In this sense, the
purpose of this paper is to study the concept of landscape applied to urban planning in greater
depth, paying special attention to the analysis of the notion of Historic Urban Landscapes from a
critical point of view, since the economic pressures arising from the reality of today's globalized
world pose a serious threat that hinders their custody and protection, complicating this new
comprehensive approach: how to bring this new systemic and transversal concept to the current
regulatory framework in order to achieve real legal protection and effective governance models
in urban areas? What should be the acceptable limits to ensure that "managing this change" does
not result in public spaces being at the service of the interests of financial capitalism? These,
along with many other questions, make the work of the professionals in charge of urban
conservation more challenging in their aim to establish a sustainable dialogue to clear the
complex equation between historical city and development. With a view to try to answer these
and other questions, this paper sets out need to design comprehensive urban policy and
legislative frameworks coordinated, and sets out proposals regarding the development of
acceptable change limitation methods and indicators, and the application of the concept of buffer
zones to the conservation of urban heritage that can become the basis for urban management
policies and models.
1.0 Introduction
There have been diverse growth and developmental issues in recent times across the globe. In a
Report on of the World Cities" the United Nations-Habitat (2007) notes that majority of the worlds
people now live in cities.the report further indicates that almost a billion people already live in slum
conditions around the world and that slums are growing dramatically within
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the world's poorest cities, particularly, in Sub-Sahara Africa and Asia. Ogunleye (2005) buttressed
this from his own study that between 2001 and 2002, the world's urban population had increased
by nearly one and a half percent of the total population. This
urban growth explosion occurred majorly in the East Asia and Pacific region. In Sub -Sahara Africa,
which is in largely rural - with only 32 percent of the population living in the urban areas,there is a
very high urban growth rate up to four percent.
According to UN, (1995) between 1990 and 1992, Africa and Asia recorded urban growth of 4.9%
and 4.2%, respectively, whereas, urban growth rate rate in Europe and North America in this period
was only 0.7% and 1.0%, respectively. From this report, United Nations projected that 61% of the
world population will be urban by 2030 and over half the population in Africa will be urban by
2020 (UN, 2004; Ajala,2005; Orimogunje et, al, 2009: 53). This phenomenal growth anticipated for the
cities has been attributed to the incidence of globalization,industrialization and population explosion
(Jiboye, 2005; Osasona et al,2007).
Increasing population explosions, massive rural-urban migration and urbanization process in the
developing countries, global economic integration, increased international trade, capital flows,
telecommunication, new waves of technologies, and shifts in the comparative advantage of production
continue to play a central role in integrating major urban centers and shaping the spatial organization
of the cities (Jiboye, 2005). In this case, most African countries need to be proactive about this in
their urban centres but with the rapid rate of uncontrolled and un unplanned urbanization,this has brought
about severe environment problems such as pollution,congestion,squalor,homelesssness and a generally
poor degrading situation.

Nigeria with a current population figure above 180 million people- the highest in sub sahara
Africa is also experiencing rapid urbanization. (Ajanlekoko,2001,NPC, 2006).The country has
one of the highest urban growth rates in the world,with its cities ranking among the fastest
growing in the world.Growing at the rate of around 5.5 percent annually from 1980 to 1993,and
more recently has increased to the rate of 5.8 percent which has resulted in total urban population
of 62.66million people (or 43percent of the National population).By projection, this proportion is
expected to increase to more than 60percent by 2025 (UN,2007).In as much as one will canvass
for economic growth in the ones nation,the goverment should be prepared and plan to absord the
challenges as well.However ,it has been established that the degrading condition of the cities
environment in most developing nations affects both economic and national development
(Ogunlewe,2005).In reality, most Nigerian citiies have not been able to resolve the problems of
urban growth and development.Rather than improving,the urban areas they continue to
experience a more patheetic situation in theri physical and environment conditions Jiboye
,(2009). Indeed,going by a UN- Habitat (2006) report,housing related infrastructure has not been
given much priority in most developing countries until quite recently.this developmental
challenge thus calls for a reappraisal all concerned stakeholders. The study aims to identify and
evaluate the growth issues in Nigeria by examining issues of urban growth; causes and consequences
of environmental
degradation in Nigeria.
2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Urban Growth Issues in Nigeria
City centres such as Lagos, Kano,Ibadan, Cairo, Johannesburg and Addis Ababa, have grown to
become large metropolitan urban areas , this means that urbanisation has been on in Africa
too. In Nigeria, available report shows that urban population has been growing at alarming rate of
about 47 percent as at 2003 (UN, 2004; Ajala, 2005).Unfortunately, cities in African
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countries grow without incorporating element of physical planning. Adediran, (2007) opined that
Nigeria did not have regulatory standard to guide planning of building and development. Jiboye (2005)
made it known that the forces of urbanization and industrialization have brought changes in
production activities,thus resulting in explosive demographic changes with growth rates ranging
between 6% and 12% per annum Various theories have been used to explain the spread of urban
areas. The three major theories are: Concentric Growth Zone Hypothesis (Burgess,1925) theorized
that there are five Calabar concentric zones in a city, which were determined by the spatial
competition.They include: Central Business District (CBD); the transition zone consisting of
residential buildings with business environment. and light manufacturing; working class zone where
labourers in nearby factories reside; high income residential zone (residential districts); and the
commuters zone which is the outlying suburban areas. Sector Theory 1939) is a critique of the
concentric hypothesis.hoyt proposed that spatial competition is not the only source of the citys
growth;other factors like prestigious location,social kinship and affinity also play important roles.Thus
the cities grow in sectors rather than in concentric zones.Multiple nucleii theory advanced by Harriss and
Ullman (1945).it urges that there are distinctives districts where activites are concentrated.While the
concentric zones hypothesis proposed that cities growin zones from the centre outwards,the multiple
nuclei theory proposes that these are not necessarily zones,but that similar activities are grouped together
in certain distrists.However,urban centres do not follow a particular growth theory.
..

The effect of oil boom in Nigeria in the 70s spurred rapid growth and urbarnization in major
cities in the country.Metz(1991) in hin study indicated that Nigeria became increasingly
urbanised and urban oriented society after thee discovery of oil.this has also led to the urban
sprawl;people moving from rural areas to the urban centres because of the avalability of
infrastructural facilities in the urban centres.
Lagos,Port Harcourt,Ibadan and Calabar grew very rapidly as commercial and adminstratives
centres in Nigeria.However, a dominant urban features common to them is the degrading state of
the physical environment.lack of well planned growth pattern that comes with urbanization
process is likely one of the diverse environmetal problems in these cities (Jiboye 2005).There
will be ttoo much presure on the urban facilities and sercives like housing,education,public
health and generally a decent living environment. Considering the need for sustainable
development and the challenges posed by the diverse environmental problems associated with
urbanization process in Nigeria,urgent effort is required to control the rate at which urban
population and the spread of cities increaces;effort is also required to control the decline in the
quality of urban structure as well as that of overall standard of living of the people in Nigeria.
2.2 Environmental Degradation:
Causes and Consequences
The interaction between human and environment propelled different types of human related activities
and if not properly managed could translate into environmental problems.Omisore and Akande
(2003) opined that the fall in quality condition and integrity of the mismanagement of human and the
environment results in "environmental degradation".It can can be inferred from this that the
overexploration of the available resources in the environment could resort to environment
degradation.This could be as a results of differnt factors including rapid urbanization due to
overpopulation,accelerated industrialization,unplanned and uncondinated physical development resulting
from poor urban management and ineffective control policies,insufficient urban infrastructures such as
housing and efficient transportation system to cater for the population upsurge.A World bank report
(1995) also buttressed this by indicating that technological advancement and economic development are
factors whick also cause environment degradation.The effects of this environmental problems exist in
different forms such as druoght,desertification,deforestation,flood and erosion,pollution,housing
congestion leading to slum and unsanity situation,loss of bio diversity and all forms of deplorable
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physical conditions.The resultant effect of these problems has adverse socio-economic,cultural and
environmental consequence on the wellbeing of the people and the physical developments of any
Nation(Jiboye 2003).Omisore and Akande (2003) from their own study,affirmed that environmental
degradation also has effects of human health,welfare as well as the overall quality of a community
environment.
At the urban level,environment problems affect the urban poor disproportionnatelyy because of poor
quality and overcrowded housing and the inadequate in the provision water,sanitation,drainage,health care
and garbage collection.The urban poor also often live in environmenttally unsafe areas,such as polluted
sites near solid waste dumps,open drains and sewers and near industrial sites (see plates 1-3). Though the
impacts of climate change on the urban poor have not been fully studied, this is emerging as an area of
increasing concern as they may further exacerbate the risks of negative environmental effects for the
urban poor through sea level rise, warming temperatures, uncertain effects on ecosystems, and
increased variability and volatility in weather patterns (Baker, 2008).

Plate 1: A typical urban slum situation in Ajegunle Lagos, Nigeria.
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Plate 2: An unsightly drainage channel used as refuse dumps in the core of Ibadan, Nigeria.
(Source: Laurent Fourchard)

Plate 3: A chaotic urban housing situation in Ibadan, Nigeria

2.4 Sustainable Development and
Environmental Sustainability
“Sustainable Development" is a concept that has been in existence even before the turn of the
century. It came into general usage following publication of the 1987 report of the Brundtland
Commission — formally, World Commission on Environment and Development. It is a socioecological process characterized by the fulfillment of human needs while maintaining the quality of
the natural environment indefinitely. According to( Jiboye, 2009) the commission which was set up by
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the United Nations General Assembly defined sustainable development as "development that meets the
needs of the present generation without compromising future generations to meet their own needs"
Since then, several other definitions have been advanced to explain the concept of sustainable
development. The National Affordable Housing Agency of Britain (NAHA,2006) defined it as a
means of ensuring a better quality life for everyone, now and for generations to come.It is the process of
building our communities so that we can live comfortably without consuming all of our resources.This
implies,living in a sustainable way by conserving more of the things we all need to share-this is not just
about consuming resources but includes changing our culture to make conservation away of
life(Mediawiki,2008).
Environmental sustainability consists of both natural and built environment;in which case,the natural
environment serves the purpose of supporting human life and activitie,while the built environment
provides shelter and security for various human activities and also facilitate the activities especially in
towns and cities (Folarin,2003).
Issue of sustainable development has been the main theme of deliberations in many conferences and
summits such as 1992 Rio-de-Janeiros Conference,1996 Istanbul Habitat II summit,2000,New York
MGD Summit and 2002 World summit in Johannesburg,and several others.The issue of environmental
sustainability and sustainable development became part of major global discussions for the first time in
1992,during the United Nation Rio de Janeiro Conference on Environmental and development
(Olarenwaju,2003).
Also,the 1996 Habitat II in instabul brought to the fore the issue of sustainable human settlement and
adequate shelter for all (UN-Habitat,2007).It was at the 2002 World Summit in Johannesburg that
memeber nations further reaffirmed their commitment to the principles and programmes of the Rio
conference on sustainable development (Jiboye and Omoniyi,2010).
Sustainable development has emerge as a new paradigm of development,integrating economic
growth,social development and environmnent protection as interdependent and mutually supportive
elements of long term development.Sustainable development thus emphasizes a participatory, multi
stakeholder approach to policy making and implementation,mobilizing public and private resources for
the development and making use of the knowlegde,skills and energy of all social groups concerned with
the future of the planet and its people(Desai,2002).
2.5 The Need for Sustainable Urban
Environment in Nigeria
While urban growth is rapidly increasing in some places, the urban size is becoming more enlarged
and astonishing in many other parts of the development world.Between 1950 and 1990, there was a
fivefold increase to 1.5 billion in the number of urban residents in developing countries; about 37
percent of the population of the Third World Countries (TWC) now lives in cities. This implies that
the world as at today is now a global village and it has effect on every person directly or indirectly. The
United nations Nations has projected a further tripling of the total to 4.4 billion by 2025, the during
which it is expected that nearly two-thirds of the citizens of the developing world will live in cities.
In the aggregate, cities in the developing world are growing by an estimated 160,000 persons per
day. The number of cities with at least 1 million inhabitants has gone from 31 in 1950 to 180 in the early
1990s and is expected to rise to more than 300 by the end of the century (Gizewski and Homas-Dixon,
1995).
The effect of this phenomenal growth is that a host of intractable problems often accompanies it. A
United Nation's Millennium (2005) project report indicated that about 900 million people are
estimated to live in slum-like conditions characterized by insecure tenure, inadequate housing, and
a lack of access to water or sanitation. The report also indicated that the highest share of slum
dwellers is in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, and this accounted for more than 70 percent of
the urban population in many cities. Both West and East Asia (excluding China) have registered a
rise in the number of slum dwellers since 1990,
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but a slight decline in the proportion.The same phenomenon is occurring in landlocked
developing countries,small island developing states,and Least Developing Countries (LDC)
Furthermore, the report revealed that all developing regions have experienced substantial environmental
degradation over the past decades, which could very well worsen as a result of long-term, man-made
global climate change. Many countries are adversely affected because their natural resuorces base
specifically the forests,fisheries,soil,and water that survive and livilihoods depends on are progressively
degraded and subject to rising levels of pollution.Each year,roughly 15 million hectares of forests are
cleared in developing countries, resulting in increase in vectorr borne diseases,decline in the quantity and
quality of water,increased flood,landslides,and local climate changes.The report concluded that lack of
good data and indicators on the environmental hides the extent to which most developing regions have
suffered extensive environmental degradation over the past decade and are not on track to achieving
environmental sustainability(UNDP,2005)
In Nigeria,the problems of slum formations and urban degenerationg are common occurence in major
cities particularly,in Lagos and Ibadan which are probably among the largest cities in the country(see
plate 1-3).Over the years,these problems have constituted major challenges to sustainable urban
development.Official response to the situation through urban renewal,slum upgrading and outright
clerance has not achieved any success in stimulating any form of sustainability.For instance,the effec t of
Maroko slum clearance in Lagos in the early 1990s has led to several untold hardship and consequent
homelessness experienced by the most of the affected victims (Jiboye and Ogunsakin,1997).In view of
these numerous challenges of urban growth,the need thus arises for a radical approach,using appropiate
policy options towards sustainability of the urban environment in Nigeria.
3.0 Methodology
The Federal Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA) in Nigeria has been saddled with the
responsibility of monitoring, analysing and giving report on the environment as necessary. This body
was formulated prior to the dumping of toxic waste in Koko Village, in Delta State through
decree 58 of 1988 and 5a (amended) of 1992. A law was promulgated following this attack and
this necessitated the establishment of this agency. Federal government promulgated the Harmful
Waste Decree 42 of 1988. Federal Environmental Protection Agency are to enforce the environmental
law, establish environmental plan, education and guidance, proffer strategic environmental
assessment, oversee the waste management system. With this,the institutional arrangement or
mechanism for environmental are protection will be in place.
In order to ascertain the issues and cause involved in environmetal degradation interview was conducted
amongst the staff of Lagos State Environmental Protection Agency (LASEPA) in Lagos Island office,
Nigeria From the interview conducted it was revealed that generally, our people like to abuse the law,
by not repecting other people’s right when it come to issues in general and the environment is not an
exception in this area on the attitude of the populace on non compliance and enforcement of the law. It
was further stated that the problems associated with non-compliance and enforcement of environmental
laws are as follows;
a. Non implementation and nforcement of the laws.
b. Obsolete nature of the laws re quiring major reviews.
c. Inadequate awareness on the avalablity and existence of some o the laws.
d. lack of environmental consciousness.
e. Lack of qualified workforce.
f. Corruption among the top herarchy .
g. Misappropriation of Ecological fund.
h. Lack of Government interest /inadequacy .
i. Lack of database.
j. Poor funding of activities operations.
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k. Economic considerations .
l. Lack of maintenance culture and facilities .
m. Use of internal environmental audits.
n. Dearth of environmental pressure groups .
o. Weak enforcement of existing laws and regulations .
p. Lack of environmental know how and technology.
q. Lack of or inadequate state of the art in-situ instruments for rapid detection of the banned goods
andproducts.
In view of this, all mentioned above are in no small measures affect implementation of environmental
policies, programmes and regulations especially African countries which tend
to slow the pace of awareness campaign to protect and sustain our environment.
The general cliché that ignorance of the law is not an excuse for non-compliance of the environmental
regulation in the world over and the presence of blatant contravention of environmental laws in
Nigeria and other third world countries cannot be over emphasized.

4.0 Suggested Wayout for
Environmental Sustainability

Development under the contemporary paradigm refers to a qualitative improvement in the
standard of living of human beings rather than a quanlitative increase in economic indices;it is
measured in terms relative to the individuals access to economic,social and environmental
factors which are neccessarry to improve his staandard of living.Sustainable development thus
espouse the intrinsic link between socioeconomic,cultural and environment development as well
as the right of the individual to improved living condition in any given society or nation.For
instance,a socially,economically or an environmentally sustainable system should achieve
distridution equity;provide adequate social services including health,education,housing,as well as
functional and livable environment among many others (Jiboye,2009).Nevertheless,the ultimste
challenge of sustainable development strategies is how to integrate all aspect of development
particularly within the socio economic and environment frameworrk towards achieving
'Sustainability".
The need to achieve sustainability of the citues urban environment is centarl to the achievement
of a virile and sustainable nation.Existing urban realitieshave shown that a lot work needs to be
done if Nigeria is to achieve any sustainable development.However,it is been urged that
commitment to sustainable development both for the present and future generation will be
meaningless if collaborative approach is not employed (Oyeshola et al,2009)
Poverty is a major threat to urban growth and development in Nigeria. It can jeopardize the
political stability,social cohesion and environmental balance of our cities, and until it is
tackled decisively, sustainable development will remain a mirage (Olanrewaju, 2003). The need to
ensure sustainability in our cities is imperative and this depends largely on the application of the
principle of sustainable development advocated by the Commission on Environment and
Development - whereby, developmental efforts should not only concentrate on solving present
problems but consider future challenges and needs.As part of its efforts, the United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements with sustainable interest. (UNCHS) while responding to the complex
environmental problems facing the nations also launched the
Sustainable Cities Programmes which aimed at providing municipal planning and management
capacity (Monghtin, 2003). So far, the impact of such programmes on most cities in the
developing nations - particularly in Nigeria is yet to be realized.
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5.0 Recommendation
To achieve sustainable growth requires that all stakeholders have to be actively mobilized towards
ensuring that the following strategies; some of which have been outlined in the UN Millennium
Project (2005), are realizable.
1. For effective governance in cities, most especially in a developing country like Nigeria, there is
need to foster a collaborative partnership between local authorities and communities with the support
the national government. Local Authorities are the city planners, financiers, and providers of
infrastructure services.Their performance depends on goo governance at city level involving civil
society,including communities living in informal settlements, and working with the urban poor as partner
in making cities work,not seeing them as obstacles,as is too often the case today.
2.Goverment on its part should ensure that adequate funds are disposed for shelter provision for
vulnerable group of the urban population.Housing finance policies should integrate the lower income
group by providing easy access to long term loan housing loans with sustainanble interest.Disbursement
of such loans should be done through recognized cooperative union or community groups in other to
encourage self help housing delivery.
3.Existing policies relating to housing and urban development should be reviewed and reinvigorated.It
should be people oriented in other to minimize all possible restrictions on security of tenure,access to land
and cost of construction materials.Efficient land market and sustainable land policies are
indispensable;therefore existing land use decree should be changed to facilitate easy access to land,while
the urban and regional planning lawas of the country should also be reviewed to allow effective slums
upgrading and urban renewal.
4.Urban renewal scheme should embrace a participatory approach when considering such as the only
possible options to slum clerance and rehabilitation.In this regards,the stakeholder should be involved in
the decision and implementation processes.The involvement of community groups leader is very
essential in this regards.Community organization can provide a voice for the urban poor and ensure tthat
ttheir interests are met in slum dwellers have accees to unique information on informal settlements and
they should involved as equal partners from the begining of the planning process.
5.lastly,the environment of rural communities should be integrated anto the developmental process.This
will help in stemming the rate of rural-urban migfration as well as reducing the level of rural
poverty.Above al there is the need for goverment and its agencies to inbibe the right political will and
commitment while formulating and implementing its programmes,Essentially,planning strategy for
housing,infrastructure provision and urban management must take the people its focus.To complement the
upgrading of individual informal settlements,citywide infrastructure annd services need to be extended
and upgraded.In addition,effective regulation of industrial water and air pollution must complement an
urban development strategy to ensure a safe urban environment.Solid waste disposal using well designed
landfills and in some cases,wastewater and sewage treatment also need to be provided.
6.0 Conclusion
This paper notes that the features and occurrence of globalization, industrialization and population
explosion are key factors responsible for spontaneous urban growth rate in major cities of the
developing nations.The implications of such growth are degrading environment,
congestion,homelessness, slum formation,and poor living conditions among most poor urban
residents.The city has been identified as the engine of growth to propel national economic development
(Akhmat & Bochum, 2010); however, such growth within the context of
urbanization should be guided towards improving the environment rather than harming it (Newman,
2002; Jiboye,2009).
This growth according to the concept of "sustainable development" must be sustainable in order to
take care of the present needs without compromising the ability of future generation to meet its own
needs. To achieve this requires collaborative efforts by all those concerned with development. Thus, a
participatory, multi-stakeholders' approach to policy-making and implementation is required in this
regard (Desai, 2002).
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Government on its own part should take holistic approach by embracing and incorporating the
development of rural communities into the sustainable plan agenda in order to reduce the rate of
rural- urban migration as well as the poverty and inequality bedeviling the nations socially, culturally,
and economically. These strategies if put in place, will inevitably stimulate sustainable growth and secure
a qualitative environment that is conducive for the well being of all.
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Abstract
China has been experiencing rapid urbanisation in the past decades. While the urbanisation rate of China reached
58.52% by the end of 2017, and is projected to rise to 60% by 2020 according to the 13th Five-year Plan in China,
the country encounters certain problems during this period. The problems that impact the sustainable development
may include growing pollution and environmental degradation, unbalanced regional development, and unreasonable
urban systems. Given international experiences, these issues are likely to get worse or even outburst in concentrated
form in the coming urbanisation process. Hence, it is of great importance to draw lessons from other countries with
higher urbanisation and development level to provide guidance for sustainable developments. Yet different cities
may have their distinguished characteristics and development patterns. In this way, model cities should be carefully
chosen so as to provide proper instructions for cities of different profiles. In this study, seven city pairs from China
and Europe are selected and their development status is analysed and compared. These city pairs already built
partnerships that appeared working well. Empirically, they are deemed to be good matches subjectively, i.e., these
city pairs possess similar characteristics during their development. To validate this conclusion, we conduct the
analyses and comparison mathematically. For the purpose of analysis and comparison, the quantitative data of those
cities from four domains, namely economy, society, environment and infrastructure, are collected and analysed. In
addition to the data cleansing, the Mann-Whitney U test (a non-parametric test) is applied to identify the similarity
and other interesting patterns among them. The method applied in this study may have the potential of identifying
similar development patterns and trends between cities, and to provide guidance on sustainable development from a
theoretical point of view.
Keywords: Sustainable development, urbanisation, non-parametric test, data analytics

This research was done as part of European Union project "Urban EU-China - Innovation Platform on Sustainable
Urbanisation." This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No. 733571.
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1.

Introduction

The past decades has witnessed a rapid urbanisation in China, with the urbanisation rate increasing annually by
1.37% from 1996 to 2014 (Wei 2018). On the one hand, with the urbanisation rate reaching 58.52% by the end of
2017 that is projected to rise to 60% by 2020 (National People's Congress 2016), the country encounters certain
problems in this period. The problems that impact the sustainable development may include: growing pollution and
environmental degradation, unbalanced regional development, unreasonable urban systems (Guan et al. 2018, Wei
2018, Zhu et al. 2011). On the other hand, as China is slowing down its pace of urbanisation and entering a
transformational stage (see Table 1), the rate and quality of urbanisation are attached equal importance (Wei 2018).
Hence, it is of great importance to draw lessons from other countries with a higher urbanisation and development
level to provide guidance for sustainable developments. Cities in European Union (EU) that exhibit both a high
urbanisation and development level are likely to offer valuable experiences for Chinese cities. Yet different cities
may have distinguished characteristics and development patterns. In this way, model cities should be carefully
chosen so as to provide proper lessons for cities of different profiles.
Table 1. Urbanisation rate in China by period: the growth is slowing down
Period (Five-Year Plan)

Year

Annual average increase of urbanisation rate (%)

9

1996–2000

1.44

10

2001–2005

1.35

11

2006–2010

1.39

12

2011–2013

1.26

Source: China Statistics Yearbook (in previous years) and the Statistical Communiqué of the People’s Republic of
China on the 2013 National Economic and Social Development, drawn by Wei (2018)
In this study, seven city pairs from China and Europe are selected and their development status is analysed and
compared, i.e., Belfast and Shenyang, Dresden and Hangzhou, Leeds and Hangzhou, Manchester and Wuhan,
Manchester and Tianjin, Milan and Shanghai, Nice and Zhanjiang. These city pairs already built partnerships that
appeared working well, e.g., Hangzhou and Leeds have been partner cities since 1987. Empirically, they are deemed
to be good matches subjectively, i.e., these city pairs possess similar characteristics during their development. To
validate this conclusion, we mathematically conduct the analyses and comparisons.
For the purpose of analysis and comparison, quantitative data of those cities from four domains are collected and
analysed, namely economy, society, environment and infrastructure. In addition to the data cleansing, the MannWhitney U test (a non-parametric test) is applied to identify the similarity and other interesting patterns among them.
2.

Research methodology

As Figure 1 shows, the workflow of this research concerns four steps: 1. constructing a sustainable development
indicator system; 2. collecting data; 3. cleansing and processing data; 4. testing and drawing conclusions. Following
are detailed descriptions of the contents of each step.
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Figure 1. Workflow of this research
2.1. Constructing a sustainable development indicator system
Sustainable development indicators (SDI), which reflect key trends in the environment, social systems, economy,
human wellbeing, and quality of life, have been seen as major and effective tools in measuring progress toward
sustainable development goals. Therefore, the selection of them can be of great importance (Shen et al. 2011, Tran
2016). Depending on different possible interpretations or objects of sustainable development, the accessibility of
qualitative and quantitative data, the selection of SDIs may vary from study to study (Tanguay et al. 2010). For this
research, from the point of comprehensiveness and availability, quantitative indicators from the four domains
mentioned above were carefully selected to build up a multi-layer hierarchical sustainable development indicator
system. The SDI system is documented in Table 2.
Table 2. the SDI system
Key Indicators

Indicators

Society


Total population



Population growth rate

Population Structure



Percentage of population aged 15-64

Net Migration



Net migration growth rate



Percentage of population with at least upper secondary
level of educational attainment



Unemployment Rate



Percentage of households’ mean income below 30%
of national average income



Total GDP

Population Growth

Educational Attainment
Unemployment Rate
Poverty Rate
Economy
GDP Growth
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Key Indicators

Indicators


GDP growth rate



GDP per capita



GDP per capita growth rate

GDP Structure



Percentage of GDP gained by tertiary industry

Employment Structure



Percentage of employment working in tertiary industry

Income Structure



Average household income



Total consumer spending



Engel's Coefficient



Total employment



Employment growth rate



Percentage of paved roads area in whole city



Total water supply



Water supply per capita



Rate of water supply connection



Recycling rate of municipal waste



Average download speed



Average upload speed



Percentage of household having broadband



Percentage of green land area in whole city



Area of parks per capita



Waste recovery rate



Industrial solid waste recovery rate



Annual mean daily value of PM2.5



Annual mean daily value of PM10



Percentage of drinkable water



Electricity consumption of whole city



Percentage of renewable energy

GDP per Capita Growth

Consumer Spending structure

Employment Growth

Infrastructure
Roads

Water Supply

Waste Management

Telecommunication

Environment
Green Spaces

Recycling

Air Quality
Water Quality
Energy

2.2. Collecting data
The majority of the collected data originates from the Global City Database by Oxford Economics. It provides
historical and forecasted data for 770 global cities, allowing us to compare the mutual performance of cities by using
completely consistent indicators. The key dimensions of indicators include Gross Domestic Product, labor market,
population, income, consumer spending by product/service and retail sales (see Table 3). Other major data sources
include Open Street Map, statistical yearbooks, authority reports, and other official websites.
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Table 3. Oxford Economics Global Cities 2030 Indicators
Dimensions
Gross Domestic Product

Labour Market

Population

Indicators


Location-based GDP



Gross value added by sector (nominal and real in LCU and US$)



Total Employment



Location-based employment by sector for Agriculture; Industry;
Transport, storage, information and communication services;
Financial and business services; Consumer services; Public
services



Total population



Age groups (0-14, 14-54, 65+)



Births and deaths



Net migration



Total households



Average household size



Household income



Average and Total household personal disposable income (nominal
and real in LCU, US$ and PPP)



Household incomes band from $1,000 to $250,000 (nominal and
real in LCU, US$ and PPP)



Consumer spending by product/service (nominal and real in LCU,
US$ and PPP, by product and total) for: Food and non-alcoholic
beverages; alcoholic beverages, tobacco, and illicit goods; clothing
and footwear; housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels;
household furnishings, household equipment, and other housing
expenditure; health goods and services; transport service and
vehicle purchases; communication goods and services; recreational
and cultural goods and services; education; restaurants and hotels;
other goods and services.



Total retail sales (nominal and real in LCU, US$ and PPP)

Income

Consumer spending

Retail sales
2.3. Cleansing and processing data

Firstly, not all data for all indicators are ready to be applied. By convention, indicators whose data are missing from
more than half of the investigated cities are excluded. Secondly, indicators whose extreme values need excessive
efforts to be searched are excluded, e.g., GDP growth rate for the past 15 years.
Secondly, to meet the requirements of a nonparametric test for inputs in the fourth step, data of all kinds need to be
normalized to ranking data in a row. Here, indicators are categorized into “positive indicators” and “negative
indicators”, following two different processes of normalization, respectively. “Positive indicators” are defined as
indicators whose numerical growth depicts relatively good development of a city, such as GDP, water supply, etc.
In contrast, “negative indicators” are defined as indicators whose numerical decline depicts relatively good
development of a city, such as unemployment rate, Engel’s Coefficient, etc. For each of them, the normalization
process is done according to:
𝑥𝑖,𝑛 =
𝑥𝑖,𝑛 =

𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

(Positive indicators)
(Negative indicators)

𝑥𝑖,𝑛 – normalized data;
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𝑥𝑖 – original data;
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 – the minimal value of certain indicator;
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 – the maximal value of certain indicator;
The minimal and maximal values applied here are extremal values within the range of the country where the
investigated city is located, so that the rank of each city within its country can be compared directly and input into
the nonparametric test.
2.4. Testing and Drawing conclusions
A non-parametric test is one in which it is not necessary to assume that the population is normally distributed, thus
it is ideal for real-world data such as the data used in this research (Miah 2016). The non-parametric test technique
is widely used to determine if two datasets originate from the same source, as two data groups will be examined
whether they have some similarity in their distribution.
The Mann-Whitney U Test, one kind of nonparametric test, will be carried out in this research. In this test the null
hypothesis is made in the first place that the distribution of data is the same among each city pair. To determine
whether the hypothesis is tenable, the significance level (p-value) will be calculated through the test. The higher the
significance level is, the more likely the null hypothesis is to be retained. The results from this non-parametric test,
the p-value, can be seen to reflect the degree of cities to match and the potential for further cooperation (see Figure
2).

Figure 2. Results of non-parametric tests

3.

Research Results and Discussion

3.1. Belfast & Shenyang
Figure 3 shows Belfast has relatively good performances in unemployment rate, annual mean daily value of PM2.5
and PM10 and average upload speed, yet relatively low performances in average download speed and percentage of
population aged from 15 to 64. Moreover, the total GDP and total population in Belfast rank relatively low, indicating
the Belfast does not exhibit an apparent large size among British cities. Analogously, Shenyang is hardly one of the
biggest cities in China. Shenyang does generally well in unemployment rate, and percentage of population aged from
15 to 64, annual mean value of PM10 and average download speed.
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Similarity can be captured in the distribution patterns of Belfast and Shenyang as data of both mostly fall in the range
below 0.50 (5 and 8 out of 10 indicators for Belfast and Shenyang, respectively), which means both the cities rank
relatively low in their countries.
The result from the nonparametric test shows the significance level from Shenyang and Belfast reaches 0.820, which
proves that the similarity of both cities is relatively high (see Figure 4).

Figure 3. Performance monitoring of Belfast (in red) and Shenyang (in blue)

Figure 4. Data distribution and p-value of Belfast and Shenyang
3.2. Dresden & Hangzhou
In Figure 5 it is drawn that Dresden has relatively weaknesses in economy as indicators related to GDP and
employment rank relatively low. On the other side, Dresden has relatively good performance in annual mean daily
value of PM10. In comparison has Hangzhou generally good performances, especially in regard to unemployment
rate, percentage of population aged from 15 to 64, annual mean daily value of PM2.5 and PM10.
From the histogram it is obvious that most of the data of Dresden fall into the scale below 0.75, and with a higher
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scale the frequency of data distribution tends to decline. On the other hand, the distribution of data in Hangzhou
shows polarization to some degree, with 3 of the 10 indicators falling into the scale between 0.75 and 1, and 5 of 10
indicators falling into the scale between 0.25 and 0.5.
The result from the nonparametric test indicates that the p-value between Hangzhou and Dresden is 0.384 (see Figure
6).

Figure 5. Performance monitoring of Dresden (in red) and Hangzhou (in blue)

Figure 6. Data distribution and p-value of Dresden and Hangzhou
3.3. Leeds & Hangzhou
Figure 7 shows certain unstable factors appear in Leeds as it has relatively low performances in Unemployment rate,
percentage of population aged from 15 to 64, annual mean daily value of PM10 and PM2.5.
It is clear from the distribution diagram that the normalized data from Hangzhou are distributed mostly at both ends,
showing Hangzhou has both prominent strengths and weaknesses. As for Leeds, its normalized data are distributed
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rather evenly among each scale, and it roughly follows a pattern of a pyramid – the greater the scales are, the fewer
the data are distributed within this scale.
Figure 8 shows the result from the Mann-Whitney U Test – the p-value of Hangzhou and Leeds is 0.405.

Figure 7. Performance monitoring of Leeds (in red) and Hangzhou (in blue)

Figure 8. Data distribution and p-value of Leeds and Hangzhou
3.4. Manchester & Wuhan
Figure 9 shows Manchester does especially well in total employment, despite a relatively high unemployment rate
in the same time. In comparison lie the prominent strengths of Wuhan in unemployment rate and percentage of
population aged from 15 to 64.
The distribution pattern of Wuhan and Manchester has some similarity. Data of both Wuhan and Manchester mainly
falls below 0.50 (Wuhan: 8 out of 10 indicators; Manchester: 7 out of 10 indicators). The difference lies in that 6 of
10 indicators of Wuhan fall below 0.25, which means Wuhan ranks relatively low in China, whereas Manchester
ranks higher in the country according to the distribution pattern.
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The result from nonparametric test proves that the distribution of data from Wuhan and Manchester has some
similarity, as the p-value reaches 0.307 (see Figure 10).

Figure 9. Performance monitoring of Manchester (in red) and Wuhan (in blue)

Figure 10. Data distribution and p-value of Manchester and Wuhan
3.5. Manchester & Tianjin
It is shown in Figure 11 that Tianjin has above all relatively good performances in percentage of population aged
from 15 to 64, unemployment rate and average download speed.
Some similarity shows in the distribution patterns of Tianjin and Manchester. Firstly, data of both Tianjin and
Manchester mostly fall in the range above 0.50 (7 of 10 indicators from Manchester and 8 of 10 indicators from
Tianjin), indicating that both rank relatively high within their countries; Secondly the distribution of the data from
the two cities agrees with the regularity of a positive distribution.
Figure 12 shows that the p-value between Tianjin and Manchester is 0.909. In that way, Tianjin and Manchester are
considered to match highly.
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Figure 11. Performance monitoring of Manchester (in red) and Tianjin (in blue)

Figure 12. Data distribution and p-value of Manchester and Tianjin
3.6. Milan & Shanghai
Figure 13 shows that Milan is ahead of most Italian cities in respect of percentage of population with at least upper
secondary education level and GDP per capita. As for Shanghai, it has overall and obvious good performances, with
majority of the indicators (unemployment rate, percentage of population with at least upper secondary education
level, total population, average upload and download speed and total GDP) leading in Chinese cites.
Similarity appears in the distribution patterns of Milan and Shanghai, as the data of both Shanghai and Milan mostly
fall in the range above 0.50 (5 of 9 indicators from Shanghai and 6 of 9 indicators from Milan). Moreover, the data
around 0.75 are the most frequently repeated ones in both Shanghai and Milan (3 of 9 indicators from each city).
Those signs indicate both of them rank relatively high within their countries.
The result from the nonparametric test shows the significance level of Shanghai and Milan is 0.657, which is a rather
high significance level (see Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Performance monitoring of Milan (in red) and Shanghai (in blue)

Figure 14. Data distribution and p-value of Milan and Shanghai
3.7. Nice & Zhanjiang
Figure 15 shows that Nice leads in average household income, average download speed and annual mean daily value
of PM10 among French cities, whereas aspects related to economy such as GDP per capita, total GDP and
unemployment rate could be its weaknesses. As for Zhanjiang, the overall performances are relatively low.
The distribution patterns of Zhanjiang and Nice are similar to a limited amount. From the aspect of the monitored
performances, Zhanjiang ranks low in China, as data of it fall completely below 0.50 (9 out of 9 indicators).
Similarly, data from Nice fall with 6 out of 9 indicators below 0.50, although 3 of the indicators rank very high (2
indicators reach the maximum).
In Figure 16, the result from nonparametric test shows that the p-value between Zhanjiang and Nice is 0.375.
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Figure 15. Performance monitoring of Nice (in red) and Zhanjiang (in blue)

Figure 16. Data distribution and p-value of Nice and Zhanjiang
4.

Conclusions

The method of nonparametric tests offers a novel angle to match cities, i.e., matching rates of city pairs are not
merely supported by an empirical foundation, but also by a statistical foundation. This method possesses a certain
potential to select target compatible cities to draw lessons in order to provide guidance for sustainable city
development.
It is drawn from the research that the majority of the city pairs dealt with have many similar characteristics in
common, which could function as a hypothesis for them to establish a working cooperation. Yet, it is also interesting
to notice that certain city pairs have relatively less in common, e.g., Manchester and Wuhan with a p-value 0.307
that enjoy a good working relationship despite their relatively small similarity. This indicates that there could be
certain additional patterns that explain this effect, or that there are other factors such as individual cooperation efforts
that smooth such a cooperation. It will be worth continuing our future research into the direction of identifying
additional indicator patterns of successful city pairs in order to be able to predict to some likelihood the success of
forthcoming city pairs.
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ABSTRACT
According to Central Weather Bureau (CWB) statistics, about one thousand earthquakes and four typhoons
invasion Taiwan each year, which means that Taiwan is at high risk of facing natural disasters and may face the
biggest losses. The typhoon is the most serious natural disaster affecting Taiwan. Due to the dense population
of Taiwan, how to ensure the safety of residents, adolescents and the elderly is an extremely important issue in
the event of a disaster. In order to strengthen the ability of the community to respond to disasters, the government
has established a basic disaster prevention energy through counseling the community. Through education and
training, increased the concept of disaster prevention education at the local level, and promoted the cohesiveness
of local people through the series of community organizations. It also increases public awareness of disaster
prevention and the strains that disasters occur. In recent years, due to the influence of extreme weather, Taiwan
Established a variety of disaster prevention communities to encourage people to establish self-occupation and
mutual rescue capabilities. Through community training, the establishment of community Disaster Prevention
and Rescue mechanism. Work together to build a disaster-resistant community with sustainable resilience.
Keywords: natural disaster, Community planning, sustainable communities, community innovation
1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Disasters in Taiwan

Taiwan is an island with a population of 23 million (estimated at 2018). According to the report from world
bank, there are 73 percent of its land and population exposed to three or more hazards and more than 90 percent
of the population live in areas at high relative risk of death from two or more hazards. (CWB) Statistics, two to
four times a year caused by typhoon disasters and earthquakes affecting Taiwan. This represents Taiwan's
surrounding high-risk areas, and the density of population and urban use in the region is high. If disasters occur,
serious loss of life and property may occur, the other cities will be affected.
In addition to typhoons and earthquakes, in the past 20 years, several serious disasters have affected Taiwan,
and each disaster has caused serious loss of life and property.
Table 1. 1 Table of Serious Hazards in Taiwan
Time

9/21/
1999

Disaster

Damage

Chi-Chi
Earthquake

2,415 deaths, 29 missing,
11,305 severely wounded,
with
51,711
buildings
completely
destroyed,
53,768 buildings severely
damaged, and a total of
NT$300 billion (US$10
billion) worth of damage.

Photo
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Time

Disaster

Damage

8/8/
2009

Morakot
Typhoon

The entire village of Xiaolin
was buried in the southern
county of Kaohsiung killing
439 people.

8/1/
2014

Kaohsiung
gas
explosion

32 people were killed, 321
others were injured and a 2
miles’ road was exploded.

2/6/2
016

Southern
Taiwan
earthquake

117 people were killed,
551others were injure, a total
of NT$10 billion (US$30
million) worth of damage.

8/23/
2018

Tropical
lowpressure
flood

Photo

2people were killed,4 others
were injured. Flooding in
some areas for up to a week

1.2 Taiwan's Disaster Prevention Community Type
651
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At present, there are about 1,100 communities in the disaster prevention communities in Taiwan. On
average, two communities in each township have invested in disaster prevention. Among them, the Soil and
Water Conservation Bureau has the largest number of communities, followed by the Water Resources Agency's
disaster prevention community. The operation of the disaster prevention community, not only can alleviate the
losses caused by the community during the disaster, but also organizes the activities and can also build the
identity of the members of the organization.
Table 1. 2 Types and number of disaster prevention communities

unit
type
Quantity
total

Disaster prevention

Mudslide

FDPACs

46

550

466

1051

Figure 1. 1 Disaster in Taiwan

2. Establishment of disaster prevention community mechanism
2.1 Preliminary Study of the Community
First, the central government and relevant departments will first select high-risk areas, and assess whether
the community needs to set up disaster prevention organizations and establish basic disaster prevention energy.
If disasters occur, they can carry out rescue work and slow down the disaster.
Second, confirm to identify and visit the key man who could help promote the resilience community. It is
important to identify and visit the key man who could help promote the resilience community. Usually, they are
leaders in the community. Environmentally high-risk areas and shelters, in addition, the operating energy of the
shelters is also our concern. The reference indicators are personal equipment and living materials, evacuation
road maps and billboards.

Figure 2. 1 Interview and Environmental investigation

2.2 Promotion and Execution
In order to increase the awareness of disaster prevention among the community. We provide education on
the concept of public disaster prevention through study courses, education and training. The process includes
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environmental assessment and exploration in high-risk areas, mapping and updating of community disaster
prevention maps, and disaster response.

Figure 2. 2 Community presentation and education curriculum

Figure 2. 3 Local Environment and Disaster Potential Area

2.3 Environmental Investigation and Strategic Planning
In order to let the local residents, know more about their risks of disasters, we designed refuge routes with
experts and scholars, and invited the community to review the parts that need adjustment. In order to provide
the necessary assistance when a disaster occurs. Second, through the establishment of shelters, we will discuss
the functions and strategies provided by the shelters in the disaster.
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Figure 2. 4 Site Survey and Strategy Discussing

2.4 Education and Training
Can be divided into two parts to explore. First, we will invite experts to explain local residents how to
provide for and help oneself during the disaster. Second, the community can promote disaster prevention
concepts and disaster response through handling activities. Through the handling of community activities, the
importance and acceptance of local people's awareness of disasters can also be increased. Third, the disaster
response organization will be established, and the disaster prevention map will be drawn and edited. It is
expected that the community will understand the functions provided by the map.

Figure 2. 5 Disaster Prevention Map

2.5 Drill and Review
After educating and training to give people a basic idea. The best way to turn ideas into practical skills is
to conduct exercises, strengthen the people's ability to respond to disasters, and mitigate the losses that may
result from the disaster.
Also, the project team will help communities to establish their own disaster-resistant organization. The
organization will be separated into 5 groups. Each group has daily task and special task in disaster period.
Group
Warning group




Table 2. 1 Task for Disaster-Resistant Organization
Daily Task
Disaster period
Daily patrol.

Rresponsible for the early warning.
Clearing blocked drainage channels

Grasping and reporting the disaster
654 5
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Maintenance
rescue group






Evacuation group



Caring group



Administration
group




periodically.
Oorganizational training, strengthen crew
familiarity with the environment and the
community.
Daily training for residents.
Maintaining relief equipment regularly
and collect machinery equipment data.
Managing the asylum stronghold.
Managing the demographic composition
and specific disease populations.
Integration and human resource
managing.
Managing and prepare the emergency
rescue equipment.
Understanding the distribution of
vulnerable people for rescuing at the first
time when disaster situation.
Promotion and training community for
first aid knowledge.
Maintaining communication equipment.
understanding of the community
population health, livelihood supplies
industry data.
Estimating the necessary quantity of the
food, drinking water, medicines and
medical material.
Relief supplies management and
integration.

situation back to government.













Responsible for liaison with the fire
brigade to rescue trapped people.
Responsible for finding people to help
the rescue to minimize the casualties
Responsible for community evacuation.
Responsible for payment of relief
supplies.
Responsible for advocacy the
Information.
Medical rescue and transport the
affected residents.
Helping and guiding the public sector
health care team.
Giving residents psychological
counseling and caring.
Managing the major communications
equipment.
Assisting the Government.
Answering situation and reporting to
Commander.

Figure 2. 6 Community operation process

3. Case sharing
In this chapter, we will introduce the actual operation cases in terms of Disaster prevention community,
including preparedness, response and recovery. It is hoped that, through the of Autonomous disaster prevention
mechanism, masses can come into a consensus of autonomous disaster resistant.
3.1 Conditioning
In our daily life, prevention is more important than the rescue, and evacuation is more important than
prevention. Communities shall regularly check and maintain disaster resistant equipment for emergency. Also
the community environment should be regularly inspected to ensure that the community drainage facilities are
655
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in a normal state, and the shelters can operate normally in the event of a sudden disaster. Through the community
disaster prevention curriculum and activities, deepening the public is important for the concept of disaster
prevention. Establish a community household database, when disasters occur, rescue workers can grasp the
community profile in time to mitigate the expansion of disasters.

Figure 3. 1 Community preparation

3.2 Preparedness
Before the typhoon comes, the commander of Disaster prevention organization will message and broadcast
for disaster prevention based on the prediction of the CWB, and investigate whether the Rescue resistant
equipment is available and sufficient. In addition, the organizations in communities should arrange and carry
out the mission, caring the minority residents and patrolling in the community. The organizations may offer
necessary supplies and clear obstacles to prevent serious damage brought by the natural disaster.

Figure 3. 2 When disasters occur, community response

3.3 Disaster strain
When the disaster caused the loss and an impact on the community, the community organizations began to
mobilize, according to the possible loss do the most appropriate disposal. Section Residents with limited
mobility, through the organization members to assist the Evacuation of the action to avoid accidents and
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Unrecoverable regret. And the organization is divided into alert and rescue group, according to the latest
situation, to provide community assistance required. For example: Due to the impact of disasters, roads are
blocked and unable to pass. Before the arrival of the relevant units, community organizations spontaneously
carried out traffic control to reduce the possibility of accidents.

Figure3. 3 Community evacuation and personnel control

3.4 Recovery after the Disaster
After the disaster, the government helped the community to accelerate the reconstruction of the community,
including regional landscape restoration, environmental cleanliness, etc., to reduce environmentally transmitted
diseases caused by poor environment after the disaster. Collaborate to accelerate community recovery and
reduce inconvenience to people's lives. Showing the people's willingness to disaster prevention, and the
determination to guard their homes together.

Figure3. 4 Community disaster recovery

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In recent years, affected by climate change, the short-delay and heavy rainfall disaster has exceeded the
threat of a typhoon. Through the establishment of disaster prevention organizations. In recent years, natural
disasters have not caused casualties and losses to people in these areas, and community-based disaster
prevention has achieved good results. In the future, the concept of disaster prevention communities will continue
to be promoted, and it will be implemented in daily life.
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Abstract
In today's society consumption plays a fundamental role in the socio-economic model. The families' lifestyle and the
resulting consumption are ultimately responsible for the pressures generated on the Planet. It is important to make
consumers, companies and public authorities aware about the consequences of their choice of production and consumption.
This paper uses life cycle analysis as a tool to interpret the impacts arising from the consumption of Portuguese households.
This methodology was applied to establish an average consumption pattern, defining an "environmental footprint" by
categories of consumption, perceiving how different habits can change this footprint. Portuguese consumers were used as an
example to demonstrate the correlation of consumption with global and regional impacts. A quantification of environmental
pressures associated with the consumption of resources and the emission of pollutants is carried out, according to the
EcoBlok method. The results suggest that an average Portuguese family uses a volume of 721 m 3 eq./year of water, 112 t
eq./year of extracted resources (minerals and biomass), 0.6 ha eq. of land, 19 t CO 2 eq./year of greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG), 8 t NOx eq./year of atmospheric pollutants and 16 t N eq./year of pollutants to water and soil. This means that a
Portuguese middle-class family has an annual water consumption greater than three times the volume of its housing, an
annual resource extraction corresponding to the weight of a blue whale, a land use corresponding to half a football field, an
annual emission of GHG corresponding to the weight of three elephants and an annual emission of pollutants to air, water
and soil corresponding to three trucks loaded with cement. The categories of consumption of Portuguese families that cause
the highest environmental pressure are transportation, housing and food, which is in line with household expenditures and
with the international literature about consumer habits. It is demonstrated that families of a given size may have
environmental footprints that can fluctuate from simple to triple, corroborating the working hypothesis that lifestyle is
determinant to the environmental pressures generated.
Keywords: life cycle analysis, sustainable consumption, environmental pressures, environmental footprint, EcoBlok.
1.
Introduction
Many studies have highlighted that current global consumption patterns are unsustainable in many ways and are based on
overproduction. The high consumption added to the world population increase causes depletion of theoretically renewable
and nonrenewable resources, surpassing the limit that the Earth can dispose. Despite development there is still inequality in
terms of income distribution and access to resources. Therefore, it is necessary to reflect on the path of production and
consumption activities.
It is now widely agreed that natural ecosystems cannot withstand current levels of resource consumption and waste
production. In the definition of tools for environmental assessment and quality of life, the Ecological Footprint (EF) has been
used as an important indicator of sustainability (Wackernagel & Rees, 1996). The EF represents the ecological space needed
to sustain a particular system or unit. The EF is an instrument that accounts for the flows of matter and energy that represent
inputs and outputs in an economic system, converting them into surface area of the planet required to sustain this system
(Bellen, 2002). EF index can be applied to the citizen, city or nation scale and in recent years it has been calculated for most
countries in the world (Costanza et al., 2009).
However, increasing the quality of human life in developed countries has been achieved due to a large EF and reversing this
relationship is a fundamental global challenge. In Portugal, EF is 3.9 global hectares but the biocapacity is 1.5 global
hectares. This means that it exceeds biocapacity by 160% placing Portugal among the 35 countries with the highest global
environmental deficit (Global Footprint Network, 2017).
The studies of Graaff & Bergsma (2014) and Steen-Olsen et al. (2016) were a starting point for the Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA) approach about individuals and families consumption at European level.
The LCA tool represents a holistic approach to assessing environmental effects. It covers the environmental aspects and
potential impacts associated throughout the entire product life cycle, from raw materials to final deposition – “from cradle to
grave”. The term product includes goods and services. The LCA is a technique that compiles the inventory of the most
relevant inputs and outputs of the system, assesses the potential of the environmental impacts associated with these inputs
and outputs and interprets the results in relation to the proposed goals. The analysis should include the definition of the
system, the functional unit, the reference unit for the quantification of inputs and outputs of the system and the boundary
(Camobreco et al., 1999).
ISO 14040 requires that the LCA process be carried out in four stages: goal and scope, life cycle inventory analysis, life
cycle impact assessment and interpretation of results (ISO 14040, 2006).
In general, the LCA tool can be applied from two approaches: midpoint and endpoint. The midpoint approach focuses on
environmental pressures it is easier to quantify and standardize, but does not address ultimate impacts. The endpoint
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approach addresses the impact on major targets (human health, ecosystem quality), requiring more detailed and applied
information on the environmental relevance of the characterized flows and the determination of exposure and effect factors
(Hauschild & Huijbregts, 2015).
The term "impact" is often used in LCA as an effect on human health, the environment or on natural resources. The
designation depending on the context may represent damage or pressure in the environment. To avoid ambiguity, this study
will use the designation of pressures, since the approach to use is midpoint.
Following the challenge to link consumption patterns to resource use, our research goal was to examine consumption pattern
of Portuguese consumers, defining an environmental footprint by categories of consumption, and perceiving how different
habits influence this footprint. It is important to note that this type of scientific study based on an LCA approach has never
been done in Portugal.
2.
Methods
Portugal currently has a population of 10 million people for an area of approximately 9 million hectares, thus presenting a
ratio of 0.9 hectare per person. Households have an average of 2.5 individuals (INE, 2017). The distinction between
households is based on couples with children, couples without children, single parents, single persons, multiple people
(students) and complex families (multi-nucleus families).
A quantification of environmental pressures associated with the consumption of resources and the emission of pollutants is
carried out, according to the EcoBlok method. The concept was first proposed by Melo and Pegado et al. (2002) and was
since essayed with a number of studies that showed both the usefulness and the limitations of the method, which is further
developed in this paper.
The method comprehends six key indicators: water abstraction, resource extraction, land use, greenhouse gas emissions,
other emissions to air and emissions to water and land. The main originalities on the method are the overall standardized
approach to LCA and the treatment of the key indicators land use and resource extraction. Water abstraction and greenhouse
gas emissions are handled in a similar manner to many other methods. Pollution to water, land and air are also handled in a
manner similar to other methods, although simplified: Luís and Melo (2017) showed that most methods use a similar
collection of indicators, although they differ widely in the weight distribution among them, often with unnecessarily
complex algorithms.
EcoBlok uses aggregate key indicators that correspond essentially to environmental pressures according to the nomenclature
of the Driving Forces - Pressures - State - Impact - Responses (DPSIR).
In general, the EcoBlok key indicators follow Equation 1 which sums the products between the quantity of each variable (Q)
and its equivalence factor (feq).
Equation 1.
Where:
Ii - EcoBlok key indicator expressed in equivalent units;
Qij - Measurable quantity of variable j for indicator i;
feqij - Equivalence factor of variable j for indicator i.
All indicators are calculated using one or more variables presented in table 1, weighted by an equivalence factor based on
objective effects associated with each variable.
Table 1. The EcoBlok set of key indicators.
Key indicator
WA – Water abstraction
RE – Resource
extraction
LU – Land use
GHG – Greenhouse gas
emissions
PA – Non-GHG
emissions to air
PWL – Emissions to
water and land

Criteria to determine the equivalence
factor
Intensity of exploitation of water resources
Duration of the stock for the current level of
extraction
Ecological and social value of soil; water
cycle; agricultural practices

Typical units – goods
or services
L eq.

Typical units organizations
m3 eq./year

kg eq.

t eq./ year

m2 eq.ano

ha eq.

Global warming potential (IPCC
methodology)

kg CO2 eq.

t CO2 eq./ year

g NOx eq.

t NOx eq./ year

g N eq

t N eq./ year

Toxicity or equivalent hazard

Water abstraction
This key indicator measures water use and takes into account the intensity of exploitation of the resources in the place where
they are extracted.
Equation 2.
Where:
Qabstracted - Total amount of resource extracted (m3/year)
Qsustainable - Maximum abstraction that guarantees environmental sustainability of the resource (m3/year)
In the absence of data on the sustainable quantity the exploitation intensity is used. The ratio between the amount of water
withdrawn and the amount naturally available at basin level is then calculated.
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Equation 3.
Where:
Qabstracted - Total amount of resource extracted (m3/year)
Qnatural - Naturally existing resource quantity (m3/year)
According to the OECD (2017), an exploitation intensity of more than 10% may be environmentally unsustainable and
therefore any exploitation above that level is penalized. The equivalence factors for water abstraction are given in the
following table.
Table 2. Equivalence factors for the WA indicator.
Qabstracted / Qsustainable
≤1
>1

Exploitation intensity
≤ 10%
> 10%

feqWA
1
Qabstracted / Qsustainable

The information required to calculate the equivalence factors was obtained from the FAO's AQUASTAT database and the
amount of extracted water used in the calculation was taken from the World Input-Output Database water consumption
tables, using the quantities referring to blue water.
Resource extraction
RE reflects the depletion and scarcity of natural resources. EcoBlok doesn’t distinguish between biological and mineral
resources because they both represent the appropriation of natural resources for human use. The equivalence factor takes into
account the renewability and availability of resources penalizing the use of scarcer resources as follows:
A resource with a stock life of 100 years or more (agricultural products, limestone) has a feq equal to 1;
For a resource with a stock life of less than 100 years (primary forest wood, oil) the feq assigned is the ratio
between 100 and the duration of the stock in years;
Recycled materials have a feq equal to 0 because they don’t represent actual extraction; although the pressures
associated with cleaning, transformation and transportation procedures must be accounted for.
The 100 year horizon is close enough to the period that will significantly affect the children and grandchildren of the current
generation, so it is possible to consider the reasonable limit of predictability of technological or social scenarios.
Land use (LU)
This indicator takes into account the area occupied due to its ecological and social value, reflecting also loss of biodiversity,
erosion and loss of water cycle regulation capacity. Although the soil is not consumed by the activities, its use for a
particular type can make it unfeasible for other uses, present or future.
The ecological importance of the soil is attributed through an equivalence factor present in Table 3.
Table 3. Equivalence factors for the LU indicator.
Intensity of land use
Soil provider of environmental and cultural services, classified as protected area
Soil with sustainable human occupation (traditional permanent agriculture)
Soil with unsustainable agricultural practices (causing erosion or salinization)
Soil destroyed before 1972 (Stockholm Conference) or poor quality
Soil destroyed after 1972, depending on the date of destruction and the carrying capacity

Equivalence factor
0<feq<1
1
1<feq<4
4
4<feq<10

Recently due to soil destruction, an equivalence factor is assigned between 4 (poor soil) and 10 (primary agricultural soil).
Soil information is based only on international criteria such as the FAO Soil Classification.
Greenhouse gas emissions
For GHG, we have adopted the set of gases and aggregation methods of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
where equivalence factors are based on the global warming potential of each gas.
Emissions to water and land
The number of pollutants that might be considered relevant is boundless. So, we need a finite set of pollutants that are
environmentally significant, include the most important pollutants regarding public health, present in the industry,
commonly and if possible mandatorily measured and have a strong correlation with regional and global effects.
The PA and PWL indicators have the same calculation approach as in equation 4. Equivalence factors are calculated by
dividing the reference threshold by the pollutant threshold of the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) reflecting
the relative hazards of each substance. The EcoBlok method chose as reference pollutants nitrogen oxides (NOx) for air and
total nitrogen (N) for water and soil.
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Where:
feqij = equivalence factor for pollutant j, key indicator i
RTREF i = reporting threshold for the reference pollutant for key indicator i
RTij = reporting threshold for pollutant j, key indicator i
EcoBlok Index
Although it is essential to distinguish the six key indicators, because they represent different kinds of environmental
consequences, an aggregate index is useful to inform the common consumer.
The EcoBlok method allows aggregating the results of the key indicators previously presented in a single index by
converting the indicators to the same unit of area (m2EB), a concept inspired in the Ecological Footprint. However, values of
the EcoBlok index tend to be two to three times higher than the traditional EF because it counts types of pollution and nonrenewable resource extraction that are not included in the calculation of the EF.
Table 4 shows the conversion factors used to obtain the EcoBlok index.
Table 4. Conversion factors used to obtain the EcoBlok Index.
Key
indicator
WA
RE
LU
GHG
PA
PWL

Conversion
factors
5
0,5
0,5
2
3
6

Units
2

Criteria
3

m EB.year/m eq.
m2EB.year /kg eq.
m2EB/m2 eq.
m2EB.year /kg CO2 eq.
m2EB.year /kg NOx eq.
m2EB.year/kg N eq.

The sum of the three indicators should approximate the
real area
Virtual global area needed to capture excess GHG
Virtual global area needed to capture excess pollution

Aggregation into one index might suffer from a larger margin of error than the aggregation of several variables into each key
indicator. This happens because the criteria are less supported by current scientific knowledge and pressure indicators are not
designed to assess cumulative effects.
In this study it was possible to initiate the connection between EcoBlok and recognized LCA databases (eg. ecoinvent)
through openLCA software.
Data collection
Information was obtained through a questionnaire created using Google Documents. The target group were families living in
Portugal. The sample was not stratified, as the questionnaire was open to any interested person. It was divulged mostly in an
academic public. Some information on the characteristics of the household was included in the questionnaire to understand
the bias in relation to the general population.
In order to assess the environmental pressures associated with each subcategory/category, assumptions based on other
studies were taken into account. For example, the environmental pressures associated with household equipment depend on
multi-stage analysis like resources and manufacturing, packing, transport, distribution, lifespan, use and deposition.
The functional unit is the household and the boundary of the system was defined based on four categories
which are described in table 5: transportation, home, food and products.
Table 5. Categories of consumption.
Categories of
consumption
Transportation

Subcategories

Items

Day-to-day
transportation

Distance covered by car or public transport.

Tourism

Home

House construction
Climatization
Household
equipment
Water, energy and
waste

Food

Products
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Food and drinks
Culture and
entertainment
Hygiene
Pets
Clothes

Travel to tourism/holiday destination according to the type of lodging and
distance destination.
Area in m2 of materials and occupation.
Heating and cooling equipment.
Furniture, household appliances and decoration: weight and materials of
the equipment, distribution distance and packing.
Consumption of water, electricity and gas; waste disposal and recycling
practice.
Food per meal in kg. Local and non-local purchases in km travelled.
Magazines, newspapers and books.
Personal hygiene items and cleaning products
Food and materials in kg.
Purchase of clothing, footwear and accessories.
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3.
Results and Discussion
The questionnaire was essayed with a group of 21 families that were personally interviewed. 74 families responded to the
questionnaire: 40 couples with children, 7 couples without children, 15 single-parent families, 3 single people, 4 multiperson families and 5 complex families.
Figure 1 indicates which consumption categories contribute most to each key indicator.
The main contributors to GHG were the categories of transportation and food representing 51% and 14% respectively of the
GHG key indicator. Food and drinks considers local and non-local purchases, accounting for transportation distance.
Land use presents high pressures on food and drinks, house construction and day-to-day transportation. It is possible to
observe that an average family to sustain their eating habits occupies more territory than their own house. The high pressures
associated with feeding are mainly due to the production of meat and derivatives.
Food and drinks and day-to-day transportation subcategories are responsible for the most significant pressures on air
pollution as the literature indicates.
It is possible to observe that there is higher pollution of water and land for the subcategories of day-to-day transportation,
house construction and food and drinks. Food and drinks subcategory makes sense because much water is used to produce
food, and it is not surprising there is a relationship between water consumed and water pollution. The equipment also has a
high fraction due to the extracted materials and associated processes.
The extraction of resources is essentially associated with day-to-day transportation and water, energy and waste.
Water abstraction is effectively associated with the water consumed in the house, however there is a part associated with
water hidden in the food.

Figure 1. Analysis of EcoBlok Indicators by consumption subcategory.
Transports play a major role in the environmental footprint and are responsible for the high EB hectares in GHG emissions
and emissions to water and land. These results follow the same trend as final consumption expenditure for Portugal, as well
as the literature and case studies associated with individual and household consumption habits.
If we consider that Portuguese families have a national average of 2.5 individuals, the EcoBlok footprint is 22 haEB/family.
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Environmental footprint by
consumption categories (haEB)
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Figure 2. EcoBlok footprint of an average Portuguese family by consumption category.

EcoBlok footprint by consumption
subcategories (haEB)

In figure 3 it is possible to observe the EcoBlok footprint by subcategory of consumption for a Portuguese average family.
Consumption presents higher pressures where the EB footprint is higher, so the subcategories that represent these pressures
are:
- Day-to-day transportation;
- Food and drinks;
- House construction;
- Water, energy and waste.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

WA
RE
PWL
PA
LU
GH

Figure 3. Analysis of EcoBlok footprint by consumption subcategory.
The dominant pressures are associated with green gas emissions mainly due to transport; atmospheric pollutants due mainly
to food; of pollutants to water and land due to transport, food and house construction; and finally, extraction of resources
associated with day-to-day transportation and water, energy and waste. Water abstraction and land use seem less significant,
but this may be due to the aggregation algorithm of the index, something that may be refined but does not affect overall
conclusions.
It is important to understand why the PWL and RE are the key indicators with the highest associated environmental
footprint, thus a more detailed analysis was made on the inputs associated with the processes used. The extraction of
resources is high in water, energy and waste due to the gas process, which has the input "Gas, natural, in ground", which
represents about 60% of the pressures associated with this process. Pollution to water and soil is very high in transport due to
tire abrasion and emissions from fuel; in food because it involves a transport component in locally/non-locally purchased
products; and in house construction due to heavy metals associated with building materials which despite representing small
amounts, the equivalence factors are high.
Figure 4 shows the differences of environmental footprint that we have in the sample. The EcoBlok footprint analysis
presents a large variation among households of the same size. The correlation between household size and environmental
footprint is rather weak.
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Figure 4. Analysis of EcoBlok footprint (haEB) by household size -1 to 5 persons.
Finally, if we take into account the area of the country (0.9 hectare per capita), this means that each Portuguese person, to
sustain his or her lifestyle, is exploiting an area about eight times higher than what would be sustainable. The referred final
result is about two times bigger than the conventional Ecological Footprint (an expected result due to the differences in the
methodology, as discussed above).
4.
Conclusions
This study indicates that trends identified in the international literature on environmental effects of consumption are also
observed in Portugal. The categories of household consumption responsible highest environmental pressure are
transportation, food and home as well as in the studies referred about individual and household consumption.
A Portuguese family consumes a volume of water of 721 m3 eq./year, 112 t eq./year of extracted resources, 0.6 ha eq. of land
use, 19 t CO2 eq./year of greenhouse gas emissions, 8 t NO x eq./year of atmospheric pollutants and 16 t N eq./year of
pollutants for water and soil. It is concluded that an average family has an annual water consumption of three times the
volume of their house, an annual extraction of resources corresponding to the weight of a blue whale, a land use
corresponding to half of a football field, annual GHG corresponding to the weight of three elephants and an annual emission
of pollutants for air, water and soil corresponding to three trucks loaded with cement.
A Portuguese average family needs approximately an area of the planet equivalent to 22 football fields to sustain their
lifestyle. This environmental footprint translates into 7 haEB per capita, making up about twice the Ecological Footprint.
Environmental footprint is highly variable among households of the same typology, which indicates that it depends on
lifestyle differences. Families with higher environmental pressures can change some consumption habits in order to improve
their environmental footprint, such as consuming less meat and fish, making local purchases, sharing more equipment and
products, replace individual transport by collective, and on holidays use another means of transport rather than the airplane.
The research developed can be applied to make families and companies aware of the impacts of consumption. The EcoBlok
index may contribute to this because it can show results easily understood by the most common consumer, and well
correlated with the environmental effects generated in product value chain.
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The governance of unconventional shale gas development in England and
stakeholders perceptions’ of the regulatory regime.
Abstract
Whilst England has a long history of onshore and offshore hydrocarbon extraction,
techniques involving hydraulic fracturing in combination with directional drilling are
relatively new. As this new ‘fracking’ industry develops, the debate regarding the
adequacy of the regulatory regime has also developed. Government ministers and
industry representatives claim the UK has a ‘Gold standard’ regulatory regime whilst
others claim the regulations are inadequate, flawed, difficult to enforce and not
intended for fracking technologies. The wider debate relates to two different
regulatory approaches; prescriptive (top-down) regulations or; performance based
(bottom-up) regulations, which seem to rely on the industry self-regulating. Previous
work has suggested that the shift from prescriptive to performance-based regulation
may result in legislative breaches and other negative consequences, such as accidents.
Other literature highlights the importance of expertise in the oil and gas sector, the
speed of technological development and the capacity for regulators to keep pace with
such a dynamic industry may be considered a concern for a prescriptive regulatory
approach. This research is investigating the stakeholder’s perceptions of the
regulatory regime in two key shale gas development areas of England, Yorkshire and
Lancashire. Methods include semi-structured interviews with stakeholders including
regulators, MP’s, operators and residents near potential development sites. In addition
to questions regarding perceptions of the regulations, participants were asked about
the extent to which the industry should self regulate and if there should be a single
regulatory regime, rather than the current multi-agency approach. Many non-industry
participants drew on experiences of regulatory regimes and processes in their own
fields of work in addition to experiences with the current UK onshore oil and gas
regulations. Results suggest that Industry favour the continuation of the performance
based approach to regulation, whereas other stakeholders, including some proponents
of fracking, favour a more prescriptive approach. The challenge for the regulatory
regime and regulators is to provide a more effective oversight of this complex
industry whilst maintaining transparency and improving accountability.
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Fracking, regulations, governance
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Abstract
The uncertainty and extreme effects of climate change (CC) have made CC one of the 21st century’s biggest challenges. Over
the last decade, cities have been focused on building city resilience to better face CC. However, even if plans and strategies,
like the 100 Resilient Cities programme, have been dedicated to developing city resilience, the complexity of CC and the
passive behaviour and fragmented efforts of city stakeholders have prevented cities from dealing with this challenge
effectively. In this context, this paper explores the importance of developing city stakeholder awareness when building city
resilience to CC. This article presents a study of 48 papers selected as the result of a systematic literature review, where the
aims are to determine the characteristics of the process of developing city stakeholder awareness and to study the relationship
between the development of city stakeholder awareness and building city resilience. To that end, four research questions are
presented and answered based on the 48 papers. The results of the analysis demonstrate the significant effect of developing
city stakeholder awareness when building cities’ CC resilience. In addition, we propose a four-step gradual process that defines
an ideal path city stakeholders go through when developing awareness towards CC.
Keywords: awareness, climate change, city resilience, city stakeholders, systematic literature review
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Introduction
Climate change (CC) is one of the major challenges of the 21st century. The uncertainty and extreme effects that CC entails
has added to the increasing tendency of the world’s population to live in cities, making CC a complex and difficult-to-grasp
challenge (IPCC, 2007; Anguelovski et al., 2014; United Nations, 2018).
In recent years the concept of city resilience has been developed and applied in order to build up cities’ capacities to respond
to, recover from, and adapt to challenges such as social dynamics and dependency on critical services (Boin and McConnell,
2007). However, despite the existence of plans and strategies dedicated to developing city resilience, such as the 100 Resilient
Cities programme, the Is My City Ready project or the Global Covenant of Mayors alliance, the complexity of the CC
challenge and the passive behaviour of the stakeholders that make up a city have prevented cities from effectively dealing with
CC (Weber, 2010; Scannell and Gifford, 2013; Pescaroli, 2018).
This article uses the definition of city stakeholders given by Gimenez et al. (2016), where “stakeholders are any individual,
group or organization within a city who can affect or can be affected by the resilience-building process”. Given this definition,
city stakeholders could be local governments, governmental associations, international, regional and civil society
organizations, donors, the private sector, academia or professional associations. However, in order to delimit this list, our
research has grouped city stakeholders in three groups: public entities, private companies and community groups (Marana et
al., 2017).
Given city stakeholders’ influence on the proper functioning of cities, city stakeholders are key to effectively developing city
resilience to deal with CC. The contribution by some city stakeholders, however, is not as active as it could be. While they
conduct activities that contribute to the city resilience-building process, they do it in isolated groups or in small coalitions
(Bava et al., 2010; O’Sullivan et al., 2015). City stakeholders do not always perceive existing opportunities or share the benefits
of aligning perspectives. Indeed, the resources invested in developing plans and resilience-building strategies have not been
as effective as they were planned to be (Smith Barry and Olga, 2001; Guerry et al., 2015). This has led to a maladaptation and
wasted efforts.
In this context, our research aims to determine how to turn city stakeholders’ passive behaviour towards CC into more active
conduct through behaviour transformation. Such a transformation means that the already developed programmes, projects and
alliances will have a greater effect and cities will become more resilient against CC. Evidence from the literature state
developing awareness has been shown to enhance stakeholders’ communication, proactivity and engagement (Henly-Shepard
et al. 2015; Burnside-Lawry and Carvalho 2016; Chappin et al. 2017; Redshaw et al. 2017; Luís, et al. 2018). Based on this
statement, our hypothesis is that developing city stakeholders’ awareness towards CC will transform their behaviour from
passive to proactive.
This paper undertakes a systematic review of the literature with two main objectives in mind: (1) Study the relationship
between the development of city stakeholder awareness and building city resilience and (2) determine the characteristics of
the process in order to develop city stakeholder awareness. To do so, four research questions and three main search keywords
have been defined in order to fulfil the objectives of the literature review.
In this vein, the paper is structured as follows. First the state of the art of concepts such as CC, city resilience and awareness
are described in Section 2. Then, the literature review methodology used is explained in Section 3. Following that, the results
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 lays out our final conclusions and further research.
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1.

State of the art

1.1 Climate change
The United Nations Framework Convention on CC defines CC as “a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly
to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability
observed over comparable time periods” (UNFCC, 1992). Similarly, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
states that CC refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity
(IPCC, 2007). Both definitions consider CC to be variable over time and the result of human activity or natural processes.
The IPCC affirms that the change in the global climate is now unequivocal (IPCC, 2007) and its effects are underway, with
consequences for both urban and rural areas (Solomon et al., 2007). Indeed, CC will aggravate already known climate issues
and highlight the needs and vulnerabilities of basic services, critical infrastructures, markets, emergent sectors and
underdeveloped areas (Pidgeon, 2012). Therefore, there is urgent need to act and face the challenge of CC in order to mitigate
its effects and consequences.
In this vein, recently experienced CC events have multiplied society’s concern about CC. However, the last IPCC (2018) report
stated that the efforts we are allocating to deal with CC are not enough, as CC effects have increased over the last decade and
it seems that the tendency will continue along the same path. In terms of involving city stakeholders more directly, there are
still several barriers that prevents them from facing CC effectively. For instance, city stakeholders do not identify CC as a
“front row” issue; instead, concerns regarding health, finances, and other social issues that appear more tangible are usually
prioritized (Reynolds et al., 2010). Additionally, city stakeholders regard CC as an issue that is far removed in time and space,
as they believe that CC is not going to affect them in the upcoming years (Etkin and Ho, 2007). Moreover, several city
stakeholders have reported being overwhelmed due to having too much contradictory information (Reynolds et al., 2010).
As a consequence of these barriers, city stakeholders exhibit passive behaviour towards CC and deal with it in a fragmented
and isolated manner. The behaviour of city stakeholders is directly related to their level of awareness. Studies like the one by
Stoll-Kleemann et al. (2001) and Norgaard (2006) demonstrate that a high awareness level leads to the development of
proactive behaviour. However, the same studies address the difficulty of evolving from exhibiting passive behaviour to
exhibiting proactive behaviour. Following the above studies, this paper classifies CC-related behaviours into three types: (1)
passive behaviour: not aware and not proactive, (2) static behaviour: aware and not proactive and (3) proactive behaviour:
aware and proactive. This classification will be further used in Section 3.4 of the paper.
1.2 City resilience
The literature provides several definitions for the concept of city resilience (Malalgoda et al., 2013). However, in this study,
we follow the one given by the Smart Mature Resilience (SMR) project, as it provides a holistic perspective of the concept.
SMR defines city resilience as “the ability of a city to resist, absorb, adapt to and recover from acute shocks and chronic
stresses to keep critical services functioning, and to monitor and learn from on-going processes through city and cross-regional
collaboration, to increase adaptive abilities and strengthen preparedness by anticipating and appropriately responding to future
challenges” (Gonzalez et al., 2017). In short, it is necessary, by definition, to develop effective mechanisms that involve all
relevant city stakeholders in the city resilience-building process.
Several studies, programmes and projects have developed conceptual models and frameworks to define the attributes and
actions needed to improve the resilience level of cities (Kontokosta and Malik, 2018). UNISDR (United Nations International
Strategy for Disaster Reduction) launched several studies that undertook to define a set of indicator to determine the city
resilience level through indicators. The Making Cities Resilient campaign included a list of ten actions that are necessary for
building city resilience (Johnson and Blackburn, 2014). Following this campaign, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction emphasised the importance of having engaged and committed governments and communities in reducing the effects
and consequences of vulnerabilities and hazards (Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, 2015). In the
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same vein, the 100RC programme provides the City Resilience Framework, which sets out twelve indicators that describe the
fundamental attributes of a disaster-resilient city. In a more recent study, the SMR project drafted the European Management
Guideline, which provides cities with a roadmap towards higher resilience levels (Gonzalez et al., 2017). Nevertheless, these
studies do not specify how to build city stakeholder awareness and encourage proactive behaviour. Actions related to educating
new generations and awareness campaigns are addressed, yet the entire process of developing city stakeholder awareness is
not encapsulated in the plans and strategies.
1.3 Awareness
Awareness has been defined in several ways depending on the given use. Endsley and Bolstad (2009) defined awareness as
“the accessibility of a comprehensive and coherent situation representation which is continuously being updated in accordance
with the results of recurrent situation assessments”. However, Maraña et al. (2015) refer to awareness as “the ability of an
entity to perceive, identify and be conscious of the possible events that can occur”. UNISDR (2009) defines awareness as “the
process of informing the general population, increasing levels of consciousness about risks and how people can act to reduce
their exposure to hazards”. While these various definitions share certain elements, there is no agreed upon definition of
awareness. In fact, in the context of CC it has been demonstrated that awareness is key as it enhances behaviour transformation
(Burnside-Lawry and Carvalho 2016; Redshaw et al. 2017; Luís, et al. 2018). However, there is no procedure that defines
what city stakeholders should do to develop awareness in the context of building resilience towards CC (Marshall et al., 2013;
Luís et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016). As was noted in Section 1.2, the city resilience plans and strategies that have been developed
do take awareness into account, yet the process for developing city stakeholder awareness is not specified.
2.

Methods

The methodology for this research revolved around a systematic literature review that had two main phases. The first phase
defined the research objective and the second defined the search process.
2.1 Research objective
The main objectives of our research are to (1) study the relationship between the development of city stakeholder awareness
and building city resilience and (2) determine the characteristics of the process for developing city stakeholder awareness. To
achieve these objectives, we defined four research questions that would be answered by the results and conclusions of the
literature review. The research questions (RQ) are the following:
RQ1: What are the consequences of developing awareness in cities’ CC resilience-building process?
RQ2: What is the most effective method for developing awareness towards CC?
RQ3: What are the mechanisms that develop awareness when building resilience to CC?
RQ4: How can the awareness-building process be addressed?

2.2 Search process
In order to answer to our four research questions, we carried out a literature review using the Scopus electronic database. We
selected the Scopus from among other electronic databases, not only because it indexes a larger number of journals than other
databases, but it is also the largest searchable citation and abstract source for different scientific fields (Guz and Rushchitsky,
2009). To ensure the rigour of our study, two inclusion-exclusion criteria were defined: publication-based and content-based.
Concerning publication-based criteria, only academic papers published in scientific journals were selected as a way to ensure
a more standard set quality. Specifically, only journal articles published after 2000 and with at least two citations were selected.
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Regarding content-based criteria, the fields of medicine, biology, earth sciences and agriculture were not taken into account
because they were considered to be out of the scope of our study. Moreover, three keywords comprised the base of the searches
to ensure content related to the aim of the research would be found. They were: “awareness” AND “climate change” AND
“resilience”. In order to answer each of the specific research questions, other keywords were added to these three. Figure 1
illustrates the whole search process for each of the research questions. First, independent searches were carried out for each of
the research questions based on the publication and content criteria. Once the first list of relevant articles was obtained, all the
abstracts were read to ensure that the papers met the objectives of the research. Then, the full articles were thoroughly reviewed.
During this process, papers were dismissed at different stages for reasons such as being too technical or too focused on the
recovery phase of CC-related crises. Finally, duplicate papers were removed, leaving a total of 48 papers: 19 for RQ1, 13 for
RQ2, 10 for RQ3 and 6 for RQ4.

Figure 1. Research process.
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3.

Results and discussion

The 48 papers selected by the search process allowed us to answer the four research questions. On the one hand, the relationship
between city stakeholder awareness and the CC resilience-building and implementation process has been defined. On the other
hand, the characteristics of the process for developing city stakeholder awareness have been highlighted. This section presents
the results for each of the research questions that makes up our research.
3.1 RQ1: What are the consequences of developing awareness in cities’ CC resilience-building process?
In 2009 UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon said “I call for the need of world leaders to address CC and reduce the increasing
risk of disasters and world leaders must include Mayors, townships and community leaders” (Ban Ki‐moon, 2009). Ban KiMoon’s speech emphasized the need to act and asked those in positions of responsibility to make the change happen. Indeed,
in the last decade, it has been found that cities’ plans and strategies aim to bring about change through building resilience
towards. In this context, city stakeholders like academics or scientists have been more focused on developing technical
knowledge concerning CC rather than social knowledge, such as developing awareness (Duerden, 2004; King, 2010).
Nevertheless, several authors in the literature have addressed the way that awareness affects the resilience-building process.
In fact, the importance of awareness when building and implementing CC resilience strategies has been highlighted in the
papers selected from the literature review. However, not all of them represent the relation between resilience and awareness
in the same way. For instance, given the relevant studies found in the literature, we classify the potential relation between
awareness and city resilience to CC in three ways: (1) awareness is a precondition to cities’ CC resilience-building process,
(2) awareness is a required element of cities’ CC resilience-building process and (3) awareness is the driver of continuous
change during cities’ CC resilience-building process. In what follows, the three ways awareness is related to the CC resiliencebuilding and implementation process is presented:
3.1.1 Awareness is a precondition to cities’ CC resilience-building process (Figure 2)

Figure 2 Awareness as a precondition
Gurran et al. (2013) developed an adaptation ladder based on the resilience-building processes, and it establishes awareness
as the most basic need. Their study states that even if policies for tackling CC are in place, being aware is the first step,
otherwise the effectiveness of the actions decreases. Similarly, Davoudi et al. (2013) presented a framework for analysing
resilience-building processes. After analysing several processes, such as the one followed by the City of London, their
study concludes that a prerequisite for behaviour transformation is a minimum level of awareness (see Figure 2).
3.1.2 Awareness is a required element of cities’ CC resilience-building process (Figure 3)

Figure 3 Awareness as a requirement
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Tang et al. (2010) argued that awareness is one of the main components that ensures the quality and success of resiliencebuilding processes. Their study establishes three required components: awareness, analysis and actions. Similarly, Abegaz
(2015) stated that developing a solid strategy requires a clearly set list of priorities. Abegaz concludes that one of the
required priorities is developing awareness during the process of building resilience (see Figure 3).
3.1.3 Awareness is the driver of continuous change during cities’ CC resilience-building process (Figure 4)

Figure 4 Awareness as the driver
UNISDR (2012) emphasised the importance of developing awareness during the process of building sustainable cities, as
it acts as an engine throughout the process. Similarly, O’Sullivan et al. (2015) ran a participatory workshop and concluded
that awareness acts a continuous driver to ensure the correct evolution of the process of building resilience (see Figure 4).

In addition to the three ways city stakeholder awareness can be related to the CC resilience-building and implementation
process, other studies have been more focused on the direct effect of developing city stakeholder awareness towards CC.
UNISDR and a long list of other authors have pointed out that developing awareness leads to higher commitment and
engagement levels, which in turn increase the CC resilience level of a city (Engle, 2011; D’Almeida Martins and da Costa
Ferreira, 2011; UNISDR, 2012). More concretely, Engle states that in having developed awareness, the effectiveness of the
CC resilience-building process is increased considerably due to there being higher commitment and engagement levels.

Bahadur and Tanner (2014) studied the process of building CC resilience in urban areas by reviewing the manner in which
initiatives to build resilience affect city stakeholder participation. They concluded that awareness is key when there is a lack
of resources, as being more aware increases the actions taken against CC since city stakeholders are ready to participate. They
also argue that having an aware population increases communication among city stakeholders (Tàbara et al., 2010).

Finally, Henly-Shepard et al. (2015) presented a three-phase social learning framework to inform community disaster planning
in relation to the potential impacts of a tsunami. Based on this specific scenario, they concluded that in order to achieve higher
resilience levels, awareness is key as it facilitates collaboration among city stakeholders and the adoption of a holistic view.

3.2 RQ2: What is the most effective method for developing awareness towards CC?
Given the second research question, the different methods already used to develop city stakeholder awareness has been
collected. We found that the resulting studies were more focused on sustainability habits rather than on the challenge of CC
as a hazard. However, we considered these studies equally valid as sustainability habits can be understand as a way to face
some of the hazards derived from CC (Reed et al., 2013; Bahadur and Tanner, 2014).

One method reported to be effective is the serious game. Chappin et al. (2017) developed a game to increase awareness about
sustainable cities. Their main hypothesis is that the serious games effectively engage users’ attention, which leads to higher
knowledge levels, which in turn create greater awareness (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Conceptual framework adapted from Chappin et al. (2017)

Another method is social learning, which was used by Henly-Shepard et al. (2015) to build higher awareness levels. Social
learning consists of developing new collective capacities for dealing with common problems and implementing them in the
long term (Tàbara et al., 2010). The Henly-Shepard et al. study brings together different contexts and experiences that shed
light on how sustainability should be ensured. The city stakeholders participating in the exercise gained knowledge, which
made them more aware.

However, the two studies just presented do not define a gradual procedure to specify the path towards higher awareness levels.
In this context, Tàbara et al. (2010) present a Climate Learning Ladder (CLL), a four-step procedure that structures policy
analysis, supports reflection and identifies critical decisions while building a capacity for climate adaptation. This learning
ladder provides a procedure which facilitates the identification of critical decisions that need to be considered when designing
CC adaptation capacities. Figure 6 illustrates the gradual procedure defined by Tàbara et al., which not only takes into account
the ideal path towards higher climate adaptation capacities, but also the possibility of unlearning or remaining on one of the
four steps of the ladder.

Figure 6 Climate Learning Ladder (CLL) adapted from Tàbara et al. (2010)
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3.3 RQ3: What are the mechanisms that develop awareness when building resilience to CC?
The way awareness is understood differs depending on the field of application. Indeed, awareness development has been
referenced in different ways in the literature. However, based on the 48 selected papers, awareness development can be defined
as the interaction between three mechanisms: experience, attention and knowledge.

Experience refers to the lived real life practices related to a specific problem (Anguelovski et al. 2014). Having a high degree
of experience concerning a topic entails having been involved in that topic. Experience can be lived first-hand or second-hand.
In the case of CC, having a first-hand experience means having lived through a consequence of CC (Weber, 2010), whereas
second-hand experience would be hearing someone’s lived experience of a CC-related event. As Sisco et al. (2017) note, firsthand experience with events such as severe rains and associated flooding temporarily increase stakeholders’ awareness of CC.
In terms of second-hand experiences, Zaalberg and Midden (2010) developed a 3D game to simulate real disaster experience
and intent to start developing awareness.

Attention refers to being alert and having a proactive attitude and a willingness to act upon a problem (Sollberger et al. 2017).
Of the three mechanisms, this is the one that concerns behaviour. Having high attention levels entails being alert to what is
happening in the immediate environment and proactive in action. Several studies have shown that attention might differ
depending on gender, age, political affiliation, and past experiences (Brody et al. 2008; Hamilton and Stampone 2013). For
example, in order to measure the attention level of stakeholders towards CC, Sisco et al. (2017) gauged the attention level of
the various stakeholders of a city. To do this, they quantified the relative increase in Twitter messages about CC in the local
area around the time of a CC event, such as floods or heavy storms.

Knowledge refers to the quantity and quality of the information collected and analysed in relation to a problem. Building
resilience to CC is largely dependent on the availability and quality of information concerning CC (Pandve et al. 2011). In the
case of CC, knowledge has been developed through a large number of studies, news, documentaries and books (Newell et al.
2011). For example, the serious game developed by Chappin et al. (2017) presents a serious game that transfers information
about sustainable habits. The city stakeholders using the game become more knowledgeable of sustainable habits they might
have not grasped before.

Therefore, awareness might be understood as the interaction between experience, attention, and knowledge. Awareness can
be measured in a single person, a company, a city or on a whole country. In our study, the awareness level of a city is considered
by taking into account the awareness levels of all the city stakeholders involved in the city resilience-building process. As
stated in the literature, experience is related to each city stakeholder’s perceptions and life context (Bakaki and Bernauer,
2017). However, to ensure higher attention levels, Shepard et al. (2011) list the necessities, like developing accessible
processes, providing understandable information or publishing salient information to city stakeholders (i.e. linked to topics
that city stakeholders can identify with and which they care about). Finally, in order to obtain knowledge, the literature points
out that the most effective method is education (Brody et al. 2008).

3.4 RQ4: How can the awareness-building process be addressed?
The importance of awareness during a city’s CC resilience-building process has been well established, but how to effectively
develop awareness has not yet been defined (Marshall et al., 2013; Luís et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016). Procedures for developing
awareness are still lacking, which hampers the ability to properly develop awareness (Luís et al., 2018). As Tàbara et al. (2009)
state, successful resilience-building requires new forms of awareness and developing awareness requires new structured
procedures capable of reframing and transforming the original contexts. Similarly, Saxena et al. (2018) make a case for the
need to build awareness in order to achieve resilience, which requires a transformation in behaviour.
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Based on the results obtained for research question two, we have determined that the most appropriate method for developing
city stakeholder awareness towards CC is a gradual procedure similar to the one presented by Tàbara et al. (2010). However,
the gradual procedure developed by Tàbara et al. (2010) aims to develop CC adaptation capacities, whereas one of our study’s
objectives is to determine the characteristics of the process in order to develop city stakeholder awareness towards CC.
Therefore, to answer research question four, our study took inspiration from the structure of the procedure presented by Tàbara
et al. (2010), even though its aim and contents are different.

To answer research question four, we propose, based on the 48 papers taken from the literature review, a four-step gradual
procedure that determines the ideal path for building city stakeholder awareness towards CC. Each of the steps is composed
of a question, the key awareness mechanism and a short description. The four steps are briefly described in Table 1.

STEP
QUESTION
AWARENESS
MECHANISM

STEP 1: PASSIVE

STEP 2: STATIC

STEP 3: PROACTIVE

STEP 4: SYNERGIES

Do we perceive the

Do we want to make a

What can we do to improve

Who else can be part of the

challenge of CC?

change?

this situation?

group?

Attention and knowledge

-

Experience

Experience, attention and
knowledge
City stakeholders are aware

DESCRIPTION

City stakeholders act

CC events make city

of the vulnerabilities and

Proactive behaviour has

collectively against long-term

stakeholders realize that

hazards related to CC, yet

been developed, yet each

effects. Existing barriers

what has been done is

they do not act accordingly.

stakeholder acts separately,

disappear, silo-thinking is

not sufficient and that

Incentives that foster

not considering possible

eliminated and city

action is needed.

behaviour transformation

synergies.

should be designed.

stakeholders start to face
problems in a holistic way.

Table 1 Proposed four-step gradual procedure for developing awareness towards CC

3.4.1 STEP 1: PASSIVE
In the first step, city stakeholders still doubt the existence of the challenge posed by CC. In fact, there is passive behaviour
when it comes to CC. In order to advance, the first requirement is to realize that there is a need. The question in this step
would be to ask “do we perceive the challenge of CC?” Experience regarding CC hazards are key in this aspect, as having
suffered a CC event makes stakeholders realize that what has been done is not enough to face CC and they start being
aware of the existence of the problem and the need to act (Sheppard et al. 2011).

3.4.2 STEP 2: STATIC
In the second step, awareness has started to develop but city stakeholders do not behave proactively yet. City stakeholders
are aware of the vulnerabilities and hazards related to CC, but they do not act accordingly. Therefore, in this step not only
attention but also knowledge about why city stakeholders engage in passive behaviour needs to be developed. As a result,
incentives that foster behaviour transformation should be designed. However, someone needs to lead the process of
behaviour transformation and incentives. As Ban Ki-Moon stated in 2009, leaders should be the example. These leaders
can be of any kind (public, private or community groups), the only must is to ensure that leaders are committed, as
commitment will make them lead and act in a proactive way (D’Almeida Martins and da Costa Ferreira, 2011). As a
consequence of this step, commitment is developed. The question in this second step would be “do we want to make a
change?”
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3.4.3 STEP 3: PROACTIVE
In the third step, both awareness and proactive behaviour have been developed, but only at an individual level. Each
stakeholder acts separately, not considering possible synergies. The question in this step would be “what can we do to
improve this situation?” The stakeholders recognize the vulnerabilities and hazards around them and act accordingly in
facing them. Even if incentives are applied, in this step actions are carried out altruistically because each stakeholder
perceives personal benefits and good in doing so (Weaver et al. 2006; Tàbara et al. 2009). The proactive behaviour in this
third step is seen as an opportunity to initiate a change and effectively face the problem of CC.

3.4.4 STEP 4: SYNERGIES
In the fourth and last step, both awareness and proactive behaviour have been achieved in a multilevel way. This time, city
stakeholders are not only aware of what is around them, but they also act collectively against long term effects. In this
step, city stakeholders seek both personal convenience and a universal good that might not directly result in personal
benefits. As a consequence, the behaviour in this last step means being in a process of constant change as existing barriers
disappear, silo-thinking is eliminated and city stakeholders start to face problems in a holistic way (Sheppard et al. 2011;
Pescaroli, 2018). Based on the experience obtained during the whole process, new daily habits are introduced (Connor and
Dovers, 2004), new collaboration networks are created, and new needs appear. However, due to the adopted holistic point
of view, the way problems are faced changes. The question in this fourth step would be “who else can be part of the
group?”

Consequently, in this last step, plans become more effective as national governments, local government associations,
international, regional and civil society organizations, donors, the private sector, academia and professional associations,
as well as every citizen, are committed and acting jointly (Molin Valdés et al. 2013). The newly created collaboration
networks facilitate communication (Kaluarachchi, 2013) and this in turn makes it easier to introduce plans and make them
more effective.
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4.

Conclusions

CC is one of the 21st century’s great challenges. Over the past decade the effects of CC have increased and therefore the need
to face the challenge has become more visible. Consequently, over the past decade cities have designed CC resilience-building
plans and strategies. However, due to city stakeholders’ passive behaviour and fragmented efforts, the effectiveness of the
plans and strategies has not been as expected. Indeed, in 2009 the UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon called for action and
a behaviour transformation. In this vein, recent studies have pointed to awareness as being key when a behaviour
transformation is needed.
Our study presents a systematic literature review from which a total of 48 relevant papers have been selected. The results of
the research directly contribute to overcoming the lack of an awareness-development process in the context of CC resilience,
as it studies the relationship between the development of city stakeholder awareness and building city resilience. Furthermore,
it determines the characteristics of an ideal process for developing city stakeholder awareness of CC. To that end, four research
questions were defined and answered based on the 48 selected relevant papers.
Specifically, research question one demonstrates that developing awareness increases city stakeholders’ commitment,
engagement, communication levels, collaboration networks, and it leads them to adopt a holistic perspective. Consequently,
we conclude that awareness is not only the first step prior to developing any resilience-building process, but it is also a
requirement that must be met as it serves as a driver during the resilience-building process.
For research question two, we found that a graduated method similar to the CCL presented by Tàbara el al. (2010) should be
applied when developing awareness. Since it makes it possible to identify critical decisions, it supports reflection and facilitates
policy analysis. As our study is focused on the ideal path for developing city stakeholder awareness in the context of CC
resilience, the structure of the CCL presented by Tàbara et al. might be suitable, yet the content needs to be adjusted to our
study’s aims.
With regard to research question three, our study concludes that the mechanisms that interact in the awareness-development
process are city stakeholders’ experience, attention and knowledge.
Finally, in response to research question four and based on the results of the other research questions, a gradual process
composed by four steps was proposed as the ideal path for city stakeholders to follow when developing awareness towards
CC.
However, further research should be done in order to relate all four research questions and include concrete policies in the
purposed gradual procedure. This way, a framework could be defined and more data will be available to determine indicators,
specific actions to implement and the leading stakeholders for each action.
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Abstract
The belated enactment of the National Health Act in 2014 in Nigeria which attempts a legal
framework for the regulation, development and management of a national health system and sets
standards for rendering health services has left much to be desired. It has queried the manner of
management of health services in pre-enactment era in terms of uniformity of purpose and
objectives. To what extent has the gap in the years of absence of an enabling law that could shape
a framework for sustainable public health in Nigeria had impact on public health and health
services? Though, most states have their health laws. These health laws had colonial heritage,
outdated, lack the focus of modern health challenges and could not contribute to or reflect the
current state of health services as practiced in most parts of the world. This paper attempts an
examination of the impact of this gap on public health in relation to sustainable development. It
concludes that the federal government of Nigeria needs to make the 2014 public health law
accessible to both health practitioners and health service consumers for better service delivery.
The states need to update or enact new laws that will reflect sustainability for the future. The
training of health workers should involve the understanding of all enabling laws relating to
health care system in Nigeria.
Keywords: National Health Act 2014, health system, public health law, health services,
sustainability law.
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1.1 Introduction
There has not been any attempt at situating the relevance of the concept of sustainability within
the framework of public health law in Nigeria and whether public health as it is constituted
presently meets the ‘sustainability development’ target of the public health and law under Goal 3
of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations in 2015 for the year 2030 (UN
General Assembly 2015). In order to do this, we shall assess the state of the laws and examine
how well a legal foundation is made for sustainability in the health governance in Nigeria. Public
health is defined as the science of protecting the safety and improving the health of communities
through education, policy making and research for disease and injury intervention (PittPublic
Health, 2018). Public health is thus an octopus that gives freehand to different and varieties of
applications, demands and disciplines. The law in this sense prescribes duties and responsibilities
for health officers as well as the government on the governance of the health system. The public
health law is expected to operate in a way that sustains the requirements of the present (taking
care of the immediate needs of the Nigerian people) without endangering the future of the next
generation to meet their own needs (by laying sustainable health foundation for the next
generation).
Regrettably, this second leg of the interpretation of this definition cannot be justified with the
present state of affairs in the health sector. The health system is in a state of disrepair as a result
of neglect and corruption. Other challenges include poor budgetary allocation, decaying
infrastructures without efforts at replacement, buildings are old and lacking maintenance, health
tourism amongst government officials and political office holders are rampant, institutional
infrastructures lack adequate functionality. All these are indices of a failing system that may not
meet the target of sustainability. Management of health services in pre-enactment of National
Health Act 2014 is nothing to write home about because of the apparent neglect which
pauperized the health care system in Nigeria.
To correct these anomalies, the President of Nigeria then, Dr. Goodluck Ebele Jonathan signed
into law the National Health Act (NHA) 2014. In addition to this, the Minister for Health, Prof.
Isaac F. Adewole ensured that the National Health Policy (NHP) saw the light of the day. It is
worthy to note that various efforts have been made in the past to get a policy on health in place,
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but the efforts have not been successful due to the absence of an enabling law which the NHA
has come to do.
It was concluded that there is the need to redefine the state of the public health at infrastructural
and institutional levels and emphasize on the need for adequate training for medical practitioners,
nurses and those involved in the process of health care within the public health system. It is
argued that the impact the public health law could have for a sustainable public health system in
Nigeria can only be driven by the direct intervention of the government at all the facets of health
development.
1.2 Defining sustainability and public health law
The concept of sustainability has become wider and extensive in modern time beyond the
envisage of the Brundtland Report.Within this context, sustainability means: “that the needs of
the present are met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs’ (Brundtland Report, 1985). The word draws inspiration from all aspects of human
endeavour. Its application to health, health care, its management, assessment, planning and
procedural ethos is thus not misplaced. To this end, it can be added that its application to law and
decision making is essential (Mason, 2019). Sustainability refers to the need for development to
be integrated, socially, economically and environmentally, oriented to the long-term, and hence,
able to last (Cordonier and Khalfan, 2004). Policy makers tend to forget the effect of the
environment on the society and neglect to prepare or foresee the consequence on human health.
A sustainable health will assure us a sustainable green health. While sustainability prescribes
mode of our living in concord and tranquillity with the natural environment in which we found
ourselves, it also enjoins us to protect the environment from damages and destruction that may
come from our actions or inactions. Public health law on the other hand is the ‘field that
focuses(on) legal practice, scholarship and advocacy on issues involving the government’s legal
authorities and duties ‘to ensure the conditions for people to be healthy’ and how to balance these
authorities and duties with ‘individual rights to autonomy, privacy, liberty, property and other
legally protected interests’ (Brundtland Report, 1987) The law plays an intermediation role
between public health and sustainability. From the earliest period, man has become conscious of
the need to keep his environment clean and live a healthy and sustainable life. The government
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uses law to ‘reduce illness and prevent premature death’ (Field Epidemiology Manual, 2019).
Public health law therefore uses the power of the government at all levels to improve, sustain,
maintain the pendulum of healthcare within the available resources.
The intersection between the concepts of sustainability and public health law is therefore very
clear and broad. They both have similar objectives but with different approaches to attain them.
While sustainability advocates that we leave in peace with the environment and protect it from
over-use and depletion because of the future consequences the generations yet unborn may
suffer, the public health law comes along with coercive power (police power), regulating,
assessing, and preventing the human population from harming itself into premature death. It also
prescribes roles, responsibilities and duties for the health officers and what consequence each
participant should expect at the infraction of the laws. It ensures that healthy environment is
maintained and sustained.
Historically, law has played major roles in the shaping of public health. Most societies have
public health challenges which the enactment of laws by the parliament has been able to curb if
not eradicate through specific roles and orders that must be carried out if severe sanctions are not
to be experienced. For these reasons, public health law derives its power from the constitution,
statutes, decrees edicts, regulations and health circulars (Goodman et al, 2006). The implication
of these concepts on the population is interesting. Public officials and organisations make use of
information of different types to shape and seek to influence law making. DeKely Hartsfield,
Anthony Moulton and Karen Mckie gave historical perspective to the role of law as it enhanced
public health concerns including health information privacy (Hartsfield et al, 2007). They
emphasised that ‘public health deals almost exclusively in model laws and seeks functional
equivalence more than uniformity across jurisdictions’ in the US.
While this tension goes on, public health law balances its intermediation with respect to the
liberty of the citizens. For instance, trees can be felled by those in the community for use as
firewood. Since there is no other alternative, it is imperative that members of the community use
fire to cook their meals. Sustainability, however, will encourage them to plant back those forest
woods being cut down. The law supports as any erring members of the community will receive
sanction for his infraction of the rules. It is by so doing that the society can live a better legacy
4
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for the future generations. While the liberty of an individual or the community is ensured, their
activity must not endanger the community. This is reflected in the oil drilling activities in the
Niger Delta. Those in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria are worst hit by the inability of the
public health law and sustainability to step into their case. The recent apology by Shell and its
commitment to compensate the Niger Delta communities and do what is proper to sustain the
environment is therefore a welcome idea (Royal Dutch Shell, 2019). The gas flaring in the Niger
Delta communities has brought about serious depletion of the ozone layer and the greenhouse
effect is palpable in the country as the scorching of the sun has gone beyond the normal and
affected the flora and fauna (Odumosu, 2015). Attempts at stopping gas flaring since its
inception till date has been a dismal failure. The successive governments lack political
seriousness to halt the situation.
Sustainability and public health law will therefore play complimentary roles inter se. Their
objectives are similar and interwoven; and it must be so promoted if we are to have a future
environment our successors will be proud of. Public health law according to Hartsfield et al will
focus on (a) strengthening the competencies of public health professionals, attorneys and other
practitioners to apply law to public health; (b) stimulating applied research about effectiveness of
laws in public health; (c) fostering partnerships among organisations and professionals working
in public health and law; (d) developing and disseminating authoritative information about public
health law to public health practice, policy and other communities, etc. These duties should be
replicated at the local government level and town council or committee levels since they are
closer to the people being represented (Hartsfield et al, 2007).
1.3 Legal framework for sustainable public health law
Nigeria is a signatory to several global initiatives and agenda on health and development
including the unfinished Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and the new Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Nigeria believes in the goals of the SDGs. The driving force of
Goal 3 of the SDG is to ‘ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages. The
Nigerian government also taps into the Rio Political Declaration on Social Determinants of
Health (2011). On this, the Federal government resolves to take appropriate action on the social
determinant of health in order to create vibrant, inclusive, equitable, economically productive
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and healthy societies (NHP, 2016). It endorsed the principles of Alma Ata and the Ouagadougou
Declaration on primary health care. All these are genuine commitments to ensuring that the
healthcare system works within the country’s public health system and through which sustainable
health governance can be achieved.
At the municipal level, the National Health Act (NHA) 2014 is the first legislative framework for
the health system in Nigeria. It is enacted to provide a framework for the regulation,
development and management of a national health system and set standards for rendering health
services in the federation. The act is divided into 8 parts and each segment deals with very
important aspect of health services in Nigeria. Thus, it establishes the national health system
which is expected to define and provide framework for standards and regulation of health
services, without prejudice to extant professional regulatory laws (NHA, 2014). For the purpose
of realizing the objectives of the act, it is defined that health services encompass public and
private providers of health services (NHA, 2014). The private health providers have been driving
the health sector in Nigeria. Their role has been complimentary and significant because of their
proximity and accessibility to the people. The intervention of the private sector has helped in the
fulfilment of the rights of the people to have access to health care services (NHA, 2014). Other
objectives under the national health services include promotion of a spirit of cooperation and
shared responsibility among all providers of health services in Nigeria and any part thereof
(NHA, 2014). It intends to provide for persons living in Nigeria the best possible health services
within the limits of available resources (NHA, 2014). It also sets out the rights and obligations of
health care providers, health workers, health establishments and users (NHA, 2014). With these
clear and achievable objectives, the ground is laid for a sustainable health care governance in
Nigeria.
The institutional framework to achieving these goals of the national health system is at the
doorstep of the Federal Ministry of Health and the ministry of health in each states of the
federation and the Federal Capital Territory department responsible for health (NHA, 2014). The
ministry must ensure the development of national health policy and issue guidelines for its
implementation. (NHA, 2014). It shall promote, amongst others, adherence to norms and
standards for the training of human resources for health (NHA, 2014). It shall ensure the
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continuous monitoring, evaluation and analysis of health status and performance of the functions
of all aspects of the national health system (NHA, 2014). As the policy-making and supervisory
institution for the federation, it is empowered to formulate and monitor the progress on the public
health objectives in the country. The other institutions empowered to work in conjunction with
these institutions are parastatals under the federal and state ministries of health; all local
government health authorities, ward health committees, village committees, private health
providers, traditional health care providers and alternative healthcare providers (NHA, 2014).
There is also the National Health Policy (NHP) 2016. The thrust of the policy is to strengthen
Nigeria’s health system particularly the primary health care sub-system, deliver quality, effective,
efficient, equitable, accessible, affordable, acceptable and comprehensive health care services to
all Nigerians (NHP, 2016). A regime of social values and guiding principles are provided as
flashlights to guide the implementation of the policy. In that context, citizens shall have a right to
the highest attainable level of health as a fundamental right of every Nigerian, including access
to timely, acceptable and affordable health care of highest quality and international best practice
(NHP, 2016). Maintenance of professional ethics through observance of human dignity, human
rights, confidentiality and cultural sensitivity (NHP, 2016). Sustained political commitment to
health through ensuring adequate resource allocation to health and commitment to national and
international declarations and equity in access and use of services (NHP, 2016). Public health
care is the bedrock of the national health (NHP, 2016). All health actors shall ensure the
provision and use of health services that are gender-sensitive, evidence-based, responsive, propoor and sustainable, with a focus on outcomes (NHP, 2016); government shall provide policy
support and funding and take active measures to involve all private health care actors and other
stakeholders (NHP, 2016); promotion of inter-sectoral action for health and effective partnership
among all relevant stakeholders for health development by mainstreaming ‘Health-in all’ policies
and; focus on the poor and the vulnerable in all health interventions (NHP, 2016). With these in
view, it is expected that the health sector will receive a big boost from the scheme of political
patronage.
The policy also provides an implementation framework to translate it into functional document.
It charges the Federal Ministry of Health to ensure widespread dissemination of the document
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and other related instruments through various relevant channels (NHP, 2016). The existence of
the internet and social media will fastrack dissemination of these policies. At the state level, they
are encouraged to adapt the contents of the policy and disseminate it amongst the people (NHP,
2016). As at the time of this study, it is not clear if the states making up the federation of Nigeria
have adopted the policy yet. A search through the internet and telephone interview with nurses
and doctors indicate that they were not yet aware of such adaptation. The states when they finally
adopt the policy are to report on progress in adaptation and this will be submitted to the Federal
Ministry of Health who will present it to the National Council on Health (NHP, 2016). The state
governments are to strengthen the local governments to function for effective provision of
primary health care (NHP, 2016). There shall be national strategic health development plan at the
federal level in line with the NHP 2016. There shall also be annual and midterm reviews of the
implementation of the strategic plan which shall be undertaken by Federal Ministry of Health
and all the stakeholder with presentation of report to the National Council on Health and this
shall also be disseminated (NHP, 2016).
Following enquiries made at the local and state government levels which indicated that these
objectives are yet to be implemented, it can be argued that this acts as a setback for the policy in
terms of effectiveness and realization of the objectives of the government in terms of the public
health system. In an overview comment in the NHP 2016, it is observed that: ‘Although primary
health care is the fulcrum of the Nigeria health system, the provision, financing and management
of primary health care services, as well as secondary health care services, leaves much to be
desired.’ This implies that notwithstanding the lofty objectives in the NHP, the government’s
tardiness to release fund to the appropriate agencies for the implementation of the objectives is
germane to having a serious healthcare system. This will have direct negative impacts on the
public health system. The intervention of the public health law at this instance will be crucial.
Public health law will make it mandatory for government officials to fund health through
adequate budgeting. It is the role of the law to ensure that this significant aspect of health care
governance is strictly adhered to. As at 2018, the Sustainable Development Goals Report states
that maternal mortality ratio in sub-Sahara Africa had reduced by 35 per cent and the under -5
mortality rate has dropped by 50 per cent. The implication is that some other parts of sub-Sahara
Africa are moving up the development ladder because they funded their health care system. If

8
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Nigeria neglects this important aspect of its responsibility to the people, sustainability of the
health care sector may be a mirage after all.

1.4 Intersection between public health and sustainability
Public health is the hub for health care delivery system all over the globe. The content of all
health care indices radiates around public health; hence, it is the health of the people maintained
by all the stake holders -both government and non-governmental organizations. Public health is
both the science and the art involving the protection of life, preventing diseases, prolonging lifespan meaningfully, promoting health through the organized efforts of the society which involve
all the activities through which the health capacities can be promoted and enhanced, with all
services aimed at providing conducive conditions under which people can maintain health,
improve health and wellbeing, prevent deterioration of health. It focuses on the entire spectrum
of health and wellbeing and not limited to disease prevention. Public health in Nigeria is handled
by the three arms of government through the Federal and state ministries of health and the
primary health care at the local government level.
Promoting public health in Nigeria at the governmental and private sector levels involves several
strategies that will make health care delivery system more sustainable and resourceful.
Sustainable development in Health will be all encompassing that will help to meet the present
health needs without compromising meeting the health needs of the future generation. As it is in
Nigeria today, making health sustainable becomes the concern of everybody because the
components of public health are not handled very well especially the environmental index of
health. Many health and sustainability problems emerge because of society’s appropriation of
natural resources and the over exploitation of environmental services such as carbon
sequestration and biodiversity. Also, public health and environmental problems are caused by
increased intensification of agriculture and food production (Kjaergard, Land & Pedersen, 2014).
Many health problems relating to environmental factors stem from soil management and food
production that have direct and indirect bearing on the health of the populace considering the
physical, biological and social indices of the environment which involves the climatic factors
9
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such as temperature and humidity that have direct effects on human, their comfort and their
physical performance. Physical environment exerts indirect effect by determining the distribution
of organism in the biological environment: plants and animal provide food, animal compete for
food with human and animal parasites and their vectors transmit diseases (Lucas & Gilles, 2007).
Sustainable development is an indispensable human need to live a healthy and productive life in
harmony with the environment. Achieving sustainable developmental goals in health will be a
mirage if the incidence and the prevalence of both communicable and non-communicable
diseases are kept poorly controlled. World Health Organization reported that life expectancy has
increased over the past decades, infant mortality rate has declined and that in developing
countries, the percentage of people with life expectancy below sixty declined tremendously
which shows a positive achievement but the concern now is that health budgeting is declining
over the year and most of the fund appropriated for health has not been fully utilized in the past
years which will hamper the achievement of sustainable health goals.

1.5 The National Health Act and sustainability – any nexus?
Hitherto, the existence of a functional legal framework has eluded Nigeria until October 31, 2014
when national health bill was signed into law (Obi, 2014; Federal Ministry of Health, 2014). The
process of enacting the health law was commenced in 2004 indicating that the law regulating
health matters in Nigeria took a decade to see the light of the day. It is expected that the law
should be able to meet the needs of Nigerians if effectively applied and enforced to provide
smooth, efficient, effective and quality health care delivery system into the society. Maintaining
a sustainable health regulation in Nigeria and any nation at all, requires that the practitioners
should be conversant with the laws, policies and other related regulations and apply their tenets
to their day-to-day practice to guide their activities. Health officers must be familiar not only
with the extent of their powers and duties, but also with the limitations imposed upon them by
law. With such knowledge available and wisely applied by health authorities, public health will
not remain static, but will progress’ (Tobey, 1947).
The consumers of health services should also have a sound knowledge of the law to be able to
optimally access health care and avoid the existing economic, geographical and cultural
10
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inaccessibility to health. In a study conducted by Enabulele and Enabulele in 2016, it was
revealed that only 20.8% of medical practitioners that participated in the study have seen the Act
which means that very many practitioners have not seen it.
The application of most of the social laws should apply to everyone. But it appears that public
health laws are only enacted to be used in the court of law. Most people are not aware of the
provisions of the laws as Enabulele and Enabulele have found out, medical practitioners who
ought to be well informed are ignorant of the provisions of the NHA 2014. Hence, the required
education to provide necessary awareness and information through workshops and seminars have
eluded the supposed concerned members of the society. This has led to the poor knowledge and
understanding of such laws among the people. The posting of these laws at the local government
or federal government bulletin is no longer enough. For any law to be sustainable, it should be
known, explicit, lucid, comprehensible, accessible and functional. But when it is not readily
available to the health consumers and other citizens in a country and they could not put it into
use, its sustainability will be difficult and almost impossible as future generations may not be
able to put it into maximal use to meet the needs of the time. In a study conducted in 2018 on the
application of laws guiding infectious diseases control, it was discovered that nothing was on
ground at all for the states to follow the law in spite of the knowledge of the existence of such
laws (Makinde & Odimegwu, 2018).
1.6 What role for the constitution?
The colonial incursion into the health administration in Nigeria has demonstrated the
indispensability of law in the administration of the public health. The Constitution of Nigeria
1990 (as amended) is the primary law from which other laws drew their strength. Ordinarily, the
provisions of the constitution should lay the roadmap for health system services. But the
constitution as stated in the NHP 2016 does not: ‘clearly indicate the roles and responsibilities of
the three tiers of government in health system management and delivery (NHP, 2016).’ The NHA
2014 cannot fill the lacuna created in the constitution by not providing for certain roles and
duties for the healthcare system. It is an area the legislative arm of government should
investigate and correct.
The first law on health care system was made during the colonial era. France first passed its
mandatory Smallpox Vaccination Law in 1905 in its West African colonies (Schneider, 2009).
11
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The goal, according to Schneider, of mandatory vaccination legislation was ‘…reporting and
isolation of cases, vaccination of infants and periodic revaccination thereafter.’ The effectiveness
of this law is rooted in its coerciveness and periodic service which was seen as the ‘common
means to achieve the goals of the laws...’In France colonies, this law, in order to totally eradicate
smallpox required ‘vaccination in the first year with revaccination in the tenth and twentieth year
of life.’ This law empowers the doctors, nurses and their assistants to take any action that could
save the population from the spreading epidemic. William Schneider who studied efforts at
smallpox control and prevention in the early 1920s in West, Central and East Africa observed
that this was by far ‘the earliest and for a long time the largest efforts at introducing Western
medicine to Africa’ (Schneider, 2009).
The African Charter on Peoples and Human Rights (ACPHR) provides in Article 16(1) that
‘every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best attainable state of physical and mental
health ACPHR). Article 16(2) also states that parties to the present Charter shall take the
necessary measures to protect the health of their people and to ensure that they receive medical
attention when they are sick. This ideal as expressed in the African Charter, a regional
convention, does not have equivalence in the Constitution of Nigeria 1999 (as amended).
Nowhere in the constitution is the word ‘health’ mentioned or anything in relation to the national
health system. It is noted also in the National Health Policy 2016 that ‘Nigeria is governed by the
provisions of the 1999 Constitution. Unfortunately, it does not lay emphasis on health and fails to
clearly indicate the roles and responsibilities of the three tiers of Government in health systems
management and delivery’ (NHP, 2016).
Notwithstanding this weird anomaly, the Constitution of Nigeria empowers the president to
declare a public emergency and curtail certain individual rights (including rights to personal
liberty and property). In 1926, the government of Nigeria enacted the Federal Quarantine Act
1926 which regulates matters relating to public health. Specifically, it is to prevent and suppress
dangerous infectious diseases. These infectious diseases include cholera, plague, yellow fever,
smallpox and typhus (Quarantine Act, 1926).
The present constitution is a legacy from the military government. Most scholars and lawyers are
of the opinion that the military merely handed over what they believed was ideal for Nigerians to
12
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them and urged for either a new constitution or a major amendment that would incorporate lots
of issues such as federalism, public health, regional autonomy etc. which are of legislative
significance to the citizens into the constitution. It may be argued that the issue of public health
need not be enshrined in the constitution. The United Kingdom does not operate a written
constitution and its public health system merely have laws governing them. Yet the public health
system in that country is second to none being on its own first-rate class. It is thus a matter of
functional political commitment on the part of the political leadership to drive the system of
health governance to sustainable level. At out level, it may be necessary because of the attitude
and lack of political will of the leadership.

1.7 Conclusion
The link between sustainability and the public health law has demonstrated that there is a serious
role for sustainability to play in the development of the public health in Nigeria. The interrelationship between the two concepts are so broad and reflects the diversity of the concept of
sustainability. Nigerians cannot afford to allow the present state of neglect to persist in the affairs
of the public health administration. The laws, policies and other regulations need to be
transformed into action. The accession to all the global conventions and protocol are signs of
commitment to international standards and practices.
At home therefore, the political leaders need more purposeful approach and commitment to
foster sustainable health care governance in the country. It is not enough to create policies and
enact laws encapsulated in lexical finesse and niceties. Institutional infrastructural support in
terms of timely release of budgetary allocations will ensure that targets of each departments and
agencies of government are met. This will engender sustainability as it will reflect in the
maintenance of services, structural infrastructures, tidy environment, plants manicure, medical
equipment and so on. There will also be good relationship between the members of staff as each
department will complement each other in order to achieve the set objectives as outlined in the
National Health Policy and as explicated to them as their roles and responsibility which the
National Health Act will support.
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1.8 Suggestions
We have established above that sustainable health services are possible with political
commitment of those in government. For the above reasons we shall be suggesting the following:
1. There is the urgent need to update all the laws inherited from the colonial times and
where necessary repeal them and replace them with more forward looking and
sustainable provisions that will reflect modern realities. Most states of the federation have
their laws and should also update them. Most importantly, the legislature needs to work
more to update various health laws and amend or repeal outdated ones in order to meet up
with the sustainable development goals.
2. The public health laws that are in existence, though some of their provisions may no
longer be necessary because of modern reality, are not functional because there is need
for maximal awareness for both the practitioners and the consumers of health services
through advocacy. There should be mass awareness of the contents of these health laws
and policies (and in fact all laws) so that the citizens could be abreast of their rights,
duties and responsibilities.
3. Legal unit of the Ministries of health (Federal and State) should provide information at
the various public Health facilities (Federal specialist hospitals, teaching hospitals and
state hospital) using various strategies such as billboard, flyers, and the social media for
the purpose. Serialization of relevant aspects of the laws on Facebook blog, twitter and
WhatsApp targeted at the people should be adopted.
4. Curricular review of legal aspect of health should be periodic for the training of health
practitioners. There should be included in the curriculum of the medical students the legal
aspect of public health care. In fact, public health law should be taught in the Nigerian
Medical Schools and School of Nursing and Midwifery. This will boost the knowledge of
the students in relation to law.
5. Both the NHP 2016 and NHA 2014 be made available in compact forms and electronic
copies for practitioners and consumers of health products. The knowledge and
understanding of the contents of the health laws and the government policy in relation to
it is very important.
14
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6. Public health care system should be enshrined in the constitution. The non-inclusion of it
in the present constitution impacts on the attitude of the political leadership. It affects the
manner of political consideration being given to the sectoral budgetary allocation. Once it
is enshrined in the constitution like the allocation of the local government funds, it will be
difficult for politicians to tinker with it. This will hasten the development of the health
sector and assured us of sustainable future for the health care governance in Nigeria.
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Abstract
Biomimicry is a sustainable design strategy based on the understanding of nature and its efficient use of resources. This strategy
became popular with the publication of Benyus (1997) who described the usefulness of biomimicry to design sustainable
solutions for social prosperity. This strategy has been widely explored to led design and architecture students. However,
business administration, marketing, and gastronomy students are not trained in this kind of strategy, which hinder
environmental innovation from designing sustainable products and services. Moreover, the universities have the responsibility
to increase the environmental awareness of new professionals, especially since the Agenda 21 delivered at the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and the emergence of the circular economy as the way to achieve real sustainable development.
In consequence, this study aims to investigate the novelty and usefulness of teaching the biomimicry strategy to design ecoinnovative products for a circular economy, in business, marketing, and gastronomy students, through the Creative Problem
Solving (CPS) method.
Thus, this study was developed through the implementation of two methods. First, during the course, the students learned
about the Creative Problem Solving (CPS) method and circular economy and sustainable design strategies; which they applied
later to a CPS Challenge to design a backpack suitcase based on biomimicry. The second method allowed researchers analyzed
the results of the projects through systematic content analysis.
This study makes a significant contribution to research on sustainability education by increasing the environmental awareness
of students who belong to the business, marketing, and gastronomy degrees through product design projects. Furthermore, the
students learned to combine the CPS method and the biomimicry strategy to enhance the ideation step of the creative process
and to improve the environmental performance of product and service. Finally, the CPS method encouraged the students to
develop sustainable products no matter the resource scarcity and available technology. This is quite important because this
trainee was carried out for future managers from Colombia, a developing country considered the second one most biodiverse.
Keywords: Biomimicry, sustainable design strategy, sustainability education, Creative Problem Solving method, Circular
Economy.
1.

Introduction

The circular economy (CE) paradigm of “take, make, distribute, use and recovery” to close the loops of resources and energy
and finally achieve sustainable development is challenging not only the business models but also the professional performance
of people and their skills sets. Even, multiple not academic publications like magazines, books and reports have highlighted
the emergence of “new professions” that companies will require for sustainability such as Technical territorial planner in
renewable energies, Futurist farmers, Biorefinery engineer, Recycling engineer, Ecoarchitect or Environmental lawyer
(Caballero, 2018). The World Economic Forum (2016, pag 13), for example, stated in The Future of Jobs Report that in the
next years there would be a “strong growth in green jobs such as the installation, retrofitting, repair and maintenance of smart
meters and renewable energy technologies in residential and office buildings.” In response to this new labour market
requirements, currently, many universities and schools worldwide offer diverse programs oriented to educate and train the
professionals for the future. For example, there are bachelors in Global Sustainability and Science (Utrech University),
Environmental and Sustainability Studies (Northern Arizona University) or Environment and Sustainability (Australian
National University). Likewise, there are master and doctoral programs about those topics.
Regarding these challenges, professionals need new capacities to design eco-innovations related to new business models,
organizational structures, novel services, and products that can be recovered through biological or technical cycles. In the last
case, the sustainable design strategies work as catalyzers of CE for designing goods and services which can be reintroduced
in the system in the long term (Prieto-Sandoval et al., 2018). Some of the most recognized sustainable design strategies are
eco-design guided by the life cycle assessment (LCA) of a product, nature-inspired design strategies (NIDS) such as the cradleto-cradle or “C2C”, and Biomimicry. C2C strategy aims to inform humans about design through three tenets such as waste
equals food, use current solar income, and celebrate diversity (McDonough & Braungart, 2002). Even, Mc Donough and
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Braungart founded a consulting firm to certificate products following that methodology. From another perspective,
Biomimicry is a sustainable design strategy based on the understanding of nature and its efficient use of resources. This strategy
became popular with the publication of Benyus (1997) who described the usefulness of biomimicry to design sustainable
solutions for social prosperity. However, there is not any standard process to facilitate the practical application of biomimicry.
Professionals from business administration, marketing, and gastronomy are not trained in this kind of strategies, which
prevents their active participation and commitment in the design of sustainable products and services. This situation becomes
more critical when recognizing that universities have the responsibility to increase the environmental awareness of new
professionals, especially since the Agenda 21 delivered at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and the emergence of
the CE as the way to achieve real sustainable development.
This is coherent with the gap discovered in the literature about the relationship between CE and Biomimicry. It is based on the
fact that a combined search using both “Biomim*″ and “Circular Economy” as keywords shows only seven papers in Web of
Sciences and twelve papers in the Scopus database. Likewise, the search of “Biomim*” and “Higher education” only shows
five results in Web of Sciences and forty five papers in the Scopus database.
In consequence, this study aims to investigate the novelty and usefulness of teaching the biomimicry strategy to design ecoinnovative products for a circular economy, in business, marketing, and gastronomy students, through the Creative Problem
Solving (CPS) method.
1.1. Experience Background
The setting for this study is the School of Economic and Administrative Sciences (EICEA) from the University of La Sabana,
at Bogotá, Colombia, South America. The study was developed with 105 students from Business Administration (23),
International Business Administration (26), International Marketing & Logistics Administration (36), Administration &
Service (9), and Gastronomy (11) as shown in Figure 1. They were distributed in three groups (group A with 43 students,
group B with 22, and group C with 40 students) lead by the same teacher, and they were composed by 61% females and 39%
males.

Figure 1. Distribution of study population.
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This course of 48 classroom hours along 16 weeks is composed of three sections: Fundamentals issues of Organizational
Creativity, Fundamentals of Innovation, and the Creative Process. The first section covers the class introduction based on
VUCA world as an opportunity for creativity; definitions and features of creativity, and the explanation of each of the four P’s
of creativity (Person, Process, Product and Press). The second section shows innovation definitions and the relationship
between Creativity, Innovation and Strategy; the components and relevance of the management of innovation, and current
innovation trends as Digital Innovation, Frugal Innovation, and Eco-innovation. Finally, the third section explains the different
innovation models as Design Thinking, Stage-Gate, and CPS, and it deepens in the understanding of each stage of the CPS
methodology. During this class, teacher applies active learning, which involves not only traditional explanations, but also
creative workshops, conferences, homework, video analysis, business visits, activities of exploration and design, among others.
Eco-innovation topic presents the Sustainability as the primary purpose of a company under which the balance between
economic, social and environmental impacts are the key to organizational performance. Thus, sustainable organizations should
seek the Circular Economy as the best way to get effective and durable outcomes because Circular Economy changes the logic
behind the current productive activity. Additionally, this class explains innovative strategies as Cradle to Cradle, Eco-design,
and Biomimicry to reach a real implementation of these topics. All of this based on De Pauw et al. (2014) who revealed that
NIDS encourage design students to include a greater range of diverse solutions within the specific context of the productsystem and to design with a more functional approach. In that vein, the course emphasizes Biomimicry to obtain inspiration
from nature and to develop curiosity and analogic thinking at our students.
1.2. Creative Problem Solving (CPS) method
The Creative Problem Solving (CPS) is a group of models based on the seminal work of Osborn (1953) and extended by
Parnes and others, which gathers at least ten developments and spin-offs (Puccio et al., 2005). CPS is a cognitive process
developed by individuals and groups to produce creative solutions, which means novel, useful, and good elaborated outcomes
(Besemer & Treffinger, 1981). The original CPS model presented by Osborn (1953) included seven steps: orientation,
preparation, analysis, hypothesis, incubation, synthesis, and verification. However, the most recent version called CPS: The
Thinking Skills Model (CPS:TSM) has three major stages: clarification, transformation, and implementation (Puccio et al.,
2011); which are composed of seven discrete steps: from Assessing the Situation to Formulating a Plan (see Figure 2 and
Table 1). Divergent and convergent thinking is present throughout the process, within each step and the iteration between
"exploration" and "formulating" steps. Likewise, the model includes seven thinking skills and seven affective skills associated
with the model’s seven steps (Table 1).

Figure 2. Creative Problem Solving: The Thinking Skills Model (CPS: TSM). Puccio et al. (2011)
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Table 1. Thinking and Affective Skills of CPS: TSM. Puccio et al. (2011)

For more than 50 years, The International Center for Studies in Creativity (ICSC) from Buffalo State, SUNY has researched
and taught the CPS Model, and its toolkit is turning it into the most studied and validated creative process around the world.
Some studies that have demonstrated its effectiveness are Parnes and Meadow (1959); Reese et al. (1976); and Puccio et al.
(2006).
2.

Methods

This study was developed through the implementation of two methods. First, during the course, the students learned about the
Creative Problem Solving (CPS) method and circular economy and sustainable design strategies; which they applied later to
a CPS Challenge to design a backpack suitcase based on biomimicry. The second method allowed researchers analyzed the
results of the projects through systematic content analysis.
2.1. Teach method
The learning process was designed to teach the students the use of CPS as a structured method to create a product or service
based on nature principles. In this way, the course follows these four stages:
I.

The teaching of fundamentals of Creativity, Innovation, and the Creative Problem Solving (CPS) method during
two months, and the practice with a previous CPS project.

II.

A lecture about circular economy and sustainable design strategies: This lecture included the explanation of the
definitions of Sustainable development, the environmental crisis, circular economy, eco-innovation and
sustainable design strategies like eco-design, cradle to cradle and biomimicry. The biomimicry topic was
examined in depth with additional readings (see Jaca et al., 2018) and a video (https://youtu.be/lDRNf8jOJmg).

III.

A CPS project to design a backpack based on biomimicry: The students grouped in teams of 3 or 4 people were
challenged with the following backpack requirements:
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Capacity to store three complete outfits, a bottle, a Tupperware, a camera and some cleaning items.



Space for souvenirs



It must be suitable for low-cost flight



and voluntary improvements
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Additionally, the inspiration to design this backpack should come from the following living beings: the Catleya Trianae orchid,
the Beluga whale, the Tadorna Tadorna duck, and the Chrysemys Picta turtle to design and think the shape, materials,
functions, and emotions associated with this product.
Students should have to implement the complete CPS process during two weeks following a unique guide designed by their
teacher. Then, they presented two results: (a) a prototype of the backpack (real, not a sketch and avoiding the use of polluting
materials), and (b) a video that presents the CPS process (clarification, ideation, development, and implementation), and it
should not exceed 8 minutes in length. The video should explain the development of the four steps of the CPS. In each of
them, they told how they developed the divergent sub-stage and the tools used. Likewise, they presented the convergent substage of each of the four steps, where the synthesis of each stage was clear (Table 2).
Table 2. Divergent and convergent tools for the CPS method.
CPS Step
Problem
1)
Clarification

Vision
Challenges

2) Ideation

3) Development of
solutions

4) Implementation

IV.

Tools
Data Questions
Empathy Map
Customer Profile
Illusions (Wishful
Thinking)
Phrase Challenges as
Questions
Stick ´em up
Brainstorming
Forced Connections
SCAMPER
Value Map
Prototyping

Divergent
X
X
X

Convergent
X
X

X

Reference
Miller, B. et al. (2004)
https://x.xplane.com/empathymap
Osterwalder, et al. (2015)
Puccio, et al. (2010)

X

Miller, et al. (2001)

X

Osborn (1953) and Parnes (1992)

X
X

Parnes (1992)
Osborn (1953) and Eberle (1971)
Osterwalder et al. (2015)
Kumar (2013)
A version of Praise First was
originally developed in the early
1980s by Diane Foucar-Szocki,
Bill Shephard and Roger Firestien
Noller, et al. (1976)
Puccio et al. (2010)

X

X
X

POINTs

X

X

Assisters and Resisters
Action Steps

X
X

The final presentation CPS projects: each group showed their CPS video and backpack prototype. Both the
videos and the prototypes were evaluated with a formative evaluation system that consisting of a heteroevaluation practice, where the teacher assigned a grade and gave feedback to his students; and a co-evaluation
practice that was carried out among the different groups of students. The teacher and students used the following
evaluation guide (see Table 3) to assign grades and to write their comments.
Table 3. Guide of Evaluation for teachers and students

CRITERIA
TO
EVALUATE

Creative
Process
(Video
evaluation)

ACHIEVEMENT
INDICATORS
Grade:
Stage 1:
Problem
clarification, the
definition of a
future vision and
identification of
the challenges to
overcome
Stage 2:
Ideas generation

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

0 – 2.0

2.1 – 3.0
It identifies factors
associated with the
problem, but it
cannot be clearly
defined. It does not
define the vision
and
nor
the
challenges.
It generates a few
familiar
and
conventional ideas.

3.1 – 4.0

4.1 – 5.0

It clearly identifies
the problem. It does
not define a future
vision,
nor
challenges to solve
the problem.

It clearly identifies
the problem, the
future vision and the
challenges to solve
the problem.

It generates several
attractive
and
interesting ideas.

It generates many
crazy ideas with high
potential.

It
does
not
identify
the
problem to be
solved, much less
the future vision
and challenges.
It
does
not
generate ideas.
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of

It makes small
adjustments
and
combinations
of
ideas.

It
develops
solutions through
combinations
of
ideas and the use of
drawing tools.

Stage 4:
Implementation of
the solution

It
does
not
propose
or
execute
the
implementation
of the solution.

It poses some steps
to develop to solve
the problem.

It
raises
and
executes a plan to
solve the problem.

Novelty regarding
existing solutions.

Almost zero

Low

Middle

High

Utility of the
solution
concerning
the
established
requirements.

Almost zero

Low

Middle

High

The product is
poorly elaborated

The product has a
regular elaboration;
it has problems of
aesthetics
and
quality.

The product is well
elaborated, but this
is not very aesthetic
and
has
an
acceptable quality.

The product is very
well made; it is
aesthetic and has the
required quality.

Stage 3:
Development
solutions

Creative
Product
(Prototype
evaluation)

It develops and
evaluates creative
solutions enriching
ideas and using
prototyping
techniques.
It
explores
the
acceptance of the
solution. Then, this
raises and executes
an excellent plan to
solve the problem.

It
does
not
develop
any
solution based on
ideas.

Development and
synthesis of the
solution.

2.2. Research method
The research activity was developed using the sensemaking approach (Weick, 1995) instead of the traditional perspective of
the structural-functional paradigm based on the understanding of independent variables that influence the outcomes of
creativity (Mejía-Villa, 2016). On the contrary, the sensemaking perspective is useful to describe creative and innovative
processes, rather than focus on outcomes explanation (Drazin et al., 1999; Drazin et al., 2008).
In that vein, the videos produced by students as evidence of their CPS processes were examined with systematic content
analysis to understand how they develop each CPS step. The content analysis involves organizing large quantities of textual
or audio-visual data into many fewer and representative content categories (Krippendorff, 1989; Weber, 1990). Likewise, it
gives additional information about the students' involvement with the project and their attitudes. In summary, the idea was to
investigate, for example, how they faced the divergent and convergent moments of each step and how they linked them, how
they applied the creative tools, and how they introduce the inspiration from nature being in their projects and generate
sustainable products. Consequently, the information presented in the 27 videos was reviewed, analyzed and also, discussed by
the four researchers. Additionally, the prototypes were assessed according to the three variables that constitute a creative
product: novelty, usefulness and good elaboration.
3.

Results and Discussion

This section presents the results and discussion considering the CPS method followed by the students to design a nature
inspired backpack.
3.1. Clarification step
This step had three objectives. First, to define the current problem. Second, to present the future vision, and finally, to clarify
the challenges to reduce or to eliminate the gap between the problem and the vision. In this section, most of the students
analyzed the potential costumers’ needs and expectations through tools as Data Questions, Empathy Map, Customer profile,
Illusions, and Phrase Challenges as Questions (see Table 2). Highlighting that Data Questions was the most used tool.
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The problem definition was focused on functionality issues such as the need for space for clothes, food and the cleaning items,
and low weight. Moreover, the students visit stores to explore the backpacks available in the market to find the consumer
needs which have not been covered by the market. At this step, the students got some ideas about the backpacker's pain points
as the current offer of backpacks and the backpackers' issues such as the need of space, fresh water, and protected areas in the
bag to keep safe delicate items like cups, glasses, camera, or souvenirs.
Additionally, the students must think about the “illusions” of customers or the “dream backpack” to propose a future vision of
the most exciting product. For example: “It would be great to make the water that usually gets hot on the road, stay cold” or
“it would be fabulous to have a large and light backpack suitcase”. Even though, at the beginig most of the students were
focused on functionality, 11 teams included sustainability issues for the potential design such as make the bagback durable,
sustainable by using recycled or recyclabel materials. Although it was originally believed that the student would use the
animals inspiration until the “Ideation step”, 15 teams mention the need to use animals as source of ideas for the product future
vision.
In sum, when the students clarified the challenges to reduce the gap between the problem and the vision, they tried to go
beyond the challenge by looking for a beautiful design, functionality, some animals characteristics and for backpackers who
travel long distances in cities or rural areas. Additionally, students considered other potential consumers like hikers, campers
and picnickers.
3.2. Ideation step
This step aimed to explore and concrete different ideas regarding the challenges defined in the clarification step by using tools
like Forced connections, Brainstorming, Value map and SCAMPER (see Table 2).
This is the most critical step related to the use of biomimicry to design new products because the students were guided to use
the “Forced connections” tool. This tool consists of using divergent thinking, so they must generate ideas to design the
backpack based on the orchid, the beluga, the duck and the turtle. It serves to identify living beings’ functional, emotional,
social and background aspects that could be used in a creative way for the backpack design.
The results were widely different, which proved that the students can generate different ideas, even though they get inspiration
from the same animals. Moreover, some of the groups decided to get inspiration from additional animals because they
considered that their product required more attributes (Table 4). This fact showed that biomimicry strategy through forced
connections tool might ignite the students’ curiosity about living beings biology and ethology.
Then, students used another divergent tool named SCAMPER to enrich the previous ideas. For that proposal, this tool invites
people to rethink and evaluate the ideas according to a various new point of views (Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put
to other uses, Eliminate and Rearrange). The SCAMPER was especially useful to complement the forced connections and
propose specific ideas for the backpack suitcase (Table 4).
Table 4. The living beings and their characteristics highlighted by students during Ideation Step.
Living Being

The Orchid

The Turtle

Characteristics considered for
ideation
Waterproof, exotic, color, shape,
the capture of sunlight and solar
cells, durability, store water,
expandable, light, flexible,
opening and closing, good smell
(the flower essence), roots
Structure, hard shell, hard
structure, retracting head and
limbs, resistant, force, protection
and security, shape, softcover,
color.

Specific ideas for the backpack suitcase
Decoration, different colors, the way of opening,
innovative shape, ventilation, solar panels, pockets
like petals, separated compartments (petals), straps,
space for food, softback.
Structure; air chambers; hardcover; retractile
backpack and pockets; green color; surface and back
padded; photovoltaic panel; the shell like cavity for
delicate elements, shape of the backpack or
protection for the camera. Additional pockets, rough
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The Beluga

Hole in the head, head shape,
water resistance, shape, color,
heat maintenance, radar
communication, cold resistant,
big, make sound, force

The Duck

Temperature regulation, retain
heat, soft feathers, waterproof,
oval shape, legs, weather
resistant, camouflage, different
textures, soft skin, protective
membrane, brown and white
color, flexible, comfortable.

and hard in the bottom, the shape of the shell for the
main zip, protection for food and other stuff
A camelback, white and grey color, mouth-shaped
zipper, heat maintenance, reflective, sound,
capacity, fridge pocket (to maintain temperature),
Bluetooth, expanding bag, waterproof cape,
comfort, an appropriate place for food maintain,
expandable, pocket for the camera
Temperature regulation system, soft feather on the
back part, soft materials, waterproof, resistant
backpack bottom, wheels, float material, belt
pocket, the brand image for the backpack, brown
color, a float, layers, space for documents, secret
pocket, compartments to store food and keep it
warm or cold, external material, protect the shoulder
from injuries
Different colors
Expandable backpack
Great resistance

* The Chameleon
The color change
* The Snake
The shape of its long body
* The Tiger
The strength of the animal
** The Pink Amazon
Dolphin, the Condor,
Native animals of the Andean
Inspiration for future backpack designs
Monkeys, and the Andean region of South America
Bear
Notes: The animals with * were added freely by the students to their projects.
** The scientific names of this animal are: Inia geoffrensis (the pink dolphin), Tremarctos ornatus (the Andean Bear),
and Vultur gryphus (the Andean Condor)

Finally, students applied convergent thinking to define the ideas with mayor potential, which will be useful to design a
differentiated product. Likewise, synthesize them in a proposal expressed through a “Value Map” that has coherence with the
“Empathy Map” or “Customer Profile” previously raised.
3.3. Development step
The objective of this step was to develop Solutions to overcome the challenges. Thus, the students develop one or some
Prototypes that expressed their proposal and evaluate it using the tool “POINt”. The POINt tool means that participants analyze
the Pluses, Opportunities, Issues (concerns, limitations, barriers) and New thinking to develop ideas that meet the issues. In
this step, the teacher encouraged students to use convergent thinking to evaluate the prototypes and defining a solution.
Even though there was only one prohibited material, expanded polystyrene (EPS), the most of the teams did not buy new
materials, but they preferred to use recycled or biodegradable materials to make their prototypes (Figure 3). An implication of
this is the possibility that they avoid the use of raw materials considering the lessons about sustainability and the circular
economy at the beginning of the challenge. Furthermore, the prototypes were consistent with the clarification step,
consequently the backpacks were focused on functionality and comfort based on living beings characteristics and abilities.
One unanticipated finding was that a team proposed some social initiatives like using children paints, and guarantee the
participation of women and men in backpack designs.

Figure 3. Examples of prototypes presented by the students.
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3.4. Implementation step
This step is designed to implement the solutions to overcome the challenges and to solve the initial problem. Thus, the students
should think that they would sell their prototypes to well-known backpack producers and understand very well how to offer
their prototypes to get an affirmative response. In this way, the students used two different tools:


Assisters and Resisters: This divergent tool allows people to identify and classified factors that could help and
obstacle implementation of the product. The students highlight the importance of companies who currently belong
to the backpack market, backpackers and travelers in general, designers who use the nature for inspiring, recycled
products makers, friends and family, angel investors, emerging companies, budget travelers, schools and university
excursions. In contrast, there are important resisters like the market competitors and potential investor who are not
willing to spend a high amount of money to launch the projects, people who find the design weird, unsatisfied
backpackers, airports regulations.



Action Steps: Mixing divergent and convergent thinking, this tool offers a way to plan the actions to sell the idea to
a specialized company to produce and commercialize the backpack. In this sense, the some groups propose short-,
medium-, and long-term plans to carry out the project such as contact potential buyers, friends and family to improve
the design, create alliances with associations and firms, develop a marketing campaign, create new ideas for the
market and start selling and distributing the backpacks.

Unfortunately, some of the teams confused prototyping with implementation and others believed that implementation consisted
of creating a company or brand.
4.

Conclusions

This study makes a significant contribution to research on sustainability education and has several practical applications. First,
the challenge developed in the class increased the environmental awareness of students who belong to the business, marketing,
and gastronomy degrees through product design projects. Besides, the students learnt the biomimicry design strategy in the
framework of the circular economy which aims to sustainable development, so in their professional future, they could design
cleaner production processes, services, and green products. In contrast to the sustainable perspective taught, there was a strong
focus on product functionality, comfort, and competitiveness at these kind students of business, marketing, service, and
gastronomy. Therefore is necessary to work the balance between both issues along the classes.
The second major finding was that the students learned to combine the CPS method and the biomimicry strategy to enhance
the creative process and to improve the environmental performance of product and service. It is somewhat surprising that many
participant groups included the biomimicry strategy in multiple steps of the project, instead of limit the nature inspiration to
the ideation step. Moreover, a group included some social issues to the design and possible production process of the backpack
with the aim to make it completely sustainable. From another point of view, it was proved that the CPS offers a trustworthy
process to implement the biomimicry at the organizational level and specifically for product design.
Additionally, it was evident the development of students’ thinking and affective skills according to the proposal of the CPS:
TSM for each step (remember Table 1). The motivation, curiosity, and leadership lived in this experience made this one far
exceeded the traditional class about methods of creativity and innovation. Likewise, this kind of exercises demonstrate that is
possible to expose business students to different fields of knowledge and obtain excellent results regarding effective solutions
and the increase of their interdisciplinary work. Hence, it is advisable to carry out at least three exercises of CPS challenge
throughout the class period.
Albeit the current study is based on a small sample of participants, the findings suggest that the inclusion of sustainable design
strategies in the classes will give more tools to the students for the design of products. It would even be interesting to make
control groups to compare the differences.
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Finally, the CPS method encouraged the students to develop sustainable products no matter the resource scarcity and available
technology. This is quite important because this trainee was carried out for future managers of a developing country with rich
biodiversity.
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Theme group: new methodological approach in sustainability science
Trans-local Learning Approach to Design Social Learning for Sustainability
Authors: Shogo Kudo, Doreen Allasiw, Kanako Matsuyama, Melissa Hansen,
Abstract (needs to be rewritten)
The aim of this research is to propose a new approach called “trans-local learning” in
social learning for sustainable development. Societal transformation for sustainability by
various forms of initiatives becomes complete when new values that support sustainable
practices are shared at the societal scale. Social learning and the multi-level perspective explain
this process conceptually. Social learning especially entails two fundamental steps that are (i)
change in one’s understanding about a topic, and (ii) spread of the person’s changed
understanding to wider social units. It remains as research gap how such processes of social
learning can be designed on a wide range of topics related to sustainability. This is relevant to
the discussion on how a niche innovation for sustainability can scale up to socio-technical scale.
As one method to generate such social learning for sustainability, this research introduces translocal learning that is a type of collective learning process applied by a group. The concept
derives from reflexive learning by linking (trans-) different localities (local). The pre-requisite
to become a member of trans-local learning group is to have in-depth understanding of one
particular locality, such as case study or project area. This exploratory paper presents the
outcome of the first joint-fieldwork conducted on September 2018 as a part of three-year
project to develop trans-local learning. The theme of the fieldwork was rural entrepreneurship
and it was conducted in Akita, Japan. The participants were from eight different countries and
from different academic backgrounds. One common background was having a specific study
area that they can refer to during the fieldwork; this condition enabled the team to have
reflective learning across multiple localities. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with
six local entrepreneurs to investigate their social networks. Reflection sessions to exchange
views in interpreting the data and evaluating team communication were also organized. The
findings suggest three key features of trans-local learning. First, joint-fieldwork by participants
with linkages to different localities allows the team to have multiple reference points when
discussing the results. This enriched analysis by realizing new perspectives such as different
drivers of entrepreneurship. Secondly, trans-local learning generates interdisciplinary dialogue.
Some terms were used differently and such occasion is common when a group is formed by
people from diverse backgrounds. Trans-local learning was effective in creating a dialogue
because the fieldwork provided a shared experience, that aligned diverse views to one concrete
setting. Lastly, trans-local learning encouraged the team to discuss socially robust knowledge.
The team realized that each member has a different expected role in their own localities, and
this point became clear when the facilitator’s expected role in his locality was visible during
the fieldwork. Trans-local learning was found effective to influence individual’s inter- and
trans-disciplinary understanding through joint-fieldwork. Further joint-fieldwork in different
localities are planned in trans-local learning project to validate its approach in social learning
for sustainability.
Keywords: trans-local learning, social learning, multi-level perspectives, entrepreneurship,
Akita, sustainability transition framework
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1. Introduction
One common experience in community development is to be in a state of lock-in where
ongoing projects are seemingly addressing main challenges of the community yet sense of
ownership to the projects remains weak among the residents. In such situation, a new approach
to facilitate transformative social learning is needed to have disruptive changes to the lock-in
state and increase people’s engagement to their own community. The aim of this exploratory
paper is to propose “trans-local leaning” as a new approach to design social learning in the
context of community development. Trans-local learning is to share different ways of
understanding about reality through joint-fieldwork by participants from diverse backgrounds.
This collective learning process enables the participants to gain new perspectives that help the
participants to re-examine the communities they have been working with and realize the
potentials that have not been fully explored.
The idea of trans-local learning is inspired by social learning literature. The concept of
social learning has become popular in environmental education, natural resource management,
and governance (Muro and Jeffrey 2008). The theory has established its own arena of
theoretical and practical discussions especially in the topic of social-ecological system
management (Cundill et al. 2013). Although the concept is not unified across the fields, social
leaning emphasizes the process of change in individual’s understanding about a topic and
spread of the new understanding about the topic to wider social units through social network
(Prell et al. 2017). Such scaling of one’s learning to other social units is described conceptually
in multi-level framework of societal transition (Geels 2011) and also considered as a key step
in enhancing adaptation and transformation strategies for multi-scale interactions of socialecological systems (Folke et al. 2005, 2002). In a specific context of natural resource
management, social learning is described as an iterative and collective learning process that
generates communication among diverse stakeholder groups and facilitates negotiation among
them to co-create knowledge, co-design and plan actions, and build momentum for joint
implementations (Murti and Mathez-Stiefel 2019; Allen 2017).
The idea of social learning, especially the process of building common understanding
about a topic and transferring individual’s understanding to wider social units, is conducive to
the topics related to sustainable development. Furthermore, it is important to develop a method
that explores transformative social learning that enhance exchanges of ideas and perspectives;
this will help communities to have a breakthrough when they are experiencing a lock-in state.
This study reports one trans-local learning project organized in Akita, Japan, to introduce how
a trans-local learning can be designed. By doing so, the authors aim to highlight the approach’s
contributions for transformative social learning at the individual and collective scales. The gap
this research addresses is to discuss program design and practical steps of social learning.
2. Literature review: social learning and sustainability
Based on conventional theories, learning happens at the level of the individual.
Although, the concept of organizational learning have become quite widespread in recent years,
learning in larger social units remains controversial (Berkes 2009). Despite the lack of
consensus on its definition and theoretical basis, social learning has become a norm in the field
of natural resource management. Many of the existing empirical work on social learning focus
on resource management as a collective learning process of mixed stakeholder groups. Social
learning is often framed as a result of collaborative process in a particular project among
multiple stakeholder groups such as in river basin management, coastal management, protected
area management, among others (see Tippett, Searle, Pahl-wostl, & Rees, 2005; Anh, James,
& Pittock, 2018). Social learning for sustainability has been largely equated with the
maintenance of the productive capacity of social-ecological systems to support planetary life.
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However, sustainability learning should be much more than simply sustaining the
resource that we have. In efforts to achieve sustainable development, social leaning is
becoming an increasingly popular concept in the field of sustainability. This marks a shift in
sustainability literature from a goal oriented discussion to an understanding of sustainability as
a learning process (Tàbara & Pahl-Wostl, 2007). Three learning theories were identified to be
relevant to the on-going learning processes for sustainable transition; experiential learning,
transformative learning, and iterative reflection (Armitage, Marschke & Plummer, 2008).
Transformative social learning is presumed to create disruptions and help us generate
new ideas or to have possible break-through ideas to existing lock-in state. To avoid to be
trapped in the state of system lock-in, it is important to switch mindsets (O’Sullivan, 2003;
Wals, 2010). Social learning in its wide interpretation is understood as two-step process: that
is (i) changes in one’s understanding about a topic not only at surficial level (gaining new
knowledge about a topic) but also deeper level (changing attitude, value, and epistemological
belief), and (ii) expanding to a wider social units and generates learning at the scale of social
networks (Reed et al. 2010). These two steps possibly explains the steps of how individual’s
mindset can be navigated to a switch.
Common criticism to social learning is on its verification. Though the idea of social
learning is widely accepted, the concept has a premise that participation of stakeholders
generates collective learning. This may be likely to occur yet it is up to case if such collective
learning is intentionally designed or naturally occurs. Also, even if social learning does occur,
it is difficult to measure its degree as well as quality. The triple-loop learning process is applied
to describe possible effect of social learning (Bos, Brown, & Farrelly, 2013). However, overall,
it remains as a research gap that how concrete steps of social learning can be designed,
implemented, and assessed comprehensively.
3. Proposing “trans-local learning” approach (theoretical discussion)
As one method to facilitate social learning for community development, this research
proposes trans-local learning, which is a type of collective learning on a common theme by a
group of participants from diverse backgrounds. The main purpose of trans-local learning is to
obtain new ideas and perspectives by linking (trans-) different localities (local). Locality in
trans-local learning is multi-dimensional concept that is explained as the totality of cultural,
political, socioeconomic characteristics of one particular geographical area. Community
development in trans-local learning mean the collective process by a group of people to
reorganize, facilitate, and implement actions that lead them to actualize their wishes and visions
about their community. The act of community development is seen as a continual process of
co-envisioning, planning, and coordinating actions to improve the conditions of living
environment. Local economic, human, and physical resources are harnessed as a result of
community development (Matarrita-Cascante and Brennan 2012).
The concept of trans-local learning derives from reflexive learning that helps one to be
self-aware about her or his assumptions or usual pattern of thinking (Danver 2016). Trans-local
learning is mostly designed through joint-fieldwork that includes interviews, data analysis,
group discussions, and reflection sessions. There are two main benefits of trans-local learning:
they are (i) re-examine one’s understanding about reality by contrasting two localities, one the
project participants are experiencing through the joint-fieldwork and the other the participants
have a deep connection to originally, and (ii) obtain new ideas or perspectives that provide
different angles to look at and interpret her or his locality. This allows reframing of the
sustainable development in and of itself. The first benefit is the process to be aware of and
critically review assumptions that one has to her or his own locality. Such re-examination to
one’s locality occurs in trans-local learning because situations of multiple localities, at least
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two localities, are consistently referred among the participants during the fieldwork and
reflection sessions. This process accelerates reflexive learning among the members and
encourages the participants to re-examine the current situation and potentials of their localities.
Exchange of different views from multiple localities generates the second benefit of
trans-local learning, which is to obtain new ideas and perspectives that can be applied to the
participants’ own localities. This process corresponds to the process of scaling one’s learning
to wider social units in social learning, and the participants are expected to bring the new ideas
and perspectives they gained in a trans-local learning program to her or his own localities.
Because trans-local learning chooses two localities with largely different contexts and qualities,
those ideas and perspectives exchanged are often new ones or the ones less prioritized. By
linking largely different localities, trans-local learning aims to trigger wider social innovation.
Figure 1 illustrates how the effects of a community project can be understood within a
single community boundary and multiple community boundaries. When a project is designed
and implemented, its effects are commonly targeted within one specific community boundary
(Community A in Figure 1). Social learning in earlier literature describes the process of
collective learning among diverse stakeholders within a single community boundary. The set
projects are to address local challenges within this specific community and the participants
who build common understanding and negotiate about local challenges come from a single
project boundary. The illustration of Community A in Figure 1 depicts such focus in a single
community boundary. In contrast, trans-local learning links two or more communities, and this
approach enables one to situate the current situation of community within multiple community
boundaries. In Figure 1, Community B is where the participants of trans-local learning has indepth understanding about its locality through prior engagement before the joint-fieldwork.
Community C is the focal community where the joint-fieldworks are organized in a trans-local
learning project. In this setting, reflexive learning is designed among the project participants
because reference points are consistently presented between Community B and Community C.
The effects of community development projects are still designed and implemented within
specific community boundary, Community C, yet knowledge and experiences of process will
be shared in multiple community boundaries.

Figure 1Effects of community development in single boundary and multiple boundaries

One might wonder how trans-local learning differs from other case study
methodologies such as multiple case study or comparative study approaches. Conventionally,
these approaches are applied when the research purpose is set to identify commonalities or
determinants of particular patterns, in line with the research theme. The case selection,
therefore, must be strictly structured in order to have a few distinct conditional differences
among the cases that will be compared by a common analytical framework. Those conditional
differences are commonly incorporated in a hypothesis and also are expected to be the factors
to explain the reasons for the appeared differences or patterns.
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In contrast, trans-local learning is designed based on the idea that “pluralism and
heterogeneity offer more promise for finding creative solutions to stubborn issues than
“singularism” and “homogeneity” (Wals 2010). More specifically, trans-local learning stands
on a belief that one can learn new ideas better from people with different attributes than from
those who have similar attributes. Such premise is suitable to trans-local learning as it is
designed as a process to deliver transformative disruption that leads to fundamental changes in
the way of being and seeing reality (O’Sullivan 2003). Additionally, in terms of outputs, translocal learning brings ideas and perspectives at the conceptual level instead of findings based
on comparative analysis or practical action plans. For example, expression of “rural” carries
different meanings when the word is used in different regional contexts. On the one hand, in
rural Japan, issues related to aging and depopulation (e.g. asset management, public services,
loss of traditional knowledge) are widely discussed. On the other hand, in rural South Africa,
issues related to development (lower income households, lack of basic infrastructure, education
for youth) are often associated with rural areas. Conceptual differences appear clearly in a
trans-local learning team because the participants provide a wide range of references during
reflection sessions. This process makes participants to be aware of their assumptions and
provides an opportunity to learn alternative perspectives to re-examine their localities.
4. Steps in trans-local learning (practical application)
This section explains four steps of trans-local learning approach with introducing the
ongoing trans-local learning project that the authors are currently operating. This project aims
to provide an empirical case of trans-local learning through a joint-fieldwork on the theme of
rural entrepreneurship in Gojome town in Akita prefecture, Japan. Below, the four steps will
be explained based on the activities and findings from the project’s first joint-fieldwork
conducted in Gojome on August 2018.
Trans-local learning is designed in four main steps, which are (i) Identify locations, (ii)
Team formation, (iii) Joint-fieldwork, and (iv) Reflection (Figure 2). The first and second steps
are done only once at the beginning of project while the third and fourth steps will be repeated
in each time of fieldwork. Space of trans-local learning is created during joint-fieldwork and
reflection sessions both formally and informally among the participants.

Figure 2 Steps of trans-local learning
Note: Trans-local learning team is formed with members from diverse affiliations who have willingness to work with actors
from different field of expertise. Space of trans-local learning is created within joint-fieldwork and reflection steps. A series
of joint-fieldworks are organized to share diverse perspectives among the team members.

4-1. Identify locations
The first step is to identify locations where joint-fieldwork will be conducted. The
identification of locations is based on the theme and the availability of local coordinators.
Because the aim of trans-local learning is to obtain new ideas and perspectives that facilitate
social learning for community development, it is recommended to choose locations with a
common phenomenon yet with largely different social, political and economic situations
between the two locations. Those differences in locality offer a greater degree of learning to
the participants, compared to a study focusing on the locations with similar settings. Essentially,
multiple communities’ perspectives are incorporated by having participants with linkages with
different localities (represents Community B in Figure 2).
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In the case of trans-local learning project that the authors are currently running,
“migration and local entrepreneurship” is set as the theme for the fieldwork in the two locations,
Akita in Japan and QwaQwa in South Africa. These two areas represent typical context of rural
regions in these two countries and experiencing constant in- and out-migration. We observed
that often those entrepreneurial-minded people are in-migrants from outside or those who have
stayed outside of the area for several years. This is why the authors identified the relationship
between migration and entrepreneurship as an important topic for Akita and QwaQwa.
Gojome town is located in the central area of Akita prefecture (Figure 3). The total
population of Gojome is approximately 9,200 as of February 2019. Together with its
neighboring towns, there are about 20,000 residents in this area. Local economy of Gojome
has a foundation in primary sector and the town is known for timber processing and sake
brewery. However, the town has been experiencing continual outflow of residents, especially
the high school graduates and those in their 20s. Decline of young population inevitably pushes
the ratio of elderly residents higher. In 2018, the ratio of those aged 65 and above was 47.1
percent. The town represents the phenomenon of aging and depopulation that Japan is facing
nationally. In response to declining economic and community-based activities due to aging and
depopulation, the municipal government of Gojome has been active in promoting business and
community-driven projects through provision of sharing offices, financial support to create
public space, and guided tour to visitors meet with local entrepreneurs in the town. The authors
of this paper have built a close relationship with the municipal government, community
development officers, and entrepreneurs in Gojome through education and research activities
in past six years.

Figure 3 Location of Gojome town, Akita Prefecture, Japan

4-2. Team formation
The second step is to identify project members. In trans-local learning, the members
are selected from diverse backgrounds and expertise. Ideally, the team should be formed by
diverse actors such as researchers, entrepreneurs, NGO and NPO officers, government officers,
and local residents. There are two conditions to join a trans-local learning team. The first
condition is possession of in-depth understanding about one specific locality, through direct
engagements such as case study, community development projects, and social outreach
programs. This connection to one locality is required to experience trans-local learning because
the participant’s knowledge and experience of her or his locality is utilized as a reference source
to enhance learning both at individual and group levels. The second condition is an openness
to an interdisciplinary group setting. Trans-local learning does not provide a space to advance
knowledge or skills in one specific field. Instead, it provides an interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary space for one to build multiple ways of understanding about reality. This
happens by exchanging ideas and perspectives among the participants from diverse
6
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backgrounds. Such environment would be challenging for those who are not willing to explore
outside of her or his own field of expertise or worldview. Therefore, openness or
interdisciplinary-mindset is one pre-requisite to those who join a trans-local learning team.
In the ongoing trans-local learning project, a team of 12 members was formed. The
members were limited to researchers because it was the first trial of trans-local learning.
However, they are selected from diverse academic backgrounds, namely Agriculture, Chemical
engineering, Development studies, Environmental studies, Geography, Rural studies, and
Sustainability Science. These members were selected through the network of sustainability
research through a project called Education for Sustainable Development in Africa (ESDA)
which has provided funding for Asia-Africa knowledge exchange, especially on the theme of
mutual-learning between the two regions on sustainable development 1. Thorough the network
of ESDA, the team identified five scholars from South Africa and Nigeria and two scholars
from Philippines and Thailand. In addition to them, three graduate students from China,
Mongolia, Philippines, and Japan joined the fieldwork. Those members who joined from Japan
served as facilitator and translator during the fieldwork.
4-3. Joint-fieldwork
The third step is conducting a joint-fieldwork. The main purpose is to build a common
experience of field activities and have continual discussions on a set theme. In this step, the
role of local coordinator is important because this step must provide enough materials to the
participants to obtain in-depth understanding of locality. This is done by visiting key sites,
conversation or interviews with local residents, and observations of local activities. This step
is to ensure sufficient understanding about the study area that is necessary for the participants
to interpret what they see and learn in the area with referring their own localities throughout
the fieldwork. The local coordinators must have both in-depth knowledge of the area as well
as good understanding of research structure especially in qualitative research.
One joint-fieldwork was conducted on local entrepreneurship for six days in Gojome.
It started from an introduction session that provides an overview of aging and shrinking society
in Japan, its implications in rural areas, and the current situation of Gojome as well as the
town’s initiatives on entrepreneurship. Figure 4 shows some of the activities in the fieldwork.
The participants had guided tours in Gojome to obtain a holistic understanding about its locality.
This process includes learning about landscape and history, main economic activities, local
governance system, people’s general perceptions and sense of attachment to the area, and
current challenges the town faces. Local entrepreneurs are defined as people with an active
mindset who makes concrete actions to improve the quality of their daily lives in the fieldwork.
Therefore, the informants were both business owners and those initiators of community-based
projects. The team interviewed entrepreneurs in six projects in total that include café, art gallery,
operation of public space for mothers with small children, and renovation work of abandoned
houses. The interviews were to learn their motivation, type of support they have received
through personal network and public support, challenges they are facing and type of support
they wish to have, and future vision of their business or project.
The fieldwork found that those six projects are all driven by the initiators’ sense of
creativity. It was an expectation that those project initiators were driven by social business to
address particular local challenges in Gojome. However, it was not the case and they mentioned
local challenges are only part of their motivation. For example, the owner of Ichi-café (Picture
in the centre in Figure 5) told us that she only wanted to have space where her close friends
can gather and have a chat about new ideas for business or some projects. She chose café not
because she wanted to offer her own cooking to customers but she thought serving lunch and
1

For further information about ESDA visit its official website at https://unu-esda.org/
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coffee would make it easier for her friends to come by. As a consequence, her café serves as
public space where people gather for coffee, organize workshops and language classes, and
meet with visitors from outside. Without the intention of the owner, Ichi-café became a shared
place where local residents can gather and organize various events.
The second main finding was that role of intermediaries was evident in the projects of
five entrepreneurs. There are two particular individuals who have connected people with
different kind of knowledge or skills have helped the project initiators especially in their early
phase of projects by linking different social network groups in Gojome. It was also identified
that these intermediaries were serving as informal mentors to the projects. By drawing social
networks of the entrepreneurs based on the interviews, we realized that those intermediaries
are often playing a role to connect different groups of residents both within the town and
between inside and outside of the town. Based on this finding, it was recommended to local
government of Gojome to develop a policy to support the work of intermediaries along with
the existing supporting mechanisms for business incubation.

Figure 4 Joint-fieldwork in Gojome, Akita prefecture, Japan
(Left: learning about local management of forest and farmlands from one local farmer,
Centre: Interview to café owner (entrepreneur), Right: Group reflection session)

4-4. Reflection
The fourth step, reflection, is the integral part of trans-local learning. During the
fieldwork, daily reflection and final reflection sessions are organized in order to deepen both
individual and collective learning of the team. The main purpose of this step is to identify ideas
and perspectives to be shared to the localities where the participants originally have
connections. The discussions in reflection sessions are to bring up general findings and
comments to the conceptual level. By doing so, what is shared in reflection sessions can be
applied to other localities regardless of the contextual differences among them.
Discussions in reflection start from sharing ideas that address the challenges the
participants observed during the fieldwork. The reflection is not a space to be aware of and
carefully examine the process of knowing and learning new perspectives from team members.
Diversity of the participants is the key source in reflection and the participants realize multiple
ways to understand the reality by exchanging their views. Participatory approach is suggested
in social learning as a method to build common understanding and negotiate among stakeholder
groups within one project. Here, it is assumed that the stakeholder groups would naturally
collaborate and build relevant knowledge. However, participatory approach could also generate
irrelevant and even possibly negatively affecting knowledge among the stakeholder groups.
These possibilities are often not well considered because the effects of social learning can only
be measured in relation to the project achievement such as conservation of urban water. The
reflection sessions in trans-local learning is a designed step to facilitate communication among
the team members for the purpose of generating a set of common conceptual findings that can
scale out to other localities.
In the case of trans-local learning project by the authors, reflection sessions encouraged
each participant to verbalize their thoughts and ideas with referring to knowledge and
experience from his or her locality. The discussions after sharing individual reflections were
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formed as collective learning. One reflection by the participant from Nigeria was about how
researchers’ group can engage with local community for research and educational purpose. He
explained to the team that in rural Nigeria, people would ask researchers’ group for immediate
and visible outcome that will help improve people’s living conditions. This has made their
educational program output-oriented without much of free space to seek for collaborative
relationship with local community. He found that both local coordinator to the trans-local
learning team and those intermediates who support local entrepreneurs offer one specific
function to the community, which is linking people from outside to the local residents. Another
point raised by members from South Africa was about people’ motivation for entrepreneurship.
In the context of South Africa, rural areas represent poverty, low education attainment, and
poor condition of infrastructure. In such situation, entrepreneurship is commonly framed as
people’s livelihood strategy. Regarding the motivation people to become entrepreneur, most of
them wanted to come out from poverty. In the fieldwork in Gojome, the participants found that
those local entrepreneurs are driven strongly by the process of self-actualization. Those
activities and businesses operated by the local entrepreneurs in Gojome are largely based on
the individual’s creativity. In fact, very few of them mentioned that they are operating their
business or community-based activity for the town in spite of the fact their project has
significant linkages to community development. Those participants from South Africa and
Nigeria realized that entrepreneurship can be driven by people’s creativity.
5. Concluding discussions
This exploratory study proposes trans-local learning as a new approach to design social
learning for community development. The core idea of trans-local learning is based on the
literature on social learning theory that elaborates scaling of one individual’s learning on a
topic to wider social units through social networks. Addressing sustainability or social
transformation requires changes of people’s ways of thinking and this process includes changes
in people’s perceptions and values. Any initiatives aiming for sustainability become complete
when particular values that support sustainability initiatives by people is widely shared. With
this regard, the idea of social learning is conducive to wider sustainability topics including
community development. This study introduced the four steps of trans-local learning with
concrete examples from the joint-fieldwork organized by the authors in Gojome town in Akita
Prefecture, Japan. Some of the key features of trans-local learning were verified by the
empirical observations of the team activities.
The observations from the joint-fieldwork suggest three key features of trans-local
learning. First, joint-fieldwork by participants with connections to different localities allows
the team to have multiple reference points when discussing the findings from the fieldwork.
This enriched analysis by realizing new perspectives such as meaning of rurality, drivers of
entrepreneurship, and role of intermediaries in community development. The process of
realizing these perspectives is unique in trans-local learning as it is a designed collective
learning based on the diversity the participants brought into the team.
Secondly, trans-local learning provides a space for interdisciplinary dialogue. This was
created based on the shared experience of the joint-fieldwork. It is commonly said in an
interdisciplinary setting, some terms are used in different meanings and that hinders smooth
communication among the people who come from different academic backgrounds. Working
with people with same or similar background is efficient and often more comfortable because
of the common understanding of the terms that come from a shared worldview. In contrast, in
an interdisciplinary setting, a dialogue to clarify worldviews of each member needs to be
designed in a social learning project. If such setting is missing, the members end up with only
exchanging ideas at the surficial level and co-creation of knowledge does not happen. One
achievement of the author’s ongoing trans-local learning project is creation of interdisciplinary
9
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dialogue among the participations. This was possible because the fieldwork provided a shared
experience that aligned diverse views to one concrete setting. One key factor in the project that
enabled the team to be successful about having interdisciplinary dialogue was epistemological
agility of the members. Methodological approach is often identified as one ground challenge
in sustainability research because borrowing methods from diverse fields does not only mean
applying practical analytical process but also incorporating different epistemological stands
(Olsson et al. 2015; Von Wehrden et al. 2017; Isgren, Jerneck, and O'Byrne 2017).
Epistemological agility is considered as one key competence to be nurtured in interdisciplinary
training (Haider et al. 2018). Trans-local learning is one potential training method to nurture
this competence.
Lastly, trans-local learning encouraged the team to discuss socially robust knowledge.
Given sustainability challenges are highly interlinked to each other, knowledge to address them
need to be applicable to real-world setting. This process requires awareness of researchers in
producing socially robust knowledge (Miller, Muñoz-Erickson, and Redman 2011; Scholz
2017). The team realized that each member has different expected role in their own localities.
This point became clear when the expected roles of program organizers and the local
coordinators in Gojome were visible during the fieldwork. They both were serving as key
intermediaries for the town to have access to niche networks through which the local residents
can obtain new ideas and perspectives. Trans-local learning was found effective to influence
the individual participant’s understanding about community development, especially on the
topic of local entrepreneurship through the joint-fieldwork.
The empirical evidence of current study is limited to the first joint-fieldwork in one
tarns-local learning project conducted in Gojome in Japan. The fieldwork will be continued in
order to enhance trans-local learning of the participants and discuss the effectiveness of translocal learning method to harness social learning for sustainable development. It also needs to
be measured if what the participants of trans-local learning project have applied what they
learned to her or his own localities. If this has happened already, it would provide the evidence
of further steps of social learning, transferring of knowledge to wider social units. Studies to
evaluate the impact of such scaling of knowledge from one individual to a wider community
are also needed. Further joint-fieldwork in different localities are planned in the ongoing translocal learning project to validate its approach in social learning.
Acknowledgement:
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Tribals and Forest Rights in India: A Critical Appraisal of
the Legal Literature
Kumarjeeb Pegu1
The link between the tribals and the natural environment is well documented in India and while a
division remains among the civil society as to the role a tribal play in the process of
environmental sustenance including the notion that portrays a tribal as an ‘environmental
degrader’ it is agreed that tribals do depend on the environment not merely for sustenance but
also to protect their very identity and cultures which in this modernizing era seems rapidly
moving towards an adulteration. While the Forest Act of 1878 in reflection will be remembered
as the denial of the basic land rights to the tribals by the state as it led to mass conversion of
tribal owned forest lands into government properties without the acknowledgment of their rights
and though in contrast the Indian Forest Act of 1927 did provide for preservation of these
‘rights’, in reality very less was achieved. Herein, the enactment of the Forest Rights Act of 2006
in reflection offers an outlook on the denial of tribal rights and the process of remedying this
wrong as its purpose. The enactment of the Forest Rights Act further reflected on the Indian
parliaments’ will to engage itself in the question of a tribals’ rights to the forests alongside an
array of laws enacted for decentralization of power so as the tribals as a community may involve
themselves in the decision-making processes at the local municipalities including their rights
against arbitrary removable from the very land they had called home. Also while the debate on
‘development versus environment’ has became relevant in discussions of tribal rights to the
forests as highlighted by the landmark judgments of the Samatha and the Vedanta case-laws as
pronounced by the Supreme Court of India in favor of the tribals yet in reality the very laws
remain unable to cure the violation of tribal rights. The author strongly believes that an unbiased
observation through the lens of law is required for a feasible research in this field. The aim of the
research herein is to undertake a study of the relevant cases within India and the Forest Rights
Act to particularly highlight the forest rights issues of the tribals and the impediment in the
implementation of legal remedies. The research shall also focus on the issue of drawing a
balance between competing interests of the tribals and their need for sustenance that is dependent
on land ownership based on intergenerational rights against the phenomenon of forest expansions
mainly undertaken for uplift of wildlife and forest cover in India. The research undertaken shall
be doctrinal and analytical in nature. The data to be compiled for the research shall consist of
1
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domestic legislations and government documents in addition to academic journals and secondary
statistical data primarily relatable to the study. Based on the research the author shall provide
implications for remedying the lacunas in the existing laws through critical study of case laws
particularly reflecting on the grey area of implementation fault-lines within the governmental
machinery.
Keywords- Tribal, Forest Rights, Land Rights, Intergenerational, customs

Introduction
Today more than 104 million people in India according to the Census of India, 2011 are
scheduled Tribes constituting 8.6 percent of the population. As an analysis of the notion of the
role of preserving forest rights of the tribal and indigenous people is made in the paper it
becomes important that any such examining entails an inspection of the Scheduled Tribes and the
Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 also popularly called
as the Forest Rights Act (FRA).The passing of the FRA was a landmark event in itself since it
granted more rights on the scheduled tribes and people residing in the forests of India then was
ever achieved in earlier periods. In this context the preamble of the FRA provides further
acknowledgement as it holds that during the colonial rule the forest rights of these groups
including their rights in ancestral lands and the habitat were not adequately recognized while the
forests across India were consolidated by the British. Similarly the preamble also acknowledges
that these groups are vital to the sustenance of the forest ecosystem.
It was during the colonial rule that one of the earliest acts of forest legislation happened to be the
passing of the Forest Act of 1878 which led to mass conversion of forest land into government
properties without proper acknowledgment of tribal rights (Springate-Baginski and Blaikie,
2007). While in comparison the Indian Forest Act of 1927 passed under this period did provide
preservation of ‘rights’ to forest communities (for more see sections 11,12,17 and 18 of the
Indian Forest Act,1927) yet in practice very less was achieved.
The Indian parliament has rightly engaged itself in the question of a tribals’ right to the forest
and had further ensured the enactment of laws for decentralization of power so as the tribals may
involve themselves in the decision-making processes at the local municipalities even while in
reality the implementation remains a challenge. The paper shall attempt a critical observation of
the FRA and its relevance in protecting forest rights of tribals and forest dwellers in the present.

Methods
The paper researched herein represents content analysis of multiple Indian case-laws and the
Forest Rights Act of 2006 along with relevant National and International legal documents in a
qualitative manner. Finally, the study represents a work of analytical and doctrinal research.

Defining a Tribal
José Martínez Cobo, former Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities gave a working definition for indigenous people
which states:
2
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“Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical continuity
with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, consider themselves
distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing in those territories, or parts of them. They form
at present non-dominant sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future
generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence
as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal systems. This
historical continuity may consist of the continuation, for an extended period reaching into the present, of
one or more of the following factors: (a) Occupation of ancestral lands, or at least of part of them; (b)
Common ancestry with the original occupants of these lands; (c) Culture in general, or in specific
manifestations (such as religion, living under a tribal system, membership of an indigenous community,
dress, means of livelihood, life-style, etc.); (d) Language (whether used as the only language, as mothertongue, as the habitual means of communication at home or in the family, or as the main, preferred,
habitual, general or normal language); (e) Residence in certain parts of the country, or in certain regions
of the world; (f) Other relevant factors.”(Cobo, 1987)

It may as well be noted that while Martinez’s definition contains the term ‘indigenous’ and not
‘tribes’ yet the similarities between the two are at most times almost indistinguishable. During
the year 1994 when the United Nations Workshops on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples' Struggle
for Right to Self-determination and Self-government was held in New Delhi, India the Indian
delegates while making no distinction between a tribal and an indigenous also asserted that an
‘Adivasis’, a term commonly used for referring the people in the forests of mainland India is
inclusive of indigenous and the tribals. Under the workshop Indian participants particularly
showed a strong discontent towards the working definition of José Martínez Coboand held that
the same was much reliant on the western experience and that such experience only holds those
as indigenous who were conquered by the foreign invaders. It is herein that the workshop came
up with certain criterias to define the adivasis, indigenous and tribal people of India, stated as
follows,
“Relative geographic isolation of the community;
Reliance on forest, ancestral and water bodies within the territory of the community for food and their
necessities;
A distinctive culture which is community oriented and gives primacy to nature;
Relative freedom of women within their society;
Absence of a division of labour and caste system;
Lack of food taboos”(Submissions by An Initiative Towards a Coalition of Indigenous/Adivasi

Peoples – India,UNWGIP,1994)
In terms of the international sphere similar to the synonymous use of the terms tribal and
indigenous people, the World Bank further corroborated the same in a published report while
agreeing on five characteristics as stated in the directive to define the indigenous ethnic
minorities, tribal groups and scheduled tribes as consisting,
“(a) Close attachment to ancestral territories and to the natural resources in these areas;
(b) Self-identification and identification by others as members of a distinct cultural group;
(c) An indigenous language, often different from the national language;
(d) Presence of customary social and political institutions;”
(e) Primarily subsistence-oriented production.”(World Bank, 2003)
Also important to note herein in that while the International Labour Organization under the
Convention concerning the Protection and Integration of Indigenous and Other Tribal and Semi-
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Tribal Populations in Independent Countries(Convention No. 107)referred to an indigenous, a
tribal and a semi tribal as belonging to a common group called ‘the population’ whose social and
economic advancement were less than that of other sections of the national community while
their status was wholly or partially regulated by their culture and customs as evident from
paragraph 2 and 3 of Article 1 to the convention, a revised definition was put forth under the ILO
Convention No.169 in article 1 paragraph 1,stated as“(a) tribal peoples in independent countries whose social, cultural and economic conditions
distinguish them from other sections of the national community, and whose status is regulated wholly
or partially by their own customs or traditions or by special laws or regulations;
(b) peoples in independent countries who are regarded as indigenous on account of their descent
from the populations which inhabited the country, or a geographical region to which the country
belongs, at the time of conquest or colonisation or the establishment of present state boundaries and
who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and
political institutions.”(Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent
Countries, 1989)
this definition was a marked change from the earlier definition as it focused on the word
‘retained’ implying the rights of these groups in retaining their cultural, social and political
institutions and the self-identity unlike the earlier notion of their social and economic conditions
being in a less advanced stage than of others in the national community. The present definition
also reflected an evolution that was compelled due to the criticism of the definition of indigenous
provided under ILO Convention 107 since it was regarded as akin to the role of a tribe or an
indigenous merely being ‘transitory’ in the evolution of human social organisation as these
people under the previous definition ultimately follows the institutions of their colonizer separate
from their very cultural experiences. Although the present definition deferred from the earlier yet
within the two definitions the resemblance for the synonymous use of the words tribe and
indigenous remained.
D.N Majumdar in his book titled ‘Races and Cultures of India’ held that a tribe similar to a caste,
sect or class is part of various categories of social stratification found in India. He further held
that a tribe is:
“A collection of families or group of families bearing a common name, members of
which occupy the same territory, speak the same language and observe certain taboos regarding
marriage, profession or occupation and have developed a well-assessed system of reciprocity and
mutuality of obligation. A tribe is ordinarily an endogamous unit, the members of which confine their
marriages within the tribe. Several clans constitute a tribe, each of which claims kinship between the
members belonging to it, based on either totemistic division, territorial contiguity or common
residence. A tribe is a political unit is the same sense that tribal societies owns a political
organization, either recognizes hereditary tribal chiefs or the several sections of it are welded into a
territorial group ruled over by clan chiefs or hereditary kings. Each section of a tribe, a clan or sept
has a council of elders who assist the hereditary headman in the tribal affairs and perfect solidarity
and group affiliation characterize the attitudes of the members towards the tribal authorities.”
(Mazumdar, 1944)
In reflection it may be observed that while indigenous or tribal people are defined simultaneously
and interchangeable in both Indian and foreign literature it is agreed that the initial definitions in
the international forums were mainly dominated by the western experience i.e. the overpowering
of these people by colonialism, later the definition has seen a new tilt towards defining the
indigenous people purely based on their heritage and cultural practice which ideally confined to
4
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an area and most importantly focused on the conservation of these practices and heritage. While
the relationship between the tribes and the forest had not received the urgent attention in these
definitions it becomes relevant to note that today the Indian administration recognizes the bond
of a tribe with the forest and in particular the preamble to The Scheduled Tribes and other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 states:
“An Act to recognize and vest the forest rights and occupation in forest land in forest dwelling
Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers who have been residing in such forests for
generations but whose rights could not be recorded; to provide for a framework for recording the
forest rights so vested and the nature of evidence required for such recognition and vesting in respect
of forest land.”
Similarly under the banner of the United Nation to provide the more significant example the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development under the Rio Earth Summit of 1992 in Principle
22 acknowledges the significant role of the Indigenous people
in
environmental
management and development as they have achieved the knowledge and experience of
traditional practices due to their involvement with the environment and the forests.

The making of the Forest Rights Act of 2006
During the drafting of the Scheduled Tribes (Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill of 2005 which
was ultimately assigned on the Ministry of Tribal Affairs of India (herein forth MoTA),the
MoTA had to withstand various objections from the Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change, India(herein forth MoEFCC)along with various environmental N.G.Os and
wildlife conversationalists since they approached the bill as a medium to implicate damage on
the wildlife and the environment of India.(Blullar, 2008)
To solve this crisis a Joint Parliamentary Committee (Herein forth JPC)under the Indian
Parliament was formed in December of 2005 and was tasked with the review of the Bill. The
JPC’s proceedings introduced significant changes to the bill such as inclusion of non Scheduled
Tribes among the FRA beneficiaries, recognition of land rights on the cut-off date of December,
2005 and institution of democratic and scientific processes for designation of protected
areas(Protected areas as provided under the Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 includes national
parks, wilderness areas, community conserved areas, nature reserves)for biodiversity and
wildlife conservation. Since many environmental groups were against the JPC’s
recommendations the recommendations were examined by a Group of Ministers (Herein forth
GOM) formed by the Central Government.(Kashwan,2017) However before the GOM could
submit its consensus bill the 2005 Bill already took a revised shape for it to be finally presented
as the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act
of 2006 or the FRA.(Bandi,2014)
It is immutable to hold that the Indian legislature did try to provide a balance between the forest
Rights of the people and the framework for preserving the ecology of the forests while
implementing the FRA.

Critical Reprisal of the Forest Rights Act and its Judicial
Implications
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In terms of the positives derived from the FRA passed in December 2006 for the protection of
forest tribals and traditional forest dweller, herein clause ‘i’ of sub section 1 to section 3 of the
Act provides forest rights to the communities in the forest lands with rights to protect,
regenerate, conserve or manage community forest resources which are traditionally protected for
sustainable development. Similarly clause ‘k’ provides right of access to biodiversity while
clause ‘l’reflects a wider scope by inclusion of other traditional rights enjoyed by the forest
communities finding no mention in sub section 1 to section 3,although traditional rights of
hunting or trapping or extracting of body part of a wild animal are excluded to accommodate the
conversationalist. Under sub-section 1 to section 4 the central government is bestowed with the
power to vest these rights provided in section 3 to forest scheduled tribes (herein forth Forest
STs) and other traditional forest dwellers (herein forth OTFDs) within the states notwithstanding
any other law and subject only to the provisions of this very legislation. Furthermore, in an act of
decentralization similar to the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas)Act,1996 (herein forth
PESA Act,1996) under clause ‘c’ of section 5 to the FRA, the holder of forest rights as well as
the gram sabhas and the village level institutions as prescribes in the FRA are empowered to
ensure that the habitat of forest communities are preserved from destructive practices that affects
their cultural and natural heritage. Similarly, clause ‘d’ to section 5 of the FRA ensures that the
decisions of the gram sabhas to regulate access to community forest resources and to stop
activities adversely affecting wildlife, forest and biodiversity are to be complied with by the
government institutions and the holders of forest rights. In contrast while examining the
negatives within the FRA, particularly within section 7,it is held that offences against the
legislation by a person representing an authority or committee under the state are liable to be
proceeded against and punished under the FRA with a fine not exceeding one thousand rupees.
Herein while it may as well be argued that the measures are provided against any violations to
the legislation done by the state institutions yet the ‘paltry fine’ levied on such aggressions itself
remains insignificant to bring any meaningful structural changes in restricting of the misuse of
power by state functionaries. Also in regards to all forest rights under the FRA that may be
claimed under sub section 4 to section 4 of the FRA, in regards to inheritance, it is argued that in
a situation wherein there is an absence of direct heir and the heritable right passes to the next of
kin, the same does not provide a clear perspective if the successor could be a female child.
(Reddy et al, 2011) In reference to the issue of eviction as described in sub-section 5 of section 4
to the FRA, it has been settled that no eviction or removal of forest STs or OTFDs maybe
initiated without the conducting of a complete recognition and verification procedure by the
state, though the same remains underachieved in multiple states. Similarly while state level
monitoring committees and tribal departments under the respective state governments are bound
to ensure indicators and monitoring for the proper implementation of the FRA yet the same
remains uninitiated in many states.(CSD,2010) Also district-level committees (herein forth DLC)
and the sub-divisional level committee(herein forth SDLC) formed under the FRA on multiple
occasions had lack proper constitution including absence of panchayat members as provided
under the FRA and the PESA leading to illegal dominance of forest officials in decision making
towards rights of the forest dwellers.(Kothari,2011) Akin to the experience structural weaknesses
and exclusion of women and special minority groups from forest rights committees(Herein after
FRC) constituted under Rule 3 of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of Forest Rights) Rules,2007 also leads to unwanted influences by the government
officials.(Kothari, 2011) Moreover data from the MoTA reflects that till November 2010 about
30 lakh claims for rights under the FRA were filed of which only 10 lakh were accepted
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implying a high rate of rejection with implementation faults under the FRA.(Kothari,
2011)Finally, it becomes vital to scrutinize arguably one of the more critical provision within the
FRA i.e. Clause ‘o’ of Section 2. In this regards it may be noted that while an examination of the
text provides that a community of forest dwellers including an individual must have had
habitation in the forest land for at least three generations through family lineage, here it becomes
important to note that according to the provision the three generations of residence is cumulative
of a stay of 75 years in the forest land culminating into an ownership of a land holding also
called patta or myadi patta (permanent land holding) from the initiation date of 13 th day of
December,1930.While the provision is exclusive to the OTFDs as a plain reading of the text
suggest the exclusion of the forest STs and also since the forest STs are explained as a separate
group in clause ‘c’ to Section 2 of the FRA, it implies that forest STs should not be bound by the
aforesaid rule. The rule mentioned herein is vital since an OTFD must have legal documentation
to their claims of residence over the forest land which under the FRA initially shall be examined
under a resolution by the gram shabha and later re-examined by the SDLC with a final approval
or rejection in regards to the records of forest rights prepared to be decided by the DLC. Herein,
it becomes manifested that complexities does exist in the very process of legal documentation of
rights of the forest STs and particularly that of the OTFDs due to historical injustices (SpringateBaginski et al, 2009). Also, since the preamble of the FRA holds that members of forest STs and
OTFDs residing in forests for generations without forest rights as the same could not be recorded
must be provided with a framework for recording such rights, in spirit while the argument holds
true for the forest STs in regards to the OTFDs the same consensus cannot be agreed upon as
under clause ‘e’ to Section 2 any forest right and particularly land right on the forest to the
OTFDs shall always have to pass the test of legal documentation.
In consideration an important question herein is ‘whether the forest STs within the FRA are
provided the required protection that the legislation aims to achieve?’
Keeping with this context the forest rights of the scheduled tribes living near and within the
Kagiranga National Park (herein forth the KNP) of Assam presents a vital observation.
Assam State has steadfastly led a protectionist approach for decades in the KNP area which in
turn has helped in the conversation of endangered species of wildlife and the ecology in the park.
With the introduction of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972(Herein forth WLPA,1972)
Kaziranga was finally converted into a National Park in 1974 for further stringent control by the
state of Assam in relation to the conservation of the park. However with multiple KNP
extensions (increase in the size of the park area) and of late the park authority’s plans under the
proposed 7th extension to include Miker Hills and part of Brahmaputra River and to evict
indigenous communities from their traditional lands owned in and around the park does leads to
the ethical enquiry of whether such steps are valid?
It is noted that as a result of the dense population of human settlements around the park there
have been multiple occasions of “human-wildlife conflicts” leading to collateral damages
sustained by both men and wildlife.(Smadja,2018) KNP authorities have also questioned the
activities of poaching and holds firm that many among the Mishing tribe are perpetrators of such
actions since their traditional form of agriculture are no more a viable option due to the
deposition of silt and unproductive sand in the soils during floods. It maybe noted herein that the
mishing tribe also referred to as the ‘miri tribe’ is conferred with the status of a scheduled tribe
under the Indian Constitution through the Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order 1950 (C.O.22)
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of 6th September,1950.The tribe also habitats the Saporis in and around the park.(Saporis are a
type of island wherein agriculture and fishing are primary activities practiced on ephemeral
shifting islands within the Brahmaputra River. These islands become flooded during monsoon
which also leads to denudation and erosion of soil).Infact, the park authorities heavily relied on
poaching as reason for eviction of people in and around the park.(Fanari and Doley,2018)
But the question remains: Can the failure on the part of the state to control the wrongs done by a
few regarded as a validation for removal of an entire tribe or a community from the KNP area?
particularly when one notices that a vital reason for such actions and the cause for humanwildlife conflict are KNP authorities’ expansionist policy for the park. Herein, it maybe noted
that from 1977-1999 the park has extended from 434 to 884 kilometers under which multiple
lands with human settlements came within the parks’ territory leading to increased occurrences
of evictions of people.
In general while the supporters of the KNP authorities relay on practice of shifting cultivation by
tea gardeners and framers along with use of pesticides running off to the river sources in the
KNP area as an license to introduce evictions, in a counter-argument it was held that with KNP’s
submission of a Project report to the MoEFCC titled ‘Detailed Project Report on Management of
Ecosystem of Kaziranga National Park by creating Climate Resilient Livelihood for Vulnerable
Communities through Organic Farming and Pond based Pisciculture for National Adaptation
Fund on Climate Change’ in 2016 which sought ways to help farmers engage in organic farming
to reduce harm done to the parks’ ecology alteast ensures a partial solution to the environmental
concerns and the human-wildlife conflict in the park. Also it may be noted that the term ‘humanwildlife conflict’ and not ‘human-animal conflict’ was used herein as the former term is wider in
spectrum and includes both flora and fauna. (The definition of ‘Wildlife’ is provided under
section 2(37) of the WLPA, 1972). Although the FRA’s aim is to provide protection to the
people living in forests for generations, section 2(o) of the Act became a new ground for the
KNP officials to evict forest dwellers in the area since in the case of Assam most people cannot
prove the requirements under section 2(o) as their lands were washed away during the 1950
earthquakes with KNP being an epicenter itself. Moreover, the High Court of Gauhati in a ruling
passed in 2009 held that historically Assam had no traditional forest dwellers which further made
hopes of judicial validation of the forest rights atleast to OTFD in Assam a missed opportunity.
While this decision did not mention the forest STs of Assam yet no procedure for protecting their
forest rights were discussed by the court given their existence in Assam for generations,
particularly that of the Mishings dating back to 13th century A.D.(Lego, 2005)(Mipun, 1993)
Keeping with the state of Assam while observing the rights of the forest dwellers, the case law of
In re Kagiranga National Park Vs. Union of India (PIL(suo motu) 66/2012, 67/2012, and WP(C)
648/2013 and 4860/2013) also becomes an important study. In the aforesaid case it was argued
through the petitioner (WP(C) 4860/2013) at Gauhati High Court that section 35(5) of the
WLPA,1972 holds that no alteration of boundaries of a national park shall be made by the
respective state government except with the recommendation of the national board for wildlife
but since the same was not adhered to by the Assam government for the expansion of the park
particularly in reference to the 2,3 and 5th additions(KNP expansions)hence the eviction of the
forest dwellers including lawful patta-holders in the park area were illegal. Another bone of
contention in the aforesaid case law was that no evictions can be instituted as the crucial norm of
recognition and verification process of the rights claimed under the norms of section 4(5) and
section 6 of the FRA was not completed. The responsibility for the completion of the verification
procedure is bestowed upon authorities such as gram sabhas, SDLCs and DLCs under section 6
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of the FRA. It was held that while no institution was formed under section 6 of the FRA
similarly no forest rights committee (herein forth FRC) was formed either as required under rule
3(4) of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Rules,2007. Furthermore,the petitioners also held that an examination of the 6 th addition
(extension of the KNP boundaries) revealed that the Assam government was encouraging
encroachment by illegal occupants through granting of pattas. While the arguments were focused
on the two villages of Bandardubi and Deuchur Chand, the council for petitioners held that 305
families were living as encroachers who were granted pattas and building materials under the
Indra Awas Yagana, a central government scheme from the period of 3th addition which in
hindsight may be also observed as the petitioner’s argument of the resulting human-wildlife
conflicts in the KNP area. While the Gauhati high court directed the evictions of the residents of
the park including the indigenous STs under the 2nd,3rd,5th and 6th additions along with the
eviction of the residents of the aforesaid two villages the petitioners held that no eviction should
be allowed without settlement and compensations as the affected parties were no merely cattle
grazers under the 6th addition but also lawful patta holders and residents of the Bandardubi and
Deuchur Chang villages as declared by the Assam state. It was also contended that the said
villages are revenue villages and hence not part of the KNP. The court rejecting the claim held
that since only grazing rights were contented by the applicants and since they are recognized as
residents only under the 6th addition, in larger public interest the prevention of their grazing
rights and eviction is a must although compensation through competent authorities should be
granted. It may be note that the petitioners had held that they had been residents of the forest
land since 1950s’ for which pattas were granted in their favor in 1962.Here while technically an
OTFD under the FRA will not be eligible to claim their rights the forest STs may yet claim such
rights under the legislation although the same was denied leading to the crucial question i.e.
‘what are the circumstances that propel the expulsion of a forest ST from a forest land’? Can the
notion of ‘Public Interest’ exclude the forest STs?
Interestingly, while in the aforesaid case law the Gauhati High answered in the affirmative, it
was the Vedanta Judgment of the Supreme Court of India where it was held that the notion of
public interest cannot be used to exploit the rights of the forest STs under the FRA even if the
exploitation of the surrounding natural environment do not cause aggravated damage to the
ecology. It may be noted that while sub-section 3 to section 35 of the WLPA, 1972 excludes
clause(c) of sub-section 2 to section 24 of the same Act i.e. any form of continuance of any right
of a person within a sanctuary or as herein within a national park meaning extinguishing the
rights of an individual or community, the FRA stands as an exception to this rule. In fact, as per
the ‘Clarification by Minister of State for Environment and Forests on Tiger Reserves, Critical
Wildlife Habitats and Forest Right Act, 2006’by the MoEFCC on 14th February,2011 provision
7(B) of the document holds that critical tiger habitat as per the WLPA, 1972 requires establishing
critical tiger habitat from where no STs or other forest dwellers shall be removed and resettled or
their rights be adversely effected in the creation of such areas unless the activities of the such
groups are sufficient to cause ‘irreversible damage’ to the wildlife and threaten extinction of
tigers. Similarly the clause further reiterates that resettlement of these groups to be proceeded
with only when no more options of ‘coexistence’ between these groups and the wildlife are
available. It be noted the the KNP is under the banner of Project Tiger (a Government of India
initiative for protection of tigers). Also provision 8 of the document provides further clarification
that section 38-V of the WLPA relating to tiger preservation subsequent to the 2006 amendment
are specific to tiger conservation and are more stringent than the FRA. In general, it may be held
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that removal of a forest ST or OTFD under the FRA may be allowed only where the habitation of
these groups leads to the possibility of irreversible damage to the wildlife particularly in ‘critical
habitat zones’ within forest lands. (For more, see the definition of Critical Wildlife Habitats
(CWLHs) as defined under the above mentioned document)
The striking argument in the above discussed case was not that an encroachment was initiated
within a fixed given boundary of a wildlife park but rather it is a case of expansion of a national
parks’ boundaries as the process has led to clearing of multiple cultivation areas and human
settlements particularly of indigenous tribal groups so as more animal corridors are built
resulting in further ‘human-wildlife conflicts’. With the success of projects such as The Indian
Rhino Vision (IRV) 2020, Project Tiger etc the KNP has seen a dramatic increase in the
population of one horn rhinoceroses including elephants along with the distinction of also
maintaining the highest density of tigers in any protected area in the world leading to further
intensified of the park’s plans to promulgate the 7th extension raising concerns that any such
extension covering Miker hill and Brahmaputra valley may cause a threat to the indigenous tribal
communities particularly the Karbis in the Miker Hills and the Mishings in the Brahmaputra
valley along with the erosion of their distinct cultural heritage and the identities of theirs’ which
is linked to the ecology of the area.
While the Guahati High Court in the aforementioned case held that the eviction of the people is
must it also held that the argument stating that the aforesaid two villages claimed as revenue
villages and hence not falling under the category of village forests maintained by the KNP as
unattainable. Section 28(1) of the Indian Forest Act, 1927 states,
“The State Government may assign to any village-community the rights of Government to or over any
land which has been constituted a reserved forest, and may cancel such assignment for all forests so
assigned shall be called village-forests.”

In regards to ‘Revenue villages’ as stated under Provision 3.1 of the Circular No. 13-1/90-FP by
the MoEFCC, Government of India forest villages may be converted into revenue villages after
denotifying requisite land as forest. Proposals seeking prior approval of Government of India for
this purpose under the Forest Conservation Act,1980 (Herein forth FCA,1980) may be submitted.
While converting these villages into Revenue Villages, the following principles may be adhered
to:
“(i) the villages are conferred heritable but inalienable rights;
(ii) administration of these and other Revenue Villages enclaved in forest areas should preferably be
entrusted to the State Forest Departments.”(MoEFCC,1990)

The court held the Assam State’s contention that ‘since Bandardubi village was given for social
forestry in the 1986 and while that purpose was underachieved and rather illegal encroachment
by people occurred, the said village was dereserved and converted to a revenue village’ as
untenable since the state did not seek prior approval from the Central Government as required
under section 2(i) of the FCA,1980. Similarly with regards to the Deuchur Chang the court held
that since it was declared a reserved forest in 1916, the claims of it being a revenue village is
untenable, although the court did not provide any clarification on whether section 2(i) of the
FCA,1980 was followed by Assam while dereserving the village forest tag of Deuchur Chang.
The court held that since both the villages were ‘reserved forests’ the people may be evicted and
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particularly since both these villages serves as animal corridors the claims of the ‘handful of
claimants’ is not greater than the public and national interest.
From the observations of the decision it may be maintained that the court completely overlooked
the FRA and did not indulge itself in the particular question of whether all alternatives were
exhausted to the phenomenon of co-existence of humans and wildlife. While illegal
encroachments in the wildlife are a rapidly expending neo-postmodern phenomenon in many
parts of India there shall always remain a responsibility on the state and the judiciary to
distinguish and separate such illegal encroachments from the notion of rights to the indigenous
people in the forests which the court is the above examined case law failed. Also while a
negative notion that FRA cannot lead to preservation of the environment particularly from the
perspective of national interest was acquired in the following case law, the decision of the
Supreme Court of India in the Vedanta judgment reiterates that the FRA ensures preservation of
the rights of men, forests and the environment of this nation.
An observation by Aldo Leopold: “conservation is a state of harmony between men and land.”
In 7th June, 2003 a Memorandum of Understanding (M.o.U) was signed between Sterlite
Industries (India) ltd. (hereinafter SIIL)a subsidiary of Vedanta resources PLC which later
merged into Vedanta limited and the Government of Odisha for bauxite mining in Odisha
although the company’s plans never came to fruition as a result of the Supreme Court decision in
the case-law of Orissa Mining Corpn. LTD. v. Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change (WP (Civil) No.180 of 2011) also called as the Vedanta Judgment. It was in October
2004 that the Odisha Mining Corporation and Vedanta aluminia (part of SIIL) entered into
agreement for establishment of bauxite mining at niyamgiri hills. In accordance with the M.o.U
SIIL acquired the license for setting up of an alumina complex consisting of 1.0 MTPA aluminia
refinery plant, 3.0 MTPA of bauxite mine and 75 MW captive power plant at Lanjigarh in
kalahandi district. However on 23th May,2005 the MoEFCC ordered work to be stopped at the
refinery and directed that further work shall undertake only after obtaining of forest clearance by
Vedanta aluminia from the ministry. (Livemint,2010) Although in an unexpected turn of events
the MoEFCC later revoked this order. Further on 21 st September,2005 a Central Empowered
Committee(CEC)of the Supreme Court submitted a report to the court which stated that no indepth study of the proposed mining and its effect on the ground water, flora and fauna and on the
Dongria and Kondh tribes (group of Scheduled tribes inhabiting the area) had been done.
(Central Empowered Committee,2005) The CEC recommended revocation of the environmental
clearance for the refinery project as well as mining in the area though the Apex court ended
referring the matter to the MoEFCC. Moreover in the month of January in 2007 a supplementary
report of the CEC reiterating its earlier stand came out in the public.(Central Empowered
Committee,2007) On the basis of the Supreme Court referral the MoEFCC formed the Saxena
Committee to investigate the proposed mining activity at Niyamgiri.(Saxena et al, 2010) The
committee concluded its findings on 16thof August 2010 wherein it held that the environmental
impact assessment(herein forth E.I.A) done in 2002 and 2005 for the primary mining lease
(PML) were highly insufficient. The committee informed that as many as 121,337 trees and 3.63
Lakh scrubs will be cut if the mining lease is granted along with endangering the wildlife. The
report further cemented that the mining project shall adversely affect twenty percent of present
population of Dongria Kondh tribe residing in the area. Further claims in the report also held that
the entire PML area fell in the community forest resource category as defined under clause ‘a’ to
section 2 of as well as clause ‘h’ to section 2of the FRA. It was also stated in the report that
11
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under clause ‘c’ of section 5 to the FRA the gram sabhas were to ensure that the habitat in
question was preserved from destructive practices that affects the tribes and their ecology and
that the MoEFCC although the authority under the FCA,1980, cannot override this statutory
norm. The committee also held the refinery premises acquired 26.123 ha of forest land illegally
without legal proper measures. Finally in its conclusion the Saxena Committee clearly held that
the mining lease should be revoked. Subsequent to the report the MoEFCC passed an order on
24th of august 2010 under which the forest advisory committee formed by the ministry gave a go
ahead to the project subject only to the completion of the process by the state government of
ascertaining the community rights on forest land of the Dongria Tribe and establishing such
rights under the FRA. However since the same was not properly implemented hence the
MoEFCC rejected the stage II forest clearance given for diversion of 660.749 hectares of forest
land for mining purpose in Kalahandi and Rajagada districts of Odisha. (MoEFCC, 2010) The
decision was challenged by the Odisha mining corporation before the Supreme Court leading to
the present case in discussion. The court held that the gram sabhas of the affected areas (12 gram
sabhas) shall decide on the faith of the project through consensus building and polling in the
aforesaid localities for which the validity was derived from the FRA and the PESA (since Vth
scheduled areas under the Constitution with tribal majority was involved herein).The
proceedings of the 12 grams sabhas of Rajagada and Kalahandi districts of Odisha in line with
the verdict resulted in stalemate of mining activities as the grams voted against it.
The judgment of the court in this case-law reflects a spirit of social activism and it was under this
attitude that the court put forth the emphasis for the Primitive Tribal Groups under the umbrella
of the FRA and held as follows:
“Primitive Tribal Groups need some emphasis, as very fewcommunities in India in general and Orissa in
particular come under the ambit ofsuch a category.Their dependence on the forest being almost complete,
the violationof the specific protections extended to their habitat and habitations by the ForestRights Act,
2006 are simply unacceptable”

It may be noted that Primitive tribal group or more commonly known as ‘particularly vulnerable
tribal group’ is a classification utilized by the government of India for providing governmental
support for uplift of certain tribal groups with the lowest level of socioeconomic development.
The U.N Dhebar Commission formed in 1960 to report on the welfare and administration of
scheduled areas submitted its report in 1961 under which it held that within the grouping of
Scheduled Tribes there are tribes at the lowest levels of economic and social development. The
observation led to the process of creating a sub-category of tribes identified on the basis of their
level of development which was described as the lowest under the fourth Five Year Plan. These
groups came to be called as the "Primitive tribal group".
A critical synopsis of the observation does provide an implication that the bare basic rights of
these groups supported by the FRA are linked to the forest and any transgression against these
rights shall amount to gross miscarriage of social justice and human rights.
The court further reaffirmed the role of the forest STs and the OTFD in preserving the forests
through their customary practices as it held,
“the Convention on the Biological Diversity (CBA) adopted at the Earth Summit (1992) highlighted
necessity to preserve and maintain knowledge, innovation and practices of the local communities relevant
for conservation and sustainable use of bio-diversity, India is a signatory to CBA. Rio Declaration on

12
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Environment and Development Agenda 21 and Forestry principle also encourage the promotion of
customary practices conducive to conservation. The necessity to respect and promote the inherent rights
of indigenous peoples which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their
cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their lands, territories
and resources have also been recognized by United Nations in the United Nations Declaration on Rights
of Indigenous Peoples. STs and other TFDs residing in the Scheduled Areas have a right to maintain their
distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used land.”

Also, in an act of valediction to the forest dwelling STs under the FRA, the court declared that
the act secures the inalienable rights of the community which is concerned with the conservation
of the forests by stating:
“ the Legislature also has addressed the long standing and genuine felt need of granting a secure and
inalienable right to those communities whose right to life depends on right to forests and thereby
strengthening the entire conservation regime by giving a permanent stake to the STs dwelling in the
forests for generations in symbiotic relationship with the entire ecosystem.”

Finally, in a crucial observation made by the court which was equally intertwined with the land
rights of the forest STs and the OTFDs under the FRA within critical wildlife zones, the court
held:
“The Act envisages the recognition and vesting of forest rights in forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and
other traditional forest dwellers over all forest lands, including National Parks and Sanctuaries.Under
Section 2(b) of the Act,the Ministry of Environment & Forests is responsible for determination and
notification of critical wildlife habitats in the National Parks and Sanctuaries for the purpose of creating
inviolate areas for wildlife conservation, as per the procedure laid down.In fact, the rights of the forest
dwellers residing in the National Parks and Sanctuaries are required to be recognized without waiting of
notification of critical wildlife habitats in these areas.”

In deliberation, it becomes vital that the gram sabhas or the panchayats at the appropriate level
must be consulted before acquisition of land in forested areas by the state under both public or
commercial purpose and particularly in scheduled(Vth schedule) and tribal areas(VIth schedule)
of the Indian constitution (these areas are dominated by an overwhelming tribal majority were
the governor of the state under the president of India’s consent provides certain rights of
administration to tribal councils under Vth schedule and autonomous tribal councils under the
VIth schedules of the constitution of India). Since in both the above examined case laws there
was a deviation from these norms as recognized by the FRA the onus was placed on the judiciary
to correct such violations and yet in the instance of the KNP area the Guahati high court
bypassed the same by claiming the notion of public interest reliant on the greater welfare of the
society since the order was to preserve animal corridors though in the process the court simply
ignored the cultural and ethical claims of ‘inter-generational rights’ to the forests by the forest
STs and the OTFDs and neither did examine the possibility of human-wildlife cohabitation. The
Vedanta judgment in contrast reaffirmed that the notion of public interest also relates to an all
inclusive process of development in which the forest dwellers too are shareholders and
particularly since their rights are linked to the forests and its preservation gained by such groups
through an experience of generational coexistence which are ‘inalienable’.

Conclusion and Implications
13
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On 13th of February,2019 the Supreme Court of India passed an interim order requiring 17 states
of India to remove 1 million plus people from its forests while hearing on the constitutional
validity of the FRA. (Writ petition (Civil) No. 109 of 2008) Infact the order was a renewable of a
29th January, 2016 order of the same court wherein evictions were validated by the court while
the present decision was mainly focused on the inability of the states in evicting the illegal
encroachers in the previous years from the judgment date. The petitioners in this particular case
law held before the court that the FRA has been reduced to a tool for ‘land grabs’ by persons
without legal titles to the forest land or resources. However, the very court while staying the
above order on 28th February, 2019 for a period of 4 months also recognized that the mechanism
to record the individual and community rights of the forest dwellers under the states was not
properly implemented. The observation meant that there was a violation of section 6 under the
FRA and hence not only were illegal encroachments in the rise but more significantly
curtailment of the rights of the forest dwellers. It may be noted that through the 28 th February,
2019 order the Apex court further directed the state governments to submit reports on the process
of implementation of claim rejections under section 6 of the FRA and whether the SLMCs under
the Act monitored the process, implying possibility of the violation of FRA by states.
Herein, a vital argument becomes the rights of the forest dwellers under the notion of
‘intergenerational equity’ since the notion equally finds support in legislations such as the FRA,
PESA Act of 1996 and the Biological Diversity Act of 2002. Accordingly, the theory of
intergenerational equity by Edith Brown Weiss holds a strong relevance in environmental
literature for she summarizes the theory as:
“the human species, hold the natural environment of our planet in common with other species, other
people, and with past, present and future generations.”

Here the link between the present, the past and the beyond is not merely between people but
equally between people and the other living species. The notion explains the requirement of care
for the planet so as while we engage in environmental exploitation, a trail of toxic and an
unsustainable planet is not felt behind for the future generation of humans and living creature
alike. In the case of the KNP area the Mishings had evolved their cultural and social practices
around the ecology which is further evident in their festive of Ali-Aye-Ligang in the spring
session which associates their traditions with agricultural cultivation in accordance with the
climate and environment of Assam State and while their existence in the KNP area was never
questioned before the expansion of the park started, today they face forced re-locations by the
state without consideration of their cultural link to the forests.
While clause ‘m’ of sub-section 1 to section 3 to the FRA particularly in reference to the forest
STs may be regarded as a requirement for the group i.e. to had retain an actual occupation of the
forest land on the date of 13th of December,2005 and while in the case of KNP this requirement
remained achievable in providing the rights to the Mishings yet their eviction was ordered. Also
given the peculiarity of the Assam floods and particularly its impact on the KNP area the
question remains as it did during the 1950 Assam floods, what if the floods leads to erosion of
the soil and the land-holdings of a tribe compelling their forced relocation within the particular
geographic area from their original land to new holdings, will their rights be protected?
Particularly, if clause ‘m’ of sub-section 1 to section 3 to the FRA was observed from a ‘rigid’
legal analysis the above question will be decided on the negative since any claim of a forest tribe
14
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under the FRA must be supported by a legal document proving his claims of rights to the pattaholdings and also since the government officials might not recognize the previous land holdings
while examining the new holdings along with the tribes’ bond to the natural ecology, the notion
of ‘Scheduled Tribes who primarily reside in and who depend on the forests or forest lands for
bona fide livelihood needs’ as provided under clause ‘c’ of section 2 to the FRA might be
overlooked by the state as a rigid approach taken for proof of legal documents supporting a forest
ST’s claims might not accommodate past considerations. It is in this regard that the Indian
Parliament requires re-examination of the FRA while also ensuring strict penal provisions for
violation of the Act by the State officials and similarly the state governments also require
enactment of local laws since ‘forests’ as an item under 17-A of Concurrent list to the
Constitution of India grants such right to the states too implying the latter’s power to legislate on
the subject of protecting the forest tribes and particularly in the instance of the KNP area such
requirements are real and necessary. (See Article 254 of the Constitution of India,1949).
The FRA while protecting the forest dwellers also provides a cut-off date for claiming of rights
by both the forest STs and the OTFDs so as the Act does not become an instrument of arbitrary
misuse in the hands of encroachers. While the FRA provides protection mechanism to both men
and wildlife, it is equally agreed that a new approach and indeed an amendment is required so as
its implementation is given utmost importance. On the hindsight while the Samatha judgment of
1997 by the supreme court evokes memories of the courts’ activism wherein the court held that
‘non-tribal’ persons or ‘private’ entities cannot be granted land in the fifth scheduled areas under
the constitution since it shall arbitrarily hamper the rights of the tribals to decide for their interest
in these areas, the judgment (Appeal (civil) 4601-02 of 1997) indeed was seen as a landmark
event in the fight for tribal rights but it was also in relation to a scheduled area and after the
passing of the PESA Act now the tribals through gram shabhas directly involve themselves in
making decisions that impact the socio-economic dynamics of scheduled areas. While the Balco
Judgment of 2001(Transfer Case (civil) 8 of 2001) of the same court in a sense killed the
relevancy of Samatha judgment as the court noted that while Samatha similar to the present caselaw dealt with a matter belonging to the realms of the land-use pattern impacting tribal rights in
scheduled areas the same could not be applied herein as the former dealt with the ‘local laws’ of
Andra Pradesh State while in the present scenario local laws of the state of Madhya Pradesh
reflecting different land use pattern by the people of the state were involved. While the above
discussion provides that the mechanism to protect tribal rights iss granted in the scheduled and
tribal areas, the importance of the FRA lay in the fact that the act itself is an extension of tribal
rights protection in non-scheduled and non-tribal areas. The Vedanta judgment made it very
constructive that the Dongria Kondh tribe of Niyamgiri helped in the process of preserving the
forests as their very dependence and identity revolved around the forests and hence the court
placed heavy reliance on the FRA and though PESA Act was also applied, it was so an act of
secondary means to substantiate the argument.
In refection, if the FRA is implemented in a disciplined manner it shall lead to preservation of
both the forest communities and the ecology since provisions under the FRA for protection of
forests and wildlife are placed in the highest order. (For instance see section 3(1) ‘l’, proviso to
section 4(1), section 5 of the FRA).
Though the upcoming hearing of the supreme court on 27th July of 2019 will proceed
with the question of the constitution validity of the FRA the paper analysis herein shall remain as
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an attestation of the strength of the FRA as it preserves both the basic rights of the forest
dwellers and of the forests that these people have called home for generations.
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Abstract
Water security is the goal of water resources policy in Indonesia, but the fact shows that water resource conflicts due to development
in Indonesia are increasing. The threat of water sources for Kendeng farmers due to the construction of cement plants, the loss of
water sources due to the conversion of forests to oil palm plantations, pollution of river water due to mining activities are a few
examples. The cancellation of the water resources law by the constitutional court in 2015 worsened this condition.
This paper will discuss the challenges and opportunities faced by Indonesia in achieving water security. It starts with a discussion
of the problem of water resources in Indonesia, followed by discussing water resources policies and water resources management.
The last section will discuss the legal basis of water resources management in Indonesia and how the role of law in achieving water
security goals. Conclusion of this paper are the law plays an important role because all government actions in Indonesia are carried
out based on existing rules. Therefore, the government must immediately issue a new water law. Of course the new law must be in
line with the goal of achieving water security based on water justice.

Keywords: Water policy, water law, water security
1.

Introduction
Water security is the fulfillment of sustainable and decent water needs for life and growth and the management of risks related

to water (Falkenmark: 2008, Bellfield et al: 2016). To assess the state of water security in Asia and the Pacific, Asian Development
Bank (2013) measures water security in five key dimensions, which consist of:
1.

Household Water Security is an essential foundation for efforts to eradicate poverty and support economic development.

2.

Economic Water Security Economic water security measures the productive use of water to sustain economic growth in
the food production, industry, and energy sectors of the economy

3.

Urban Water Security indicators measure the creation of better water management and services to support vibrant and
livable water-sensitive cities.

4.

Environmental Water Security indicator assesses the health of rivers and measures progress on restoring rivers and
ecosystems to health on a national and regional scale. The sustainability of development and improved lives depends on
these natural resources.

5.

Resilience to Water-Related Disasters indicator assesses the building of resilient communities that can adapt to change
and are able to reduce risk from natural disasters related to water must be accelerated to minimize the impact of future
disasters.

The composite result of the five key dimensions, measured on a scale of 1 (Hazardous), 2 (Engaged), 3 (Capable), 4 (Efffective),
5 (Model), which describe as:
1.

Hazardous, there are some legislation and policy on water and environment, and inadequate levels of public investment,
regulations, and enforcement.

2.

Engaged, Legislation and policy supported by government capacity-building programs; institutional arrangements
improving; and levels of public investment increasing (although these rates may still be inadequate).
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3.

Capable, Continuous capacity building; improving rates of public investment; stronger regulation and enforcement;
national development agenda prioritizing water and environment; and focus shifting toward improving local technical
and financial capacity

4.

Effective, Water security initiatives built into key national, urban, basin, and rural development master plans; high priority
on national development agenda; public investment reaching appropriate levels; effective regulation; and public
awareness and behavioral change are a government priority

5.

Model, Sustainable local agencies and services; sustained sources of public financing for water and environmental
protection and management; sustainable levels of public water consumption; and government demonstrating new models
of water governance, supporting advanced technology, supporting research and development, and initiating or leading
international partnerships

Water is a major determinant of the well-being of the people in Indonesia. As Indonesia grows, enjoying an average annual
economic growth of 4,7% - 5,21% in last five years (Kompas : 2018), water challenges intensify and jeopardize sustained
development. In terms of water availability, Indonesia ranks fifth in the world with an average water supply of 3.9 trillion m3 /
year. Although Indonesia's water resources potential is quite abundant, uneven distribution, increasing development and the
influence of global climate change can cause a crisis of water resources (Jusuf:2015). Indonesian water security is currently in an
alarming state. Although it has impressive water resources in theory, many of them are unevenly distributed and improperly stored.
Waterways are usually highly polluted and many are unsuitable for human or agricultural use. This, in turn, leads to the overexploitation of groundwater resources, which are also often contaminated. Indonesia has the second-highest rate of open defecation
in the world and access to proper sanitation is low, especially in rural areas. While there are policies in place to deal with Indonesia’s
water issues, Budgeting these policies is often inconsistent and their implementation irregular (Selete : 2017).

2.

Methods

This research was conducted to assess the progress towards achieving water security in Indonesia. In the scale of ADB's assessment,
regulations and policies occupy an important position. Therefore, this research focuses on reviewing water related policies and
regulations in Indonesia. Analysis is carried out to see how existing policies and regulations encourage the achievement of water
security also the challenges and opportunities in creating appropriate policies and regulations

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1. Water Resources Overview
As the largest archipelago in the world, Indonesia consist of five major islands and an estimated 17.504 islands overall.
There’s more than 5.590 main rivers which plays an important role in the distribution of surface water along its flow. Besides, there
are 17,076 watersheds that are able to collect, store and drain water that comes from rainfall to the sea or lake. There’s also 421
groundwater basin units with potential water content of more than 300 billion m3 which is very potential as a source of water
reserves. Indonesia is a tropical country, and the climate is fairly even all year round. The year can roughly be divided into two
distinct seasons, “wet” and “dry.” The East Monsoon, from June to September, brings in dry weather whereas the West Monsoon,
from December to March, brings in rain. Annual rainfall distribution is not evenly distributed on each island. Climate and weather
dynamics influence the temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall on each island. (DSDAN : 2018). During the dry season, total
surface water supply is not high enough to support domestic, agricultural and industrial use. Indonesia has a total reservoir capacity
of 12.6 billion cubic metres, translating to 52.55m³ per capita, an exceptionally small amount compared to other countries in the
region. The lack of water storage intensifies water stress, especially during warmer months.
The pressures on the aquatic water systems especially in the highly urbanized areas increased. Activated by the fierce
economic development of the previous decades, the population growth and urbanization (Fulazaky: 2015). The increasing in water
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consumption and decreasing in the availability of clean water affect both of freshwater and groundwater systems. The issue of
water resources in Indonesia according to the ministry of public works consists of droughts, floods and pollution.
Deforestation, drainage of wetlands, and conversion into agricultural land-use all over the country reduces the buffering
capacity of the river catchments, resulting in higher peak flows in the wet season and lower base flows in the dry season, thereby
increasing the risks of floods and droughts. Increased concentrations of suspended solids resulting from erosion and human
activities leads to higher levels of turbidity, and thus reduces photosynthesis. Dams and reservoirs play a major role in fragmenting
and modifying aquatic habitats, transforming flowing ecosystems into stagnant systems, altering the flow of matter and energy,
and establishing barriers to fish migration. Eutrophication, as a result of agricultural practices, is a major cause of deterioration in
water quality and might, in some cases, result in harmful algae blooms and fish mortality (ADB: 2016).
Based on Article 8 Government Regulation No. 82/2001 dated 14 December 2001 water quality is classified into four
classes:
a.

Class I, water that can be used as standard water for drinking purposes;

b.

Class II, water that can be used for water recreation, fresh fish preservation, livestock, water for irrigation, and
other usages requiring the similar quality;

c.

Class III, water that can be used as tools/facilities of fresh fish preservation, livestock, water for irrigation,
and/or other usages requiring the similar quality to the benefit; and

d.

Class IV, water that can be used for irrigation, and other usages requiring similar quality

The government set water quality targets for individual water systems or parts of the rivers. This targets can be changed every year
depending on the improvement in water quality. The local government is also allowed to set more stringent effluent targets for
industrial discharges into water resources within their jurisdiction, based on the prevailing national regulations.
Sleet in her current research found that more than 50 per cent of rivers and lakes fail to meet the criteria for class I and out of
44 large rivers, only four meet class II standards year-round. Freshwater pollution stems from a variety of sources. Agriculture is a
particular risk to water quality, especially animal husbandry. Domestic wastewater is the largest rural contributor to water pollution,
as it is not collected or treated in many rural areas. Industry and mining also contribute significantly to water pollution. (Sleet :
2018). ADB Report shows that most of the river water in Java is already in Class III or even Class IV status. The main sources of
pollution is :
1.

Domestic wastewater: Wastewater from households contains large amounts of COD, nutrients, and fecal coli, which
represents by far the most important source of pollution of the surface water in the country. In the urban areas (110
million people), about 1% of the wastewater is safely collected and treated, and about 4% of the sewage is safely collected
and safely disposed or treated. In rural areas (130 million people), wastewater is neither collected nor treated.

2.

Industry: The Ministry of Environment estimates 12,000 medium and large industries and 82,000 small enterprises with
the potential to pollute surface water. About half of the industries can be found in the food and beverage sector. Other
relevant sectors are textile (20%), rubber (13%), chemicals (9%), leather (6%), paper (3%), and mining (1%).

3.

Mining: It is estimated that about 1 million miners and peripheral workers work in the small mining sector on nearly
every island in the country. In illegal mining, usually large amounts of mercury are used, which damages not only the
environment but also the health of the miners.

4.

Agriculture: Agriculture land is a major source of pollution by COD, nutrients, fertilizer (urea and triple superphosphate),
and pesticides. Waste from livestock husbandry is an important source of wastewater. One bovine is capable of generating
waste equivalent to that of five human beings.

5.

Fish farming: Considerable organic pollution results from fish farming in the reservoirs. Improper or excessive fish
feeding in the floating cages adds to the waste load as unconsumed feed accumulates on the reservoir bed.
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6.

Solid waste: Municipal solid waste pollutes the water with COD, biological oxygen demand, nitrates, phosphates, and
pathogen content. The contribution is, however, rather small compared with that from other sources.

7.

Other sources: Other sources of pollution, such as urban runoff and atmospheric deposition of heavy metals and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) caused by bad air quality, are mainly related to the urban areas, thus raising
the already high pressure on the local water systems with a wide range of toxic substances.

3.2. Water Resources Policy
In 2014, Indonesia updated its National Medium-Term Development Plan (RPJMN), 2015–2019, which guides planning
within and across sectors. The RPJMN follows the priorities set by the newly elected government Nawa Cita (a Sanskrit term for
nine priorities). Together, the RPJMN and the new government policy provide an economic and development planning framework
for Indonesia, within which the government has to prioritize water concerns to sustain economic growth.
In the 2015-2019 Medium Term Development Plan, the ultimate goal of Indonesia's development in the field of Water
Resources is to achieve water security. (Asdak: 2015) The national water security policy is directed at the realization of water
supply and the protection of its supporting ecosystems for all Indonesians in a fair and equitable manner both for fulfilling daily
needs (domestic needs) and for supporting national development namely agriculture, production, energy, industry and others. Under
these conditions, the 2015-2019 water security targets in the development agenda of the Medium Term Development Plan include:
1.

Meeting the needs and quality assurance of everyday life

2.

Water for productive social and economic needs

3.

Maintenance and recovery of water sources and ecosystems

4.

Community resilience in reducing the risk of water damage

5.

Institutional management of natural resources

Indonesia's water security is reflected in the conditions for the fulfillment of adequate and sustainable water for all living
needs and the ability to reduce the risk of shortages and due to excess water at certain times. Therefore, the dimension of water
resistance includes 5 (five) dimensions, i.e.:
1.

maintaining and restoring water resources and ecosystems, especially at the catchment area,

2.

water fulfillment for everyday life for the community

3.

water fulfillment for productive social and economic needs

4.

community resilience in reducing the risk of water damage including the effects of climate change, and
supported

5.

solid institutional and governance

The key objective of water security in Indonesia is to increase water supply for communities, industry and agriculture
and to reduce the risk of flooding. In increasing water supply, there are targets to improve both natural infrastructure (forest
ecosystems) and artificial infrastructure (reservoirs and irrigation networks). Targets for improved watershed management include
the rehabilitation of 5.5 million hectares of critical land in the forest management unit and the development of 12.7 million hectares
of community forest. Increasing infrastructure targets built include rehabilitating 3 million hectares of damaged irrigation networks
and establishing 1 million hectares of additional land for irrigation.
3.3. Water Resources Management
The effective governance of available water resources will be key to achieving water security, fair allocation of water resources
and settling on related disputes (OECD: 2014). The authority to manage water resources in Indonesia is divided into several
ministries and institutions. The availability of several government institutions is a good basic capital for achieving better water
resources management performance. The Central Governments ministries involved in Water are :
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1.

State Ministry of National Development (BAPPENAS), Responsible for national development planning matters, and this
is undertaken through five-year plans in cooperation with the line ministries.

2.

Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, Responsible for WRM, including dam safety and standard operating
agreements such as for hydropower developers. Owns and operates river infrastructure (multipurpose dams, weirs),
primary and secondary canals of irrigation system; Directorate General Cipta Karya responsible for water supply and
sanitation.

3.

Ministry of Environment and Forestry Responsible for management of water quality through controlling pollution and
river zoning (water quality targets in river reaches) and watershed management, including land use planning in watershed
areas as well as its responsibilities for promoting and regulating the forestry sector. It is also responsible for
Environmental Impact Assessment of major projects.

4.

Ministry of Mines and Energy Responsible for groundwater management, including management and monitoring of the
resource, both with regard to quantify and quality; licensing of groundwater drilling and use; maintaining databases of
groundwater use, etc. The ministry is also responsible for hydropower development and may own and operate
hydropower systems according to standard operating agreements.

5.

Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning Responsible for formulation of land policies and spatial policies and, in relation
to WRM, land mapping, land titles, and rights over land.

6.

Ministry of Agriculture Responsible for food production, farmer welfare, sustainable agriculture, and economic
development through agriculture.

7.

Ministry of Health Responsible for the protection and improvement of public health. The ministry sets standards and
monitors drinking water quality.

8.

Ministry of Enterprises Responsible for state laws and regulations in relation to the Limited Liability Companies Act and
for monitoring and improving the competitiveness of state-owned enterprises, including state-owned enterprise Jasa Tirta.

9.

Ministry of Finance Responsible in terms of government financing of water resources management (WRM) through the
normal government budgeting processes.

Management of Water Resources in Indonesia, carried out through integrated water resource management. The strategy for
implementing integrated water resources management are:
1. Improve conservation of water resources by maintaining water catchment areas and sustain the water absorption function
2. Increase the utilization of water resources for justice and prosperity by fulfilling water needs for irrigation, domestic,
industrial and other water needs
3. Improve control of water damage by providing good flood control facilities and infrastructure.
4. Increasing the availability of raw water
5. Improve the quality of river water and other water sources
6. Improve coordination of drainage management in order to control floods
3.4. Legal Framework
There are many laws and regulations that are relevant to the water sector. Almost all ministries have a relation with water
resources. The most important of these laws for the water sector was Law 7/2004. It is a framework law, which means that
government regulations must further elaborate the general provisions. On 18 February 2015, the constitutional court, through its
Decision No. 85/PUU-XI/2013, canceled the applicability of the Water Law UU 7/2004, stating that Water Law 7/2004 was
contrary to the 1945 Constitution. To fill the legal vacuum during the process of drafting a new water law, the constitutional court
reinstated the old Water Law UU 11/1974.
The fundamental principles of the law encompass: (i) water and its sources, including natural resources contained in it,
are the gift of God Almighty, which has versatile benefits fulfilling human needs of all times, both in the economic, social and
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cultural aspects; (ii) earth, water, and natural resources contained in it are controlled by the state and are used for the greatest
prosperity of the people in a fair and equitable way; and (iii) commercial operation of water resources should be devoted to the
interests and welfare of the people while creating growth, social justice, and the ability to be autonomous in a just and prosperous
society based on Pancasila (Indonesia Grundnorm)
To support water security, the government through Presidential Regulation No. 33 of 2011 on National Policy on Water
Resources Management has placed three main issues, namely conservation, utilization, and control of water damages. The
conservation of water resources is placed in the most important position since this policy is most vital in the concept of sustainable
development and supports the optimization of the performance of other sectors. The conservation policy of water resources should
be seen as a complete unified whole soil and water conservation. Soil and water conservation is the safeguarding, restoring,
upgrading and maintenance of Land Functions on Land in accordance with the capabilities and land use of Land to support
sustainable development and sustainable livelihoods (Law No. 37/2014). It emphasizes the importance of water resources
protection and maintenance, both quantity and quality, so that it can be used sustainably.
There are strict laws in place for the environmental protection of surface water, including Law No. 32/2009 on
Environmental Protection and Management. Local governments, however, are often reluctant to enforce laws that would compel
industry to undertake costly procedures for safe waste disposal; they need to preserve the major source of income that industrial
businesses represent.
Given the complexities of the water resources environment involving different technologies, communities, levels of
government, and a wide variety of stakeholders, the Government of Indonesia has elected to issue separate regulations on the
different aspects of water resources management. Other regulation relating to water are : Law No. 5/1960 on Agraria’s Basic
Policy, Law No. 41/1999 on Forest, Law No. 5/1990 on Nature Resources and Ecosystem Conservation, Law No. 30/2007 on
Energy, Law No. 18/2012 on Food, Law No. 37/2014 on Soil and Water Conservation. There’s also more than 10 Governance
Regulation related to water.
As State Law, Indonesia put the law as a means to achieve development goals. The decision to elaborate the different but
interrelated aspects of water management in separate government regulations has resulted in overlaps and gaps. The absence of
umbrella law for the implementation of water resources management is an obstacle to achieving water security. Therefore, resolving
the legislation gap after the cancellation of Law no. 7 of 2004 concerning water resources is a priority policy, which is carried out
by encouraging the completion of new laws and issuing derivative regulations of Law No. 11 of 1974.
In the process of making a new water law, the principles discussed in the Conference of Judges and Prosecutors on the
8th World Water Forum in Brazil (Brazil) from 18-23 March 2018 can be taken into consideration. These principles are:
Principle 1 – Water as a Public Interest Good
The State should exercise stewardship over all water resources, and protect them, in conjunction with their associated ecological
functions, for the benefit of current and future generations, and the Earth community of life.
Principle 2 – Water Justice, Land Use, and the Ecological Function of Property
Because of the close interlinkages between land and water and the ecological functions of water resources, any person with a right
or interest to use water resources or land has a duty to maintain the ecological functions and integrity of water resources and
related ecosystems.
Principle 3 – Water Justice and Indigenous and Tribal Peoples and Mountain and Other Peoples in Watersheds
(a) Indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights to and relationships with traditional and/or customary water resources and related
ecosystems should be respected, and their free, prior, and informed consent should be required for any activities on or affecting
water resources and related ecosystems.
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(b) In view of the contribution of mountain and other peoples living in upper water catchments to the conservation of ecological
and hydrological functioning and integrity of water resources and related ecosystems in the entire water basin, appropriate
mechanisms should be developed and implemented to encourage and facilitate people to undertake such conservation.
Principle 4 – Water Justice and Prevention
To avoid costly ex-post measures to rehabilitate, treat or develop new water supplies or water-related ecosystems, prevention of
future harm to water resources and to related ecosystems should take precedence over remediation of past harm, having regard to
best available technologies and best environmental practices.
Principle 5 – Water Justice and Precaution
The precautionary principle should be applied in the resolution of water-related disputes. Notwithstanding scientific uncertainty
or complexity regarding the existence or extent of risks of serious or irreversible harm to water, human health or the environment,
judges should uphold or order the taking of the necessary protective measures having regard to the best available scientific
evidence.
Principle 6 – In Dubio Pro Aqua
Consistent with the principle in dubio pro natura, in case of uncertainty, water and environmental controversies before the courts
should be resolved, and the applicable laws interpreted, in a way most likely to protect and conserve water resources and related
ecosystems.
Principle 7 – Polluter Pays, User Pays and Internalisation of External Environmental Costs
Environmental factors should be included in the valuation and pricing of water resources and their services, including: (a) polluter
pays principle – those who cause water pollution and ecosystem degradation must bear the costs of containment, avoidance and
abatement, and of remedying, restoring and compensating for any harm caused to human health or the environment, (b) user pays
principle – those who use water resources and their services in commerce or industry should pay prices or charges based on the
full life cycle of costs of providing the water resources and their ecosystem services, including the use thereof, and the ultimate
disposal of any waste; charges should also be levied on domestic use of water services to reflect the costs of providing such services,
including the environmental costs, though appropriate social protection measures should be employed to ensure that those unable
to pay such costs are not deprived of adequate water supply and sanitation services, and (c) enduring obligations – legal obligations
to restore ecological conditions of water resources and their ecosystem services are binding on any user of the resource and any
owner of the site of the resource, and liability is not terminated by the transfer of use or title to others (propter rem obligation).
Principle 8 - Water Justice and Good Water Governance
Consistent with the proper role of an independent judiciary in the upholding and enforcing of the rule of law, and ensuring
transparency, accountability and integrity in governance, the existence of good water laws and their effective implementation and
enforcement are essential for the protection, conservation and sustainable use of water resources and related ecosystems.
Principle 9 – Water Justice and Environmental Integration Environmental and ecosystem considerations should be integrated into
the application and enforcement of water law. In adjudicating water and water-related cases, judges should be mindful of the
essential and inseparable connection that water has with the environment and land uses, and should avoid adjudicating those cases
in isolation or as merely a sectoral matter concerning only water.
Principle 10 – Procedural Water Justice Judges should strive to achieve water justice due process by ensuring that persons and
groups shall have appropriate and affordable access to information on water resources and services held by public authorities,
the opportunity to participate meaningfully in water-related decision-making processes, and effective access to judicial and
administrative proceedings and to remedy and redress.

4.
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Indonesia continues to improve its efforts to achieve water security by including it in national development goals, despite
facing challenges such as geographical conditions, climate change, regulatory gaps and institutional overlap. The government's
determination to achieve sustainable development goals plus continuous improvement in water resources management is an
opportunity that needs to be encouraged.
The law plays an important role because all government actions in Indonesia are carried out based on existing rules.
Therefore, the government must immediately issue a new water law. Of course the new law must be in line with the goal of
achieving water security based on water justice.
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ABSTRACT
This study assessed afforestation activities in Embu and
Kirinyaga counties in Kenya and the contributions of the
Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project
(UTaNRMP) to livelihood and environmental sustainability.
Quantitative and qualitative research methods were adopted
for the study. The representative sample of 421 households
was randomly selected and interviewed with the aid of a
well-structured questionnaire. Focus group discussions and
key informant interviews were also conducted. Data were
analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Results revealed that afforestation in the catchment area has
improved and the presence of community forest associations
(CFAs) has led to increases in forest cover in most of the
forests as areas initially degraded have been rehabilitated and
there has been enhanced species regeneration. For instance,
the New Njukiri CFA in Embu West, Kirimari Ward, has
planted 150,000 tree seedlings, 75% exotic and 25%
indigenous tree species, in 2 years (2015-2017) with an
average survival rate of 75%, while the Kangaita Community
Forest Users Association has rehabilitated 55 hectares of the
Kangaita Forest in Kirinyaga County. The UTaNRMP has led
to improvements in the level of mutual accountability,
conservation awareness, and learning. Communities have
embraced new sources of income like ecotourism,
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beekeeping and the Plantation Establishment and Livelihood
Scheme (PELIS) which has helped in increasing forest cover
as well as improving food security. The study revealed
improved income as the average household monthly income
was over 20,000Ksh. Similarly, the average household meals
per day was 3 meals and 81.7% of the households indicated
no hunger in the last 1 month before the study. Results also
revealed that social and economic factors significantly
influenced livelihood diversification and afforestation in the
catchment area.
Overall, the UTaNRMP has contributed significantly to
livelihood diversification, increased level of afforestation,
enhanced community-based mutual accountability and
learning as well as ensured environmental sustainability.
However, there is the need to put in place a sustainable
natural resources management framework for enhancing a
sustainable balance in afforestation and livelihood in Kenya.

Keywords: Climate change, Agricultural livelihood, Afforestation,
Adaptation, Environmental sustainability.
Introduction
The sustainability of human depends on the proper use of
available environmental capital such as soil, water, and vegetation
(Keesstra et al., 2016). Forests and tree lots are necessities of life. They
play an important role in the environment and ensure that benefits are
obtained from ecosystems goods and services. Globally, an estimated 2.4
billion people benefit from agroforestry systems across one billion
hectares (FAO, 2018)
Forests are areas of at least 0.5 hectares with tree crown cover of more
than 10%. They are designated as protected areas which host game parks and
forest reserves (FAO 2001b). They make tangible contributions to the national
economy by supplying renewable sources of energy in the form of wood fuel
and charcoal. According to Aguilai et al. (2012), afforestation pertains to
areas that have not been forested for about 50 years and above,
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while reforestation applies to forested land that was turned over to
another use.
Afforestation is of specific importance as it reduces the negative
effects of torrential rainfall through its main components, such as the
canopy of trees, the vegetation, litter, specific forest soil, loose and
powerful high-capacity drainage systems due to root development (Mita
and Matreata, 2005).
Kenya has approximately 1.42 million hectares of closed canopy
forest and it is considered to be a low forest country with a forest cover of
7.2%, which is significantly lower than the internationally accepted
threshold of 10%. Forests in Kenya are classified into six broad categories:
The High Volcanic Mountains and High Ranges, the Western Plateau, the
Dry Northern Mountains, the Southern Hills, the Coastal Forest, and the
Riverine Forest. The country’s forests are estimated to contribute to 3.6%
of Kenya's GDP (NFP, 2014), excluding charcoal and direct subsistence
uses. The value of Kenya’s forests cannot be overemphasized. Being a
finite, significant economic resource, they should be well managed. To
achieve Kenya’s vision 2030 of effective use of the land to achieve socioeconomic and political development, forest cover needs to be increased
from 7.2% to 10% coverage under a protected area system. Forested
catchment supplies 75% of all freshwater for farms, industry and homes
while the Upper Tana Catchment Area of Kenya provides water and
supplies hydroelectric power to the population.
Description of the UTaNRMP
The Upper Tana Natural Resources Management Project is an eightyear project (2012-2020) that is funded by the Government of Kenya, the
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), the Spanish Trust
Fund and the local community. The project has the goal of contributing to
reduction of rural poverty in the Upper Tana River Catchment Area among
the target population of about 205,000 poor households living in the targeted
river basins whose livelihoods revolve around the use of the natural
resources in the catchment.
This goal is pursued via two development objectives which reflect the
poverty-environment nexus, namely: increased sustainable food production
and incomes for poor rural households living in the project area
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and sustainable management of natural resources to provide
environmental services.
UTaNRMP was implemented through four (4) components, namely:
a) community empowerment (US$ 4.1million / 6% of total project funds); b)
sustainable rural livelihoods (US$ 22.3 million / 32.3% of project funds);
c) sustainable water and natural resources management (US$ 32 million /
46.5% of project funds); and d) project management and coordination (US$
10.5 million / 15.2% of total project funds).
The Sustainable Water and Natural Resources component have two
sub-components which are; sustainable water resources and sustainable
management of forest and agricultural ecosystems.
The Sustainable Management of Forest and Agricultural Ecosystems
sub-component addresses the rehabilitation of degraded forest reserves
which includes: activities such as building the capacity of community
associations in participatory forest management, seedling nursery
management and the rehabilitation of degraded forest areas (UTaNRMP,
2017). Also, UtaNRMP, through this sub-component encourages efficient use
of fuelwood such as fuel-efficient stoves, biogas generators and charcoal
kilns through the provision of matching grants, together with training in the
manufacture/fabrication and use of such equipment. This sub-component is
also concerned about human-wildlife conflicts and soil and water
conservation on farmlands.

This sub-component targets:
Activity

Project Target

School Greening Programme

1972 schools to be reached

Forest Rehabilitation

2000 Ha of forest to be rehabilitated

Wildlife Control Fence

60km of fence to be constructed

Matching Grants to Common Fence

400 No. Common Interest Groups [CIGs] to be funded

Energy Savings Jikos

165 Jikos for demonstration

Efficient Charcoal Kilns

33 kilns for demonstration
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Materials and Methods
This study was carried out in Embu and Kirinyaga counties, Upper
Tana Catchment Area, Kenya. The catchment area covers the six counties of
Murang‘a, Nyeri, Kirinyaga, Embu, Tharaka-Nithi and Meru and is home to
5.2 million people. Temperature in the area is estimated at an average of
between 9°C and 28°C and the area receives substantial rainfall with an
average annual precipitation of 1206mm. The wettest season is experienced
between March and July while the hottest is between January and midMarch. The land is largely arable and well-watered by a good number of
rivers and streams. Agriculture is the main driver of the economy in this
catchment with over 70% of the residents being small-scale farmers.

Both primary and secondary data were used for this survey. The
secondary data were collected from journal reports, newsletters,
UTaNRMP baseline surveys, interview reports, published research
works, the Internet and books. The primary data were collected through
key informant interviews, focus group discussions (FGD), individual
household respondent interviews, questionnaires and observations and a
mixed-method evaluation design. Quantitative and qualitative data
collection methods were adopted.
Questionnaires were administered through enumerators after the
objectives of the survey had been properly explained and they were
properly trained on how the questions should be answered. Testing of
survey instruments was carried out in the survey areas after which the
responses were reviewed and necessary corrections were made to the
instruments.
Stratified random sampling was employed to select the households to
be interviewed. The target population of the project area (Embu; 516,212,183
sq km and Kirinyaga; 537,054, 357 sq km) was stratified along the river basins
in the area constituting the first stratum. Each river basin (first tier stratum)
was then divided into three sub-strata representing the upper, middle and
lower sections of the river basin (second tier stratum). Since the population
along the river basin is not equally distributed, and taking into consideration
that the upper and lower zones of the river basins were normally less densely
populated than the middle zones of the river basin, the sample of each river
was then divided in the ratio 1:2:1 for the
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upper, middle and lower sections respectively (UTaNRMP Impact
Assessment Report, 2017)
The sample size per river basin was then determined
proportionately depending on the number of FDA's per river basin. This
decision was based on the level of activities by the UTaNRMP in the river
basins, cost limitation and time limitation of the study. Embu and
Kirinyaga counties were used for this research.
Table 1: River basins in Embu and Kirinyaga counties
County

River Basins Length
(Km)

Embu

Rupingazi

78

Thuci
Kirinyaga

Size

Total
No. of
FDAs

Proportionate
Adjusted Total
Sample Size Sample Size

354

4

44

60

152

5

55

75

Nyamindi

78

453

10

110

110

Thiba

78

715

15

165

176

36

374

421

TOTAL

135

286

421

River basins in Embu: Rupingazi, Kabingazi, Mutonga/Thuci, Thura, Rwanjoga,
Gangara, Itimbogo, Itabua/Rupingazi.
River basins in Kirinyaga:Kirwara, Kiwe, Rwamuthabmi, Thiba, Nyamindi, Mugaka

Sampling technique
Conchran’s sample size formula (Conchran, 1977) was used to
calculate the sample:
n= Z2 P (1-P)
d2
Data collected was analysed using descriptive statistics and the tools
include: tables, simple frequency distribution and measures of central
tendency such as mean and percentage.
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Figure 1: Map showing location of respondents in Embu and Kirinyaga.
Source: Field survey, 2018.

Results and Discussion
The socio-economic characteristics examined include variables such as
age, gender, marital status, educational attainment, etc., of the household
respondents in the study area. The efficiency in energy use, awareness of
sustainable environmental management information as well as major
factors influencing afforestation were discussed.
Table 1 presents selected socio-economic characteristics of the
respondents. The result of the analysis shows that more than four-fifths
(83.4%) of the respondents were between the ages of 11 and 60 years and are
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considered to be in their economically active years while only a few (3%)
were aged 71years and above. The average age of the respondents stood
at 49.1±12.2 years, which implies that the household members are aging.
This could eventually negatively affect their engagement in afforestation
activities.
Also, about half of the household respondents (57.7%) were males.
Based on this result, it can be deduced that out of 10 people engaged in
forest related activities in the study area, 7 will be men. Concerning
marital status, a greater percentage of the respondents were married (85.5
%), while only about 7.4% were either single, separated or divorced as
shown in Figure 5. In other words, married household heads constituted
the majority in the study area.
Table 1: Selected socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents (n=421)
Variables

Frequency

Percentage

Gender
Male

240

57.0

Female

181

43.0

11-40

109

25.9

41-70

299

71.0

3

12.63

Age (Years)

$71
Mean

49.1

SD

12.2

Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced
Widow
Widower

30

7.1

360

85.5

4

1.0

25

5.9

2

0.5

Engagement in Sale of
Trees and Charcoal
Yes

358

85

No

63

15
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Energy use in the households
Cooking Appliances Used in Households
Table 2 reveals an average of 69.3% households use three-stone Jiko
compared to the baseline report of 83%. This indicates 16.5% reduction in the
use of inefficient energy appliances, thus a positive effect on afforestation. In
line with this, 20% of households in Thuci used Maendeleo Jiko and 27.7% of
households in Thiba used gas cookers. This should be encouraged and
improved upon for improved afforestation. However, 76.6% and 51.6% of
households in Rupingazi still use three-stone Jiko and normal charcoal Jiko
respectively despite the benefit of energy-efficient stoves. This result reveals
that there is a high prevalence of environmental pollution in Rupingazi
which is detrimental to afforestation.
Table 2: Cooking appliance used in households
Cooking Appliance

Rupingazi

Thiba

Thuci

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Three-stone Jiko

68.6

76.6

55.9

76.0

Normal charcoal Jiko

32.4

51.6

38.0

46.7

Maendeleo Jiko

8.8

10

15.2

20.0

Upesi Jiko

2.9

0

8.2

1.3

14.7

5.3

Jiko Kisasa/Kuni Mbili

18.6

6.7

Kenya ceramic Jiko

2.9

1.7

2.7

0.0

Rocket Jiko

2.0

3.3

11.4

1.3

Uncladded liner

0.0

0.0

0.5

4.0

Kerosene stove

14.7

6.7

10.3

16.0

LPG cooker/Meko

8.8

8.3

18.0

18.7

Fireless Jiko

1.0

3.3

2.2

8.0

Paraffin stove

10.8

18.3

11.4

14.6

Gas cooker

14.7

20.0

27.7

12.0

1.0

0.0

2.1

2.7

Electricity cooker
Source: Field survey, 2018.
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Households Energy Usage
Table 3 reveals that 21% of households in Embu and Kirinyaga
counties use energy sources other than firewood and charcoal. This
indicates an improvement in choice of energy sources as 51% of
households indicated the choice of firewood as a major source of energy
in Embu and Kirinyaga compared to the baseline of 77.2% reflecting
33.9% positive change. This implies improved efficient use of energy, thus
a positive effect on afforestation.
Table 3: Household Energy Usage
Energy sources

Frequency

Percentage

Firewood

215

51.0

Charcoal

118

28.0

Biofuel

4

1.0

Biogas

13

3.0

LPG

21

5.0

Electricity

8

2.0

Solar power

4

1.0

38

9.0

Kerosene
Source: Field survey, 2018.

Challenges to Usage of Energy-saving Jikos
Table 4 reveals that 42% of households in Rupingazi, and 38% of
households each in Nyamindi and Thiba cited lack of funds as a major
constraint to usage of energy-saving jikos, even though a minimum of two
people in a household of four in the river basin were working. In Thuci, 40%
of households had low level of information on the importance and use of
energy-saving jikos; reduced awareness leads to reduced afforestation.
Table 4: Challenges to usage of energy-saving jikos
Challenges to Usage of Energysaving Jikos

Nyamindi

Rupingazi

Thiba

Thuci

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Access to Technology

17

15

28

15

Lack of Awareness

23

33

30

40

Inflexible Attitude to New Tech

14

12

13

17
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Challenges to Usage of Energysaving Jikos

Nyamindi

Rupingazi

Thiba

Thuci

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Lack of Funds

38

42

38

32

High Cost of Technology

27

11

46

14

No Technical Know-how

8

10

10

16

No Tangible Reason

2

8

2

1

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Awareness of sustainable environment management
Ranking of awareness on sustainable environment management
Table 5 reveals that 96.5% of the households in the study area were
aware of tree planting engagement. This reflects a high level of engagement
in tree planting in the study as increased awareness on tree planting should
lead to engagement in the act of planting. Also, about three-quarters (77%) of
households indicated low level of awareness regarding legal harvesting of
forest products compared to the other environment management choices.
This can be attributed to the fact that some household members believe there
should be easy access to the forest for harvesting of products since they
belong to the community. In all, over three-quarters of households in the
study area were aware of sustainable environment management, which
indicates a higher tendency towards improved afforestation.

Table 5: Awareness on Sustainable Environment Management (SEM)
SEM
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Frequency

Percentage

Position

Tree Planting Engagement

406

96.4%

1st

Livestock Keeping

397

94.3%

Reduce Fuelwood Sales/Domestic Use

380

90.3%

Reduce Tree Felling

379

90%

Reduced Use of Charcoal

378

89.8%

Use of Energy Saving Jikos

372

88.4%

Reduce Timber Sales/Domestic Use

364

86.5%

Participation in Conservation Activities

363

86.3%

Application of Knowledge from Training

363

86.3%

Use of Irrigation System
Environment Management Advocacy

358
313

85.1%
84.4%

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
8th
9th

10th
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SEM

Frequency

Percentage

Position

No Stealing of Wildlife/Poaching

353

83.9%

11th

Reduce Bush Fires

352

83.6%

12th

Adherence to Forest Restriction

350

83.1%

13th

Engagement in NRM Training

335

79.8%

14th

Engagement in Forest-related Activities

333

79.1%

15th

Flexibility of Traditional Preference

331

78.6%

16th

Legal Harvesting of Forest Products

324

77%

17th

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Effect of household incomes
Household Assets Owned
Table 6 shows that the majority of households had a phone (handset
mobile), implying better communication with community group
members and also extension agents. Mostly all households have a Panga,
Jembe, Jembe fork. This implies genuine engagement in farming as it is
anticipated that the higher the number of farm implements, the higher
the output, and the higher the income, and hence level of afforestation.
Table 6: Household assets owned
Asset Owned

Average Number

Min-Max

Std.

Household Asset
TV

0.8

0-4

0.57

Phone (Handset mobile)

2.3

0-12

1.70

Car

0.1

0-2

0.35

Fridge

0.1

0-2

0.32

Gas Cooker

0.6

0-6

0.69

Computer

0.1

0-3

0.40

Bicycle

0.5

0-3

0.63

Iron

0.5

0-3

0.59

Motor Cycle

0.26

0-2

0.46

Farm Implements
Panga

3.0

0-14

1.83

Jembe

1.6

0-22

1.97

Jembe Fork

1.2

0-22

1.47

Sickle

0.3

0-5

0.86
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Asset Owned

Average Number

Min-Max

Std.

Secateurs

0.4

0-6

0.77

Milking Can

0.6

0-4

0.78

Fishing Gear

0.03

0-4

0.3

Knapsack Sprayer

0.6

0-4

0.62

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Major activities influencing afforestation
Tree Planting Engagement
Table 7 indicates that the majority of households that planted trees in
Nyamindi planted 1-20 trees while Thiba households had the highest
percentage (37%) of 1-20 trees planted. In the same vein, households in
Rupingazi planted mainly 1-20 trees but with highest planting (13.3%) of
201 and above and one of the highest level of no engagement in tree
planting (13.4%) compared to most of the other river basins. In Thuci,
17.4% of households planted over 100 trees. This result implies better tree
planting engagement and thus improved tree cover in the survey area.
Table 7: Tree planting engagement
Tree Planting Engagement in Each
River Basin

Nyamindi
(%)

Rupingazi
(%)

Thiba
(%)

Thuci
(%)

1-20

28.4

33.3

37.0

33.3

21-50

21.6

23.4

21.0

25.3

51-100

22.4

11.6

16.3

12.0

101-200

9.8

5.0

6.5

10.7

201 & above

6.7

13.3

5.8

6.7

Total Percentage of Engagement in
Tree Planting per River Basin

88.9

86.6

86.6

88.0

Total Percentage of No Engagement
in Tree Planting per River Basin

11.1

13.4

13.4

12.0

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Survival Rate of Trees Planted
Table 8 reveals that about half of the trees planted had over 50% survival
rate and thus improved afforestation.
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Table 8: Survival rate of trees planted
Survival Rate

Frequency

Percentage

1-20

110

26.1

21-40

70

16.6

41-60

78

18.7

$61

163

38.6

Source: Field Survey, 2018.

Tree Planting by Household Head Educational Level

Table 9 reveals that the higher the level of education of the household
head, the higher the engagement in tree planting. Most of the households
(91.4%) with household heads that had college/university education
engaged in tree planting. This implies that education has a positive effect
on afforestation. This may be as a result of better understanding of the
multiplier effects of tree planting.
Table 9: Tree planting by household head
educational level
Education Level

Percentage

None

64.2

Primary

87.1

Secondary

87.9

Vocational Training

83.3

College/University

91.4

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Tree Planting by Age
Table 10 shows that over half of the households’ respondents (56.3%) that
participated in tree planting were between the ages 11 and 50. 41.1% were
between the ages 51-70 and only 2.7% were between 71-100. This implies that
households tend to reduce their tree planting activity once they turn 50 years
which
can
affect
the
level
of
afforestation
negatively.
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Table 10: Tree planting by age
Age

%

11-30

6.6

31-50

29.7

51-70

41.1

71-100

2.7

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Tree Planting by Access to Inputs
Table 11 indicates that 81.5% of households that had access to inputs such
as seeds, seedlings, herbicides and pesticides, engaged in tree planting.
This result could be an indication that access to inputs has a positive
influence on any form of level of afforestation.
Table 11: Tree planting by access to inputs
Access to Inputs

%

Yes

81.5

No

18.5

Source: Field Survey, 2018

Household Tree Cutting Engagement
Table 12 reveals that less than half (33.7%) of the respondents are not
engaged in tree cutting engagement which is positive for afforestation.
Table 12: Household tree cutting engagement
Tree cutting engagement
Yes
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%
66.3
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No

33.7

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Average Number of Trees Harvested Yearly
Table 13 shows that the majority of the trees harvested (71%) were
between 1 and 20. Less harvesting of trees indicates higher probability of
improved afforestation.
Table 13: Average number of trees harvested
yearly
Average Number of Trees
Harvested Annually

(%)

1-20

71.0

21-50

20.8

51-100

3.6

101-200

3.2

201 & above

1.4

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Effective Measures Used by the Community to Address the Cutting Down
of Trees
Table 14 shows that the majority of the respondents believed that
effective law regulation, advocacy/awareness and restrictions have aided
the reduction in cutting of trees.
Table 14: Effective measures used by the community to
address the cutting down of trees
Measures used by the Community to
address the cutting down of Trees
Effective Law Regulation

Percentage

43.4

Advocacy/ Awareness

30.4

Restrictions

16.0

Capacity Building

7.3

Monitoring Engagement

3.0

Source: Field survey, 2018.
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Conclusion
The major goal of this study was to determine factors influencing
afforestation in the study area. The findings have shown better living
standards; the majority of the households can afford three meals a day.
Also, households have acquired more assets such as phones and farm
implement as 2 out of 4 household members are productive and
financially contribute to the family and thus improved livelihood.
Also, improved efficiency in energy use has had positive effect on
afforestation in the study area. The results reveal a 16.5% reduction in the
use of inefficient energy appliances, 21% use of energy sources other than
firewood and charcoal, 88.4% awareness on the use of energy-saving
Jikos, about 88% engagement in tree planting, over 33% non-involvement
in tree cutting activity and only 8.2% engagement in harvesting of above
50 trees yearly.
Furthermore, it is deduced from the study that households are very
much aware of information on sustainable environment management. There
is over 80% awareness on engagement in tree planting, reduced bushfires,
livestock keeping, reduced use of charcoal, application of environment
management training gained, environment management advocacy,
participating in conservation activities, no stealing of wildlife/poaching,
adherence to forest restrictions, reduced fuelwood collection, use of irrigation
systems, reduced timber sales and domestic use.
Improved community incomes have positively affected afforestation
in the study area as households indicated that their main sources of income
are from farming, causal labor, small scale business and employment which
helped in the provision of meeting household needs as at when due.
The major factors influencing afforestation in the study area include:
level of education of household heads (the higher the educational level of
household heads the higher their engagement in tree planting and viceversa); age ( Majority of the 56.3% of respondents that indicated households
tree planting engagement are between ages 30 and 60), access to inputs
(81.5% of households that engaged in afforestation had access to tree
seedlings). Also, engagement in forest management community groups like
the community forest associations, properly addressing of felling of trees
through
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majorly effective law regulation, advocacy and awareness positively
influenced afforestation.
In all, there is efficiency in energy use, high level of awareness on
sustainable environment management practices, livelihood improvement
and increased afforestation in the catchment area.
Overall, the UTaNRMP has contributed significantly to livelihood
diversification, increased level of afforestation, enhanced communitybased mutual accountability and learning as well as ensured
environmental sustainability.
However, there is still need for household members to be aware of
the importance and how to use energy-saving jikos so as to improve
afforestation, reduce tree felling, manage time effectively, reduce work load
and other health-related challenges. In the same vein, technical support is
needed to increase the survival rate of tree seedlings and manage pest
infestation of seedlings as well as trees. In particular, there is crucial need for
more households to be better involved in positive and productive forestrelated activities like bee-keeping, mushroom collection and eco-tourism,
that would help improve livelihood. Tree felling needs to be addressed more
seriously especially through effective law regulations, advocacy and
awareness.

Recommendations
Based on revealed findings, this study recommends that:
!

Households should be introduced to awareness creation
programmes on the importance of energy-saving jikos that would
increase and encourage their interest in using the energy-efficient
stoves as well as green energy sources. Sensitization projects
should be done in institutions, social groups, public and private
organizations, etc. Household members between the ages of 11
and 30 should be a major target and the media should be
effectively used during and after each awareness programme,
especially the social media, to increase awareness level and
improve the use of energy-efficient appliances.

!

Seedlings should be more accessible for the planting of indigenous
species alongside exotic species of trees and more household
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members between the ages of 11-30 should be encouraged to
engage in tree planting.
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!

Institutional support should be more efficient, effective and timely
and monitoring and follow-up process should be carried out on a
regular basis. Also, more energy jiko stoves should be made
available in markets closest to households, especially in Thiba and
Thuci river basins.

!

The different community groups in all the river basins, especially
Rupingazi and Thuci, should be encouraged to engage in more
capacity-building programmes. Grants should be more available
for small- and large-scale forest-related activities, especially bee
keeping and mushroom growing. Marketing and extension agents
should monitor beneficiaries of such grants to ensure they do not
divert funds to buy other personal needs so as to improve the
livelihood of households and ensure improved afforestation.

!

Household tree felling engagement should be further addressed
mainly through effective law regulation, effective community
forest associations, advocacy and awareness, training and capacity
building.

!

Community groups should facilitate household access to funds for
increased stream of income and improved livelihood.

!

Household members should be better engaged in communitybased organizations, community forest associations or forest user
groups, especially through creating effective awareness of the
presence of the groups in the community, organization of natural
resources management-oriented entrepreneurship programmes in
the various communities, better orderliness and management and
improved group transparency.

25th International Sustainable Development Research Society Conference
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What’s Law Got to Do with It? Anonymity and Corporate Whistleblowing in Malaysia

Abstract

This paper discusses the Malaysian Whistleblower Protection Act 2010, whistleblower
disclosures, as well as any and all issues associated with whistleblowing. In particular, the issue
of anonymity in whistleblowing will be emphasised. Anonymity issues ranges from imposing
liability on any employee for failing to act when faced with any wrongdoing, any ethical conflicts
faced by whistleblowers in companies, as well as exploring the legislative protection that would
be available to him, should he decide to blow the whistle. This will involve a critical study of the
evolution of whistleblowing, from its early application in the areas to its extension in other specific
areas, such as whistleblowers protection and its role in effective corporate governance.
Whistleblowing has long been seen as a terrible thing to engage in, offering little or no benefit to
the whistleblower involved. Here then lies the allure of anonymous whistleblowing. The WPA
2010, was conceived with the hope that the stigma that is frequently associated with
whistleblowing is removed, in order to encourage more employees to bring to light corporate
misconduct, as well as to encourage more voluntary whistleblowing in order to promote and
enhance accountability in corporate governance.
Keywords: whistleblower, whistleblowing, governance, accountability, anonymity

1.

Introduction

Most writers on any aspect of whistleblowing invariably get into the dilemma of definition.
Whistleblowing has been defined in so many different ways, choosing one definition that is
universally acceptable is no easy task. However, despite the variance in definition, the essence of
the act of whistleblowing is discernible in the views of writers and scholars who have attempted
to define the term; “that is a disclosure made by an employee of an organization to the wrongdoings
by his employer”. So it would appear the legal threshold of what constitutes whistleblowing is the
disclosure of wrongdoings on the part of the employer/organization to which the whistleblower
belongs. (Calland & Dehn, 2004).
While many, if not all, famous episodes of whistleblowing always invariably involved
whistleblowers whose identities were known, that by itself does not make identity a prerequisite
for the definition of whistleblowing or a condition precedent for full access to the legal protection
afforded by the whistleblower protection law. Hence it is therefore pertinent to examine the
usefulness of anonymity in whistleblowing, given the fact that anonymity is fast gaining
acceptance in some jurisdictions as serving a useful function in promoting whistleblowing
disclosure.
2. Methodology
This is a doctrinal research, among them historical method. The history of whistleblowing will
be carefully studied, in order to determine how it came about and where it originated. An analysis
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will also be done to see how early whistleblowers were treated. In addition, the hardships, if any,
that they or those related to them faced would also be examined. This will involve a critical study
of the evolution of whistleblowing, from its early application in the areas to its extension in other
specific areas, such as whistleblowers protection and its role in effective corporate governance. A
comparative study of English and Malaysian law becomes inevitable, to better understand the
application and functions of whistleblowing in other countries and to determine how they can be
inserted into local law.
3. Findings
The importance of this paper lies in the fact that although the Act sufficiently covers
whistleblowing, it is inadequate in terms of safeguarding whistleblowers protection. As such, this
paper will aim to provide a methodical explanation of the Act itself, while analysing the
relationship between whistleblowers protection and anonymous whistleblowing, as well as
explaining the areas of difficulty in achieving this and finally, visualizing any potential future
improvements within this area.
4. Anonymous Whistleblowing
Consider this whistleblowing scenario. A person receives an anonymous letter making a
number of serious allegations against a fellow employee. That person notifies his employer’s
compliance team but then he thinks it would be helpful if he were to speak with the complainant
in order to gather further information about his or her concerns. Should the person make attempts
to identify the author in order to fill in the gaps in his understanding or should he allow the
compliance team to carry out its investigation without a full appreciation of the extent of the
alleged wrongdoing? The CEO of Barclays Bank plc, Mr Jes Staley, encountered a similar scenario
in 2016 when he became aware of two anonymous letters raising concerns of a personal nature
about a senior employee, including Mr Staley’s knowledge of and role in addressing those issues
at a previous employer. Presumably aggrieved at the fact that those allegations implicated him, Mr
Staley directed Barclays’ Group Information Security team to identify the authors of the letters, in
contravention of Barclays’ internal policy which offers whistleblowers anonymity. On both
occasions, the attempts to unveil the identity of the whistleblowers proved unsuccessful. (Devine,
2017).
The authorities launched an investigation into Jes Staley’s attempt in trying to identify the
whistleblower. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority
(PRA) investigated Mr Staley after the bank notified them that Mr Staley had tried to identify the
author of two anonymous letters, which were sent to the board and a senior executive in June 2016.
Barclays said that Mr Staley had taken measures to identify the author of the letters because he
considered them to be “an unfair personal attack on the senior employee”. By law, whistleblowers
are protected and are not allowed to be treated unfairly or lose their job for reporting wrongdoing.
(Cox, 2017).
Investigations into Mr Staley and Barclays by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Bank
of England’s Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) have now concluded, with both regulators
proposing that the bank’s chief executive pay a financial penalty. However, the bank said in a
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statement that, “The FCA and PRA are not alleging that he acted with a lack of integrity or that he
lacks fitness and propriety to continue to perform his role as group chief executive officer.” Mr
Staley now has a period of time to review the FCA and PRA’s draft warning notices, in which they
set out their reasons for the proposed fine. The watchdogs said they will not take enforcement
action against Barclays, but said the lender will be required to report to the FCA and PRA on
certain aspects of their whistleblowing programmes. (Morrison, 2018).
What does it mean to be anonymous? Burkell believes that, “At one level, the answer is simple;
to be anonymous is to be unidentified”. (Burkell, 2006). However, Elliston insists that, “someone
acts anonymously when his identity is not publicly known”. (Elliston, 1982). Can not being known
be the same as not being named? On the strength of the arguments by both the above writers,
anonymity is when the identity of the whistleblower is not made public, in other words, he may be
named, identified known to the person who operates the mandated pathways of disclosure, but not
known as a matter of his personal choice or as a matter of legal obligation imposed on the
investigation agency receiving that disclosure to keep the identity confidential.
Fear of the unknown, the perennial human distaste may account for our own dislike and
negative perception towards anonymous disclosure. Moreover, though “anonymity may make the
sender more comfortable communicating sensitive information, the inability to identify the sender
may lead receivers to question the senders’ credibility and undermine his or her message. (Rains
& Scott, 2007)
Obviously on the analysis of several of the writers discussed above, being anonymous is not
being without name, without identity. Anonymous or pseudonymous is when the true identity or
name of the person is either not made known to the public by his own choice or when the law
protects that identity from being known to the public. In the former it is a question of freedom of
speech for him to choose the manner of expressing himself and he becomes liable for any abuse
of that free speech by violating any established limits of that free speech which given the
anonymity of the expression will be indeed a slim possibility. That being the case, the anonymous
communicator takes the risk of being believed or being ignored. It is both expressions of free
speech as well as an option that only those with something to hide would ever utilize. (Craig,
2008). In the case of the latter, anonymity is not only legally permitted, encouraged but sometimes
statutorily guaranteed. The writers report that studies have shown individuals disclose more
sensitive information under anonymous conditions while other studies suggest more disclosure
under confidential conditions. (Ong & Weiss, 2000). It is this aspect and meaning of anonymity
that this paper will attempt to analyze especially as it relates to or comes into contact with other
established rules of law pertaining to speech and expression, free or otherwise.
5. Whistleblowers and Corporate Behaviour
At any minute of any day, some person somewhere may witness a wrongful conduct while
being on the job. It could be any number of things, from unlawful dumping of chemicals in rivers,
to violations of safety codes. Whatever it may be, these conducts endanger the very health and
safety of society. It then becomes a social responsibility to speak out against all these wrongdoings.
There are some who step up and do the right thing, and there are others who choose to remain
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silent, for fear of retribution from their respective corporations if they were to blow the whistle.
Furthermore, traditional American companies are governed by contractarian method. While this
leads to efficiency and innovation, it can also stem the growth of desirable social values in
companies and depersonalizes employees. (Callahan et. al. 2008). They become disembodied from
the very company they are supposed to serve and protect.
Sometimes, the problem is not that executives lack ethics; rather, they might be operating under
the wrong ethic. (Hansen & Smith, 2006). In the early 20th century, there have been many
staggering cases involving companies, ranging from corporate fraud, self-dealing and misconduct.
These crimes are characterized by deceit, concealment, or violation of trust, and are not dependent
upon the application or threat of physical force or violence. Such acts are committed by individuals
and organizations to obtain personal or business advantage. (Financial Crimes Report, 2006). The
scandals involved executives at Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia and Tyco, just to name a few. What
made more shocking was the fact that it seemed to stem from the top officers of the companies,
predominantly amongst the Chief Executive Officers, Chief Financial Officers and other top
executives of the companies.
5.1 Whistleblowers Dilemma
Whistleblowers are often very reluctant to blow the whistle, and this is largely because they
fear repercussions from various parties. Strong protection is needed so both potential
whistleblowers and whistleblowers would feel sufficiently protected. (Rapp, 2007). Employees in
corporations are especially wary of this, as repercussions could often include retrenchments or
transfers. This is why potential whistleblowers prefer to remain silent, even when corporate
misconduct is staring at them right in the face. In fact, some authors, such as Fred Alford is
skeptical of the heroic accounts in which the courageous employee brings a corrupt organization
to account, benefiting society and receiving society’s gratitude.
Instead, in his book, he has a much darker, more pessimistic message. Nearly all whistleblowers
are destroyed. They lose their jobs, their careers, their houses, their friends, their families. That is
not the worst part. Most catastrophically, whistleblowers lose their trust in people and justice. He
further tells about their difficulty in moving on in their lives, because meaning has left their life
and telling the sequences of events provides a semblance of meaning. In short, Alford gives not
the usual inspiring picture of heroic, public-spirited employees but a depressing picture of
devastated individuals whose careers and meaning systems have been destroyed. (Alford, 2002).
The dilemma of whether or not to blow the whistle is not only faced by those in the adult world,
but at times, can start at a more juvenile level. Whistleblowers are also commonly assigned a low
social status, being called a dobber, traitor, incompetent, etc. Rejection by coworkers is common,
and rejection by family and friends sometimes occurs too. (Martin, 1998). It would seem then that
the issue of whether or not to blow the whistle on wrongful conducts by fellow employees could
start when you are still young, and such situations will only become more difficult as the years go
by.
If a whistleblower comes under attack for speaking out, there are some predictable patterns.
Attackers usually prefer to operate behind the scenes. For example, they may put a quiet word to
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the superiors and in certain cases; the whistleblower may also receive veiled threats. Sometimes,
after the whistle has been blown, supportive colleagues may also suffer reprisals, as an indirect
way of attacking the whistleblower. In addition, if a whistleblower is reprimanded, put on
probation or targeted for dismissal, it is tempting to lie low due to acute embarrassment and
humiliation. Still, the most effective response is to expose the attack. (Martin, 2006). Brave
whistleblowers would have to resist the temptation to slink away into the woodwork in the face of
repercussions and would instead, be further vigilant in blowing the whistle to uncover
wrongdoings.
6. Whistleblowing and Corporate Loyalty
As whistleblowing is typically regarded as a type of betrayal against the company, most
whistleblowers find themselves in unenviable positions. They include, but are not limited to, being
ostracized by fellow employees, demotion or transfers and sometimes, blowing the whistle has
even led to dismissals from the company. In the face of such intense pressure, whistleblowers are
left with little or no choices.
The term “whistleblower” was first used in the 1963 case concerning one Otto Otepka and this
was also the first time the term whistleblowing was used in the USA. Otepka was an American
public servant had given classified documents to the chief counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on
Internal Security, which could pose as a threat to the government administration. Mr. Otepka’s
disclosure gesture was punished by the then Secretary of State who dismissed him from his
functions for conduct unbecoming. (Davis, 1971). Ralph Nader legitimized the term whistleblower
in 1971 to denote insiders who exposed scandal. (Johnson, 2002). Since then, the term has become
widely used to describe people, more often than not employees, who exposed issues such as public
health and safety, or frauds within their institutions to the outside world. Thus, the topic of
whistleblowing is becoming increasingly important, and whistleblowers are slowly but surely
gaining a more positive image. Before, revealing wrong within an organization or corporation was
considered to be in bad form, but nowadays, the very act of whistleblowing can be seen as a
positive and admirable deed.
The United States’ Office of Special Counsel was created on 1 January 1979, under the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978. The OSC reviews reported violations and carried out investigations
of agencies, if the OSC deems it necessary to do so. One of the major objectives of the OSC is to
also protect the whistleblowers, which would provide them with information, from future
retaliations. (Elliston, 1985)
Employees should not have to choose between voicing their concerns over employer
misconduct and keeping their jobs. As such, as the time progressed, whistleblowers have been
provided with increasing amounts of protection, in addition to better security, as the public has
come to realize that whistleblowers play an integral part in maintaining a society’s general health
and well-being.
Unfortunately, even though these whistleblowers act in our favor, they are often shunned for
their valiant efforts. One such example of whistleblowing which ended in tragedy for the whistle
blowers was the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System (BART) case. This case clearly
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illustrates the pains that those engineers went to in order to save the public. They were fired, and
as a result of them blowing the whistle, they had difficulty obtaining jobs elsewhere as they were
then known as whistleblowers. (Ermann & Shauff, 1997). This was further compounded by the
fact that they had no way of obtaining recourse, due to the lack of protection and security that was
given to whistleblowers at that time.
Another sensational case that involved whistleblowing would be that of Enron, and its eventual
collapse. Sherron S. Watkins, who was the then Vice President of Enron, was the whistleblower
who was responsible for exposing Enron’s questionable corporate practices, and helped to bring
about the collapse of Enron. She was trying to warn her then boss and company founder, Kenneth
L. Lay, that the company could "implode in a wave of accounting scandals," and how her efforts
fell on deaf ears just five months before Enron collapsed into bankruptcy. (Barrionuevo, 2006).
As a result of this shocking tale of whistleblowing, the public became very motivated by the
event, and subsequently urged for more legislations that could protect whistleblowers in publicly
traded companies in addition to protection against harassment for going to Congress with
information. Another advantage was that after Enron’s case, there was also an increased awareness
and responsiveness to whistleblowing.
According to Bok, whistleblowers when deciding whether or not to make a disclosure, will
find themselves faced with many moral conflicts. One, they must first decide whether the
disclosure is done in the interest of the public. Two, they must weight against their moral duty to
the public as opposed to their legal duty to the employer. Three, should they speak out, their
personal lives would severely be impaired. Whistleblowers hope “to stop the game; but since he
is neither referee nor coach, and since he blows the whistle on his own team, his act is seen as a
violation of loyalty”. Whistleblowers will have not only breached their legal duty, but also be
deemed as a traitor to his own company. (Bok, 1980).
In Japan, the company is a perceived as a vital social unit, a variation of kazoku or family, one
that employees feel duty-bound to support and protect. This has been called the ‘company
community’ norm, a major feature of which is the so-called lifetime employment system. This
feature operates where the employees give primary loyalty to the company and in exchange, are
supposedly guaranteed a job for life. Employees are, at least within their own mind-set, not
employed by the company, but rather belong to the ‘Company Community’. The concept of
Company Community is the key to understanding Japanese corporate governance. (Shishido,
2000). Japanese executives are prepared to compromise their own integrity, and often commit
illegal acts, in a perverted view that the priority is to ‘protect’ the company at any cost, although
many times such logic cloaks the real motivation, which is self-interest. ((Tovey, 2017).
Seeing the many examples given above, the question arises, as to why each act of
whistleblowing is done, it is a hard question to answer, as the reasons are varied and many. Each
case of whistleblowing is unique and as such, must be handled accordingly. Many instances of
whistleblowing that have occurred are shown above, and they will keep on coming. However,
before an employee decides to whistle blow, he could perhaps seek out a peaceful, internal
resolution within the organization itself. In fact, this was what Watkins did. As her lawyer
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remarked, “She acted entirely appropriately. She went to the management that she thought would
rectify the problem in-house and did what a good employee should have done. It took moxie and
courage”. (Zellner, 2002).
Since the development of the idea of whistleblowing, more companies and governments are
taking a serious view of it. Many countries, including Malaysia, have adapted the idea of
whistleblowing and have made significant changes to their law, as well actually introducing a
whistleblowing act of their own to achieve this end. Since whistleblowing by its very nature
involves significant legal and ethical issues it is in the companies’ best interests to educate and
involve the public as well. In respect of public awareness towards corporate wrongdoing and
misconducts, we have seen how whistleblowing has contributed towards the phenomenon of both,
of course not without so much pain and suffering by the whistleblowers, as clearly illustrated by
some of the landmark anecdotes above.
Only in the event that did does not work, or does not seem to help in any way, then
whistleblowing should be considered, and it must be emphasized that it should be regarded as the
last option possible, given that it has such drastic consequences and repercussions. An employee
who is contemplating to blow the whistle will further have to consider balancing between his moral
duty to the public against the private contractual duty to the company. Moreover, in some
countries, it will be very difficult to make distinctions between the two.
7. Confidentiality and the Whistleblower Protection Act 2010
Under Sec 7 of Malaysia’s Whistleblower Protection Act (WPA) 2010, the moment a
whistleblower receives acknowledgment that his disclosure has been received by the investigation
agency, he shall immediately be conferred with the protection under the Act, namely:
(a)

Protection of confidential information;

(b)

Immunity from civil and criminal action;

(c)

Protection against detrimental action;

and protection against detrimental action shall be extended to any person related to or associated
with the whistleblower.
It must be emphasized that disclosure under the Bill is by no means anonymous, it is merely
confidential. The whistleblower, his name, identity is known to the person who receives the
disclosure and probably to more than one person if the investigation agency decides to form a team
to investigate. Hence, confidentiality is the essence of the protection scheme because (b) and the
especially (c) can never happen unless there is a breach of (a) itself. So ‘confidential information’
under Sec 2 of WPA 2010 is defined to include:
(a)
Information about the identity, occupation, residential address, work address or
whereabouts of:
(1)

A whistleblower; and

(2)

A person against whom a whistleblower has made a disclosure of improper conduct;
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(3)

Information disclosed by a whistleblower; and

(4)

Information that, if disclosed, may cause detriment to any person;

Obviously, when information is given in confidence, a duty of confidentiality arises at common
law but Sec 8 (1) of WPA 2010 reemphasizes this duty by providing it as a statutory duty. Section
8(1) provides the scheme of this confidentiality protection by inter alia, prohibiting the disclosure
of the confidential information in any civil, criminal or other proceedings in any court, tribunal or
other authority. In fact, sub-section 3 goes even further by providing that in any books, documents
and papers which are in evidence or liable to inspection in any civil, criminal or other proceedings
in any court, tribunal or other authority whatsoever, contain any entry in which any whistleblower
is named or described or which might lead to his discovery, the court, tribunal or other authority
before which the proceedings is had shall cause all such passages to be concealed from views or
to be obliterated so far as is necessary to protect the whistleblower from discovery, but no further.
Breach of this duty of confidentiality attracts a fine not exceeding fifty thousand ringgit or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years or both. As emphasized by Megarry in (COCO v
AN Clark (Engineers) Ltd [1969] RPC 41, “there must be actual or anticipated unauthorized use
or disclosure of the information”.
Duty of confidentiality under the Act is both statutory and equitable. Direct personal criminal
sanction is imposed on the person who is the repository of that confidential information if he
breaches his statutory duty but the Act is silent as to the whistleblower’s right to resort to injunction
against anticipated breach or unauthorized disclosure. What if there had been inadvertent breach,
can the whistleblower bring an action against the investigation agency for damages, and what
measure and quantum of damages can be considered compensatory enough considering the life
and safety of the whistleblower is now at stake. The ultimate guarantee of confidentiality depends
primarily on the competence and discretion of the investigation agency. One is reminded of the
caution sounded by scholars of organizational behavior that progressive laws may be adopted from
other jurisdictions but the organization charged with the enforcement of that laws may not be able
to meet the standards of efficiency demanded by that law. (Davis & Trebilcock, 2001).
8. Breaching Whistleblower Confidentiality
Often an elaborate scheme of protection including guarantees of confidentiality may
inadvertently lead to adventitious leakages of information or the adoption of mandatory measures
that can lead to the discovery of the identity of the whistleblower. In section 18(2) the court, in
furtherance of the power of the court under the sub-section (1) to deal with detrimental action may
order the head of a public body or employer or other appropriate person in the private body to take
one or several measures listed in (a) to (b). Where the court renders action, personnel action to be
taken, it becomes almost impossible for the identity of the whistleblower or those related or
associated with him to remain confidential. Imagine a mundane, practical scenario at the
workplace. Personnel action, according to 18(3) WPA 2010 means: (a) appointment, (b)
promotion, (c) a disciplinary or corrective action, (d) a transfer or reassignment, (e) a
reinstatement, (f) a restoration, (g) a re-employment, (b) a performance evaluation, (1) a decision
concerning pay, benefits, awards, concerning education or training in the education or training
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may reasonably be expected to lead to an appointment, promotion or performance or evaluation;
or (j) any other significant change in duties, responsibilities or working conditions.
For instance, Andy, a whistleblower, whose identity has so far remained confidential,
complains of detrimental action in the form of termination. He seeks the courts help to order for
re-employment and reinstatement. When A returns to his former position, rumors will be rife,
speculation abounds and workplace habitual deductive logic will lead, almost always to the truth
behind each personnel action. Another possible breach of confidentiality may occur under the
revocation of the whistleblower protection by virtue of Section 11 and in particular, the lead time,
i.e. the time gap between the act of revocation and the final determination by the Court (where the
Court decides to reverse the decision of the enforcement agency and preserve the protection. By
which time the fate of the whistleblower hangs in the balance.
Malaysia may well take a leaf from what happened to whistleblower protection laws in other
parts of the world, in which in their generality only provide illusions of protection, especially the
insistence and over emphasis on official channels of complaints reception. Interestingly, a parallel
can be drawn here with the unfortunate episode in the Greek Odyssey where after hurting the maneating Cyclops, Odysseus announced his name as “Nobody” and subsequently, after thinking that
he was safe from the vengeance of the Cyclops, he finally and almost fatally announced his true
identity “Odysseus!”. Whistleblowers choose to hide behind the cloak of anonymity, as it provides
them with some measure of protection against any backlash, perceived or otherwise.
The Whistleblower Protection Act was finally passed in 2010 and came into effect on 15th
December 2010. The actual and full impact of the Act on combating corruption and other
wrongdoings will to some significant extent depend on its relationship with other legislation
having similar objectives and other legislation which may prohibit the unauthorized use of
government data or even personal data under the Official Secrets Act 1972 and the Data Protection
Act respectively. Since both the Whistleblower Protection Act and the Data Protection Bill have
now become Acts of Parliament, some measures of harmonization will be necessary to avoid
conflicts because the essence of both legislations are poles apart and represent different, almost
opposite aspects of the information paradigm.
9. Conclusions
In most situations, workers are motivated to report concerns anonymously out of fear that they
will be victimised should they be identified as drawing attention to misconduct. This is despite all
the statutory provisions already in place to combat any detrimental actions to workers who engage
in whistleblowing. In order to develop a culture of transparency and openness where employees
feel protected to make such disclosures, employers should implement an appropriate
whistleblowing policy to deal with whistleblowing disclosures. Whistleblowers often feel
vulnerable and fearful of retaliation, particularly if the case related to the behaviour of a superior
or someone in a position of power. Every organization usually has in place an existing corporate
culture. The task therefore, is not to create or invent a new culture, but to identify what is already
in existence, assess if enhancements are needed, as well determining when and how to implement
such improvements.
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Abstract
Social enterprise, an approach unifying social objectives and financial sustainability, has been a prominent approach for
sustainable development in past decades. By its attribute, social enterprise is more flexible in providing public goods than
public sector and more social problem-solving than private companies. Social enterprise plays a critical role in rural areas
because of its mobilization of social capital and possible contribution to rural revitalization. However, the initiation of social
enterprise and its financial sustainability are the two main challenges in rural context. Earlier literature in social enterprise
research concentrates either on (i) theories, concepts, and definitions of social enterprise or (ii) case studies in various
countries. Previous studies on social enterprise in rural context are particularly limited to case reports. To obtain an overall
picture of social entrepreneurship in rural context, a coherent and systematic review is necessary. In filling this gap, this
study conducts a systematic review on the trends and gaps in social enterprise research conducted in rural context. Such
review provides policy implications to initiate and sustain social enterprise in global rural. Research questions are designed
through answering the following questions: (i) what the social goals of social enterprises in rural context are; (ii) how social
enterprises in rural areas are formed; and, (iii) how social enterprises are financially sustained. The authors identified 159
papers on the topic of social enterprise in rural area from Web of Science that include 82 case study papers located in 33
countries. These 82 cases were categorized by their affiliated countries and regions, social goals, and authors’ information.
The finding firstly suggests that the goals of social enterprises differ between developed and developing countries. Rural
social enterprises in developed countries mainly focus on tourism, nature resource management, and public service, while
rural social enterprises in developing countries focus on agricultural farming, poverty alleviation, and women empowerment.
The second finding illustrates different types of social enterprise formation that can be classified as: top-down (external),
bottom-up (internal) and hybrid initiatives. Top-down initiators (38%) are mostly composed of NGO and NPO units.
bottom-up initiators (39%) are composed of individual-drive and local community. The third finding is that the investment
of these social enterprises came from diverse sources such as governments, social organizations (NGOs, NPOs and
universities), private companies, and, self-funding which includes the operating profit of social enterprise. The share of the
investment is indistinct in most cases, although, it seems that diverse financial sources led to favorable results in initiating
rural social enterprises. The bases of its initiation, implementation and sustainability could help in addressing the social
issues in the rural areas and would therefore bring development to the society. We also identified three challenges that could
be of help in future research. These include: (a) institutional difference between developed and developing countries in
forming the goals of social enterprises; (b) the mutual interactions and conflicts of different stakeholders in initiating social
enterprise; and, (c) the incentives to catalyze bottom-up social entrepreneurs. In addition, a policy design to encourage
capital and knowledge transfer to the rural community could raise the acceptance of local people towards social enterprise.
This structure then will create social inclusion that will help financial sustainability of social enterprises in rural areas in the
long run.
Keywords: social enterprise, rural area, social goals, financial sustainability, bottom-up initiative
1.

Introduction

Social enterprise and social entrepreneurship, have been continuing attracting research interest by trans-discipline
researchers in the domain of economic development, social movement, and nonprofit management (Mair and Marti, 2006;
Perrini, 2006). Social enterprise is a business-inspired approach to solving social problems (Thompson & Doherty, 2006;
Marshall, et al., 2018) and has gotten involved into broad spectrum of fields like agriculture, economic development, health
care etc. Social enterprise is founded on the neoliberal ideological belief that markets, not government, can perform better in
social and economic development (Marshall et al., 2018). Meanwhile, conventional enterprise utilized the concept of social
enterprise as a strategy for corporate social responsibility and many scholars also define social enterprise as the activities of
conventional private entrepreneurs who practice corporate social responsibility (Sagawa & Segal, 2000) and organized
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philanthropy (Reis & Clohesy, 2001; Van Slyke & Newman, 2006). However, here we argue that the social enterprise’
definition in this paper is former one, the business approach for social problem solving.
Researchers have pointed out that social enterprise can play a vital role in in rural context (Farmer, et al., 2008; Steiner &
Teasdale, 2017). Global rural faces challenges of limited economic development due to low profitability and inaccessibility
of goods or service caused by demographic and geographical factors (Steiner & Teasdale, 2017). Also the rural areas suffer
additional challenges compared to urban centers: the knowledge transfer and technology diffusion in rural is slower
compared to urban; sparsely populated rural community has limited social interaction, not to mention out immigration of
young people and aging population(Farmer et al., 2011) . In such context, social enterprise might be better suited to
achieving social change in rural areas compared to government or market. This is because the social enterprise offers
organizational flexibility, efficient service delivery, and consumer choice between competing services. The profit-driven
characteristic from private enterprise might correct the low efficiency and corruption in public bureaucracy. The social
mission of entrepreneurs tackles the low incentive of economic return. Moreover, the cooperative ownership of community
enterprises creates economic opportunities otherwise not available in local settings (Sodhi and Tang, 2011).
Still, many challenges come across in establishing social enterprise in rural areas. Same constraint for government and
market in rural areas also deters the inspiration of social entrepreneurs. Most social enterprises are unlikely to ever be
sustainable solely from selling goods and services (Clark et al., 2007), and diverse financial recourse is essential. Who
initiate rural social enterprises and how can they sustain? These two questions remain to be answered by researchers.
Previous studies on social enterprise in rural context are particularly limited to case reports. To obtain an overall picture of
social entrepreneurship in rural context, a coherent and systematic review is necessary. In filling this gap, this study conducts
a systematic review on the trends and gaps in social enterprise research conducted in rural context. Such review paper
contributes to policy implications to initiate and sustain social enterprise in global rural. Research questions are designed
through answering the following questions: (i) what the social goals of social enterprises in rural context are; (ii) how social
enterprises in rural areas are formed; and, (iii) how social enterprises are financially sustained.
This article is organized as follows. First, we follow a systematic literature review method to collect case study papers of
social enterprise in rural areas. Second, we analyses the data of rural social enterprise through three research questions and
present the results. We conclude that the bases of social enterprise initiation, implementation and sustainability could help in
addressing the social issues in the rural areas and would therefore bring development to the society. We also identified three
challenges that could be of help in future research.

2.

Methods

2.1 data collection
The research approach was based on a literature review including quantitative statistical and qualitative content analyses.
Our research protocol broadly followed the approach of Newig et al. (2009). While our review can not be considered
exhaustive, we consider it to cover the largest parts of the available literature, since we collected data from scientific articles
published in English from Web of Science database, resulting in the identification of 82 unique scientific articles with 93
case studies on rural social enterprise.
2.1.1 Data gathering
Database search on Web of Science using jointly defined search string are conducted. The search term include “social
enterprise”, “social entrepreneurship” and “rural”.416 papers with “Rural” and” social entrepreneurship” and 640 papers
with “Rural” and “Social Enterprise” are collected. Extraction of bibliographic data by downloading from Web of Science
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for the full record and cited reference are conducted. After merge, 120 duplicates are cleared out. Paper ID is given from 1 to
936.
2.1.2 Case study selection
We define a case study as a location empirical study that can investigate varying levels of analysis by collecting quantitative
and/or qualitative data at single or multiple cases and/or points in time. The following criteria were used to identify relevant
case studies from the initial pool of 936 articles: 1.Focus on rural areas. 2. Investigation on social enterprise and its impact.
2.1.3 Data screening and cleaning
Dataset is transferred to data table. Abstracts of papers are assigned to two independent reviewers for each. The screening of
abstracts identified 159 potentially relevant case studies, guided by the questions:
“Does the paper conduct a case study?”
“Does the case study focus on rural area?”
“Does the case study analyze social enterprise or benefits provided to society in rural area?”
“Is there explicit use of the term ‘social enterprise’ or described link between social enterprise and benefits to rural
population?”
2.1.4 Data scoping
The full text of papers that had been classified as relevant are downloaded and screened according to guiding questions in
2.1.3, to clarify whether or not the article serves the study purpose. 82 papers with 93 case studies are identified as relevant
case study papers for analysis.
2.1.5 Paper review and analysis
These 93 cases were categorized by their affiliated countries and regions, social goals, and authors’ information.
2.2 Analytical framework: classification of the identified case studies
This classification approach is highly dependent on the reviewers’ understanding of the context in the case description and
subjective judgment, double check and discussion are made for accuracy.
2.2.1 Classification of social goals of social enterprise
Based on what kind of social need drives the establishment of social enterprise and the major social impact brought by the
social enterprise, the social goals of social enterprise are divided into 12 categories: (1) Agriculture, (2)Community building,
(3)Education, (4)Energy, (5) Entrepreneurship, (6)Healthcare, (7)Information and Communication Technology,
(8)Microfinance, (9)Nature resource management, (10)Poverty alleviation, (11)Public Transportation, (12) Women
empowerment.
Agriculture cases are that social enterprise in dairy farming or organic farming. Community building is about that social
enterprise organizes some social events to help the embeddedness of the community (music festival). Education social
enterprise support school kid by the profit of energy sales or create the conditions for learning in small schools. Energy
social enterprises promote renewable energy like solar panel in developing countries, the only case in developed countries is
about the promoting the wind energy in Irish. Entrepreneurship cases are the paper which analyzes the success factor and
barrier facing social enterprise and social entrepreneurs. Healthcare social enterprise provides access to clean water and
food, medical service and elderly care. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is about social enterprise
established a Wi-Fi network in the community or connected the local with outside world by internet, in such the local access
the information/skills from outside and product to market. Microfinance social enterprise provides financial support for
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small enterprise and farmers. Nature resource management social enterprise protects the local nature resource like forest or
animals and develops eco-tourism. Poverty alleviation social enterprise helps generate income and employment and drives
social capital creation. Only one public transportation case exists in UK, Scotland, as a substitute of the country public
shuttle bus. Women empowerment social enterprise educates rural women and supports them by skill training and
microfinance.
2.2.2 Classification of initiation type
The initiation type is divided into four categories, bottom-up, top-down, hybrid and not stated, based on whether the
entrepreneur initiate the rural social enterprise come from local community or outsider. Bottom-up means the main initiator
or entrepreneur come from the local community; they could be local residents or local NPO. Top-down means the social
enterprise are established by the outsider like national wide organization or foreign aid. Hybrid is something between
bottom-up and top-down, the initiation process is by the cooperation among local and outsiders. If no clear statement of who
initiate the social enterprise in the case study, then we classified it as not stated.
2.2.3 Classification of financial recourse of social enterprise
Financial recourse of social enterprise refers to the money source that starts up and sustains the operation of social enterprise.
There are five categories: (1) government, (2) social organization (International organization, Non-Profit Organization,
NGO), (3) private company (private foundations and CSR), (4) personal donation or charity (5) self-funding (entrepreneur’s
own funds).

3.

Results and Discussion

The 93 social enterprise case studies identified and analysed cover the time period 2006-2018, with a growth in studies
throw one paper in 2006 to 26 in 2016, see Fig 1. Based on the geographic location of the social enterprise, we made table 1.
Table 1 also include the social goal of rural social enterprise. Social enterprise case study had been conducted in 33 distinct
countries, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
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Figure 1. Distribution of case study and SE’s social goals over time
Table 1. Global distribution of studies on social enterprise in rural areas covered in the review

Country

Frequency
Community
in case Agriculture
Education
building
study

Australia
Banglades
h
Bolivia

7

1

6

1

Botswana

1

Burundi
Cabo
Verde
China

1

Croatia

1

Germany

1

1

Energy

Entreprene
urship

1

Health
care

ICT

2

1

1

Nature
Public
Microfinan resource
Poverty
Transporta
ce
manageme alleviation
tion
nt
1
2

1

1

Women
empowerm
ent

1

1
1
1

1
3

Tourism

1
1

1

1
1

1

Greece

2

Hungary

4

2

India

19

Indonesia

1

Ireland

3

Kenya

4

Malyasia

1

Mexico
Mozambiq
ue
Myanmar

4

Nigeria

2

Norway

3

Pakistan

1

Peru

2

Philippine

1

Rwanda
Sierra
Leone
Spain

2

1

1

Sweden

1

1

Tanzania
Timor
Leste
United
Kindom
United
States
Zambia

3

1

1
3

2

1

2

2
2

1

8

1
1

1

1
1

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

2
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
9

1
1

1

3

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Table 2. The initiation type of rural social enterprise

Bottom-up

Topdown

Hybrid

Not stated

Percentage
(%)

Total

Agriculture

2

5

1

0

8

8.60

Community building

2

0

0

0

2

2.15

Education

2

0

0

0

2

2.15

Energy

4

1

2

0

7

7.53

Entrepreneurship

4

1

0

4

9

9.68

Health care

3

9

1

1

14

15.05

ICT

2

3

0

0

5

5.38

Microfinance

0

3

0

2

5

5.38

Nature resource management

4

3

0

2

9

9.68

Poverty alleviation

3

3

2

3

11

11.83

Public Transportation

1

0

0

0

1

1.08

Tourism

4

0

2

0

6

6.45

Women empowerment

4

6

2

2

14

15.05

35

34

10

14

93

37.63

36.56

10.75

15.05

Total
Percentage (%)
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3.1 Social goals of social enterprise
As a summary of the social goals, rural social enterprises in developed countries mainly focus on tourism, nature resource
management, and health care, while rural social enterprises in developing countries focus on women empowerment, poverty
alleviation, microfinance, see Table 1.
Most of the SEs in poverty alleviation were founded by NGOs and provided capacity building activities through training
programs (to boost employment). Most of the SEs that engage in tourism activities were founded by the community-based
enterprises and funded by local government, other grants, and own revenues. These SEs tend to have a strong connection
with local community and actively collaborate with local government. Supportive government policies including financial
support creates a positive environment to develop tourism activities in rural areas.
Regarding women empowerment, majority of the case studies held in rural India and led by NGOs. Only few of the
enterprises perceived themselves as social enterprises. Most of the enterprises were to empower rural women while
promoting income generation activities such as selling handmade traditional goods and providing education and skill
training opportunities. A self-help group approach is the most common way to reach rural women and assist them. Individual
females are expected to form a small group, exchange information, and support each other. Main constraint for this type
enterprise is a traditional patriarchal culture that women's desire of engaging activities outside of home is restricted by their
husbands.
Public services social enterprises emerged to fill the gap of lack of public services: transport, school, health. The way
enterprises were formed varies to each case, but each enterprise relies on both public and private funds/ grants. Each case
study emphasize the significance of social capital: variations in social networks have the potential to impact upon the
feasibility of the enterprise activity; networks and relationships are vital for the sustainability of their school; advice from
both strong and weak ties offers the potential to break down misplaced beliefs about infant healthcare practices and to
develop literacy on seeking professional medical care.
3.2 Initiation type of social enterprise
The second finding illustrates different types of social enterprise formation that can be classified as: top-down (external),
bottom-up (internal) and hybrid initiatives, see Table 2. Top-down initiators (37.63%) are mostly composed of NGO and
NPO units. bottom-up initiators (36.56%) are composed of individual-drive and local community. Hybrids type (10.75%)
combines both local residents and social organization from outside.
3.3 Financial resources of social enterprise
The third finding is that the investment of these social enterprises came from diverse sources such as governments with 30
cases, social organizations (NGOs, NPOs and universities) with 43 cases, private companies with 6 cases, personal donation
or charity with only 1 case and, self-funding with 21 cases. Also there are 25 cases which do not mention the financial
resources. These counting have overlapping as most of the social enterprise tries to diversify their financial resources. The
share of the investment is indistinct in most cases, although, it seems that diverse financial sources led to favorable results in
initiating rural social enterprises. The bases of its initiation, implementation and sustainability could help in addressing the
social issues in the rural areas and would therefore bring development to the society.
4.

Conclusions

This study has given an overview of the emerging trends and gaps in the existing research field on social enterprise in global
rural and highlight three challenges for future research. We examined how the social enterprises have been initiated in the
global rural, function to solve social problems and sustain their operation by applying a systematic review protocol to a set
of 82 papers with 93 cases. We found that the social enterprise mainly put their focus on women empowerment, micro
finance and poverty alleviation in developing countries, and tourism, nature resource management, and health care in
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developed countries. Top-down initiators (37.63%) and bottom-up initiators (36.56%) are the main type of formation of
social enterprise. Within the total 68 cases which mention their financial resource, 38 of them (55.88%) have a mixture of
government, social organization or private company.
As for future study, we identified three challenges that could be of help. These include: (a) institutional difference between
developed and developing countries in forming the goals of social enterprises; (b) the mutual interactions and conflicts of
different stakeholders in initiating social enterprise; and, (c) the incentives to catalyze bottom-up social entrepreneurs. In
addition, a policy design to encourage capital and knowledge transfer to the rural community could raise the acceptance of
local people towards social enterprise. This structure then will create social inclusion that will help financial sustainability of
social enterprises in rural areas in the long run.
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Abstract
The research of urban climatology has confirmed that the urban microclimate is directly related to the urban physical space
form. The study on the correlation between urban form and urban physical environment can help solve the problem of
pedestrian level wind caused by complex urban form, and guide the building and urban design. Wind tunnel test is one of the
main methods applied in the study of urban wind environment. The outdoor wind field under different boundary layer
meteorological conditions can be accurately simulated by establishing the scale model of the study area. There are many
special needs in the wind tunnel test oriented by the research on the correlation between urban form and pedestrian level wind
environment. The formulation of the test method should not only ensure the accuracy of the test results, but also reflect the
variation characteristics of pedestrian height wind field in different spatial forms. This paper summarizes the wind tunnel test
techniques suitable for the study of urban wind environment. Based on the discuss of wind tunnel test requirements for the
correlation study between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment, proposed a wind tunnel test method which
placing test points according to urban form characteristics.
Keywords: Urban form, Pedestrian level wind environment, Correlation research, Wind tunnel test method
1.

Introduction

The change of urban form and texture causes the problem of urban microclimate (Oke,1984,1988), research on the correlation
between urban form and urban physical environment can help solve the ventilation problem caused by complex urban form
and improve the urban pedestrian level wind environment. Pedestrian level wind was proposed by Lawson in 1973, mainly to
study the effect of pedestrian height wind on people. The influence of horizontal wind on pedestrians is mainly reflected in
mechanics and thermodynamics (Lawson,1973). On the other hand, it is also of great significance to determine the influence
area of strong winds near buildings to evaluate the overall impact of wind on the environment (Wu et al.,1993). The existence
of high-rise buildings in cities often turns the high-speed wind of high-rise buildings to the ground, causing adverse or even
dangerous environment for pedestrians (Tse et al,2017). Complex urban form space further affects urban air flow. With the
decrease of pedestrian horizontal air flow and insufficient natural ventilation, pollutants accumulate on the ground, increasing
air pollution. With the acceleration of urbanization, the ventilation problem caused by complex urban form becomes more and
more serious. Air flow in urban pedestrian level is not only the driving force of indoor ventilation in urban buildings, but also
the driving force of heat and water vapor transmission in urban streets (Kubota et al.,2008). At present, the methods used in
wind field test of urban outdoor space mainly include field test, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis and wind tunnel
test. With the rapid improvement of computer hardware technology, CFD has become a relatively convenient and effective
technical means to study urban outdoor wind environment. However, the accuracy of CFD needs to be further verified
（Blocken et al.,2016. Iqbal et al., 2016).
In the study of the relationship between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment, the difficulties of wind tunnel test
are shown incisively and vividly. Correlation study should not only guarantee the accuracy of the test results, and reflect the
variation characteristics of pedestrian height wind field in different urban forms, added new challenges for the wind tunnel test
(such as the model area and scale, the choice of testing technology, test data processing, etc.), so before the formal wind tunnel
tests should be adequate preparation. The researches on the correlation between urban form and urban physical environment,
take CFD simulations in designated spaces (You W et al, 2018. Peng Y et al, 2019). So, the first step of the correlation study
is to identify space types. Then, the wind environmental data obtained through CFD should to be compared with the space
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characteristic indexes, so as to conduct correlation study. The test area should be as large as possible in order to more
comprehensively and accurately study the pedestrian wind characteristics under the complex urban form (Yusheng Gu, Wowo
Ding, 2018.). Take the real urban area, which is the test case of this research (Figure 1) as an example. In such a large real
urban area, complex and disordered of the space can be clearly find in figure 1. So, before CFD simulation, it is necessary to
divide the continuous space to identified subspaces before the correlation study. According to the research results of urban
form (Huimin Ji et al, 2018)，the continuous urban space can be divided into different subspaces by the principle of connection
adjacent buildings at the positive angle (Figure 2) , the pink line is the space divider. And the characteristics of subspaces can
be quantified by Openness, Area, Aspect ratio and other indexes. After using CFD software (Phoenics) to get the wind
simulation results (Figure 3), the Openness, Area, Aspect ratio and other indexes of subspaces can be compared with simulation
results. Therefore both CFD simulation and wind tunnel test should be conducted based on the final spatial partition diagram
as Figure 2.

Figure 1. Plan of test case.

Figure 2. Diagram of continuous
urban space divided into subspaces.

Figure 3. CFD simulated result .
(velocity, m/s)

Therefore, the calibration of CFD software is the prerequisite to ensure the accuracy of the experimental results of a large
number of subsequent simulation analysis. Wind tunnel test is not only one of the important methods to study the wind
environment of urban outdoor space, but also one of the important means to verify the computational fluid dynamics software
analysis. However, wind tunnel test requires high time and economic cost, and the ‘Similarity criterion’ criterion also puts
forward many restrictions on wind tunnel test. When the test object is a large real urban area, more attention should be paid to
the ‘similarity criterion’ of wind tunnel in practice. Comparing with simple single building form, real urban form is more
complex in spatial plane form, and the building height changes greatly. The data acquisition of pedestrian level wind is different
from the wind tunnel test technology of simple shape or small area. In typical boundary layer wind tunnel tests, measuring the
average wind speed at different locations near the ground is usually the minimum requirement for wind condition evaluation.
Therefore, for a considerable period of time, continuous measurements must be made at many sites and even throughout the
area of interest. In fact, only wind conditions close to the ground have a direct impact on pedestrians, which requires lowaltitude measurements. Generally, the research height is 2 meters. In the boundary layer wind tunnel experimental model, the
height to be measured can be only 10mm (scale factor 1:2000) or even 4mm (scale factor 1:500). At such a low position, the
average velocity of the airflow is low, the turbulence intensity is high, and the shear stress is large. The complex urban form
formed by the combination of buildings with different height and different aspect ratio further increases the difficulty of data
collection. When the model area is larger ，the "blocking ratio" will be larger too. In order to control the blocking ratio, the
scaling factor of the model should be as small as possible. In some narrow areas of complex urban form, the invasive test
probe may not be able to enter the measurement area. In some cases, it is necessary to measure the gust velocity, probability
distribution of wind speed, wind direction and change of wind direction. The characteristics of these winds may vary with time
and space.
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This paper discusses difficulties of wind tunnel test for the study between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment,
and proposed a wind tunnel test method for the correlation research, which placing test points according to urban form
characteristics. In Section 2, it summarizes the wind tunnel test techniques suitable for the study of urban wind environment
and test point location selection of ‘point method’, then discusses the ‘similarity criterion’ of wind tunnel test. In Section 3,
the specific wind tunnel test methods which placing test points according to urban form characteristics. In Section 4, wind
tunnel test data processing. In Section 5, conclusions.
2.

Review

Pedestrian level wind speed is caused by complex wind patterns around the building. Therefore, the study of pedestrian wind
environment generally involves the study of building aerodynamics. The wind tunnel test is still considered to be the most
reliable method of assessing pedestrian horizontal wind despite significant advances in computational fluid technology in wind
engineering, and various testing techniques have been developed to assess the average wind velocity and turbulence
characteristics around a building near the surface. Wind tunnel modeling is applied to construction before the aerodynamics
has widely used in the aviation field. The wind tunnel used is designed specifically for aircraft research, with wind tunnel
sections with uniform wind velocity and low turbulence. The earliest studies on the aerodynamics of buildings, especially the
boundary layer wind tunnel, mainly focused on the wind load (pressure distribution) and the dynamic effect of wind on
buildings and structures. Wind currents caused by buildings and structures can cause adverse environmental conditions and
sometimes dangerous environmental conditions at the pedestrian level. The wind environment around the buildings and the
pedestrian is greatly concerned, and the wind tunnel of the system is not started until 1965 (Wise et al,1965).
Gold plated stainless
Steel Supports

Gold plating defines
Sensing Length

Sensor wires
Pulsed wires
Stem

Hot-wire made by platinum or tungsten

a Single hot-wire sensor (Leslie,1950)
Sensor hole
Flush
joint tap
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Plug

b Pulsed-wire sensor (Bradbury et al,1971)

Flat-topped
sensor tube

Model street
surface
Tubes connect to
pressure transducers

c Irwin probe sensor (Folsom, R. G.,1955)

d Pitot-static tubes (Ristić, S.,2007)

Figure 4. Point method sensors.
At first, the average wind speed was just a measure, using simple instruments, like Pitot tube. With the increase in the cost of
the land and the increase in the height of the construction of modern cities, the environmental problems of the wind have been
more severe, and the study of the urban environment has made progress all over the world, with more sophisticated assessments
and experimental methods. The methods to study pedestrian horizontal wind conditions in wind tunnels can be divided into
two categories: "point method" and "area method". The one, point method provides quantitative data on the discrete location
of the flow field. The sensor used can be Thermal Anemometry（Hot-wire anemometry/ Hot-film anemometry/ Thermistor
anemometer/ Pulsed-wire anemometry）, Pressure Sensor（Irwin probe/ Pitot-static tube）, Optical measuring instrument
（Laser Doppler anemometry）. Figure 4 illustrates four commonly used point test probes. The other one, area method
provides a continuous sequence of qualitative information. These methods can include, Particle image velocimetry, Sand
erosion, Scour Technique, Surface-flow visualization, Infrared thermography. These testing technologies were all based on
different working principles and unique experimental devices (Mittal, 2018). From the perspective of the two major categories
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of wind tunnel test technique, point test method can be accurately quantified, but in the face of complex space form, test point
digits will grow here orders of magnitude, on the one hand, increased testing costs, on the other hand, most belong to invasive
testing point test method, if decorate a large number of test points at the same time, the test probe and the probe racks will
affect model wind flow field. A single point test may cause a large floating result if the test time is too long. The area test
method has the following problems in dealing with complex spatial forms: it cannot be quantified, which is not conducive to
the quantitative analysis of subsequent correlation studies. Although some area testing methods can be quantified at the present
stage, ray measurement is needed in the testing process, and the channel from the emission to the acceptance of rays should
be guaranteed without shielding. However, the complex urban form does not have the conditions to provide a complete test
area.

a Case of test points layout as aligned array

c Case 1 of test points layout around the buildings

b Case of test points layout along the streets

d Case 2 of test points layout around the buildings

Figure 5. Point method measuring points layout diagrams.
Early quantitative measurement methods (Pitot tubes, thermistors, etc.) and later techniques, such as hot wire anemometry
(HWA) and Laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) were, by their nature, measurement methods that provided instantaneous
measurements at single-points through time. Early emphasis in turbulence research and its theoretical advancement therefore
necessitated a statistical description of turbulent flow fields, which relied heavily upon these single-point measurement
techniques. All point techniques provide quantitative information about wind speed or direction at discrete locations to varying
degrees, which provide direct support for the calibration of CFD. In this study, wind tunnel test results are taken as an important
means to calibrate CFD simulation, and the wind tunnel test method should be met the relevant criteria in the field of correlation
research. In conclusion, ‘point method’ should be selected as the test technology in the wind tunnel experiment for the purpose
of correlation research.
Test points in the wind tunnel should be layout exactly the same as those in CFD, so as to ensure the accuracy of wind tunnel
test results in CFD simulation calibration. There are three main modes of wind tunnel test location (Figure 5), the first model
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is taking test points layout as array (Yassin et al,2015), the second model is taking test points layout along the streets(Antoniou
et al,2017), the third model is taking test points layout around the buildings(Tominaga et al,2015. Weerasuriya et al,2018).
These test points are arranged differently because of different research objectives. The first model is to predict the impact of
the proposed building on the wind environment in the surrounding area. The second model is to investigate the distribution of
wind field along the height direction in the streets. The third model is to study the wind environment around the buildings.
These three common modes of wind tunnel test location do not really consider the characteristics of urban form. A small area
in the test case of this study is selected as the object, and makes the test points layout according to the three methods (Figure
6). Taking the results of three test points layout modes (Figure 6c, 6d, 6e) compared with the space division diagram (Figure
6b), we can get the following conclusion. (1) The valid test points in the subspace to be investigated are unordered, and many
test points do not belong to any subspace, (2) The three methods have a common disadvantage: the number of test points is
too much, and the test sensors are easy to interfere with each other. Therefore, it is necessary to find a new method for test
points layout.

b Diagram of continuous urban
space divided into subspaces.

a Plan of test case

d Test points layout along
the streets

c Test points layout as
aligned array

e Test points layout
around the buildings

Figure 6 Schematic diagrams of different test points layout modes
No matter what wind tunnel test method is adopted, the basic rules of wind tunnel test should be followed first，such as control
of blocking rate and guarantee Reynolds number well above the critical value of 11,000 for Reynolds number independent
flow, etc. These are all part of ‘similarity criterion’ of wind tunnel test. Wind tunnel simulation of buildings and structures
usually adopts scale model whose theoretical basis is the similarity principle of flow. The general ‘similarity criterion’ of fluid
flow can be obtained from the motion differential equation of fluid flow. Fluid motion can be described by differential equation
of motion, boundary condition and initial condition. In the scale model experiment of fluid, the motion similarity (following
the same motion equation) and geometric similarity (boundary condition similarity) must be satisfied between the model and
the prototype. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the similarity of two kinds of flows are geometric similarity,
kinematic similarity, and dynamic similarity (ASCE, 1999). The similarity conditions in the wind tunnel test are determined
as follows (CHEN zhuoru et al ,1992.). (1) Geometric similarity, for example building dimensions, surrounding topography,
turbulence integral scale and so on. (2) Dynamic similarity, for example mean velocity profile, power spectral density,
turbulence intensity and so on. (3) Kinematic similarity, for example Reynolds number similarity, elastic constant, active mass
damper similarity and so on. In the actual fluid motion, there are always gravity, viscosity force, pressure and inertia force
acting simultaneously in the fluid. However, in the mechanical phenomenon of fluid flow, usually only one or two kinds of
forces play a major role, determining the nature of the flow phenomenon, and some other forces are in a secondary position,
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so in any flow phenomenon, there are the main forces determining the nature of the phenomenon. Therefore, in the similarity
theory of fluid mechanics, the most important similarity criterion is generally adopted, and the decisive similarity criterion
that plays a leading role in engineering practice is seldom more than two.
3.

Specific wind tunnel test method

3.1 Selection of testing technique
The limitations of various wind tunnel measurement techniques need to be further studied, and the wind tunnel test
environment also has a great influence on the test results. Measurement activities in urban areas may face challenges such as
logistical difficulties, data quality issues (such as ventilation and unventilated temperature measurements) and issues of spatial
representativeness. (Toparlar et al,2017). The selection of test probes should be considered, low cost, high accuracy, sensitivity,
stability and resolution of the testing technology should be considered. Suitable experimental techniques for wind speed
measurement must be selected to meet the specific requirements of pedestrian level wind research. It's also about measuring
accuracy, and the size and quantity of the probe in an invasive experiment requires a lot of focus, to avoid the intrusion testing
against the wind field. In this study, Irwin probe (Figure 7a) combined with pressure sensor was selected as the test sensor. It
is suitable for wind speed measurement of pedestrian level wind research. It is less cost, operability, and durable than other
point method sensors. Irwin probe combined with pressure sensor can measure wind speed data of 50 points in once time,
minimized the effects of time differences in wind tunnel test, shortened the test time. The exposed test probe is only 1.1mm in
diameter and 5mm in height (Figure 7b), it can well avoid the intrusion test of wind field. The main material of Irwin probe is
copper, strong enough. Their output can be read through the pressure sensor, like the pressure measurements. Due to the
axisymmetric geometry of the sensor, it is not necessary to align with the wind direction, but this may become a disadvantage
when wind direction information is actually required. It possible to measure the wind speed at a large number of locations
rapidly without there being the need to make adjustments each time the wind angle is changed. All Irwin probes need to be
calibrated before they can be used in the test.

Top

b Photograph of Irwin probes

Bottom

c Photograph of Irwin probes wearing tubes

a Irwin probe structure (mm)

Figure 7. Irwin probe used in this study.
3.2 The test points layout method based on urban form
It should be stressed that a representative simulation of the overall full-scale flow regime is a prerequisite to effective wind
tunnel assessments of the flow around and within building complexes. Experience at the wind tunnel test indicates that
pedestrian level flow conditions even in a very built-up environment are quite sensitive to the structure of the approaching
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wind. Consequently, in wind tunnel simulations it is important to representatively model both the immediate proximity of the
area of interest as well as the structure of the approaching flow (Isyumov et al,1975). In order to restore the wind environment
under the real urban form as much as possible, the overall test area is as large as possible. The real urban area selected for this
study are shown in Figure 1. The research area of the belt is 1170m long and 952m wide, contains a variety of typical urban
forms. In the research of the correlation between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment, CFD simulation is carried
out in spaces which have remarkable spatial characteristic. When the test area is too large, the urban form is complex, so it is
necessary to divide the continuous space to identified subspaces before the correlation study, then place test points in
corresponding subspaces. So the first step of the correlation study is to identify space types. Then, the wind environmental
data obtained through CFD should to be compared with the space characteristic indexes, so as to conduct correlation study.

Wind

Turnplate boundary

High rise building

Openness
Area
Aspect ratio
Height
Special

Figure 8. Test point layout based on urban form
In this study, a large number of test points need to be arranged according to the spot arrangement method in existing literature,
which not only increases the test cost, but also interferes with each other among dense probes, affecting the accuracy of test
results. Do not affect the smooth progress of the correlation between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment, the
number of test points needs to be significantly reduced. The test data should be convenient for the correlation analysis of urban
form and wind environment in the later period，it is necessary to divide and quantify the test area. This study selected the
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quantification method of urban form was proposed by Huimin Ji in 2018. In that paper (Huimin Ji et al, 2018)，the continuous
urban space is divided into different subspaces，as shown in figure 10. Then the characteristics of these subspaces are
calculated according to the Openness, Area, Aspect ratio calculation rules. According to the numerical range of the index,
subspaces are classified. All spaces are compared in pairs, and divided into three categories according to the urban form index,
and representative spatial layout test points were selected. In addition, the layout of test points also takes into account building
height characteristics, calibrated CFD simulation results, and other special requirements. According to the selection criteria of
test points (Table 1), this study divides all test points into four categories, Openness, Area, Aspect ratio, Height. 1-3 test points
are putted in subspaces with outstanding urban form index (the specific quantity depends on the area of the subspace). About
6 test points are putted in upstream and downstream of testing wind direction, outside the test area. In other areas that need
strengthening, increase the number of points appropriately. The final layout of test points is shown in figure 8.
Table 1. Test point layout requirements.
Point types

Requirements

Openness

The openness of subspace outstanding in urban form indexes

Area

The area of subspace outstanding in urban form indexes

Aspect ratio

The aspect ratio of subspace outstanding in urban form indexes
Around high rise buildings

Height

Around low rise buildings
Between high-rise buildings and low-rise buildings
Other areas that need strengthening

Special

Upstream of testing wind direction, outside the test area
Downstream of testing wind direction, outside the test area

3.3 Similarity criterion controls for large real city area
The wind tunnel selected in this study is a back-flow atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel, which has the characteristics
of large test section size, excellent airflow performance, and can be operated in closed-circuit back-flow mode or open-circuit
direct-flow mode (Mattuella et al, 2016). The test section size of the wind tunnel is 24m*4m*3m (length * width * height),
wind speed range is 0-30m/s, structure of steel structure, motor power 200kw AC frequency control.
In the similarity theory of fluid mechanics, the most important similarity criterion is generally adopted, and the decisive
similarity criterion that plays a leading role in engineering practice is seldom more than two. This study chooses Geometric
similarity and Kinematic similarity for leading wind tunnel ‘similarity criterion’. Follow the ‘similarity criterion’ to determine
the reduced scale and the experimental wind speed. Geometric similarity and dynamic similarity can be achieved by ‘blocking
rate’, ‘reduced scale’, and ‘Reynolds number’ respectively.
η=

𝐴𝑚
𝐴𝑐

(1)

η is the blocking rate, the specification requires that the blocking rate should not be more than 5% (China Academy of Building
Research, 2014).𝐴𝑚 is the maximum cross-sectional area of the building perpendicular to the test wind direction. 𝐴𝑐 is the
area of wind tunnel internal section. Scale reduced is the scale ratio of wind tunnel test model to real urban area.
𝜌𝑣𝑑
𝑅𝑒 =
𝜇

(2)

𝑅𝑒 is the Reynolds number, it should be above the critical value of 11000 (Sedob, L. I. ,1983), 𝑣 is the velocity of the fluid, 𝜌
is the density of the fluid, 𝑑 is a characteristic length( For example, if the fluid flows through a circular pipe, d is the equivalent
diameter of the pipe).
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In this study, the maximum vertical cross-sectional area of urban areas is 80780m2 (Figure 9), the area of wind tunnel internal
section 𝐴𝑐 is 12m2. In order to ensure that the blocking rate is not more than 5%, the reduced scale is not greater than 1/367.
The reduced scale should be an integer multiple of two, taking into account the calibration of the probe at the test height (2m).,
selecting 1/400 is appropriate. In this study, the maximum vertical section of the model is taken as the verification section, and

Ab=80780 m2
Scale reduced=1/400
Am=0.504875 m2
Ac=12 m2
Blocking rate=4.21%
Model average height=119mm
Model maximum height=250mm
Model height line

Wind tunnel internal section contour
Model contour

Model contour

a The maximum vertical contour

b Calculation diagram

Figure 9. Schematic calculation of Blocking rate and Reynolds number

b Test model

a Spires and floor roughness

c Drilling holes for Irwin probes

Figure 10. Photographs of wind tunnel test preparation.
the average height of the building is calculated by using the width weighting method (Figure 9). The real urban form is complex,
which leads to the greater stickiness of wind. In order to overcome the stickiness and improve the inertia force, the Reynolds
number 𝑅𝑒 ≥ 3000 is appropriate. According to Reynolds number formula, the wind speed should be greater than 4m/s.
In order to accurately reflect the wind load and wind-induced response of the actual building structure, the wind tunnel
simulation experiment needs to consider two aspects: first, the wind field characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer
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involved, including wind profile, turbulence structure and other factors. Atmospheric boundary layer flows are generated by
reasonable arrangement spires and floor roughness (Figure 10a). When the fluid flows through the urban area, the scale
characteristics of its flow and turbulence are from several meters to dozens of kilometers in the horizontal direction. In the
vertical direction, its characteristic size can reach tens of meters to hundreds of meters (Cermak J E,1999). The object of this
wind tunnel test is pedestrian level wind (2m), the horizontal scale of simulation belongs to street scale (100-200 meters), the
horizontal scale of simulation belongs to’ urban canopy layer’, and the height is the characteristic height of buildings.
Kinematic similarity is beyond the scope of this paper and is not discussed in depth here.
4.

Post-processing of experimental data

In order to more clearly analyze the correlation between urban form and pedestrian level wind environment, at least 4 wind
directions are selected for the wind tunnel test. When the test is completed, wind speed data of different wind directions can
be obtained by the test points. The layout of test points is drawn as an axonometric map, it can clearly find that the test points
are distributed according to the characteristics of urban form, when test points is scattered in subspaces which are plaza spaces,
and when test points is linear in subspaces which are street spaces (Figure 11). According to this axonometric map, we can
input wind tunnel test data and CFD simulation data into different test points. In this way, the purpose of using wind tunnel
test to calibrate CFD simulation is achieved, and the correlation study between urban form and pedestrian level wind
environment can be done in designated spaces.
Z

X
Y
Street space
Plaza space

Figure 11. Test points playout axonometric map.
5.

Conclusions

This paper summarizes the common wind tunnel testing techniques used in urban wind environment research, analyzes the
difficulties existing in the wind tunnel test when the research purpose is to study the correlation between urban form and
pedestrian level wind environment, takes a real urban area as an example to propose a wind tunnel test method which placing
test points according to urban form characteristics, and obtains the following conclusions:
(1) When the research purpose of wind tunnel test is to study the correlation between urban form and pedestrian level wind
environment. The test area should be as large as possible in order to more comprehensively and accurately study the pedestrian
wind characteristics under the complex urban form. Before CFD simulation wind tunnel test, it is necessary to divide the
continuous space to identified subspaces before the correlation study, and the characteristics of subspaces should be quantified
by Openness, Area, Aspect ratio and other indexes of urban form. By using quantization method of urban form to segment,
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quantify and classify the space of test urban area, could reduce the number of ‘Point method’ test points, and provides
convenience for correlation study of urban form and wind environment.
(2) Compared with the general wind tunnel test, the large real city area wind tunnel test should pay more attention to the
control of similarity criterion. The reduced scale of the model in geometric similarity should be controlled by blocking ratio
and Reynolds number. At the same time, in order to ensure the independence of the Reynolds, the wind can develop into
sufficient turbulence in the model, and the maximum wind speed should also be selected. These related parameters of wind
tunnel test are interlocking and mutually restricted. In addition, the wind field in the wind tunnel needs to achieve the
corresponding wind profile and roughness by continuous debugging.
(3) With the rapid development of cities, the wind tunnel test plays an important role in the research on the correlation study
between urban wind environment and urban form. However, the accuracy of wind tunnel test results depends on scientific and
reasonable test method. In the development of wind tunnel at the present stage, it is necessary to increase the accuracy and
easy operational, and further reduce the cost of wind tunnel test. By improving the quality of flow field, eliminate the
interference of tunnel wall and support, develop self-correcting wind tunnel, to promote the practical application of wind
tunnel test. The future architecture and planning design, under the guidance of wind tunnel test, will creating a more
comfortable and pleasant urban living environment.
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Abstract
The circular economy is being widely portrayed as a means to protect resource efficiency, resource security and reduce carbon
dependency. Additionally, it is promoted as a means to tackle the widely publicised problem of plastic pollution. The
versatility of plastics has resulted in them being embedded in everyday practice and a significant element of the global
economy. However, the diversity of types of plastic, with different properties, compositions and economic values, alongside
the difficulties in distinguishing some types from each other, contribute to the challenges of recovering plastics.
The
unrecovered, or ‘leaked’ plastics contribute to the extraordinary level of marine marco- and micro-scale plastics pollution
recently brought to public attention and policy awareness. A circular economy approach to tackling what can be seen as the
mis-use of plastic implies tackling the problem at the design stage, with not only use but also end of life taken into account in
order to devise strategies towards retaining plastics (or constituents) in economically beneficial, but also environmentally
benign usage. This poster presents a University of Hull project funded as part of an investment by the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (within UK Research and Innovation) seeking progress towards a circular economy for
plastics. This large-scale project comprises a multidisciplinary team of academics with more than 20 non-university
stakeholders, including ISDRS. Taking a transdisciplinary approach, we are using interviews and workshops with
stakeholders, including the University as an example of a large organisation and cross-section of the population, to gain an
understanding of what is needed from new materials and new recovery technologies. Chemistry research into catalysts for
producing new types of bioplastics, is taking place alongside chemical engineering work to remove toxicity from plastic
residues and increase the value of materials extracted from used plastics (bio- or petrochemically based). A diverse team of
social scientists working on related supply chain approaches, logistics and governance issues. As with the circular economy
itself, the novelty of the approach reported on here comes from the overall combination of elements (disciplines, stakeholders,
interactions) brought to bear rather than any individual step.
Keywords: Circular economy, plastics, transdisciplinary, recovery, stakeholders
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Abstract
Since the nineties, a lot has been written about local sustainability, mostly about big cities and/or big
regions. These days the debate about small towns and/or rural municipalites has also come about. It is up
to all the agents, political and from the community, as well as to the citizens to promote the transformation
to more sustainable societies. It is therefore urgent the development of tools like the Indicator System (IS)
at a local level, having in mind the involvement of all the agents, that will allow us to evaluate whether we
are near or far from that transformation. The incorporation of sustainability criteria and its measurement,
having in mind the singular characteristics of these municipalities, will allow us to know and evaluate the
Sustainable Development (SD) at a local level, to increase the sensibility of the agents about environmental
issues and to promote change in the community. For that to happen the population’s involvement is
essential for it allows the strengthening of the commitment for SD. The case study presented is about the
Beira Baixa region in the interior of Portugal, its population represent 0.8% of the resident population of
Portugal. That translates as one of the lowest populational densities. The main objective of this study is to
present the results of the questionnaire applied to a representative sample of the resident population of
Beira Baixa, Portugal, over 18 years of age. The general aim of the questionnaire was to inquire the
population awareness about sustainability concepts and IS and self-assessment of the local sustainability.
The results allow us to verify that a large majority of the participants has hear the term SD, the media
being the largest contributor to this and that the promotion of the SD is our own responsibility. In terms
of the SD dimensions, it is the environmental and economical ones the most important, in contrast with
the social and governance/institutional. About half of the participants considers that their quality of life
“stayed the same”, but a quarter of them considers that it is “worse”. When asked about IS, less than half
of the participants had ever heard about IS for SD, and the ones that had, heard it mostly through the
media. These participants consider that the selection of the indicators should factor the citizens’ opinion,
but little more than half of the participants would like to participate in that selection. It is important a wide
spread of SD and of the IS among the population, because there is a clear imbalance between the economic
and environmental dimension and the social and governance/institutional dimensions.
Keywords: Local Sustainability, Indicator System, Public Participation, Rural Municipality, Transition
1.

Introduction

Much of the economic activity is in urban centres, but it is in rural areas where most of the resources and
natural areas are found, which enables Europe to maintain a relative balance between urbanization and
the preservation of rural areas, which are very important regions in the policy framework for the
European Union (European Commission, 2008). Recently, the Sustainable Development (SD) has become a
central theme in small towns and rural areas (Palmisano, et al., 2016; Visvaldis et al., 2013), where the
intermunicipal communities (CIM), composed of these small and/or rural municipalities (Quintá and Arce,
2017), have a fundamental role in creating new governance models and transition to sustainability.
Considering climate change, the depletion of natural resources, the loss of biodiversity, among others, the
transition towards sustainability is paramount in our present generation, where communities and
municipalities have an essential role in SD, through the institutional change as an integral part of the
transformation process, because of this it is necessary a reorientation and not just the reformulation of
the economy and society. (Haberl et al., 2011; Hopwood et al.,2005; Meadowcroft, 2007; Vilches and Pérez,
2016). The main challenge is not anymore just the implementation of technical corrections through
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policies, it is the structural change (social and/or institutional) as an essential part of the transition process,
that is a radical transformation towards a more sustainable society (Avelino and Grin, 2017; Haberl et al.,
2011; Meadowcroft, 2007). The World Commission on Environment and Development report (WCED, 1987)
has made available a preliminary definition of local sustainability, that was afterwards changed and
improved upon in international forums. In these last decades, the promotion for a more sustainable
municipality has become the focus of many studies and, as a result, has generated a multiplicity of concepts
with the goal of promoting local sustainability (Fu and Zhang, 2017). In 2015, the adoption of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) represented an historic milestone step toward new Goals (Ramos et al, 2018),
in particular, the SDG# 11 (Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable),
reinforced and placed municipalities and communities at the top of the international agenda.
The Indicator System (IS) for SD was developed, in the 90s, with the goal of contributing towards the
sustainability evaluation, monitorization and communication and to provide a basis for decision making
at all levels (CNUAD, 1992), therefore providing the progress of preestablished goals and inform the leaders
and population of the current condition (Gan et al, 2017, Tran, 2016). The desire for the application of local
sustainability has generated many local indicator systems as a sustainability evaluation and
communication tool, especially for large cities or megacities, these systems should benefit the adaptation
learning process by practice, however, there is still some resistance in the incorporation of the
sustainability indicators in the local policies, because the indicators are too technical and the difficulty in
working with a large number of metrics (Munier, 2011; Phillis et al, 2017; Pupphachai and Zuidema, 2017).
Each community should develop an IS that accommodates its specificities towards SD, however the
efficacy of the system should be guaranteed to allow a transparent and objective evaluation of the results
accrued (Ramos and Caeiro, 2017; Valentin and Spangenberg, 2000). It should also be important that this
system at a local level allows a comparison both at a regional and national levels, based in a common
system of indicators (Mascarenhas et al., 2010). There are many studies about the development of indicator
systems at a municipality level, but the investigation about the development of this common tool between
neighboring municipality communities is still scarce.
Sustainable development, together with the need to rationally manage resources, implies the participation
of the citizens in an active way. If you consider governance as the social side of the sustainability principle,
and, in practice, territorial governance as a precondition for territorial cohesion, together with the
participation of all actors, public and private, at the different levels, from the local to the supranational, it
allows the society a larger coherence of policies, both at a vertical and horizontal levels, that is, the
territorial cohesion and the SD depend of the vitality and health of the intermunicipal communities and
its municipalities (Dasi, 2008; Mayer and Knox, 2010, Moreno Pires and Fidelis, 2012).
Mascarenhas et al. (2010) consider that it is crucial the involvement of all key-actors and of the population
in conceptualizing the IS, that is, that is needs to be based in a participation process, that will allow, for
example, the inclusion of values, objectives and concerns that are common to that local community, mas
the dialogue with the citizens should be prolonged in time so that they feel committed with the SD
(Eckerberg and Mineur, 2003; Mascarenhas et al., 2010; Ramos and Caeiro, 2017; Shields et al., 2002). That
is, the society’s organizations and the common citizens are essential to pressure local governments in the
fight against social inequalities and the assumption of their responsibility for their commitment before
society, for example, in what pertains to local sustainability, equality, social justice, among others. Each
community should develop an IS that has its specificities towards SD in mind (Valentin and Spangenberg,
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2000). But it will be equally important that this system at a local level allows a comparison both at a
regional and a national level, based in a common IS (Mascarenhas et al., 2010).
Summarizing, the participation process allows society to get involved in the decisions that pertain to
policies, plans and doings of their municipality (Muñoz, 2008). The indicators should reflect the priorities
and questions that the community and its municipalities will have to deal with in the present and future,
they should highlight the relevance for the public policies and the agreement of the community, based on
the commitment between the various players (Mascarenhas et al., 2014; Moreno Pires et al., 2014; Vilches
and Pérez, 2016; Visvaldis et al., 2013).
Besides the community’s participation in the IS, it is paramount to communicate the results, in an
accessible and understandable way, of the sustainability indicators to the community, in order to increase
the awareness for the importance of the transition to sustainability, so that the municipalities and
intermunicipal communities incorporate and strengthen the implementation of the indicators in their
policies, in an effort to make those municipalities more sustainable for current and future generations
(Michael et al., 2014; Pupphachai and Zuidema, 2017). But it is necessary to broadcast the use of
sustainability indicators to the population, the media, to do that the use of online tools created for that
purpose, can be a solution, among others, and that way, the information exchange will increase the
awareness both of the global and of the local dimensions (Mascarenhas et al., 2014; Morse, 2015; Selsky
and Parker, 2005).
The CIM of Beira Baixa (CIMBB) is composed of six municipalities (Castelo Branco, Idanha-a-Nova, Oleiros,
Penamacor, Proença-a-Nova e Vila Velha de Rodão), it has an area of 4 614.64 square km, it contains the
country’s 3rd and 4th largest municipalities (Castelo Branco and Idanha-a-Nova respectively), their
population (about 83 thousand people) represents about 0.8% of the national resident population, what
translates in the lowest populational density (17.9 people per square km) in Portugal, where most areas
are farms, forests and pastures.
According to CIMBB (2015) the municipality of Castelo Branco has development and social cohesion levels
that go along with the national average, while the remaining municipalities of a rural profile (Idanha-aNova, Penamacor, Vila Velha de Ródão, Proença-a-Nova and Oleiros) have strong structural weaknesses,
that are reflected in the demographic and socioeconomical indicators (aging index 279.5, total dependence
index 67.7%, illiteracy rate of 10.7%, activity rate of 59.6% and employment rate of 40.9%).
In the brief analysis of Integrated territorial development strategy (CIMBB, 2014), in what pertains to Local
Sustainability (for example Local Agenda 21), we can indicate that this concept is still not well defined and
clarified. So that, along with the population awareness, local leaders should also be made aware of it.
The main goal of this project is to present the results of the inquiry by questionnaire applied to the resident
population, of legal age, of Beira Baixa, Portugal. This questionnaire had as its goal to know the
perceptions, the knowledge and attitudes of this population about SD and what areas there is a need to act
for its implementation in the scope of the region where they reside. This questionnaire will be the basis
for the development of a IS based in a process of involvement of the local population.
2.

Methods

Initially we characterized CIMBB and its municipalities (Castelo Branco, Idanha-a-Nova, Penamacor,
Oleiros, Proença-a-Nova and Vila Velha de Ródão) through bibliographic analysis, statistical data analysis
(for example the Census information), spacial/geographical analysis (for example via Google Earth), among
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others. After that, we conducted a bibliographic analysis through local plans, programs and policies, with
the goal of determining if CIMBB uses, effectively, local Sustainability Indicators and public participation
(as indicated in the local Agenda 21) for decision making. To verify if people are sensible to the SD issues
e how they consider it should be evaluated, for example through an IS, we used inquiry by questionnaire.
Lastly, for the development of the Indicator System of Sustainable Development for the CIMBB (having in
mind the environmental, economic, social and institutional dimensions) based on a participation process,
we made use of a bibliographic analysis, a questionnaire analysis, the conducting of interviews with key
local players and “specialists” for the validation of the indicators and, finally, the collection of statistical
data for the calculation of the indicators.
So that the participation of the population could be identified and also their awareness of SD, an inquiry
by questionnaire was applied (quantitative investigation) because it allows for a greater systematization,
greater simplicity of analysis, and a faster collection and treatment of the data (Carmo and Ferreira, 2015).
Having in mind the size of the population, a sample by quota was defined (Coutinho, 2016) in the variables
of municipality, gender and age group, to ensure the characteristics and the population’s representability
(for the different municipalities), with the goal of generalizing the results for the population being studied,
its analysis will be quantitative, and the statistical software (SPSS) will be used.
In a brief way, the conception of the inquiry by questionnaire went through the following stages: a)
bibliographic review; b) making of the first version; c) input by “specialists”; d) alteration of the first
version after collection of input; e) pre-test; f) final version. The questionnaire is organized in five parts:
SD Perception, SD Evaluation in municipality of residence, What is important to evaluate in the SD of your
region in terms of the Goals for Sustainable Development (themes for the future IS for SD), Public
participation and Characterization. It is made up of closed questions, most of them multiple choice and in
the question about the themes for the IS a likert scale was used (where 1 meant “not important” and 5
meant “very important”).
The collection process went through some setbacks due to the characteristic of the population being
studied, because it is an aged population (about one third), because of the size of the questionnaire and
because of the goal of inquiring 1% of the population. The questionnaire was done between April and
September 2018, in the municipalities that belong to the CIMBB.
3.

Results and Discussion

The sample being studied is made up by 806 individuals, about 1% of the total resident population of legal
age in the CIMBB, of which 504 (62.5%) reside in the municipality of Castelo Branco, 95 (11.8%) in Idanhaa-Nova, 49 (6.1%) in Penamacor, 76 (9.4%) in Proença-a-Nova, 52 (6.5%) in Oleiros and 30 (3.7%) in Vila
Velha de Ródão. Over half of the respondents are women (52.4%), 35% is 65 or older and, opposite of this,
almost 7% is in the 18 to 24 age bracket. Of the respondents, 99% is of Portuguese nationality and 82.9%
was born in the district of Castelo Branco, being the district of Lisbon the second most indicated (3.8%).
Almost one third of the respondents has a college degree, 46.2% works for another, mostly in the tertiary
sector (69.5%), but the primary sector represents 14.5% of the respondents. Worthy of note is that 34.4%
of the respondents is retired and almost 2% of the respondents “has no qualifications”, of these Vila Velha
de Ródão has the highest percentage (10%), followed by Penamacor (8.2%). About 93% resides in the
CIMBB longer that 5 years. When we questioned about their subjective income, 52.4% the respondents
rated their income as "reasonable" and almost 26% rated it "difficult".
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In the first part of the questionnaire, about the SD perception, the majority of the respondents has already
heard of the term SD (about 87%), when we analysed the results by municipality, Castelo Branco has the
highest percentage (92.1%) and the municipality of Vila Velha de Ródão, the lowest (66.7%). Figure 1
describes the context in which they have heard of SD, where we can see that the media has a big
importance in this outreach. Of the respondents who selected "Other", we highlight Senior University of
Castelo Branco (USALBI) (0.4%) and Boom Festival in the municipality of Idanha-a-Nova (0.2%).
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Figure 1. In what context did you hear about sustainable development?
When questioned about who is responsible for the Promotion of SD, most respondents believe that it is up
to each of us (79.8%), to the National Government (70.9%) and to the Local Government (60.6%). Of the
respondents who selected "Other", we highlight Schools (0.4%) and Global Organization (0.1%) (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Who is responsible for promoting sustainable development?
In the last question on SD Perception, with regard to the dimensions (environment, economy, social and
governance / institutional), the respondents associate the SD in a larger percentage to the environmental
and economic areas of SD (figure 3).
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Figure 3. In your view, what are the main themes associated with Sustainable Development
In the second part of the questionnaire (Evaluation of SD of the municipality of residence), in the first
question, the respondents using the traffic light analogy (green – go; yellow – careful; and red – stop),
classified the performance of their municipality in the SD dimensions (Environmental, Economic, Social
and Governance/Institutional). Over half of the respondents (53.7%) classifies the environmental
dimension as “Green”, in the remainder dimensions, approximately two thirds of the respondents
classified them as “Yellow”. Over 20% classified the economic and governance/institutional dimensions as
“Red”. In the analysis by municipality, in the environment and governance/institutional dimensions, about
83% and 35% of the resident respondents of the Proença-a-Nova municipality classifies it as “Green”,
respectively, and opposed to it, 75% and 29% considers it “Red” in the Vila Velha de Ródão municipality.
In the economical dimension, in the Vila Velha de Ródão municipality, 25% considers it “Green”, in the
other extreme, about 42% of the resident respondents of Penamacor classify it as “Red”. In the social
dimension, almost 38% of the respondents of Proença-a-Nova have “Green” and 24.4% of Penamacor
classify it as “Red” (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the municipality in relation to the performance of the environmental, economic,
social and governance
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When inquired regarding their quality of life in the municipality, in the last 5 years, almost half considers
that it is “equal” (according to figure 5). In the detailed analysis by municipality, 31.4% of the residents in
Proença-a-Nova considers that it has improved and, on the opposite side, 46.8% of the residents in
Penamacor considers that it is worse. In Vila Velha de Ródão 18.5% “don’t know” (probably because 7% of
the respondents reside in the municipality less than 1 year).

7%
21%
26%

46%
Increase

Equal

Worse

Do not know

Figure 5. Quality of life in your municipality in the last 5 years
When we asked about the sectors that should be invested in the municipality (figure 6), Education and
training, Renewable energy and Environment constitute the major investment in the region according to
the respondents. About 1% selected “Other”, of which we emphasize: senior citizens, biological agriculture,
culture, clean industry, recycling, nature tourism, roads. When we compare these results with the First
Major Inquiry on Sustainability in Portugal (Schmidt et al., 2016), the appointed sectors by the residents of
CIMBB differ substantially from the national average (Education 46%, Renewable Energy 37%). The
Forests sector was chosen by 49% of the CIMBB residents while it was only 6% in the national inquiry. This
might be due to the rural profile of the CIMBB and because it is a region in the interior of Portugal, with

(in %)

characteristics that are very distinct from the national average.
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Figure 6. Which Sectors your municipality should invest in the near future, to lead us to Sustainable
Development?
We questioned residents regarding public policies associated with SD, which they considered most
important for their municipality in the social, environmental, economic and governance / institutional
areas (figure 7). The areas most referred were, the social area, improving public services (65.4%), and the
environmental area, to guarantee the good condition of the environment (62.1%). On the opposite side,
the social area, to increase public safety (30.3%) is the least valued. Again, coherently with previous results,
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the environmental dimension is an important one in CIMBB. If we compare these results with the First
Major Inquiry on Sustainability in Portugal, and by dimensions, the social dimension, in its entirety, is the
most represented area, the environmental and economic dimension seem relatively interconnected and
with very similar results, the least valued is the governance/institutional dimension (Schmidt et al., 2016).
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Figure 7. In terms of public policies, what are the social, environmental, economic and governance areas
associated with the sustainable development that you consider most important in your municipality?
When questioned regarding what is important to evaluate in the SD of their region and, specifically which
are the most important SDG for their region (figure 8), over 60% responded: SDG#3 – Good Health and
Well-Being, SDG#4 – Quality Education and SDG#8 – Decent Work and Economic Growth. On the opposite
side, the SDG#4 – Life Below Water was the least indicated (about 18%), probably because it is a region in
the interior of Portugal. However, 31.3% and 35.7% of the respondents indicate SDG#13 – Climate action
and SDG#15 – Life on land, respectively. If we analyze these results and the previous ones, it is essential a
wide promotion and clarification of the SDGs, namely in peripheral and aged regions and that, beside the
governments, these regions play an active role in their promotion, that is, to end poverty, to promote
prosperity and well-being for all, to protect the environment and to fight climate change, within the
planet’s limits.
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Figure 8. Identify the Goals you consider important for your municipality
In the question related to the IS, almost 57% of the population refers that they never heard of an IS, as an
instrument to evaluate and report the development of sustainability in a given region. Of the respondents
that responded in the affirmative, 75% refers that they heard about it through the media. Of the
respondents who selected "Other", we highlight: PhD Student, Government level and Partnerships.
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In figure 9, are the given reasons by the respondents that justify the development of an IS, so that it can
contribute for the improvement of the environmental, economical, social and institutional performance
management, and to make more efficient the systematizing processes and the information exchanges on

(in %)

environment and SD.
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Figure 9. Reasons for the development of a IS
We asked if in the development/designing of a IS that allows the evaluation of the SD, the choice of the
indicators should have in consideration the “opinion” of the citizens (for example, through public
participation) and a large majority (74.2%) of the respondents considers that it should take into
consideration the public participation, but about 21% refers that they “don’t know”. By municipality, over
84% of the respondents in Proença-a-Nova says “yes”. In the Vila Velha de Ródão municipality, about 8%
of the respondents says “no” and about 42% refers that they “don’t know”.
Besides public participation, we asked if they would like to directly participate in the discussion around
the choosing of indicators (for example: unemployment rate, quality of life, number of tourists,
greenhouse effect emissions, among others) to evaluate the improvement of their municipality’s
development and a little over half (55.3%) of the respondents would like to directly participate around the
choosing of the indicators. In the analysis by municipality, despite the answer in the previous question,
oddly enough it is the residents of Proença-a-Nova that refer that they would not like to participate (32.9%)
and, on the opposite side, 63.8% of the residents of Oleiros would like to take part in that discussion. In the
Vila Velha de Ródão municipality 50% refer that they “don’t know”.
The challenge for local authorities is to mobilize the community in order to promote environmental
citizenship (Mascarenhas et al., 2014), that allows the development of IS at a local level, still under
development in Portugal (Moreno Pires and Fidélis, 2015), especially in this community of singular
characteristics.
The media (55.9%), the official municipality Newsletter (34.9%) and the information that is posted in public
places (32.4%) were the main ways in which the population indicated that they would like to have access
to the SD indicators of their municipality. Again, the media has an important place in the communication
of the indicator results. Beyond communicating, it is crucial that the results are understandable to the
community, especially in the rural areas, with an aged population, which has as a characteristic a strong
asymmetry with the coastal area of the country.
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In the last part, we asked the population about public participation, specifically if they are members of
any nonprofit Institution/Organization and if they were involved in Voluntary work in a nonprofit
Institution/Organization. About 32% e 22% are associated or are involved in voluntary work. The Oleiros
municipality has the highest values, with 40% and 36% respectively. A good part of the respondents that
are members or do volunteer work do so in the areas of “Culture, Education and Recreation” (56.9%) and
in “Health and Social Work” (37.9%). As a way of conclusion, the associations and volunteer work are
considerably low in the CIMBB, but similar to the numbers registered in Portugal (Schmidt et al., 2016).
These results, even though they indicate progress, show the still low participation involvement of the
citizens in the public life and in the defense of the environment (Schmidt and Guerra, 2013).
4.

Conclusions

The majority of the respondents has already heard of SD, the media having and essential role. However,
there is an unbalance between the environmental and economical dimensions and the social and
governance/institutional

dimensions.

Regarding

public

policy,

the

respondents

highlight

the

environmental and the social areas. The sectors of Education and training, Renewable energies and
Environment make up the largest investment in the region. All these question were reinforced by the SDGs
that the respondents considered as the most important for their region. Regarding the Indicators, over half
of the respondents have never heard about it, having the media again an important role. Regarding the
participation in the development/conception and direct involvement in the theme selection, almost two
thirds considers important the public participation, but a little over half would like an active role.
When we compare the similar questions with the First Major Inquiry on Sustainability, we register some
significant differences. As we mentioned before, given the specificities of each region, it is essential that
each community promotes there is, through public participation, based on common indicators, but this
system should allow a comparison both at a regional and national levels. It is, also, crucial its promotion
via the media, both national and regional, with the goal of clarifying the SD concept (in all its dimensions)
and of making the community aware to the importance of transitioning to sustainability.
A widespread promotion of SD and of the SDGs (via the media, in the schools, municipalities, companies,
international organizations, and others) among the population is important. In particular in the rural
world, which are very important regions of Europe, because it is there that we find most of the natural
resources and areas. The CIM, comprised of these municipalities, play an essential role in the promotion
of territorial policies as a key factor towards European territorial cohesion, with the objective of achieving
a balanced and sustainable development.
As a future development, we will be conduction a statistical treatment of the IS themes (based on the
questionnaire results) to develop the first proposal of a IS. After, this proposal will be presented to the local
CIMBB leaders and to specialists of this area, through interviews and focus groups. And, lastly, given the
received input, we will develop for CIMBB an indicator system for sustainable development (having in
consideration the environmental, economical, social and institutional dimensions).
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